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FOREWORD
One of the principal NASA goals is the establishment of large spaceborne astronomical
;.• observatories. Typical of the telescopes being considered for these observatories is a 3-meter
"- (120-inch), diffraction-limited instrument, which can observe over a wide range of the
..- electromagnetic spectrum, particularly those portions not visible to earthbound telescopes.
Such a telescope above the earth's obscuring atmosphere would have 10 times the resolving
:{_" power of the 200-inch telescope on Mount Palomar operating under the best atmospheric
f conditions. In addition, the large space telescope would be able to detect stars 100 times
_. fainter than the faintest stars detectable from earth.
"- An instrument exhibiting such a significant increase in operating performance aas a
f commensurate increase in complexity. Thus, undertaking the design and development of
, large space observatories requires the consolidated effort of both scientific and engineering
: skills. A prerequisite to a space observatory is the optical telescope technology that must be
accomplished prior to the _nitiation of the actual design. Many technological developments
_, will be required to improve the instrumentation; for example, improved gratings, lightweight
optical mirrors, improved detectors, electronic imaging systems, and ultraviolet transparent
_: materials, to name but a few.
_. It is to this objective that the Optical Telescope Technology Workshop (OTTW) is
_:, addressed. This workshop is a joint undertaking by the Office of Advanced Research and
<, Technology and the Office of Space Science and Applications to assess the present state of
_ technology, as as to specific technological objectives and the pro-the well det'me research
._ grams required to meet them. We plan to continue this OTTW activity to update the work at
intervals of from two to three years.We would like to express our sincere appreciation to the participants and their 3rgani-
_ zations for making this first meeting so successful.
,_,: #
_, John E. Naugie
Associate Administrator,
_. NASA, Office of Space Science and Applications ,-
Oran W. Nicks
Acting Associate Administrator,
,_' NASA, Office of Advanced Research and Technology _ -
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Welcome Address
Wemher yon Braun
": NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
I would like to extend a wholehearted welcome to the astronomers, the astrophysicists,
and the astronomical engineers who have convened here at the Marshall Space Flight Center
for a three-day workshop on the problems of optical telescope technology. Having spent
-(= almost three years in the project management of the Apollo Telescope l_ount Projecq whichi
_: will deploy and operate several solar telescopes in orbit, we have great appreciation and deep
respect for the multitude of technical and operational problems with which space astron-
: omers are corfronted. We hope that your symposium will be successful and that the
_ environment of this Center will be stimulating and helpful in at least some of the topic
which you plan to discuss.t
The Marshall Center has been known for a number of years as a place where large
launch vehicles are designed and built. The latest member of the launch vehicle family,
Saturn V, has been developed to launch the Apollo capsule on its flight to the moon. We
; expect that the landing on the lunar surface by two astronauts will be accomplished in July*
Although the design, fabrication, testing, and launching of vehicles has kept the mem-
, bers of this Center extremely busy during past years, and although the Apollo-carrying
: Saturn V still requires a very considerable amount of attention and car_ we have always
held the belief that l,:unch vehicles alone do not make a full space program. They are the
means to accomplish an objective, the objective being the exploration of a world that is noty
_ fully accessible to us from the surface of the earth. One of the most\ fascinating, most
!: exciting, and most promising new fields of exploration which the young technology of space
flight is opening for us is astronomy from orbit, where we can face the universe without
having to look, as Fred Whipple put it, through the "dirty basement window" of the
i atmosphere. We are very happy about the prospect that our Center will be able to con- ,
-. tribute wit_. our technology, and hopefully with our science, to the great progress that space
_. astronomy will undoubtedly make during the next ten or twentyyears.
, The Apollo Telescope Mount, or ATM-A Project, which is scheduled for launch in
' 1972, is giving us the opportunity of learning f'wsthand about the many technical require-
-nents that an astronomical satellite must meet in order to be successful. We feel that we
have learned much, and we are confident that ATM-A will be a successful project. We
realize, however, how much more we have to learn in order to ensure success for the
follow-on program in space astronomy, which includes such ambitious projects as 3-meter,
: diffraction-limited, optical telescopes. For the space engineer, the multitude of problems
- includes the production of lightweight, high-precision mirrors; the alignment of complex
: optical systems; the design of extremely rigid but lightweight .'ructures; achievement of
almost perfect thermal balance; attitude control and pointing s_abihty of unprecedented
accuracy; and the handling and transmission of huge quantities of data.
m i
*On July20, 1969 at 4:17 pan. FAST,Nell A. AnmtrongandEdwinE.Aldrin,Jr.,suc._enfullylandedthe
£af/e on the lunu surface.At 10:56p.m.EST,Armstrongbecamethe tim manto set foot on the moon.
Ufloff andrendezvouswith the orbitin8 commandmodulew_ accomplishedJuly 21.
1
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A subject of very particular interest to us is the role of man in space astronomy.
Should the astronauts for astronomical satellites include astronomers, or engineers, or both?
What functions should they carry out in orbit? Which components of an astronomy payload
system should bc exchangeable in orbit? We have followed with great satisfaction and
sincere admiration the brilliant success of the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory,, OAO II.
Experience with unmanned satellites of this kind will help us greatly to defLne the role of
man in future space astronomical projects.
The three-day workshop on optical telescope technology, which you are now
attending, will cover a huge area of science and engineering. The expanse of this area,
reflected in the very rich and fascinating program of presentations, is indicative of the wst
number and great diversity of technical problen's waiting for the space engineer. We at the
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center are most eager to learn of the conclusions and
requirements resulting from this workshop, and we will surely put them to good use in the
years to come.
To all of our workshop guests who have come to Huntsville for these three days, we
wish to extend our heartfelt welcome and our sincerest wishes for a successful meeting.
1970027360-013
_ Introduction
_ Jesse L. Mitchell
:. NASA, Office of Space Science and Applications
It was approximately forty years ago that George Ellery Hale proposed to build the
world's largest optical telescope. Today, after twenty years of operation, the 200-inch Hale
_ telescope on Mount Palomar still continues to expand the horizons of the universe. Over ten
)_'--- years ago, Lyman Spitzer, Fred Whipple, Art Code, and Jim Kupperian proposed specific
observing programs and telescopes that became the basis of the Orbiting Astronomical
. Observatory (OAO). Today, after four months of operation, the OAO-II continues each dayto expand the horizons of our universe as does the Hale telescope.
_ These two telescopes represent the very best combination of science and technology.
: The Hale teles,-_pe was and is a marvel of technology utilized for science - from the new (in
_: its time) glass pyrex mirror to the intricate yet _nple techniques for balancing the multi-ton
structure vs it swings through its entire range of observing angles. The OAO required the
solution of a number of knotty technical problems. Among those recognized at its inception
• _ were: (1) the stability and control problem, particularly the development of star trackers,
(2) the development of an ultraviolet TV tube, and (3) the development of lightweight• mirrors of up to one meter in diameter.
_; Today you are here to participate with us and to assist us in our long-range planning
efforts on spaceborne optical telescopes beyond the OAO and approaching in size theMount Palomar Hale telescope. We hope this will be a rewarding experience for each of you.
" To begin, we plan to give of the NASA long-range andyou
a preview astronomy plans
programs. In turn, we solicit your assistance in d_taifing the technical steps necessary to
accomplish these plans; later we hope to implement them.
The f'LrStstep in this workshop will be to look at astronomy from the viewpoint of
astronomers. We will identify for you the p#,ncipal goals, objectives, and elements of the
NASA Astronomy Program. This will be followed by more detailed discussion of the
scientific uses of space telescopes.
The next step will be to look at the Astronomy Program from the viewpoint of the
engineers. We will review some of the current technical status of systems and subsystems
required for space telescopes.
Having shared together this broad scientific and technical background, we are then
asking you to participate in the workshop sessions of your choice. These sessions will be
devoted to in-depth reviews of the key technical areas, such as mirrors and optical materials;
. i structures, pointing, and stabilization; instrumentation operations and data handling; and
calibration, simulation, and test.
As a result of these sessions, we hope you will be able to define for us the critical
technical problems and the general approach to these problems.
Finally, we are seeking your recommendations on the priorities for working these
problems and for specific technology programs consistent with our overall astronomy goals
and objective_
On the basis of this workshop and ralated study work, we plan to prepare a report to
be used as a guideline in developin_ Optical Astronomy Tectmology Programs for the future.
3
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As we proceed into these programs, both our scientific objectives and the state of the
technology will be continually changing as we make new discoveries, Accordingly, we plan
to report such activity to update the plans we will make today.
In conclusion, as a barefoot boy in Alabama, l remember reading with fascination
everything I could find about the then proposed 200-inch telescope. Several years ago I had
the privilege of a detailed tour of this marvel of scieace and technology. I have also seen the
OAO grow from an idea to a reality - a space telescope literally suspended from the heavens
on strings of starlight fastened to it by the star trackers. Having seen both of these grow
from pictures and descriptions in my mind's eye to working pieces of machinery, I look
forward to repeating that experience on an even grander scale as we combine our thoughts
on large telescopes and space telescopes - f'n'st to imagine and then to build l_xge space
telescopes.
You have been invited to this Optical Technology Workshop to take part in that
experience, an adventure of exploration at frontiers of our expanding universe. With your
assistance in identifying and solving the technological problems, our children and grand-
children will be the beneficiaries of the exciting discoveries that will follow.
On behalf of Dr. John Naugle and NASA, thank you for coming to share this task with
us; we look forward to the final results.
1970027360-015
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NASA Goals and Objectives
Nancy Roman
•. NASA, Office of Spa.ceScience and Applications
• !!70 t - 36677• • My rote-is o gwe a general survey of the ground we may have one big telescope,
_ what we are now doing in astronomy and such as the Hale telescope, but there are many
what we plan for the future. The speakers different types of auxiliary instruments that
_ following me will put appreciably more flesh can be placed on that telescope to make it
_ on the reasons why we aredoing some of this useful to specific problems. Wenot only have¢
and what we need in the terms of technology that problem in space but also have a much
to accomplish it. The more detailed work broader problem in that we are dealing not
sessions will be devoted to fine grain aspects with a wavelengthrange from 3000 angstroms
/ of the technological problems, to perhaps 10,000 angstroms but with a wave-
,_ Let us begin our overview with a deft- length range of from hundreds of megaelec- _,
nition of our goal and a description of what tron volts (MeV) in the gamma ray regiontoi.
_, we are planning to do to reach that goal. In kilometersor morein the radio region.
astronomy, our goal is to understand the What are we trying to do with all of
_' originand continuing evolution of the cosmic these observations? A very important objec-
environment by observing and interpreting rive is to look for surprises.It is very difficult
_- the basic physica: procemes in our solar sys- to "sell" anyone on the fact that we are look-
tern, stars, galaxies, and the universe. Wehave ing for surprises,and yet the whole history of
_; not set a very big task; all we are trying to do science indicates that it is the surprises, the
_' is understand everything in the universe! phenomena that cannot be predicted ahead of
this, we are using a program time, provide greatestTo do with which the advances in
? a three-prongedthrust. Fi_t, we are going to scientific knowledge. In addition to this, there
_ pursue a very broad-based_programof astro- are other objectives, more spedfic things we
_: nomical observationsin space;and we realize are trying to do. p
that space observations are not useful unless 1. We are trying to study the energy
i they are supplemented with observations distribution of celestial objects of all kinds,from the ground. Second, we want to empha- including normal stars and galaxies, quasars,size the research in thorpewavelengthsof the and pulsars, to determine the spatial and
,_ electromagnetic spectrum which do not temporal distribution of celestial radiation
I penetrate the earth's atmosphere as well as sources of all wavelengths.
research that uses the higher resolution 2. We wish to determine the funda-
' " achievable in space. In other words, we are mental characteristicsof interstellar andinter-
not trying to do in space things that can be galacticmatter and fields,how they affect the
done frcm the groundbecause,when they can more condensed matter, and how they form
be done from the_ground,they can be done into and out of the more condensedmatter.
more cheaply and also more efficiently. 3. We want to develop satisfactory
Third, we want to develop specialized tele- models of the structure and physics of both i
scopes as well as satellites and multiuser the quiet sun and the processes involved in
observatories to establish versatile, perma- solar activity in order to understandit andits
nent, astronomicalobservatoriesin space. On effects on the earth'senvironment. !
t
_ |1 _i .....
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" 4. We want to study the important
processes occuring on planets and other cool
.: members of our own solar system through ,,,_,,
-- observations from the vicinity of the earth. ,,N,, .,-,,,.,-,
' I do not think I need to emphasize the _,,_ffi,m .,,,-_ ....
"_ importance of these endeavors and investiga-
tions in today's world.
Let us look at some of the programs that
• we are actually pursuing to reach our goal
through these objectives. The first of the
, successful astronomical satellites (fig. 1) was 1 _ 7
the Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO). Figure2. OrbitingAstronomicalObservatory{OAO).
surprises and for major features in the ultra-
_. violet that need further investigations and
, detailed sources. The other seven telescopes,
_ two spectrometers and five photometers, were
used to obtain the spectral and energy
distributions of a number of discrete objects.
The second satellite in this series,
planned for launch in early 1970, is to carry a
i" 38-inch telescope, essentially a standard
Cassegrain telescope with a grating spectrom-
eter for moderate resolution spectra of a
= large number of objects. The third one will
. carry a 32-inch telescope with a high resolu-
Figure1. OrbitingSolar Observatory{OSO). tion spectrometer capable of giving resolution
up to a tenth of an angstrom in the ultra-
_ violet.
: Although it carried experiments outside of Likely uses of the next OAO would be a
:- the traditional areas of optical astronorr- repeat of the second instrument but with two
OSO also carried a high resolution spectrom- very important additions. One would be an ,
eter for the ultraviolet region, from a few increase in the possible resolution from
._ hundred angstroms to 3000 angstroms. It also approximately two angstroms, which is the
• carried parabolic x-ray collimators in which highest resolution available in the second
(, the optical techniques of focusing telescopes satellite, to a resolution of perhaps one-half
_ have been applied to wavelengths astronomers an angstrom. Even more important would be
_- rarely think of in connection with optical the addition of an offset guiding system.
:_ astronomy. OSO carried in its wheel section There are a number of objects we ,_ould like
an objective-grating spectrometer, which has to look at which a 36-inch or 38-inch tele-
been useful for getting broad energy spectral scope is capable of observing in the ultraviolet
"_/t( distributions of a number of objects, in- but which are too faint in the normal visible
, cluding the Andromeda Nebula. region to pro_dde an adequate signal for
Next in our program is the Orbiting guiding the tel,ese.ope.To solve this problem,
_ Astronomical Observatory (OAO), figure 2. we plan to do exactly what astronomers have !
t The fh,st of the OAO's contained I I tele- done on the ground for many years; i.e., we ,
_ scopes. Four were coupled with ultraviolet plan to add an offset capability that will guide !
vidicons to obtain maps of the sky in on a brighter object and still point our major
different wavelengths in the ultraviolet so that instrument to the faint object or to the i
we may have a chance to look for the nebulous object we wish to study. There are a i
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number of ideas as to what to do with OAO specialized spacecraft are the sounding
beyond that, but these ideas will be discussed rockets, which, with the attitude capability
;. by other speakers, that currently exists, are very productive in
._ Figure 3 is a mockup of the Apollo Tele- both stellar and solar astronomy. They are
scope Mount (ATM) in the solar program. The used for studying short-lived phenomena, for
:. ATM is a collection of instruments designed making specialized experiments, and for
to fly with an early workshop in the Apollo testing instrumentation and techniques that
Applications Program (AAP)and carrying five will be used later in larger satellites. Their
instruments for studying the sun: two primary advantage is the fast reaction time
, parabolic collimators for x-rays, a high- they canprovide.
resolution ultraviolet spectrometer, a corona- In the very near future, we are con-
graph, and a spectroheliograph for the sidering a class of Explorer satellites (fig. 4),
,.?. ultraviolet. These are major instruments; all which we call the Small Astronomy Satellites
_r illustrate, as does the OAO, the problems that (SAS). Although they .have been developed
_-. we are facing in current technology in primarily for high energy astronomy, it looks
_" astronomy, e.g., accurate surfaces because we as if they also have a use in the optical area.
_._ are dealing with short wavelengths and In particular, we are planning that the fourth
, accurate alignment because we want to point satellite of the series will carry a 1&inch tele-
the instruments and hold their pointing scope feeding a fairly high resolution spec-
-_. precisely. In the case of the ATM, we are trometer for studies of planetary atmospheres
going to be recovering film. This leads us to on a synoptic basis.
the whole question of the use of the films in
_ space or the use of other imaging detectors to _/
_: get the same information without having film
_:, present.
_f SIZF 30' OIA. x 63" fl0NGWr.IGHT330LBS
JRCULARONBIT,3_ gTATUIEMILESI
31P INCLINATION
, _;_ L/V FOURSTAGESCOUT
;': 'P'Y_re 4. Small Astronomy Satellite (_4S-A); x-ray
Explorer.
Also in the very near future is a program
that, to some extent, is going on now. At the
Ames Research Center, we have a Convair 990
jet aircraft and a small Learjet, both of w|fich
." are being used for astronomical obscrvati.ons
above the major part of the earth'_ atn_o-
Figure 3. Solar Apollo TelescopeMount (ATM-A). sphere. These aircraft are particularly useful
for observations in the infrared, where they
We have talked about large spacecraft are able to gather data above 80 or 90 percent
such as the OAO and ATM, but we are also of the absorption of the earth's atmospht.,re,
interested in small, specialized spacecraft for for dimlight phenomena, such as the study of
tasks that the larger ones cannot do effi- the solar corona during an eclipse (fig. 5), and
cientiy. Perhaps th-, best examples of these for studies of the zodiacal light and airglow.
i '
IllllII
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we are developing a means of flying other
specialized instrumentation. Under develop-
ment at the Marshall Space Hight Center is a
small stabilized platform that will carry up to
three relatively small telescopes for
specialized studies in the ultraviolet. At
present, we plan an objective-grating spectro-
photometer, wide-field photographic surveys
where we can use fdm to get appreciably
higher resolution than we can get with the
vidicons on OAO, and a higher resolution
spectrometer, very similar to one we are
flying on rockets, which we feel can provide
substantial information on the spectra of the
brighter stars at relatively little effort and
Figure 5. Solar eclipseobservationfrom anairplane expense. This is another instance of how we
are using specialized techniques in addition to
At the present time, we are flying relatively the nv:jor observatories.
small instruments (up to 12 inches in aper- Astronomical sources other than the sun
ture) on these planes, but we have recently let are far away. This means (1) they are faint
a contract for the development and construe- (ana astronomers are always intent on
tion of a 36-inch telescope, which will be used collecting every photon they can possibly
for both solar and stellar astronomy in the collect) and (2)they are angularly small;
infrared region of the spectrum. When it is hence, resolution is a problem. In fact, while
completed, we will actually have the first we do not usually think of the sun as being
large manned observatory for nonsolar very faint, the same problems also apply to
problems even though the man will not be the sun. To obtain small detail on the sun,
operating at extremely long distances from which we must have to understand the
the earth, physics of what is going on, we need high
Figure 6 is an artist's concept of how a resolution; we still have problems getting an
number of instruments might be used in adequate number of photons. Figure 7
connection with the space stations in the mid illustrates what happens when we look at a
: 1970's. Before we reach that point, however, source that we know well, the Andromeda ,
Nebula, first with _degree resolution, then
with 1 arc minute, and then with 1 arc
second. If this is a hunched times farther
away, we are looking at a distant galaxy first
with a resolution of a quarter of a minute,
then with a resolution of a quarter of a
: second, and f'mally with a resolution of a
hundredth of a second. One hundred times
farther than the Andromeda Nebula does not
. _ take us very far in the distance scale of the
• _ universe. Therefore, we are looking for ways
of increasing the resolution and the photon
_' count for future instrumentation. This leads
us to our plans for the large space telescopes.
_ Figure 8 shows how we might get to the
Figure6. A=tist_ conception of use of lnstrun_nn /n large space telescope and indicates that our
connectionwith spacestation, plans are still somewhat vague and _mewhat
1970027360-019
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34 arcminutes 12 arcminutes
_r
_" I arcminute I arcsecond
¢
_ FigureZ A galaxyas seenat four valuesof angularresolutlott
g flexible. Hopefully, one of the results to come provide, or we can bypass the major ex-
• _, out of this workshop will be some hints of the periences of man and rely primarily on the
more promising approaches. We are planning techniques developed to handle the auto-
the ATM today. We want to go on to the mated spacecraft. In either case, the chances
_" intermediate-sized telescope. We can go by are that the intermediate spacecraft will make
,';'- one of two ways, and, in fact, we will some use of the fact that man can work in
probably use a._pectsof both ways. We can go space and, at the same time, will be planned
through the ATM, which is essentially a so that it can operate in an automated mode
manned mission makin8 full use of man and for long periods of time without requiting the
the versatility and maintenance that he can presence of man. The exact way to do this is
1970027360-020
HIGH PRECISION, LONG-LIVED
TELESCOPESWITH
' ASTRA MANANOSPACESTATION
NAS0
VERY LARGE, VERY LONG-LIVED, VERY HIGH
PRECISION TELE',COPISAND MANNED
6g
It.
Figure& Tentativeplanfor realizinglargespacetelescope.
v
' still unclear. We want to end up fi_utlly with talking about the 5-arc-second class; for the
the very large spacetelescope, the LST, which intem-,ediate instrument, they are lo.Jking for
is gohtg to be part of the National Astro- something of the order of ! arc second; and
! nonl_cal Space Observatory (NASO). Do we for the large telescope, they are looking for '
reach this objective by working through a something of the order of a 0.l-arc-second
diffraction-limited telescope of intermediate resolution.
: apertures, such as the 60-inch telescop,:, or is Figure 9 shows a program that we would
i it better to build a 3-meter telescope and not like to ioilow in stellar optical astronomy; weask for dh'fraction-limited performance on the could write a similar program for the solar
i first shot? This is another technological astronomers. (I ,.._y "like" because I doubtquestion hat is going to haw' to be answered, very much that we will have the resources to
The solar people also are lookingfor the follow a prograta this full, but we can always
equivalent of the large space telescopes. In dream.) We shall continue the rocket pro-
.. their case, they are looking _t focal lengths of gram. There is no indication that, as we
• up to a hundred feet so tha_ they can get the progress to larger and more sophisticated
very high resolutions necessary spectrally and instrumentation, we are going to rely less on
spatially for measuring the sun. They also are rockets than we are relying today. We want to
looking for intermediate space telescopes, continue the Explorers, both the Scout class
They give their req,,irements more on the and the Delta class, for the specialized
basis of resolution t'um they do on the basis experiments they can do most efficiently. We
of a_er,'u_e. At th_ present _bne, they are feel there is a continuing need for OSO'_and
t
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•-,. OBSERVATORY D E F G H I J
.- CLASS
NEXTS1[P ASTRA ASTkA ASTRA ASTRA
BEYOND A D C D
OBSERVATORIES
IPossiblyMan
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,, UTLIMATELY LST LST
_q' DESIRABLE START II,LAUNCH
INSTRUMENT(SI
LTHERNEEDS:IRAIRPLANE ICONTINUOUSLY,WITHSIZEANDSCOPEDEPENDINGONFUNDSAVAILABLE" IP
_. MAXIMUMUPTOIZO'INCHTELESCOPE,
Figure 9. Calendarchart o[ maximumprogram [or optical space astronomy.
OAO's and instrumentation in that class. We
shall get into the intermediate-sized instru-
_" ments starting in the 1970's. We start now
working for tile Palomar in space which,
_a ideally, could be launched as early as the early
•. 1980's. Finally, at the same time we are
continuing with the airplane observatory, we
are also continuing with balloons. All of '"
_ which leads us to figure 10, an artist's
conception of what NASO might look like
_ with the 3,-meter optical telescope, a l-meter
,,, aperture parabolic x-ray collimator, perhaps a
_ solar telescope similar to ATM, and various
:: other instruments, all working in conjunction
_' with a space station designed entirely to
support astronomical experiments.
l 1 tldnk this brief overview shows that !there are technologicalproblemsto be solved b3_puelt_ Art_Jt'sconceptionof NarlonolAstm. _:but also exciting opportunitites ahead in nomleai5poce Observatory (NA$O).
space astronomy.
¢
!
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= The Future of Photometry and Moderate-Resolution
_ Spectrophotometry in Space Astronomy
,. Arthur D. Code
" Universityof Wisconsin
..870-366, 8
_" Observationalstronomy consistssolely a flux of A-' at khe
_ of systematic measurementsoi" the radiation effective wavelengtw_of the visual triterband-
received from ceiestial objects and carrying pass near 5500anptroms. Table 1 sum-
_ out these measurementsin a meaningfulway. marizes the approximate stellar fluxes for
" The astronomercan measurethe direction of starsof diversetypes.
propagation,the _ntensity,the spectraldistri- The actual fluxes vary from these
bution, and the state of polarizationof this numbers, dependhtg upon bandwidth and
radiationas a function of time. In this paper, upon atmospheric and abundanceparameters
i. 1 shall confine my remarks to the measure- of the specific s'tars,but the numbersdo pro-n_nt of the intensity, spectral distribution, vide a basis for estimating se sitivityrequire-
" and polarization in the optJ,-aland vacuum ments and can be considerablymodified by
ultravioletregionof the spectrum, interstellarabsorptiom We can anticipate ex-
_ All early missionshave been devoted to tens=onof measurementsto objectsasfaint as
measurementsin the ultravioletwherethe ter- 25th matcnitude,a factorof 10_0 fainterthan
r_trial atmosphere is opaque. The t©rm the fluxes in table 1. Planets have a spectral
"moderate-resolution"sha_ be taken to mean distribution similar to the ran and fall be-
•_ measurements with spectral bandpasses tween the last two entries in the table.
_ grt,_ter than a few angstroms.First, I shall
_" d_cr/be briefly the radiation characteristics Table1. $ummary ofApproxbnateStellarF_e=4'for
of celestialobjectsin thinspectralregion,then Starsof DOer_Type=
nature photometric St=Type X- 2000A X- 1500Aindicate the of the
- measurements currentlybeingcarried out on ......
i OkO-ll. On the basis of this limited practical BOV 1x ]0"7 2 x 10"
experience in space astronomy. I slmq at-
tempt to indicate the kindsof scientific pro- BSV 3 x liT' Sx 10"'
grams that appeart.o be Utdicatedfor future
ob==vatiom and to highlight some of those AOV I x tO" Vx 10"
problemareasrequiringattention.
., The sourcesof radiation includeplanets, _ v 4 x !_ ° 1x ]0"t
• stars, 8ueous nebulae, clusters,x-ray stars, _8=lax/es,andquasarsas well M the pneral sky FOV 2 x I0"_ 5x lff9
hackl_ound qlimt which these _lmlsareto
be nt=a=na_l.Measurementsin the ultraviolet ;:o _I1 2x lff _o 2x lif t
have been carded out for all chalm of objects .................
withOAO.II and we now have _om_retson- "_',_!,,=,_,cn,'_ _c"A"_
able mem_nt of the pneral flux levelspuw F._¢o..,- _:.o£,atV=0 mdX=$500K,
=at. A star ofzero magnitude c,._rcirznds to FA=3_ x tO_ q cm"_A" i
,, i ;t
---. i --
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Gaseous nebulae represent a surface bright- sky continuum in near-earth orbit conditions.
ness measurement and will have fluxes of the An account of the operation of OAO-II
order of l percent of the exciting star radi- and some of the scientific investigations being
ation integrated over their main body. ca_Tiedout has been presented by the author
The brightest x-ray stars, integrated ira the Publications of the Astronomical
globular cluster measurements, galaxies, and Society of the Pacific (Vol. 81, p. 475). Ex-
quasars are of the order of 12th magnitude perience with the OAO has suggested certain
and fall near the lower limit for the OAO-!I features for consideration for future measure-
photometers. Sources such as the brightest ments. In the near future, we would like to
x-ray stars, galaxies, and quasars correspond obtain measurements of fluxes to an absolute
to apl_roxir_teJy 2 x 10-l a erg cm-2 sec-i accuracy of the order of 5 percent or better
A-l a[2000ft_g_.._r_s_=(_'_asurements and relative photometry, to 2 percent or
ca.,xie_ O_t .with a re,airplane-aperture of better on objects down to the 20th magni-
10 minutes of arc in diameter yield a signal- tude. This suggests offset guidance capabilities
to-noise ratio of about 25 for a l-minute to 20th magnitude with 1-second-of-arc fields
exposure with a contribution from the sky and &l-second-of-arc guidance. Polarization
background of the same order as the object, measurement should be considered with an
An 80-inch-diameter telescope with a accuracy of the order of a few tenths of a
1-second-of-arc diaphragm could carry out percent. Large dynamic range approximately
rimilar measurements on a 25th magaitude I06"a° and high time-resolution approxi-
object with a 45-minute exposure with instru- mately I0 milliseconds are suggested for some
men ts of the same efficiency as those on problems; long exposure times of the order of
OAO-II. many hours are indicated for other problems.
The sky background consists of residual Some of the problem areas and techno-
airglow (Lyman or), zodiacal light, integrated logical advances indicated by OAO experience
starlight, diffuse galactic light, and extra- are:
galactic light components. At 2000 ang- 1. Studies of effective fight baffles for
, strcms, the darkest sky regions are measured operation in sunlight
to be 10"_9 erg cm-2 see-_ H"_ ster-_ . Table 2 2. Considerations for minimizing the
: summarizes the sky brightness, effects of the radiation belts, in particular the
," South Atlantic Anomaly for near-earth opera-
Table 2. Summary o/Sky Brightness * tion
3. Absolute calibration techniques for
- - wavelengths shortward of 2000 angstroms
_ GalacticEquator GalacticPol¢ 4. Techniques to evaluate scattered
light, instrumental prof'fles, and system eali-
"5500 A 8 x 10"s 2.5 x 10"s
• bration and response in flight
2500 A 2 x 10"_ 3.5 x 10"s 5. Improved mirror reflectivities, de-teeter sensitivities, reliable long-life image
V
_- 2000 A 5 x lit _ 4 x 10 "a tubes for photometric purposes, and efficient
polarimeters shortward of 2000 angstroms.
Looking somewhat further into the
La (max} 4 x 10"a ergsee"_em"astet"_ future, astronomers anticipate a large orbiting
La(min) 6xlO _ t_O.O2A observatory capable of near diffraction-
.,..., limited performance of a telescope of the
•etgcm"2see"_ k-_ stef I order of a 3-meter aperture. The exciting and
unique contributions that such an instrument
can make to astronomy are iv. the area of
The Lyman 0_radiation is greater than extragalactic research. Photometry down to
the energy contained in 1000 angstroms of 29th magnitude should be possible, primarily
t
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." because of the high spatial resolution. (A Astronomers want to learn much more
_' detailed discussion of the technical require- about the nature of the physical universe.We
_: ments and scientific use of such a large need the help of many imaginative and tal-
,: orbiting-telescope system has recently been ented engineers and scienti,_tsto exploit fully
published by the National Academy of the opportunities available so that we can
Sciences and is entitled Scientific Uses of the share the excitement of exploring the
. LargeSpace Telescope.) universe.
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": The Role of Surveys in Space Astronomy
,/
Karl G. Henize
a
: Perhaps the best reason for my speaking way over the whole sky or a significant frac-
today is simply to assure you that within tion of it. The Palomar Sky Atlas best illus-
. NASA there are astronomer-astronauts who trates this purpose. Almost every_. are anxiously awaiting the space tele copes observational astronomer in the world has at
,._ whose technology you will be discussing numerous times referred to the Palomar Sky
_; during this workshop. As astronomers, we are Atlas in order to have a better understanding
',. interested in all wpes of space telescopes, of the nature of the stars in which he has a
both manned and unmanned. As astronauts, special interest. This survey has been espe-
:; we are particularly interested in manned role- cially important in making optical wavelength
scopes and are fLrmly convinced that astro- identification_ of objects discovered in other
',_ nauts can and will play an important part in wavelength regions. Prominent examples
the development and _se of large space include the quasars and other radio sources,
telescopes in the one- to three-meter ape,'ture X-ray sources, and infrared stars. Even when
range, optical identifications are obvious, the envi-
h During most of my career, I have been a ronmental data supplied by the Atlas are
_'- "survey" type of astronomer; consequently, I invaluable. Do certain types of radio sources
_ have been asked to discuss the role of surveys concentrate in clusters of galaxies? Are
in space astronomy, which I feel is funda- pulsars generally invoh'ed in gaseous
_ mentally tbe same as in other fields of nebulosity? Are there faint blue stars at high
_," I will start the latitudes? Do S stars concentrate inastronomy. by re_ewing galactic
_,. general role of surveys in astronomy, obscured regions of the Milky Way? Data con-
':_ Let us consider the purposes of astro- cerning such questions are quickly available
nomical surveys. I would list four: (1) to when an astronomer has a list of objects that #
provide reference data on the physical state may be located and examined on the Palomar
and environment of randomly selected stars Atlas. Without this survey data at hand,
and nebulae that may from time to time months of special observing time might be
become of special interest to contemporary required to give the required statistical data.
astronomers, (2)to provide an historical In the case of data that must be obtained.
record of the changing cosmos, (3) to provide from space vehicles, the average astronomer
source data for statistical studies, and (4) to may never have the opportunity to gather
," search for unusual stars and unexpected such data on stars of particular interest to him
phenomena, unless thorough and high quality surveys are
made in the wavelength regions that can be
Reference Data on Stars and Nebulae re_ ,hed only from space.
The first purpose is perhaps the most Historical Record of Changing Cosmos
fundamental. We refer to a definitive set of
j observations in a well-defined wavelength The second purpose of astronomical sur-
I band gathered in an efficient and uniform veys is similar to the first except that we
i_ 17
mn
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.; expect the data to be of use to future gettera- quality and extent will assure little trouble
:. tions as an historical record of changing from these problem_.
phenomena. In many ways, astronomy is a
science still in its infancy; it is impossible to Discovery of Stats and Phenomena
: predict which of the millions of faint stars or
.:. galaxies will be of overriding importance to Probably the most exciting part of being
,.. astronomers of future generations. The recent a survey astronomer is the possibility, with
:: discoveries of quasars and pulsars illustrate each new plate, of discovering unique stars or
the unpredictable turns that astronomical and completely, unexpected phenomena. Three
astrophysical interest may take. Accordingly, such example_ tardth_ _opvew _| _,_t_ oj '
it would seem that, when entering the new Henry Draper survey plate_,_ the cl[sc_v_ of
field of space astronomy, one of our basic T Taxis stars and symbiotic stars on Mount
.. concerns should be to provide a fundamental Wilson Ha survey plates, and the discovery of
observattonal record, which will be of value to quasars and pvlsars as the result of radio sur-
future astronomers in tracing the history of vey work. In each instance, the important
:_" objects that may become of special interest, point is that these oojects were not predicted
> in any way by theoretical considerations but
,_ Source Data for Statistical Studies came to light only as the. byproduct of sys-
, tematic survey data collection.
,. Surveys are the prime source of data for It is frequently said that stellar .survey
statistical studies in astronomy. Many of the work in ultraviolet wavelengths is pointless
basic statistical conclusions, upon which our because we should be able to predict the
understanding of the composition and struc- ultraviolet character of stars from their
ture of the Milky Way Galaxy is based, have knowu optical characteristics. That such state-
been derived from the Henry D_aper survey, ments are widely accepted is somewhat
The fundamental observational verification of puzzling inasmuch as they imply that all stars
_' current theories of stellar evolution rests are "normal" or at least "understood" stars
: largely upon survey-based statistical data that and that we know all the physical processes
:. give the galactic distribution of stars, nebulae, which may take place in stellar atmospheres
and star clusters or that give the frequency and in the interstellar medium. The fallacy of
_; distribution of various types of stars, both these assumptions is demonstrated by the fact
_:.,,_ normal and peculiar, according to spectral that early ultraviolet observations have re-type and luminosity, vealed many unexpected results; for example, '
;_ Statistical applications of data point up the discovery by Morton of P Cygni type of
. the importance of broad coverage, unlfor, emission lines in ultraviolet spectra of
_" mity, and avoidance of selection processes in "normal" supergiant stars. Even though we
t. the conduct of surveys. Unfortunately, very may grant that 99 percent of the stars may be
•': few earth-based surveys have satisfied these normal and predictable, it is the remaining
_. three requirements in the degree that might I percent that holds the greatest astrophysical
_'_ be desired. As a result, the most troublesome interest and significance. Without survey work
1, problems in stellar statistics are those which and its quick-but-thorough look at tens of
_"_, arisewhen we must extrapolate statistics thousands of stars in ultraviolet wavelengths,
•_, acquired in a smallregion of the sky over the it is possible that large space telescopes may
whole sky, when we must compare and inte- overlook for years the stars that may be of
grate data taken from piecemeal surveys greatest interest in ultraviolet wavelengths.
_' covering small areas of the sky, or when we
must make allowances for selection effects in ObservL-tgTechniques for Surveys
' data collected on a star-by-star basis. It is to
be hoped that surveys in ultraviolet and X-ray In addition to the purpos_ of astro-
_ wavelengths will be continued until their nomical surveys, we should consider the
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.__,_," Figure I. Enlarged portion of objective-prism plate taken in the Michigan - Mount Wilson Southern Ha
_i Survey. The svectrai region extends from Ha at the bottom to HE at the top. Taken on Kodak 103a-E
: """ emulsion with yellow plexigiass filter. The field center is RA 13 hs_ m Dec-67 o (1900). Diaper-
'-_., sion at Ha on the ortginal plate is 450 A/mnt ,.
,, observing techniques used. The most familiar sion; but it is evident that the plates also
if type of survey is probably the spectroscopic contain much useful data on the yellow-red
_ survey performed either with an objective spectra of all types of stars, particularly the
grating or an objective prism. This technique red stars, which appem"much more conspic-
_._,._ allows rapid classification of stars according uously on these plates than they appear on
:-_" to their grosser physical parameters and struc- normal blue photographs. A much better
_-;" tural peculiarities. Low- to moderate- known objective-prism survey is the Henry4"
I. dispersion spectra of hundreds of stars may be Draper survey of stellar spectra; this covered
obtained in a single exposure with a wide the entire sky in the blue-violet wavelength
angle camera. The wealth of data on such an region and resulted in the pubiication of the
_". expost_re i_ illustrated in f'_ire I, an enlarged spectral classification of approximately
_' portion of a plate taken in the Michigan 300,000 stars.
_ Mount Wilson Southern _ Survey. In this Another type of survey is the direct-
_. instance, red spectra were obtained to search imaging survey, which is best exemplified by
:_:_ for stars and nebulae showing H-alpha ends- the Palomar Sky Atlas. Figure 2 is a portion
f
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.,.:__,,,.,_,_' e_::_,_i_J'_,_':_., : :/-" .,' " 7 __ using the spin of rockets to scan large areas of
_,:..'_..',._,._,_.",:.: ....'t ,_,.".',, """__''_:i_:. . the sky. A more recent example of measure-
'"':'""_"" :...... " '__"_ _i_" merit is the Celescope Project of the
'": :':.:,'." ': • "* "if"; , Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,, J,_ .v r _- _.°,.-'1
_,.._.-::......:...... ,., ,_ • : ..,.. ,,".:_i._ which has made use of a TV type of detector
_._!,:./. :,., ,... . . .::,,._. to record ultraviolet color data in four wave-
/: -.'. , ' - ' ,. ' .... ':. -,,_t.:,. length bands. It must be noted, however, that
". _ - :-:: the large area, high resolution, and moderate
'" , . ' "" ,: photometric accuracy of the photographic
i".::. ' ..... ." -' ' " ':/' '. "* :"' emulsion give it an information acquisition
;_'_":.",*;...,__'/:'..:"" :_'" ' .z_.._':"ii ." ' ' "">:!i'""" "'#''";'."i'':"i:£"_ rate not yet dupgcated by any one electronic'_" ' : '; : have made significant advances in the past few,,.;,.:. i" , detector. Even though electronic detectors
"'..':.x:' " ' .. ,:. .., . -, years, I would nevertheless predict that for
". " .... ('.'"-'. survey purposes the photographic emulsion
"'_:".... " "" " " _ii':i: will remain the most efficient detector in the' ' ,.... ,.. foreseeable future. Th refore, in manned tele-. .,, , .'.',' :.i[,':
•,"" ,,', '- " _ . • ' _'...... scopes where film may be resupplied and
' (. : " " _ ' * # ' l . " # recovered, we should not be surprised to f'md
".."".:. . :,. "' ' '' .." that photography will continue to be a
• • ' •. " " .. ," : , . -' popular recording technique.
_: .._.: _' '. . .
'., . '' ' i.,':.'- " " "' ::";
, • .... ;: ...:,'" Surveys in Ultraviolet Wavelengths
Figure Z A portion of a Palomar Sky Atlas plate Let us now consider the status of surveys
showingNGC2264. Photographedinred light, in ultraviolet wavelengths. The most extensive
ultraviolet survey up to now is the Celescope
of a Sky Atlas plate, showing a complex rela- Project now in operation on the Orbiting
tionship between a star cluster and sur- Astronamical Observatory, OAO-A2. This isa
rounding clouds of interstellar dust and gas. direct-imaging survey employing a TV type of
These relationships are graphically portrayed detector that records a 9-degree-square degree
and are immediately obvious by casual visual field on each exposure. It covers four wave-
inspection of these wide-angle survey plates in length regions in the ultraviolet and reaches
a way that could not be duplicated by any early B type of stars down to a visual magni-
current system of star-by-star measurement, tude slightly fainter than 9.0. Other ultra-
These plates are "loaded," not only with violet surveys include those by early workers
: simple data on stellar magnitudes and pos_- (such as Byrum, Chubb, Friedman, Boggess,
i tions but also with idea-provoking informa- Milligan, Stecher, Smith, Bless, and others) intion on stellar distributions and environments, which electronic sensors were scanned over
This is one of the basic values of astronomical large areas of the sky by spinning rockets.
surveys. These scans have provided ultraviolet magni-
Up to the present time, astronomical sur- tudes in several wavelength regions extending
veys have been conducted mainly by photog- down to early B type of stars with visual
• raphy. In ultraviolet wavelengths, however, magnitudes of fifth magnitude or brighter.
where we must rely on space observations, the Photographic objective-prism or
difficulty of recovering film has led to the use objective-grating spectroscopic observations
_, of electronic detectors whose output may be have been conducted by Boggess, Morton,
,_' telemetered to ground stations. Thus, most of Carruthers, Smith, and Henize. Thus far, these
the early measurements of the ultraviolet have been limited fewto only
a fields,
i magnitude of stars were made by photometers generally concentrated in the Orion, Scorpius,
.
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._ Vela, and Cassiopeia regions of the Milky and LiF correcting plates)in some early ultra-
:._;-: Way; they cover such a small fraction of the violet objective-grating spectroscopy, two
.._:>, sky that they can be considered only as the defects make it less than ideal for ultraviolet
_" precursers to true surveys. Only a relatively work. First, the use of a transmitting cor-
few of the bnghter stars (approximately 15) recting plate restricts the wavelength range
9 have been observed so far. Many more ultra- that can be reached and limits the aperture
:_' violet spectra have been obtained by the that can be attained because of the limited
? spectrometer of the Wisconsin Experiment s;zes in which ultraviolet transmitting crystals
Package of the OAO, but, since these are are available. Second, the transmitting
_{- obtained on a star-by-star basis, they may be materials available have such rapidly varying
" considered "survey" data only in the broadest indices of refraction in the wavelength regions
' sense of the word. of interest that chromatic aberration restricts
_"_ It is clear tlmt ultraviolet sarvey work is the wavelength region in sharp focus to a few
_i still in its infancy. It seems advisable to press hundred angstroms for focal lengths o.r 50
.' for continuing surveys to insure that all as- centimeters or more. It is evi_lent that the
_"_' tronomers will have easy access to ultraviolet ideal ultraviolet optical system must have all-
_ color data and that the best use will be made reflecting optics.
,: of the large space telescopes of the future. It The first wide-angle, all-reflecting,
> would not be unreasonable to plan a spectrum ultraviolet, optical system extensively utilized
7_ survey of the Milky Way band to reach BO was the "microscope-objective" system
_ stars of _h visual magnitude and a temple- developed for astronomers at the Goddard
_>" mentary direct-imaging survey of the entire S_ace Fright Center and Princeton University
_" sky in at least two wavelength bands short- by Kollsman Instrument Corporation. This
,7
ward of 3000angstroms and reaching blue system operates at f/2 and has a 2-inch
• stars and galaxies down to at least 18th visual aperture, 12-degree field diameter and a
magnitude. 20-arc-second image diameter. For large
_.- survey telescopes, however, this instrument
Technological Problems in Surveys has the disadvantage of having too low an
_, angular resolution (1-a_-second image
"_: The following technological problems diameters are desired) and a bulky mirror
will be connected with these surveys: system much larger than the effective
1. Development of large-aperture, aperture.
wide-angle, ultraviol,,'t optical systems A second solution that may be con-
2. Development of efficient, ultra- sidered is the Ritchey-Chretien optical
:_ violet, long-wave, cutoff filters system. A modified Ritehey-Chretien system
_i'_ 3. Development of large objective has been employed by Henize to construct agratings suitable for ultraviolet spectroscopy 6-inch-aperture, objective-prism telescope for
4. Improvement of ultraviolet detec- use on the Apollo Application Program
_ tors Orbiting Workshop. Operating at f/3, this
5. Achievement of adequate stabiliza- instrument has a 5-degree field diameter with
tion image diameters of about 15 arc seconds.
6. Development of high-speed-film Although this instrument is extremely
" measurement and data-reduction methods, compact - a distinct advantage in manned
The development of wide-angle ultra- spacecraft in which experiment volumes may
violet optical systems has evolved rapidly be critical .- it, too, suffers from insufficient
during the past few years, and it appears that angular resolution to be used as a design for
adequate solutions to the problem now exist, larger sut_ceytelescopes.
Although the classical Schmidt telescope has Two all-reflecting optical designs
provided the best wide-angie optical system recently developed appear to give both the
for visual wavelengths and was used (with CaF angular resolution and the field diameter
• i
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required for ultrsviolet survey work. The first, telescope with a 1-meter aperture and an f/3
developed by Meinel _nd Tifft at toe focal ratio should be Ideal for a direct-
University of Arizona, uses three mirrors to imaging survey of the entire sky. If e suitable
; provide a fiat field 5 degrees in diameter with grating were to be nfled on the correcting
" angular aberrations of 5 arc seconds or less. minor, this system would also serve as an
This optical system is illustrated in figure 3. extremely efficient twc,-inirror, objective-
The designers state that large aperture grating spectrograph. Current grating tech-
versions of this system can achieve image nology makes it unlikely, however, that
diameters in the range of 1 arc second or apertures in excess of 12 inches should be
better, considered for such a system in the near
future. Theret'ole, I would conclude that the
problems of wide-angle ultraviolet optical
,_.. '_,.:':'_°_ systems are essentially solved.
• ._,,
,%
I
_.
Flgure 4. The region of the Andromeda Galaxy
photographed with the Epstein all-reflecting
: Figure 3. Optical arrangement of the Arizona Schmldt telescope. Photo by Lewis Epstein, "
wide-field,all.reflectingtelescope. ChryslerCot_ratio_
The second design is the _-reflecting In the little time left for discussing other
: Schmidt telescope, developed by Lewis C. problems, I wovl# streu the development of
Epstein of Ctlrysler Corporation. In this ultraviolet longwave cutoff filters as one of
_, system, the conventional transmitting cot- the most important as well as one of the most
: recting plate of the classical Schmidt tele- difficult problems remaining. If such filters
_ scope is replaced by a reflecting; element, were available, the last obstacle in the way of
_., Even though light must pass through the extending the Pa_omarAtlas type of survey to
• _ reflecting corrector element in an off-axi._ ultraviolet wavelengths would be overcome.
manner, the resulting aberrations are small. A Perhaps the most practical current solution to
6-inch-aperture prototype has been c_.n- this problem is the reflective broad-band
structed and yields image diameters lesa thai, interference coatings, which are being incorpo-
4 arc seconds in diameter over a 10.degree rated into telescopes proposed by "[ifft. This
_ field (fig. 4). Ray tracing analysis ind/cstes is no: yet an ideal solution, however, because i
that the aberration-lira/ted image diameter the reflection bandwidths are broad and are
over this field is less than I arc second. Such a affected by longer wavelength b_Ids thlt are
/
_ l__ 1 m__
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:', difficult to eliminate when the desired wave- Carina photographed with the 10-inch
.'_:i. length band is in the 1000- to 1500-angstrom aperture, 52-inch focal length, Mount Wilson
_ region. Another current solution is the simple Cooke triplet camera. The original plate was
aluminum-dielectric interference filter. Unfor- 37.5 centimeters square. With _n average
._.
•, tunately, these f'flters are rather inefficient at linear resolution of 30 microns over this
: wavelengths of less than 2000 angstroms, and region, we find that 1,6 x 10s image elements
there is a question of whether they could be have been recorded in a single exposure; this
.'.. produced in the sizes required to cover the is more than 100 Umes the capacity of the
i,_:: photographic fields desirable for survey work.
.,, Such fields may be expected to have a
• diameter of at least 6 inches. Still a third
approach is the alkali metal transmission
_':, fdter. Although such filters appear promising
_: in theory, the problems of producing and
_ preserving them are severe and have not yet
been solved. A small program for investigating
these carried out at North-problems beinglS
western University. The problem of achieving
= long wavelength cuto_'f has been efficiently
_': solved for eIectronic detectors by photo-
cathode technology. The cesium-iodide
photocathode provides an excellent method
,_ of detecting wavelengths shorter than
1500angstroms _vithout interference from
longer wavelengths.
., Figure 5. Di_ct photo in red light of the southern
_', Summary ,_'iky Way in the Carlnaregion. Taken with the),
Mount ICilsonlO-tnch Cooke triplet camera on
_'" In summary, I would like to emphasize Kodak 103¢-E emulsion. The dimension of the
_:. two points. First, ultraviolet survey work is an field is approximately9x 11 degrees.
_. important part of space astronomy and
_ deserves greater attention than it is currently
'i'_ receiving. Not only is it necessary as a meansof searching for that small but exciting per- t
i centage of stars that may be expected to show
i_, anomalies in their ultraviolet radia*Jon, but,: also it is a means of making moderat_-accuracy, spectral, and color data for
_! hundreds of thousands of stars available to all
astronomers for statistical studies or for
• studies of specific sets of stars. Second, if we
grant that survey work should be a part of
space astronomy, it is to be anticipated that,
in the next 10 to 20 years, the most useful
and significant of these surveys will probably
!_: employ the photographic emulsion as a
detector. Figures 5 ,aid 6 show the tremen-
dous information-_thefing capacity of the
photographic emulsion. In these figures, we F/4we 6. Enlarfement of a small section of rime 5
I see a region of the southern Milky Way in showi_ the re,on of the Eta C.arlnaenebubt||
II
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best _.vailable electro_Jc detectors. Such a quantum efficiency of the electronic
factor more than compensates for the greater d_tectors.
s
=
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. infrared Observations in Space Astronomy
i" Gerry Neugebauer
,. Cahfornta Institute of Technology N 7 "0 L '3 6 6 8 0
//
_ The analogy has been made that talking put a photometer at the focal plane. The only
_,-_ about the future of infrared astronomy at this novel feature about this type of instrumenta-
l, time is like having to talk about visual tion is having a two-beam photometer so that
_ astronomy if all the data that were available one portion of the sky can be compared
_;_ were observations which had been made in against an adjacent portion, thus eliminating
_ daylight. I think this comparison is a valid the effects of the earth's atmosphere. The
;, one; he_ce, most of this discussion today will technique is fairly straightforward, and, in
be about the kinds of measurements that have general, telescopes with diameters that range
_- been made in the past in order to give a frame from 24 inches to 200 inches have been used
ge of reference to what we are working on now in this way.
_ and what this can lead to in the future. I will There has been one special telescope
, limit my discus._on to the stellar type of (fig. 1) built at the California Institute of
objects. Technology. It is a 62-inch-aperture telescope
• For astronomy, the infrared relpon can and is made of epoxy that has been spun in
be divided into two regions. One region, the earth's gravitational field to generate the
approximately from 1 to 20 microns, is parabolic primary. This fulfills the require-
accessible to ground observations. It is ment for a lightweight telescope;it does not
characterized by tranunimdon windows in the fulfill the requirement of a high-resolution
_ earth's atmosphere at about 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and surface figure. Its resolution is only about
_i 20 microns. Detectors used in this region are 1 minute of arc, which is good enough toof the photoconductive type, w._.ichwill work meet the objective of a lightweight, easy to
_ over this entire range, Exsn_ples of these e.,e
the lead sulfide and l_ad selen_de detectors.
At approximately 5 microns, the germar,tum
"' bolometer or' Frank Low becomes com-
petitive with the photoconductive detectors.
At i0 microns and 20 microns, the bolometer
m probably a superior detector.
The second wavelength region in the
infrared is from approximately 20 microm to
.' 1 millimeter, where optical te-dudques start
becoming radio techniquea. Essentially, there
are no windows in the earth's atmosphere in
this region. Thus, in order to study astronomy
at these wavelengtl_, we have to 8o outride
the earth's atmosphere.
Observations made from the ground have
beendone withconventionaltele_ope_The _ 1. C_o¢_ lmtltute ofTeclmolou62.hick
idea is to uae a conventional telescope and to t_meopt i
25
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use, inexpensive telescope for conducting a broken into _wo groups, the first group are
survey in the infrared, ordinary coolish stars., which, however, show
To illustrate how the difficulty of anomalously large infrared radiation at
making measurements increases with wave- approxin'a_tely 10microns. Th._ looks as if
length, it is. interesting to note that on the there is a eircumstellar shell that has been
survey, which was observing at 2.2 microns, postulated, in some cases, as being made of
_ ,_eBured_._be'twe'en_ L0.000 to 20.000 sil/cate.s. The second group are objects that
objA-ts.(_KJ(_el-o_, ]_/_te the number emit essentially all of their radiation in the ,_,
of objects that have been published is only infr:_red.Figure 2 shows two plates made with
200; at 20 microns, it is well under 50. the 4P--inch Schmidt telescope; tkese are the
Some measurements have already been red and the blue plates of an area in Cygnus.
made from above the earth's atmosphere. The
first were done with balloons. This type of _': __
measu_ment is .mainly the work of John ,:
Strong, who pioneered this field primarily in :: ::
planetary work. There has been some stellar _.. ,,,
._gectroscopy with the Stratoscope, and, mor:e • _- ?.
recently, there have been observations from
balloons at 100microns to look at the ._.
galactic center. It is interesting that this '_atter t/
telescope had only a 1-inch aperture. Both the _"_
Naval Research Labo,'atory and Cot-nell have , , ..
done some rocket work that has been ._._..
designed mainly to look at the infrared back- _ -:
ground by using cooled telescopes, these have ,.
numbered in the tens of flights, There has also ,:_
• , been an airplane program employing a _
Convair 990 and some work by Frank Low
with a 12-inch-aperture telescope in a Lear
jet. Most of the work has been done in
connection with spectral measurements of the
planets. Stellar observations are just
beginning.
What types of objects do we plan to
, measure in the infrared? Ten years ago, if the
que_Aion had been asked: "What are the
infrared characteristics of the stars?", the
answer would have been tlmt most st:as look
just like black bodies with temperatures
; typically of the ¢_'der of 3,000 ° Kelvin or
higher. Johnson, at Arizona, mermm_ a large
fraction of the bright stars in the infrared and
•. f found that this was indeed tb'_cue. l_ure 2. Plates m_de with _nch S :_dt tae-
t Within the last five years, and especially scope:C),jmasoumm
in the last year, this pt_ure has changed
radically. This has bee,n the result both of There is ap object which is very clearly vhible
,+ extending the wavelengths beyond 2 microns on the red plate but which is misdn8 on th=
to the 5-, 10-, and 20-micron windows and of blue plate. At 2 microns, that object is as
making an unbiased search for infrared bright as Vega. At 10 and 20rnicrons, that
objects. The types of infrared stars can be object becomes the second brightest star in
(
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the sky. The spectrum of this star is shown in energy spectrum of the brightest object in the
figure 3; its energy is shown as a function of sky at 20 microns, _7Carinae, a star in the
wavelength. When thi:_ is compared with the Carinae nebula. It is plotted in frequency
left-hand .curve, which is the spectrum of instead of in wavelength; i.e., the long wave-
c_Her, en ordinary, coolish type of star, it is lengths are to the left-hand side. The solid
possible to see that the bulk of the energy is curve to the rigkt represents the optical data
in the long wavelength region all the way to 5 that should be combined with our infrared
and 10 microns, data points. The dashed curve is what we
The other object in figure 3 that also think the spectrum should lock like once we
goes to the far infrared i= one of the other have taken care of interstellar, xtinction. The
three brightest objects in the sky at 10 and point is fairly obvious; in the visual, the
20 microns, namely, VY Canis Majoris. It is object is something like a fifth or sixth
interesting because every spectrum that has magnitude star, which is pretty incon-
been taken, including the spectra at spicuous. If, on the other hand, we go from
2 microns, indicates this is a perfectly 1.6 to 20 microns, we see how the energy
ordinary star. It is only at 5 and 10 microns really increases. This is a particularly
that we begin to see differences. The point is interesting object to me because it blew up in
that we do not know as yet how many objects 1860, at which time it was visually as bright
there are which look perfectly normal at as the second brightest star visible at that
2 microns but at 5 microns show very time. Since then, its visual component has
anomalous behavior. Figure4 shows the decreased. Unfortunately, there were no
I I I i I I I I
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-2o---r--r---r---r--r---r_ f - _ r -1 think this is an area where the stars are just
t forming. More recent measurements in the
whole Orion region have shown it generally to
".- be a very bright infrared emitter.
-2,- - The energy distributions can be seen in
figure 5. reprinted from a review article in
\ Science magazine by Frank Low. The figure
', \_ shows the energies of a series of different
z-22 \ \\ objects. The wavelength is increasing to the
'_ right with the sun all the way to the left; this
| gives us an idea of what a fairly ordinary star
> t looks like. The coolest stars known before 5
I'--
-23 -
z or 10 years ago are typified by T Tau. The
w object in Cygnus shown in figure 5 (NMLa /X
"_ /" Cyg) is in the center; the point source in
J / /
_- / ) Orion (Becklin's object) and the Orion
-2,- _ infrared nebula are peaked at still longerwavelengths. This shows the general range of
galactic objects that are apparently present in
the infrared.
-25 --
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Figure 4. Energy spectrum of Eta Carinae.
, infrared measurements made in 1860, but it
looks very much as if all of the energy from " "_
this visual component has gone into the t s t tf t I
infrared component, probably by heating a _ • J '.0 _ ( e , ,0 _, ,0 ® ,,,**
_- shell ofgas. *_v_EN_f.,c.o._
!,' There is another group of objects found Figure S. Normalized spectralenergy distributions
,_ in the infrared that are not associated in any of five obieets representingmriousstagesof stellar
_, way with visually identified stars. Probably evolution; all data obtained at Univenlty of
_ the most important region in this respect is Arizona on photometric systems designated by*f
the Orion Nebula. Eric Becklin, at the letters U, B, V, R, I, J, H, K, L. M, N, Q.California Institute of Technology, scanned
- this area and found a star-like object that Finally, I would like to go to the grand
cannot be seen in the visual even when scale, to what I think is a most interesting
i looking with the 200-inch telescope. The aspect of infrared astronomy, namely, the
,, energy distribution of this corresponds to a study of infrared from extragalactic objects.
' temperature typically of the order of 700* Early infrared measurements of galaxies
Kelvi . Frank Low looked at this general area showed that they look pretty much like a
_ to try to measure this point-like object at collection of ordinary stars; that is, the energy
! 20 microns. Instead, next to the point-object, distributions look like those shown in figure 6
he found a nebula that is only a factor of 10 for M31.
or so dimmer than r/Carinae. Its temperature A collection of objects, including some
is something of the order of 70* Kelvin. We other extragalactic objects, is shown in
1970027360-037
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Figure 6. Energy distributions for M31.
figure 7. The striking difference between however, at 2 microns, this factor is only
these objects and the normal galaxies is down by something Eke a factor of 10, thus
_" obvious. In particular, 3C273, which is the permitting the possible measurement of the
_:_ brightest of the quasars, rises very sharply in galactic center for the first time. Out to 3#,
the infrared so that at 20 microns, (frequency our galactic nucleus did not look any dif-
~ 10_3 Hz), it is essentially as high as it can ferent from what was expected from a group
get. Clearly, this is one object in which the of ordinary stars. This picture was changed
bulk of the energy is in the infrared, once we started making measurements at 10
After 3C2?3 was measured, interest was and 20 microns. If we look into the center of
generated in other types of peculiar galaxies, the galaxy at these wavelengths, we find an
particularly in the Seyfertgalaxies, which are energetic core of the order of 16 seconds P
unusual because they have very bright nuclei, across. In this case, we find that the spectrum
When we look at these nuclei in the infrared, deviates significantly from an ordinary stellar-
we find that they, too, have a very sharp like spectrum and agrees with the spectrum of
increase to longer wavelengths. NGC 1068, the Seyfert type of galaxies. The main
one of the brightest Seyfert galaxies, is difference is that the total energy emitted by
included in figure 7. The question is still open the core of the "ordinary" galaxy is less than
as to what these objects are and how they that emitted by the Seyfert nucleus by a
": ,- compare with ordinary galaxies. In particular, factor of 10s .
" the question arises if ordinary galaxies, like We are now left with this very fasci-
our own, have a nuclear component which nating situation: when we looked at our ,:
also has the anomalous infrared properties. In ordinary galaxy in the smallest and finest
the case of our galaxy, we cannot see the detail, it is just as extraordinary a;_the very i
nucleus in the visible because of interstellar peculiar Seyfert galaxies. How common this
extinction, which reduces the visual radiation property is is not known. It is going to be
by approximately I0 ==. In the infrared, very hard to measure other galactic nuclei;
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: even the M31 galaxy requires approximately to do in infrared astronomy is because there is
I/3-arc-second resolution in order to see a such a large technological and scientific gap.
, comparable core. The scientific gap is obvious. We simply have
What is the fut_,_,eof infrared? I think it not been making measurements long enough
is clear that research that can be done from to be able to predict what we want to 0o. The
the earth is not appropriate for space; for technological 8_P is in the field of detector
example, the region from I to 20 mlcmm is development, In essentially every single case,
,, i ,' not appropriate for space research. Clearly, the detector sensitivity is a Umiting feature of ,,
" ' _ the area to be investigated is from 20 microns the meas_n'ements. The bolomet_*r that Low
to the submillimeter region. Some plans using has developed now has a detectivity,
a Convair 990 with a 36-inch telescope have essentially the reciprocal of the noise
already been made for such investigation, equivalent power (NEP), of 1014 W"1 S 1/2
The big reason why we cannot give a Theoretically, it can go as high as 101_; thus,
really accurate description of what we want in detector development, there is a factor of
l
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1000 to be gained. It is clear that this is the POINTED SYSTEMS
.: most important single item that has to be t
.. developed in the infrared.
-,," Accompanying this is the whole problem
_ of cryogenics because every infrared detector
; has to be cooled. The bolometer sensitivity is 300*K17
_. inversely proportional to the temperature; _o -_ _9*K /_==0 6
" hence, the investigator has t_obe working in _ _N___°°_ / __
the general area of 1° or Kelvin. It is
essential that detectors and the cyrogenic to
problem be worked on jointly. Some of the T io,e --...I
numerology of this problem is shown in to _ /_°°*_1
"-" I---
_- figures8 and 9, which come from tile /• Astronomy Missions Board report. The dif-" ferent curves represent the limits set by tele- >-scope mirrors at the temperature shown and _-
_ with the emissivity noted. The dashed line >_°_ ____ /
• '" 300 *M
_. shows the state of the present bolometers; the _ E--_ "
{. LARGETHROUGHPUTSYSTEMS(A,O,= I cm2sr.) o
........
_ 19*K\ le=,o "s
1014
i' N Imm lOOp, IOF IF
L' _- WAVELE NGTH
o\\ /_. t_f to _ 9. Dcwctor sensitivity, wide field of view.
i.
lowest curve is always the one that limits the
system.The reason there are two figures is that
>- the sensitMty of a detector depends on theF--
.. _ _o,Z- background that it sees because, once it
_;. _ reaches a sufficiently high sensitivity, it
_i _ becomes limited by statistical fluctuations of
the photons im,)ingeing on it. Therefore, if we
want to make very sensitive detectors, we: _o" somehow b vc to remove the ba kground.
This can be done either by cooling the tele-
scope or by narrowing the field of view.
Figure 8 treats the extreme of making a
defraction-limited telescope; i.e., when we are
• t t looking only for a very narrow field of view.
_. ,ram ,00_, ,o_, '_' Figure 9 i_ for the kind of a system that we
W,_VELENGTH might want if we were looking, for instance,
at the infrared background or at large areas
FI_re g Detector senslt_ty, nanvw field of _ew. like the Orion nebula.
!
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From figure 8, we see that if we have a out beyond 20 microns. Spectroscopy has to
pointed system but use a room temperature be developed, the problem is special for the
telescope with an emissivity of 1, tl_s would infrared because of the detector limitation;
be the limiting case. With a reasonable hence, we have to take a_vantage of new
uumber like a '-percent emissivity, this curve techmques. For example, Fourier spectre-
is raised by a factor of 10, which would move scopy rather than the more conventional
the solid curve into the middle. This implies techniques is already being advocated
that, ii"we have an emissivity of 1 percent, vigorously.
then, as long as detectors do not improve over There is also the whole, broad problem
what they are now, we could make do with an of imagery. Dr. Henize pointed out in his
uncooled telescope. On the other hand, if paper how important it is to have a picture.
detectors improve as much as they theoret- When we made the survey at 2 microns, we
ically can (101 _), the telescope would had to proceed star by star. This is actually a
become the limiting feature at very long wave- very awkward process. I think it is clear that,
: lengths even if it were operating at 20° Kelvin if we can develop imagery so that we can
with an emissivity of I per_nt, make pictures at 2, 10, and 20 microns, this
It is quite obvious to me that we do not would be an extremely important de,,elop-
want to restrict ourselves to these narrow ment. Finally, there is the problem of
field-of-view telescopes. Figure 9 shows that instrumentation contamination from the
for the wide field case, if we have a telescope spacecraft. By "contamination" I mean that,
of 300° Kelvin, the telescope is already a as the satellite or rocket goes up, there is junk
limiting feature even with an emissivity of associated with it. Although it is small, it i_
10.6 . Therefore, we are required to decrease hot enou_ to give totally spurious results in
: the temperature of the telescope to some the ir:frared. This problem is one which has to
reasonable number like 20° if we want to be worked on. It is a technical problem, but it
_ look with a wide field-of-view system. This is the kind of problem that is going to be
,_ means that the cryogenics must be developed annoying in developing space telesccpes.
not only to be used for the detector itseifbat All of these special problems are
?
also to be able to take advantage of space, unimportant in comparison with the need for
• There are some other obvious specialized an emphasis on detectors and associated
areas that need to be developed. Materials cryogenics. I think that this field of investiga-
" and, in particular, f'flrersneed to be developed t_on, plus keeping open minds so that we are
if' for the long wavelengths. At the present tune, willing to grow with this field, is what is
f'dters are a "cookbook" kind of a business required.
i
p
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High-Resolution Measurements in Space Astronomy
_ and the Requirements for Diffraction-Limited Optics
. LymanSpitzer, Jr. N_ b "366"81
"_, Princeton Univerzity "
There are three topics covered in this ,mpered by the experience of those in
;_ paper. First, I will describe some of the astro- r,'ound-based astronomy. This experience
• nomical research that might be carried out at .aust be taken into account in any long-range
_ high resolution. I interpret high resolution as plan.
'J including not only high spatial resolution but All of us who have had any contact withalso high spectroscopic resolution, since the the subject convinced of the enormous
_ two are related technically and an instrument importance of scientific data that could be
_i suitable for one is likely to be suitable for the obtained with the telescopes of the future. I
:_, other. Second, I will discuss the critical tech- shall discuss only two typical problems,
nological areas where more research and chosen from a much mere extensive list, that
_ development needs to be done before we can could be explored with high spatial resolu-
_ forge ahead and construct the optimum tion, by which I mean a resolving power of
[ instruments required for this high resolution, approximately 0.03 arc second.Thi d, I will treat very briefly the instru- One is in the field of galactic structure.
_i mental goals; i.e., the large space telescope With increased resolution, much more infor-that we have been talking about for s m ma ion shoul be ob ai able. One questi n
_!_, years and the intermediate steps that might be that might be studied in detail with such
visualized, higher resolution is the diameter of the very
_. small galactic nuclei that have been discovered
Astronomical Research at the center of Seyfert galaxies. The chief
astronomical result of the last Stratoscope II
The research we wish to conduct is, of flight was to set an upper limit to the
course, the subject of primary interest to the diameter of the nucleus in one of the brighter ¢
astronomical community. Let us begin by Seyfert galaxies. These results are now being
posing a number of salient questions. What used by one of my collaborators at Princeton
sol_ of astronomical observations can be to construct a model for these fascinating
made? Why are astronomers interested in high objects, a model consistent with this upper
resolution instruments? At Princeton, we have limit. This model is based upon the general
completed several reports analyzing what point of view that collisions between stars are
could be done with such space ir.struments, responsible for all the activity occulting in
,. Although the astronomical community does these galactic nuclei. Since this picture is by
not think with one mind, we have at least no means definite, the higher resolution
begun to plan. Some points are still being offered by the space telescope can begin to
debate;i; a number of others have been agreed provide :.nambiguous answers concerning the
to by astronomers with different viewpoints, true physical processes of the galactic nuclei.
_. We are gradually generating a reasoned A brilliant Russian astronomer,
document that can serve as the basis of a Ambartsumian, has suggested that wholly new
national plan for space astronomy. The enthu- physical principles must be involved to
siasm of the space astronomers must be explain what is going on in these galactic
33 i
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_i" nuclei. He suggests that a state of matter The first field in which high spectre-• unfamiliar to physicists, except perhaps with scopic r solution can be used profitably is the
_:: the most powerful atom-smashing machines, study of the outer atmosphere of the stars.
_.. may be responsible for phenomena at the This region, which is generally in a state of L
":_, center of these nuclei. Whether or not we violent activity, changing rapidly wit_: time, is
_.. accept this hypothesis depends in part upon a predominant source of ultraviolet radiation
._:_ the results_at w0uldbeac_ieved with higher and, in the case of the sun, has been
rdso_jt litanies..,- i _ _ _ extensively explored with space vehicles. With
:_:. A second field where" high resolution high resolution spectrophotometry from a
_._-i imagery is important and where results can be large spaceborne telescope, we can hope to
"'.: interpreted immediately in terms of physical make similar observatiom on a wide variety of
.;_ understanding is in the structure of galactic stars other than the sun and perhaps even for
clouds of gas or nebulae. Such objects include nmch colder stars and for such faint objects _
the Orion protostars. These objects, at the extremes ofbright nebula, planetary nebulae,
_. and, perhaps the most spectacular of all, the the evolutionary scale, shoMd hold very
shells of gas that are emitted in explosions of fascinating and important clues to the originb,
_, a supernova, such as the Crab nebula, the and fate of stars in general. To obtain high
_. Cygnus loop, and other regions where gases spectral resolution of these object:' in the
'i ejected initially at a velocity of many ultraviolet would be a fascinating lteld of
, thousands of kilometers per second have been research.
slowed down by interaction with the inter- The second field, which is of particular
stellar medium There is some evidence from interest to me personally, is high spectre-
the highest resolution picture of these scopic resolution in the ultraviolet for
" complex filamentary structures that magnetic determining the composition and distribution
fields may play a dominant role in the of interstellar gas. With a few trivial
structure of these gas clouds. Photographs of exceptions, most of the atoms in interstellar
, _. these objects with 10 to 30 times higher space absorb only in the ultraviolet, an effect
_. resolution will enonnously increase our that cannot be observed from the ground. By
knowledge of the processes taking place going to the ultraviolet, we get an increase inV"
_; within them. sensitivity of three orders of magnitude; that
¢ In considering high spectroscopic resolu- is, we can detect interstellar gas with a density
tion, I have _,elected only two applications. By of only 1/1000 of that needed for observa-
"high spectroscopic resolution" I mean the tions in the visible or in the 21-centimeter line
ability to resolve 0.1 angstrom. With the of radio astronomy. Thus, high resolution
adeanced type of spectroscopic instrument observations can open an essentially new field
being planned, we can think of getting of research in interstellar studies. With a large
0.l-angstrom spectral resolution on a star of space telescope, we could examine the
10th magnitude with an exposure of approxi- physical nature of the vast halo of gas that is
mately one-half hour with a 120-inch space- believed to surround the entire galaxy and
borne telescope. I may poin_ out that, with a which may be a dominant physical factor in
telescope providing high spatial resolution, its origin and evolution.
the best way of getting high spectroscopic
resolution may be to use a fairly wide Critical Areas of Technology
entrance slit to admit all or most of the light,
thus giving highest efficiency and greatest ease There are critical technological areas that
of acquisition_ and then to use the sharp are in particular need of development in order
imap and the tmidar.ce precision of the to realize the potentialities of space teiv-
instrument to give the spectroscopic stability scopes. I have excluded most of the items
and resolution needed, generally needed for space research, such as
1970027360-043
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¢ reliable components, large amounts of electric information is needed for potential appli-
_. power, and data transmission, because these cation to a larger instrument.
_:. items are not unique to the present discus- Finally, with high resolution work as in
:. sion. I have c'msidered only the particular all types of space astronomy, we need
!. technological areas needed for high resolution improved efficiency of the primary optics.
;.. astronomical purposes. The coatings are presumably subject to
i" One such area is the primary mirror, degradation produced by air, waste products
" which is of central importance for high reso- from the spacecraft, and energetic particles.
_: lution. The ,,rst problem is one of manu- The extent of this degradation must be
_' facturing. How do we make a large primary known. There are some programs underway
mirror with the desired properties, and, to measure the optical degradation of various
closely related to this problem, how do we coatings for short periods in manned missions.
'. test it? Evidently, if we cannot test it, we do Another exceedingly important problem is
:_ not know whether it has been manufactured scattered light, in the vicinity of the space-
•_i• correctly. This problem has been solved craft, that directly affects all astronomicalL_
_ successfully for the 36-inch mirror in Strato- research.
_ s_ope II; the solution constitutes a very There is also the problem of positioning
_; important result of that program. For the accuracy. With the success of Stratoscope II
' larger instruments, however, there are still a in obtaining an rms pointing accuracy com-
_ good many uncertainties, parable with that needed for a large space
Another problem in connection with the telescope, an important milestone in this field
primary mirror is its thermal properti¢o. While has been achieved. I am sure, however, that
_. fused silica is much better than pyrex, there other problems will remain, and both the
are new nmterials being developed, such as error sensor and the actuators that move the
_ ultra-low-expansion quartz and Cervit, that image around will require further develop-have a thermal coef.e.,cient of expansion 10 ment bef re a pointing mechanism can be
_ times lower than fused silica. What are the optirrdz_d.
._ required properties of materials applicable to Another area that I believe is crucial for
,_ large astronomical mirrors? In particular, the high resolution telescopes of the future
what is the dimensional stability for thermal concerns the detectors. At Princeton, we have
cycling _.nd for vibration and aging? One field had great enthusiasm for several years for
where development is urgently needed before integrating television tubes. I think it is clear
much emphasis can be put on larger instru- that, while film has advantages for an in,tru-
ments is the testing of material properties in ment with a wide field of view, for most
discs with sizes suitable for astronomical use; research programs the wide field is not as
i i.e., 40 to 60 inches. This includes not only important as the high quantum efficiency
manufacturing discs of the proprietary prodded by the photoelectric devices. An
material and size to diffraction limits but also extremely important aspect of imaging with
their thermal cycling and vibration testing as electronic readout (as with television) is the
well. opportunity of getting away from all the
Another central problem that must be inherent difficulties associated with photo-
. resolved regarding a larger mirror is whether it graphic plates in space, including fogging by
should be monOithic, composed of a single energetic particles, problems of storage and
disc, or segmented. Segmented mirrors would, development, etc. It is our opinion that space
I assume, be continually monitored, with all astronomical research of the future will
the segments being actively controlled by depend in a very central way upon integrating
pulling and pushing them into a perfect television camera tubes; thus, the develop-
figure. This is a very fascinating, challenging ment of effective tubes should play an
field of optic_fl engineering in which more essential role in space astronomy. An
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'.': improvement in the detector efficiency by an that the primary role of the astronauts is
order of magnitude has the same astronomical probably not to maintain and operate a space
effect, as far as the photon count is con- telescope on a moment-to-moment basis, but
' cerned, as increasing the aperture of the rather to keep the telescope working on a
telescope by a factor of 10. longer basis; i.e., to maintain it, to update it,
An extension of these imaging tech- to change it, to repair it, and to do all the
niques into the far ultraviolet wavelengths less things that are very difficult to imagine being
than 1100 angstroms, where image tube automated. The greatest uncertainty at the
faceplates cannot be used, is an important moment in the ph,ns for the large spaceborne
research goal. Similarly, an extension of telescope is just how man can best be used in
imaging techniques into the infrared is connection with such a powerful lopg-range
essential for the large telescope of the future, instrument.
Although the specific technological develop- There is a wide range of scale and
ments needed tor infrared astronomy have complexity in the ways that man might be
: been described in a previous paper, let me used for the maintenance of a large instru-
, reemphasize the importance of increasing the ment. At one extreme, we can think of a
, sensitivity against noise of infrared detectors minimum program where the astronaut floats
and the importance of developing the around the instrument, taking out black
cryogenic equipment nee0ed f'_roperation in boxes and replacing them with others, and
the satellite environment, then floats back to his capsule, and goes
An additional area of technology in away. This is something we have explored at
connection with detectors is the development Princeton in some detail. From the standpoint
of gratings nceded for high spectral of the instrument it,elf, we have convinced
resolution. Gratings in the ultraviolet have ourselves that to take out black boxes and to
been used for many years in the physics put others bazk in, even for a very precise
laboratories, where few physicists have been high-resolution instrument, makes very good
,_ concerned with their efficiency. By sense, provided all agree that astronauts can
"efficiency" we mean how much of the light do this on an e_travehiculat-activity (EVA)
that hits the gratings actually ends up where basis. On the other hand, it is not clear to us
we want it. In the physics laboratory, we that this is the way that the astronaut
simply expose the ultraviolet spectroscopic developments are going to proceed. It may be
_ plate as long as necessary to get the proper that the difficulties with EVA ate too great
i image density. There is no specific need to and that this is :aot an effective way to use
" take many exposures; hence, the length of astronauts. Perha.ps a mor,. efficient method
one exposure does not matter particularly. Ol_ would be to have them go mto a pressurizedthe other hand, with a space telescope, the instrument com_artment and operate m aT
overall efficiency of the instrument shirtsleeve environment to make whatever
i determines the amount of data that can be changes are nece_try. Or perhaps we shouldgathered; hence, the efficiency of the grating go to the ultimtte in manned maintenance
is of crucial importance. Very little has been and think of taking the telescope into a large
done to improve the efficiency of ultraviolet hangar when maintenance is needed. The
gratings. Development of efficient gratings in hangar would then be closed and pressurized,
the ultraviolet is probably one of the most and clean-room facilities would be intro.
important aspects of supporting technology duced. ARer going through suitable air
for large telescopes, rhowers, the astronauts would emerge into
One important field not germane to high the hangar and proceed to make whatever
resolution telesCOl_-,s but essential to the repatriate needed.
permanency of very large instruments is Somewhere in this range of possibilities
manned maintenance. I agree with Dr. Henize lies the optimum way of u_ing man with a
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large space telescope. The decision as to how step would result in launch only a year or two
_ man should be used, depending partly upon before the large space telescope, it would
_ man's capability in space and pa_ly upon mean that such an intermediate program
_" such matters as econorvdcs, will influence the. would have very little influence on the LST
._. whole design of the telescope, itself.
.;. My experience with the space field
:. Astronomical Hardware Goals suggests that the group which designs the
large space telescope will probably be a
: What ar_, the specific astronomical hard- different group from that which has designed
. ware goals that we can visualize? The long- an intermediate telescope. If any one thing
range goal is an essentially permanent can be predicted, it is that any one group of
. astronomical facility, which astronomers have engineers is likely to want to change any
_'. designated the Large Space Telescope (LST). design decisions made by any other group;
_ We have specified that this LST should have hence, to make an intermediate instrument a
_: the equivalentresolvingpowerofa 120-inch, detailed scale model of the !arge space
_-_ diffraction-limited telescope but that the telescope would make no practical sense at
_._ actual aperture might be as great as !50 to all. To answer basic technological questions in
:" 180 inches, depending primarily on the tech- the areas that will be impo_ant to the LST is
" nology and on the diameters of the available the more useful and lrr_portant goal. One
!_. launch vehicles. In order to achieve this goal, possible way of looking at an intermediate
i_ there might be two such telescopes launched, step is as a smaller i;astrument that would
,,'_ one as an engineering model and the other as involve high spatial resolution and high
_ the final instrument, spectroscopic resolution. This would get us
_ The internaediate steps between where involved in the problems of the high reso-f_
we are now and this long-range facility are lution mirror, where possibly we could
_" somewhat more controversial. Although I consider segmented optics and some tigure
have no specific suggestions to make, I would control system. It would also give :is further
'- like to surest two particular requirements, experience i!_ acquisition and guidance and
_g.. First, any intermediate facility must be an would pro,-ide an important introduction to
_..'-, astronomically significant device. If it is not, the problems of detailed thennal design in a
*_: it will be very difficult to get astronomers to hlgh-resolution instrument. In addition, such
devote the blood, sweat, and tears that are a smaller instrument would be used for astro-
_'i,: needed if these astronomers are to contribute heroical research with some of the sameany input to this system. If I were asked, as detectors that we hope to use in the large ."
_! an astronomer, to spend an amount of time space t_!escope.
_ comparable to that which I have spent The main uncertainty l have inworking on the Orbiting Astronomical em'isioning this intermediate step is whether
Observatory (OAO) on an instrument that we would use man or not. This depends
was an interesting engineering prototype but entirely upon what the NASA Office of
did not provide key astronomical data, I am Manned Space Flight recommends that man
sure I would find other areas in which to be used for. If man can be used in a minimum i
• devote my interests, way for EVA maintenance, I hope this tech-
• The second requirement I suggest is that nique can be worked into the intermediate
any intermediate step should advance some of step. On the other hand, if man is going to
the areas of technology that are crucially make use of a large enclosed space in orbit, it
important for the large space telescope, l is very doubtful that it would make sense
would not suggest that an intermediate step economically to apply this technique to any
must advance all phases of technology needed instrument smaller than the full-scale large
for the LST. If a too-ambitious intermediate space telescope.
L
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There are many problem,, in this area, the most important applications of space
but I remain confident that tl,e large space technology for the enhancement of man's
telescopes of the fvture wilJ_;onstituteone of knowledge.
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_.:. NASA, Office of Advanced Research and Techno
I represent the group that tries to create and push forward what is often referred to as
_ the "state of the art." For those of you not familiar with the NASA, I am referring to the
_.' Office of Advanced Research and Technology, more commonly known as dART. Because
_,. Bpace Lundin, Acting Associate Administrator for dART, could not be present at this
_. workshop, he has asked me to convey to you three important points:
'_i 1. We are very interested in telescope technology;
, 2. We intend to continue to work to solve its problems; and
3. We need your inputs to help identify the major problems and how we should
_ approach their solution.
Astronomy has been, and continues to be, one of the NASA's most promising fields of
activity. We in the Office of Advanced Research and Toe,elegy look forward to having the
opportunity to sponsor and to support tee technical disciplines that will further observa-
"_ tional astronomy - one of the most venerable scientific fields and yet in its infancy from
_. the point of view of new productivity.
_• Some of the technology problems associated with asZronomy seem amenable to solu-
_. tion within our present level of capability and are presently being worked on. Examples of
' these are active optics and figure which haw b_en developed and demonstrated insensors,
_' the laboratory but which are, in a sense, crutches or partial engineering solutions to take
care of another class of problems. These are the problems that we do not kno_ how to solve
_. or which do not seem likely to be soluble. Oae example is the construction and figuring of a
,_t_ 2- or 3-meter, r_onolithic, diffraction-lindted, pr;mary mirror suitable for operation in
• space. Such a mirror would solve many _-liability and long-life problems and would
'_i prcbably save a gloat deal of m3ney. To solve a problem such as this, we normally pursue
"_.' two avenue_ - the array of partial solutions and the search for ideal materials - at levels
¢ based upon their relative likelihood of success. We intend to follow such a procedure in this
_.
._ particular case. ¢
_ There is still another aspect of our program that makes life and decision-making
.  interesting,namely, the problem which will be solved by someone else and handed to us on
_ a platter, sometimes right in the middle of a development program. An example is the
availability of man for maintenance, for equipment changing, and also, unfortunately, for
_, contaminating the space through which we view astonomical objects. In such cases, we try
: to plan for _11eventualities within the availability of funds, space, and weight and hope that i
our trad*.offsfit the final facts of life.
,_ The state-of-the-art is, of course: constantly changing; this is demonstrated in the series :i '
_ of talks prepa.-ed fo,"this workshop. It is our aim to try to make these chmtges fit the needs
'_ of science, of the nation, and of mavkind. In the are_ of astrcnomy and technology, no one i
_' kno_,s these neects better than you who are taking part ._Jthis workshop. We look forward
:. with great interest tc the results of your deliberations and assure you they will be used in
the most practical ,_r.dprofitable way to forward the state of the techr_eal art related to
_stronomy. ._
i
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.. PRECEOING _AGE f._LANK NOT _-ikM|D.
The OAO Series of Space Telescopes
Joseph Purcell
NASA Goddard Space Flight Ce4ter
. NT0-g6683
It has been just over a decade since the Under all the shiny skins and the super insula-
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO) tion is a fairly complex structure. Figure 2
_ has been conceived. OAO-II has almost corn- shows the Wisconsin and Smithsonian Experi-
pleted five months of orbital operations. It ment Packages, a cylinder approximately
_; has been an outstand;mg engineering success, 10 feet long and almost _ feet in diameter,
J success in which all involved can take justi- containing 11 instruments on OAO-II. On
: fiable pride and from which all have derived future flights, the entire volume will be used
almost complete personal satisfaction. A brief for single telescope systems. Figure 3 shows
_ overview of the OAO program can serve as a the observatory and the alignment facility. All
baseline against which the ideas discussed in equipment is integrated, and super insulation
; this workshop may be judged.
_. Hctorial Description
f' The basic structure is shown in f_ure 1. ,
" Figure 1. Orbltlng Astronomlcal Observatory (OAO! Figure 2. Combined ;¢lsconstn/Smithsonlan flight
_tructur¢. telescope systent_ for OAO-II.
|
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_igure 4. OAO-II at CapeKennedy (October 1968).
thereby making stars in that region available.
_d We have made oLservations of Venus slightly
inside that boundary by closing the sunshade
during the daylight portion of the orbit ant:.
opening it immediately upon entry into dark
Figure3. OAO-llinopticalalignmentfacility to begin taking the spectral scans. It is pos-
(August 19681. sible to look in the 20-degree restricted zone
around the anti-sun direction but only for
blankets are in place. The OAO-II, shown at limited times because of a negative power
Cape Kennedy in figure 4, weighs balance at those attitudes. The black line,
4400 pounds and is I0 feet high apd 21 feet called the flip circle, defines the hemispheres
across the solar paddles. We can see the Wis- toward and away from the sun. The space-
consin sunshade partially opened at the top of craft must be rolled 180 degrees to maximize
the observatory; two of the six star trackers power after crossing this boundary. Every-
are also visible at the top. The balance booms thing except the regions so marked is occulted
are caged in the launched position, by the earth at some portion of the orb,_'t,
thereby causing some of the operational com-
Mission Operations plexity.
Figure 6 shows the change in occultation
Although this workshop is devoted pattern. Each block represents the celestial
largely to space hardware, I would like to dis- sphere shown in figure 5. The unocculted
cuss mission operations because they are far regions have been removed and replaced by
•i more complex than the spacecraft. In figure 5 the earth. There are only I 0 minutes separa-
is a projection of the celestial sphere (showing tion in time, progressing from left to right
the sun's position) as it was two weeks after across this figure, as we go around the
,i we launched. This figure basically defines the 100-minute orbit. In the upper left-hand pat-
observing capability of the OAO system. The tern (top row), we can see that the sun is still
; shaded area is a 4$-degree restricted zone above the earth's horizon. In the middle
around the sun. Looking closer to the sun pattern (top row), the sun has set; there is a
would allow it to come over the top of the totally dark earth. A substartti',d change in
sunshade and into the telescopes. It takes pattern is evident in the remainder of the
three months for that a-ca to move aside, patterns. We can see sun again coming up on
1970027360-050
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_+ Figure 5. Celestial viewi_ _au_daries l'or December 21, 1968.
_,. the earth 30minutes a,vay. ,_ctually, the which handles the real-time operation
picture is worse than shown in this illustration processing of telemetry and command data.
_: because the earth's atmosphere must be There are three types of data links that con-
accounted for. The startrackers, for example, nect the control center to the remote
can only look to within 16 degrees of a bright stations: cable, high-frequency radio, and one
earth and 5 degrees of a dark earth. The corn- link through INTELSAT to Santiago. In the
_' puter, of course, has to know which tracker is control center, we have data in real-time and
_ assigned to which guide star as these condi- are also able to command the observatory
_' tions occur and when to include it in the loop even though the contact is over a remote
or take it out of the loop. This change in station. I would like to emphasize that the
patterns happens 14 times a day. It _s impos- astronomer does have direct control; however,
sible to speed up a human internal clock by the viewing is planned in advance and does
.. _ that amount; thus, computer-assisted not require any real-time "joy sticking." The
.... _.!:+. advanced planning is mandatory to conduct observatory does precisely what we tell it to
an efficient operation, do. In fact, OAO is not a cold and impersonal
The ground system ha_ been simplified system but rather a unique integration of
in figure 7. On the left is the astronomer who space and ground systems in which man's
i" uses the system, which has several computers, intellect has a primary role. The observatory
Goddard uses the support computer for will not function unless we tell it precisely
planning purposes. The output from this corn- what to do; improper instructions could
puter goes to the control center computer, destroy it.
4
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_, Figure 6. Occultation pattern for December 21, 1968.
_ Planning Sequence observing list. With these parameters, the
il astronomer can make up specific instructions
" There are almost 500 man-years of to his experiment andto the spacecraft.After
•_ programnling in this software system for the the third pass through the computer,he has
_i planning function. In the planning sequence, the experiment target list; i.e., a time-ordered
the astronomer defines the regions of interest, sequence of events that the observatory, will
and the support computer tells him which follow. This list is fed back into the computer
" . potential targets are available. From these, he for a fourth pass so that the operations staff
' selects the desired targets and feeds that infer- can add the inputs for operating the ground
_: mation back to the computer, which prints stations and for functions associated _th
out the related parameters on the targets housekeeping on the observatory. The output
chosen. These parameters include when the of the computer is comprised of _ command
star is available,where the radiation belt is, memory load for the spacecraftand real-time
where the ground stations are, and ._lJof the actions that the ground stations will cant
other data he needs to know to co_truct his out. This output is transferredto the control :
i
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:" REGIONOF INTEREST POTENTIAL TARGETS
D
DESIRED TARGET_ SUPPORT RELATED PARAMETERS
', _L
"_" C SPECIF IG I_llsT RUCT .ONS COMPUTER EXPERIMENT TARGET LIST '_
_, ETL i_. ( COMMAND MEMORY' LOAD) ,_
:. " 111 LOPS STAFF_ =''_ "_ 8J_"_'t( REAL TIME ACTIONS ) |
/
_" REDUCED ANALYSIS DATA1APE CENTER RADIO8 IN- STATION
TELSATLINKS
•t DATA _ COMPUTEH COMPUTER = COMPUTER
QUICKLOOK DATA
Figure 7. ObservatoryutttizatiorL r
center computer and either sent out in • Delayed modeintervaltooshort
advance to remote station, o.or, in some cases, • Real-time slew outside contact
commanded directly from the control center. Figure 8 is a world map with a sub-
_b The data comes back into the center when we satellite plot for the first five orbits. We have
_; dump the observatory's data storage at re- five remote stations that provide from one to
e mote stations for quick-look data analysis on three contacts per orbit. The orbit period is
_ magnetic tapes for the data-analysis cam- 100 minutes. The cross-hatched area is the
_i puter. We have the capability of altering the South Atlantic anomaly, whose location the
._" observing profile if the data should indicate support computer knows. We do ,lot try to
. that to be desirable, operate the Wisconsin Experiment in that
i! The support computer knows all the region because the data is not very reliable.
characteristics of the spacecraft. It is a corn-
_:...,pletely automated system. A few of the con- DAD Current Status
_:_ straints that the computer checks are:
• Target-to-sun distance The pho_ _raph (fig. 9) of the control
• Experiment target occulted room shows th. display board, which contains
• Command memory overflow complete observatory status. Adjacent to it is
• Dynamic and static impingement the experiment equipment where, when
• Sun-slew path experimenters have quick-look data coming
, • Deviation fromoFtimumroll in, they can command their experiment
• Flip angle detected directly. They request permission to do this
• Guide stars unavailable for slew from the project operations controller, who
_ • Gyros reqtired enables their commandsso that they can ,_
• Large slews required operate their experiment in real-time.
_. • Time error on experimenter target Extractions of data from the weekly _
• list (ETL) progress report shows us the current status.
• Contact duration less than 5m The OAO has been :_p 137 days. The
|
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Figure8. Sub-satelliteplot .forfirst five orbits.
_ OAO Pointing Accuracy
' .,.. Table 1 presents the present and future
performance that we hope to obtain from the
':i IIllll sp_.cecraft. We had a pointing accuracy ,
:. requirement of plus or minus one minute of
arc, We aligned within tllat on the ground. It
shifted during launch, as expected; thus, when
,_ , we were first on station in orbit, we had some
,-_ 2-arc-minute errors pointing. This has been
reduced to plus or minus 30arc seconds
,, through a calibration progranl.
,: We can bias the angles to the star
_ 9. OAO operationscontrolcenter, trackers to account for misalignments. With_.
• _, Wisconsin Experiment Package (WEP) has the boresight star tracker (BST), we can point
• _ looked at 846 separate pointings in which to within plus or minus 5 arc seconds. On the
_[_ there were 344 unique objects; frequently, next spacecraft, with the free guidance of the
) they would look at an object and then look at experiment, we will have a l-arc-second
_ the background. The Smithsonian Astro- pointing capability and on the Princeton
pl" ,sical Observatory (SAO) has looked at Experiment Package (PEP), a O.l-arc-second
483 different pointings for a total of I lO0 pointing capability in one a_is.
( pictures. We have flipped the spacecraft The question of stability always arises.
• 11 times. Figure 10 is a reproduction of actual
t
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_ Tablel. OAOPointingAccuracy because the one that was prev!ously there
,+ would have been occulted. This is what limits
.r,; Star-Tracker the pointing accuracy. That transient will not
,,= CoarsePointing ± 2 arc rain occur, however, when we are under the bore-
,,: BeforeCalibration sight control or gyro col_trol and will not
occur on subsequent missions when we are
:i Star-Tracker under control of the inertial reference unit or
CoarsePointing :1:30arcsee the experiment fine-error sensor (FES).
• , After Calibration The curve in figure 11 was taken from
computer runs made on the fourth-flight
• Boregght StarTracker control-system configuration. We predict
(BST)Pointing P/Y~_±5arcsec 0.O2-arc-second jitter while using the
Princeton f'me-error sensor.
'_:__ Spacecraft# 3
_'_' GoddardExperiment P/Y = 1arcsec
+.++.. Package(GEP)Pointing (2 mag.star) . ,
" Spacecraft#4 .._ i ,
+' l_ -.4 _- I'T)I IIAe I1",tll (wolurr-e_N NOiml)
" PrincetonExperiment Pitch= + 0.l arcsee _=
-_; Package(PEP)Pointing Yaw=+ 5arc sec
|i I °'.........+,,', 0...._....... 7-"-_'_;-_-_-- ;-." _--_'._ +..+_,,'"."-OS --
•_- 1PTH.KA¢; ITAII IMOMmAL-CAIt 1_811
y ...... ._+++.++++-+_+P+,+_ +,+,_¢_+_.
[.. "+'+ ,:_ FigureI1. Computerrum showingPEPpointing
_+ _.+,+":_ andfitter.
47,I
+, _,.>+ + ++?+,._P,
, .g++._/+'+,,_+
, __ +. Another important parameter is settling
_, _ ;_ time after slewing. The slew rate of OAO is
'+'• _ 6 degrees per minute. For a 6-degree slew, :+
_ __ __. _+'37+_ • figure 12 shows that we had predicted on the
upper curve almost 1 minute of settling time,
FlgurelO.$pacecraftunderGSTcontrol, equal to the slew time. The dashed curve
• shows what we actually encountered in orbit;
_i: data. The spacecraft is under con- the +owercurve shows what we shall get as we
telemetry
" trol of the gimballed star tracker_ (GST's),
_*: and the curve in the figure is the error signal
out of the boresight tracker, an independent
measure of the spacecraft performance. *._
Conserv_+tively speaking, we have a plus or
minus 3-arc-second stability with a 5-arc- I_._
second resolution on the shaft-angle encoders, r,
Dr. Arthur Code has offset point the space- r-t o
c_aft to the slope on the edge of his field-of- + __+m
vie,v and has come up with a number closer to
1 arc second. In any case, it is the encoder
_ resolution on the star tracker that sets the _ m. _ _o u N+,limitation. On the righthand side of the sttwtttlttlen) "
--_• figure, we can see the effect of a tracker Flgurel2. Open.loopsettl_ng-ttmeeurve;12_percent
reassignment. We switcheo in another tracker wheelspeed&
|' i
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calibrate the slew counts for the coarse " "-'_:_,._
wheels. We can do this in the support ...... _"__-.
computer. In the next flight, with a closed
loop slew under control of an inertial refer-
ence unit, settlint_ time becomes negligible.
This is represented by the lowest curve in
figure 12.
The rate and position sensor (RAPS) is a
gyro package used on OAO to hold attitude.
The specifications on the. gyros were
0.3-degree-per-hour drift rate. For the firs_
thousand orbits (fig. 13), we have achieved
between 0.05- and 0.2-degree-per-hour drift
rate on these gyros.
025
g ......
ozo--
015-- PIT_
w
005--
0 40 ZOO 380 600 IO00
ORBITS
Figure14.MI7 /nerr_!referenceunitfor OAO.
Figure13. RAPS drift rate.
"40 F
,. _ Figure 14 shows the inertial package for ,or,:_
the next flight. In this case, we use precision "_°
gyros from MIT; we do a closed loop slew .,0
, that allows the spacecraft to end up within
:. the field-of-view of the experiment and allows _. ,0
6547: us to predict tke drift rate will be 10 are 0 e_,_,
_ seconds per hour after compensation in orbit. I;
On the fourth flight, we will fly an elec- _ -,0 .,t_,• LIIE
:_ tronically scanned star tracker (ESST) as a _-_l
: controls experiment. We fully expect to go to -20.__lt_l- _T_v__tl it_
all electronically scanned trackers on flights -30- t t 1 1 .I i IbeyondOAO-C, o 2o _o to _0 _o ,_ ,,0 _lo ,,o
OAO Thermal Subsystem
Figure 15. Average smzctm_ temperatur_ for
An important part of the OAO is the OAO.A.2.
thermal subsystem. The average temperature
of the structure is plotted in figure 15. The degrees. The structure, used to control the
scale along the bottom is the beta angle. Beta temperature of the Wisconsin Experiment, is
zero means the spacecraft is pointing its opti- relatively constant as a function of viewing
ca/ axis in the anti-sun direction and, con- angle although somewhat sensitive to the
_" versely, U_ta 180 degrees would be the percentage ofsuntime.
_ the We the Figure 16 shows the effect (shadedspacecraft pointing at sun. see
i positive power region from beta 20 to 160 areas) of the Wisconsin Experiment detectors
_kY
L
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when they are coupled to the sV._cture. They
; are also sensitive to the aperture. Both detec-
= tors have a considerably higher variation than
the structure and are totally dependent on its
variations as well as the aperture temperature.
i SAO has a considerably wider range because it Figure17. Heatpipe arrangement.
is insulated from the structure.
_: To become oriented _o fig,)re !7, let us ,,,
_- imagine we are lying down on the floor of the "; "'
clean roomlookingup through the central _/_'''l_
!_ tube of the spacecraft. We can see three heat _-m[_,,,, _ "_'''''
, pipes that have been installed as experiments _] [y_,_ .
on the next flight. We are flying them to gain _lu|_i_._:,"
_:. knowledge on how to provide proper thermal
_. environments for large telescope systerr_s.Figure 18 shows a little more detail of the
_ pipe and its mounting saddle, which is bondedto the central tube. The effectiveness on OAO
_ i_,somewhat lindted by the thin gauge of the v
i.
b- central tube plus the less-thav-lOO-petcent
saddle contact. In the future, the pipes will Figure18. Heatpipe detail
_: become somewhat more inte_r,d to the
structure, fairly high on OAO-II because some of "he
In figure 19, the structural temperature equipments, such as the batteries and the tape
and gradients of the OAO-II flight and the recorder, dumped heat into the structure. _,
next flight are compared. The longitudinal This was an expediency in the schedule under
station is at the bottom of the figure, and the which we wer_ operating. As we progress to
" broad band represents the OAO-A-2 space- OAO-B, we shall fully insulate the structure.
craft with the sun on the B side or the sun on The improvement is a considerably reduced
_.. the A side of the spacecraft imposing a circumferential gradient. The backend of the
_ gradient. The circumfercntial gradients are spacecraft where the he_t pipes are has
.
_
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mujmmmb.__ s_cm_mms TechnoJogy Satellite (ATS). We can readily
"__ see the dcgradatien from the unshielded
sample and the shielded. The lowest curve
represents *:_edata that we have been getting
.z0 _ ..... _ on OAO-II; it presents no problem after well
_ _ over a year's life.
, ,o , su OAO Power System
0
'," Another important subsystem is the
-,0- power system. In figure 2:, looking at beta
angles once again, we can see that the array
-,o "_.. "_, __u0t_ output scribes a butterfly-shot "" curve as the
,_ spacecraft is poi;Ited at th_ ..,'ious angles.
43 R 80 tOO RO t_ IN
LO_IWTUOW4g,STATION J500
Figure19. Temperctureof centraltuberelative to
averagestructure _emperature. t 4so
3
"tO0
approximately a 2_legree circumferential
gradient. _o
Another matter of considerable concern
to us before lauach is the condition of the _°o 2e ,o 6o ,o _0o z=e ,o ,o _,:
* _ thermal coatings, which are Alzak skins. We A.*_ _o,_
were worried about their degradation and
invoked a special quality control program to, Figure.21. 0,t_I1: power subsysrew loadcapability
check them. Samples were punched out of (actmi/andr_.ca_epr_Itctioa.t
" each of the flight skins; these samples were
;. checked; and, if any skin did not meet specifi-
_" cations, it was rejected for flight use. In This occurs because the array is fixed. It is '* evident that at Jauxtchwe had a considerable
: figure20, the solar absorption has been margin. The 3-month, 6-tnonth, an_
plotted on the left agatmt the equivalent sun
houri. We flew several samples on an Applied 12-month curves are ot_r worse-case predic-
tions on dey/adaticn. The shadowed area is
_T.24 -_ the range in which we normally operate for! ,_.23 1 power. Battery charge control is a v y diffi-
_':_ ,e_eo/.--"" _ cult t&*_when the load, the array output, andATS.U,_, th_ battery temperature can all _:_ry;howeve:,
_2o_- _./1_m, s,,e_.k.__- _ the system is working extremely well. We are
charge. We have ampere-hour integrators and
• ._ anhyt_rodes as backup. In the OAO-B, we
'"__L_.._ -] shallcontinue to have single-si_ed operation
._s of the spacecraft. Solar cells are on only one
|_UIVAU[NT su..o_n _ide of the arrays. We no longer will have the _
butterfly curve. The beta angle is somewhat
i Figure20. Almkdq, n_tlon com_ison, limited at the higher angles (fig. 22).
i .
t m m
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c_°°F---r--l I I I 1 very difficult to test on the ground; hence, we
b_ w,_e__ _ LAUf_C_,MAXPowt_ shall be testing it only i;_orbit. We expect it
"' ._00b_'_,e"--.--._ _" 1 - to make substanti,' improvement. If it allows
F ,;:.!J..L,. _.. " L LOAD
•_ ,.00 ,___,, j - we will almost double the o' ;erring time.
_ F %R CONST_R_Another advantage is that it provides almost a
°300 constant aperture temperature for the
2°°o/---3----'L----'L--'_ P ; experiment."'_ 40 60 80 lO0 120
AI"r!TUDEbe)DEG. Reliability 'Estimates
Figure;?2. OAO-B:powersubsy_tem lnadcapubility Figure 24 shows the OAO.13 in tile clean
_. (nominal). room at the Goddard Spac: Flight Center,
where it is undergoing equipment and experi-
" Baffle Developmeat ment integration. Our first concern for the
future is OAO-II. Ahhough I have neverf.
; Before launching OAO-II_ we r_.c_.,gn.ized atte_hed much importance to reliability esti-
_' that the scattered light would very likely be a mates, except in a relative sense, ! have
,. problem. It was not feasible to do anything attempted to ouantify the actual experience
' about it for OAO-II because we had a double- on a number of Goddard satellites. Figure 25
ended experiment looking out of both ends of is a plot of this experience but excludes the
the spacecraft and any change would have experirne,zts and the first launca. It shows th,.
" delayed the program. We did, however, start reliabi!ity of spacecraft systems after the In'st
_. baffle development for the next two flights, laupch. On the abscissa we car- see the year of
Figure 23 shows the first '_g.ht bafflo. It is launch and the average design life at that
,_ time.
\
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RATIO[ I I I I i (1) we have a 34-percent chance of lasting
! an_ ,her year from this point or (2) if we fail
_, 4,0I- - now and launch another OAO, it would have
z _ a 34-percent chance of lasting a year. The
|_ .a.0l- broken curve shows the probability of
o_ _/_ completing a 1-year operation in orbit. In any
case, we now have a 50-percent probability.D-L,,
2.0 We do, however, have sufficient c nfidence in
_ _ OAO-II to modify the control centers to
_"< 1.0- -_ handle two DAD's in orbit at the same time.< If we ignore random failures, what/ factors might limit DAD life? Our solar array
0 1 1 I I i I degradation appears to be no problem; ther-61 62 63 64 65 66 67
YEAROFLAUr_CH mal coating degradation is also no problem.
, I _1 I J I I 1 We have an abundance of gas supply. The star
3,0 4.5 9.0 I0.0 12.0 7.5 9.0 trackers have shown only a slight decrease int
AVERAGED SIGNLIFE(MONTHS) sensitivity. We recently went through an
exercise to look through 19 dimmer stars and
Figure25. GSFCsateiliteperformanceversusdesign have added these to the catalog of guide stars
lifeby yearratio, that we can use; we see no problem from this
We have averaged over twice the design very slow degradation of sensitivity of the
trackers. There are, of course, such questionslife in orbit. The design life on DAD is one
year. Figure 26 presents a reliability projec- as: will the gyro wear out or will the gimbals
Lion for DAD based upon a 6-month sue- on the star trackers malfunction? These are
cessful, prelaunch operation. Prior to launch, hard to answer, but thus far they present no
Grumman used MIL handbook rates and pro- significant problems. Although there has been
t dieted a 0.000l probability for meeting the some rather naive talk about maintainable
1-year objective. If we factor in failure rates systems, we certainly should avoid making
: from the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory programmatic decisions of tlus nature on the
(eGO) in-orbit experience, the probability basis of reliability predictions.
increases to 0.2. If we grossly factor in the
: experience from other Goddard satellites, the OAO Evolution #
probability increases to 0.67. The solid black
curve is the demonstrated reliability of
¢ OAO-II. We are now almost at the 5-month DAD is not a static problem. We have
mark, which can be interpreted two ways: increasingly difficult telescope systems. Thepointing accuracy and stability increases an
z
_ _:°l--'l I I I I I I I ; ,k._---r"l- order of magnitude between each flight.
o._-_OeAe.L.rVOFcoM_rm --._ - Figure 27 summarizes data pertaining to the
i _ 0., --ONEYEAROF _.,_'I_iEOICTION(QSFC.--,"X --
_:_ :IN-ORBIT OPERATION.,,,,,._"OBSERVATORYEXPERIENCE(11_0_1t7):-_ evolution of OAO. We are progressing through
_o.4- _..i., _ _-- an exluipment evolution where we advance
.' ', " ,_ _ O._I -- J/_''DEMONSTRATE_RELIABIPITY-- from stellar to inertial control, where v,e
,":t _ 0.2- ./--_" PREDICTION(OGOFAILURERATE$I'-"X " phase-in electronically scannedstar trackers,
" _ _ _" where we add the light baffle to the conflgu-
_ ration and go to the single-sided operation" PREDICTION(Mt I,IOilKa17)_ (¢00001)
_ ot 1 1 1 I I I l I '1 1 } I '1, ' _ _ 2 3 4 s 6 , . , ,o n _2 with an onboard computer and a number of
TIMEIN ORBIT(MONTHS} other/mprovements. In the present program,
we are basically test flying components that |
j _tre 26. 0,40 II: re_bgity basedon in-orbitt_ae we shall need in the future. We anticipate anplus slx monthsprebunch opemtimt el ctrica r configuration on the spacecraft _
i
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_;" CONFIGURATION
) *OAO-A 2 _ OAO-B OAO-C
--
TECHNIQUES STELLAR STELLAR/INTERTIAL INER1 IAL/STELLAR
, CONTROLS GYROS GE GE/MIT MIT
SUN SENSORS CSS, FSS, RAPS CSS, FSS, RAPS CSS, FSS, RAPS,& ASF'ECT & ASPECT ASPECT & DSS
_. STAR TRACKERS 5 GST'S & BSI 5 GS_'S & BST 4UST'S, BST & ESST
EXP, ERROR SENSOR NONE FES (! SEC) FES (0.1 SEC)4
_ THERMAL SIDES IN SUN DOUBLE SINGL_. SINGLEHEAT PIPES NO 3 3
PO_/ER ARRAYS DOUBLE-SIDED SI¢_GLE-SIDED SINGLE-SIDED
VOLTAGE SENSE AH VOLTAGE SENSE A.H VOLTAGE SENSE A.H.BArTERY CHARGE
INTEGRATOR _ INTEGRATOR INTEGRATOR
i CONTROL ANHYDRODE [ ANHYDRODE ANHYDRODEBATTER,YCAPACITY 60 A.H. ] 60 A H. 60 A.H.
_. DATA'PROCESSING COMMAND STORAGE PPDS ] PPDS & ACMU PPDS & COMPUTER
[
PPDSDATA STORAGE PPD$ I PPDS & COMPUTER
I
_' COMMUNICAT_ONS Wrf)EBAND 8 WATTS (HAC) 18% EFF ]8 WATTS (GFE) 30% EFF ] WATTS (GFE) 30% EFF.l
EXPERIMENT WEP & SAD _ GEP PEP & UCL
"Swlte It OAO-II.
GE "Gem_M IrlKtric I_T - Borlmill_t Star Tr0cker WFP - Wilcondn Exp_rtrr_nt Pllck_ ESST • EIKtron_aily Sc_mmld Star T¢ick_
EXP - Experkllent GST _ Gimb_l_l St_ Trlckf¢ _EP • Goddud Experiment Pll£k_ MIT - Miiim_huutt$ Inttitutll of Te_:hnotogy
FES • F ine Error SM_or _ - CoM_e Sun Senior Pc.P • Prmcelon Ex pMin_fl t PlKk lige PP_ = Prlr_Jry P_r and OMit Storg0e
F_iS • Fme Sun _lnl_r RAPS • Rate im_ Portion S0n_or UCL - Unrv_ W Cotleg_ of London ACMU - Auxd|i_ Corn_ind Menl_ Umt
1_ =Dklitl¢Sun,_mlor HAC• HughlmAzrcreftC_'poqttmn GFE* GovernrmmtFumi_h_lEqu_pm_mt
Figure 27. OAO evolution,
for OAO-D and a structural and thermal v_ous advanced configurations for larger
reconfiguration for OAO-E. systems up to the 120-inch system. We know
that it was more difficult to go from nothing
Future OAO Program to OAO than it will be to evolve into the
future. I am confident that the OAO space-
We have discussed the reality of today craft systems can be scaled up to meet future
and some of the _mpmvements of the near needs. We intend to concentrate on the more
future. The DAD program, as now structured, difficult problems of the telescope and deteo-
• will have two more launches, the Goddard tor systems; however, there does not
' Experiment Package (GEP) in 1970 and the presently exist a viable program after the ,,
Princeton Experim=nt in 1971. The Apollo scheduled OAO'sand ATM's.
Telescope Mount (ATM) is scheduled for How can you contribute? First, recog- i
1972; it should answer the question: What nize that building a reliable space system is a
can man's intellect in space contribute? tough job. As scientists, do not hinder these
But what lies beyond? We have studied systems with unreasonable requirements. As
1970027360-061
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_..
engineers,donot blindly accept those require- may argue about the objectives, but it is an
_;' ments; question them. Second, be sure that optimized system. Third, recognize that
_i any new system is optimized for astronomy, multiple objec;ivesin one missionalwayscon-
:,.. We have heard much discussion of future flict and can easily delay and dimin.'_hthe
-_, systems. We have a lunar landing system that scientific _sults.
,': has been optimized for that purpose. People
4.
%
(
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: One Concept for a 3-Meter-Class Space Telescope
__:
"/_'_.•,. David Bogdanoff . _ ()''_- 6 68 _
, The Boeing Company •
L"
i!_i The present paper summarizes the con- configuration. The design requirements asso-
cept for a 3-meter orbital telescope, which ciated with orbital operations can be handled
was developed for NASA by The Boeing Com- by the addition of interface structure and sub-
pany under a contract that spanned the systems to the baseline configuration.
period of 1964 to 1966. Although, during the The approach taken in developing the
time that has elapsed since the termination of baseline configuration was to generate the
this contract, considerable work has been observational requirements very early in the
done in certain technical areas that suggests program with the aid of the consultant ser-
solutions different from those posed in this vices of Dr. Z. Kopal. These requirements '
paper, a discussion of the overall concept, the were then used as guidelines in developing the
system interfaces, and the solutions to some telescope optics and instrumentation. As the
of the unique problems will provide back- investigation progressed, further iterations
ground for some of the discipline-related were made using the works of Code and
papers being presented at this workshop. Fredrick. As a result, a Cassagrainian type of
The main objective of the investigation optical .configuration was chosen with two
was to develop a concept for a large, high alternate secondary mirrors and the flat-
performance, orbital observatory that would folding mirrors. This system is illustrated
s,'we as a goal for the NASA program in the schematically in figure 1.
,eld of Optical Astronomy. In addition, the Even in development of the optical
accompanying engineering studies and schematic, the interface problem_ b_.tween
analyses would iadicate areas where state-of- the optical system and the structural design
the-art technology advances were necessary become apparent. These interface problems
for the development of such a system, influenced the selection of the optical system e
The investigation wa: constrained by geometry by imposing the following require-
four ground rules: ments: _ •
1. Telescope aperture: 120 inches 1. The size of the secondary mirror
2. Boost vehicle for low earth orbit: and its mounting structure was restricted to a
Saturn I B permissible light blockage of the primary -
3. Diffrac'_son-limited performance mirror. A 39.6-inch diameter was used as the .t
4. Multipurpose, including imagery, maximum acceptable for the secondary
.' photometry, and spectroscopy, mirror and housing. This corresponds to an _
:" Many of the design requirements of such obscuration ratio equal to 0.33. _
a system are relatively independent of the 2. The folded light paths at the
method of orbital operations. In general, Cassagrainianfocus had to be compatible with
these requirements are associated with the a folding mirror and the equipment installa-
basic telescope optics, experiment equipment, tion arrangement.
the cabin, and the primary structure that ties The length of the folded light paths that
these elements together. This part of the could be handled within the cabin determined
vehicle can be termed the baseline telescope the final location of the secondary mirrors
55
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MIRROR
SECONDARY
: _f/30 FOLDING MII IMARY MIRROR
! Figure1. Opticalschematic.
!i relative to the primary mirror. Selection of The design is based upon the geometry
the experiment equipment arrangement and fixed by the f]4 primary mirror optical sys-
the folding mirrors were the dominating tem and upon the requirements for a struc-
factors in determining the size and shape of rural and thermal arrangement that can both
the cabin, satisfy the launch loads and provide accept-
' In the development of the baseline con- able thermal and dynamic cha_cteristics for
'. figuration, the strong interfaces among the orbital operation.
, structural, optical, and thermal systems A double-shell tubular structure is used
became even more apparent. The baseline for housing the telescope mirrors. The
*_ configuration shown in figure 2 is, therefore, exterior shell, which is separated from the
[ a compromise to satisfy the requirements interior shell by layers of super insulation, is
.ii imposed by such problems, attached to the forward end of the cabin and
|m • Elm _
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extends the full length of the telescope. The emitted-and-reflected radiation in the daylight
:_ inner shell of the double wall design is the halt' of the orbit.
7 main structure; which supports or ties The primary mirroi (which, in this con-
_: together all elements of the optical systems, cept, was of a beryllium honeycomb construc-
The complete inner shell, mirrors, mirror sup- tion) is mounted on three-point tangent bars,
port structure, and platen for mounting the designed to minimize heat shorts and struc-
scientific instruments are attached to the rural distortions. During boost to orbit, the
cabin by a six-bar cantilever truss. The truss is primary mirror is structurally decoupled from
connected to the cabin at three structural the tangent-bar mounting and is floated on
5, attachment points. The overall arrangement plieumatic bladders to insure that the mirror
= of the two shells and three-point mounting is will retain its figure. There are, however,
_ used to decouple the optical system frol,_the practical problems involved in the use of
outer shell and cabin for thermal isolation and pncumatic bladders for boost and also in the
_' to minimize mechanically induced structural engagement of the tangent bars in olbit with-
_ distortions. The three-point mounting permits out damage to the mirror or degradation to its
_ the plane of the attachment points to tilt figure. This is an area where further research
without inducing stresses into the optical is recommended.
_' support structure. The platen to which the experiment
_' The secondary mirrors, located at the equipment is mounted is located inside the
_' forward end of the telescope, are mounted in cabin but is not structurally mounted on it. A
_" a covtrol cell sapported by four radial-truss flexible bellows is shown (fig. 2) between the
type of spokes attached to the inner shell platen tubular support and the cabin bulk-structure. An xamination of the performance he d. This permits the cabin bulkhead to be _-
_ requirements revealed the critical nature of deflected by pressure and temperature varia-
i the alignment problems of the secondary mir- tion without producing strains. The cabin is a
rors with respect to the primary mirror and cylinder with a flat, pressure type of bulkhead
., instruments. Accordingly, the control cell on each end. This shape provides volume and
_ provides a five-axis automated control for space in which a feasible arrangement can b.-"
aligning the secondary mirrors. Figure 2 also provided for mounting the scientific instru-
depicts a mechanism for removing and storing ments and for accommodating the crew.
the f/15 secondary mirror. A launch configuration installed on top
To obtain the desired shading from earth of the SIV stage of the Saturn 1B is shown in
radiation whil keeping within a reasonable figure 3. The telescope is packaged within a
_/ height for the launch configuration, a tele- jettisonable boost shroud, similar to the de-scoping section is used at the forward end. sign of the Apollo Lunar Module Adapter,Tiffs section is extended and fixed into posi- The boost shroud, which includes the nose
_" tion after the vehicle is in orbit. The earth cone section, is jettisoned after the f'wst-stage _,
shade was incorporated into the baseline as a burnout of the Saturn lB. By this technique,
result of the thermal analysis. The purpose of the payload to orbit is only penalized by ap-
the shade is to place the secondary mirrors proximately 12 percent of the actual weight o
and doors inboard of the end of the telescope of the boost shroud, and the telescope pri-
. shell, _kich is exposed to Earth radiation, mary structure need only satisfy the boost
The doors in the open position should be in a inertial loads and the actual orbital-operation
uniform temperature zone so that, when they design requirements. The telescope is sup-
are closed, they have little thermal effect on ported on top of the SIVB by a truss type of i :
the primary mirror. In the closed position, the structure that transfers the flight inertial loads
doors also require thermal insulation to con- to the outer booster structure at six hard-
trol their heat transmission when their outer attachment points. Separation of the tele-
surfaces are exposed directly to the Earth- scope from the SlVB is also effected at these
|
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attachment points_ which are located at the The conceptual design, sho_m in
same separation plane as that used for the figure 4, is the orbital configuration of the
jettisonable boost shroud, telescope when it is detached for astronomical
In flight to orbit, the SIVB places the observation. In this concept, it is presumed
telescope into a phasing or holding orbit. The that the telescope will be vis(ted periodically
SIVB is the._ separated from the telescope, for maintenance, for setting lap of new experi-
and two 1000-pound thrust rockets are used ments, and for the retrieval of film. It is not
to perform the orbit transfer a_ociated with manned, however, during telescope operation.
rendevous maneuvers. This telescope concept This detached mode of operation is required
was originally coaceived to operate in con- to have the following onboard subsystems:
junction with a space station, either attached reaction jets to supplement the control
to it or operating in the vicinity of it. Figure 3 moment _j,ro system for target pointing, pro-
shows some of the gimbal support structure pulsion for orbit keeping, an electrical power
for attaching the telescope gimbals to the system, and electronic systems for communi-
space station. This gimbal structur_ would cations, data-handling, and attitude control.
only be present in the designs where the tele- The electrical power supply is a solar
- scope was to be operated when attached to a cell/battery system. Shown in figure 4 are two
space station. There would also be a remov- foldout solar panels, which are sui_-o6ented
- able boost structure, for example, to protect by amculation of the panels about one axis
the instrumentation mountings on the platen and the rolling of the telescope for the second
and the telescope mirrors during boost. This axis of control. The panel,; are locked in a
structure would be removed after boost and fixed position for astronomical observations.
before orbital operations. The effective Four clusters of variable-thrust reaction
launch mas,_ of this configuration on the jet subsystems are used for all required pro-
Saturn 1B is 27,819 pounds, pulsion associated with attitude control and
le
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Figure4. Detachedorbitalconfiguration(unnmn_ duringexperiment observattom).
L
_, space maneuvering functions except inidal head..The only physical attachment between
rendezvous. A throttling ratio of approxi- the platen structure and the cabin is a bellows
_. 10 to 1 is to the located around the platen tube. Thismately required cover range support
_. between low torque thrusters for design feature is used to protect t_,e alignment ,
control-moment gyro desaturation and the of the scientific instruments with the main ..
thrust levels used for docking. The propellant telescope optics.
tanks for the reaction control :tystem are The instruments are positioned radially
located on the center of gravity of the vehicle arounct folding mirrors on an arc formed by
pitch and yaw axis. This location minimizes the focal point as the mirrors are rotated. The
the center-of-gravit_ shift with propellant light beam from the telescope proper is folded
_ usage. Two 1000-pound-thntst rocket engines once for the f/l 5 experiments and twice for _i
_. located at the aft end of the cabin are used the f/30 experiments. The primary folding
for the orbit transfer functions _ssociated mirror folds the light 90 degrees, making the _:_
with initial rendezvous. Some of the antennas light rays parallel with the mounting platen.
required for commun/cation and guidance are The mirror can be rotated about the telescope
also indicated on figure 4. optical axis, thus aligning the focal plane with
The cabin, shown in figure 5, is arranged a selected instrument for f/l 5 observation. ,_
with all the scientific optical instruments A secondary folding mirror is used in@4
mounted on a rigid base or platen located in conjunction with the f/30 secondary mirror o
the forward section adjacent to the telescope, to provide for the f/30 instruments positioned
The supporting subsystems are located around radially with respect to the secondary folding Jthe periphery in the aft section. 'The platen is mirror.
a cantilever structure, physically supported Cleerance from the surface of the platen
from the optical system support base by a to the cabin ceiling is approximately
tubular section extending thru the cabin bulk- ,_9 inches, which provides an average of
m |
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+'+ Figure 5. Scientific inltrumert arrangement.
40 inches clearallce above the instruments in analysis of she supporting structure for the
which the crewmen can maneuver in a zero secondaries indicated that these tolerances
gravity environment. All subsystem compo, would be exceeded by any passive design that
nents are arranged in the upper section was investigated. It was therefore decided to
around the periphery of the cabin. TI_esub- incorporate an automated control system for
systems provided in the cabin include corn- the tilt and lateral dispiacement.
munications, data-recording, guidance and Position control of the secondary mir-
= control e_ectronics, and emergency pressuriza- rors requires alignment sensors located on the
tion.
A docking cone and mechanism is pro- _" ' _._
•_ vided at the cabin end of the telescope. A
pressure hatch to seal the cabin at the inter-
face with the telescope is hlcorl_ra+cd within
the platen. It is remotely actuated and the
seal accomplished prior to cabin pressuriza-
tion. A small, 3-inctediameter, o2tically flat
,,,indow is located in the center of the pres- ,) rz_co_t _U0N_
sure hatch to allow the passage of a beam of _
light for gross alignment of the scientific _.._"
instruments when the cabin is pressur/zed. - --
..+ The problem of the alignment of the
, secondarymirrors with respect to the primary ¢,_ _ •.zLs [co_s _. _ mc,krs
mirror presented some unique problems for _ At_tm • +;__stc_s
sucha highperformancesystem.An analysis _ t,u o t_r[a^t o,sPL,_
was made of thepermissibletiltand lateral
displacementmi_lignmentsfrom thestand-
point of coma and astilpnatlsm; the res,alts are ROwe 6. Opticalsystem talmmees; tlh and l_t_ml
shown in fitmre6. The thermal distortion dlmlscementtolenmceofseconduyminor.
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_ primary mirror for each axis of control, and tile entire threo-strut flexure system can
Figure 7 shows the conceptual design of a be translated by two additional strut actua-
,_. secondary mirror installation developed for tors grounded on the inner telescope tube.
#_, the baseline telescope configuration. • Focus adjustment accomplished by
"_ The main design features of the support positioning a single control actuator that
and positioning are: moves the mirror-mounting structure along
• A four-legged rigid truss attaching tubular splined ways.
_- the secondary mirror carriage to the inner • A single electric-motor-driven jack
telescope wall. screw employed for positioning each of the
• Both mirrors mounted in a corn- 5 degrees of mirror freedom provided.
,- , mon control ce,ll that has 5 degrees of The support of the primary mirror has
" position control. The position target element been dealt with primarily from the structural
required for alignment sensing is mounted on standpoint. An interrelated problem is the
_ each mirror to eliminate position tolerances distortion of the mirror in orbit due to
between the mirrors and the cell structure, thermal gradients. Some idea of the
r • Rotational and translational geome- magnitude of this problem can be gained by
_, try established by three flexure-pivoted struts examining the results of the thermal balance
aligned with the optical axis. Two of these and the resultant structural deflections on
struts can be extended to induce tilt motion, such a telescope.
I II
i [I __,_IRROR CONTROLCELL ACTUATORS, //
._ '/].5 P,!IRROR"-'-_ _FLFXUR[ ENDII"YPBOTHEEID$'-"_ _ /
_2.__ 3 /
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A passive optics approach was taken for nodes. The surface deflections are shown in
the primary mirror; therefore, the thermal figure9.
distortion was of particular significance. A
three-dimensional time-dependent analysis of _z° t __
heat transfer through the telescope structure _ TA_wr _'
was conducted. The thermal model of the s
tele_ope was relatively complex, and a fairly
fine model mesh was considered necessary to ._ ['z i "_'-''_'''''__
simulate accur tely incident radiation from 6
•' the Earth and Sun and radiant exchange _ ,,
:. between elemental areas of telescope struc- _ -
ture with other structures and with space. / / / /I
The temperature patterns on the primary _
mirror were computed for two different
cas s: one in which the mir or continuously _ rl . _z _o'Jltr
viewed space and one in which the primary o. _r,VL_LOCAT,mC_mtmt
o. mirror alternately views space and the sunlit 'ms "_ M:clc,mcs_c__) Ar_e ;JEarth. The three-dimensional carpet plot of
figure 8 shows the temperature patterns of Figure 9. Primm7 mirror thermal deflections;
the front and back face of the mirror for a continuous_iewinfcondittort
120-degree pie-shaped segment of the mirror
in the continuously viewing case. Very similar To evaluate the consequences of these
results were obtained for the intermittent distortions, a least squares paraboioid was fit
: viewing case provided the front doors were to the data and the r,as derivation computed.
closed during the time when the telescope was It was found that the resultant focal length
on the sunlit side of the Earth. The hump in change was 0.00946 inch, and :he resultant
: the carpet plot at 60 degrees is due primarily rms deviation from the paraboloid figure was
_ to the transmitted heat flow through the 3,/36 _t 5000 angstroms. Although this result
tangent bars. The thermal distortions were was satisfactory, it was achieved by taking
computed by analyzing a structural ideal- detailed precautions in virtualb, all aspects of
ization of the mirror; this idealization was telescope _esign to keep the primal, mirror in
• based upon a number of simple structural an isothermal condition. In practice, these
elements joined at the nodes. The temper., design features woulo be difficult to achieve.
ature pattern supplied inputs at the structural The use of a material with a high dimensional
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* The fine pointing and stabilization of the
_ telescope presented one of the most difficult
design problems of the whole concept. The
"_: nature of the fine pointing requires a very
_' close interface with the telescope and the
_. .scientific instrumentation design; hence, each
of the observational programs was reviewed to
determine the various possible instrument
configurations and the advantages and disad-
;_ vantages of each. Figure 10 summarizes the
; most stringent of these requirements as well [.._0_ j'-
as the requirements for the other functions
the attitude control system must perform.
• INITIAL STABILIZATION
+" ATTITUDE +0.25OEG FiB:reI I. Attitude control _ystem.
RATE _+0.09 DEG/SEC
e REORIENTATION 5 DEGI2MIN
• COARSE POINTING ±3 ARC MIN During the coarse, intermediate, 4 fine
;_. pointing, the telescope is control]M by
_ • INTERMEDIATE POINTINGPITCH/YAW ±2ARCSEC torques generated by control moment gyros.
i ROLL ±'IARCSEC These will be desaturated as required by the
• FINEPOINTING _+0.2SECOFF-AX|SACCURACYlow-thrust reaction jet system. The fine
PITCH/YAW +0.01SECON-AXlSACCURACYpointing is illustrated schematically in
+0.01 SEC _TABII.ITYROLL y4$EC figure 12. The fine-pointing sensor shares the
light from the main optics with the particular
Figure10. Controlrequirement_ instrument being used in the operation for
on-axis fine pointing. The errors generated by
The attitude control system proposed the sensor are amplified and used to control
for the telescope is shown in block diagram the control moment.
form in figure 11. The system provides auto-
matic stabili,,_ation of the residual angular "--_L?_,p._._ _...,_a_ t_.--...,__
rates of the telescope upon separation from /
the booster and injection into orbit. During -- /___._I_,'L_/) "t_" /,_,_,,\ \
these periods, the gyro reference system and
the reaction jets are used. After orbit has beea
achieved, a stellar reference is acquired
through a programmed roll-search procedure
to establish a coarse pointing mode in which
the attitude reference is obtained from star
trackers and control torques are generated by
control moment gyros. An intermediate star
,. tracker is required to permit tramition from
the coarse pointing mode to the fine pointing Figure12. Cont'! system schematic,showingfine
mode, This sensor would employ its own ob- pointtngonly.
jective and would be boresighted to the mare
optics. Attitude hold is maintained by the in- The most critical part of the stabilization
termediate-pointing-sensor reference until is obviously the fine pointing and control.
suitably low pointing errors and error rates Although the analytical work accomplished
are achieved, at which time the control is under this pro_am indicated that the
switched to the fine-pointing sensor, required degree of' pointing stabilization could
m | ii nl i i
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be achieved with the proposed system, con- since the conclusion of this work, and con-
siderably more work involving laboratory siderable work has been done in the more
tests and possibly tests in orbit is necessary to critical problem areas. It is felt that further
verify this, design and concept studies should now be
This paper has dealt, in part, with some carried out on such a telescope in order to
, of the unique design problems for the 3-meter provide a focus for the individual technology
telescope and has indicated what were con- studies and to assess their impact on overaU
sidered to be feasible solutions at the time. concepts and telescope design.
Meanwhile, over three years have elapsed
)
t
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At the present time, there appears to be We should not be surprised if it develops
little doubt that the principal element of large that none of the materials now under serious
space telescopes in the future will be mirrors, consideration proves adequate for monolithic
_ These large mirrors will be the aperture- mirrors of large size and high quality because
_ determining components and will provide the quality and stability we are looking for is
most of the power for the system. The surface at least an order of magnitude better than
shape of these mirrors may be that of a simple that found in any large astronomical mirrors
•_ sphere, a paraboloid, or a curve of higher now in existence.
order; they may even lack any semblance to Some materials, attractive because of
circular symmetry. It will always be of con- their very low expansion coefficients which
siderable importance, however, that the have the desirable effect of reducing the
reflected wave front have the expected shape deformation caused by temperature gradients,
t to very high accuracy, not have sufficiently uniform expansion
may
The standards for a large telescope in characteristics to permit their use if there is
_. space - where no atmosphere will distort the much change in the overall temperature.¢
wave front before it reaches the mirror and Some metals are attractive because of their
thus obscure the mirror's own imperfections good thermal conductivity and high stiffness- :
_- or absorb the shorter wavelengths that could to-weight ratio. Several have been investig;.ted
provide increased resolution for a limited quite intensively, especially silicon. I feel this
aperture - are far beyond those currently set metal has a good chance of being very stable
for large telescopes. Regardless of size, an from a creep consideration, for it is one of the
astronomical telescope in space should be few metals that is cubic in crystal form and
equipped with a primary mirror having a thus isotopic in expansion coefficient as well
surface accuracy of 1/50_, rms at the wave- as attractive in its other mechanical
_ length of interest. It should be our objective properties.
:' to achieve this at 2000 angstroms. Once the material has been chosen, the
Such a mirror must be made from a design must be undertaken. Even though large "
material that will be stable enough to receive boosters are now available, weight will always
and to retain an optical surface of the be a serious consideration. Whatever weight
indicated quality. No large pieces of any can be saved in the optics can be used for
mat-,rial have yet been made and tested under other useful purposes. The design and fabrica-
.., conditions that would indicate whether they tion of structures in most otherwise-
have the desired stability. A series of investi- oatisfactory matenals has advanced to the
gations to evaluate ,some current candidates point where almost any structure desired can
have been underway for some years and a_ be provided. Not only are the methods of
still continuing. The work has utilized small fabrication well developed, but also the soft-
samples measured at a variety of temperatures ware programs are available for computing the
with very great accuracy so that small time deflections of these structures while they are
intewals can be extrapolated to the longer being worked on as well as while they are
ones of interest. ,,;upportedfor test and are m use.
IL
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if,
i There are already well developed and and over long periods of time under a varietywidely us d m thods for measuring th sh pe of conditi s. In addition to the no mal
_' of the optical surface to sufficient accuracy, effects of various forces, thermal effects and
/#,
::. Large facilities will be required for this long-term creep are the facte_'s that distort
ii purpose, but they do not need to be complex; the surface.
-in .some eases, ,the, spacecraft test facilities It has been proposed that a large mirror
_laf l_e,-tts_df_r lttis punpose. The principle be built up of a number of smaller sections.
requirements are la &oliJrate vacuum and Each small section could then be worked to
freedom from vibration. The interferometers bring its surface to the required accuracy
°_ and reduction method are at hand as are the when compared to the best-fitting ideal sur-
_: controlled methods of removing or adding face (or for that part of the surface if it is not
_¢ material where the tests indicate corrections spherical). Although this best fit is not as freeust be made. T r al problem concerns the as the previous case discussed, the p sitioned
provision of a structure stable enough and a variables are still disposable; thus, the
support reproducible enough to insure that problem of each piece is greatly simplified
the shape the surface has while being tested when compared to the problem presented by
resembles the shape it will .have while being tile surface as a whole. If each piece is posi-used. tioned with respect to the other so that the
The question of the effect of size must location of the "best fitting" surface for each
also be considered. It is the rms variation of is the common surface for all, the overall
¢ the actual surface while in use from the best array will be diffraction-limited for the large
fitting desired surface that is the important aperlure.
consideration. The best fit is generally deter- To accomplish this, each portion may be
mined by a least squares procedure, for that made movable, and the whole 2_lay may be
seems to be the way the optics behave with observed much as it would be if it were a
regard to resolution when other adjustments complete monolithic mirror under test. Now,
,_ i are optimized. For example, a small mirror however, each piece may be moved to that
and a much longer mirror, each with a position which minimizes its rms and thus the
departure from a sphere of h/50, will have the rms of the whole. The function may be
same energy distribution in their scaled performed on the earth in a one g field, in
diffraction images. The image, however, will space after launch, and again after some years
be much smaller/for the large mirror than for when the structures may have changed. In
the small one. fact, it could and should be monitored con-
If the large mirror is just an array of the tinuously while in operation to compensate
small ones, each with X/50 as before, it does for the many effects of short time variability.
not follow that the large mirror is also X/50. In summary, many materials are being
Each of the small mirrors was measured with studied and more will be investigated. Many
respect to its best fitting sphere; there has methods of manufacture have been
been no assurance that the spheres for each of developed, and satisfactory methods of
the small pieces are all the same. For the large testing are now employed. Yet, while surfaces
mirror, all the "best fitting" spheres must be can be made mad tested to almost any
the same spl_re with the same identical radius accuracy desired under the test conditions, it
_.. and center. This, then, is why the difficulty of is not at all clear that surfaces much larger
, • figuring a large mirror goes up so rapidly with than a meter or two could be delivered into i
incre_c,ing size. It is not a problem of orbit and made to perform to their diffraction _.
removing the right amovnt of material from limit. It has been suggested that a solution to i
the fight place, for that is nearly the same for this dilemma would be to make the mirror of
large or small mirrors; it is a problem of smaller pieces and to adjust them while in use.
holding the small areas in the right relation- It has been my experience that people
ship to one another while testing, and in use, are much more clever at conversion than at
f F ii i ...... .
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:_ compromise; thus, in the long run, projects to ether objectives usually can be made with
_,_ are more successful if a single clear objective ease later on. This is important to keep in
_.'" is kept in view during design and construc- mind in the continued study and investigation
_;_ tion. Compromises for other uses should be of materials and manufacturing methods for
_2, inhibited to increase the probability of primary mirrordesign.
success for the initial objective. Conversions
|
i
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Structures for Spaceborne Optical Telescopes
r',
'_ Erich E. Engler
NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
I
The design of support structures for launch, docking and attitude control, vacuum,
_. spaceborne telescopes is influenced by a radiation, meteoroids, and temperature.
_, number of factors. The choice of structural During the prelaun_;h, launch, and dock-
_ configuration, the materials utilized, and the ing environments, additional supports can be
_ analysis methods applied depend to some provided to hold the structure. These
'_) degree on these criteria. The most important supports can be removed later. Only the
factors are alignment accuracy; dynamic sta- weight and the functional reliability must be
, bility and behavior; environmental influences; considered in the overall assessment.
material selection, weight, and cost; crew Environmental protection must also be
considerations, maintainability, and payload provided by the telescope structure. Micro-
integration; and reliability, meteroid impingement can degrade the opti-
All of these factors must be investigated cal proverties over an extended time period;
and their relative importance established and therefore, the design approach should con-
_ included into the analysis and design. Similar sider minimum exposure of optic_ to mete-
factors govern the design of telescopes on oroid flux. Thermal aspects, on the other
_'. earth, but *.hedifference in environment will hand, might require an open truss design to
_,. change or eliminate their importance. In this minimize thermal gradients and resulting
v: paper, I will discuss only the telescope sup- distortions. Thus, lifetime and accuracy re-
i port structure because the optical and cnntrol quirements have to be traded to find the most
aspects will be covered by others. Some of the optimum overall design. Radiation and vac-
design approaches selected will satisfy a uum exposure of the structure also have to be
number of criteria but have no influence on investigated. In these instances_ the selection r
others. Therefore, the relative importance of of materials to avoid outgassing and subse-
t. the various factors is e_tablished to have a bet- quent redeposition on optical surfaces are
__ ter understanding of their application to the important. )
design. Crew considerations, maintainability, i
Obviously, the purpose of sending opti- and payload integration must be considered,
cal telescopes into space is the observation of but they are of lesser importance than those
heavenly bodies. The better the device can do criteria already mentioned. It ,s felt that ways _
this, the more useful it is. Therefore, the can be found to satisfy these requirements
alignment ac, aracy, minimum thermal dis- without sacrifice of the most important
tortion, and aynamic response, which govern aspects.
the optical quality, are, in my opinion, the Reliability in the area of support
most influential factors to be considered, structures normally does not pose a problem
Another very important factor is the re- and therefore is not emphasized. Reliable
sponse of the structure to its exposure to the mechanical release devices and uncaging
environment. The telescope is exposed to the mechanisms cr,n be built without great diffi-
following different environments: transporta- culties.
tion, prelaunch (on the launch velficle), Weight aspects and material selection are
!m ii ii
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_;" of lesser importance for telgscol_tract_e selected for this purpose is AI6061-T451,
_, because only a relativel_stCa_W_lgi)tport)gn ._ lged_ to a T6 condition. It has sufficient
_,_ of an experimental satellite is needed for _tlie. _tr_g_ and stiffness to meet all the other
_: structure. This is also true for the cost; the load-carryingand dynamic requirements.
structural part is only a fractionof the cost of The sparand its ringsare insulated with
the overall project, high performance insulation and placed in a
' Thus, the ranking of the design criteriais liquid-cooled cannister, which also has ex-
established in the following order: alignment ternal insulation. The forward and aft cylin-
accuracy; dynamic stability and behavior; der ends are closed, and doors are provided
environmental influences; reliability; main- over the viewing ports.
tainability, crew consideration, and payload Stringent restrictions are placed upon
integration; and material selection (weight the use of coatings and organic materials to
and cost), avoid otltgassing and redeposition on optical
In the following discussion, I will show surfaces. A materials study to investigate a
some of the design solutions used in large number of available adhesives, coatings,
actually-built as well as studied telescope elastomers, lubricants, films, potting corn-
structures and will try to point out the pounds, and metals is prepared to guide the
influencing designcriteria, materialselection.
Additional meteoroid protection for the
Apollo Telescope Mount experiment package is not required because
the surrounding rack with the attached dec-
The problem of limiting thermal distor, tronic equipment and the cannister provide
tion to stay within permissible alignment adequate shielding.
values is the most important influence on the Maintainability and crew considerations
designof the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM). posed no problems. The participation of the
The selected design is a cruciform spar pro- astronauts is to retrieve the film by extra-
riding the mounting surfaces for all experi- vehicular activity. The integrated payload
ments. Two gimbal rings and a roll ring, structure is the'rack, which houses the ATM
connected with flexible pivots, provide the cannister/spar assembly and the necessary
pitch, yaw, and roll motions. Caging during electronic equipment. Environmental pro-
., powered flight relieves the loads on the tection for the crew is providedby the Lunar
flexible pivots. These caging devices are ModuleA. nonpropuisivecrewquarterssimilar
separated by pyrotechnic pin pullers. Opera- to the lunar module and mounted atop the '
tional cagingdevices provideposition-locking rack.
of the experiment package when it is not Payload integration presentedno special
performing experiments. The alignment problems, Analysis methods similar to those
accuracyneededis I are second; the maximum applied in the .Saturnprogramsare used for
allowedjitter rate is 1 arc second persecond, thermal, _.ructufai, and dynamic compila-
The cruciform aluminum spar, one it,oh tions.
thick, 120inches long, and approxim_,tely
80 inches wide, is used for mounting atl the OrbitingAstronomicalObservatory
experiments. The selected material assures
'., _ efficient heat distribution. To maintain the The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
accuracy over a span of 120 inches, the for- (OAO) is designed to accommodate many
ward and aft attaclunent pads must remain different scientific missions and therefore
within 0.0005 inch of their aligned position, requires a versatile payload struct.tre. The
To reduce weight, 2-inch-diameterholes are main assembly is octagon-shaped with a
machined in all areas of the plates free of hollow centraltube. An active/passivethermal
experiment attachmentsurfaces.The nmterial c_ntrol system, using louvers,h'mdation,and
__A --
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both solar and internal heat from the instru- tapered telescoping truss showed the best
• ment operation° maintains temperature overall configuration; further studies in areas
:"' stability to the specified limits, of materials and joint design axe being per-
: The primary, structure consists of a load- formed.
carrying riveted shell, 48 inches in diameter, Selection of materials is influenced by:
113 inches long, surrounded by eight longi- maximum stiffness, 1ainimum weight, max-
tudinal trusses and seven radial frames to imum damping, minimum cost of material
" which the equipment packages and skins are and fabrication, maximum impact resistance,
attached; the experiment optics package, with and maximum resistance to thermal distor-
:_ a maximum diameter of 40 inches, is tion. Candidate truss materials studies are:
: mounted inside the st,ell. The shell is corn- beryllium, Lockalloy, 7075 Al, 6Al 4v Ti-
• posed of four chem-mil]ed stiffened skin sec- tanium, Invar, nickel.
tions. The frames are of conventional design The members of the telescoping truss are
_ with beaded webs, except at Station 100, tubular, thin-walled and assumed to be
where an aluminum honeycomb web for the 2 inches in diameter. The base ring consists of
_:_ equipment support is used. Each truss is made 3-inch-diameter tubes. Brazed and bonded
_" of a one-piece channel, and the aft ends are joints between the tubes and fittings are being
mounted into a separation fitting, considered. The lower strength of bonded
_ Star trackers, internal reference unit, and joints is offset by the higher damping co-
_: gyro packages are mounted to stainless steel efficient.
_ trusses that are connected to the primary The dynamic and thermal analysis shows
' aluminum structure. The coarse solar sensors the following results. The truss has acceptable
• and the gas jets use titanit_m fittings. In both dynamic distortions for all materials inves-
•:_ cases, the steel and titanium fittings give some tigated to satisfy jitter requirements of 0.01
_i thermal isolation while the primary aluminum arc second per second. The thermal distor-structure keeps thermal gradients to a mini- tions of the truss are far mor significant.
_i taunt Aluminum and beryllium yield a di_lacementSuperinsulation and gold-deposited fiber- of at least one order of magnitude too high to
glass are extensively satisfy alignment accuracy arc seo-mounts used. The the of 2
_, 48 truncated bays, formed by the frames and onds. Since the displacement is a direct result
trusses, have hinged honeycomb panels for of unsymmetrical distributed length changes
., equipment mounts. These panels swing out- in the truss members, the material should
board for easy accessibility, have minimum thermal expansion. Of the
, Protection of optical surfaces, similar to prime structural materials, titanium has the• the requireme ts of ATM, is obs rved. Micr - lowest expansion; however, active lens-
:, meteoroid shielding of the optical package is alignment system is necessary even when this -,
_ provided by surrounding structure and elec- material is used. Other materials with even "
_' tronic gear. lower expansion coefficients are lnvar, low .,
i expansion nickel, and tungsten. All are heavy, iFocusing X-Ray Telescope expensive, and difficult to fabricate; there-
fore, they are not utilized in the design.
" _" An interesting.study investigated the __
aspects of a Focusing X-Ray Telescope. A One-Meter, Diffraction-Limited, Optical .
_. number of basic designs were studied, such as Telescope :_
telescoping tubes, hinged and scissored
trusses, full-length tube and truss, tapered The last design I will discuss is the strut-
telescoping truss, and tapering telescoping ture for the l-meter, diffraction-li_ted, opti-
shells. Factors influencing the alignment cad telescope° Fhe experiment is designed to
accuracy (thermal distortions and mechanical fit into the center hole of the OAO structure.
joint and geometric rigidity) were rated. The The main innovation is the separation of the
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payload structure and the experiment package In both cases, ATM and OAO_ conven-
by a magnetic' suspension system, tional materials and fabrication teci_lologies
The main structure is al_aluminum tube are applied; and the specific demands are met
housing the primary and secondary mirrors, by the applied design philosophy
During launch, the experiment package is The two telescope structare studies (the
separated into the instrument package and the focusing x-ray telescope and the 1-meter,
primary-mirror-and-secondary-mirror support diffraction-limited, optical telescope) also in-
system (within the tube). Each package is dicate the severeness of the alignment
independently mounted to an adapter ring, accuracy necessa.,y. Again, the limitation of
fixed to the payload structure with four thermal distortions dictated the design con-
mounting lugs. After orbit insertion, the rigid cept. Because of its distance of approximately
coupling, prodded by the mounting 'lugs, is 480 inches between primary and secondary
severed by a release mechanism. The package mirrors, the focusing x-ray telescope experi-
is pointed v,nd centered by six magnetic push- enced thermal distortions of one magnitude
ers, similar to an electromagnetic speaker, larger than permissible. An active alignment
The primary and secondary mirror are system is proposed. The dynamic response
housed in a blackened aluminum tube. The and other requir,_ments do not po_e any
support for the secondary mirror is mounted severe design vroblems.
to the primary mirror support structure and In all cases, the minimum thermal distor-
consists of three fiberglass struts, connected tions to meet the pointing accuracy is the out-
at the secondary mirror location by a thin- standing demand for the design engineer to
web spider. This structure resembles a tripod, satisfy. In all four cases, available materials,
During launch, the secondary mirror is held in fabrication methods, and ba_c structural
place also by a support attached to the alu- elements were applied to achieve the goal. It
i minum tube. Once in orbit, the system is can be clearly seen that each experimen t.must
released; and the secondary mirror is held be treated individually ant that no ._tructural
only by the tripod. This arrangement yields scheme or layout can be found to satisfy all
: minimum thermal distortions between the pre_nt _J_d future telescope _tructures. It
_' optical surfaces of the telescope and satisfies dep_ad_ largely upon the ingenuity and skill
the alignment accuracy of 0.1 arc second, of the desig, engineer to combine .known
Micrometeoroid protection is provided by the design elements, materials, manufacvaring
_. spacecraft structure, technique, and proven components to obtainan optimum primary structure that satisfies
Summary the telescope requirements.
_, An import_mt contribution to this pro-
_' In summary, the requirements placed on cess is the availability of sophisticated
i" the structure for the individual payloads are structural, dynamic, and thermal analysis
" achieved by specific design solutions, methods, using electronic computers. These
The alignment accuracy of l arc second method_ #ve the design engineer an early in-
for the ATM required minimum thermal dis- dicat;.on of desigu shortcomings and also
tortion. This is maintained by an aluminum per,nit investigation of alternate approaches.
spar, 1 inch thick, surrounded by an actively Structural and thermal tests undertaken early
cooled cannister to minimize thermal gra- in the program, as in the case of the ATM
clients. The design also satisfies the dynamic spar, are also helpful in evaluating the selected
stability and environmental protection criteria, configuration.
The versatility demanded of the basic Future telescopes will certainly put in-
dad payload structure in connectio:t with creased demands for accuracy, weight,
minimum attainable thermal and dymtmic dis- dynamic stability, _nd operational require-
tort/on is met with an aluminunt structu:'e men_.s on the primary structure housing both
and an active/passive thermal control system, the optical and related components.
j,..
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_! A Survey of Precision-Pointing Systems
_: Douglas C. Fosth
"," The Boeing Company
._. Introduction conclusion is that important, challenging, and
_: interesting work is yet to be done. Consider-
' A survey of precision-pointing systems at ation must be given to vehicles having stricter
_! this time can refer to only a few vehicles, requirements, such as the Manned OrbitingWith the development of orbitalvehiclecapa- Telescope (MOT), the Apollo Telescope
bility, however, consideration can change Mount (ATIVl), and the European Scientific
• from the approach of pressing the state-of- Research Organization (ESRO) satellite. The
_: the-art in all areas to the orderly technological accuracy requirements for these vehicles will
_ growth of some svbsystems, emphasis being be from 0.005 to 0.! arc second, and the size
placed upon the few major technology prob- of the optics will be from 1 to 3 meters. As
lems. The precision-pointing control system is we approach the upper limits of this size
_' an area that can now allow technology growth range_ the control requirements become most
because experience with the existing systems stringent and the task most difficult.
has spanned almost all types of conUol Let us consider the progremion of
systems. In addition, industry has conducted vehicles to date, the specifications for
_ research to extend, to develop, and to verify pointing, the type of systems used, and the
system concepts. Consequently, this paper results obtained.
will discuss existing programs, will consider
the types of control systems in more detail, Stratoscope
and will present other considerations involved
in the system design. The Stratoscope vehicle is a balloon-
borne experiment package launched from the r
Experience With Existing Programs National Committee on Atmospheric Re-
search (NCAR) facility at Palestine, Texas.
Precision pointing of orbiting astro- Th_ is the second series of such vehicles, a
nomi:',al telescopes is still in its infancT. The measure of the success of the program. "l_e
num_r of flight vehicles to date is very small; current series of vehicles uses a l-meter tele-
i.e.: :ight for the Orbiting Astronomical scope for the experiment package and usually
Obseivato_, and rite Orbiting Solar Observa- has a 5- to 12-hour flighL The vehicles have a
, tory. The accL:racy requirements have not pointing requirement of 0.016 arc second
• been as stringent _ those desired for _ with a holding requirement of 1 hour at that
quality observatories. The equipment to date accuracy. The operation of the vehicle is
has t_en operating at or near the diffraction virtually accomplished by ground command.
lhnit, but the size of the equipment has not The initial acquia/tion is accomplished by
been large. On the other hand, Stratoscope ualng a coarse television camera with a
and Strap, two programs u_g a balloon and a lO-degree field-of-view to determine where
soundinl; rocket to t._e upper atmosphere, the telescope is aimed and to search fcr the
have been suct_.ssfully implemented. The guide star of the particular experiment. When i1
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_:" the guide star is found, the image is centered" _ k.er_lul_ _ the star. The control
_i in the field-of-view of the coarse telescope by system, using d_r_ekl _ates of motion data,
means of balance weights for the horizontal actuates _a3jets to obtain' fine pointing to an
_ axes and an "inertia wheel" for the vertical accuracy of 10 arc seconds. During this ho!d
_ axis. At this point, the star should be in the phase, the free gyro nulls are updated infield-of-view of the experiment telescope (a preparation for the next maneuver sequence.
field-of-view of 50 arc minutes). The image is A maneuver sequence and reacquisition of a
'..' then viewed by a fine television camera and new star is repeated several times during the
_ positioned in the proper location on a retro- short 6-minute life of the vehicle. When the
._ divider. This divider reflects the signals to the disturbanc_ torques are too high to be over-
_; photomultiplier tubes for output signals, come by the reaction control _stem, experi-
, When this has been done, the system is locged mentation is stopped, The packzge is
onto the guide star. A second guide star recovered following its parachute descent to
:_ within the field-of-view is used to provide the earth. This series of experiments is essentially
_, necessary position information for complete independent of the ground station.three-axis control. For the fine-pointing The Strap program is currently under-
_, mode, the telescope is maintained by the going fabrication for the third series of
balance weights and inertia wheel. The image vehicles; verification of the concept of using
•: motion is finely controlled by a servoed the star tracker will be accomplished on this
transfer lens. The system uses a se_es of vehicle. To date, all maneuver sequences have
devices to control the accurate pointing of the been open loop, end successful operation has
vehicle. As the vehicle drifts away from the been ob_t_ed to 1.0 degree for a 6-minute
ground stations, it is parachuted to earth on flight.
" command and is recovered.
The Stratoscope II vehicle has been Orbiting Solar Observatory
flying since 1964. The performance of the
, _ system to date indicates that 0.02-a_-second The space vehicle that has accumulated
pointing control can be obtained, the largest number of successful frights and
most orbital time for precision observations is
Strap the Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO). This
_. vehicle is basically dual spin where spin stabi-
The Strap experiment package is boosted iization is used for the basic vehicle, but the
l by using the Aerobee series of sounding experiment platform is despun. The OSO has
rockets; hence, this platform hem a much a passive pointing capability of 5 arc minutes
shorter useful life than the balloon vehicle, about the spin axis. The experiments on the •
- Because of the size limitations of the booster, despun platform have a gimbal system to
the experiment package is much smaller and point them in order to provide greater pre-
lighter. The package is fastened to a roD- cision than the spin stabilization. These
stabilized platform and boosted with the glmbal systems have demonstrated a pointing
vehicle spinning to control attitude. Free capability of 30arc seconds. Six of these
gyros are used for the position reference on vehicles have been flown to date, five of them
the two horizontal axes. At separation, the achieving successful operation.
-" vehicle is despun, and the reference gyros are
nulled. A preprol_lh'nmsd series ofmaneuvers Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
are then carried out to bring the experiment
image into the field-of-view; a star tracker is The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
used to provide the null reference at this (OAO) vehicle is the most precise spacecraft
point. The star tracker has two fields of view: that has been flown. This vehicle is tailored
wide-anglescanmode forthesearchand flne for stellarand galactic observation.The
positionfbrtheholdmode,Intheholdmode, vehicleisdesignedtouseinertiawheelstabll/-
l
i
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, zation about all three axes for pointing show the feasibility of such a system. The
; control. The design of thevehiclewasacconv exact status of the ESRO satellite is
plished with the specific objective of reducing indeterminate.
_ the inherent disturbance torques due to
magnetic field, gravity gradient, thermal Apollo Telescope Mount
expansion, and solar pressure. The vehicle is
initially oriented to the sun and is r_te- The Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM)is
stabilized about the boresight. Six peripheral, one of ':_e experinwats 1;eing accomplished
two-axis, gimballed star trackers are posi- with the spare Ap_dlo equipment under the
tioned to recognize a particular orientation of Apollo Appfications Program. The mission foL
"_ stars. A roll about the boresight is com- the first of these vehicles is solar observatiov.
:_ manded. When four trackers indicate a star As would be expected, this is a manned
_ acquisition, the maneuver is terminated; and vehicle and will have a SIVB _orkshop to go
_ average errors are fed to inertia wheels to hold with it. The control of the vehicle an6 the
_'_ the attitude. At this point, the vehicle is in experiment are handled separately by dif-
_- the celestial hold mode and as such can ferent control systems. The basic vehicle is to
control attitude to an accuracy of 1 arc be controlled by Control Moment Gyros
minute. The boresight of the l_rge telescope (CMG's) in the active control mode.
,. can therefore be pointed in any direction as a The configuration chosen is the one
_ function of positioning the six star trackers developed at Langley Research Center and is
_ on the vehicle. When the fine hold of 0.1 arc called the SIXPAC configuration. Three two-
second is required, a two-s.tis st_r tracker that defree.of-freedom rotors are.used. In the null
uses the main telescope optics is activated, position, the units are ot_hogonal. The
._ This sensor is used to control two fine inertia mechanics of uncoupling the gyros from inter-
_ wheels for the fine-pointing task; the bore- axis disturbance is handled by an onboard
-_ sight roll data is still taken from the gimballed computer that controls all of the gimbal rates.
_': trackers. Maneuvers are accomplish_ by The control laws are designed to minimize
_! moving gimballed causing inner gimbal motion, to pre,_ent gyros
the trackers and t.ne the
._ vehicle to keep the sensor errors nulled In from orienting their rotors parallel, and xo
_ this way, maneuvers can be made without provide the necessary momentum to each
',i losing precise position information on the axis.
_ vehicle. Two of these vehicles 'have been The experin,ent package is on a servo-
_:- flown, the second being successful to date. driven mount that is _mchored to the basic
_ vehicle, The fine pointing and control is
_'_i Current and Proposed Programs accomplished by "_':_.,,.__n/t. The basic orienta-
•_:, tion of _he vehicle during experiments is
:_ The vehicles currently in work or in toward the sun with the star Canopus as the
proposal are logical extensions of the past third reference. When the unit is maneuvered
programs. Four of these programs are the away from the sun or the sensors are
Apollo Telescope Mount, the Manned Orbit- occulted, rate-integrating gyros _re used for
ing Telescope, the Airborne Optical Tele- position memory. CMG desaturation is
scope, and the European Scientific Research accomplished during these periods by using
Organization stellar observatory ,,,atellite.The gravity gradient torques. When the vehicle is
Apollo Telescope Mount program is by far the not performing experiments, it is placed in
most advanced program at this time; the hard- the "POP" mode; Le., it is perpendicular to
ware is in either the construction or the the orbit plane to minimize gravity gradient
delivered stage. Design and construction has torques. The accuracies cf the two systems
i _uu'ted on the Airbo_e Optical Telescope. during active contr¢_ periods are 2.5 arc
The Manned Orbiting Teh._ope has recently second_ in pitch an:x yaw and ! 0 arc minutes
comp!e_ed _,e preliminary design stage to in roi!. EJ.tensi_'e_r, tulatiov -.yorkis still being
1
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done to assure the performance of the system general purpose 1-meter telescope that will
_' in orbit. _onduct its experiments on board an airplane.
" It has unrestricted view through an open port-
_" Manned Orbiting Telescope hole in the fuselage. The telescope is mounted
_: on a spherical air bearing on board the air-
_*: The Manned Orbiting Telescope (MOT) craft. It uses two telescopes in addition to the
is a 3-meter telescope system on a manned main experiment optics: one for coarse
'." vehicle. Because of the accuracies required for acquisition and a second tbr fine pointing.
the experiments, a different configuration had The e,'Tor signal is not derived by operation
_ to be developed. The pointing accuracy on the signals from the experimenttelescope.
_. required was 0.01 arc second pitch and yaw The unit is designed to perform offset
_ and 0.2 arc second roll. The techniques used pointing by changing the orientation of the
7 were chosen deliberately to minimize the fine-pointing telescope with respect to the
high-frequency disturbance torques applied to experiment telescope. The telescope is
: the vehicle. The experiment telescope was inertially stabilized by using DC torque
placed Jn a gimbal system about its center of motors between the vehicle frame and the air
mass. fastening bearing. Accuracy requirements are arcThe between the manned 1
vehicle and the gimbal was throvgh very soft seconO on all three axes, the boresight
springs. The purpose of these springs was to requirement being needed to accomplish the
keep both parts of the vehicle in the same offset pointing task.
orbit and to apply an absolute minimum
amount of disturbance torque on the telc- European Scientific Research Organization
scope. The onboard control system for the Satellite
telescope was control moment gyros; how-
: ever, in the application, it was decided to use The European Scientific Research Organ-
_ six rotors in a scissored pairs configuration, ization (ESRO) satellite is basically the same
_. _ The rotors are each single degree-of-freedom, as the OAO vehicle in the accuracies required
This type of system was cho_n because; it and the methods of control chosen.
i allowed the simplest control laws to be
_ developed and the control axes to be virtually Types of Systems
_: uncoupled. Desaturation of the control
: _; moment gyros on the telescope can be accom- There are a large number of ways to
I plished by applying a bias torque on the tele- provide control of the vehicles. The purpose
scope with the manned vehJc!e. The of this section is tc discuss, in greater detail,
momentum can then be transferred to the the following types of systems to be con-
manned vehicle with a minimum amount of siderec for the different applications:
effect on the experiment. As with the
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, acquisi- 1. Gas Jets
tion is accomplished through a series of 2. Magnetic Control
sensors. The fine sensor uses the experiment a. Coils
optics to minimize alignment problems. The b. Ma_etic Gap
coarse sensor is a bore_ighted star tracker 3. Inertia Wheel
located in front of the main telescope 4. Control MomentGyro
, secondary optics. Exterior trackers on the 5. Servoed Optics
telescope I: "ovide the preliminary alignments 6. Servoed Platform
and also provide the sit_al for the third axis.
It is interesting to note that, except for the
Airborne Optical Telescope magnetic systems, all types of systems have
been or will be employed on some type of
The Airborne Optical Telescope is a precision-pointing vehicle.
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Gas Jets Magnetic Control
_' There are two distinct types o¢ control
_:. Virtually all types of vehicles, including
_: the precision-pointing vehicles, utilize gas jets systems that can be built by using magnetic
_ control torques. The systems are classified as
; as a torque source; itowever, the use of jets as
•" magnetic coils and magnetic gap control.
the primary torque source is limited. They are These two types of control are considerably
commonly used for despin, spinup, initial different, both in their capability and in their
acquisition, and maneuvers. Gas jets are ease otapplication.
ideally suited for small amounts of high Magnetic Coils. The basic property of
,. torque generation, small amounts of low the magnetic coil system in its operation is
:_ torque generation, or as users of onboard
expendables. If, however, the total impulse that it uses the earth's magnetic field as a
i! ground to react against. Passing current
required becomes very large, many other through a coil generates a torque on the
types of torque systems a_e more efficient.
" spacecraft. Th char cteristics of this torque
_ There are several types of jets that can are: (1) it is usually low in magnitude; (2) itbe seriously considered for the precision- cannot exist parallel to the field vector; and
pointing task. These include the hydrazine (3) it has a very high frequency-response capa-jets and the resisto jets. Through proper bility. This torque can be generated in a
_' system design, these jets can deliver very small proportional manner or controlled in an
I torque impulses aiad, at the same time, on-off manner. From an onboard efficiency
maintain a high specific impulse. Ti_._s is standpoint, the on-off type of system is by far
accomplished with hydrazine by burning it the most efficient, the most reliable, and the
' into an accumulator and by using small simplest to implement. Laboratory te3ts with
thrusters to eject the small amounts of hot this type of system have shown an accuracy
gases. In the case of the resisto jet, the high capability of 1 arc second and a pulse width
impulse is obtained by heating the propellant of a few microseconds using air-bearing simu-
with electric heaters. Because of the inherent lation techniques. The limit ti n of torque
simplicity of this torque source, it should be generation in the plane perpendicular to the
seriously considered for missions with rood- field vector imposes a severe handicap upon
crate torque-impulse requirements. If there is this type of control. If, however, the vehicle
a requirement for vehicle rates as well as were inserted into a controlled reference field,
angular pointing, these torque sources may the control capability could be maintained
have difficulty because the acceleration is not about the two most important axes. This
smooth and the vehicle may experience out- technique is not satisfactory for complete
of-tolerance rates. If the impulse size can be three-axis control.
kept small, there is still the problem of turn- Magnetic Gap Control. The magnetic gap
on and turnoff delays to contend with. With a system requires a mother vehicle to provide
• very narrow deadband, the vehicle will the base for the control system and is, in
bounce between the two position lin_ts reality, avery sophisticated way of providing
because of the delays in the torque actuation, a servoed platform. The principle in this case
The predictability or propellant consumption is that of controlling the location of a
under these circumstances is very difficult, magnetic material between two poles by
varying the strength of one of the reference
From a reliability and simplicity stand- poles. The angular control is obtained by
point, the gas jet system is difficult to match; linear motion control at each end of the
however, for a high total impulse or a very vehicle. This type of system has also been
narrow deadband, the onboard propellant demonstrated in the laboratory to parts of an
weight would become excessive, arc second in pointing accuracy. A very strong
t
m i m
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0 factor in favor of this system is that it can be between two vehicle axes. As momentum is
used to provide control over the 6 degrees of removed from one axis, it is added to the
- freedom of the experiment vehicle as opposed other. This cross-coupling is detrimental to
to the 2 angular degrees of freedom for the performance but is negligible for control with
coil system previously discussed, small gimbal angles. If all of the momentum
storage capability is needed, analytical un-
Inertia Wheel coupling of the control axes can be achieved
by proper control commands to the gi,nbals.
The inertia wheel is the first type of Another approach is to use the rotors in
control actuator to be used for the high scissored pairs. In this manner, there is no
precifion-pointin_ task. The principle of cross-coupling between the vehicle control
operation is the generation of torque between axes. The choice still exists between the
the vehicle and a free rotor. The vehicle single- and the 2-degree-of-freedom rotors. If
moves in one direction and the free rotor hi the gimbals of the units can be mechanically
the other. Momentum is conserved along that synchronized into scissored pairs, there is no
axis. Each axis is controlled, in the same difference in the performance of the systems.
manner, with three orthogonal wheels. These If, however, these units are not mechanically
wheels do have an upper speedlimitatwhich synchronized, the gimbal serves on the
momentum must be dumped out of the 2-degree-of-freedom units must be designed to
vehicle by generating an external torque. Gas transmit the full-load torque being generated
jets, magnetic coils, or gravity gradient by the motion of the other gimbal. The
torques are used. As these wheels are acceler- torque motor requirements on the 2-degree-
ated about each axis and operate at speeds of-freedom units are similar to those required
away from null, cross-axis torques are gener- for the inertia wheel. The 2-degree-of-freedom
ated by the vehicle motion reacting with the unit does allow a more complete utilization of
' momentum vector. The response speed of this the momentum stored on the vehicle becausey
system is quite slow because the desired of the flexibility in orientation of each
torque must be completely generated by the momentum vector. The singie-degree-of-
rotor torque motor. The bandpass of the freedom and the mechanically synchronized
closed loop system using this type of actuator rotors have the advantage of torque amplifi-
_: is low compared to that of the magnetic cation, passive control capability, and a
i; syste_ Earth-based tests of this actuator have simpler control law mechanization. The band-
shown an accuracy approaching 1 arc second, pass of these systems is higher than that of #
' the inertia wheel but lower than that of the
ControlMomentGyro magnetic systems. Accuracies have been
demonstrated in the laboratory for these
' The control moment gyro (CMG) is the systems of less than 0.1 arc second.
_: second type of momentum exchange device
to be considered. In the CMG, unlike the Servoed Optics
i inertia wheel, the momentum vector already
exists because of the constant-speed rotor. To This approach to the problem sounds as
• control the motion of the vehicle, the if it has all of the answers to aH of the
,. momentum is moved into or out of the axis problems in precision pointing, lr.deed, this
• being controlled by motion of the rotor approach has worked quite successfully in the
_ gimbals. The level of the torque being deve.- Stratoscope progrant On the large telescopes,
oped is related to the gimbal rate and the however, this approach is not as satisfactory.
i magnitude of the _-nbal angle; hence, the There will be servoes on these unit_ to correcttorque motor in this case has only to accel- the f'_gure of the primary optics and more
crate a small gimbal to achieve _ high control servoes to keep the secondary optics aligned
torque. A single-rotor CMG cros_-couples properly in the flexing vehicle. These systems
mJ_
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operate at the diffraction limits of the equip- the ability to tolerate significantly different
, ment, and the field-o_-view of the systems operating conditions indicate some systems
_ moves continually down with increasing size. are better than others.
_" The use of a transfer lens for motion compen-
,. sation would introduce distortion into the Other Considerations
,,; signal path that would not be there with the
- nominally nulled system. The impression is In addition to the specific task of pro-
_ that this method would be satisfactory for riding a control system to hold the vehicle in
small systems but would introduce too much th*. desired attitude for the experiment
_ image distortion into the larger systems, period, the maneuver schemes, target acquisi-
tion, and offset pointing requirements must
' Servoed Platform be considered. The choice of the scheme for
,i initial acquisiti_m and maneuvers can have a
_. One application of this type of approach major impact on the design of the control
_ has been discussed in the section on magnetic system.
_,. gap control. This type of system i_applicable The fwst objective of the vehicle is to
_- to vehicles where the experiment package is accomplish the initial acquisition. There is
smaller than the parent vehicle. A gimbal basically one technique in use. For orbiting
_, system is provided for the experiment, and spacecraft, a sun acquisition followed by a
;_' torque motors are placed on the gimbals. In roll to a star lock has become a standard
the usual configuration, only 2 degrees of approach. This technique can yield a pointingfr edom are provided by the ghnbals. The ccuracy of 10 arc seconds for the i itial
_. third axis is controlled by the vehicle. This alignment. The change to all stellar references
system has the saree torque response limits as is made after the initial alignment to decrease
the inertia wheel and therefore a slower speed the pointing error even further. The problems
of response than that attainable by other that develop at this time are concerned with
_ means. The system relies on the parent vehicle the alignment accuracies of the external
providing a well-controlled reference for the sensors with respect to the experiment tele-unit to move against. The use of bearings or scope. For this reason, most experi ent tele-
flex pivots in the gimbals implies that thresh- scopes obtain the attitude error by using a
_ old torque or spring bias must be accom- small amount of the collected light as the
modated in addition to the inertial torques to input to the control system. Motion about the
_._ the experiment package. This type of boresight is still referenced by the external
approach is similar to that used in the ground- trackers. A sequence of steps is then involved" based telescopes, but the refere ce base for in th usual approach to initial acquisition,
_ the orbiting vehicle will provide a larger moving from the very coarse initial orienta-
l' disturbance input. The bandpass of this tion to the f'me precision pointing.
system will be comparable to that of the Consider the techniques that can be used
inertia wheel, for maneuvering a spacecraft. The most
straightforward is to maneuver about one axi_
Best System at a time. This approach is amenable to imple-
mentation by using a gimballed platform,
. " At this time, there can be no general strapdown gyros, or gimballed star trackers.
conclusions drawn as to which type of system The two exes not being maneuvered can be
is best because each application depends on commanded to maintain a null position
the length of operation, the rate and position during the sequence; therefore, error propaga-
requirements, and the size of tile vehicle, tion should be minimized. The other extreme
Each of the methods discussed can perform to of maneuver schemes is to perform an Euler i
the requirements under favorable operating angle maneuver, which is a three-axis
conditions, but the amount of flexibility and maneuver by the most direct route to the i
i
i i
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desired new heading. This approach can be size increases, the usable field-of-view de-
used in a straightfo_,vard manner if quater- creases and pointing accuracies become
nions are being used to describe the present tighter. This represents a problem area for the
position of the vehicle and the new position large telescopes.
desired. The maneuvers would be : erformed A problem alluded to in the proceding
at varying rates about all three axes ,o accom- sections is the alignment of the sensors and
plish the transfer simultaneously about all the experiment telescope. In addition to this
three axes. The maneuver schemes usually alignment problem, the actual focusing of the
used represent compromises between the one optics must be considered. For the Manned
extreme of simplicity and maximum time and Orbiting Telescope vehicle, it was concluded
the other extreme of complexity and that automatic servoed focusing of the system
minimum time. Use of the more complex was not only desirable but also necessary.
schemes requires that more positior, and rate This is to offset the effects of thermal
informatio, be available on board the space- gradients and other structural deformations
craft. The onboard computational require- destroying the focus of the system. If it is
ments of the schemes tend to become more necessary to provide an automatic focusing
complex with the increasing complexity of system to align the telescope optics, it is
the maneuver scheme; however, fixed rate apparent that other senso= on the exterior of
maneuvers about all three axes simultaneously the main body will also undergo alignment
may cause more command resolution prob- shifts. Unless there is some way of auto-
lems than the computations of the Euler angle matically calibrating the system alignment at
maneuver, each experiment orientation, the alignment of
As the size of the telescope and the the other sensors outside of the telescope
? length of the observation period increase, becomes very uncertain and unreliable for
offset pointing will become a more serious fine pointing.
problem. The requirement for offset pointing The use of a manned vehicle presents
, _ is determined by the pointir_g accuracies very stringent requirements on the control
t required and the low light level of the target, system design. Studies of both the Apollo
The current state-of-the-art for star trackers Telescope Mount and the Manned Orbiting
provides a reasonable operating capability for Telescope have shown that man disturbances
" stars of magnitude +6 to +9 in brightness. The to the operation of the system are the most
• more dim stars are obviously the most diffi- severe from a magnitude and frequency
cult to acquire _md to track. If the target of contact. This being the case, steps must be
i interest is of high magnitude in the star- taken to alleviate the effects of this distur-
b. tracker sensitivity band, it cannot be tracked bance. The control system designer has several
by using the onboard equipment; hence, there options at his disposal, including:
i is a need to apply offset pointing. Nearby 1. Constrain man during experiment
• stars in the +6 to +9 magnitude range, or periods.
brighter, will be used as the reference system. 2. Soft-gimbal the experiment.
They are, however, offset from the desired 3. Servo-isolate the experiment.pointing direction and therefore are not
tracked by the conventional techniques. The 4. Use magnetic gap control for the
,' Airborne Optical Telescope uses an auxiliary experiment.
• • ' f'me-tracking telescope to obtain this type of To date, the indications are that the first of
tracking. The Stratoscope system also uses these options is not being seriously con-
off-axis reference stars but within the same sidered. The other three options have been
telescope field-of-view. For the smaller aper- seriously considered, and, depending upon the
tures, use of the same telescope for offset study, recommendations for adopting each of
pointing appears feasible because of the the methods have been made. The conclusion
"large" field-of-view; however, as the aperture can be drawn that the most advantageous way
1970027360-087
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,, to handle the man disturbances is to keep the standpoint, the torque sources have been or
ii" experiment system as isolated as possible, are being developed. The current pacing items
i_ as far as system operation is concerned are in
Conclusions the guidance area. The experimenters are
_; looking at more dim objects and desire tighter
_ The current state-of-the-art of the poin_ng accuracies. These requirements are
:, pointing and stabilization systems is satis- incompatible at the present time; new equip-
; factory for many applications. A wide variety ment and techniques must be developed.
of techniques are applicable to the missions These lead to the area of offset pointing, a
:! with the specific operating details providing technology area requiring development effort.
' the additional constraints. From a hardware
.5
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::,, Considerations Relating to Use of
: a Large Astronomical Telescope in Space
,o.nStrong 0"B668
.._ The University of Massachusetts -
_? The main purpose of this paper is to col- to remove mirror overcoats from mirrors and
_': lect some of the basic considerations that will gratings in space, by ion-beam etching, and to
_',
i govern the full exploitation of astronomical re-coat them.
telescopes in space, namely: In the far infrared, there is promise of a
1. Freedom from the ultraviolet and 1000-fold increase in sensitivity of cryo-
infrared atmospheric absorption that limits detectors; and, in another direction, some
.:. the spectral frequency bands through which form of infrared image tube is certainly desir-
, ground-based telescopes can study the able, considering the burgeoning importance
_. heavens of infrared astronomy. "\
_, 2. Absence in space of the optical tur- It will be even more mandatory to avoid
bulence of an atmosphere, such as degrades wasting information and obsercing time with4
._. the spatial resolving power of ground-based a telescope in space than it is with the power-
._ telescopes, ful and expensive land-based telescopes. When
; These considerations will include some a star field or spectrum is studied with instru-
!_ evaluation of the instrumental developments mentation that provides adequate resolving_ that could be pushed now to expedite this full power at, for example, an f/l aperture, infer-
exploitation - developments that are prom- mation is wasted if that resolutio_ is not used.
_ ised by recent accomplishments. Such devel- When the field is
star or spectrum over-
opments will include the extension of the resolved, observing time is wasted. We review,
existing, conventional, astrophysical art in the below, the criterion for determining a proper
ultraviolet toward X-rays and in the infrared match of resolving power and camera aperture
toward millimeter radio waves as well as the to the telescope blur circl6. The resolving
adaptation of the existing art and new devel- power that we shall take for the detector -
opments to the new environment, for example, a photographic plate - is 50 line
Development of .a means of producing pairs per millimeter (or A = 20ja). We shall
large grating with new characteristics will be take a similar resolving power for a television
required for space use. In the far ultraviolet, type of image tube. Such integrating image
development of groove-forming procedures tubes are currently"available and offer a gain
for new material will be required. This will in quantum efficiency of a hundred fold or
include groove formation by holography- more over that possible with photography.
' resist-etching. We review Bowen',_,analysis, adapting it
_, .". The extension into the far ultraviolet to the circumstance that practical, limiting,
will involve the art of polishing materials for stellar blur circles of a 3-meter, diffraction-
making mirror surfaces and will include limited telescope will be reduced six-fold by
studies of pitch-type polishing procedures as being in space:
well as such new methods as polishing with For a ground-based, mountain telescope
ice and ion-beam polishing. Studies of the the angular seeing blur is
reflectivity and scattering of various new
materials will be involved. It may be possible i_o = 6 x I0 -s radians
83
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In space, a 3-meter telescope worked at The matching of the angular apertures of
6000 A has an Airy disk of angular diameter telescope and collimator gives
1.22 t_ 1.2ja=2=__] _, lxl0-6radians" dl
_" ¢, . x l06/_ D j - 2 fl =% fo
For practical reasons_ 6en we are deter=
mining the width of a spectrograph slit that Figure 1 shows three (.amera focal
not only will accept all of the collected light lengths, The first focal length is too short; it
that is put in the star image but also will not wastes information, The third is too long; it
diffract it outside the rim of the spectrograph wastes observing time, The intermediate focal
collimator optics, we take the blur as twice length for which A, the resolving power of the
the Airy disk or spectrum recorder, matches the stell_ blur
: circle, b = fo/_, is the correct one.
' /32_, = 10-_ radians Applying Abbe's Law, with b and A
" representing image sizes and D /f and d2/f2O O
Figure 1 illustrates Bowen's analysis. Do representing sines of aperture angles:
, is the diameter of the telescope objective of
f°callengthf°;dt andd' are diameters °f f_ f_" the collimator and camera optics for the b = A
spectrograph. A prism is shown to represent
the spectrum dispersing means - with angular
dispersion, dO/d_,, f2 = A
The bl,_rcircle diameter, b (exaggerated _'_
in fig. 1), is
t-
b = fo/_ Bowen pointed out that the 200-inch
telescope (DO = 5 x 106it) required (f/d) =
_ where fo is the focal length of the telescope. 2/3 for the-camera. The 3-meter telescope
L
. _ --- d2 A
Do dX
l_gum 1. Illustration of Bowen's apuzlysisof proper ap..etrogmph eunem to avlod wasting emilable
Information or obmervlngtime; Hiltner's AstronomicalTechniques,Chapter2, "$peeWoSeO)h&"by L$.
Bowen, The Unlveratyof OdeagoP_ss H962J. 1
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,: (Do = 3 x 106 #) with 132X= _o/6 = 10-0 We shall assume a grating that is worked
_ requires, for the camera, in the Littrow arrangement, with the an#e of
incidence, ¢, equal to the angle of diffraction,
f t'2 - A _ 20 0. We further take the grating spacing as: a =
':_ d-'_" _2xDo 3 or 6.67 3.33#. Although this is perhaps not the_, situation that will be eventually used, it can
•_i be modified to taste. From
" The important point is this: if the _solv-
: " ing power of the spectrum recorder (television k =k (sin 0 + sin ¢) = 2-_-a_'-_"0
_, detector) can be improved by a factor of 10, a
i certain information-packed spectrum can be
obtained in a shorter exposure time, shorter we get
_. by a factor of 100.
_:' For studies involving spatial resolution dX a X coL',0
_ _=-- cos 0 - - 1.3X(such as direct photography rather than d0 k 2 _m 0
spectroscopy), where it is possible to realize
_- Air3, disk resolution for the 3-meter telescope, and
_d = 1/2 x 10-6 , the camera focal length re- K = 1.3 6000 _ 7800 = 4
_. quired is f2/d2 = 13.3, rather than 6.67. fa f2 mmThe dispersion K, in angstroms per milli- for
- meter, required for astronomical studiesdepends upon the problems that will be f2 ffi 1950ram.
_ one may suppose, as aundertaken, but
_• prudent upper limit, a dispersion that will The entrance slit must be narrow enough
_-- allow a spectral resolution of 8X ffi0.08 A the to subtend less than 0.08 A ffi67, while, at the
_j limb to limb Doppler shift for the sun at same time, wide enough to admit all of the
6000 A. Earlier types of stars will rotate starlight within the blur circle:• faster, in which case hisher instrumental
_. resolving power will be insignificant. ,:
The dispersion of the spectrograph b = fo _ak = 4"88f° k
grating and the focal lengths of collimator Do(f4) and of the camera (f2) are all involved in
_.. the determination of K. If (for tutorial pur-
. poses) we take ft = f2, we can compute K and This con_deration determines the collimatorthe ize of th grating that will be required to focal le gth, ft, the collimator size, and he
_: yield a resolved spectrum, 6X = 0.08 A at grating size. ::
6000 A. Taking A = 50 rnm (50 line pairs This b, subtending the angle 80 = b/f1 at
resolved) for the detector (spectrum plate or the grating, together with BX/dO = 1.3X, _,
image tube), we get in the expression
I 5X *_
. , K = 4A/mm from Kx_-_ = 0.08A BB_-< 0.08A
Now if d_ is expressed in the units micron ,
d0 radian yields
then
K ¢l_x_= 104Ap ermicr°n 4"88f° X(I.3X)<0.08 A or 8x 10-e/_
d0 f2 (in n_hneters) ft DO ]
i
m
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Substituting the value for DO_ves 2. Large Jtendu - to use Steele's tenn
for the spectral throughput of the spectrum
analyzer, that is, A_2dv
f_ > 4.88 f_2 = 0.36) > 0.073 a The so-called Fellgett advantage.
fo _ x 10-6 x (3 x 106 = Do) The Fellget: advantage is a gain, by a
factor Of 4"_-,in the signal-to-noise ratio by
which, in the expression d/f_ = Do/f o, deter- which each one of n spectral components of a
mines collimator rim diameter: spectrum is known. The advantage arises
because, multiplexing, we look with a
d = 0.073 x 120 = 8.75 inches detector at all spectral components con-
currently for a longer time, nr, than the time
to observe each component, ¢, if all are
This would be a grating ruled on a disk having observed sequentially. This decrease in noise
a 14-inch diameter. (effective noise is proportional to the square
These are the considerations involved in root of integration time) gives the Fellgett
: exploitation of the circumstance that the advantage. It is enjoyed when the signal noise
intrinsic star image illumination of a is the same for all components when they are
diffraction-limited telescope in space increases observed simultaneously or observed sequin-
with the fourth power of the diameter of it_ tinily.
aperture: In L'le case of photon noise, however,
• A power of two from the increase the noise is not independent of the flux
' in flux collecting area of the primary falling on the detector and increases propor-
s Another power of two from the tionally to its square root. This noise increase
decrease in star-blur circle diameter, in the cancels the Fellgett advantage. Even though
denominator, due to freedom from atmo- there is no Fellgctt advantage in the photon
spheric turbulence, noise case, there may be information-handfing
Now let us turn to freedom from atmo- advantages.
spheric absorption in the far infrared and far Nolt's detector, applied recently on
ultraviolet. Cor_siderable study has already Mauna Kea in Hawaii to the determination of
; been made with balloons and rockets and by the far infrared spectrum of the sun, operates
' the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory at 0.4°K. Sinton and Nolt report that it
(OAO) in the ultraviolet. Confining ourselves exhibits 10-_4 watts ENI, with 10-Is watts
to our own specialty, the infrared region, let promised. This detector illustrates one of the :
us consider some of the general principles that main characteristics of far infrared spec-
point ul) the infrared limitations, troscopy; that is, for the infrared, the only
lnterferometric spectroscopy in the "dark room" that can exist is the inside of a
• ha,Ida; of the Connes has yielded ! cm -t helium cryostat because a surround at theiO temperatalre T°K has the peak of its intrinsic
resolvir.g power in the near infrared Venus blackbody emission at
i spectram, using a ground-based telescope. It
will be very r_veafing to see this type of appli- X-- 2890 microns
r cation wiO,.:.,:t teiluric absorption. T
• i In the hands of Dr. Hanel, interfero-
metric spectros,_,opy has revealed the infrared
emission spectrum of the earth as seen from a Selective cold filters, which pass only a
space satellite, small spectrum range at the wavelengths
• Fourier spectroscopy has three advan- under study, are required to prevent over-
tages : heating and overbiuing of detectors. It does
1. Multiplexing or observingseveral not take much flux to ruin a low temperature
i spectral componentsconcurrently of 0.4°K. Thi_ :h_ctertstic will be of i
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_ lmmary concern when integrating infr_-'ed suffering 6 x 10"6seeing-blur. At wavelengths
_.. image tubes appear that will require a "dark longer than 3.6_, the resolution limit will
). r_n_-" degrade wen turther- to minutes at 200_,
_.; Another concern will be tile degradation etc.
of spatial resolvi_ power arising from the If an intermediate step is intended,
_ increase of the stellar blur circle due to before the final large space telescope, it would
's
•,,. greater infrared diffraction. At X = 3.6_, the appear that the telescope involved should be
_- blur circle of the 3-meter telescope will be the full uze t_'_t instrumented only for infrared
same in space as a telescope oa a mountain use.
!il
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Photoelectronic Imaging Devices
• ,ID "_
Sol Nudelman
dl.D
Introduction The function of the intensifier is to
' provide photon gain. Intensifier gain is nan'ow
This paper is tutorial in nature and is bandwidth gain, which vermits aml';.ifynng
- intended to provide background material for input photon flux to a ,:vel where photon
those interested in elemental photodetectors noise can dominate the shot noise of the
and 2hotoelectronic imaging devices, pickup tube. The intensifier phot_ensor is a
_ A typical low-light-level television type photoemitter, which is a film that absorbs
of system is shown in f gure 1. The scene to photons causir.g the emission of electrons.
_ be viewed is shown on the left side of the These electrons are then accelerated and
figure with a camera lens placed to image the focused by electron optics and caused to
_. scene on the f_rst photocathode of the camera bombard the rear surface of the intensifier,
tube. The camera tube is basically made up of which is coated with a phosphor. The photo-
two parts: the i'ronI commonly referred to as electron pattern emerging from the
_, the intensifier and the rear consisting of an photocathode is reproduced as a luminescent
electron-beam scanning type of pickup tube. image, which is viewed by the pickup tube.
'_ These two units can be obtained as physically Intensifiers of this type can provide not only
_ separate d_adces or can be combined in one light _raplification but also conversion; that
_" envelope (refs. 1 and 2). is, incident photons might be in the ultra-
violet spectral region, end the emitting
I-'_"_'--I photon from the phosphor surfac_ might be
_. t_AT__J in the green spectral region. The _olor of the
_ outgoing photons depends upon the needs of
,,,_r8_vtN$,r,t_ the user being matched to the human, for r, t _,,_:,,,_t example, when used as a direct viewing
, / _ ,_ device. When more photons emerge than are
:_, ___' ,mtma.,,_/_A_ incident, the device is functioning as an
L .L..ts ,,.[f,_
units properly in series, it is possible to have
gain in each stage and to provide very sub-
_-.t_ obtained at the expense c,f degradation in
i stantial amplification. Such gain is usually
9
_ resolution, and, as a result, one is limited in
_ Iq----, _i/_i_ the extent of useful gain achievable by the ,_
t_ _" resolution requirements ofthe apphcatior..The pickup tube functions with a _an-
_v ,,u_._ ning electron beam, which generates a signal
from the scene imaged on its front photo-
Flfur¢ 1. A _yple_ Iow.ll_t4m_l, telcrlsto_ sensor surface. The mechanism of scanning
_,_tem (by F. P,os_/_ rejf9_t permits charge stooge, thereby enhancing
89
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_3. signal. The vidicor, customarily uses a photo-
_._,. signal-to-noise capability but operating with a
_ wide video bandwidth. Thus, the signal sensitive surface such as antimony trisulfide.
_ obtained by scanning can be transmitted and Another device using a similar con-
_. reexamired remotely as in a television type of struction is called the plumbicon. It differs
_. display. Often this tube is called a remote from the vidicon ha using a diff,.,rent photo-
_- dey_ice, and the intensifier is called a direct sensor material called lead oxide. .lis
,; de_tce,- ._ ,- ,. -- material appears electronically more com-
_ "" _' _ : _, *- ; " _: plicated than antimony trisulfide in that there
. Electron-BeamScannmgTnbt_ ._ is considerable evidence that its photo-
_. • sensitivity depends upon p-n junction effects
The vidicon shown iP figure 2, is the rather than simply photoconductivity.
simplest kind of remote tube. It operates The i,'nage orthlcon shown in figure 3, is
through the use of an electron gun that sends a more complicated device. There are two
a beam of electrons down the tube to strike a areas of difference to be stressed between this
r photoconductive layer deposited on a trans- tube and the vidicon. First, the photosensitive
_. parent, conducting, glass front surface. A surface is a photoemitter and not a photo-
, scene to be viewed is focused optically on the conductor. Electrons are emitted from the
photoconductor through a lens. As the scan- rear surface of the photosensors and reimaged
ning electron beam sweeps across the photo- on a target surface. The target is constructed
conductor surface in a master mode, it from a material called a secondary electron
deposits electrons on the rear surface of the emitter; that is, o material capable of emitting
photoconductive layer. Photons absorbed by two or more electrons when bombarded by an
the photoconductor from the imaged scene incident electron. Thus, when photoelectrons
cause electrons to disappear from its rear strike the target, they cause the target to emit
surface. "lhe result is that the electron beam, more electrons than are incident; con-
on striking a region of the surface that has sequently, the target becomes positively
lost electrons, undertakes to replace the charged from a deficiency of electrons. This
electrons. Because the number of electrons to kind of target provides a means for obtahaing
be replaced depends upon the number of gain before scanning with the electron beam.
photons that have been absorbed, the process The electron beam from the gun has the same
of replacing electrons by the beam generates a function as it had in the vidicon; that is, to
signal current that can be cavacitiveiy coupled spray charges on the back surface of the
to a preamplifier. The vidicon is characterized ta get. The image orthicon, however, is set up #
by the front-surface photoconductive layer, s_" that the electrons not retained by the
which is very much like an elemental photo- target are reflected back to the region from
conductive detector in that a resist_ce whence they came. Furthermore, the return
change takes place, leading to a corresponding beam does not follow the identical path as the
change in current flow, which represents incident beam because, as the return beam
nears the emitting aperture, it is deflected
_,_. _ .a into an electron multiplier. This kind of\ 3/
amplifier is particularly useful because it
__,m permits amplification with little degradation
. , in the signal-to-noise ratio. Since secondary
. , electrons are being removed from one side of
the target and being d*.posited by the beam
,,,,_ on the other side, the target must have some
T electrical conductivity. A resistivity such that
,m, _. the dielectric relaxation time is the same as
the frame time insures that these charges can
_ure 2, Schematiccross-sectionofvidtcon, flow through the target and neutralize each
|
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_. S_CTION SECTION SECTION
_" Figure3. Schematf': cros:-section of vidicon image orthicon (by K. W. Redington from ref. 10).
_- other at an appropriate rate. For materials intensifier stages placed in front of the image
_.. with the usual dielectric constants, a resis- orthicon. The two intensifiers are coupled
r tivity is required of about I0 __ ohm centi- through a thin glass membrane. The front side
_ meters, of this membrane supports a phosphor screen
A variety of materials have been used for and the back surface a photoentissive coating.
the storage target. Originally, this was a soda Today, the thin glass membrane is often
__: lime glass whose conductivity was ionic. Un- replaced by fiber optics, which permits
t fortunately, the ions always drifted in the improvements particularly in the design of thesame direction. Eventually, the glass became electron optics. The remainder of the tube is
,. more resistive, and patterns would "burn in." the same as the image orthicon.
_' This image retention became objectionable The isocon, shown in figure 5, is similar
_ after only a few hundred hours in structure to the image orthicon thevery of opera- or
_. tion. A thin-film magnesium-oxide target intensifier image orthicon, with the distinc-(which is electron-conducting) was developed tion being in the treatment of the return
•. to solve this problem. Not only was magne- beam electrons. This device makes use of the
" sium oxide successful in this regard, but it scattered electrons rather than those reflected
.. alsoprovided two important bonuses. The from the rear surface of the target. It contains
il secondary emission ratio of magnesium oxide the same photocathode and target materials as
in thin film form is about 15; this gives a gain in the image orthicon. The electron optics,
in the image section about five times as large however, is set up so that the reflected and
as a conventional glass target. In addition, the scattered electrons in the return beam can be
magnesium oxide target is only about one separated from one another, and the scattered .
tenth the thickness of the glass target, and its electrons alone are permitted to enter the
'' conductivity is anisotropic, being higher multiplier section of the tube (ref. 3).
through the fdm than along the surface. Thus, The SEC tube is shown in figure 6. It '
magnesium oxide targets displayed very rtigh differs from the earlier tubes in that the target
resolution and could be operated in a storage is made up of a low density material designed i
or slow scan mode. to provide enhanced secondary electron con-
A two-stage intensifier image orthlcon is duction (SEC) and considerable gain. The I
shown in figure 4. This device is simply a extent of this gain is sufficient to extract the
combination of an image orthicon with two signal from the SEC target. directly, as in a
!
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Figure 4. A two-stage intensifier image orthicon: Isocon (by A. D. Cope from ref. 10).
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Figure 5. Schematic cros_section of new image isocon (by E. M. Muslelman from ref. 10).
• ' vidicon, rather than requiringthe use of a different kinds of photoelcctronic imaging
return beam and the electron multiplier devices operate, it is important to visualize
section (ref. 4). the electronic mechanisms orevailing in
photoemissiveand photoconductivesensors.
ElectronicMechanismsin Crystals A two-dimensional draw/ng of a crystal
characterizedby covalentbondingis s,_ownin
In order to understand how these f'_are 7. This type of bonding is typical of
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_:', (ELECTRODES adjacent atoms. The shared electrons are
called valence electrons; these are shown in[ -[
'_ L-._L FOCUSING COIL
_" c-t _ the energy level diagram as belonging in the¢_'" ! ..... I t 1081 PRAP.SCREEN .....
,_r [1 I L-L _'_%x_Nx_'_N_N'_ /CAT .... valence band. Electrons described by these
• PHOTOCATHODE [[ SEC ..._1_q/--_ lines are held and shared between two atoms;
I1 TARGET|'__ .._-----------------1= they are not free to move about. Electrons
7: L t J t_EFLECTION_IL_ that are not shared in this manner and that
' [ | ] are free to move about the crystal are said to
_.._I,._.,4,.VIDEOSIGNPL be in the conduction band. Electrons may befree because they have been shaken loos
RL'r_- between atoms due to thermal vibrations or
v,qL_ perhaps by absorbing energy from a photon.
".L
.- Impurities in the lattice are shown in
,' figure 7 as an arsenic impurity and an indium
Figure 6. Schematic cross-sectionoi"SEC tube (by impurity. Indium is in the third column, and
_ G.W. Goetzefrom ref. I0). arsenic is in the fifth column of the periodic
.; table. Indium, being in the third column,
causes a deficiency of one valence electron
Zrc_x /f_,,, .__ when it replaces an atom such as germanium
or silicon in a crystal. This results in the
creation of an energy state in the crystal
i cr.lled an acceptor state. An electron in the
_ valence band that is tied between pairs of
atoms may jump from its bound position into
_ I/I_K'Y_[[_ the vicinity of the indium atom where it can
D be captured. When it is captured, the electron
sits in this new acceptor energy state and hasL
more energy than it would have had if it were
in a normally bound state in the valence band.
, i _ , t Accordingly, it is shown as a localized energy 'I I I ! I
I ! I I
._ , _ ,. . , i state, EA, slightly above the valence band.
C'/_ON'tDUC_IO _ BAN_ : _ The electron sitting in the acceptorstate
_;': -"--', ..l i' T I [ ! i leaves an electron missing in the valenceband,
-*--to which is referred to as a The hole can ,
" "" "wl I | s "hole."[: ] _ c move from one atomic site to another by a
; " .... ._.EA jumping mechanism; that is, a valence elec-
.fTTh tron in a nearby atom .;umps into the place
_, iVA k [ N C E "_A ND vacated by the electron in the accepter state.
This jumping process can be _peated, and the
hole moved further by an electron from a
i Figure 7. A two-dimensionalcrystal:showing(upper differt at atom into the hole.
lloarby jumping
., " part) lattice for comlent bomling with impurities A hole behaves as a positive charge, having a '
and (lower part) corresponding energy level magnitude equal to the charge of an electron.
"' _ dlagmnt In moving through the crystal, holes _have as
an electrical current of. positive charges. When
crystals such as germanium and silicon in the a crystal is doped with impurities so that the
fourth column of the periodic table. Each of hole conduction predominates over electron
the circles represents an atom, and the double conduction, the crystal is said to be "p" type.
pairs of lines represent covalent bonding; that The ar.,enic atom is a fifth column atom
is, two electrons are shared between each two and therefore has one _xtra electron. When
1970027360-098
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substituted for a germanium or silicon atom Thus, when electrons free to move about the
in the host crystal lattice, the extra electron is crystal and said to be in the conduction band
partially shielded from the parent atom. pass near such an impurity or dislccation site,
Hence, althoug_h the electron is still bound to they can be attracted to that site and then
the parent atom, it is relatively easy for the immobilized or trapped in its vicinity for
electron to gain sufficient energy to be freed some time. Eventually, through thern,al
from its parent. Accordingly, its energy level excitation processes, the electron may again
is only slightly below the ceadnction band become freed and return to the conduction
energy and is shown as ED (fi_. 7) and band. This trapping and freeing process may
described as a donor energy level. The near- be repeated many times during the lifetime of
ness of the donor level to the conduction an electron. It is the main mechanism con-
band results in more electrons being in the tributing to longtime decay in photoconduc-
conduction band because they are more easily tivity and photoluminescence.
• freed from their parent atom by thermal Toward the middle of the energy level
processes. As a result, electrical conduction diagram in figure 7 is shown another localized '_
by electrons is increased. Material doped so level, indicated as RC. This level often acts as
that the electron conduction predominates a recombination center; that is, where dec-
over hole conduction is said to be "n" type. tron recombination processes are maximized.
Notice that, in the energy level scheme, Recombinations downward need not be
there is a separation shown between the accompanied by radiation; they may involve
valence band and the conduction band. rhis an interaction between the electron and the
'_ separation is called the energy gap. When an host crystal lattice. In that event, instead of
electron is shaken loose from between two radiation emerging from the crystal, the
_ atoms (as a result of their thermally induced energy of the electron could be absorbed in
vibration) and becomes free to roam through the host lattice with a corresponding change
_ the lattice, or when an electron absorbs in crystalline temperature.
t energy from a photon, the electron is shown A vidicon photoconductive film is shown
: on an energy level diagram as a vertical transi- in figure 8. The layer is considerably enlarged
tion from the valence band to the conduction with light from the scene imp!ngeing on one
, band. Similarly, when an electron that has side and the scanning electron beam on the
' been free, and is said to be in the conduction other. Photons absorbed by the material
,. band, passes near atoms that have a missing create electron and hole pairs. The holes #
_ electron between them, the electron _11 be under the influence of the applied electric
attracted to that site and may be captured, field arift toward the surface, which has had
;- This process is shown on an energy level electrons deposited by the beam. ElecUons
diagram as _ vertical transition downward, drift toward the transparent conducting elec-
The electron is said to make a transition from trode and leave the photoconductor. Thethe conduction band to the valence band.
._ This transition may occur with the emission tl v
of radiation of photon energy, where this ELtCT.O_ T
i energy is equal to the energy gap. The other .,_ .._...]._g_.. vL sro,Jo
a_" ELECTRONS ._
rities or dislocations and also trapping i _OrO_N.AT_*
processes. IIt I t/J_ "-Hc,"°""°t, ""
by TE in the energy level diagram. This is T.,_s.,._.r ,.oT_! CONOUCTING
]_ assc,ciated with an impurity or a crystal dis- eLec'r.oo,
location that has the ability to attract and
temporarily hold electrons in its vicinity. Fisure8. Thevidiconphotoconducl_efllnt
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_ holes recombine with surface electrons and holes results from the internal electric field,
_:: remove them from the photoconductor. As a thereby causing carriers to move in the
_.. result, when the electron beam returns to a opposite direction to that caused by the
_.-
_ place where holes have removed electrons, it diffusion proces._.
;:. puts the electrons back and, through capaci- The n-type region results from doping
_i" tance, couples a signal current into a pre- the crystal with impurities that contribute
amplifier (ref. 5). extra electrons and donor states; the p-type
.3:. Imaging devices also use p-n junctions in region contains an excess of impurities that
_. their photosensitive layer. A rudimentary out- provide acceptor states and an excess of holes.
" line of a p-n junction is shown in figure 9, the The energy level diagram of figure9 depicts
.. upper part depicting crystal type (with n-and these levels by D and A for donor ,and
p-type regions) and the lower part showing acceptor, respectively. The level referenced as
_ hCF
_, the corresponding energy level diagram. The is c_lled the Fermi level. The Fermi level
_-,o
_. n- and p-type materials are grown from a a special significance in semiconductor
common substrate; that is, the substrate may physics and is a quantity that appears in the
normally be n type or p type, and the re- Fermi distribution function. It is that partic-
_ maining type is grown by some treatment of ular energy level which predicts a probability
the surface of the substrate. The interface of one-half that an electron in a system
: between the n-type and p-type regions con- following this distribution function would be ._
_• stitutes a barrier layer. The barrier is the located at that energy level. Thus, on the
result of the electrons from the n-type region n-type side, this probability is high near the
diffusing into the p-type region and the holes conduction band, reflecting the donor's con-
_. from the p-type region diffusing into the tnbuting many electrons to the conduction
_. n-type region. This charge displacement band and shifting the distribution of electrons
creates an internal electric field. The diffusion high up in the energy level scheme. On the
_ process is balanced eventually by what is p-type side, however, the Fermi level is close
_, called a drift process. A drift of electrons and to the valence band, reflecting the fact that
•_ the acceptor impurities cause the distribution
/._" N TYPE ! a PTYPE
, , function for electrons to move downward
-_ --P - + + 4- + closer to the valence band. Therefore, for the
L'  ..,_+ + + +  p-typecrystal, fewer electrons are in the
 ..._ + + + + + + conduction band tl'_anfor the n-type material.
When an electric field is applied to such a
: : diode type of structure, it causes the energy "
/__ level on the p-type side to shift higher or
CONDUCTION lower with respect _o the n-type side, de- .
pending upon the direction of the applied
electric field. For example, if the n-type
CONDUCTION // material is cormected to the negative elec-
..... ._...:._../. __ __ A _% trode of a battery and the p-type side to the
. o / ' anode of the battery, this is said to be the
,' /// VALENCE forward direction for biasing the diode. This "_
results from electrons being more easily _,
.... drawn from the n-type side to the p-type side _
VALENCE and holes being more easily drawn from the _
p-type to the n-type side. This happens
because the applied electric field is opposed
Figure 9. The P-rqJunction: showing fupper part) to the internal field in the barrier region,
crysta;type and (lowerpart)co,respondingenergy resulting in a net reduction of the total field
leveldtagran_ and thereby allowing an easier flow of the
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diffusion type of current. If, however, the ¢-N*nEGION
electrode polarity is reversed, then the direc- GOLO_iC NtACt
tion of the applied field is the same as the
direction of the internal field; and it becomes
more difficult for charge carders to move
across the barrier. This corresponds to an h
increase in the height of the en_,rgy band }
going from the n-type to the p-type side. P,.....- .,,,,.., .... ,,-, ....
A photoelectric effect can be gel_erated i!!i_i Iwhen photons are absorbed in the barrier
region or within a diffusion len, _._ of the "i? ;._EL,CTRON_":-:'i_[_[_
minority carrier on either side of t'l( barrier. "-:-;"aEA. ::'":::", OPTICALSIGNAL
When this happens, the electr will be I
! swept into the n-type material; a. the ho:._ .::_......... :..................
:. will be swept into the p-type mate_?,d, h one
: were to put electrodes across the crystal diode I
and to include an appropriate meter, one _-USLANOS-J
would find that this process generates a
photovoltaic effect. This is the basis of the s_2-J I
solar cell and also the photovoltaic detector ! ANTIREFLECrlON
when it is included in a photoconductive type _ _oAr,._
of circuit. SOBSrRA'rE• N.TYPI_ "
, SILICON
Silicon Vidicon
The silicon vidicon, which is undergoing Figure 10. Silicon vidicon mosaic sensor (from
intensive research and development, makes refs.6andlO).
u_e of a photosensor comprising a mosaic of
i back-biased photodiodes. The electron beam longer wavelengths, corresponding to the
scans the surface of this mosaic of back-biased absorption edge of silicon.
_ diodes and deposits electrons as in the A modification of the silicon vidicon is
vidicon. This is shown in figure 10 (ref. 6). On to use the silicon mosaic in an SEC type of ,
the opposite side of the surface of the photo- image tube. In this approach, a conventional
i sensor, photons impinge and are absorbed, photoemitter front surface is used as the
thus causing the creation of electrons and photosensor, and the silicon mosaic is used as
r
holes described for the pn junction. As a a target material from which one can achieve
result, holes are swept into the p region, and appreciable gain. "l)ti_ is a result of electron-
they remove electrons from the back surface, bombardment-induced conductivity. On being
; This type of system has a number of advan- accelerated and striking the p-n junction
• tages, including far less fragility than the device, electrons from the photoemittercause
i image orthicon type of tube structure, many more holes to be created, which resultsFurthermore, by back-biasing the diodes, it is in enhanced depletion of stored charges on
• . , possible to operatethe tubes with storage by the back surface of the target and, corre-
using sendconducting materials whose energy spondingly, an enhanced signal. Gain provided
gaps would normally be too narrow to use in in this manner is considerable and has reached
image tubes. They function with high the point where there is a strong likelihood
i efficiency and do not suffer unduly from lag. that this type of tube may well become the
When silicon is used as the target material, the predominant image tube in many applications i
spectral response of the device moves toward in the years ahead. !
f
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_" Vo
, Photoemission VACUUMLEVEL
Photoemitters be examined in COnDUCT'ON/ ,Vo.E',
_',_" terms of their band structure. The metallic f 40NO _I.::O_ i
_' emitter is depicted in figure 11, where Ew is
_ the energy required for an electron at the --t- --EF--. -'EF
-_..
:. Fermi level to escape from th surface and is I_- called the work function. Most electrons that ,:_- can participate in photoemission are near the
'2 Fermi level and thus require the energy, EW, ' VALENCE
Z:. to escape. , _ANO _ '
i
_; SIMPLIFIED =
V o SURFACE BARRIER 1/2 0 O
I METAL .f /,FERMI-DIRAC """ -
:w _ Figure 12. Photoemission from semiconductors.
f_ DISTRIBUTION /
; BARRIER
-[. :._._ I ,¢LI--"REDUCTIONcAUSEDBY or, if one is trying to get an electron out of
I/ IMAGE FORCE the conduction band essentially, enerey is
_ / required equal to the electron affinity.
, EF The barrier can be reduced and the
: electron photoemissiov improved in two
. different ways. One way is by placing a
,/2 monolayer of =:me metal on the surface
_ whose work function '_sessentially equal to
_ Figure11. Photoemissionfrom metals, the energy between the bottom of the semi-
, [. conductors conduction band and the Fermi
The semiconducting photoemitter is level. When two materials are placed in
shown in 12 with the usual band their Fermi levelsfigure energy crystallographic contact,
picture, but the picture ends abruptly where line up; that is, if a metal is placed on the
the surface of the crystal meets the vacuum, surface of the semiconductor, then its Fermi
The valene,e band and the conduction band level (which is the value where the electron
are shown. The top of the conduction band probability function is one-half) lines up with
corresponds to the vacuum energy level. The the identical level in the crystal. Electrons
dashed, curved line on the right represents a move back and forth between layers of two e
more usual shape for the barrier than the different materials until their Fermi levels line
abrupt shape shown at the surface as position up. As a consequence, situations can arise
zero. The curved shape is the remit of electro- such as those shown in figure 13 (tel 7).
static forces that set up between the atoms In figure 13(a) is the general case of a
comprising the crystal inlme0iately below the semiconductor, showing the bottom of the
surface. Photoelectrons can come from the conduction band, the top of the valence band, "
bottom of the conduction band, or the and the Fermi level, If a layer of cesium is
. valcnce band, or the donor levels. Transitions placed on top of a semiconductor whose
' can be made out of the crystal if energies are bandgap is not specified, then the Fermi levels i
given to the electrons from the valence band line up and the vacuum level of the metal
equal to the energy gap plus the width of the adjusts accordingly. In figure 13(a), the
conduction band. "this width is called the energy gap of a semiconductor is less than 1.4 *
electron affmity. Electrons can be excited out electron volts_ As a result, electrons in the i
of the donor levels if they are given enough semiconductor conduction hand would have
energy; that is, equal to the depth of the to gain enough energy to climb above the
energy level, ED, plus the electron affinity, banier or sufficient energy so that it would be
/
r
1
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_ 13.Reddenof_rfaceb_en ffromvef,7).
i relatively easy for the electrons to pass work function is further reduced. In
' tl-.roughthe thin barrier. This latter process is figth'e 13(d), gallium arsenide is coated with
called "tunnelling" and is a phenomenon that cesium oxide, wb;ch has a work function of
arises from quantum mechanical considera- 1.3 electron volts.
tions. In the tunnelling process, an electron A second way in which electrons can be
goes through the thin barrier rather than over encouraged to pass out from photoemissive
it. Figure 13(b) shows a case in which cesium materials is to use a field effect; that is, to
/s deposited on gallium arsenide. Sh'lce the deposit a I_tyer on the sem/conductor thus
work function of ce.,Jum is _nt/ally equal creating a barrier layer that can be back-
to the energy from the Fermi level of the biased. With sufficiently high fields appli_
' p-type sallium arsenide to the bottont of its acroa the .depletion or barrier moon, the
_, _ conductionband, the problem is for the dec- work function b effectively reduced, and
• tron to tunnel through the remaining thin electrons can be made to pass over the
barrier. Figures 13(c)and 13(d)show varia- resultant barrier. For any efficient photo-
flops on ttds theme. In figure 13(c), the work cathode with a _ifically detired spectral
function of the ces/um and oxygen placed on I/mit, it is ease_t,_ to humre strong al_orption
gallium anenide turns out to be less than of I/ght out to ,bit wavelength by selecting a
1.4 electron volts with the result that the semiconductor wimse bL_dlptpcorresponds to
t l
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_:_ this threshold. Energy required above that voltage. When put into an optical scanning
I value is determined by the effective surface system, this type of detector permits the re-
; barrier, production of video information.
_ The first requirement for high quantum The kind of information provided the
. yield is that the escape depth of the excited user of infrared elemental detectors is shown
: electrons must be large when compared with in figure 15. The format followed was devel-
the absorption length. Second, a large fraction oped at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
of the absorbed quanta must excite electrons Corona, in its infrared laboratory. Beginning
t. to energy levels above that of the vacuum, in the early 1950's, this laboratory had the
Third, the probability of escape of electrons mission of functioning as a standards labo-
: from the surface must be high. These three ratory for infrared detectors. Note that, in
requirements for the efficient extraction of addition to the operating conditions, absolute
excited electrons into vacuum lead to the information is provided in terms of a quantity
_ tunnelling and high field mechan'_'srnsalready called D* (Detectivity Star). This is a number
_,_ described, that rates a detector independent of its
surface area and the bandwidth of the mea-
Elemental Photodetectors surement. D* has as its reference the back-
: ground limiting condition, which is usually
The circuitry usually us'd for an depicted as that from a blackbody operating
_ elemental photodetector (ref. 8) is shown in at room temperature. The engineer or applied
figure 14. It provides a bias current through a scientist usually works with the Noise Equiva-
load resistor, R I , and a detector of resistance, lent Power (NEP), which is that power irradi-
: RD. This is coupled through a capacitor to a ating a detector when the signal-to-noise ratio"1
:_ preamplifier, then to appropriate circuitry, is unity. A fundamental unit used on occasion
according to the needs of the users. The is the Detective Quantum Effieievcy (QD),
_ simple photoconductor detector is nothing which is a measure of the ir,trinsi6 ability of
more than an elemental material that changes the device to convert incident pl_.-.tons into
:_ resistance on exposure to photons. The countable charge carriers; that i, .:_ effi-
absorbed phctons cause a resistance change ciency. Figure 16 shows D* as a function of
_. that causes a variation in voltage across the wavelength for a variety of detecto_:s a_d
load resistance, which is then transmitted shows in particular how good these de,voters
through the capacitor as a v:_rying signal are compared to the ideal or backg;_nd-
limited condition. These curves were taken.l_d from a brochure of a commercial supplier as _"
I -- I an illustration of de_ces realistically available.
" IF-_ Information provided to the user of _
image tubes is quite extensive; however, it
nt._ does lack in one important aspect, in pro-
2_ viding absolute information. In my expe-
= I rience, I have only seen a Phillips x-ray tube, ,'
• • i l for example, described in terms of its Detec-
' I Ro ]-' '"'" tive Quantum Efficiency. Figure 17 reviews .-Pt.,_,ER the definitions of NEP, D*, and QD for in- _.
[,
i , frared detectors. Comparable quan_ties are
derivable for image tubes, but as yet they -:
Flgur¢ 14. Elo_ntal p_,otocon_¢_e detector have not been tested for either accuracy or
cb_,u_,vy, application.
l
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TEST RESULTS CONDITIONSOF MEASUREMENT
R (volts/wat0 Blackbody temperature
(500, 860) 3.6 x I03 ('K) 500
: HN (watts/cps_'6.cm2)
: (500, 860) 6.1 x 10"]o Blackbody flux density
(pwatts/cm a , rms) 9.0
PN (watts/cp s½)
(500, 860) 7.8 x 10"1s
Chopping frequency
D* (cm.cpst'6/watt) (cps) 860
(500, 860) 4.5 x 101°
Responsive time Noise bandwidth (cps) 6.5
constant O_sec) 0.2
..R).max Cell temperature ("K) 77
Rbb 1.7 Cell current for
Peakwavelength (_) 8.2 860-cps data(/aa) 3.9 x 104
Peak detective modu- Cell current for
lation frequency (cps) >7.0 x 102 D*mm Out) 3.9 x I04
D*mm (cni.cps½/watt) 7.4 x 101 o
Loadremtance (ohms) 202
CELL DESCRIPTION
Type HgCdTe Transformer --
Shape of sensitive
area(cm) 0.0356x0.0356 Relativehumidity(%) 36
! Area (cma) 1.27 x 10 ''s
'_ Responsive plane
-,'. Dark ,c_stance (from window) --
: (ohms) 33
i Dypo_fic resistance Ambient temperature• . (ohms) -- ('C) 23
Field of view 15"
.Ambientradiation
Windowmaterial IRTRAN 2 on detector 296'K only
Fl_ure 13. Detector dam sheet (by Ix,rmisf_on of W. L. £1semmn and R. F. Potter, M44C, (kwom
Laboratories, Coron_ C.alOeornbx,on Detector 106'.19:_1T_ Detector supplied by Texas In:mutants
Corp.).
,t
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;: Space Sciences Data-Handling and Mission L _erations
: George H. iudwig
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
._" Introduction mission. It was drawn specifically for the
_ Explorer and Observatory class of spacecraft,
_'_ If a space mission is to be wholly or but it is also generally applicable. A space ex-
_i_ partially justified on the basis of the scientific periment system has a number of sensors that
_:- experiments that it may carry, then it is feed data in electronic form into various
:_ important to realize that the objectives of the inputs of the data-processing and reduction
f mission will be _alized not when the space- equipment onboard the spacecraft. The data
craft is activated, nor when the data have are collected by a central data-collection sub-
been returned, but only after the data have system and are telemetered to the ground,
been processed and analyzed and the results whore two u_es are made of the data. The first
published by the experimenters. This paper is for the real-time and near real-time opera-
_- addresses the problems of processing on the tions in the control center, with feedback to
i ground the very large volumes of data that are initiate changes in the performance of the ex-
telemetered from modem spacecraft, periments and subsystems onboard the spact,.
To introduce the problem, figure 1 craft. The second is for the processing
shows the general data flow for a space accomplished for the ultimate analyses by the
_' DATA I
PROCESSING I' DATASENSORS AND REDUCTION AI_LYSIS
,"i"
, , PUBLICATION
,_ i
• ' I ' I
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'_ investig_o[_ ,T_ IDegilqs.,.wiLhin a central This division of functions will continue to be
: data-pr_:_e|_r_ _hj_i_ityoand_¢oncJedes with valid for many types of experiments that
"- J • 9 \ ' .
,. the detailed data-rc/_ct]ohtalldlC;inalysls by require limited experimenter interaction on
•. the individual experimenters, many of the astro_aomy missions. For this
"' This paper assumes that the reason, it is likely that a new facility, an Ex-
data-acquisition, communication, and periment Operations Facility containing pro-
•_ data-relay networks will exist at the time the visions for in-depth, near real-time data
telescopes are launched so that the data trans- reduction and analysis, will be needed to pro-
mitted from them can be assembled at a vide the information necessary for the
_, common data-collection point within the effective conduct of the observing program.
, necessary time constraints. Data relay _n this Since the operational control will be dis-
<. case may include several forms, from mag- cussed more completely in other papers, most
netic tapes forwarded by mail (probably only of this paper will deal with the
_ as backup to faster means) to direct data data-processing necessary for the extensive
•, relay, either from the spacecraft to ground in-depth analysis of the experiment data.
_* stations and then through synchronous relay Figure 2 indicates the data flow within
:, satellites to a common collection point or the present Central Data-Processing Facility.
; directly to the common point through Data are received at the central facility from
data-collection satellites. The paper deals with the varic,zs data-acquisition stations by
two primary questions: (1) what is the (1) analog tapes and (2) real-time data lines of
present state-of-the-art of the ground pro- various types. The tapes pass initially t.hrough
cessing technology; and (2)what new tech- an evaluation procedure to facilitate control
nology is needed, of the quality of the processes at the ground
stations and to provide quality information to
Present Technology the data users. Following this procedure, all
data undergo analog-to-digital conversion.
To illustrate the present techn,,logy, This refers to the conversion of the de-
,. three representative areas are described. The modulated receiver output signals into
¢' first is the processing performed within the computer-compatible digital signals and in-
+ central data-processing facility within the dudes the removal of noise introduced in thei.
,. NASA Goddard Space Flight Center for the telemetry process. The next major step in-
majority of the space-sciences earth-satellite volves preliminary processing, referred to as
missions. The second is a brief discussion of a "editing," within a digital computer. This
portion of the Nimb,s control center dealing editing includes checking the internal con-
with image data. The third is a short dis- sistency of the data and measuring the data
_, cussion of some of the processing that the error rate. The remaining operations are per-
experimenters must perform before they can formed within the large scale computer,
reach their conclusions, which is a Univac 1108 multiprocessor with
Data-processing at the Goddard Space two central processing units and 196,000
Flight Center is, for most projects, divided words of core memory.
into two types. Mission Control Centers for One of these operations is time tagging.
the various projects are responsible for the Each data point received from space must be
,, day-to-day and longer-term operation and given an accurate standard or Universal Time
• evaluation of the spacecraft subsystems. In reference because all linkage of the tele-
addition, they optimize the experiment opera- metered data with other correlative data is
tions to the extent possible without extensive done through this time linkage. A number of
experiment data reduction and analysis. The the spacecraft senso_ are directional. This re-
Central Data-Process:ng Facility is-e_p_nsible quires that the spacecraft attitude be com.
for assembling the data base for the in-depth puted at every moment of time. In addition,
t reduction and analysis by the experimenters, it is necessary to perform some sorting, elimi-m
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__ Figure2. Presentcentraldata-processingfacility at theGoddardSpaceFlLffhtCenter, functional block diagram.
"_' nating useless data, merging of orbit and other measurements per day, or about 3.5 x 109
' correlative data with the experimental data, bits per day of PCM data. Another way of
and, finally, decommutation (sorting) to form expressing this data rate is to compute the
outputs for each of the various expe.-imenters, long-term average bit rate. In these terms, the
In addition, a master digital data tape is gener- central facility is receiving data at the rate of
, ated that is retained for a period of time for 35,000 bits per second for every second of
_ reprocessing or regeneration of the experi- every day. The impact of this data rate on the
menter's tapes if necessary, sizing of the central facility is quite impres-
_ The volume of data being handled at the sive.
present time in this central facility is quite Figure 4 is a view of one row of pro-
_ large. Figure 3 illustrates the growth in analog cessing lines in the central facility. Three
tapes arriving at tb_ facility over the past two processing lines are included in the figure, two
; years and projects this input two years into PCM lines and a special-purpose line for digi-
_ the tuture. At the present time, about 2400 talizing the signal from rubidium vapor mag-
tapes per week are arrivingfor 21 active satel- netometers in several of the Orbiting
lites. This represents about 3.5 x 10s
OaTA_L_
•
Gi,m. _ _ _'.411,e' INo _ e'.lll _ w, me _l_,er _- _m_-.._-J
Figure 3. Growth ofdata volume at GSFC data- _ 4. Three proce_ing lines in the central
procentngfacility, facility.
|
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_i Geophysical Observatory (OGO) spacecraft, received. It is operated and maintained by a
_- The most distant line in figure 4 is shown in staff of approximately 300 government and
__ figure 5. The various racks include synchro- contract personnel.
.;._, nizing and bit-conditioning circuits, a time
-_, decoder, and a core buffer memory. (The
"" digital tape recorder is out of the pictu,'e on
¢ the right.) This line is representative of the
i_.:. class of lines that do not include general
purpose computers. The central facility4'
"_" contains 16 major lines of this form and
_- about 16 smaller lines.
i.
/
: b_gure6. Goddardcentralizeddata-processingfacili-
ties,physical plan.
t,
Ftgure 5. Racks including synchronizing and bit-
"_ conditioning circuits, a time decoder, and a core
_..
buffer memory.
Figures 6 and 7 indicate the size of the Figure Z Goddardinformation-processingcomputer
complete faci;ity. The row of processors in facil#ies,physicalplatt
figure 5 is the third row of racks from the left
in figure 6. The second-generation processing The second area of activity to be dis-
systerm include CDC 3200 computers on-line cussed in this paper involves some of the
with the front end processing equipment for image data-processing being performed in the
two purposes: setting up the operation and Nimbus control center and processing facility.
measuring the data quality. Three of these Figure 8 illustrates the handling of the
larger systems are shown at the right end of Nimbus Medium Resolution Infrared (MRIR),i
the central equipment _,ay in figure 6. The data obtained from one of the four majorex-
Univac 1108 computer is _,hown in the center perimenta being flown on Nimbus II. After
of figure 7 and is sutrcunded by various analog-to-digital conversion, the image data
SUpl_,ort equipment. The central facility and orbit are merged to provide gridding
shown in figures 6 and 7 represents approxi- directly on the images. Tapes containing the
_ mately a $20-million capital investment for digitalized data are sent to the experimentershandling the data rate presently being for more detailed analysis. Strip charts are
1970027360-111
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Figure8. Mediumresolutioninfrared(MRIR) dataflow in Nimbus control center.
_ prepared for spacecraft performance evalua- the top half was in light. The other spectral
_. tion, a,d the images are prepared for regions covered by the instrument are indi-
irmnediate viewing. Figure 9 indicates one of cated.
_. these image sets. It includes one complete After the data leaves the facilities at
orbit with the two poles being indicated in Goddard, the experimenters must complete a
_ the gridding on the left. The second strip is considerable amount of processing for their
_. the visual presentation, showing that the Final analyses after they receive their data.
:i_ bottom half of the orbit was in darkness while The general data flow is indicated in
figure 10. The experimenter passes his data
through quality checks, sensor calibrations,
.o'... and data reduction, wldch leads to outputs
_,ou that can be viewed. Tabulations and data
plots are the mos common output forms;
wN•_i e
b, .,
|XI_RIMENTER
OATA RIOUICTION m_
_ "_ ANIMAT--'I_
b,e { _IMovt 1
RFre 9.Mmbta IImultltpectralbnqlng. _ I0.Datareductionbyexperbnenter.
i
b
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i.': other forms sucll as motion pictures and color From this presentation, one can identify the
presentations are coming into use. Figure 11 major features of the earth's magnetosphere.
is a sample presentation. It is not by any It required many weeks of computer process-
means one of the most complex. It represents ing, manual manipulation, and study in its
a compilation, by Dr. Norman F. Ness, of six presentation, and it is only one of many pre-
months accumulation of magnetometer data sentations required before the f'mdings of this
from the IMP-I spacecraft. This one chart in- experiment could be published. It is signifi-
eludes a condensation of about 100,000 indi- cant to note that this type of analysis is very
vidual measurements. The magnetic field in unlikely to be performed in any spacecraft by
the magnetosphere is represented by the any onboard computer in the foreseeable
vectors; the length of each vector indicates future. Thus, it will still be necessary to
the magnetic field strength at that point; and retrieve the data rapidly, with the experi-
its direction indicates the field direction, menters in the operational loop, in order to
' permit this type of analysis.
-30
RESULTS FROM IMP I Emerging Technology
_.2 5 (11/27/63 5/31/64)
Before moving on to a discussion of
4 _0.yj t0 ---..<_.: .. .... future technology, it is of value to address
-_ ' " "-'_" " '--" briefly the question of emerging technology.
, : • : . ... _._ -.. \..x.._._ The data flow shown in the present large-scale/ • .,',;,. , . ,->:.-,: ..._,.,,.,,_..,
t .._', .y,; "-. .x. )v._x-_ facility in figure 2 results in a very large
• . t_ '_ _7'- .'/. ; _" . .\........ ._ amount of materials handling. Two thousand
I ." t'_/./-" :' : : .":: "_':.:.-_'_0 input tapes per week require the handling of
• 2 l:: ,L 3 : ,::.- ." :: .,."_ .,, 6,000 tapesper week before all the operations
"'$E'- ,.m tR _/ "_[,_t,, -,o - • .at.. -._'-m_
z_--4 ;_:...?Q have been performed. These lead eventually
_: ,.OBSERVED 3",'._'_': to about 25,000 bookkeeping transactions perMAONETOPAUSE I 2 _
posmoN .or _,¢ week. Figure 12 indicates a tlata-processing
flow that is receiving considerable study at1,
_ Figure 21. Sample of data plot, a common data- the present time. It involves the collection of
, ou_afornt as much of the data as possible in near
_ TIME _tTA
" VALIDATION A-O _ & CULL _ LL
T,U,tS O0_VVmO_ Tm_. ["--7 vmfom_ j
-' (RANOOEI /
i
t l_gur¢12. Proposed¢¢mmld_ta.proc_m_.f_cillty, .timctio_l block
I
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- real-time by data relay and on-line data valida- cipated increased efficiency through the
._ tion, analog-to-digital conversion (if required), elimination of much of the manual handling
. initial processing and editing, and direct entry of supplies and the faster data delivery. At the
* : into a large data bank. This data bank is en- present time, an attempt is made to operate
:*: visioned as a hierarchy of different types of with a six-week backlog or less; that is, con-
. storage, including core for fast-access speeds, siderable effort is expended to provide the
drums for medium-access speeds, and tapes bulk of the data six weeks after it has been
," for slow-access speeds, collected from the spacecraft. The future goal
The most important new feature, how- should be to make data available from the
ever, will probably be a high-density storage data bank within several hours or a day from
:' system involving the recording of digital data the time of transmission. This will be
:. in optical form on film chips to provide a especially important for an operationally
total on-line data volume of from 1010 to complex orbiting telescope.
_;. 10_2 bits. With such a data bank, the raw The other major area of emerging tech-
_'., data will be entered into active storage nearly nology is that which will be required for the
_* as soon as they are received. More complete Earth Resources Technology Satellites
_:._ processing will then proceed as rapidly as cor- (ERTS). Of course, ERTS will involve pri-
relative data (such as orbit) are available. The madly image data, which requires techniques
_ output will be available for delivery from the that are considerably different than those tor
_, data bank, immediately in raw form and later PCM data. The anticipated data flow is indi-
in a more highly processed form. This output cared in figure 13, with the data entering
will be useful both for local display for opera- image processors and with the images be-
tional purposes and for remote display to the coming available for viewing within a short
users for their final analysis. Two factors period. In addition, the PCM data will enter
_, leading to this data organization are the anti- othe: operations to facilitate the gridding and
* :[0u,cL ,MAGESJ- • -
_.' REPROCESS
REAL,IMEOA'A_1 I ,MAGES.I  "O'OL....J __.J III TOI-I IMAGEI I LASI -I >USERS
_ _ l _I _'ROCESSOnSL.__,,,._ OIGIT,L_ J .ER,_E
:: \ t I I - I I _. t IMAGEDATA l & __//'_
_*, _ I I " " "l'-" (ON C':'MAND) _ I QUALITY _ '_._ VIDEO I I _ -
- 'rAPE I | --I CONTROL ,*
_: i L _ MERGED
_, A-D GRIDLINE --.--.-------- DIGITALDATA
_-_ PcM_CONVERSION GENERATION CORRELATIVEDATAj ---"'q I
'_ & i GRID
DATA •
• . ',
TO USERS I
I
-_ PERFORMANCE I
_, & PLATFORMDATA I 'L ,OJUSrMENT,lie, i_,mm
. Figme 13. Anttc_ted data flow in data-procesffrqsystem for the Fath Remurca Technoo_y 5atell#ez !
_. fF.ers_
i
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the rectification of the pictures. It is presently require more processing on the ground either
expected that gridded overlays will be made to straighten out the d=ta or to evaluate the
available along with the images. This facility is spacecraft. The unpredictable lifetimes of
expected to cost from three to four million scientific missions also introduce large uncer-
dollars and will require about two years to tainties in the processing workload.
build. Selective data acquisition has been pro-
posed as a means for leveling the processirxg
Technological Problem Areas workload, but it has proved to be very
difficult. If a certain spacecraft capability
The data volume and rate problems hase exists, in terms of infoh.-qation bandwidth for
already been discussed; they are expected to example, there is a strong tendency for that
continue to be serious problems. Speed of capability to be used. The reason for this is
data delivery has also been mentioned. Now that niany of the experimenters are awaiting
that the experiments are becoming more corn- unpredictable events because of their value in
plex, the experimenters need to receive the interpreting nature. Thus, they cannot predict
information from the experiments much more when their experiment must be operating;
quickly so that they may be sure they are they simply must operate continuously to
operating properly and so that they may ensure readinesP.
modify their operation to take advantage of This rule of full use of capability tends
the variability of the experiment3 and the to be slightly less true as the technology
spacecraft. Therefore, in some cases, it is evolves. For example, the Orbiting Geophysi-
necessary for the experimenters to receive cal Observatory has a telemetry capability of
some portion of their data immediately, es- 64,000 bits per second, but it is used only on
pecially during critical periods of operation, an average of 7000 to 8000 bits per second by
Next on the list of major problems is the using a controlled data-acquisition sequence.
control of data integrity and quality. The This is achieved by the use of two modes of
taking of a large number of pictures on a operation: a monitoring mode at a low data
" spacecraft without noting the time during rate that will always intercept the unexpected
which all of the pictures were taken is a threat events and a high-data-rate mode to provide
_ to the integrity cf the data. It may result in periodic high resolution measurements.
i the absence of correlative information needed With a manned space station, some
i to determine the locations and conditions additional capability will exist for governing
under _vhich the pictures were taken. The the transmission of data to the ground
question of data quality is concerned with the because a man can monitor the events occur-
problem of verifying that the entire system, ring from the scientific experiments and can
including all the processing operations, is eliminate some of the data transmission to the
,_ operating properly to ensure that high ground. This will be especially true if the
accuracy and resolution are maintained. This space station c,,_ltains a data buffer to store
must be done continuously and thoroughly at the data until they have been scanned for sig-
; each processing step. nificance.
i Control and allocation of processing re- Selective processing of data has beent
sources is another major problem. Foi_ one found to be a fairly effective way of con-
t reason, this becomes difficult because of the trolling the use of ground resomces. Once the
• _ I unpredictable nature of the load. Almost any ground processing system becomes saturated,change from expected op ration of a sp ce- the lowest priority data are placed di ectly
t, craft, other than the complete failure of the into storage. The data remain available for the
spacecraft, results in an increase in the work- exploitation of interesting periods. Selective
!oad in the ground-proce,_ingandexperin,ent- data-processing implies, however, the need for -:
i er's facilities. This increased workload occurs a scanning or browse foe so that the experi- .'
because partial failures onboard the spacecraft reenters will know what data exist. •
, i
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_ Still another major problem area is the niques. With pxesent technology, one picture
control of the processing facility/experiment- having 4000 by 4000 elements of spatial reso-:7;,
.':'. e.r's inte_aces. If an experimeter changes his lution requires threu computer tapes for its
;"- format requirements, this may require several storage in digital form. Thus, the 1000 pic-
calendar months and quite a few man-months tures per day will occupy approximately 3000
of effort to change the programs in the cen- computer tapes. If these 3000 computer tapes
tral processing facility. Therefore, consider- are read by a computer at maximum tape
able attentio_i must be paid to the question of reading speed (5 minutes per tape), ten clays
specifying and understanding the experiment- will be reqwired simply to rea6 them. There-
er's data needs, fo_'e, it should not be expected that that
Finally, there are the problems many pictures will be digitized, retaining all
associated with the data analysis by the vari- of the resolution, by present techniques. In
_ ous experimenters. These investigators usually determining what will be done with these pic-
'-_ have very limited facilities and manpower, es- tures, it will probably develop that some new
:.':, pecially at universities. Therefore, a very care- techvolegy will be needed.
i' ful study needs to be performed to determine 4. Needs exist now for on-hne, mass
_. the tradeoffs between the steps performed in data storage in ground computers for systems
: a central facility, which may be done in providing storage of 101° bits, with access
common for many experiments, and all the times of seconds or less, to provide several
other steps that the experimenter must per- weeks or months of data on-line.
form within his own facilities. 5. On-line programming _nd proces-
sing systems and aids are needed. There have
;: Areas Requiring Additional Technological been numerous estimates of a programmer's
Development efficiencies in terms of dollars per instruction.
_ These estimates range from $2 to $10 per in-
:_ 1. New work is necessary to develop a struction, and many programs contain more
:_ technological basis for operating onboard than 100,000 instructions. In other words,
_' scientific-data-processing computers. We computer programming is a very slow and ex-
_, know how to build these computers. Several pensive process. There is a very great r,eed for
are being built now for a number of future improvement in the technology of writing
u,
, _ unmanned scientific missions. It is not c-ear, programs a_.d getting them to work properly.
however, that we know how to control the In addition, present programming systems are
;: programming of those computers so that we ill-suited for handling telemetry _ata,
may be assured of full after-th,,-fact under- especially when it entails manipulating indi-
_. standing of the steps performed by these corn- vidual bits.
puters. 6. Display and presentation technol-t
2. Faster ground p_ocessing equip- ogy needs stimulation. This involves the
ment is needed. The present s_ate-of-the-art problem of rapid comprehensiov of very large
permits about one megabit proze_ing rate in volumes of data by the experimenters and
terms of special processing equipment, such as other users. A number of activities are cur-
t signal conditioners, ,_n_l in terms of com- rentiy under,ray in the investigation of color,puters. If PCMsystems will operate at several motion picture displays, three-dimensional
• _, megabit rates, then faster processing systems displays, etc.; but much more activity is ,,.
,_!_ will be needed on the ground, needed in this area.
, 3. The third area involves the util/za- !
_ tion of large volumes of image data. Sever_! Conclusion
_. authors have mentioned image rates of I000
_" pictures per day from a future space station. The data will need to reac5 the experi-
_, Others have predicted that these will be pro- reenters from orbiting telescopes accurately
cesscd by the use of advanced digital tech- and rapidly; some of it almost hvmediately,
m
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some of it within a day, and most of it with#: for the data-processing and analysis following
a week. It must be in easily usable form, or a lauach as are necessary for building the ex-
there will be a tendency not to use it because p_riments before launch. It appears reason-
of its large volume, able to expect that this rule of thumb may
It is interesting to note that past experi- a_o apply to the data-processing for future
_ ence with unmanned scientific missions has astronomy missions.
'. indicated that as many dollars are necessary
1970027360-117
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Calibration, Simulation, and Testing
of Large Orbiting Stellar Ot,ser, atories
James L. Dig#nz
NASA Goddard Skate Fligh_ Center
"1 N70-3669 1'
" Introduction This paper is premised upon a proven,
well-established need for full-systems testing.
In this paper an attempt will bc made to If there i_ anyone who has any reservations
present the state-of-the-ar', i_ the calibration, about the validity of this premise, reference 1
'.. simulation, and te_dnt, c: large orbiting should provide sufficient proof of the sound-
:: observatories designed to add to out knowl- ness of applying this test philosophy to any
* edge in the field of stellar as. ,_.r,omv. "Large" scientific satellite test program. There i, .also a
,, in this instance megns observatories of the requirement for components and subsystems
" Orbiting Astronolracal Observatory (OAO) tests; however, this paper deals ordv with full
class, namely, 7_,_feet in diameter by 10 feet systems or very large subsystems, such as the
_ high and weighing from 4000 to 4600 potmds entire spacecraft or the complete experiment
_. in the orbital configuration. The largest package consisting of a telescope, a spectrom-
_ aperture _elescope in the current OAO series eter, and detection devtces. After the expefi-
i; 38 i:tches in diameter, ment package is installed into the spacecraft,
In dealing with the enviror,mental sire- that configuration will be referre,; :,_,as an
_: _dation and the electrical and mechanical observatory.
:. functional testing aspects, it would be rather Calibration, simulation, and testing are
_ pointless to enumerate and to describe the the final activities performed just nrior to
various thermal-vacuum chambers throughout preparations for launch; however, if a mean-
i the country that arc large enough to handle ingful and efficient acceptan:e tesl program is
an OAO for this t_pe of work. There are a to be conducted, calibration, simulation, and
minh,um of 25 such chambers and at least test personnel must provid inputs to thi
5 four of these are ,-,quipped with solar simu- program from the concept stage. The obser-
_t lators of va:tous types. It would be more vatory must be designed to be tested. "
_, rueful for the pu_oses of this workshop to
; discuss the techniques, equipment, and Simulation
facilitiesfor simulation and testing that have
_' actually been used on the OAO's. In such a The types of environmental simulati,.-n
dk_cussion, it should become clear how wide a required for a pal dcular observatory depetad
variety of talents and facilities is required to in large part upon the nature of the experi-
support an observatoryof this type, ments to be performed in orbit, the !aun_h
. In the area of caflbrarlon, all of "he vehicle, and the particular orbit , iected.
optical test faciLities used fer OAO will be Variations in Oiese parameters, a_ well as in
treated in substantial detail. In addition, some the configuratimt and other de_dgna_pects of
concepts ior facilities that will be needed for the observatory, can drastically change the
the calibration and evaluation of future space relative significance of tJte various environ-
stellar observatories w_ be presented along ments and the iwportance attached to simu-
wi,h recommendations for developn,ental luting these enviror_meats on the ground.
_, projects that will be necessary to supt--.._.'su_h Nevertheless, an_ observatory must withstand
. eacllities, the eitects of transportation, grounO-
j It3
t
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!_!/ handling, launch phase, and orbital vacuum hand, the "specifists" working with a given
and thermal conditions as well as certain design or family of designs can often accept
_ types of hard radiation and magnetic simulation ui the effects of the natural
v. influence_, environment. The gap between these extremes
,L
In general, the determination of O',eneed provides the technical and economic arena in
to simulate a particular environment is made which simulation and analysis are debated. In
by performing certain analytical stud_?s of the this area of debate, tradeoff decisions are
observatory in the light of the antior_ated made, and g complimentary system is evolved
natural and self-generated_JmOn_e_s _to.. _l)a¢v_,l _ield proof of the major design
which the observatory will b_subje_ted'frbin _Lssuinpfions within definable boundaries of
the time of manufacture until the end of its risk and dollar expenditure. Such questions
expected useful life in orbit. The validity of as: "Are solar, albedo, and infrared simulators
such an analysis is dependent upon the exact- really necessary?" are valid and need to be
ness of our knowledge of environmental levels answered in the light of risk.
_ and the spacecraft interactions that will be
_. Testingencountered and upon the degree of refme-
ment of the analysis method used. At the The GAO differs markedly from most
present time, the degree ofunce_ainty in the other scientific satellites; in orbit, it depends
,, results of these analyses requires proof of the on a closed loop relationship with its ground
major assumptions; hence, additional steps are support system for operation and survival.
_: taken to improve our confidence level. These There is a constant requirement to collect,
steps become a major consideration in estab- process, and display data in real-time to
lishing a meaningful test program. For enable operations personnel to evaluate
r example, in the structural area, a mathe- performance and to exercise command
matical model is constructed, and response functions at specified intervals. This high
_ predictions are made for the launch environ- degree of human involvement requires exten-
ment. A hardware structural model is built sive training and intricate knowledge of the
_:_ and tested, and the predicted values are abilities of the OAO systems. To ensure the
_ verified or refined by measurements. At the acquiring of this knowledge, the OAO Project
same time, actual flight measurements are personnel have attempted to keep all ground
made on the launch vehicle and are used to support equipment used throughout the
_. refine the driving forces used in the analysis, program identical with that used for flight
Later, tests are made on the flight obser- operations. This assimilation of flight-type
vatory, and a further refmement takes place, operational techniques and restraints during
_, Finally, data are collected during the actual systems environmental testing presents a
launch phase, and the loop is closed. The unique set of problems.
mathematical modeling and analysis method The OAO Ground Support System is
are "massaged" once more; during this second made up of elements of the NASA Communi-
manipulation, the predictions and the struc- cations (NASCOM) Network, Space Tracking
rural test program are easier to handle and are and Data Acquisition Network (STADAN),
improved, and the OAO Operation Control Center
The same basic analytical approach (OCC). The system provides facilities for
_ toward determining simulation and test needs transmitting, receiving, and processing the '
is applied in the thermal area. Experience in data necessary for operation of the obser-
working with these analytical tools, tel'reed vatory by ground personnel. The commands
by test and flight data, has led the "univer- to control the observatory arc provided by
salists" to the conclusion that near- the Support Computer Program System
duplication of the natural solar and planetary (SCPS), figure 1, on an ABM 360/65 corn-
thermal radiation environment is the way to puter through the SDS 930 computer central
solve the thermal test problem. On the other processor.
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i Figure1. Support computerprogramsystem.|
The SCPS provides the Orbiting Astro- which are developed dm'ng major subsystem
nomical Observatory (OAO)v, ith the neces- te_ting and integration buildup, are pro-
P sary man-computer linkage between the grammed into the overall test procedure and :-
experimenters and the missior, operations are used throughout the observatory accep-
staff on the one hand and the orbiting obser- tance and prelaunch test phases. ,,
vatory on the other. In the day-to-day opera- :-
tion of the OAO, the SCPS also furnishes
The Environmental Test Cycle
command sequences to be sent to the space-
craft to enab!e it to execute its intended
scientific mission while maintaining observa- In the following discussion of the test _ r
tory integrity, cycle, no attempt will be made to retain a
In order to prepare for this type of chronological sequence; instead, the tests will
orbital operation, special data-handling or be treated by category. One characteristic of ,_
ground support equipment is used to simulate stellar observatories, namely, susceptibility to
the electrical and communication interfac_ contamination, has to be mentioned at the
of the spacecraft during the experiment test outset because it has a major bearing on the
and calibration proglam. The same philos- adequacy of any test facility apd even on the
ophy is applied to the spacecraft and then to sequence of tests. Contaminants exist in so
,_ the observatory. The tests are conducted many forms end can cause such a serious
under computer program control, and a degradation in performance of an optical
notably high degree of flexibility and safety is observatory that this topic will be treated in
achieved. Safety is stressed because of tire more detail in other papers. It is mentioned
often delicate nature of the optical detectors only to provide a basis for understanding
and their corresponding sensitivity to corn- some of the comments made in connection
mand sequences. Procedural techniques, with many of the facility descriptions.
1970027360-120
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_. Cleanliness scattering in a spectrometer. Similar knowl-
edge regarding corrosive gases and water vapor
_ The concern about contamination is equallysparse.
-_,
:. provider, the impetus for performing periodic People are the major source of contami-
. cleanliness inspections. For this purpose and nants in a clean room. A good set of guide-
for numerous electrical and mechanical lines for people to follow are contained in
: functional tests in air thcoughout the test reference 3; however, getting people to think
cycle, large clean rooms are needed. Figure 2 and act in accordance with these procedures is
_, shows the OAO A-2 observatory in such a quite another problem.
? clean room at Cape Kennedy. Details of the
methods and equipment used for cleanliness Integrationinspections at the Goddard Space Flight
'; Center (GSFC) are given in reference 2. In The integration of components a. o sub-
general, these inspections involve the; use of
• ultraviolet lamps, sun guns, fiberscopes, and systems into a spacecraft requires a large clean
, room area, similar that shown in figure 3.
examination of samples taken with tapes, This is a horizontal la, inar, flow room using
_ wipes, and by vacuuming, prefilters and HEPA filters. It is class 10,000
_ or better; without people, class 100 is
achieved.* The temperature is controlled
.... between 70° and 74°F with only -+½°F
"": variation about the selected control tempera-
ture. The humidity control system is cur-
., rently being upgraded to provide control
between 40 and 45 percent relative humidity
during any season of the year, instead of the
, present condition of 45 percent maximum. A
•" _" positive pressure of 0.2 to 0.4 inch water gage
"- is maintained, and the airflow velocity is
i: 100 feet per minute + 20 feet per minute.
, Figure 4 shows how the room looks
_ during an actual integration process. Func-
tional testing in this facility is performed
" _ Figure2. OAO-A2Observatoryin cleanroo_ ¢
; We do not have to look very deeply into
( the matter of clean rooms to find that
]_ adequate facilities can be, and have been,
designed and built; however, specifications for
clean rooms to serve the special needs of
stellar observatories are woefully inadequate.
This situation stems from a lack of quanti-
.. tative knowledge of such things as: what
._ concentrations of what size dust particles will
confuse a star tracker or cause too much
* The class numberof a cleanroom refersto thenumberof particlespercub;_foot that are0.3
micronandlarger. Figure3. Spacecraft checkout area, empty.
...... mi
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"," Figure4. Spacecraftcheckout areav_th OAO space.
craft.
concurrently with the integration activities
L. and between various other environmental
:, tests.
Vibration ::,
Once a meaningful vibration spectrum Figure5. OAO in 30K vibrationcell.
• has been established for an observatory, a
.;-_- facility similar to the one shown in figure 5 is environment. Recent studies (ref. 4), how-
_" required. This facility consists of a ever, have indicated that the direct acoustic
',;: 30,000-pour " .hrust shaker that can be used path may be more severe than previously
_..
_., vertically or laterally. In figure 5, the OAO is realized.
._ mounted on a slippery table that enabIes the As a result, an evolution in test philos-
:_' shaker (on the left) to produce the lateral ophy is occurring; acoustic tests are becoming¢.¢
.( thrust needed. At the same time, torsion is an increasingly important and necessary
being introduced by the smaller shaker seen in segment of the test program of large space-
the background, lower right-hand corner. The craft. This is partly due to the practical
:". shakers and test item are mounted on a limitation that random energy induced at the
._, spring-isolated, 300,000-pound, reinforced spacecraft interface by a vibration exciter
', concrete block. The entire room is a laminar does not distribute itself realistically
_. downflow, class-10,000 clean room. throughout large structures. In addition, the
thermal control systems for large pointed
_ Acoustics spacecraft employ components such as thinfoil skins, thermal louvers, and sun baffles, all
During powered flight, particularly at of which are particularly sensitive to acoustic ,_
.,. launch and dunng transonic re#me, acoustic excitation because of their panel-like con- i
energy excites the observatory both through struction. Because of the greater power
the structtaral path and by direct acoustic consumption needs of observatory class space- ,_:
-,. impingement through the shroud. Prewous craft, the solar paddle surface area is much
_. test philosophy has consisted primarily of greater. Also, at least ir_ the case of OAO, an
;, using random vibration to simulate this flight unusually large number of subsystems are "
m I I m I I f
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mounted on vibration isolators. These last
two considerations necessitate the inclusion
of acoustic testing in the environmental test
: program because the structural and functional
integrity of the equipment cannot be demon-
_:. strated by vibration exposure.
• Launch Phase
In addition to mechanical and acoustical
:_' vibrations, the need for real-time pressure ........ .:-
: profile testing has also shown itself many _ " :?,_ '_ " : _"
times in the recent past. Its primary objective _.i..i:_.
: is to demonstrate adequate pressure venting - : " '_
of the multilayered, aluminized, mylar insu-
_- lation used for passive thermal control of Figure6. Launch-phasesirnulator.
?, large spacecraft. Rupture or "ballooning" of
'4- this insulation could easily cause either To date, multiaxis motion has been achieved
; improper thermal control of the spacecraft or only in the offboard configuration.)
" obscuration of the optical elements in the 5. Time and mode. Each of these
: observatory, systems can simulate the actual environmental '
conditions in real-time and can be operated inr To meet the requirements of this com-
bination of launch environments, a Launch either the automatic or manual mode.
Phase Simulator (LPS) has been built at 6. Description." Physically, the facility
GSFC. Figure 6 is a photograph of this is a large centrifuge (60-foot radius to payload
facility; figure 7 is a drawing of its general center of gravity) weighing approximately
_- 500,000 pounds and having a cylindrical testarrangement. The LPS is described in detail in
,_. reference 5. The salient features of this chamber (12 feet in diameter by 22 feet long)
;- facility are: mounted on the end of the centrifuge arm.
1. Steady acceleration: 30 g maximum The chamber houses the acoustic, vacuum,
'_ with capability of simulating acceleration and vibration systems; it can accommodate a
_. rates of the Delta, Agena, and larger classes of payload or spacecraft configuration that
_, liquid-fuel engine boosters, weighs up to 5000 pounds and can be con-
" 2. Acoustic noise." 150 db rms overall taine,d in an envelope 10 feet in diameter by
15 feet long. The centrifuge is located in an
sound pressure level (SPL) exterior to the
_i shroud-enclosed spacecraft. This spectrum is enclost:re, or rotunda, 157 feet in diameter byfiat from 100 to 700 Hz, w_th 6 db/octave 27 feet high.
roll-off from 700 to 12,000 Hz. This facility has been used for several3. Pressure: programmed to follow the specific tests on OAO. Perhaps one of the
_[, launciJ pressure profile from 760 torr to most significant results observed during these
i 3x 10-t torr; i.e., up to an altitude of tests is shown in figure 8. The rupture of
approximately 190,000 feet. insulation during a real-time pressure pull-
.. " 4. Mechanical vibration: three degrees down can be seen as it occurred on the prot_
of freedom (longitudinal, lateral, and pitch) type Goddard Experiment Package (GEP) for
, from 0.5 to 200 Hz with both sinusoidal and the OAO.
random capability. Multiaxis motion with this
system may be either independent or simul- Thermal Vacuum
i 'i
taneous. (This system Js capable of operation
on the centrifuge arm or in an offboard con- Once the need for thermal simulation to
dition mounted on a seismic reaction mass. improve the confidence level of thermal pre-
i
| _
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_- ! TRAY TEST CHAMBER CENTER SECTION
" -SLIP RING_. INBOARD SECTION TEST CHAMBFR• COU OUTBOARD SECTION
(;., ARM STRUCTURE
,_., COLLECTION MODULE
,,v-.
4_ COMPRESSED _IR BOTTLES BEARING AND
: BULL GEAR COVER ACOUSTIC HORN
(FOR ACOUSTIC HORN)
_ MAIN VACUUM VALVE DRIVE MOTOR- DRIVE SHAFT AND PINION GEAR
_, ISOLATION VALVE (TYPICAL) SUPPORT PEDESTAL LINE
//
/ \
VACUUM /
_" STEArl
UTILITY TRENCH
, Figure 7. General arrvngement o/launch-phase simulator.
_: dictions is established, an observatory of the chamber might well be required for future
I OAO size requires a test chamber similar to observatories.the one shown in the foreground in figure 9. The SES chamber has been used exten-
i This chamber at GSFC is called the Space sively for OAO tests. It is described in detail
_- Environment Simulator (SES). The chamber in reference 6. A very detailed description of
_ in the back_ound in figure 9 is a Dynamic the test procedure for the OAO A-2 thermal
Test Chamber (DTC), in which deployment, model test is given in reference 7. Some of the
separation, and spin tests are performed in salient features of the SES are:
vacuum at room temperature. Although the 1. Chamber: 33-foot interior diameter
DTC was not used for OAO, a similar by 58 feet high (28 feet by 40 feet, working
volume).
#
Flsure 9. Space environment simulator and dynamic
Figure 8. GEP prototype insulation rupture test chamber.
i
i
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SOLAR SIMULATOR
2. Shroud: liquid nitrogen (LN2) at COOL,,Gs*S,+M_-_r ----7---------'1
100OK. _. __OLAR S,MOLA,OR
3. Pumps: eight mechanical pumps, ,.-
eight blowers, 17 oil-diffusion pumps, each OO,,S_AL,..(/-_;
having a capacity of 50,000 liters per second
and a 32-inch diameter, and a cryopump co_o,,, .._ _,_,,,,oGs,
consisting of 15OK helium-cooled panels .,o_\ ,-,_,X _*_.-I_M
OAO C_VO
covering one-half the height of the chamber. 0,,,_,o_ oAo [ __,0M,,_l IFI'¢ A"A'
• _ FLOOR4. Pump-down time: 13 hours to _ qll ,-,z-'s'g,--, 113:LI,L,,,,,o,
_" 1 x 10-9 torr, clean, dry, and empty; 24 hours ,,_ ili'" "'ili'IIV_.z_
to 1 x 10-a torr with full solar simulation. ,_.,, , , ,, , .,R_oo_
I I I i $ I
" 5. Solar simulator: .. _ ___ '." ' 'I I I i I I IIASEMENT
; a. 17V2-foot diameter at chamber _ ::: - _R ,L,VA+,O_
; floor uniform to -+10%/ft_
.: b. Intensity: variable 75 to 15G
; watts/ft 2
' c. Collimation: 2 degrees (half- ,,,,.o_,s_,,oR+_r_u_,
i angle) Figure 10. General arrangement of space environ-
d. 127 modules using 3.5-kilo- mentsimulator.
watt, HgXe, short-arc lamp,
aluminized ellipsoidal relict- the magnetic moment of the flight obser-
tor, four quartz lenses, and a vatory was measured in an earth-ambient-field
Cassegrainian collimating facility at Grumman Aircraft Engineering
system. Corporation, and compensating magnets were
In eddition to the above features, the installed. A zero-field facility suitable for the
,_ SES is alst, equipped with a large two-axis OAO size of observatory is in operation at the
po_tioner so that the aspect angle and spin of GSFC test complex and is shown in figure 11.
a spacecraft can be changed during test.
; Figure l 0 shows a cro_s-sectional view of
_ -_+t,__+'
" the chamber and depicts the manner in which
it was converted to a class-lO, O00 convert-
. _ tional type of clean room to meet the needs
- of stellar observatories. It is believed that this
is the only thermal-vacuum cP,amber of its
size that has been so modified. This was
_, necessary for OAO to retain its cleanliness
+ status during the test setup phase. Con-
tamination problems associated with opera-
tions under thermal-vacuum conditions have
received a great deal of attention as have all
vacuum chambers utilized for OAO at any
• configuration level; i,e., component, sub- ,,
., , system, and the like. More defmitive work
needs to be done in this area.
Magnetics
Depending upon the particular design !,
chosen for an observatory, magnetic testing
may be required. For example, on OAO A-l, Fqure 11. Attltudecontrolt_tfacllity.
t
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i_, This photo shows an DAD structural model in facilities in clean rooms; or it may be possible
_:.;= the 40-foot coil facility, to protect the observatory while it is in a
_" A stated restriction on this paper is that facility.
-: it deal only with fiicilities "large" enough to Throughout the test cycle, substantial
:'. test major subsystems of the DAD class; data collection, processing, and display capa-
; however, one of the purposes of this work- bility is needed to handle facility and test
" shop is to exchange information, particularly
" that which may not be generally known, data as distinguished from observatory telem-
Therefore, a uniquemagnetic test facility that etry data. In the GSFC test complex, a
_': could be used for component and small sub- centralized data-handling facility is used. It is
system testing is shown in figure 12. This is a partially shown in figure 13; a brief descrip-
5-foot cylindrical, nonmagnetic, thermal- tion of its capabilities is given in Appendix A.
_:: vacuum chamber, described in detail in
. reference 8.
!.,
_,_ . GLASS PORT
_' & INSTRUMENTATION
-;----- I--..... ---l-tcois
._.
'_ _ I k ,k ,' _"-S[_eAT)ON I\ ,o,,,, /
7'/,,.,C*.J[VnON f[
. Figure13. Centra_ed data-h=ndlingfaall_v.
• DIFFUSION eUldP lr T
'_ II ...sT,,o Optical Calibration and "rest Facilities #
JA. . . FtOOR
Jl
:, There are five optical calibration and test
_i facilities used for the OAO program: the "
_ Figure 12. Nmmw,_eff¢ thcmal.mcuum chamber, vacuum optical bench, the low-temperature
_' optical facility, the Princeton optical bench,
the optical alignment facility, and the optical
Other Test-Cycle Suoportinf Facgities engineering laboratory. _ F "
Generally, near the start of the test
cycle, mass properties of major subsystems of Vacuum Optical Bench
an observatory must be measured. The pre.
cision of measurement needed determines the The Vacuum Optical Bench (VOB) was
complexity of weighing, balancing, and designed and built primarily for performing |
moment-of-inertla test facilities. Also, de- the radiometric calibration of the stellar
pending on their mode of operation and experiment packages for theOAO program. A
precision, it may be necesary to house such cutaway drawing of the VOB is shown in
1970027360-126
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figure 14. The facility is located in a three- with either end up (for -+1g testing) and in or
': story, class-I 0,000 clean room in the test out of the chamber as desired.
complex of the Test and Evaluation Division The optical experiment to be calibrated
at GSFC and h:.s been ia use for experiment is mounted within the optical bench structure
calibration since late 1964. and is rigidly held in place on mounting lugs
that are geometrically identical to those on
the spacecraft. Tb_ bench is capable of
accepting experime ,t packages up to 40
inches in diameter by 120 inches long and
weighing up to !000 pounds.
The Star-Simulator System (SSS) i_ the
; ; key system of the VOB with regard to the
confidence level that can be established in
calibrating a stellar experiment. The SSS can
be described by using the optical schematic
shown in figure 15. Radiation from a light
source, S, is focused by a toroidal mirror, M,,
onto the entrance slit, AI, of the mono-
chromator. Passing through the mono-
chromator, the light is diffracted and focused
on a circular exit aperture, Aa. The exit
ape,,ture rerves also as the entrance aperture
of the main collimator. The collimator optics
are an f/10 Cassegrainian system with a
convex hyperbcloid, M4, and an f/2.03
concave parboloid, Ms. The 38qnch diameter
_t
output beam of the Cass_grainian collimator
is used to irradiate the experiment being cali-
brated.
The performance requirements of the
Figure14. Vacuumopticalbench(VOB/. SSS are unusual. Not only are narrow band-
pass, small beam divergence, and both high
and low _ux levels desired, but also a high "
The principal elements of the VOB are a degree of unifo_dty across the collimated
vacuum chamber, 7 feet in diameter by 25 beam is necessary, In addition, a high degree
feet high, and a removable vertical optical of stability with time is needed with regard to
bench. The bench has its own integral star- the flux level and pointing direction.
simulator system, which includes Light in general, the VOB operates over the
sources, a vacuum ultraviolet mono- wavelength range from 1100 to 5000
chrom_tor, a 38-inch aperture Cassegrainian angstroms. The bandpass can be varied from 2
collimator, and a movable beam probe, to 4 angstroms while under vacuum. The total
The bench is adequately isolated from decollimation of the beam at a 2-angstrom
' i building vibrations; it stands on a set of bandpaas may be as small as 2 arc seconds. A
kinematic piers mounted on a 9-foot deep dynamicrangeof flux ef 103 canbe achieved
concrete block: the chamber rests on the and reliably meamvred_,dthout resorting to
building floor. With the use of an overhead- the useof pulse-._ountingtechniques.
traveling brid_ crane and a special b_neh Although enclosedlight _ourcesare used
up-ender, the entire bench, with an experi- for some specificpurposes,a free-flowinggas
ment installed, can be positioned vertically dischargesource is usedfor most cafibrations.
f
1
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,- design and additional details on the VOB are
'_&. given in reference 10. The original mono-
_ design a plane mirror,
chromator consisted of
.,, M4 which rotated about the "enter of the
_:' Rowland circle, and a coacave tripartite
i_ gating. In 1962, when that fiA_t design was
._,. selected, no one had ever coated a 38-inch-
.1 diameter mirror with aluminum plus a
• magnesium fluoride overcoating; hence, the
:_: reflectance that would be achieved at wave-
" lengths near 1216 angstroms was unknown
,_ but was expected to be low. Consequently,
"_ the minimum possible number of reflecting[ surfaces was used throughou_ the VOB, This, M5 was _he reason for selecting that particular. _ . i monochromator design. Due principally to
_ _ - O M! the tripartite grating, iarge intensity variations --
_= existed across the output cone from the
monochromator. After the facility was built,
A1 it was found that sufficient reflectance was
. V achieved to permit the use of additional. /_ reflections. At that point, the mono-chromator was redesigned. A plane gati g
was used, and more efficient use of the light
•_ source was made by incorporating the
toroidal mirror. A drematic improvement in
i uniformity in the 38-inch beam occurred, and
the flux leve!s actually increased even though
two additional reflecting surfaces were
involved.
"the Cassegalni_m collimator has the
focal point located inside the hole in the
Hgur¢ l& Opticalschtzmt_ of FOB_tu _nulator primary mirror. Thh is a most restricth_g
syston choice, one to be avoided in avy future
facility if at all possible. The aluminium-plus-
A differential pumping system minimizes the n_sgnesium-fluoride coating techniques have
pressure rise in the main vacuum chamber, been so refmed during the past few years that
The type of gas, its flow rate, and the light in December 1968, when the 38-inch
source current can be varied while under diameter primary mirror was ias_coated, the
vacuum In addition_ a filter changer allows reflectance obtained at 1216 angstroms was
the placement of color and net_tral den_ty 82.5 percent with only a ±2 percent variati,_n
. filters in front of the monochromator over the entire surface. Nearly the same
entrance slit. Optimization of the source deg_= of uniformity has been achieved using
materials an¢_ th_ range of currents has re- iitiOum fluoride overcoatings, bu_ a com- i
suited in stable operation for periods in excess promise must be made between the reflec-
of 100 hours, tance desired at Lyman a and Lyman _. The ]Specific de*.alis of the present mono- technique used is described in reference 11.
chrometor design are given in reference 9. A Each time the mirr_ have to be
discussion _f the nmtlts achieved with this changed, the remounting and realignmeut of !
i I
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them is avery time-consumingprocess. In this The intended use of the SSS is to
f/10 system, the best focus position is very perform an absolute radiometric calibration
sensitive to intervertex spacing. Adjustments of stellarexpe_ment packages.This requi_esa
must be made to locate the best focus within detailed knowledge of lhe absolute flux level
the dimensional range available for posi- in the 38-inch beam and any spati-..l or
tioning the monochromator exit aperture, temporal variations o! the flux !evel. Fo
Except for the time required for these initial obtain such data ":nthe VOB, an r-0 dr_ve,
alignments, the method presently in use is beam probe is used to transport calibrated
adequate for the non.diffraction-limited multiplier phototubes to scan the 38-inch
optics concurrently on hand. This method beam. In a nornr,d s_an in the VOB, 3000 _,._
involves autocollimating from a large fiat, dat. _oints are obtained. This requires the _:_
scanning alon;; the optical axis to find the availability of high-,,peed data collection, t"
best image position for various intervertex processing,and display equipment.
settings, then measuringandphotographically The calibration of these scanning multi-
recording the return image. This cut.and-try plier phototubes, i_ order to use them as
method would not be accurate enough to
make effective use of diffraction-limited secondary standards, requires on-site Inborn-
optics. (Interferometric and other suitable tory equipment for performingaccurate cali-brations in the visible, near ultraviolet, and
techniques currently available will be di_ vacuum ultraviolet. Years of learningtime are
cussed in other workshop papers.) Careful needed to use such equ/pment knowl-
consideration must alsobe given to the adapt- edgeably. The on-site requirementstems from
ability of such techniques for use in a two sources. First, there is evidence that such
thermal-vacuum environment. This is
certainly a "must" for any future calibration tubes change absolute calibration with time,which makes us to want to calibrate them
facility, immediatelybefore andafter each use period.
Becauseit is time-consumingto remove, Second, only a ve_ few organizations are
* re,coat, and reinstah the VOB collimator eqfi/pped to perfor'-tb_ vacuum ultra,_iolet
optics, degradation of coatings due to any portion of the calibrations, and their labora-
type of contaminant is a matter of continual tories are fully utilized in handling the/ own
concern. Regacdless of the care exercised, work. Much more needs to be done in this
eventually the problem of cleaning the particularfield.
mirrors in place must be faced. This type of
cleaning has been successfully done for the Consideratior. of the bed.m-probedrive
magnesiun_-fiuoride overcoated mirrors by system and the electronic and electrical
flooding the 3&inch-cliameterprimary mirror equipment invol'_edin the measurement of
with freon TF and immediatelydryingit with the flux in the beam opens another door to a
clean, dry, gaseous nitrogen. That statement, whole spectrum of problems Avoidance of
however, should be viewed with a great de_l contamination servesas a major constcainton
of caution because success is largely material selection in each case. Some key
dependent upon the actual technique use,t areas of concern are with __otors, lubricants,
andseveralotherfactors,suchasthe typeof nonreflectingfinishes and coatings, higlP
tubing, the spraynozzle, the handling,the voltagecables,connectorsandfeedthroughs,
"' :. source of the freon,etc. Cleaningthis38.inch electrical noise and magnetic fieldgeneration.
mirrorwhen overcmted with fithiumfluoride Although it seems _hat enough is known in
has not as yet been attempted because to these areas to survive today, e: _h time the
determir,e the degreeof success wouldrequire need arises to stretch the ¢,_,;ilities of _he
that the chamber be available for three VOB, subetar.tialexplorator'. ,,.,_khas to be
months. Such cleaning, however, has been done. The IL,,tof usable r,;, ,ials and equip
done on small mirrorsby Dr. Ceorge Hamat merits in t_ese areas :r,_: be expanded to
Fort Belvoir. meet thene,'ds of futt_ . ,:;_erv_tories.
t
t
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::" Low Temperature Optical Facility The collimator is a Newtonlan mirror
_; system, which directs the light from several
_. The Low Temperature Optical Facility interchangeable light sources in a 39-inch
(LTOF), which is a companion facility to the collimated beam to the optical experiment
VOB, was built to determine any misalign- under test. The optical system of the facility
ments that may occur in the OAO experiment is thermally compensated, and means are
,_ packages when they are subjected to orbital provided for initial alignment and for
temperatures. Ever since the first test of an checking this alignment at the test tempera-
_, experintent was run in late 1964, this facility ture.
, has be_n found to be far more useful than was The special handling device is provided
:' originally envisioned. Consequently, some to receive an OAO experiment in the vertical
broad-bandpass calibration capability has position, to rotate it to the horizoptal, to
been incorporated into the facility. A con- transport it into the chamber, and to serve as
ceptual drawing of the LTOF is shown in a mounting structure during tests. The experi-
figure 16. ment can be rotated in pitch and yaw +-15
_:
2. degrees about the geometrical center and 360
_ degrees about the roll axis for +1 g testing.
The handling device will accept experiment
packages up to 40 inches in diameter by 120
inches long and weighing up to 1000 pounds.
._" An X-Y beam-probe scanning device is
provided; it carries a multiplier phototube.
The use of a thermoelectric cooler makes it
possible to maintain this tube at -20°C at any
chamber temperature. The flux level and
uniformity in the 39-inch beam are measuredt
_ ' " by using this scanner. High-speed data collec-tion techniques are employed in much the
same fashion as in the VOB. An array of light
_'_. Figure16. Low temperatureopticalfacilitv." sources, imaging optics, broad bandpass, and
• neutral density filters are located in an insu-
The LTOF consists of a controlled- lated light-source housing that is maintained
temperature test chamber, 13 feet wide by 43 at +230C by a separate air-handling system.
_ feet long by 7½ feet high. Inside the chamber, Numerous boresighting and angle-
_: but mounted on a vibration-isolating block via measuring instruments are available, but each (_
, penetrations in the chamber floor, is a 39-inch presents a unique set of problems because of
_. clear-aperture collimator and a special the low temperatures in the chamber. The
handlir'.g device for experiments. The chamber proper application of low temperature lubri- i
is provided with a thermal lock for personnel cants and the selection of suitable electrical
access at low temperatures. The chamber and insulation are most perplexing until one has
anteroom meet class-10,000 clean-room re- gained some experience in their use at these
quirements, low temperatures. An accuracy of 1 arc } -
The temperature in the clmmber can be second in making anf:e measurements has
varied from +23 ° to-60°Cata predetermined been achieved and ca, be intproved upon
rate. Test temperature is held to ±I*C under certaincor, ditions.
throughout the testing area. The dew point of It should be pointed out that, since air is
the air is maintained below -600C in order to used in the LTOF, tests are generally run with
prevent any condensation on components in all of the elements of an experiment package
the chamber, at a uniform temperature as opposed to a
i
i | ............. i
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_ gradient condition, which would prevail in AUTOCOLLIM,TORNOITHEODOLITEAUTC'COLLIMATOR NO 2
,.. orbit. Consequently, the information JACKSCREW. _ Z//AUTGCOLLIMATORNO3
-'_,. obtained in such tests falls into the category _ _ _jSTAR SOU,CE
_i of diagnostic and relative data rather than ...O_r,CA,r BLE
absolute calibration data. By the same token, ]E
_ since man can enter the chamber, tests such as __ .--. f A,R_ONT; image quality and resolution tests can be _'-'_JACK
_ performed easily whereas these would be very _ ,i_ _ ]_difficult, if not impossible, to do in a vacuum. .L _ ,.._
_ For the calibration and evaluation of
:2
: future observatories, a combined therm.al-
;_ vacuum-optical facility is needed. It has been :i_
: found to be most difficult to combine the rl ....CRYO_E_,Cs.ROUO
results obtained in the VOB (vacuum only) L /_
with those of the LTOF (low temperature
_ only). From an operational standpoint, how-
ever, the unique operating modes of each , _o,oPE_
facility should be retahled to aid in improving ._
the confidence level one can achieve with _ "'VACUUMCHAMBER12x15 THERMAt.
regard to the launch readiness of a future
observatory.
Princeton Optical Bench _"
A partial step toward a combined FigurelT. Ptinceton opticalbench,schematic.
thermal-vacuum-optical facility has been
,_ tak,;,_ with the Princeton Optical Bench the experiment's fine gaddance sensor, tele-
(POB), shov:n diagrammatically in figure 17. scope a.,ds, spectrometer slit location, and
The bench and a special optical dome are several reference mirrors located on critical
mounteu on a 12-foot-diameter by 15-foot- elements can be measured.
_: hi#: thermal-vacuumchamber. Several optical The optical instrument table, from
measuring hastruments are mounted on an which all other bench components and the" isolated table outside and above the chamber, experiment are suspended, is isolated from
These instruments consist of a 4-inch- chamber vibrations through air mounts and is
diameter star simulator and several auto- also serve-driven to preserve its orier_tation to
collimators and theodolites. Electrordc levels gravity. In addition, as thermal gradients
._ and a pendulous mirror are used to adjust the change the lengths of the columns, these
lines of sight of these instruments parallel to columns are serve-driven to retain parallelism
each other. Hanging from the optical table are between the experiment support ring and the
three serve-driven columns, which penetrate optical table.
the dome through vacuum-tight bellows. Acceptance tests using a model of the
Inside the chamber, the actual bench strut- OAO Princeton Experiment were completed
'" " ture is connected to the columns. At the during March 1969. Angle-measuring accura-
.... lower end of the bench is a rigid support ring cies of approximately 2 arc seconds were
in which the experiment package and a multi- obtained. With this design, isolation from
mode thermal control shroud are mounted, vibrations and other distortions is sufficiently
As the thermal gradients on the experi- good to keep the jitter in the sub-a_-second
ment package are changed, through the region.
control shroud, to simulate various orbital Note that all of the optical instruments
conditions, the angular relationships among are mounted external to the thermal-vacuum
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+ chamber. It is likely that in any future facility DIHEDRAL
"_; most of these instruments would have to _,,
operate inside the chamber. This would _, ,.g,o .
_ require adaptation, if not modification, of PORTABLli-ELEVATOR
¢- currently available devices. ,. W0RI_STAND_7
• SPACECRAFT
?7 Optical Alignment Facility
i To meet the fine aligr.ment and fine
,+:. photometric requirements of the OAO A-2 " -+ ":"• /
:, complete observatory, the Optical Alignment MIRRORMOUNTING
;" Facility (OAF) was designed and built at , PLATE THEODOLITE
_ GSFC. This facility incorporates an improved
_-_. method of optical tooling for the detemli- _"i :-_'_-nRIl|__.'O. nation of the angular alignment of randorrdy _.... ++,_+ -_ .... +. _ MIRROR+PPOIfl'
._+': oriented devices. The OAF is shown schemati-
cally in figure 18 and is described in detail in (Generalarrangement,plan itle_F )
• reference 12.
rhe OAF was designed primarily for
£ determining the r_-ll, pitch, and yaw coordi-
-_ nates of the star trackers, solar sensors, lets,
' and other components of the OAO. It is
located in the _pacecraft checkout area, a
:,+ class-10,O00 clean room, in Building 7 near
_ the other environmental facilities of the Test
_::+ and Evaluation Division.
_.. The OAF consists of a remotely con-
trolled, precision rotary table on which the
test object is located, a vertical tooling bar for
.', , ,
. a first-order theodolite, an overhead structure
for locating relay mirrors, and an elevator to
enable the operators tc position the theodo- • _
lite at any elevation. The permanent azimuth
_i_ reference is a dihedral mirror mounted on a Figure18. Opticalalignmentfacility.
heavy sand-fill d stand. Electronic levels are
used to monitor continuously the gravita- one azimuth and one gravity reference; hence,
tional relation of the rotary table and the the errors are minimum, and an accuracy of 5
dihedral reference mirror, to 7 arc seconds is readily obtainable. All of i
The unique feature of the facility is its the instrumentation used in the OAF is
inherent capability to measure the pointing certified with traceability to the National
direction of any item on the test object, Bureau of Standards.
regardless of its location, provided the item The observational procedt_res are such ,_;
can be equipped with a suitable optical test that six objects, such as star trackers, or 10 to
tool. The tool and the relay mirror are viewed 12 single surfaces, such as jet_ or solar sensors,
in autocollimation, and the azimuth and can be measured in an 8-hour shift.
elevation readings are transformed into Additional instrumentation is on hand te
coordinates of roll, pitch, and yaw by a corn- make precision photometric measurements.
purer program using matrix optics methods, such as lineanty and stellar magnitude,
The facility uses a single theodolite and only without disturbing the basic facility.
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" The rotary table and the overhead struc- Although it might be useful to convert!.
ture can accommodate objects up to 7 feet in this device to a two-axis angle generator, the
_- diameter by 10 to 12 feet high and weighing accuracies now obtainable should fulfill the
as much as 6000 pounds, calibration requirements for any auto-
.. collimating instruments that might be needed
' Optical Engineering Laboratory in any future test facility for the observatories
currently being discussed.
To support the VOB, LTOF, lOB, and An on-site optical engineering laboratory
, OAF, numerous angle-measuring and align- is utilized in support of observatory programs
ment inst_ments are required. These instru- for tasks other than calibration of alignment
merits must be calibrated frequently to instruments. Such programsrequirenumerous
achieve the utmost in angle-measuring star simulators, which must be aligned and
accuracy. It soon becomes apparent that an photometrically calibrated at frequent
on-site calibration facility is needed because intervals. In addition, r,umerous specialized
of the quantities of instruments involved, the optical gages require calibration and adjust-
quick turn-around time needed, and the ment in support of alignment checks that are
relatively fragile nature of the instruments. To performed in a facility like the OAF. Most of
perform such calibrations, angle generators this work muse be performed in a carefully
controlled laboratory environment, and muchare now available with an inherent accuracy
better than 0.1 arc second; however, the of itrequiresclean-room conditions.
manufacturer can certify this device to only
0.25 arc second. Therefore, one must employ Observatory Design Analysis
: long-path-length laser systems or holographic The importance of designing the obser-
techniques to calibrate these angle generators vatory so it can be calibrated and tested must
more accurately than the certified values, be stressed. If such a philosophy is adopted at
Perhaps the most accurate angle gen- the concept stage of an observatory, program,
* : crater m existence today is one called a single it will indeed bear fruit. One-of-a-kited cali-
:. wedge angle generator, which was developed bration facilities require nearly as much time
," at GSFC. The qualifying term "perhaps" is to design, build, and shake down as it does to
used because, even though criticism of this get an observatory from the concept phase to
device has been openly invited and the accu- the ready-to-calibrate stage. With both design
i racies claimed have not been disputed to date, and test personnel working together from the ¢
i these accuracies are almost unbelievable. A beginning, the facility will more nearly meet
grossly conservative error analysis yields the needs of the program. This kind of early
absolute accuracies of 0.001 arc second over _, cooperative effort will yield another benefit.
3-arc-second range of angles generated, 0.01 Sufficient time will be available to perform
arc second over a 36-arc-second range, and 0.1 detailed structural, thermal, and optical
arc second over a 347-arc-second range, design analyses to pinpoint the more critical
i The device conszsts of a simple wedge aspects of the observatory design. This makes
that is rotated between a fixed plane m_rror it possible to improve the observatory during
used for autoreflection and a fLxed mono- construction and also to generate a meaning-
chromatic autocollimator, which is being ful test program that can be run in a• , " k
• ' ! calibrated. The angle generated is determined minimum amount of time. For observatories
analytically after measuring the rotation angle even larger and more complex than the
of the wedge to only 1 a c secon and with current OAO's, even a few days of test time
' relatively crude knowledge of the ,aedge angle gill represent a substantial number of dollars
[ and the indices of refraction of the wedge and that can be saved.
air. This generator is described more fully in Some effort in this direction is in
reference 13. progress at GSFC on a project entitled STOP
J
-- lmii
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i_ (Structural Thermal Optical Program). The upper half, containing the SSS, essentially
_;_ structdral and thermal programs are rather thermally isolated from the lower half; the
_.. well developed, and _ merger of the two is figure 20 chamber is a single chamber. In the
_: currently taking place. Optical design evalua- two-part chamber, a valve between the two
";. tion programs exist in so many forms that it can be closed, and the upper section can be
Y'; would be foolhardy to try to mention even returned to ambient quickly when repairs
_ the most powerful of these in this paper. Each and/or adjustments are required. In the
of these programs is modified by each optical opinion of the author, all of the optie,al
_, designer to suit his own special types of instruments and techniques needed for
/ problems. In the hands of a skilled designer, proving performance of th_ SSS during cali-
the programs seem to exist to perform a bration of an observatory, and for other
suitable analysis of the optical designs of any monitoring purposes, exist today, but many
;. observatory. Some interesting and recent would require adaptation for use in a thermal-
_ work in telescope design is described in vacuum environment and in clean rooms.
reference 14. The intention at GSFC is to in-corporate the "O" (for optical) into the STOP
project. _ _'_
_': Future Calibration, Simulation, and Test _ _ili,,_i I
( Facilities
COLLIMATOR
Based upon experience gained to date. C.EC_,._M,..O.
_' the current OAO program through flight 4 G_Oo,,,,_,vE'-
could well utilize a combined thermal- _ ""...
_: vacuum-optical calibration facility. The _--_ _iii_u_S,,x !
increase in confidence level that could be
#" obtained can be shown to justify the cost, but
"_ the required facility cannot be built in the
._ time remaining.
Among the follow-on stellar obser-
vatories being considered at this time is one l ELEVAr _LE
.omoimoscal.,,S.,,a.,som.t,me.called an Advanced OAO. This observatorywould utilize the full shroud volume and pay- e
load weight capability of the Centaur. It
would be variously a 40-inch, 48-inch, or
60-inch aperture, diffraction-limited telescope Figure 19. The 35-foot by 90.foot STEF chamber
with one or more observing instruments concept.
carried by a ground-controlled spacecraft.
Facilities either exist or with some modifica-
tions would be adequate to meet the simula- Similar calibration-chamber concepts
i' , ; tion and testing requirements for full systems have been developed to handle the 120-inch '
testing of this size and type of observatory. A diffraction-limited telescopes of the manned-
calibration facility would be needed; this orbiting-telescope (MOT) type of observatory. ::
might take the form shown in either figure 19 Because of the logistics involved in handling
or figure 20. The basic differences between such a very large stellar observatory, serious i
these two concepts are: (1)the figure 19 consideration should be given to the feasi- _
chamber is soft-mounted while the figure 20 bility of incorporating all full-systems simu-
ctmmber is hard-mounted; (2)the figure 19 lation and testing capabilities as well as the
chamber is really a two-part chamber with the calibration features into a stogie facility.
i
i i
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_- that adequate cali0r_ttion, simulation, and test
o..... ssT,.s...... o.s_,_ -_ facilities can be made available
._ _// __" and economically sound basis:
on a timely
;, 1. Perform tradeoff studies of:
_. a. Chamber configurations,
_" pumping systems, and isola-
tion methods
b. Star-simulator system conflgu-
': rations, including necessary
_: proof-of-performance and
; diagnostic instrumentation.
_ 2. Extend and refine present ana-
lytical methods for performing structural,
_ ,,o_o_o,,o thermal, and optical design analyses.
3. Analytically and experimentally
_2 establish allowable tolerance levels, and
i'._, improve detection instrumentation for various
: contaminants with regard to:
a. Mirror coatings
,_o,_,,_c, b. Scattered light
HOhG FROmq
c. Properties of thermal coatings.
_LEXUA_S
4. Develop 0.01-arc-second angle-
,-_"
•.-,:.-- monitoring device and real-time servo-
controlled correction system.
Figure20. The 5_1"ootby 96L]'oothermal.vacuum- 5. Increase number and reliability of
: opticalbench, noncontaminating materials, motors, lubri-
It
( cants, cements, high-voltage connectors, etc.
6. Devise a method for cleaning con-
_. taminated observatories and chambers.
7. Develop primary and secondary
_i Recommended Research and De"__lopment radiometric standards, and improve detector
, * Tasks
. calibration accuracy especially in the vacuum
ultraviolet region.
In summary, existing simulationandtest 8. Develop light sources with im-
facilities could be made adequate for the proved spatial uniformity, temporal stability,
ASTRA or Advanced OAO class of obser- operating life, and dynamic range.
vatories, but a calibration facility does not 9. Adapt diagnostic instrumentation
exist. For the MOT class of observatory, an for star-simulator systems for use in thermal-
entire new calibration, simulation, and test vacuum chambers.
facility complex would be required. To 10. Determine the c_ta, ges in physical
prepare for the advent of these second and properties of reflecting and transmitting
third generation stellar observatories, the optical materials due to space environments,
"' ', author feels that the following research and such as low temperatures, hard radiation, and '
development tasks must be pursued to ensure the like.
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Appendix A
,e
GSFC Test Facilities Data System
The GSFC Test and Evaluation Division levels. All three systems can run concurrently.
has a Test Facilities Data System comprised Nominal characteristics of each system are:
of a centralized data collection system and 1. 2500 channels every 100 seconds; ,
four Control Data Corporation (CDC) corn- ±10 millivolts
.'i..'_, puters: one 8090, two 160-A's, and one 3100. 2. 1500 channels at 5 samples per ,
The primary flmction of the total system is to second; +5 volts
collect, to process, and to display on demand 3. 150 channels at 100 samples per
selected data from both facilities and space- second; ±5 volts.
craft during environmental testing. The channels on each system can be
The data collection system has three sub- supercommutated to obtain higher sampling i
systems for multiplexing and digitizing analog rates but with a reduction in the number of
signals at various sampling rates and signal channels that can be sampled, i
!
i i | •
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_', The CDC 8090 corpputer is an integral available. Remote inquiry stations (CRT/
_ part of the low-speed data collection system, keyboards), connected to the CDC 3 I00
_" Input data tc, the low-speed system (2500 computer and located throughout the testfi _:
_ channels sampled every 100 seconds) are facility complex, permit the test conductor to
_; converted to engineering units, are checked retrieve these data, to process them as re-
_:_." for high and low limits, and are output to quired, and to display the results on the CRT.
; small, 1 l-column, strip-chart printers located Processing of data from the higher col-
_ near the test facilities. These data are also lection rate system is an off-line operation.
,:- recorded on a disk connected to the CDC The two CDC 160-A's are available on a
_, 3100 computer and are continuously updated scheduled basis to satisfy special collection or
._ so that the latest 8 hours of data are always processing requirements.
b
t
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Computers
.:_:: Lens Design by Large _b_C___fT_.. _ _
;" David S. Grey
_- Grey A s:ioeiates
v,,
This presentation is an attempt to another cope with this situation. Most of
_. answer questions about tht capabilities of them do, but in all programs some guidance in
d computer codes in lens design, this matter must be supplied by the program
One question usually asked is: Does the user.
computer replace the lens designer? Lens Time is the third question. We are inter-
"design" codes are not strictly for lens design ested in *.he calendar time that expires from
. but for lens optimization. The lens designer specification of the job until completion as
uses the optimization programs to pursue to a well as the amount of computer time used. A
L local optimum the merits of a lens eonfigu- comfortable calendar time is approximately
ration that the designer specifies by his input two weeks for a job that in the precomputer
data. Any person willing to understand the era would have taken a year. This amount of
_. ope_atiag instructions for a lens optimization time allows the lens designer to operate at a
program can "crib" lens designs from the leisurely pace and to satisfy himself that he
liter,_ture as the starting point for a lens has explored all the interesting possibilities.
_ optim2zation run. This procedure, though During this period, the l ns designer migh be
ot_en followed, is not lens design on a high faced with as many as three jobs simulta-
i, level. The lens design game begins in earnest neously, depending upon the intricacies of his
when it becomes necessary to alter the problems. The amount of computer time
topology of the initial trial system or to varies greatly and depends upon the corn-
invent a new type of lens configuration, puter, the optimization code, and how
Today, the lens designer is just as essential in efficiently the user has functioned.
this role as he ever was. The computer has In preparing this paper, I reviewed a
merely freed the lens designer from the series of computer runs ! had made in the
drudgery of pursuing to optimum perfor- design of an optical system having 26 sur-
mance a lens configuration that he thinks has faces. This system was started completely
potential merit, from scratch; there was absolutely no appli- :
A second question is whether or not an cable prior art. The job involved investigating
optimization program can properly compare about 45 configuration modifications, and
two imperfect images when the lens design each configuration required 60 to 70 seconds
goal is not a diffraction-limited system. This of computer time to optimize. This opti-
question is important in the design of com- mization was done by using a machine ._
. mercial lenses, most of which are not nearly language code on the CDC 6600 Computcr. ,_,
diffraction-limited. A large portion of the art (Recent program modifications would halve
in the design of these lenses is to force as large this computer time.) Under no circumstances
a fraction of the energy in the image of any would I have undertaken this job with
particular object point into a retail-core image classical lens design methods;it would have
area and to cause the ill-behaved energy to fall been at least a lifetime job.
as far outside this core as pouible. A lens The fou_h pertinent question is: How
optimization program should in one way or does the quaF,ty of a computer-optimized lens
133 '_
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"i" compare with a lens optimized by classical Large computers can trace rays approxi-
• tecnniques? (We shall in this and subsequent mately 106 to 10_ times faster than was
: cop_ariso_s grant that the classical tech- possible by desk calculator; _hey can do this
_ ni_e_wi_ be supported by using a computer to several more significant decimal digits and
:' to trac,Abjy)cnd.to perform other direct slave without error. Factors of l0 s to 106 are
' work.) .Tl_J,ques{iorl, is very difficult to nothing in theqe days of megatons and
' answer doml_lete_ because the answer national budgets, but they are significant
depends upon many fjc_rs, of which the when applied to one's personal time.
most vital are: ". _ll , A final and most useftd application of
•: 1. What is the lb'nsm_o61em to be lens optimization programs is in the interface
_ solved? with the total problem at hand. When a lens
2. Who is the "classical lens designer" designer had solved a problem by classical
pitted against which optimization program? methods (in a year or so) according to speci-
At one extreme end of the spectrum is fications handed him, he would under-
the classical double-gauss lens, six pieces of standably be reluctant to make "_ninor"
. glags only. There is little or nothing to be modifications to interface the lens with
gained by computer optimization of such a changed requirements. The changes might be
lens type over what can be accomplished by well merited, but the lens designer would well
cla_ical methods. Computer optimization can merit a vacation, at least from that particular
speed things up, but the quality of the final job If', however, the optical system in
design is not improved by any noteworthy question exists as a data deck for a lens
amount. We must emphasize that the classical optimization program, the lens desirer can
double-gauss lens has one outstanding type of answer questions posed by mechanical
residual optical aberration. This residual engineers as to what would happe,,i if it were
aberration is inherent to the lens tyoe, and changed a millimeter or so. Reciprocally, the
neither man nor computer can remove it. For lens designer will have the data to back him
other more complex lens configurations,we up in asking the mechanical en_eers to relax
have seen the computer surpass the best at least one of several requ_ements. Such an
efforts produced by classical design by factors interface problem requires almost no
_ ranging from 3 to 10 (measured in terms of a computer time, but successful _.,xecution of
linear function, either wavefront deformation such a procedure requires that t oth the lens
i or lateral intercept errors). As we explained designer and the mechanical enEineer under-
before, computer methods can allow design of stand their jobs.
systems that would be unapproachable by A very iegitinmte concern about using a
classical methods, computer to solve a lens c.pthnization
, The fifth question, perhaps more of problem is whether or nottheco_aputercode
theoretical interest than of practical interest, will produce a design that can be fabricated.
is: How efficiently do lens optimization There is good reason to expect th R, if a corm
programs utilize the computer? To be more purer optimization code proce,,ds toward
specific, what is the ratio of arithmetic opera- obtaining optimal computed terformance
tions required by a computer program to with no r_ference to practicality of con-
those required by classical procedures? My struction, the end result will, to sly the least,
• best determination of this ratio is that the be unacceptable to the optical shop. We have
computer can be utilized to about 10 percent found to our amazement that in the majority
efficiency; that is, to solve a typical difficult of cases such concern is ill-founde& Actually,
problem in lens design, a properly u._edcorn- we have often observed that s lens optl-
puter program will perform about 10 times as mization program will virtually make
many arithmetic or."stiom as required by "dummy lenses" of components lhat we had
clauical methods, introduced. Allowed our way ,w clalical
i i
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_, designers, we probably never would have con- short? The computer does not replace the lens
._,I sidered removing the lens elements we had designer. Tile lens designer is asked to treat
;_': introduced for a supposed nece_ary purpose, problems that were hopeless before computer
_i"_ There are well-known methods of optimization; the lens designer sometimes
,. dealing with certain difficult aberrations, does tens of revisions in order ta interface
:_ methods that lead to strict construction tel- with other engineers; the lens designer is
_" erances. It is a trivial matte: to force a expected to do a much better job with a corn-
, computer code to be as observant of these puter than by using only classical methods.
_: proprieties as was the classical lens designer. The computer cannot replace the lens
• ' In fact, many computer codes provide such designer's time spent in conference; it can
:_ features. It is quite another matter, however, only prove oc disprove his decisions. Neither
-_ to provide that the computer code compute the lens designer nor the computer is respon-
i:_ tolerance sensitivities and carry these as items sible for the fact that many completed lens
_'i- in optimization. This has also been done and designs are never executed, even as proto-
" is far more effectual than the rule-of-thumb types. There was a time when lens design
criteria that were used in c_assical lens-design proposals contained more poetry than fact;
_,_;_" procedures, today they often contal;_ complete specifica-
In conclusion, l shall try to answer the tions, including seven wavelength, hetero-
_ final question: If lens design is done so easily chromatic, modulation t_nsfer function
i. _MTF) computations.on computers, why is lens design capacity so ,
_e
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,,'i Possibilities for Automating Optical Manufacture
; Robert R. Shannon
v,jtvsi V ,.
" ' N?0-3669 3
The design and analysis of lenses using methods of surface finishh:g. Ihe pitch-
_ large computers has reached a significant stage polishing method, however, appears to be '_he
: of development. Indeed the process of dominant general method for the m_,nu-
_, has be considered facture of large optics in the foresee,able,optimizing a design come to
._;. "automated." It is now appropriate to deter- future.
_' mine to what extent the fabrication of optical What is meant by automation i_1 this
systems can be automated, context? Once the lens designer has corn-
The particular process of automation to pleted his task, a lens-design data shee! exists.
_, be discussed in this paper must be differ- One part of this data set ma7 be the analytic ""
entiated from the process of mass production, de_ription of a surface. This formula needs
, In the mass production type of automation, a to be converted into a precise, usually
_" repetitive process is developed and refined to symmetric, surface that not only matche_ the
-" attain a quality output through a lengthy desired curve shape but 'also has a very h._gh
t. procedure or process or work flow control, degree of smoothness or "polish." In concept,
_'_ Development of such a process is not easy, one would like to feed the data describing this
_ but it requires a somewhat different approach surface into a computer, to generate a set of
than the automation of manufacture of spe- machine instructions, and then t,a feed these
cialized optical systems of the type needed in to a numerically controlled polishing machine
_ a large space telescope, to convert the formula into a surface. Ideally, '.
The production of a finished optical one pass on the mach?...e would be enough.surface is, at the present time, a task for a Actually: the it rative process, in which first
._ skilled optical craftsman. Until recently, even coarse steps are followed by fi'.ler increments
the testing or qualification of optical surfaces that converge to a solution, will probably : t
i was not a systematic, quantified process, continue to be required.
The process of producing the surface is To see how this may be accomplished, it
almost entirely based upon techniques is necessary to review *he ler_sdesign process. _'developed by an empirical method. The The operation of a modem lens design _ '
' method of surface generation by lapping with program depends upon establishing the
a pitch lap operated in a quasi-random relationship between asetofvariablesaodthe
wanner over the surface being polished will aberrations to be controlled. The relationship
.. probablybe the major method of surface is takento be linearoversome range,and a '_
• generation for a long period of time. This solution is obtained. The solution is evaluated
process cannot be described by any simple, and usually found to be somewhat better but ,_
linear, physical model, but the process does still insufficient because f tht nonlinearity of
f. produce a fine, high-quality surface with few rite relationship between variables and abet-
limitations upon the desired aspheric shape of rations over a wide range. A new solution is
the surface. There are possibilities of auto- found, and another iterative step is taken.
mating this technique as well as automating When such a program is used, the lens
linear ionic-removal or vacuun_leposition designer finds that he begins to concentrate
137
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_: more on the solution and less on the variables, fabrication process, it is possible to reach the
Of course, he must use a sufficient set of desired solution. The weighting is a task for
variables to be able to attain a solution. These the optical engineer.
!:. variables must be chosen to have convenient To make this concept clear, let us look
_ physical properties; otherwise, a solution will at the technology of testing and quantifying a
_;_ be difficult or impossible to obtain. The surface. A wavefront or interferometric
" ' designer no longer relates a single pro,oerty of measurement can be made on a surface. By
_:: the aberrations to any single variable, scanning this test result, a digital represen-
A similar process for manufactu_ can be t_ti0n of the surface can be obtained for
_,;. considered The variables would _6_e,asf4 _r * _pt_t_a apmputer. The output of the com-
_ aperations on a polishing mlChli|e(J,_ "_ i_Jte_cl_ be a contour map. l iais map shows
empirical input could be obtained in which a where material needs to be removed to reduce
_: data base relating variable to aberration is the mirror surface to the desired shape. In
_. generated from a series of experiments. The generating this data output, the computer
aberrations are the material to be removed program can also evaluate the surface for
:. from the surface. A lens-design-program alignment, curvature, astigmatism, and
approach is converted to a lens-fabricating residu_ error. From this residual error, the
! program in which an optimum set of variable: effect oi the surface on the transfer function
; or operations is selected to produce the sur- of the lens can be obtained or a value for the
;_ face. This set of operations is carried out, and root_mean-square wavefront error. By
_.he surface residual errors are evaluated, processing additional data on scattered light
Iterative steps are taken until the surface from the surface, it is possible to obtain a
comes into solution. This technique differs measure of the quality of surface finish.
from the present art in that at no time is the All of the test data can be used in con-
_ improvemeat in the surface ascribed to a structing a merit function to be corrected by
single nvember of the set of operations, or proper application of a combination of
variables, but a total linear combination is variables or operations on the surface. It is mytaken, opinion that all of the required technologyThis system method of manufacture is exists, but the overall system application to
feasible; all the technology to accomplish the the fabrication problem has yet to be carried
process is available. The task of the optician out.
i now changes to parallel that of the lens Finally, the question remains as to
designer. He must select and develop the best whether or not the effort to build this auto-
set of input variables, or polishing operations, mated system ef fabncation is worthwhile.
to be used. The answer, I suggest, is definitely yes. MuchOne item of technology that the lens technology has been developed in optical
i designer uses to complete his design is a merit design and testing in which the limitations of
function, which is a combination of the the process are not eliminated but avoided
. r idual ab rrations that describe the state of through proper application_of computer tech-
_- correction. The proper choice of a merit niques. Designing and testing of lenses have
function is vital to ensure that the design will surpassed the ability to manufacture. The
meet the needs. Thus, several merit functions lapping process, or pitch polishing, provides
may be used, differing in detail and depending the best available surface, but there are
up t the problem to be solved. An analogous problems in its application to a systematic
situation exists in manufacturing the surface, method of operation. No super machine will
After each iterative cycle, detailed test data eliminate these problems, but they must be
can be obtained that describe the condition of taken into account. !
the surface either in detail or in summary A consistent program in which the tech-
_' form. By properly weighting the components lfiques developed in optimization of lens i_
of this merit function at each stage of the system designs are applied to optimization of
1970027360-142
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the finished surface is distinctly appropriate high quality surfaces of the nature required in
;._i,. at the present time. Such a program provides a large space telescope can be made on a
_.. the only likely method of ensuring that very timely basis.
_f
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Materials Considerations for Large Spaceborne
Astronomical Telescopes
',-- John B. Schroeder
. The Perkin-Elmer Corporation N P'_ 0 " 3 6 6 9 4
Introduction in brittle materials become a major concern.
On the other hand, the forces applied during
_j Placing astronomical observatories in figuring and testing cannot be allowed to
_ high earth orbit coml:letely eliminates the deform the mirror; therefore, the stiffnes: to-
_ degradmg effect of the atmosphere. This weight ratio is also important. Table 1 lists
provides two invaluable advantages over ter- the pertinent physical properties of several
restrial astronomy. First, because atmospheric materials frequently mentioned as candidates
scintillation effects are avoided, the image for mirror applications. Fused silica and pyrex
quality will be determined primarily by two are included in the table for comparison.
factors: the figure of the optics and the Figure mirror weight several1 shows the for
!
pointing stability. Second, essentially the materials as a function of maximum tensile
entire electromagnetic spectrum becomes stress during a 30-g launch. The model mirror
_ available for the observation of stellar sources, used in the calculations was a flat, 1-meter in
A large primary mirror will efficiently focus diameter and supported uniformly about its
t_ radiation with wavelengths between approxi- perimeter,
¢ mately 40 nanometers and 1 meter-a dy- This model is ludicrous in the sense that
namic range of over 107! we could not begin to manufacture and test
' such a mirror. It does, however, illustrate very
Telescope Specifications and Material clearly the tradeoffs among microyield
Properties strength, density, weight, pointand Another
, to recognize is that lightweight structures may
_ If we apply tbe Strehl criteria to an be employed to increase the stiffness duringastronomical satellite, the optical surface manufacture.
must be within 0.02), (root-rnean-square Lightweight structures are currently
i deviation) of the desired surface and must available in fused silica, ULE TM , andscatter less than a few percent of the incident Cer-Vit®. Small, monolithic, i,:ghtweight,energy. Because of the wavelength depen- beryllium mirrors have been prepared atdence of both figure and scatter, these speciff Battelle. It is apparent that lightweight forms
cations are most severe when applied in the can be manufactured in any material.
: vacuum ultraviolet. This means that every During operation of the telescope,
, ." point on the mirror surface must be within thermal gradients can be expected to exist in _j
1.4 nanometers of the desired geometric the mirror. The thermal gradients within the
surface in order to obtain the desired perfor- mirror will depend upon the target, the mate-
mance, riaL and design employed for both the mirror
It is always desirable to minimize the and its mount, as well as the satellite power
weight of a space system. Because the launch dissipation, orbit, thermal shielding, etc. Even
stresses cannot be allowed to produce per- though the satellite will be designed to pro-
manent deformation of the telescope, micro, vide as benign an environment as practical,
yield strength in metals and fracture strength the telescope performance will be determined
i 141
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Table1. PhysicalPropertiesof SelectedMirrorMaterials
:. Meltingor Thermal-Conductivity-to- Young'sModulus-to-
, Material SofteningPoint Thermal-ExpansionRatio DensityRatio
(°C) (watts/cmx 104) (cm x 10a)
Aluminum 660 0.92 2.73
1
!_ Cer-Vit 1_00 60. 3.7
FusedSilica 1590 3. 3.4
, Pyrex 820 0.7 3.0
j Silicon 1412 70. 4.9
Titanium 1800 2.1 7.8
TZM 2610 7.8 0.45
ULE 1425 60. 3.2
ultimately by the properties of the mirror materials goes through a maximum in the
material. The transient thermal distortion is vicinity of 10°K. The magnitude of thist _-
: proportional to a/D, where a is the linear thermal conductivity peak depends upon the
_. thermal expansion coefficient and D is the sample shape and purity; however, a hundred-
thermal diffusivity. The steady state distor- fold increase can be expected for most mate-
_: tion depends upon a/x, K being the thermal rials. The thermal expansion coefficient of
conductivity, many materials changes sign at low tempera-
An axial thermal gradient would exist in tures. It will be necessary, therefore, to
our hypothetical mirrors if 1 percent of the measure the properties of the candidate
solar flux passed through the mirror and was materials accurateiy at the operating tempera-
removed magically from the back surface tures.
without introducing radial gradients. These The ?revious comments, in effect, are
thermal gradients introduce a curvature due aimed at maintaining the optical figure of a
to the unequal expansion of the two surfaces, mirror. Scattered light is also an important
The sagittal departure from a fiat is given in factor, particularly at short wavelengths.
table 2. This oversimplified model illustrates Microroughness, as opposed to surface figure,
that thermall_ ;nduced deformation of mirror is the primary source of scatter, The major
surfaces is minimized by employing materials sources of microroughness are:
.... with a vanishing a/_: ratio or aiD ratio for 1. Inadequate polishing techniques
the dynamic thermal response. 2. Inadequate substrates (multiphase,
If the telescope is to be applied to in- porous, etc.)
frared astronomy, it will be highly desirable 3. Inadequate optical coatings. ]
to cool the mirror to cryogenic temperatures Care must be taken to differentiate Ito reduce the noise. This has an added advan- between scatter and absorption. Both reduce
tage because the thermal conductivity of the reflectance of a surface. Scatter increases t
l
r
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" Table 2. Sagitta Induced by Conduction of
:_, 1.34x 10 -_ watts/cm 2 Through a Right Circular
/ Cylinder, 1 Meter in Diameter (Thicknesses Based
/" on Self- Weight Stresses Indicated)
tO00-
/ Material Stress Thickness Sagitta
(ksi) (mm) _m)
Aluminum 0.5 38.2 185.0
_:, Beryllium 2.0 11.5 14.0
10o Cer-Vit 2.0 14.2 2.8
"_'" g Fused Silica 2.0 14.2 58.0
_" 2
_ Pyrex 2.0 14.2 210.0
;., At.
L sn
; Silicon 10.0 3.3 2.1
_ Titanium 10.0 3.3 81.0
TZM 20.0 6.8 22.0
_ tILE 2.0 14.2 2.8
$:
2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20
V" MAXIMIM STRESS,KSI
i Figure 1. Mirror weight as a function of mxzximum In the critical hard ultraviolet, there is a com-
tensile stress during a 30-g launch, plete paucity of data.
In connection with scatter, it should be
_: pointed out that there is a need for good
optical coatings in both the ultraviolet and
_ the noise (i.e., reduces the contrast) in the infrared. The problem is primarily due to a _
image plane. On the other hand, absorption lack of materials and data on materials. This is
, increases the thermal load on the mirror. This an area that deserves a great deal of develop-
_ difference is apparent in the case of mental effort.
• aluminum-coated beryllium, where the reflec- In selecting the mirror nlaterial, two
tance at h = 632.8 nanometers is reduced by ratios are of prime concern: stiffness to
approximately 4 percent from aluminum- weight and thermal conductivity to thermal
coated glass. The scattered energy, however, expansion. Table 4 ranks the leading candi-
"' amounted to only 0.5 percent. This missing dates according to tt,ese two criteria and the
energy apparently was absorbed by pores in optical scatter as well. The data presented in
!" the surface. Although the reflectivity must be table 4 indicate the dilemma is in selecting the
maximized, there is the possibflity of selecting material because a different material is
_. the loss mechanism, superior for each criterion.
i Coated glass optics scatter approxi- Beyond these readily measurableproper-
mately 0.05 percent in the visible. Some rep- ties, the tempond stability and availability are
resentative scatter data are shown in table 3. dominant considerations.
!
|
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Table3. ScatterMeasurements The categories in this list are broad
PercentScatter enough to encompass all forms of dimensional
: Material .-. change; however, the concern in the first five
L = 632.8 nrn _= 0.19 nm categories is actually with inhomogeneous
behavior. Uniform changes in dimensions are
: Cer-Vit 0.11 20.0 manifested as focal shifts that may be readily
: FusedSilica/ corrected.
ULE 0.05 9.0 Because sources of energy to activate
.. dimensional changes, such as applied
Silicon 15.0 mechanical stresses, thermal gradients, and
"" ionizing radiation, will be inhomogeneously
Beryllium 0.5 30.0 distributed throughout the mirror volume, the
: sources of dimensional instability must be
:. Table4. Ranking of gaterials by Oiteria minimized rather than homogenized. There-
"" fore, from a dimensional stability point of
-_ view, it appears that pure, thermodynamically
1. Ratio of Sn'ffness to Weight stable, stress-free, isotropic, and refractory
Beryllium materials are desired. The last item on this list
!:, Silicon is not commonly considered an important
._ Cer-Vit factor, but it can be a useful indicator. The
, ULE melting temperature is one of the first proper-
ties to be determined when a new compound
2. Ratio of ThermalConductivity is discovered. Such properties as recrystalliza-
to ThermalExpansion tion temperature and activation energy for
self-diffusion are usually proportional to theSilicon
melting temperature; hence, refractory mate-
ULE rials should be more stable.
,__ Cer-Vit At Perkin-Elmer, we have been studying
Beryllium the temporal stability of mirror materials.¢
:_ 3. Scatter This program has included very close liaison
with the materials manufacturers to insure
:_ ULE/FusedSilica that the complete sample history is recorded.
.* Cer-Vit The purpose of the program is to measure _.
-_ Silicon
very accurately the changes in dimension and
Beryllium to attempt to identify and to eliminate the
sources of instability. Examples of this detec-
tive work are described in papers by R.E.
Temporal Stability Maringer and J. W. Moberly.
Temporal dimensional stability is prob- The data to be reported are obtained
ably the least understood requisite property with an interferometer developed as part of
for a space mirror. Sources of dimemional this program. Samples 4.2 inches (106 ram) in
instability are: diameter are placed in a closed-loop, servo-
stabilized Fizeau interferometer. Fringe posi-
• I. Relaxation of residual stresses tions are read on 40 or more equally spaced
' 2. Phase changes scans. The resulting 300 or more data points
3. Anisotropic properties within poly- are used to compute the best fitting (root-
crystalline bodies mean-square criterion) plane and the depar-
4. Chemical gradients ture at each data point. The data acquisition
5. Physical property gradients and reduction is good to at least X/300, and
6. In-orbit changes in physical proper- the reproducibility is _,/1500. This means that
ties. the results of a 4-week test are accurate to
m
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•. TableS. Stability of SelectedMaterials 4. Preliminary measurements on silicon
<. and beryllium oxide indicate that these mate-
.: Temporal rials are also stable.
"i Material ThermalStability* Stability* The reason for testing numerous small
_" (nm/°C) (nm/year) samples was to accumulate data on a variety
'.: of sample materials and fabrication tech-
, FusedSilica 0.019 to 0.082 23 to 50 niques. The results to date have been very
gratifying; however, the question of scaling
Cer-Vit 0.024 to 0.076 17 mt st be considered unresolved. It is apparent
., that the maintenance of a precisely controlled
- ULE 0.040 to 0.070 32 to 38 environment becomes more difficult as the
volume increases. Therefore, we feel strongly
_. Beryllium 0.64 to 7.4 40 to 600 that, after incorporating our current findings
_.,, Beryllium into the manufacturing process, it will still be
_: Oxide 0.019 - necessary to test large samples for temporal
f.. stability prior to finalizing the design of a
_ Silicon 0.019 - large, orbiting, astronomical telescope.
In orbit, dimensional changes must be
_' *Reported asthe changeof rmsfigure considered to insure a long, operational life.
_. An obvious, but not fully studied, source of -
_. better than 40 nanometers per year. Improved damage is ionizing radiation. The dose rate is
_: precision is available by increasing the obser- very orbit-dependent. Even with elaborate
_ rational period, shielding, the optics will receive a significant
;. Twelve samples are stored in the instru- gamma dose. In addition, the first surface will
_. ment and thermostated to ±0.OI°C. The be exposed to protons, electrons, and the
samples are positioned under the reference entire electromagnetic spectrum.
_" several times a week, and interferograms are What we know about the effects of
_. taken. Test cycles have been continued for up ionizing radiation on optical materials can be
" to 8 weeks, briefly _ummarized. Neutron, proton, and
In order to condense the massive amount heavy ion bombardment are known to pro-
_i of data into a presentable form, table 5 lists duce significant changes in the physical,. the change in rms figure in units of nan- properties of fused silica (including density
_ ometers per year. A variety of sample types and index of refraction). A saturation dose of
3'_ are shown. The range of measured wdues 4 x !0 _9 ncutrons/cm _ increases the density
-_, indicates the best and worst samples tested of fused silica by 2 percent. In space, a diverse P
_" thus far. The spread in the results on beryl- spectra of electron and proton energies is
,_- lium reflects the improvement we i_ave encountered, ranging from a few keV to
_,, attained insamplepreparation, hundreds of MeV. The protons will be
:_. A great volume of sample history can be stopped by tens of millimeters of material.
(' found in the ARPA Report (2nd Annual Electrons of the same energy penetrate at ;
7
J> Technical Report, Perkin-Elmer No. 9'383; least an order of magnitude further into
AD No. 842356). The results may be sum- matter and produce large quantities of
"' _ marized: bremsstrahlung radiation. Because the high _-
1. The instability observed in the energy brem_strahlung is so penetrating, the
_" dielectric materials is within a factor of two entire vehicle will be exposed to a fairly $ ,
of the instrument limit, mdform dose of gamma rays. The particle i2. Kanigen-coated beryllium is un- flux is very altitude-dependent. On the other
stable, hand, if an orbit is selected to avoid the Van
3. Properly made beryllium appears to Allen belts, the low-energy solar electron flux
be stable enough for consideration, is on the order of I 0_a/m 2/see; hence, the
!
J i
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:, annual gamma dose will be on the order of silica, and comparably sized Cer-Vit mirrors
10] 4 rads per year. are currently being heat-treated. This can be
Since an axial proton-and-electron-dose taken as prima facie evider_ce that the
gradient will be produced in the primary manufacturing technology is available to
mirror, a change in the surface curvature can prepare large, dielectric, mirror blanks, it
be anticipated. Presumably the same effects must be remembered, however, thai ,_o homo-
will be found in other materials as they are geneity data of the required sensitivity exist
measured, on such massivc pieces of material. There are
Although this conference is concerned also other areas of concern, pntticularly the
with the reflecting telescopes, radiation pofishing, testing, and dimensional stability of
effects in trz,%parent materials (corrector such a large mirror.
plates, alignment telescopes, etc.) should be The reason for these uncertainties is the
mentioned. Figure2 shows the radiation- lack of experience. No diffraction-limited
induced absorption at a wavelength of 500 mirrors of this size have ever been made. In
nanometers for several optical glasses as a fact, there is no test facility capable of testing
function of x-ray dose. Figure 3 presents the such a mirror. The reference mirror for the
change in index as a function of dose for the 100-inch (2.5-meter) test facility at Wright-
same glasses. Some glasses do show a measur- Patterson Air Force Base has just been tested
able change in properties for very low doses, by several groups and found to be 0.3_
astigmatic. (The details of this test are pre-
Manufacturing Status sented in the paper by W. Pershing.) Repeated
testing of this mirror in vacuum can provide
: Mirrors in excess of 150 inches (3.8 some of the accurate temporal-stability data
'. meters) have been manufactured from fused needed on large samples. Additional data can
t 1.8
1,6
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,,_ be obtained by repeated testing of mirrors for Materials Technology Development Required
"_ the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Prior to Orbiting a Large Astronomical
_," (DAD) and Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) Telescope
:_ programs.
_, At this point in time, it is tempting to
:" The situation is even less satisfactory assume that there will be several orbiting
,. with the other materials. Stable beryllium observatories, each with its own prime
ro_rrors can be manufactured in sizes up to mission, such as solar obseta'ation, survey of
" approximately 20inches (0.5 meter), and the universe, etc. _,_,'_i_this philosophy, we
silicon samples up to 12 inches (0.3 meter) can say wit/_ safety that optical figure and
. have been prepared. Very extensive develop- dimensional stability will be the prim,,x tech-
, ment is required before beryllium and/or nical nbjectives of the designers, with weight
_' silicon mirrors 1 to 3 meters in diameter can and thermal response alternating between
_ be manufactured. The earlier remarks about second and third in priority.
"_'i Beryllium oxide has a favorable combi- quired to perfect the manufacturing plocesstesting would also apply to these mirrors. Because of the massive development re-
_ nation of physical properties for mirror and control for any material, the number of
applications. Unfortunately, commercial candidates should be limited as rapidly as
manufacturing practice yields low density possible. At this time, I feel that we have four
: (96percent) and hence poor reflectivity, candidates: beryllium, silicon, Cer-Vit, and
Translucent beiyllium oxide has been pro- ULE. In some ways, this is a very uneven
_r laboratory in small samples. A competition. Although military space tduced in the the and
very considerable amount of binder is added programs have prompted the rapid develop-
_'_ to the translucent material; this may detract ment of beryllium technology, new facilities
.%
_ from the dimensional stability, will be required to manufacture large mirrors.
i,
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The s_miconductor application of silicon has of the mirror changes drastically within a
made it one of the best understood materials short period of time, the telescope will
knc,wn to man. Again, manufacturing tech- become more or less useless.
niques must be developed before large mirrors Mirrors in the l-meter-diameter range
can be prepared. The manufacturing tech- could be manufactured from each material,
nology of the new d;,e!ectric materials is in mounted on a standard mount, tested,
mt,ch better shape. On the other hand, the employed by astronomers in the mount, and
"unavailable" mater;a!s appear to be superior retested at intervals. This sequence is sug-
to the new dielectrics. This impasse can be gested because the mirrors will be of better
broken by the following steps: quality than terrestial observatories can utilize
1. Measure the effect of ionization radi- and because test facilities are expensive.
ation on the dimensional stability of small A parallel effort during this time period
samples of all four materials, should be the ophmization of the design for
2. Extend the dimensional stability the mirror and mount. A continuing dialogue
i: measurements to cryogenic temperatures, between the numerous technical disciplines is
3. After a period of scale-up, measure essential throughout this development phase.
'.; the dimensional stability of several fairly large Such a dialogue is justifiable for, if the system
7 mirrors of each material that passed the radia- planners elect to use a cold mirror without
. tion tesl. informing the materials people, the radiation
: Step 3 is time-consuming and expensive, and stability measurements will be made in-
but the penalty for not employing the best correctly.
materi_l is incalculable. If the mirror is un- With careful planning and development,
necessarily heavy, some instruments will be I feel that large, dimensionally stable,
omitted: and some astronomical data will diffraction-limited optics can be placed in
remain uncollected. Conversely, if the figure orbit.
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:, Problems in Adapting Sma!l
;: Mirror Fabrication Technique., to l.arge Mi:rors
?,
Howard D. t_,}
Owens-Illtt:ois, D_.'.
_; Introduction be fabricated at,d tested. Not only must zonal
irregularities be virtually eliminated, but also
_? More mirrors over 100 inches in diam- the "texture" or microripple produced in the
_.,. eter are currently being fabricated or planned mirror's surface by the polisher must be con-
eg/' than have been completed to date. As a result, trolled. This microripple may br, virtually
¥ there is a shortage of experienced personnel invisible to both knife-edge and inter-
¢_, available to fabricate these pieces, which must ferometric testing, but it causes light to fall
_. necessarily be worked by people whose ex- outside the predicted blur circle. The appear-
perience has been limited to smaller sizes, ance and degree of this microripple dependsDifficulties can occur when tools and tech- on polishing pitch hardness, polishing com-
_" niques that have been proven for smaller pound, size and configuration of the facets in
mirrors, 40 to 60 inches in diameter, are used the polishing surface, polishing pressure,
: to fabricate large mirrors. Therefore, I will velocity of the polishing tool relative to the• discuss some of the problems we at Fecker workpiece, speed and asphericity of
_i Systems Division have encountered in this mirror, and the size of the polishing tool
area and some of our solutions to these relative to the mirror. Although very little
problems. I would be less than honest if I work has been done concerning the control of
claimed these are the right answers, for microripple, it appears that large polishers,
optical fabrication techniques vary greatly large but unequally sized facets, soft polishingfrom optical shop to optical shop and pitch, light polishing pressure, and slowbetween individuals in the same shop. Fur- polishing speed tend to minimize or eliminate
_ thermore, I am limited to the problems that microripple. The degree to which any
mea-
• we have actually encountered and to the sures may be pursued is limited by o_er
solutions and rules of thumb that have considerations. For example, polishing pitch
worked for us. soft enough to completely eliminate micro-
ripple may cause an unacceptable "roll-off" at
• Microripple the edge of the mirror; extremely large facets
may cause an unacceptable increase in "cold-
The first problem that occurs in working pressing" periods. If, however, care is taken,
large mirrors is the decrease in the size of the techniques can be tound that suppress micro- '*
allowable slope errors. A 4-inch-diameter ripple while allowing the mirror to be f'qlured.
mirror can resolve 1 arc second, and slope of
1/4 of an arc second should not detract Compliance
appreciably from its performance. A 1(}0-inch
diameter mirror can resolve 1/25 of an arc The compliance or lack of stiffness of
second, and slope erron, must be limited to large mirrors causes many difficulties unless
1/100 of an arc second to utilize it to its carefully considered. The compliance of a
fullest. Thus, the larger the mirror (everything mirror varies as the square of the dmmeter for
else being equal), the more carefully it must a fixed diameter-to-thickness ratio. A
149
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15o (' ""lO0-inch-diameter mirror t_ tis 12 indhes* Aluminium 0.099
thick is equivalent to a 4e-inch diameter
mirror appro,_imately 2 inches thick. Most Steel 0.099
opticians would consider the larger, thicker
mirror less dei,_anding and the thinner, Fuzed Silica 0.087
smaller mirror more of a challeqge althougll
the two are equivalent. The trroblem of the Pyrex, E-3, and
compliance of larger mirrors can bc solved
easily by a well-designed conservative support Duran-50 0.093 ,.
system. We use a relatively simple relationship
for determining the number of supports
required. Alt_'ough the derivation of this It should be noted that these are the number
relationship is ._ot rigorous, it has proved to of points necessary to support only the mirror
be satisfactory for a variety of pieces, ranging itself, not the minor and polishing tools. The
from 40 inches in diameter by ,1inches thick, number of supp_ "t points must be increased
to a mirror 80 inches in diameter by 3 inches depending upon the weight and stiffness of
thick, to a mirror 103 inches in diameter by the polishing tools.
12 inches thick. The number of support A great variety of systems have been
successfully used to support mirrors, in-
points is: eluding carpeting, loam rubber, and even
kinematic devices, Large mirrors deserve
l.Sra_E_._Cr---:-_ supports more sophisticated than foamN=--i'- -- rubber, but kinematic systems become
cumbersome. Figures 1 and 2 show a support
system used extensively at Fecker lbr a
where N = Number of support points variety of v,ork pieces. Each support is a
mechanical spring that has been individually _17
r = Semi-diameter of the mirror in calibrated and cut to length to ensure uni-
inches formity from point to point. Each sp_rtg is
, pennavently attached to the table o) the
,_" E = Young's Modulus in pounds per polishing machine.
_' square inch ro prevent the mirror from rocking as
the polisher moves over the mirror, some (or
, 'ITM Quality of the mirror in allowable
i surface deformation in inches
p = Density in pounds per cubic inch
i t = Thickness in inches
) (For X/20, • = 1 x lO'_inches)
¢
For ),/20, _-_ has the following values:
Material .,
Cer-Vit® 0.0795 ' _ \
Bet3'llium 0,040 _ I. Uncovered view o( individuai pltclv_tqllg. _.
i
1
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pected and somewhat unpredictable manner.
The effects produced by such a tool are
similarly unexpected and unpredictable. In
addition, a compliant tool will tend to con-
form to the surface of the mirror and will not
remove cylinder or astiglnatism. If a large tool
is designed so as to maintain stiffness, it must
necessarily become heavy and thus further
increases the pressure between the polishing
tool and the mirror. There seems to be little
choice in designing, polishing, or grinding
tools for a large mirror; if they are to work in
a predictable manner and are to produce a
regular surface, they must be stiff. The
resulting increase in polishing pressure, how-
ever, must be compensateo. This has been
Figure2. Viewofpitch-sprfngspermanently done most frequently by counterbalancing
attachedto tableof polishingmachine, the tool. An alternate approach has been used
successfully at Fecker. This is a stiff, light-
all) of the springs are damped by submersion weight tool fabricated from two plates and a
in very soft pitch. A cross-section of such an honeycomb core. These three pieces are
assembly is shown in figure 3. joined together by epoxy. The resulting tool
can be sufficiently stiff to be predictable yet
l " ':: x._. / light enougl_ to need no counterbalancing. Wehave used such tools up to 100inches in
¢o,, ,Ao------3_r'_ -- - | _M,,,o, diameter. Such a tool is shown in figures 4
and 5.
Difficulties also occur in the reduction
of a high intermediate zone on a large mirror.
PITCH
With small mirrors, the optician may simply
alter the shape of the polishing tool, scraping
i_e TAb,.t away the pitch f-om the areas corresponding
to low zones ar.? leaving a high area cor-
_/_ t responding to _1_-_high area to be removed.
Figure3. Cross-sectionol'pitch-springsupport.
Grinding and Polishing Tools
The compliance of both grinding and
polishing tools varies in much the same way as
the mirror itself. If a simple ribbed casting is _,
scaled, the compliance varies as the square of _'J
the diameter and the unit pressure exerted
upon the workpiece by the polishe: varies _"_"--
directly with diameter. Thus, a large, com-
pliant, polishing tool will flex and deform Figure4. Honeycombtool, used withoutcounterbal-
when overharq'ag the mirror in an unex- ancing. ,!
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_,_ presentation of some of Fecker's solutions to
.. these problems will be useful both in appli-
'r_
:., cation and in stimulating the development of
-, other new techniques.
'j [%
? ¢-_. •
_.
Figure 5. Honeycomb tool showing honeycomb core.
The reduction in area of the polishing tool
causes an increase in polishing pressure, but Figure6. Family of ring tools.
with small mirrors little dif_culty is en-
countered. With large mirrors, the polishing
pressure is generally high to begin with, and
the reduction in area causes an unacceptable
" increase in polishing pressure. We have chosen
to correct this difficulty by using ringir
•' polishers rather than by using a variable
counterbalancing system. Figures6 and 7
_ show a "family" of such tools and their
driving spider. This type of tool has proved
extremely useful in working mirrors very fast.
A single zone can be vigorously polished while
maintaining circular symmetry.
,_, These are some of the problems that
_ occur when tools and techniques that have
_ been used for small mirrors are duplicated to
_ fabricate large mirrors. I hope that this FigureZ Ring_lrivingspider.
[-.m_
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_:: Surface Smoothness of Large Astronomical Mirrors:
._, A Collection of Foucaultgrams
: 6 69 6
5: University of Arizona ._ ,.
, Introduction years to develop. There has been a gradual
';"' conveyance of ideas, usually occurring
_. The classL f/5 primary mirror for large through either department heads or directors
astronomical systems is becoming a thing of who seem te have many of the facts, but this
the past. Designers are beginning to is a poor substitute for the man who is really
choose
faster f-ratios for their optical telescopes, doing the work and who is faced with this
These optical systems are more efficient; their problem from the beginning of the job to its
- telescope mounts and housing costs are much completion. A willingness to exchange ideas
_' lower for equal diameters of primary mirrors, and discuss problems could separate good
_ As we gain in this direction, however, we techniques from some of the "'old standby"
seem to lose in optical performance. As the methods, many of which need to be rt :iewed.
,F f-ratio becomes faster, we find that both This could improve the state-of-the-art con-
__ primary and secondary mirrors take con- siderably.
:_ siderably longel to aspherize, thus requiring Analysis of one of the knife-edge photos
more skill on the part of the optician to of one of the major astronomical mirrors in
_.' produce a surface that will form images use today reveals that much of the surface
' compatible with the computer ray traces, roughness (orange peel) can be attributed to
_" The main difficulty in making long-focal- the technique used by the opticians. It was
_:_ length mirrors seems to be in maintaining a very popular to use small cork tools for
_" symmetrical figure. With the faster mirrors, removing small splotchy zones on some of the
_" there is a greater problem in maintaining large mirrors made in the past. Many of the
circular symmetry because the aspherizing optical machines today are designed to drive
requires a greater removal of glass, thereby full-sized tools, which are usually very. heavy r
increasing the "washboard" effect. There is and require a good deal of force to move
also the problem of removing zones that are around on the face of the mirror. This same .,
produced on the surface with the small tools machinery can also be used to drive the small
used for the aspherizing. A typical size for a polisher. The loading, which is approximately
polishing tool that would be used to smooth a 1/5 pound per square inch on the full-sized
72-inch, f/4.2 mirror would be in the order of tool, will often increase to 7 pounds or more
21 inches in diameter. In comparison, the tool per square inch on the sub-sized tool. This
to do the same job on a 90-inch f/2.7 mirror removes glass very rapidly, generating quite a
• ' would be 8 inches in diameter, bit of heat, with a scrubbing effect that will !
It is quite obvious that the burden of cause an orange peel surface, o_
producing agood, fast f-ratio mirror is placed This report includes a number of ?
upon the optician. Very little communication foucaultgrams with comments on various
has taken place between opticians who have large astronomical mirrors. Because it is
produced large optical systems. It is difficult impossible to pinpoint the reasons why many
to say whether or not it is because each tries of the mirrors are rough or slightly warped,to protect the secrets that have taken him they are presented to stimulate thinking on •
153 i
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tile problems of surface generation and astigmatism and smootlfing out the wash-
smoothness. Also included in this report are board effect.
: pictures of spherical mirrors that illustrate the
surface that we would like to obtaill in large 200-1nch, f/3.3, Pyrex
aspheric mirrors. The fin:,t series of photo-
gl;aphs deals with a technique that was Final testing on this mirror (fig. 1)was
develop.qd by_ _,e (')ptit'ai Sciences Center of accomplished in the telescope. Photographs A
the Uni_cersit_ '.' Of _,_ri_o_[ for removing m_d B have short exposure, thus reveaJmg
r
A
$.
6
t Figure 1. Foucaultgram of Paloma,"Observatory, 200-inch (508-cm), f/3.3, Pyrex mirror, 1948. (Courtesy
of L S. Bowen, Mr. Wilson and Paior_r Observatories.)
!
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seeing conditions in the telescope. In photo- on edge. (A long, horizontal tunnel was pro-
•-. graphs C and D, which have a long exposure, vided for this work and later abandoned.)
seeing conditions are averaged out, thus
I'_ revealing the true mirror surface.
Because the 200-inch mirror is extremely Figure 3 shows the _esults of Hendrix'
flexible, astigmatism is reduced to a minimum efforts. The main preblem encountered in
through the use of the support system in producing this fine surface was maintaining a
conjunction with the Hartmann tests, surface of revolution. Overall, the aspheric is
Probably the most obvious problem on very mild in comparison with some of the
the surface of this mirroi is the rough new fast mirrors, but the flexibility of this
appearance (orange peel). A mirror o.f this mirror was so great that even the support
f-ratio was quite a bold undertaking in its blocks on the polishing machine were causing
', time, considering itssize and f-ratio, small lumps. These would be polished off
_ during smoothing operations; consequently,
?,:' _,.q-Inch, f/5.0, Pyrex when the mirror was raised on its support
" system in the telescope, these areas would
.;, Figure 2 i_ an unfinished mirror; the show up as depressions. It was impossible to
•. photograph illustrat_._ clearly the problems work the mirror with its support system in
confronting Hendrix. The removal of the use without damaging the bearing surfaces
lumps and ,'.he overcorrection required the use and reducing their efficiency.
-- of many Hartmann plates coordinated with After a number of years of careful
knife-edge photos, evaluation and hand-figuring, the mirror was
_' This mirror was removed from the
optical shop and installed in the telescope for completed. It is one of the few examples of
-__ hand-correcting an optical surface of this size.
_.. the_e tests. Means were provided for testing
t the minor in the optical shop, but these were
.. found to be ii_adequate, primarily because of 82-Inch, f]5.0, Pyrex
_,..
_ the flexure of the mirror while being tested
_,. Figure 4 is the 82-inch McDonald; the
_ foucaultgram is of the primary and secondary v
!. f'
_, "
• ¢
Figure 2. Foucaultgram of Lick Observatory, Figure 3. Foucaultgram of Lick Observatory,
l 120.inchf3OS-cm),$/5.0, Pyrex unltnishedmttror, 120-inch (305-cm), []5.0, Pyrex mirror, 1959.
|
1959. fCourtesy of H. R. Cowan, L.ck Observu- fCourtesy ofH. R. Cowan, Lick Observatory.)
tory. j !
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Figure 4. Foucaultgramof McDonaldObservatory, Figure 5. Foucaultgramof McDonaldObservatory,
82-inch (208-cm), if&O, Pyrex mbror, 1939. 82-inch (208-e.m/, if4.0, Pyrex mirror, 1939.
(Courtesy of Y.Texereau,Sky& Telescope,28, 6, (Courtesy of J. Texereau, Sky& Telescope,28, 6,
1964.) 1964.,J
mirrors tested together. One of the problems 84-Inch, Spherical Surface
with which the optician is faced, especially
when working with some of the older Before the 84-inch mirror was aspher-
borosilicate glasses, is determining how much ized, it was considered wise to polish the
to leave the primary undercorrected to
compensate for falling temperature conditions
it'. the telescope. In the higher expansion
glasses, the perfectly corrected mirror,
especially in the thick, solid type, will usually
appear overcorrected throughout most of the
best viewing hours. In addition, there is the
problem of not knowing exactly what the
support system will do to the mirror when it
is installed in the telescope, since most of the
astronomical mirrors are not made on their
suppoI_ systems in the optical shop.
82-1nch, t"/4.0, Pyrex
Figure 5 shows the 82-inch mirror after
Texereau accomplished his work on refigufing
the secondary to match the primary, mirror.
193-Centimeter (77-Inch), f/$.O, Plate Glass Figure 6. Foucaultgramof Observatoirede Haute
Provence, 193-cm (77.inch/, ffS.0, glass mirror,
Figure 6 is a 77-inch mirror of plate 1958. (Courtesy ofZ Texereau,Sky& Telescope,
glass. 28, 345, 1964.)
i '
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mirror to a sphere to see if there was any astigmatism when tested in the telescope.
detectable astigmatism. We used a full-sized Since the null lens has to be collimated when
tool, which weighed in the order of 2000 in use, it is easy to collimate out astigmatism
pounds, covered with a very soft polishing and to proceed with the work without ever
pitch about 1/2-inch thick. Since this was just knowing this until the final testing in the
to get the surface polished out, we used an telescope.
unmilled Barnesite polishing agent. Figure 7 Figure 9 is a fouc_,v tgram, taken in the
shows the surface it produced, which we telescope, which snows up surface deforma-
found very interesting. As a result of this tions that were not detectable in the shop.
experience, we decided not to use the same Zonally, the mirror a_,pears about the same.
combination of pitch and polishing agent for
our final smoothing work. H: , mann photographs are taken in the
•;. After the mirror was polished out, we telesc .... and then plotted to give the size of
J' the ge and light concentration m the:. carded on to a spherical surface by using a
_ harder pitch and milled rouge. The very imag_ fhese b.attmann profiles, in figure 10,
::_ smooth surface that was produced is good are helpfi)! in deterr.._i,ing astigmatism and
evidence to substantiate the need for tech- correction, but we' :, not tell much about
: nique research, the smoothness of „Hartmann
"_ numbers are raw numbers; they often do not
reflect the quality of the optic.
36-1nch, f/3.5, Pyrex
" Even at f/3.5, smoothness is not a great
:: problem (fig. 11). There are a few concentric
zones, probably in the order of about X/15,
! which are not as noticeable as the 1-1/2 wave-
_ lengths of astigmatism.
: 72-Inch, f/4.2, Duran 50
,_ The 72-inch mirror in figure 12 appears ,
' to be quite smooth, both in tests in the
_: optical shop and tests in the telescope.
Because of the mild aspheric curve,
";•_" Figure 7. Foucaultgramo_,'84.inchsphericalsurfac_ parabolizing was accomplished in approxi-
mately three weeks with a half-sized tool.
84-1nch, f/2.6, Pyrex Upon completio, of this work, there were
only a few minor ring zones to _emove. One is "
Figure 8 shows the 84-inch mirror at slightly noticeabls 8 inches from the edge. It
various stages of work, as photographed is estimated that this zone is probably in the
through the ntdl tester. The null tester seemed order of),/20. ,_ ,
to be very helpful in achieving surface The appea_nce of this mirror in the
f smoothness. It revealed all the small defects, shop resemblea that of a good sphere.
_t- but it seemed to overlook some of the larger Probably the biggest problem in making this
, _ slope problems, mirror was z,stigmatism. Since the mirror was
, The mirror looked quite symmetrical tested on edge, it was hard Lobe sure whether
through the null lens but showed some the sag from the edge support was mirror
|.
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Figure8. Foucauitgmmof Kitt PeakObservatory,84-inch(213-cm),f/2.6, Pyrex mirror,1961.
1
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Figure 10. Hartmann profiles: Kitt Peak Obser-
Figure 9. Foueaultgram of K#t Peak Observatory, vamry, 84-inch (213.em), [/2.6, Pyrex mirror,
: 84-inch (213-cm), f/2.6, Pyrex mirror, 1961. 1961. (Courtesy oJ Kitt Peak National Obser-
. vatory. )
¢.
R.
¢',
i
}i.:
,_" Figure 11. Foucaultgram of 36-inch, .1'/3.5, Pyrex Figure IZ Foucaultgram of Lowell Observatory,
_: mirror. 72-inch (183-cm), [/4.2, Duran 50 mirror, 1965.
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droop or real astigmatism. Table I gives the mirror was quite smooth. By using equipment
reduction of the foucault test, the last column that was designed for small tools, we were
representing height in wavelengths. The able to keep the pressure on the polishing lap
mirror was installed in the Perkins telescope to approximately 1/4 pound per square inch.
and performed as optical shop tests had We found that, by using rouge milled for 100
indicated to 200 hours, we were able tO produce a
surface that was very smooth and scattered
60-1nch, f/3.3, Pyrex very little light. No results are available at this
time on the optical performance in the tele-
The foucaultgram in figure 13 was taken scope.
through a nail tester. When finished, this
Table 1. Foucault Test of 72-inch,f/4.2, Duran50
Mirror
Lateral Height
No. ,Reading Displacement (A]
1 .000 .00fK_ .000000{3
2 .013 .00005 .0000000
3 .035 -.00002 .0000000
4 .055 -.0000_ -.0000000
5 .083 -.00020 -.0000003
6 .I00 -.00009 -.0000005
7 .117 .00007 -.0000003
8 .144 .00004 -.0000003
9 .178 -.00013 -.0000005
10 .204 -.00005 -.0000006
Figure i3. Foucaultgram _f Cerro Toiolo Obser.
11 .230 .00009 -.0000004 vatory, 60.inchfl.f2-cm) J_:s_mirror,1965.
12 .265 .00000 -.0000004
13 .301 -.00005 -.0000005 90-1nch, f/2.7, Fused Quartz
14 .337 -.00007 -.0000006
15 .371 .00005 -.0000006 The foucaultgram in fit,are _- vas taken
through the null tester. Funh. ,,'k and
16 .406 .00021 -.0000002 testing was done after this v,.._,,' The
17 .455 -.00012 -.0000004 small artifacts were created by the micr_ ,, ope
18 .496 -.00906 -.0000005 objective.
19 .540 -.00007 -.0000006 A mirror of this f-ratio presented quite a
20 .583 .00004 -.0000006 challenge to the optician, for there was littv_
information available on grinding techniq_,c:
21 .635 -.00017 -.0000008 foraspherizin&Therefore,insteadofgrinding
22 .683 -.00013 -.0000011 in the hyperbolicurve,which isnormally
23 .725 .00030 -.0000006 re,commended on a mirror of this size and24 .776 .00038 .0000000 focal length, we decided to polish it in, It
25 .834 .O0_lts .0000003 took a total of 6 months to polish in the
correction and about 3 months to smooth out
26 .894 -.00006 ,0000002 the small zones.
2"1 .949 .00006 .0000003 W_ found that we were able to smooth
28 1.005 .00024 .00(30007 out small edge zones during the final figuring _
1970027360-163
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.figure 14. Foucaultgramof Steward Observatory, l_gure 15. Three wire tests superimposed;Foucault.
•: 9(Hnrh(229.cm],f/2.7,fusedquartzmi_vor, 1969. gram of Steward Observatory,90.inch {229-cm},f/2 Zfused quartzmirror,1969.
._ ;,l>_,to improve a 2-inch rolled edge to almost
._'ro by using a 6-inch diameter tool wita a The surface is within },/8 of the
quarter- to half-inch stroke and 140-rpm computed curve. Small circular zones were
'. rotation and by placing the center of the tool too sma!l to measure with our wire test. We
:, over the area that was high. This produced a bad set up a scatterplate interferometer to
surface at the edge that seen_.._to be smoother look at these small zones, but they did not
;: than the central area, which was sla'_othed by show up. These zones are probably about
; a 12-inch diameter tool with about an 8- to },/20.
, l 0-inch stroke. It is believed that, because of
,_ the high asphericity of the mirror, the long The ,'firror is now being coated and w_ll
stroke was producing a misfit between the
_r b: tested,,very.shortly. This will be the proof
optical surface and the polishing t"ol, thus of the t{camque.
_ creating a "digging" action at the extremities
:, of the stroke. The no-stroke, rapid rotatiol_ 60-1,_chSphere, Aluminum
: technique is very selective. With a 6-inch
3 diameter tool, we were able to pinpoint zones This 60-inch sphere has a 300-foot focal
-,'- 2 inches wide at the edge. It is noted that this length (fig. 16) and was originally used in the
•_" pinpointing action becomes more pronounced McMath Solar Telescope.
_.. as the f-ratio decreases.
" Three different w:,re tests have been The type of material used for a minor is
superimposed on one print (fig. 15). The very important in terms of smoothness. This
_' small artifacts were created by th_, microscope particular mirror wPs polished with Linde A
_ objective, by using a full-sized tool. It produced a
_ We used the wire method for testing _t l/3-second image although the small gouges
_ the radius. This produced a concentric ring on softened the image core considerably.
the zone for which it was focused. By plotting Probably the ma_.n reason for using this
in 0_fferent coordinates, we were able to keep type of substrate was its thermal conductive
: track of the astigmatism, which seemed qualities. This substrate is not recommended
" negligible enough to ignore at thk point, for high resolution optics.
:¢
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,v::uld be ideal if we could make shorter focal
_ length mirrors or"this smoothness.
16.Inch Sphere, Early Cer-V,t
The mirror shown in figure 18 is quite
smooth even after having a blowtorch applied
to the front face. The vertical stripes wer_
caused by hot air.
Figure 16. Foucaultlo_m of 60-inch sphere, alumi-
num mirror.
60-1ncit Sphere, Fused Quartz
Figure 17 shows the quartz replacement ,
, , mirror for the sola, telescope. This mirror was
fi_red by using the same technique used for Figure 18. Foucaultgtam of/&inch sphere, early
the 60-inch metal mirror. The main difference Cer-Vitmirror,1966.
+ was that we used rouge instead of Linde A.
This sureace produces very low sca:ter; it
: 36-Inch Sphere, Pyrex
• Figure 19 is a phase contrasl photo of a
36-inch spherical mirror. "rh_.s mirror w_s
• produced, probably 30 year_ ago, by using
'/ Pyrex as a substrate. It is hard to say what the
_ little ge,_ges are; they _:c probably oa the
,' order of X/80.
_ With the knife-edge test, this mirror
appeared to be exceptionally smooth. It is
interesting to compare this photo with a
_, pha:,e contra_t photo of a )6-inch Cer-Vit
•,_ sphere (fig. 2J)4 which is representative of our
_: nearerzero-expansion #asses.
_f
16-[ach Sphere, Cer-Vit
g
_ Figure 17. _'oucoultgramof 60.inch sphere, fused The phase contrast photo, figure 20, is
et_,'tz mirror, of a 1(>-inchCer-Vit sphere.
J
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Figure 21. Foucaultgram of i 6-inch, f/1.68, Cer-Vit
, Figure 19. Foucaultgram of 36-inch sphere, _yrex mirror.
mirror.
sized tools to examine the optical surface
with a collimator. The mirror was not con-
centric; it had a number of zooes that did not
go all the way around. We 1tied local figuring
: to take out the astigmatism and found it
-- partially successful, but it did not accomplish
the work *hat we had hoped it would.
? Figure 22 shows the mirror after
? spinning technique was used.
5.
2-
"t'
.. Figure 20. FoucaultgrTm of 16-inch sphere, Cer-Vit
_. mir,'or.
:.e 16-1ncb, f/1.68, Cer-Vit
:!
.__ Recently, the optical shop was requested
_ to m_,ke,116-inch, f/1.68 parabola (fig.21).Thi,,
parabola was to be sliced up into smaller off-
.r_ axis paraboloids. We found that the total
amount of asDheric was too great to oolish: L
_ out _apprnxlmately 0.007 inch). Therefore, ;_
._. _e decided to grind in the t arabolic curve. _
_'_, UFoa completion of thi_ gdndiilg, the Figure22. Foucault_ramofl6-inch, f/1.68, Cer-Vit
mirrc_r was polished out r:ffqcie_ly with sub- mirror,after spinning.
i i
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At first we thought we would go back
and start over again, but, afte: studying the
problem, which is similar to problems the
optician is faced with on larger mirrors, we
felt that it was time for some experimenta-
tion.
A full-sized tool was made up .'nd
pressed on the surface of the mirror to insu, ."
a fit between the tool and the mirror; a
covering of Barnesite was used between the
surfaces to keep them from sticking. After
sufficient pressing time was allowed, the
mirror was spun at a rapid rate, approxi-
mately 100 rpm, with about a 1/2-inch stroke
on the polishing tool to prevent any serious
grooves from developing, until the general
: appearances of the glass resembled that of a
phonograph record.
The surface was again polished with the Figure23. Foucaultgramof 16-inch,I"/1.68,Cer-Fit
sub-sized tools to remove the small circular mirror,afterrepeatedspinningand polishing.
zones. These zones had a "terrible" Conclusion
appearance but actually measured only frac-
tions of a wavelength deep. They merely had This experiment illustrates very d_mati -
great slopes, cally the possibilities tnat are available for im-
These circular zones were removed in proving the state-of-the-art. Unfortunately, so
'_ about 30hours of polishing. We noticed a much of the work accomplished on large
small amount of astigmatism still present. By mirrors in the past has been on a time-
repeating the spinning and repolishing the scheduled basis that tile optician has been
surface with the sub-sized tools, we achieved allowed very little time to try any real
the surface shown in figure 23. technique changes. It is apparent that we have
Even though the focal length of this not reached the limit of surface smoothness
_' mirror is very short and therefore is not as that could be attained on the optical substrate e
, sensitive to slope errors as the larger optics, materials available at the present time. There
the mirror has a very good appearance for a seems to be a direct correlation between
16-inch, f/1.68 parabola, optical smoothness and technique.
i,
f,
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;: Electroforming of Large Mk'rors
F.J. Schmidt __--" ," " _69r_Ot
General Electric Compar_ ._ _r_ 0 "J
:'. Introduction ground metal mirrors. Such thicknesses result
f in excessive weight, thermal gradient, and ,
_; Weight, durability in launch and space cost. Since only the surface is used, the mate-
* environments, thermal conductivity and rial utilization efficiency decreases with
i_ isotropy, and projected cost considerations increasing thickness. In contrast, electro-
_,, favor metah!c mirrors over glass mirrors for formed mirrors show a ratio of only about
large-size reflective optics although, at 1:1000. Physical forming and deposition
_. present, the surface quality and thermal precedes yield mirrors of inferior s:arface and
stability of glass mirrors remain superior, metallurgical properties and generally at a
Considerable advances have been made during high cost.
the last few years, however, in the fabrication In electroforming, metal ions are depos-
of metal mirrors, ited from a room-temperature solution upon
_ I would like to identify some of these an accurate male master. This intimate "atom-
_ advances and to indicate a few highly to-atom" contact should yield completely
_ promising research and development areas for faithful replication. The master is reu_ble;
-'r application to space telescopes. This paper many such mirrors can be electroformed from
3 will discuss five techniques of potential each master. In practice, electrodeposition
interest for the fabrication of a large space stresses have been largely responsible for the
_ telescope, degradation observed in a number of past
• attempts to electroform metal mirrors.
Electroforming Stresses occur, presumably, because of disrup-
-tt
_:!, Of all the earthbound processes for the lion of the orderly atomic lattice by disloca-
_, fabrication of metal mirrors, electroforming lion. _,
_i presents the greatest potential. Grinding, Recently, however, an instrument has
_ been developed that has made it possible to
_ milling, and other mechanical proc_zes
._:( require considerable wall thickness in the control these stresses to the point where
mirror. Typical thickness-versus-diameter accuracy of reproduction and surf,ace smooth-
_i 1:1 for ness are assured to about IX (green) and 50ratios are
1:6 or 0 glass and 1:100 for
• angstroms, respectively.*
. _ Although these results were achieved on
• ffl *The average surface roughness was measured by small mirrors, there is no theoretical or prac-
interferencemicroscopephotographsof the surface tical limit now known that would preclude !
with multiple interferencelines, obtainedby the any desired precision of replication in any size
_, Tolanskymethod. The dis_lncebetweentheFizeau of electroform. Only by experiment will the
_ linescorrespond_to one-halfthe wavelengthof the actual limits be found.
greenlight used.Afteran ex,-t measurementof the A number of large mirrors (solar energy ,
wavelength,of the fringe displacetaent,andof the concentrators) were made by the Re-Entry
distancebetween lines, the surface roughne,_,was Environmental and Systems Division of the
calculated. General Electric Company between 1962 and
165
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1967 (table 1). These units required accu- process: spincast epoxy female master, elec.
racies of configuration much less severe than troformed male nickel intermediate, and dec-
those for astronomical mirrors; typically, troformed female final replica.
slope errors had to be controlled to within a Angular deviation was measured at 824
few minutes of arc. Nevertheless, it is inter- points on the surface of the mirror with the
esti_ to note the accuracy of replication in results shown in figure I, from which it ,
the_as6)?l_]t_serlarge #araboloids. Figure 1 evident that departure of the replica from the
shows _la6 tfl_idgJ ,xcc_ac_ attained during master was very small in spite of the rather
i this period by' i_sing_t{ _le_replicatioa generous requirements.
Table 1. Electroformed Large Mirrors Made by GE
User Size Material
,_ GE Missileand Space Division (22') 6.7m (Segments) Electroformed Nickel
_' Jet Propulsion Laboratory (5') 1.am Electroformed Nickel
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (9-1/2') 2.9m Electroformed Nickel
NASA Langley Research Center (9-I/2') 2.9m Electroformed Nickel
NASA Langley Research Center (2-1/2') 0,8m (Several) Electroformed Aluminum
NASA Langley Research Center (2-1/2') 0.8m (Several) Electroformed Reinf. Aluminum
7
t: .-
.t GEOMETRIC CONFIGURATION
" ___,,. __ 1.5ram (0.060-inch)
!. Electroformed Nickel
i 3.2ram (1/8-inch) wall, 80mm (3-1/2-inch) O.D. ¢
Nickel Torus
1.5mm (0.060-inch)
h" Electroformed Nickel[
Typical: Weight,incl. torus Economics of 100-inch electroformed mirrors,
compared to ground glassmirrors:
Nickel: 4.35 kg/m2 (0.89 lb/sq, ft.)
• ' • Aluminum: 2.78 kg/m a (0.57 lb/sq, ft.) Time = <, 1/10
Cost = < 1/5
Designed for:
(Drastic decrease in mirrorcost
10 g Axial with increasing numbers of units)
2 g Tangential Loads
(Launch Environment)
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_?_ x xMASTE__FEMALE_ thin (typically 15 to 40 mils). To make them:_'" ,O----El ELECTROFORMED MIRROR
-_, __ thick would defeat the basic objectives (light
r_; =a
•_,, _ is0 _ weight, minimal front-to-back-face tempera-
:_; _ ture differences, cost, etc.); hence, we may
.:. _:1,0 just as well grind in the conventional manner.
loo It should be noted that these electroformed
" "_ mirrors do not experience distortion due to
#;i;_ 60 x ",, the removal of gravity because they are pro-
= ,o duced in what amounts to a zero-gravity
_:. ,_ 20 ...... _ environment; i.e., as an adherent skin resting1 _ 3 4 s 6 7 8 _ _o on a substrate. The electroformed mirrors are
--, SLOPEE_,O,R^NGE,M ,UrES tOOthin to be polished and figured; therefore,
_" _'_ Figure 1. Distribution of slope error in double we must electroform them accurately in the
_; replicationprocess, first place. Two potentially applicable
_::. processes, electl'ochemical machining and
_,::_ electropolishing, were investigated, but the
• To these considerations should be added accuracies obtainable by these methods are, at
_ the fact that, in direct contrast to thick mir- best, ±0.0001 inch, which :s two orders of
-_" rors of any material, an accurate thin mirror magnitude above diffraction limits in the
'_ lends itself readily to active figure control, visible region. It now appears that these
Figure 2 shows two electrofermed alumi- processes are unlikely to achieve further
. num mirrors produced in the General Electric improvements in the accuracy of electro-
laboratory, formed mirrors.
'_ Surface Finishing Reinforced Metal Mirrors
Our second technique is the possible In recent work sponsored by the NASA
_; improvement of the surfaces of metal mirrors Langley Research Center, large-scale stru,>
_ by electrochemical processes. An overriding tural electroforms have been reinforced by
_: consideration in the electroforming of mirrors electrophoretic codeposition of high strength
is the fact that these mirrors are fabricated fibers. Such composites displayed a three-fold
increase in ultimate tensile strength and a
50-percent increase in the elastic modulus
(the latter much surpasses that of quartz)
without affecting the accuracy of replication.
Additional dramatic increases in strength and
modulus appear quite feasible. This program
should be vigorously pursued because it
points towards one way of obtaining metal
mirrors with high stiffness-to-weight ratio.
• . Besides permitting an aperture increase for a
' ' given mirror weight at a given accuracy limit,
.... such reinforcing "fillers" can also decrease the
thermal expansion coefficient without a sig- _
nifieant effect on therrml conductivity.
Hardened Surfaces
Figure2. Two small, electrofc'med aluminum, thin
mirrors: 3 inches and 7 inches in diameter, In a somewhat related process, very
respectively, hard, polishable surfaces have been created on
! I
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aluminum electroforms by electrophoretic oxygen as efficiently as any of the other
pigmentation. Polishing of electoforms is processes but also gives, at no extra cost,
: undesirable, as indicated previously in this highly significant byproducts usable for
paper; therefore, this process is not of mirror-and-telescope-structure fabrication.
immediate interest although it may be useful This process employs tbe GE-proposed lunar%
in connection with other metal fabrication fused salt cell, shown in figure 3. While this
;;: processes, mobile unit moves slowly along the lunar sur-
face, an auger movement scoops in the soil,
Lunar Fabrication which is subsequently melted and electro-
lyzed as in an earthbound fused-salt metal-
_. producing cell. Oxygen gas and silica are
I would like to plan/', the seed of a radl- generated at the anode, metal at the cathode,
cally different a-_proach, namely, lunar fabri- and thermally extracted water is obtained
._ cation. In the December 1966 issue of from the heating of the rocks. The process is
' Astronautics and Aeronautics, Dr. William not sensitive to lunar surface composition,
•_, Tifft of the Stewart Observatory gave com- which is shown in table 2. Thus, some metal
pelling arguments for placing a space tele- or alloy could be produced even if we do not
scope on the moon rather than in orbit. I will know at this time which one it would be.
not repeat his arguments, which were based Because the penalty of lifting thousands
upon geometrical, environmental, and opera- of pounds of telescope equipment to the
tional considerations, but I will add this moon ;'_very heavy, I propose fabricating the
consideration: the cost of fabrication of tele- mirrors and much of the structure on the
scope materials and the operation of a lunar moon by utilizing the silica or metal obtained
base would be shared by many disciplir, es. from lunar rock. The fabrication tradeoffs
The generation of oxygen (life support will rapidly become more favorable for lunar
and propellant) is a primary requirement for fabrication when we consider the long-term
'_ the growth of self-supporting capability on need for increasing numbers of space tele-
the moon. There is on._ proposed oxygen- scopes or as the telescopes become too large
z generation process that not only yields for launchvehic!es.
,1
i
Figure 3. Artist's conception oflunarmobile metal smeltingplant.
i
| !.
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:' Table2. ProbableElementalAbundanceon Lunar due to launch environment and fabrication
._, Surface* and testing in earth-gravity while operating in
,_ the much lower lunar-gravity environment.
Element Percent Weight The fabrication, testing, and operational
r.. supIx:rtsystemswill also be simplified. The
Oxygen 33-52 launch support system will be eliminated.
Pertinent technical data on the engineer-
Silicon 1"/-38 ing "energetics" appear in table 3.
If we produce molten metal (or SiO2) on
Magnesium 8-18 the moon, the first step in forming a mirror
._ would probably be the spincasting of a low or
Iron 1-22 zero shrinkage composition. Because of lower
" gravity, a considerably slower rotation than
!:: Aluminum 1-10 required on earth would be sufficient (about
1 rpm for a paraboloid of a 2O0-inch focal
_ Sodium 0.2-1 length). This would simplify the equipment
i' and reduces bearing "noise." The quality of
Calcium 0.1-8 the surface and geometry that could be at-
t-,dned is presently unknown; however, on
Potassium 0.1-5 earth, with rather mediocre equipment
located in a high traffic environment, a 2-mil
Nickel 0-2 rms finish and 0.5 minute of arc geometry
were easily attained in 1O-foot spincast parab-
Carbon 1 11 oloids. Considerably better results can be
expected in the lunar environment. Still, such
_. _ Hydr,gen 0.00%1 spincast mirrors are sufficiently thick and
. . rigid for polishing and figuring, if needed.
ComparativeClassification Varioas r.ovel schemes applicable to the
_ , f'mzl figuring of silica or rigid metal mirrors in
•i Volcanicashes the primitive lunar environment represent an
' Pumice ar_a meriting research al_d development
Lava(trachyticandbasalt) support. For _xample, the mt;asurement-and-
Stoneandmetallicmeteorites comparison process may well use certain
Tektites recent developments in optical :netrology that '
_, Quartzporphyries will be favored by the airless lunar environ-Granite ment; long-range interferometry is now •
Tufts possible because of the availability of highly
Dolerite coherent laser illuminators; moreover, long
Lipariticpitchstone path interferometry is favored by the absence :
Ironquarzite of atmospheric refraction.
Chondriteroeks In order to establish a standard of
, Achondriterocks comparison, it may be desirable to provide a
Pd,yoltticrocka small mirror having the desired focal length ;
and accuracy of the completed large mirror. 4.
This small reference mirror cotdd be set in a _
• *Dataobtainedfromvarioussources, recess at the center of the rough blank so that _
its extended surface would be either above or '_
below the surface of the blank, depending on
The lunar fabrication _herne circum- whether we would add or remow- metal for
vents the problems of permanent deformation correction.
iii
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_i Table 3. Technical Data on Lunar Metal Production
'. Reference: 3ilicate Melt Electrolysis, Feasibility Demonstratior.s and Basic Studies:
_ U.S.A. Bockris(work done in Great Britain)
,_;' Great Britain Kitchener, Davies
!it: U.S.S.R. Esin, CheculL'hBoronenkow, Shurygin
Japan Adachi, Ogino
(Note: Significantly little work was done in the U.S.A.)
THEFUSED SALT PROCESSIS QUITEINSENSITIVETO ORECOMPOSITION.
Cathode Products: AI, Mg, Fe, etc., (As determined by controlled potential.)
_ 98 to 99% Purity (Significant impurity: Si)
_' Anode Reaction: SiO_- --,SiO_ + O2 + 4e ; i.e., quartz and oxygen
Overall: (For AI) !00 g AI for 30 lit. (normal teml_rature pre_ure) O2
at 1355 amp. hr/lb. AI (with 0.45]1b. ,_1per lb. O2)
water of crystallization (ff any)
Electrodes fnonconsumable): Tie: or Fe2O3 or doped AI2O_
Voltage: 4 v
¢e
Temperature: 1000° if chlorides present;
,.p to 2000° if no chlorides present
Power: For electrolysis 6 KWH/lb. (13.2 KWH/kg)
_Jelting 4 KWH/lb. (8.8 KWH/kg)
Move, crush, etc. 9 KWH/lb. (19.8 KWH/kg)
Power Source: Sohr, 1_.7m (45 ft.) dish 15 KW
KilovoRs isotope power system
i (closed loop, br) !5 KW
t SNAP 8 >> 15 KW
i Total Estimated Weight, excludlngpowergeneratton: 2000 lbs.for 1 lb./hr metal producing plant (0.45 kg/hr) at
_ 15 KW,but consideraHe increasepebble at higherpower.I
i At a distance of two focal lengths, a of the mirror; e.g., a 300-cm, f/10n_'ror
metrology pylon would be erectedon the axis 3000 x 2 x _,
of the reference mirror.On the pylon would would resolve. -20 ), = 10 mic,-ons
be mounte a point source of coherent 300
illumination. The dimensions of the source at 5000 angstroms. If a source somewhat
i_ woul,:lbe less than the desiredresolvingpower smaller than 10 microns were to illuminate
1970027360-173
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the reference mirror,an image of the source Obviously, lunar-based fabrication
would be generated nearby in the form of a requiresmuchdetailed developmentin several
/'* characteristicAiry disc or diffractionpattern, technologies involved; however, it cannot be
: The image would not be that produced by a lightly discussed in long-rangeplanning for
: source at infinity but would be modified in a spaceexploration.
predictableway.
(I !_ -
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Isotropic Beryllium for Mirror Blanks
John W. Mobcrly and Henry M. Brown
Stanford Research Institute
Introduction and hot-isostatic pressing (ref. 2). These tech-
niques are capable of producing nontextured
_ It has 'been recognized for several years samples because the pressing forces are
that beryllium should be extremely isotropic applied equally in all directions, notL"
,, for use in optical systems. Aside from its uniaxially as in conventional hot-pressing.
: anisotropy, beryllium is ideal for use in such Anisotropy in polycrystalline materials
; instruments because it possesses low density, can be estimated by a relatively simple
_ high modulus, and reasonably good thermal diffractometer-_canning technique in which
properties. A critical requirement for such the degree of anisotropy is indicated by the
precision parts is uniform expansion of the relative intensities of selected diffractiong
metal. Beryllium, however, crystallizes at low peaks. Although such x-ray procedures are
, temperature with a hexagonal close-pa_.ked .ot as "foolproof" as pole figure analysis,
_ crystal structure that leads to anisotropy in diffractometer scans yield qualitative data
many of its physical parameters. This presents that can be used to measure anisotropy.
" a serious problem that can only be overcome
by the use of randomly oriented polycrys- Hot-Pressed i',eryllium
_ talline bodies that are usually nroduced fromg.
beryllium powders. Unlike most powder metallurgy products
' Nearly all beryllium powder is prepared ,hat are fabricated by cold-pressing followed
, by some comminution process in which by a high temperature sintering, nearly all
_.- coarse beryllium particles are crushed to f'mer commercially powdered beryllium is
_" and t'mer sizes. Beryllium cleaves primarily on processed by vacuum hot-pressing. During
its basal plane, the powder taking on irregular vacuum hot-pressing, beryllium powders con-
_. platelet or acicular shapes in which the plane tained in a ste_l or graphite die are uniaxially
of the particle corresponds to the basal plane compressed at pressures of the order of
of the beryllium crystal. In packing such 1000 pounds per square inch for about 1 hour ,,,
powders, preferred orientation occurs because at 1000 ° to 1100 ° C. The beryllium billet
the particles tend to align the plane of the produced is nearly theoretic_ly dense, having :_
platelets (basal plane) normal to the packin_ a grain size only slightly larger than the initial
direction. During densification of the pov, Oer particle size. Beryllium oxide is
• powders, such as hot-pressing, _his tendency is present in the same amount as in the initial
ii' further magnified because the basal plane is powder and is u_ualiy 2 to 6 weight percent, i
also the slip plane and additional particles will Meckanical deformation of poly-
plastically deform into this same orientation cwstaUine beryllium at high temperatures
under the pressing force. Using hydrostatic or causes the development of a texture
isostatic pressing procedures and sintering (preferred orientation). The grains tend to
techniques can greatly reduce the amount of become aligned with their c-axes parallel to __
anisottopic texture. Two such processes have the direction of the applied force. "i'hil
been developed: pressureless sintering (ref. 1) worked texture b also otnerved to a leber
| !Iiii i i
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degree in hot-pressed 1 F_' normal . about I0 to 15/_) is evident. This sample con-
structural uses of beryllium, hot-pressed , gains .about 2 weight percent beryllium oxide
beryllium is considered to be isotropic; how- imp_ity, which appears as a small black
ever, differences in ultimate tensile strength precipitate in t, ; micrograph. The oxide is
of J0 percent are often observed between generally present in the grain boundaries.
longitudinal and transverse sections of hot- The degree o' randomness of lne
pressed s_ructural-grade beryllium billets pressureless-sintered beryllium samples Js illus-
(ref. 3). Differences in thermal expansion of trated in figure 3. This figure shows three
nearly 5 percent have been measured for these x-ray diffractometer scans taken fi'om three
two directions in hot-pressed billets; for orthogonal directions ofa smaJ!specimen of a
optical application, such differences are intol- pressureless-sintered billet. The relative
erable, intensities of the three peaks taken in the
The reason for strength and thermal three directions are nearly identical, and all
expansion differences is the preferred orien- are nearly in the p_'operratios (ref. 4). X-ray
tation developed during densification of the data were also taken of sections cut at a
p_:v ":,s. Figure 1 shows x-ray diffractometer 45-degree angle to the sections used for
sca,s of samples of a hot.pressed beryllium figure 3, and these data aga/n are in the
billet; the surfaces x-rayed were perpendicular proper proportion. Finally, pole figures
and paralk.l to the hot-F.,'essingdirection. This analysis on pressureless-sintered beryllium
figuro _hows the three most intense beryllium indicated that the samples examined were
peaks. The (10"11) peak should be the stron- essentially random.
gest in a _andom sample; the intensity of the
(101"0) peak should be 3 ! percent of the Optical Properties of Beryllium Mirrors
(_0TI) peak; and the (0002) peak should be
25 percent the intensity of the (J0[l) peak Mirrors have been made from the various
(re£ 4). As is evident in figure i, neither of classes of beryllium mentioned in this repoct,
: the scans yield peak intensities in the proper including several grades of commercially hot-
' proportion, Because of the applied load pressed, hot isostatically pressed, and
durin_ hot-pressing, a number of berylliunz pressureless-sintered beryllium. These mirrors
[9"ainsbecome aligned with their basal planes, were generally solid blauks, 4.2 inches in
(0002), normal to the pressing direction, diameter by &5Oinch thick. The samples
X-ray examination in a direction 90 degrees were polished by Perkin-Eimer to obtain flat,
to the pressing direction shows a lower high quality optical suffaces. The mirrorshave
number of basal planes than in a ra_.flom been evaluated for short-term stability over
sample. This behavior is observed in all hot- therrml excursions between 25° and 80 ° C,
pressed beryllium, called "the_Tnal stability," and long-term flat-
ness dimensional _tability measured at
Isostatically Produced Beryllium constant temperature. The long-term dimen-
sional stabifity is evaluated by two means
. An alternative a_proach for producing (ref. 2). The first uses a precision suffsce
i randomly oriented beryllium is to use interferometer that records flatness insta-
isostatic or hydrostatic pressing procedures in bilities over a 2-week period at constant
- ¢
i the densiflcation operations. The pressureless- :emperature; the data are then extrapolated
sintering technique produces dense (over to yield instabifities per year. A secon_
: 99 percent of theoretical), fine grain, dimensional stability measurement is simply
• randomly oriented beryl:ium (ref. 1). The to compare the f_atneu of the polished
microstructure of a pressur_l_intered mirrors after shelf storage of ! 2 to 18 _ __.
' beryllium specimen is seen in the polarized months. Longer timt_ are not yet possible
light micrograph of figure 2. A hon,ogeneou& because control samples were produced lea
i fme grain structure (average grain size of than 2 yean ago.
| ----
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_; FigureI.X-raydiffractometerscansofhot.pressedbe'_,tlluntO esurfaceexaminedwasperpendicularto
_._ the hot.prexsing dz'reeP.on,and the second wusparallel to the hot preying direction. _.
I!: The best hot-pressedberyllium showed instabilities on the order of 0.4 ,'o
_' thermalinstabilitiesof 1.0x 10"3X/°C when 0.5 x !0"3X/°C (ref. 5). Morerecentmeasure-
thermally cycled between 25° and 80°C; _, ments (ref. 6) indicate that the pressureless __
was 6328 angstromsfor these measurements dntering will consistently produce beryllium
_ (re?. 5). Hydrostaticallypressed and sintered ,_mples3 to 5 times n_orethermally stable
beryllium, on the otherhand, showedthermal than hot-press'.g. !i
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. Figure 2. Microstructure ofpressureless-sintered beryllium.
Two factors contribute to these thermal ences in thermal expansion in the various
, instabilities. The first is the overall degree of directions for hot-pressed beryllium, severe
' nonrandomness in the various samples. This is distortions occur upon temperature changes.
shown in figures 1 and 3 for hot-pressed and X-ray diffraction measurements have
'_ pressureless-sintered beryllium. In addition, been made over the optical surfaces for
_" an important contribution to the instability is numerous beryllium mirrors. Figure 4 shows
the inhomogeneity of the texture across the the results obtained for a mirror made from a
polished surface. Because the optical measure- commercially hot-pressed billet. Three scans
ments have been made on flat surfaces, it is are shown: one taken at the center of the
_. possible that eve_ a significant degree of non- billet, one at the billet edge, and one at an
_ randomness can exist in the test sample; but, intermediate position. Several of these tra-if the texture is uniform over the optical verses were taken; what is shown is represen-
surface, the mirror may not severely distort tative of all the measurements. It is evident
_ upon temperature changes. This, however, that this mirror is highly textured and that
:_ would not be the case for an optical surface if the texture is not uniform across the surface.
some curvature was involved; i.e., it would This sample showed a thermal instability of
distort even if the texture were uniform 1.8 x 10 -3 _,/°C. The x-ray characteristics of
_ acros_ the entire surface. Because of differ- the hot-pressed sample are contrasted with
1970027360-178
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_ Figure 3. X-ray diffractometer scans taken from three orthogonal sides of a small hydrostatically pressed,
•:"; pressureless-sintered beryllium cube.
those of a pressureless-sinter_d mirror, which the original test temperature. Beryllium
.j is shown in figure 5. This sample, although mirrors that have large thermal instabilities,
_: not perfectly random nor homogeneous, is far such as those made from the hot-pressedsuperior to hot-pressed samples. The actual blanks, would of necessity have to be polished
thermal instability of this pressureless-sintered at a temperature near the operating tempera-
Ii i mirror was 0.41 x 10-a X/°C. ture of the mirror. .
Thermal stability for performance of More critical to many applications is the
optical systems would be critical where the long-term dimensional instability. Again, the
_ mirror would operate at temperatures other only precise data available are for flat sur-
:' than that at which it was polished. In general, faces, but pressurele_-_intered mirrors have
all the thermal instabilities in the mirrors been shown to be stable to values of X/20 per _,
i tested were elastic in that they returned to annroach;no ton,,-
These valuesyear. are the
• heir original surfa e figure when t term dimensional stability"" --ere ordedfor fused"_ _ij ,
| i i i i
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_, Figure 4. X-ray diffractometer scans oI"a hot-rressed beryllium mirror.
silica mirrors. Hot-pressed beryllium samples sions approaching the final mirror geometry
once again are inferior, with instabilities of were sintered, thus eliminating excessive
about _/4, or one fifth as good as the machining. After machining, it was necessary
pressureless-sintered samples. To date, no that a minimum of 0.010 inch be chemically
direct correlation has been shown between removed from all machined surfaces, thereby
, short-term thermal instabilities caused by eliminating all machining damage. The blanks
nonrandom orientation and long-term dimen- were then optically polished. No Kanigan
_ sional instabilities. The long-term instabilities coating was applied. It is felt that surfaces
'_ most likely are caused by residual internal such as Kanigan would only contribute to the
i strain, various instabilities of the beryllium and, in
[ A final comment is appropriate on the fact, may far overshadow the satisfactory
, manner in which the tested samples were behavior for the sintered beryllium°
- treated after fabrication. Billets having dimen-
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_, Figure 5. X-ray diffractometer scansof a pressureless-sintered beryllium mirror.
q*,
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The Effects of Processing on the
Dimensional Stability of Beryllium Mirrors
Robert E. Maringer
F.attelle Memorial Institute
Introduction 3. Relaxation of thermally-induced '
residual stresses resulting from the anisotropy
Beryllium has a number of distinctly of the thermal expansion coefficients of
advantageous properties that make it a beryllium
promising optical mirror material. It has,
: aboveall, a high modulus (3.2 x 104 kg/mm 2) 4. A nonuniformity of the preierred
and a low density (1.86 g/co), which combine orientation of beryllium, which results in
to give it the highest stiffness-to-density ratio nonuniforrnity of thermally-induced stresses.
of all the normally considered candidate
materials. In addition, beryllium has a rela- Machining Stresses
tively high thermal conductivity
(1.7 watts/cm °K), which means that it will
equilibrate readily after some change in The most common source of residual
temperature. Recognition of these properties stress in beryllium is mactfining damage. The
has led to the use of beryllium in telescopic machining operation itself causes considerable
mirrors, gyros, accelerometers, instrument disruption of the surface layers, leaving be-
mounts, and other precision devices. The hind a heavily cold-worked layer. If one
accumulated experience indicates that beryl- examines this worked layer metallographically
lium is not an ideally stable material. Recent in cross-section, deformation twins are often
i research has resulted in a significant advance observed, extending to a depth of perhaps
_ in the understanding of the reasons for this 0.002 inch below the surface. These have
instability. It is the purpose of this discussion sometimes been taken as evidence ef surface
to point out some of the reasons for this damage or residual stress, and the beryllium
instability and to indicate methods to avoid surface has been etched to a depth of 0.002 t
:, it. inch or so to alleviate the situation. It has
been shown (refs. 1 and 2), however, that the ,
Mechanisms of Dimensional Instability damage extends far deeper than this. Using
: the recommended tools, the recommended
At least four distinct mechanisms of rake angle, and the recommended cutting
dimensional ins;ability (not including over- speeds, it has been found that the residual
- ' stressing by the application of an excessive stresses due to lathe machining will occasion- ,_
external load) have been identified in beryl- ally penetrate to depths greater than 0.010 _.
lium. These are: inch, but penetration is more commonly of _'
1. Relaxation of residual stresses intro- the order of 0.005 or 0.006 inch. Although _
duced during processing (especially ma- the evidence is meager, it appears that the
|. chining) depth of penetration decreases with de-
2. Relaxation of residual stresses creasing grain size and increasing material
' existing in an electroless nickel plate or relax- strength.ation of thermally-induced stresses between T ese residual stresses introduced by
i the plate and the beryllium substrate machining have been reported (ref. 3) to be
.... _, 181
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as high¢_ls .40_00.p0unfls per square inch, It is important to be aware of the fact
and, in ¢dtil4¢_Jt q_l_r_nt# ¢_f_l and 2), that this behavior is not limited to beryllium.
we have found stresses as high a's 23,000 .psi. Figure 2 shows a snlall mirror of Vega tool
What this can do to a beryllium mirror is steel of a similar aspect ratio. After 0.001
amply demonstrated in figure 1. A 4.2-inch- inch of material was removed from the back
diameter, 1-inch-thick cylinder of beryllium surface by surface grinding, figure 2(b), the
with machined surfaces was lapped flat on mirror be._'ame astigmatic, with the axis of
one side. Then the machined back surface was astigmatism being oarallel to the direction of
etched off in steps. After removal of 0.0082 the grinding. Etching 0.001 inch from the
inch from the back surface, the interference back surface again changed the mirror figure
fringes had changed from straight lines to appreciably, as shown in figure 2(c).
concentric circles, indicating that the surface The presence of such residual stresses in
was now convex and deviated from flatness beryllium can be catastrophic insotar as mir-
by several wavelengths, ror behavior is concerned. In the first place,
(a) Interferogram of SRl-l-2, showing sur.faceprior to (b) Interferogram of SRI-I-2, showing surface figure
the chemical removal of beryllium from back after removal of O.O041-inch-thick layer from
surface, back surface.
(c) lnterferogram of 8RM.2, showing surface figure
efter removal of O.O082.inch-thtck layer from
back surface.
_ Figure 1. Effect of machining stresses on beryllium mirror figure. (Courtesy of Perkin.Eimer Corp_ "
i ration.) i
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the thermal expansion coefficient differs
._- between the cold-worked layer produced by
:.. machining and the annealed base material.
_" This could lead to thermal instability of a
i: mirror. Worse than this, however, is the
" probability of relaxation of these stresses in
service. We have observed (ref. 4) that many
: materials will creep under stresses even less
than their microyield strength (MYS), the
stress to cause 10-6 plastic strain. For beryl-
: lium, the MYS can vary considerably as a
function of grade or processing history. This
,f
; is shown graphically for a number of grades
_.,. and processing procedures in figure 3. If, for
'_': example, S-200 beryllium can be expected to
_. (a) As lapped, creep (or show stress relaxation) at stresses
;_. less than 2000 psi, we have no reason to
i" expect it to sustain residual stresses of
20,000 psi without stress relaxation.
_., It is interesting to note that most pro-
,_ cedures for the stress relief of beryllium call
._ first for rough re.achining, then for a 1450°F
¢: anneal to relieve the stresses, then for finish
machining. In effect, one goes through con-
_-. siderable trouble to remove or to minimize
_, the residual stresses due to rough machining;
." then one proceeds to put them right back in
_-,_ again in finish machining. There is even good
_" evidence (ref. 5) to indicate that the fine cuts; -
_i used for finish machining put in higher resid-
ual stresses than the coarser cuts used in
_- (b) WithO.O01.inchsurfacegrind on backface. rough machining.
Strew relief by heat treatment is one
_, solution, but it must be done after finish
,_, machining as well as after rough machining. '
_; fhe generally accepted stress-relief heat treat-
_, ment for beryllium removes only little more
_. than half the residual stresses present (ref. 6). ,
" Therefore, a far better procedure is to etch "
chemically all machined surfaces at a depth of
at least 0.010 inch. This should be followed
_: by a stress-relief heat treatment to minimize
any long-range r_sidual stresses that may be
present. If the bare metal surface is to be
•__ ground and lapped, er.ough material should be '
" removed during each step to obliterate the
_, residual stre_ pattern introduced by the pre-
_: (c) WithO.O014nchetch on backface, vious step. This will permit the final mirror ._
surface to end up with the thinnest possible
_: Fifu_ 2. Effect of machiningand etching on Vega layer of disturbed metal and, thus, to have the
tool steel mirror, greatest stability. f
_ ]IE] ]] ] r
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Figu_ 3. Stress-plastic strain dat,: for various beryllium sampl¢_
_ This whole area of residual stresses due nickel. Hating was done by various plating
,_ to machining, lapping, or grinding, and their companies. The composite thus formed a
i removal or minimization, represents a grey bimetallic strip. Most of the specimens were
• area of knowledge. We know how bad things given a "stress-relief" heat treatment by the
are, but optimum machinJng, lapping, and platen after plating and, when delivered to us,
grinding practice is not known; nor are were obviously bent. Calculation showed that
adequate data available to permit truly op- tensile stresses over 20,000 psi often existed
timum heat treatment to relieve stresses intro- in the plate. Representative strips are shown
duced by these operations, in figure 4. Significantly, one strip that was
delivered in the "as plated'_ condition was not
bent. As shown in figure 5, however, it (Strip
Electroless Nickel Hate No. 1) bent appreciably after exposure to
190°C. In figure 5, the vertical axis represents
, Because of its significantly greater ease the extent of bending as measured from thein polishing, electroless nickel is plated onto
" ' most beryllium (and other metal) mirrors. A center of a line drawn between the two ends
series of simple experiments (ref. 7) was of the specimen to the center of the speci-
undertaken to evaluate the residual stress men.
system in this plate. A number of stress- Because the specimen is a bimetallic
relieved beryllium strips (0.010 inch thick by strip, it will also respond to a change in tern-
0.4 inch wide by 4 inches long) were plated perature by a ch.a_e in its bend radius if the
on one side with 0.005 inch of electroless thermal expansion coefficients of the ruckel i
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_'. Figure 4. Curvature (bow-out) caused by plating stresses from Kanigen-nickel deposition on beryllium. (Top
to bottom: Companies A, B, C, and D. )
t"
and the beryllium differ. As the data in about 2 x 10-6 per degree Celsius at room3:
figure 5 show, this does indeed happen; the temperature. This means that, in a randomly
temperature dependence of the bending
indicates a difference in thermal expansion
coefficients of about 2 x 10"_ per degree ]Celsius. o;, -
For precision mirrors, both the residual o,_ Ix _ _
: stresses in the plate and the different thermal- -,_ k s,,,_No, o _n_,_)I_b_)
Z expansion coefficients of the nickel and the o,, -- x_ (_*,.,_)---
:, beE41ium are unacceptable. Tbe easiest and OI _ _ SIrtpS'rJP_O 2 O--COOJff_0)lqG3 : (_l_)
.- most obvious solution is to eliminate the plate __
entirely. In less precise applications, or where o, F _
g a polishable surt_ce cannot be otherwise o_ i_ _ t_,_
• --_
i. attained, electroless nickel can still be very _ _%,_..[. _useful. For best r._suits, however, the mirror o_ _s_,_,_should be plated _'ith an even thickn ss over -;
:: its entire surface. The structure thus becomes _ oo; --
_. a sandwich, with stresses on the back of the _ o_ _.
'- mirror balancing those on the front and with j
" consequent distortion minimized. Care should j
_; be taken not to unbalance the situation b_ oo, 7--
excessive thinning of the plate on the re- _ _/
_ fleeting surface of the mirror dwlringpolishing, x r
i Potentially, it seems feasible to develop _. /
_ an electroless nickel with a better thermal ooz _ "°4 / ___
• ' _, expansion match, but, to our knowledge, no oo, _research in this area is under way. [ [ '_
Thermal Expansion Anisotropy t.._.,., c ._
1i t_ !*11 _ I I I :_QO _10 _10
¢ The crystal structure of beryllium is _*¢_t_t_t_o_M¢_..,,_es -_
_: hexagonal-close-packed, and its thermal-
" expansion coefficients parallel and perpen- Hfure 3. Effect of heating on :he curvature of
dicular to the axis of the crystal differ by electroless,n_kel-plated beryllium strips.
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_- oriented polycrystalline aggregate of beryl- beryllium is returned to room temperature,
i: lium, any change in temperature will result in the stresses will be reduced by the now nega-
a buildup of stress between adjacent grains, tire AT. This appears to be the real rationale
:, For adjacent grains whose C-axes are oriented behind thermal cycling as a stabilization pro-
'_ at 90 degrees to each other, this stress builds cedure. Unfortunately, virtually no quantita-
up at about 80 psi per degree Celsius. In some tire data are available to indicate an optimum
materials, anisotropy of this type leads to thermal-cycling stabilization procedure. The
rather dramatic dimensional instability, as current practice of cycling between about
shown-in figure6 for thermally cycled -100 ° to +I00°C (done slowly to avoid
uranium (ref. 8). thermal stress gradients) probably should be
., considered mandatory but certainly not
"_i._., optimu
::. 7 Inhomogeneous Anisotropy
As most people are aware, hot-pressed
;._.,,,_ beryllium has a strongly prcfened orientation.
Forging or rolling serves to increase this form
of anisotropy. One consequence of this
:': anisotropy is a difference in the thermal
: _- __ expansion coefficients of beryllium relative to
'_ : ' the direction of pressing or _vorking. This
Growth of uraniumrod by thermalcyclingfrom leads to some thermal instability, especially in
lOOto SOO°¢;orf#nal size ½ inchlongand ¼inch in nonsymmetricalstructuresor in a structure
diameter.(aJ2132 cycles (2XJ;(b} 4882 cycles(2X/. like a spherical mirror, when different surface
elements represent different diJ'ections rela-
tive to the pressing direction.
* _ There are several ways of decreasing this
: -- anisotropy. One of these is the hot isostatic
.: I .... l ...... II pressing (HIP) method developed by Battelle.
, Thermal-cyclinggrowth of Mghly orientedfine- This process involves sealing a green powder
: graineduranium (300°Crolledrod). Growth from2 compact in a miid steel container, then
i to 11.3inches by 300 cyclesfrom $0 to 550°C. exposing the package to isostatic _as pressure
at high temperatures in an autochve (750°C
at 7 kg/mm 2 for two hours is ty_ical). The
Figure 6. Dimensionalinstability of uraniumdue to resultant product is 100 percent dense, has
thermalcycling/ref.S), significantly better MYS values than its hot-
p_ssed equivalent, and has significantly less
Fortunately, instability of this magni- preferred orientation than its hot-pressed
tude is not observed in beryllium, but it is equivalent. A one-piece, hollow mirror blank
] vital to remember that intergranular stresses with an eggcmte internal rib tructure made
exceeding the MYS are built up on cooling, by the HIP process is shown i_ figure 7.
_' Slow cooling from a stress-relief heat treat- A second method that t.:oears promising
" | ment is important in order to permit the is the pressureless sinterittg mrthod developed
I partial relaxation of these intergranular at Stanford Research Laboratory. This
, stresses. It is also important to cool the method involves exposing a green-pressed
sample to below room temperature. This will compact to high temperatun ,_in vacuum. If
,_- increase the intergranu/ar stresses still further, the temperature is properly chosen, almost
i permitting them to relax somewhat by con- full density can be obtained without excessive
i tinued plastic deformation. Then, when the grain growth. Preferred orientation, ccmpared
i
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respond to the underlying rib structure of the
mirror. We believe this is due to a slightly
different preferred orientation in the polished
"_ surface as compared with the rib structures.
Moberly (ref. 9) suggests that this anisotropy
originates in the preferential stacking of the
powder particles, which tend to !_ flake-like
due to the propensity of beryllium to fracture
on its basal plane. He has demonstrated that
.................. by reattritioning the green-compacted beryl-
lium to produce larger aggregate pazticles and
Figure 7. Finished and _,cctioned SP-260-D mirror then recompacting and p. _urele:_._ sintering,
blank, a very isotropic mirror materia' h produced.
It is believed that the reattritiorJing process _
with hot-pressed beryllium, is again signifi- will also improve the HIP material; experi-
canfly reduced, ments to demonstrate this are ureter way. U_
Mirrors have been fabricated from belvl- of spherical powders, for either the HIP or the
lium prepar2d by both HIP and pressureless pressureless sintering process, should also
sintering processes. Although these show a minimize inhomogeneous anistropy; experi-
marked improvement over mirrors made from ments are under way to demonstrate this.
hot-pressed beryllium, some thermal, in-
stability still exists. An example of this is Conclusion
depicted in figure 8, which shows the inter-
ference pattern at 80°C on a HIP beryllium We believe that the major causes of
mirror that was flat at 25°C. The deviations dimensional instability in becyllium mirrors
: from flatness (about 1/4 wavelength) cot- have l_een recognized and that corrective
measures for all of them are presently or
'" potentially available. Thus, it appears that we
;_ are on the threshold of producing berAlium
_ mirrors (and probably mirrors of other metals
., as well) with stabilities comparable to the best
._ of the ceramic or glass mirrors.
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Z Pore-Free Ceramics Made by Sintering •9'
J. E. Burke
;. General ,,,lectrtc Research and Development Center
'{.
!
; Introduction Yttralox ® is a material of similar micro-
structure, also made by cold pressing and
Ceramics have been little considered as sintering from yttrium oxide powder with the
_. mirror blank materials because, as conven- addition of several percent of thorium oxide.
_ tionally produced, they are multiphase and Its properties are also set forth in table 1.
_. have several volume percent of pores. The
purpose of this bnef note is to describe two Potential as Mirror Material
single-phase pore-free ceramics that might
_: offer advantages as a mirror material under It must be emphasized that these mate- "
_- conditions where their special properties rials are essentially unevaluated as mirror
would outweigh their disadvantages., materials; however, they possess certain
_ Lucalox® aluminum oxide ceramic is unique characteristics that recommend them
_" made by conventional ceramic-processing and certain intrinsic disadvantages as well.
_. techniques from high purity aluminum oxide
t_ powder with the addition of about 0.1 weight Advantages
_. percent magnesium oxide. The product is a
_ pore-free, polycrystalline material having Yttralox and Lucalox are the only oxide
properties substantially the same as sapphire, ceramics that can be prepared in reasonable
_. The most important of these are set forth in sizes in pore-free, single-phase form. There is
i table 1. no glossy phase present although the speci-mens are polycrystalline. Because they are
Table l. Propertiesof Lucalox and Yttralox ceramics prepared by cold pressing and sintering
_ Property Luuaox® yttnaox® powders, they can be made by present tech- p
. nology in complex shapes and in diameters up
Com[osition /d203-99.9% Y203-91% to several inches. There is no fundamental
MgO.0J% ThO2"S_ limit to size, and, with moderate develop-
ment, it should be possible to prepare discs _
Crystal structure Hexagonal Cubic from 6 to 10 inches in diameter. _
Meltingpoint(°C) 2050 2400 It is characteristic of these oxides that
dislocation mobility is exceedingly low at
,, Density(scm-3) 3.98 s.30 room temperature; hence, the materials will-
" '' Modulusofmpture(p_) >40,000 ~17,000 have very great dimensional stability and
should not creep at all after polishing. _ ,,
Young's modulus (psi) $7x 10 6 25x 106 Yttralox is somewhat harder than glass and
can be readily polished. Lucalox has the same
Coefficientofthermal hardness as sapphire; hence, it is somewhat
expansion (°C"l) 6.3 x 10-6 7.9 x lO-6 more difficult to polish.
Hardneu(molt) 9.0 7.2 The outstanding characteristic of Luca-
lox is its high Young's modulus (nearly
189
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: 60 million psi). Yttralox has a Young's modu- direct observation of these distortions has
dfls_fLSt5_till_i_n,(abOttlu2_,_times glasses), hi ' been made t,a the author's knowledge. This
_ each _as_,Y_s]lo_U_l b'e_ossible to make same anisotrc_py in coefficient of expansion
thinner blanks for a givem diameter than is leads to grain boundary shearing stresses that
_/, possible with glass, can produce i tendency toward grain bound-
;. Joining techniques are available for these ary cracking in relatively large-grained mate-
:::. materials. In Lucalox, some joints have been rial. As a consequence, it is difficult to polish
made without the aid of any foreign sub- surfaces without some chipping ("pull-outs")
stances; i.e., by joining the pieces in the green at unfavorab','y oriented grain edges.
state so that no differences in coefficient of If Lucalox were to be seriously con-
, expansion are introduced. It is believed that sidered for rrdrror blanks, it would be most
"; the same techniques could be applied to desirable tee develop processing techniques to
_' Yttralox. More commonly, solder ceramics of produce a pore-free microstructure at a grain
_, lower melting point are used. size of 10 microns or less.
Yttralox is cubic, and preliminary obser-
. Disadvantages rations indicate that it is easier to polish than
Lucalox and without pull-outs. Because the
Both materials have relatively high coefficient of expansion is the same in all
coefficients of expansion; hence, temperature directions, there are no local distortions with
gradients will cause distortions, change in temperature.
Lu.:alox has a hexagonal crystal struc-
ture. Although the polycrystalline body is Summary
isotropic as regards coefficient of expansion,
the individual grains have slightly different It is conceivable that Lucalox ® and
coefficients of expansion in different direc- Yttralox® might be useful for astronomical
tions a ---9.2 x I0 -_ per degree C parallel to mirrors in which high rigidity would outweigh
.. tlie C-axis, and a = 8.2 x 10-_ per degree C the disadvantages of a relatively high coeffi-
_. perpendicular to the C-axis). As a result, on a cient of expansion. Joining techniques are
;. microscopic scale, stresses will develop available that might permit lightweight struc-
between grains when the temperature is tures to be made of these materials.
_ changed and may cause local distortion. No
1970027360-191
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, Dimensional Changes in Glass at Room Temperature
J. E. Burke
General Electric Research and Development Center
•". It is conventional to characterize corn- times may be long, and that the effects may
_ mercial glasses by giving the temperatures of be surprisingly large. In addition, I should like
' the flow point (log viscosity = 7.5 to 8.0), the to call attention to a theoretical analysis of7.,,
< anneal point (log viscosity= 13.0), and the this phenomenon recelltly made by R.J.
:, strain point (log viscosity = 14.5). Experi- Charles (ref. 3).
' mental observationsof viscosityhave been The simplephysicalpictureof the
' made up to viscosities of about 1018 , and, phenomenon is that, when a stress is applied
very roughly, a linear relationship between log to a specimen containing a mobile ionic
viscosity and the reciprocal of the absolute species (such as sodium in glass), the free
:_ temperature is found for the range log v/= 9 energy, of the system will be reduced if the
to 18. Extrapolations of these viscosity values ions move into the region of tension from the
:- to room temperature yield computed values region of compression. Such ionic transport
of viscosity far in excess of I02s . Such values will build up a space charge that will oppose
are clearly immeasurable because, at a vis- further movement so that, in a suitable time,
cosity of 102s , the strain rate is 1O-s per day a steady state composition gradient will be
at a streos of 100,000 pounds per square inch reached. If the external stress is removed, a
(ref. I). permanent set will be observed in the piece;
_- R.W. Douglas (ref. 1) has reported the gradual relaxation to the original configura-
_ results of several investigators who have tion will then occur at a rate controlled by
_; observed analytic effects or other stress relax- the diffusion coefficient of the mobile
_, ations in glasses at temperatures ranging from species.
;_ a few hundred degrees Celsius down to room If only a single ion is involved, Charles
temperature. It is clear that these distortions computes that the relaxation times should be ,"
must occur by a mechanism different from relatively short, even at room temperature.
,. that which operates to produce viscous flow Most of the space charge will be concentrated
at elevated temperatures, within a few microns of the specimen sur-
_, A number of observations of analytic faces, and the relaxation times will be, at i
effects in glass have been made by using most, a few tens oi secc_d_.
internal friction measurements (ref. 2). At If, however, two ion species are present .-
temperatures in the neighborhood of room (e.g., sodium and potassium), the fLrst
"_ temperature, it is commonly assumed that response to the stress application will be the :'i these effects are due to the movement of movement of the more mobile sodium ions. Af: network-modifying ions such as sodium rather longer term effect will involve the interchange _'than to any rearrangements involsdng the of sodium and the larger potassium ions to
silicon-oxygen bond. produce a further stress relaxation withouti
It is the purpose of this brief report to change in space charge. This latter effect,
suggest that such stress-induced ionic move- which involves the movenmnt of many ions
ments may produce analytic distortions in the over larger distances, will have a much longer
, surface of figured mirrors, that the relaxation time constant, e.g., weeks or months.
191
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Th_e_ltt_ _rect #_xf4riltiental "evi- Fused quartz filaments exposed in a
dence a_t *to_po_ lt/ta_lti_tively the ' similar fashion showed no discernable set
:' Charles analysis. Some years ago, for a after the same treatment. Similar fused-quartz
_ different motivation, Charles performed the specimens displayed an exceedingly slight
:. experiment shown in figure 1. A filament of bend (approximately 0.1 inch as measured
_. soda-lime glass was bent elastically to produce above) after 20 hours at 650°C.
a stress of about 100,000 pounds per square
:" inch and held for about two hours at 250°C. These experiments must be considered as
most informal, being performed in a crude
:, After cooling, it had developed the permanent
set shown in the lower part (a) of figure 1. fashion to ol tain some observations in a short
,_ Upon reannealing at 250°C overnight, the time.
fiber recovered the great part of the strain, as The distortion is assumed to be a con-
i- shown in the upper part (b) of figure 1. sequence of stress-induced ionic motion, as
described by Charles (ref. 3). The recovery of
the distortion after the load was removed is
}
assumed to occur also by reverse ionic move-
_ ment and Is assumed to parallel the behavior
_, of a mirror surface that intersects a region of
_" residual stress in the underlying blank. The
observations show that quite appreciabl.,* dis-
- .... • - tortions can occur, over relatively long times,
;_: - • " at temperatures at which viscous flow ca.'mot
_. occur by the mechanisms that operate at
elevated temperatures. The very much smaller
distortions of the fused silica specimen is
assumed to be a consequence of purity rather
__ than intrinsically higher softening tempera-
, _. ture. Since there are very few mobile alkali
ions present, the diffusional distortion
_._ Figure 1. Soda-limeglassfibers: {a) held 4 hoursat mechanism cannot operate.
_. 250°C at bending stress of 100,000 pounds per
square inch and {b) same fiber reheated4 hoursat250oc The arguments in this report predict that
permissible residual stress level in a mirror
To further check this phenomenon, R.J. blank should be related to the composition of
Charles, Miss A_ M. Turkalo, and I carried out the glass. If it is a relatively pure single-
similar experiments on commerc,al Pyrex- comp._nent glass or, more specifically, if it has
glass cane, drawn into filaments. The no highly mobile ions in it, any stressed
0.010-inch fibers were bent to a smaU radius region revealed in polishing would relax with
to yield a surface stress of about 200,000 a very sho_t time constant; hence, relatively
pounds per ,_quare inch. The bent fibers were large residual stresses would be acceptable. If
then held _t 250"C for 68 hours and again there were a single mobile ion present, the
cooled to ;oom temperature. Upon removal relaxation should occur in a matter of
of the stress, these fibers were found to be minutes or perhaps a few hours. With two or
.,' ' bent with an 0.7-inch displacement of the more moving ionic species (as probably exist '
" ' midpoint of the 6-inch fiber, as can be seen in in Pyrex), the relaxation times are many
Figure 2. Partial recovery to the original shape hours even at 250"C and probably months or
occurred in 4hours at 250"C, and, after years at room temperature. In these glasses,
20 hours, the offset had been reduced to residual stresses should be kept to a much
approximately 0.4 inch. lower value.
=,
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(a) Residual bend in]_berafter loading at 200,000 pounds per square inch at 250°C for 68.5 hours.
"i
-" !li_.
Ul,qlllSl
, (b) Partial relaxation in same fiber after heating at 250°C for 4 hours.
a,, 0
_5 (c) Increased relaxation in same fiber after heating at 250°C for 20 hours.
_.- Jgm
,g' (d) Increased relaxation in _me fiber after heating at 250_C for 20 hours.
Figure 2. o ,Recovery of pyrex fiber deformed by bending at 250 C. "
[i i
i
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The very crude experimentsreportedare , provide a rationale for determining per-
far from quantitative, but the general tech- missible residual stress levels in materials that
tuque might be made quantitative and might can be drawn into fibers.
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ULE Titanium Silicate for Mirrors
f,
Charles F. DeVoe
Coming Glass Works
Introduction Dimensional Stability
:/
The properties of ultra-low expansion, In practice, glass appears to have great
_ ULE titanium silicate (ULE TM) are discussed dimensional stability. Experiments over many
._:: in this paper as a mirror material, years with highly stressed glass objects have
_ The synthesis of ULE titanium silicate, failed to show permanent strain or stress
( the fabrication of structures, and the sub- release at ordinary temperatures. We, how-
'_ sequent optical finishing of these structures ever, were probably looking for gross effects
are all done by the same fundamental pro- compared to the requirements for a large -
cesses that have produced several hundred space telescope. On the other hand, optical
_. lightweight mirrorsover the past 9 years, objects have retained good figures over many
This transparent material exhibits the years.
smallest distortion due to temperature Table I is a list of fused-silica mirror
changes of any material known (a = 0 + 0.03 blanks supplied by the Coming Glass Works.
_ x 10"6 from 5°C Lo35°C). As far as we know, none of these bla_lks has
_ demonstrated problems caused by permanent
._. It is made in boules approximately 6 feet
_: in diameter that can be shaped and fused changes of dimensions.
_: together without destroying the near-zero Coming has continually searched for
t thermal expansion properties. This permits deviations in use /'row the concept of ex-
the tmnufacture of fused, monolithic, ultra- cellent glass stability. Years ago there was a
lightweight structures, contention among apparatus glass blow rs
Glass has been a good mirror-blank that long tubing stored horizontally on two
material ever since Leibig invented a way to brackets would bend in time. Research re-
_: make it highly reflective over a hundred years vealed that glass blowers preferred straight
_ ago. tubing and selected it first, leaving the bent
The attributes for an ideal mirror tubing ontherack.
' ULE titanium silicate has the same
material are: general random, molecular structure as glass :_
Dimensional stability and fused silica; thus, dimensional stability as
Polishable related to structure _tould be like that of
Low thermal expansion fused silica. ,_
• High thermal diffus_vity _.
High elastic.modulus-to-denedty _tio
Homogeneous Polizhable ,
Clarity for inspection
i' Size capability Dietz and Bennett (ref. I) state that
"surfaces of fused quartz having a root-mean-
i. Lightweight capability square roughness of about 3 anl_tron_ have
Each of these will be dtscumed in more detail, been obtained by using the bowl feed
j 19S .,
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/
"_ I Weiglat M/_/cm
_, Purchaser MirrorBlank Size [ tins./ Anneal Year>
Princeton University 37" D x 5 1/4" T 400 30 1959
Princeton University 3T j D x 5 1/4" T 400 30 1959
_,;_ Flagstaff 62" Dx 11" T 2,625 22.0 1961
University of._,lichigan 50" D x 8' T 1,225 8.9 1963
*_ University of Michigan 50" D x 8" T 1,225 7.7 1963
f Calif Inst. of Tech. 61" D x I0" T 2,200 6.5 1964
I Universityof Michigan 62" D x 10" T 2,400 5.3 1964
_. American Optical 103" D x 12 l/z _T 7,600 13.5 1965
(Wright-PattersonAFB)
Kitt Peak 63" D x 9" T 2,250 9.6 1965
Universityof Texas 108" D x 11 3/4" T 8,500 5.2 1965
Kitt Peak 82" D x 9" T 3,800 9.0 1966
Universityofltawa/i 88" Dx 11 1/2" T 5,525 7.8 1967
'_ _ SacramentoPeak 64 1/2 _ D x 10 1/2" T 2,680 5,9 1967
! EuropeanSouthern Obs. 144" D x 21" T 24,500 2.0 1967
Canadian 156 3/4" D x 25" T 33,300 3.0 i 967
t
! method." Verbal reports from a number of T.EnUALEXPam,ON
finishers state that ULE finishes very much _oo
like fused silica d(_es. ! /[I Thermal Expansion - so
Figure 1 shows the extremely low ther-
i|t mal expansion of the ULE material
O
i (Code 7971 ) around room temperature. ._
," ' Fused silica also has a region of zero expare ; _o
' sion but around the very ii_convenient _
• temperature of approximately-150°C. At ._ ............. _
room temperature, the expansion of fused .2oo 400 o _eo :ee i
si/ica b at least 15 times that of current ULE _m_MR ,,'c
material. A Pyrex®.brand blank expand_ by lq_we 1. Thermel expan_o_ of the ULE meterial.another factor of 4 to 5 more than fused sil/ca !
t
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_" The advent of these very low expansion for ULE to 5.38 for _ low-expansioa glas_-g.'
::., materials generated the need for more precise ceramic. A ratio of the order of 7.5 can be
_"' measuring techniques. Plummer and Hagy obtained with some glass-ceramics but at great
:. (ref. 2) have described Corning's work with sacrifice of low thermal expansion. On the
•"_
,,., two techniques. One uses a Fizeau inter- other hand, beryllium has a ratio of 23.
:_ ferometer, and the other involves a rod type
_.'..' of dilatometer. The accuracy of the dilatom-
,. eter has been further improved since that Homogeneity and Clarity for Inspection
',. paper was published.
:.':: A third method for measuring the overall
>.
_ expansion of a blank will be described by the These properties go well together, par-
/ Itek Corporation in _ future issue of "Applied ticulafly for a transparent material such as
o: Optics." This involves the use of a holo- ULE glass. Small differences in composition,
graphic interferometer, such as cords, produce large distortions in
• A comparison of the current status of transmitted light paths, and birefringence
_... these measurements is shown in table 2. studies can quickly reveal differences in
_,: mechanical properties throughout a single
-_: High Thermal Diffusivity piece. The difficult problem, however, is
_ relating these to the actual perfornmnce in a
_. This factor becomes very much less mirror blank. Even though some early work
. important as the thermal expansion coeffi- demonstrated that sa*isfactery figures couldcient approaches zero, it is, of course, one of be obtained on blanks having over 80
the most important advantages of metals over millimicrons per centimeter birefringence,
_' glass. Selection of a glass for this property much progress has been made in the control
would not be significant because of the of our process to 20 millimicrons per
' narrow range of values for most glasses
centimeter or less.
_. (ref. 3). It is interesting that fused silica is at
_. the of the
._ top range. Size Capability
High Elastic-Modulus-to- Density Ratio
Boules, such as the one shown in
The spread in this ratio for glasses is not figure 2, are about 6 feet in diameter as they
very great; i.e., about 4.43 (xl06 psi/gr/cc) come from the furnace in which the material
#
Table2. ThermalExpansionMeasurements;Comparisonof ThreeMethods
I. ITEK 0.026x I0"6/°C. 21-42°C.
Equivalent -0.005x 10-6ft. 5-35°C.
CORNING -0.009x 10"6rE. 5-35°C.
2. CORNING (PrivateLab.) MechanicalandInterferometer
9 Ssmples -0,003± 0.012x 10-6rE. 5 -35°C.
3. PERKIN-ELMER (PrivateLab.) Agreewithin0.014 x 10"6/°C.
(70_ of 60 runson ComingGlau WorksSuperdiistometerhavespreadunder0.006.)
1 i m
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: (a) Oystalline silica (bl _d silica
?
Figure 2. Boule, 6 feet in diameter, as it comes from Figure 3. One,dimensional models developed by
funtace in which it is produced. Zachariesen and Warren.
is produced from the vapor state. These can confined in the crystal structure. The tern-
be machined and fused together to make perature arou_.d which the expansion change._
larger sizes. As shown in table 1, blanks up to from positive to negative and the general
157 inches in diameter by 25 inches thick shape of the expansion-versus-temperature
have been delivered in fused silica. The same curve can be changed by the addition of
technique and apparatus work for ULE glass, titanium. The titanium ions substitute for
some of the silicon ions in the random glassy
. : Lightweight Capabflity network and permit different vibrational
characteristics. This accounts for the zero
, There is no technical limitation on size expansion of ULE titanium silicate around
capability, room temperature.
t The vibrational concept to explain zero
_ Structure of ULE Glass expansion seems to be further confirmed by
the large increase in thermal expansion when
Zachariesen (ref. 4) and WaITen (reC 5), soda is added to fused silica. According to
using x-ray techniques, develope6 the one- Warren (ref. 7), the sodium ions occupy holes
dimensional model for crystalline silica, in the network, as shown in figure 4. These
shown in figure 3a, and for fused silica, shown ions limit the lateral vibration of the oxygen
_ in figure 3b. The black dots represent silicon so that, when heat is applied, the network
ions, and the circles represent oxygen. Actu- expands.
i ally, in three dimensions the silicon ions are
bonded to four oxygen ions, and each o_ygen Summary
ion is linked to two silicon ions. When the This great similarity of structure
[ crystalline silica is heated above the liquidu_, between ULE titanium silicate and fused silica
the structure opens up and becomes irregular, adds all of the advantages of fused silica to
Harold Smyth (ref. 6) of Rutgers Univer- the very low thermal expansion of ULE to
sity has made calculations that account for make it an ideal mirror material.
the zero expansion of fused silica at low The fact that this materi_! can be fused
temperatures. This property is based on the with a flame or in a furnace without de-
_ open structure permitting more lateral vibra- stroying the near-zero expansion makes
tion of the oxygen ions than when they are possible the construction of any size required.
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Mirror Materials • "
Marvin C. Riggert and Robert F. Copper
General Electric Company
Four of the important design considera- After World War II, the introduction of
tions for high-resolution astronomical mirrors commercially available fused qua_z made
are the thermal stability, thermal expansion, possible considerably more effective mirror
ability to obtain and to retain surface f'mishes, blanks. A most significant point of progress
and the mechanical characteristics of the came with the manufacture and shipment of
material used to fabricate these mirrors. These the 158-inch-diameter mirror blank to the
properties are basic to the material and Kitt Peak National Observatory. This 15-ton
present the l_miting factors to distortion-free blank, shown in figure 1, was formed by
imaging. In addition, optical surfaces can be fusing together several hundred hexagonal
deformed by thermal stresses in the mirror quartz ingots and consists of a substrate made
material_ resulting in a distorted image from two layers cf 6-inch ingots 12 inches
(ref. 1). The combination of good thermal high and a cap 5 inches thick made from
stability, low thermal expansion, ease of 21-inch hexagonal ingots. Since the manu-
obtaining good optical f'mishesand the ability facture of this blank, great strides have been
of the material to retain these finishes made in increasing the ingot sizes for large
indefinitely, high modulus of both rigidity mirror manufacture. Figure 2 represents the
and elasticity, and a minimum of thermal original 6-inch ingots used in the Kitt Peak
stresses "_thin the material are of critical blank as well as the 21-inch ingots used for
importance in the proper selection of the the surface. In addition, the newer manu-
material for optimal performance. Two facturing facilities have produced this 72-inch-
materials, one the standard in high-resolution diameter giant.
mirror blanks and the other a ceramic pos- This manufacturing accomplishment
sessing these characteristics in comparably demonstrates that there now exists no fore-
high quantifies, are compared in table 1. seeable theoretical limitation on size for
_e
Table1. Comparl_n of TwoM_rorMaterials
Material Thermal Rigidity Modulusof Poisson's Stress ,$
Expansion Modulus Elasticity Ratio Level .,_
FusedQuartz 0.55 x 10"e 4.5 x 10s 10.5x 10s 0.16 <10 mm/cm +_
Lucalox* 8.5 x 10"_ 23 x 10e 57x 10e 0.23 None** "
*Registeredtrademark,GeneralElectricCompany. +_
**Lucaloxis stre_free. Since it is a polycrystallinematerialand the crystallinestructureis
randomlyoriented,Lucaloxwill notholdstressesasamorphousmaterialsdo.
201
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;_', single-piece-construction, fused quartz blanks, a blank. As an alternate, a fused solid blank
_," In addition, the stress levels for these large could be core drilled or otherwise machined
._. blar_ Oi_y_.be. reduced even _urther. This on the back side. The limiting factor for
._ partiL_l_I_ _ll_a_ _o_d_ _ of approxi- weight reduction is the minimum web thick-
.,.; mately 8 millimicrons per-ce_"tlpa""eter through ness practical from a manufacturing process;
the 12-inch thickness, nevertheless, a 50-percent weight reduction is
r: Sir_gle-piece-construction, fused-quartz considered attainable. The need for a back-
_ mirror blanks can now be manufactured in plate is recognized, however, to provide
':_J sizes in excess of any previously manu- suitable rigidity to the structure. For
} factured, and fused ingot construction is now sometime, it was tiffs need that cast doubt
established to a point where almost any size upon the feasibility of producing very large,
._ or shape can be produced, lightweight, quartz blanks.
Astronomical mirrors historically are in Initial efforts centered around making
_ the form of right circular cylinders. For large, quartz-to-quartz seals of front and back plates
7_ high-performance systems, this form suffers to a separating matrix of various configura-
_. because the self-weight deflection of the tions. The basic problem involved in doing
g. mirror, which is proportional to (D2/H) 2 with this is to accomplish a strong, continuous
'-_ D being the diameter and H the thickness of joining of the parts without distorting or
.: the mirror, requires excessively thick and, sagging of the material. It is also highly
hence, heavy mirrors to maintain the desired desirable from a structural standpoint that the
contour (ref. 2). A solution to this has been in matrix be a continuous network and, if not
the construction of lightweight mirror cast in one piece or machined from a single
structures in which material is removed from piece, that the individual elements be sealed
the mechanically nonusable center portion of together. Because a strong, continuous joint
the structure and is added to the diameters, meant that the material had to be heated to a
The objectives are maximum weight reduction point where the parts would flow together, a
, (up to 70 percent), mechanical rigidity degree of sagging and distortion was inevita-
approaching that of solid blanks, and eco- ble. A process for making quartz-to-quartz
nomical manufacture, seals was developed, and, in addition to the
The simplest approacit to taking weight inherent distortion, the following limitations
_. out of a quartz mirror would be by sub- were noted:
stituting removable cores for quartz ingots in• a checkerboard pattern on the bottom half of
&
,v
Figure2. Orig#u_l6-inch and 214nch ingots used tn
Figure1. The 158-inch-diametermirrorblank atKitt K#t Peak mirrorblank anda new 72-Inch-diameter
PeakNationalObservatory. giant ingot.
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' 1. Inability to expect a continuous, Some of the designs manufactured thus
high integrity seal without excessive defor- far are:
!_ mation of the structure 1. Cored substrate figured to accept a
2. Difficulty of sealing to very thin- machined top plate with a planobackplate.
: walled matrices (for maximum weight reduc- The 2S-inch diameter blank shown in figure 3
_,. *,ion)without destroying the structure is an example of this. The weight reduction is
-:. 3. Problems of sealing up to very large 55 percent. This design is quite adaptable to
sizes very large sizes, and additional weight reduc-
4. Difficulty of sealing the lightweight tion may be possible by coring out in the
•_ network together to form a united network of heavier section of the web and removing
:, maximum rigidity, material in the side of the cored hole; i.e., a
-_" As a result, additional approaches were "Swiss cheese" effect. The largest blank of
_,_, sought, this type made thus far is the 25-inch-
Ideally, quartz parts should be sealed to- diameter piece.
_,. gether at temperatures well below the 2. Hexagonal tubing sections as a sub-
_. softening point, thereby producing highly re- strate. In this case, the nest of hexagonal
_, liable joints from a structural standpoint and sections were ground to the spherical shape. A
_, yet not introducing factors that would deteri- solid quartz plate was matched to this curve
orate the thermal and mechanical stability of and sealed to the substrate. The backplate is
'_; the mirror. The answer was a lower melting fiat. After the figuring of the top plate, the
glass that seals to quartz, has a thermal blank will be of uniform thickness, center to
_" expansion coefficient close to quartz; and is edge. In tl'is particular blank, the hexagonal
mechanically and chemically stable. Such a tubing pieces making up the matrix were not
rZ
_. glass is now available, and a number of light- sealed to each other. This can be done, and
•_ weight mirrors have been made by using this has been done, on smaller prototypes
_ glass as the bonding medium. This solder glass although some preparatory f'mishing of the in-
makes possible the fabrication of lightweight dividual hexagonal pieces may be required toirrors in an almost limitless variety of assure good cont ct between pieces. A weight
. substrate designs and makes feasible even the reduction of 63 percent was realized in thislargest lightweight structures under current design.
._, consideration.
_.. The solder glass has a softening point
_ below the softening point of fused qua_z and
f_?_ a thermal expansion coefficient of about 8 x
10"_ as compared to 5.5 x 10"? for fused
_i quartz. Small, lightweight mirrors made by
_, using the solder glass to seal quartz plates to a
substrate of quartz tubing have been tested
and found thermally stable over the range
between 0* and 80"C. These tests have also
established that there is no "print through" _
due to the use of the solder glasses. In ad-
dition, testing has shown that this technique
results in highly reliable seals. These _sults
,_ are readily explained by the fact that the seals
are diffusion bonded. This not only tends to
grade out even minute differences in expan-
sion but also results in acceptably low stresses F@um3. Cored substrate designfigured to accept a
I and highly reliable bonds, machined top plate with a planobackplate;25-
Inch_tameterblank.
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3. Square tubing sections nested and matrix may be figured after sealing and prior
sealed together with solder glass to form a to attachment of the top plate so that a
continuous matrix (figs. 4 and 5). Planomir- uniform top plate thickness is generated.
rots of this design have been made in small Weight reduction for this design is 63 percent.
prototype sizes, typically 12 inches in diam- 4. Round quartz tubes set apart as
eter, and initial testing of this design is very separators for the front and back plates. Very
encouraging. For maximum weight reduction, high weight reduction is possible by utilizing
the squares are assembled in a checkerboard this technique, but this design will not give l_
pattern. Typically, wall tubing that is 1 inch the same rigidity as the other alternates.
oy 1 inch by 1/16 inch has been used al- Twelve-inch-diameter prototypes have been
though capability exists for producing 2-inch made.
square tubing and undoubtedly larger size With the increasing requirements for
squares would be used for larger mirrors. This astronomical mirrers, especially for aerospace
design has great potential for optimizing applications, additional properties of the
lightness and rigidity and, as in all other mirror material become increasingly im-
designs, offers "scale up" feasibility. The portant. Higher moduli, greater resistance to
comers of the individual squares are machined attack by various atmospheres, lighter weight,
prior to sealing to assure good ali_,nment and and greater thermal difiusivity are parameters
contact. Like all potential structures, the that are being sought. As a class, ceramics
possess these properties and are becoming
more important in mirror applications.
Lucalox ® ceramic is a polycrystalline
material ma_mfactured from a fine-grain, high-
purity, aluminum oxide. The microscopically
small pores found in conventional materials
(shown on the left in fig. 6), which make the
_" materials opaque, have been entirely removed
in Lucalox (shown on the right in fig. 6). This
' material has high chemical and thermal
stability, high intergranular bond strengths,
high strength-to-weight ratios, and is resistant
: to oxidation and corrosion. Lucalox has a
¢
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density nearly twice that of fused quartz, but Therefore, mirror structures could be made
_ its modulus is 5V2t';mes that of fused quartz, that have half the thickness of quartz and still
.'._: maintain greater rigidity. Lucalox can l_e
manufactured in nearly any shape, thus
_'_ further "lightening" could be instituted by
making single-piece mirrors with a ribbing
structure on the reverse side. A design has
been devised that would allow for a
, 115-square-inch mirror surface that would
weigh less than 4 pounds and would maintain
rigidity exceeding that of quartz.
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Figure 6. Microscopically small pores found in the Thermal Stability of Soldered Lightweight
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_, Introduction exponent of time. The exponent differs with
_ the material and, in some materials, with
_: The results of a research program, con- histo_r and environment.
" ducted over the period from August 1967 to The relationship between stress and
_" March 1968, under the microstrain portion of nonrecoverable strain appears to be a power-
_;. a contract for the investigation of the effects law characteristic for the materials studied
_' of low energy protons on specular reflectance aver the range of strain from 10"s to less than
of surfaces for space mirrors are presented in lff _. This implies that there is no observable
this paper, threshold effect but that a permanent offset,
The overall objective of the program was however small, results from any applied stress.
to determine the nonrecoverable deformation The microstrain testing equipment con-
of candidate materials for telescope mirrors sists of four major elements: extensometer,
after application and release of short-term loading system, thermal control system, and
, _ torsional shear stresses. Viscoelastic strain- signal conditioning and recording system. A
i recovery characteristics were measured. These complete description of this equipment• are presented as well as the nonrecoverabl appears in the March 1969 issue of the IEEE
strain-versus-applied-stress data. Transactions under the title "Optical Material
k_ Microstrain measurements of heat- Submicrostrain Test Apparatus."
__ treated specimens yielded precise, consistent A current study to determine the micro-
_ curves of nonrecoverable strain versus stress, yield properties of telescope mirror materials
Viscoelastic decay proceeded rapidly, thus is presently in the testing phase. Identical
allowing testi g t be completed in reasonable specimens of fused silica, Cer-Vit, and beryl-
time intervals. The as-machined specimens, by lium are being stressed in torsion, tension, and
comparison, were grossly inconsistent in their compression to compare microyield prop-
nonrecoverable strain characteristics, had erties. An overlap occurs in the data over the
viscoelastic decay parameters of much larger strain range of 10"6 to 10"8.
magnitude, and therefore required long obser-
vation time to achieve reasonable measure-
ments. The one exception to this was Data Presentation
," :. Cer-Vit@ I01, which exhibited identical, ._
, _ ' consistent behavior both before and after heat The computed values of non_coverable
treatment, strain are plotted versus stress on log/log
The viscoelastic recovery characteristic is graph paper to produce a smoeth curve _
not readily represented by a first order sys- (fig. 1). A line is fitted by inspection through
tern, wherein the motion is described by a the points and the slope (N) determined. This
time exponent of a constant such as the slope is the exponent of the stresxtrain
Naperian base (e). The decay is, however, relationship and determines the correction
closely represented by a constant negative factor to obtain actual outside fiber plastic
207| ,
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SHEAR STRESS (106 N/m2) Nonrecoverable StrainI 2 S I0 20 50 I00 200
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///_ Nonrecoverable strain versus stress data
i." _) ? I_ _ ,_ " _' Z /1"_ II were obtai,ed on both heat-treated (fig. 2)
' _21! and as-machined (fig. 3) specimens. Data from
_// as-machined, 304L corrosion-resistant steel
io-_ ff]fi proved difficult to obtain and are not plotted.
i Data from heat-treated aI_d as-machined
,p" ,f Cer-Vit agree closely, and both are presented
_'" .,o/°¢_/ in figure2(b). Two specimens of heat-treated,
; *_"/ 304L corrosion-resistant steel were subjected
to semewhat different tests, as shown in
z t0-8 figure 2(a). Specimen 3 was subjected to pro-
" " gressive alternate loading. Specimen 2-2 was
• _ given a single load near the maximum load
-" attempted on specimen 3, for comparison
with the alternate loading tests. All sub-
sequent loads on specimen 3 were made in the
10-* opposite direction to the single large load,
starting at low levels and increasing to levels
greater than the initial load. The difference in
slope of the two sets of data may be attrib-
uted to the Bauschinger effect. The reason for
¢" the disparity in magnitude is not obvious, but
,o-1o it may be affected by material inhomo.
,_ geneities as suggested by surface imperfec-
tions.
Of the three Cer-Vit specimens (numbers
, : . - t l 4, 5, and 11), the data from number 5 proved
0.1 t I0
s.E_ s_ss (,cs. essentially unusable because of interference
from shoulder cracks induced by the mechan-
_. b'_gure 1. Typical specimen of shear-strain decay ical clamps. Number 4 was fractured in
'. charactensticsasa function of applied shearstress testing. Number 11 was tested before and
and time. after heat treatment. As shown in figure 2(b),
all three sets of valid data agree closely,
strain. The plotted curve is nmltiplied by this indicating good material uniformity and
factor ((N + 3)/4) to produce a new parallel stability of characteristics. A telephone con-
curve, which is labeled "the nonrecoverable versation with James Duncan of Owens-
strain asymptote." Illinois Development Center, Toledo, Ohio,
The viscoelastic (or recoverable) strain revealed that Cer-Vit is _ot amenable to
. , values calculated from the empirical represen- annealing because it is completely devitrified
tation are added to this adjusted curve to and will revitrify before other changes occur.
yield strain values at various time increments The heat treatment to which the present
(one minute, one hour, etc.), material was subjected (810OK for 1 hour) is
Overall results of the microstrain pro- safely below the 1200*K vitrification point.
gram are plotted in figures 2, 3, and 4. These Two specimens of the 7940 fused silica
curves depict the nonrecoverable (plastic) were tested in the heat-treated condition; the
strain and the viscoelastic offset for various results are plotted in figure 2(c). The single.
time intervaisat a temperature of305*K, stress performance of specimen 10-3 shows
I
I,ll
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_ Figure3. Nonrecoverablesheurstrainasa[unction of appliedan'assfor as-machinedspecimens.
_ good conformity with that from the alter- were of differing diameters; thus, one had
_ nating loads of specimens 9 and 10-2. This twice the torsional stiffness of the other. The
appears to validate the alternating load plotted data do not indicate appreciable
procedure, differences.
A series of accidents and shortage of The 810_K heat treatment employed on
time restricted the tests of heat-treated 7971 the silicas has been categorized by the manu-
ULE TM silica to two runs of a single facturer as insufficient to cause measurable
specimen. Results are plotted in figure 2(d). _nealing of body strains. The changes pro-
Tl-,e performance of as-machined duced are nonetheless quite striking.
specimens of 7940 and 7971 silicas before A comparison plot of nonrecoverable
heat treatment is plotted in figure 3. These microstrain characteristics of all stabilized
data are sufficiently erratic so that a single materio_s tested thus far is shown in figure 4.
curve is not representative. Instead, approxi- "[he curve shown for beryllium is from a
.. mate variation limits are indicated, showing previous inhouse program. Other than beryl-
rougldy one order of magnitude variation in lium, all tested materials have roughly com-
nonrecoverable strain measurements. The parable nonrecoverable _train characteristics.
mechanism responsible for this erratic be- The linear relationship between tton-
havior is not evident. If a surface condition recoverable stress and strata on a log/log plot
were responsible, comparison of specimens implies a power-law relationship.Thisindi-
withdifferentdiametersshouldbehavediffer- catesabsenceof a strictlydefined"pro-
ently. The two tested specimens of ULE 7971 portional limit." In other words, down to the !
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SH_A_ST_ES_,_N/_ Viscoelastic parameters of the various
L. I 2 5 10 20 50 I00 200
). ---r---_- r , ,- , " materials were determined as a byproduct of
-.. the nonrecoverable strain extrapolation pro-
'_. cedure. The elastic strain under load is also
_' listed for comparison. Tl_e parameter Al is
'_ ,0d k,,..,,, the viscoelastic or recoverabl _. strain at one
mitmte after load release. The parameter B is
the time exponent of the decay curve. The
_ parameter A_ for the heat-treated steel speci-
, g mens was consistently less than 5 x 10-_°,
: _ ,0-_ making a quantitative determination of visco-
elastic parameters beyond the capabilities ofthe instrumentation. Viscoelastic parameters
5' _ for the heat-treated steel are therefore not
_ _ listed.
". _ The viscoelastic parameters of Cer-Vit
_+' _ I0*!
are reasonably consisten+ between specimens
¢+ _ 3_,-Ls,..,,.o,z.... _ and between the as-machined and heat-treated
_-v,c-,0, conditions. The steel, silica, and ULE speci-
mens, however, showed marked changes after
_. ._, _+o,T....._ heat treatment, with overall reduction and
S;,;,o..o,T.....o shortening of viscoelastic decay. A compafi-
+ son of tabulated viscoelastic data of speci-
mens l0 and 12 revealed that the viscoelastic
_, ,o-_C decay rate of the heat-treated silicas was an
+ 0., _S.E.RSmSS(_S,,0 ,m order of magnitude faster than the as-
machined state.
+. Figure 4. Comparisonof nonrecoverableshearstrain Graphical display of viscoelastic behavior
_ as a function of applied shear stressfor materials of the materials is shown in figure 2. Wide
+ tested, differences are apparent between the various
, materials. Of the glassy materials, 7940 silicalimits of measurement, a nonrecoverable exhibits the most rapid viscoelastic decay.
strain is induced by any applied load, however
_i small. Conclusions and Recommendations
Viscoelastic Decay The conclusions are categorized inrelation to nonrecoverable strain, viscoelastic
_ strain, and viscoelastic theory.
The viscoelastic decay characteristics of +
• all materials tested appear to be similar in that Nonrecoverable Strain Conclusions
they may be represented by a stralghtqine
plot on lof0qog graph paper. This implies that 1. All materials tested in the micro-
• the decay follows the function: strain program exhibited similar nonrecover- %
able strain characteristics when subjected _o +
Y = .6,o+ A_t "B appropriate heat treatment.
2. The 7940 and ULE silicas in the
where Y is the strain at any point in time; Ao as-machined state provided incomis_ent no_
is the permanent or nonrecoverable strain; Ai recoverable microstrain performance.
is the viscoelastic strain at time (t = I); and B 3. Causes for the differences in non-
is a function of the material and its condition, recoverable microstrain performance for 7940
!
i
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and ULE, between as-machined compared standing of mirror substrate heat treatment is
with heat-treated, are not obvious. Postulated necessary. Selected variations of heat treat-
reasons include material manufacturing proc- ment and ambient test temperature are
esses, internal strains induced by machining, expected to yield significant differences in
and surface strains and microstrain cracks both the viscoelastic behavior and the non-
induced by grinding, recoverable strain. -_ specimen temperature of
4. Cer-¢it demonstrated no nonrecover- 305°K was maintained for all tests in the
able strain improvement when subjected tca program. This temperature was chosen as
heat-treatment procedure. Influence by being reasonably close to laboratory ambient,
variations of the same or similar mechanism yet high enough above expected excursions of
cannot be ruled out. ambient to allow close control of heating. The
.5. Within the measuring capability of ambient temperature of mirrors in space will
the instrumentation (i.e., 10 !° nonrecover- range approximately between ambient and
able strain), no region of purely elastic stress- 187°K. A separate program to investigate the
strain relationship was found. The elastic limit effects of heat treatme_n and test temper-
is implied as being zero stress, atures on mirror substrate viscoelastic strain
cates, by using the short-term loading pro-
Recomme,_dation for Conclusions 1 thru 5 cedure, is recommended.
The optimum procedure to be employed Viscoelastic Theory Conclusions
in the fabrication of stable mirrors will
depend upon establishing the cause of 8. Past studies on viscoelastic creep
inconsistent, nonrecoverable, microstrain behavior of materials have established a
behavior. Several methods of attack are avail- linear relationship between strain and the
able for tracking down these sources. Heat- logarithm of time. The present program
treating the specimens before machining indicates a more accurate representation to be
• _ would establish the effect of the machining a linear relationship between the logarithm of
process. Surface-etching, polishing, or strain and the logarithm of time. The signifi-
roughening would establish the role of caner of this discovery is not immediately
surface-conditioning. A separate program to obvious. Theoretical analyses formulated to
:: investigate these aspects is recommended, take account of the previous representation
do not appear to be readily reconciled with
,_ Viscoelastic Strain Conclusions the present one. ,
¢ 6. The viscoelastic recovery rate of the Recommendation for Conr.luslon 8
heat-treated silicas w_s an order of magnitude
faster than in the as-machined state. A review of solid-state viscoelastic
7. Heat-treated 7940 silica is superior in theory in the light of Conclusion 8 is in order.
viscoelastic recovery rate to either the ULE It is recommended that creep tests of a
silica orCer-Vit, number of basic glass types of materials,
including those tested h: th/.s study, using
Recommendation for Conclusions 6 and ? extended loading periods (I hour to i week)
• ' be undertaken. In addition, an outstanding
If viscoelastic recovery rate is important individual in the field of solid-state visco.
to mirror performance, as in an active mirror elastic theory in glasses should be corn-
system, careful consideration and under- missioned to participate in the investigation.
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Degradationof MirrorSurfacesin a
ProtonEnvironment
' E.L. Hoffman N7()-36705
_" NASA Langley Research Center " "2,
; The Langley Research Center has included. Kanigen-plated HP-40 beryUium,
'" sponsored a research and development con- 7940 fused silica, and C-IOI Cer-Vit. The
_. tract to investigate the effects of low energy proton flux was varied from 109 to 10_2
_ protons on the specular reflet;tance of mirror protons-cm-2 seC _ and the ir.tegrated flux
surfaces. Mirror samples were exposed to 10 from 10 _4 to 1016 protcr,_.cnf2. The
KeV prot,'ns in a 10"_ tort vacuum environ- maximum integrated flux al:proximates about
_ ment. The protons induced contaminant films 5 years in space in a synchronous orbit.
( to be deposited on the mirror surfaces; there- Specular reflectance was measured from 900
_' fore, studies of the contar,_inant films were angstroms to 50 microns. In rite 900-to-
' also performed. This paper includes discus- 2500-angstrom range, measurements were
sions cf the test variables investigated, typical made in situ by using a McPher_on 25 mono-
• specu._ar reflectance results, and the con- chromator. Measurements in the 0.240-
It"
t: taminantfilms. 2.5-micron range (using a Cary 14
The variables investigated are sum- spectrophotometer) and in the 2-to-50-micron
i marized in table 1. All reflective surfaces range (using a Beckman IR-12 spectro-
t- _,,
were vacuum-deposited aluminum with over- photometer) were made after samples had
coatings of magnesium fluoride (MgF:) or been remnved f_-om the vacuum chamber.
lithium fluoride (LiF). Substrate materials Reflectance measurements made in situ after
, exposure to air revealed that there was some
,* Table1. Degradationof M_ror Surfoca in aProton reflectance recovery but that the recovery was
l £nriwn,nent generally a small part of the total reflectance
change. Major changes in reflectance were
REFLECTIVESURFACES obtained within the measurement range of the t
AluminumwithMgF2 or LiFovercoatinp ln-situ equipment.
SUBSTRATEMATERIALS Typical results of the degradation of 'Kanigen.plstedtIP-40beryllium specular reflectance due to a proton environ-
7940 fumd_ ment can be shown by presenting the data for
C.101 Cer-Vit a magnesium-fluoride-coated Cer-Vit mirror. ;
Data for this mirror are shown in figure 1.
PROTONIRRADIATION Tl_e specular reflectance in percent is l_lotted
, F.ner_ ievel:10KeY alamst wavelength in angstroms for a proton "_
Flux: IOt to 10ta ptotom.cm'* sec'* flux of !.4 x l0 t t proton_.cm-2sec-t. Data
Integratedflux"l0 t4 to, i0 t6 ptotom -_n"a from 900 to 2500 angstroms were obtain d In
situ with the ulUaviolet monochromator t,_d
RefLik"TA'X_CBMEASUt_IEICrS from 2500 to 6000 anl_troms with the
900 to 2500 A: McPbenonmonochronmtor Cary 14 spectrophotometer after the samples
(_ _tu) were removed from the _est chamber. Dat_
0.2 m 2..$_: Carl 14q_t'ttophotometet m not presented for wavelengthsbeyond
2 to $0/_:BeckmanIR-12speclmjdwtmmter 6000 anllstmmsbecausethere was ementtally
213
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Figure 1• Specular reflectance of MgF 2 coated mirror.
no change in reflectance• Tt, e apper curve in for an integrated flux of 1 x 1016 protons-
figure 1 shows reflectance before irradiation; cm-2, the _hange in reflectance is approxi- ,
the lower curve, reflectance after exposure to mately 36 percent at both ! 100 and 2100
an integrated flux of I x 1016 protons-ern -2. angslroms. Subsequent experiments with
Some intermediate curves are also shown, relatively thick magnesium-fluoride coatings "
Because the protons induced contaminant showed that contaminant films as thin as 50
films to be deposited, the reflectance change angstroms could produce reflectance changes
is not due only to protons, as large as 30 to 40 percent at minimum inter-
Maximum changes in reflectance occur ference positions while producing essentially
at 2100 angstroms, which is very pronounced no change at maximum interference positions.
in this plot, and also at 1100 angstroms, The effect of flux and integrated flux on •
which is more difficult to see because of the reflectance degradation is shown in the
sloFe of the curves in this wavelength re#on, change in reflectance at 2100 angstroms wave-
Therefore, the changes in reflectance are length, figure 3. The percent ot change in
shown in figure 2. The percent of change in reflectance is plotted ag_st the integrated
reflectance is plotted against wa,,elength for proton flux for proton fluxes from 2 x 109 to
the same integrated fluxes as shown in ,_.4 x 10 t= protons-cm-asec -t The increase i•
figure I. The change in reflectance at I I00 in reflectance degradation with integrated
angstroms shgws as a sharp peak on this plot; flux is readily apparent. The main point to be t
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Figure 2. Reflectance degradation of MgF 2 coated mirror.
,_, made, however, is that degradation increases also investigated. A method using atomic
_, at the lower flux levels, which require the oxygen was developed that appears partie-
r longer exposure times, ularly promising.
Because mirror surfaces are particularly The change in reflectance due to clean-
., se sitiv t contamination, the contamination ing with atomic oxygen is shown in figure 4.
level in the vacuum chamber was studied Specular reflectance in percent is plotted
extensively. Samples exposed to the vacuum against wavelength in angstroms. The curves
environment for as long as two weeks with for before irradiation and after 1 x 10_ .
the proton beam off showed no appreciable protons-era-2 are the same as shown in
change in reflectance; yet, the increased figure 1. After inadiation, the sample was ._
reflectance degradation with lower flux levels exposed to atomic oxygen for 5 minutes; the
or increased exposure times indicated depo- reflectance nearly returned to the before-
,, _ ' sition of a contaminant f'dm. In further irradiation curve shown. It should not be ._
' studie_ to determine the presence of con- concluded that practically all degradation was
taminant films, it was found that contaminant due to contamination and that practically no -_"
films were deposited on the mirror samples degradation would be obtained from protons
but only where the surface had been because the contaminant f'dm, as it was
irradiated, deposited, may have prevented some proton
During the course of the contamination damage or the atomic oxygen cleaning process _
studies, methods of removing the films may have bleached some of the proton
without damaging the reflective surface were damage.
i i
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Figure3. Effect of proton flux on reflectanceof MgF2 coated mirror.
The data presented are for magnesium- contamination of the present study, it appears
i fluoride-coated Cer-Vit mirrors. Similar that contamination of mirror surfaces in space
.[ results were also obtained for mirrors with may be a more serious problem than proton #
lithium-fluori,:le coatings. It should also be degradation• Studies of both types of
noted that magnesium-fluoride-coated silver degradation should be continued. Any studies
'_, mirrors on space satellite ATS-III in synchro- of contamination of mirror surfaces in a
nous orbit have experienced degradation. In vacuum environment should include a
• the 3000-to-4000-angstrom waveband, reflec- radiation source because some types of con-
! tance has decreased approximately 40 percent taminant films may not be deposited without
• _ on an unshielded mirror and approximately L"radiation,Investigation of proton effects on
I0 percent on a mirror with a fused silica mirror surfaces requires an ultra-clean vacuum
[ shield that would stop protons, system be used. This should include elimi-
,., nation of all elastomer seals as well as
, • ' pumping systems using oils. Finally, a mirror-
Summary cleaning method has been developed that uses
atomic oxygen; this cleaning method may
From reports of window contamination have application to cleaning mirror surfaces in
on spacecraft and the proton-induced space,
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:- The Design of Lightweight Cer-Vit
Mirror Blanks
: GeorgeA. Simmons. 1(7() - 36 70 6
_, Owens-Illinois, Inc. • °
Introduction prr_,u_tion and performance; namely, polish-
: e. ,_ity, expansion coefficient, stiffness, micro-
•i The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory cr-ep, and _ability. It is clear from these data
(DAD) program being carried out by NASb tha_ the C-101 material represents a signifi-
" has aroused considerable interest in mirrors cant advancement over the materials pre-
. that _ill be of suitable design for leu,;ching viously used to make mirror blanks.
and performance in an earth orbit A tech-
Ideal review of the requirements for orbiting a Lightweight-Mirror Production Technique
- large optical telescope will un,ioubtedly point
to the necessity of bating a lightweight
mirror. Therefore, this paper is concerned The technique now in use (reL 2) for
_' with a new technique for producing light- producing lightweight mirror blanks of
weight mirror blanks from Cer-Vit® C-101 Cer-Vit GI01 material:'nvolves the machining
material. After a brief description of the of cavities into a solid blank. This approach
= material properties that are important in light- permits a thorough inspection for quality
" weight mirrors, the technique for producing before adding the expense of the machining
]* the mirrors is outlined. Its advantages and operation. Having passed these quality-
limitations are given and some structural assurance inspections, the solid blank is
_" designs that can be produced are shown. A processed through the machining area for
_ complex, but thorough, mathematical analysis removal of the as-cast surfaces. Holes are
_i of three specific mirror designs was per- machined into the back of the blank corre-
:: formed, and the results are given in the form spending to the chosen web-structure arrange-
_. of calculated deflection prof'fles of the light- ment. Machine tools operating through these
" weight mirrors. A tentative design is presented holes ore used to undercut the backplate, thus
i; for a 120-inch-diameter lightweight mirror, enlarging _he holes _nto accurately positioned
Further studies needed to achieve an cavities and leaving the specified web struc-
k/ optimum design for a very large orbitin8 ture between cavities. This machining tech-
_ mirror are listed in this paper, nique assures dimensional control of all
_ surfaces, which are then comparable to the
. _ MaterialProperties surfaces achieved with normal metal-working, j
After removal of the desired mass of material
"" Cer-Vit C-101 material is ,t member era from the cavities, the mirror is brought toits
relatively new family of microerystalline, final external dimensions. The machining
polycrystalline materials called "glass- completed, the blank is acid-polished to re-
i_ ceramics." (Adequate descriptions of glass- move any surface imperfections that have
ceramics are available in reference 1.) been generated, thus returning th6 blank to its
Appendix A briefly outlines pertinent infer- original strength. Studies show that the
marion on the properties of Cer-Vit (2-101 polishing removes any tiny surface impeffec-
that are of importance in lightweigh_ _nirror tions that might act as stress concentrators. In
219
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,,. addition, a significant strengthening results solid Cer-Vit C-!01 mirror of m_e dimen-
_ frnmtheacid-polishing, sions would weigh 3475 pounds. These
_
,_,, This method provides a completely dimensions were chosen to obtain a light-
monolithic structure and incorporates a large weight mirror weighing about 1000 pounds
!_;:,.. radius fillet for added strength between webs and are not intended to indicate what we
"_ and between each web, and the adjoining back consider to be an optimized design; rather,
_: and t_nt ,ptetos,. _-_alculatior_',_bw that the they are based upon the present state-of-the-s,,,_ ff '
:' center ddt_eotio¢no_lan ed_sttpl_brted plate is art. The faceplates are l-inch thick, easily
.. reduced to 0.43",' times that defl_ction by this thick enough to avoid any generation of a
_. incorporation of a fillet into the structure, "waffled" or "quilted" surface during the
thereby significantly increasing the structural finishing operation. It has been decided to
:" stiffness and improving stress distribution, make the backplate 1-1/2 inches thick, thus
This process of machining cavities into obtaining a backplate of the same weight as
:. the front plate. Again, this does not represent
_.: the blank offers a broad freedom in mirror
design. A wide variety of cavity sizes and an optimum configuration because the weight
_ shapes can be produced, and the web thick- taken out of the backplate by machining
_ ness and locations can be freely varied. The could be used elsewhere more effectively to
._ process does, however, impose some limita- gain greater stiffness than by increasing the
tions. At present, the holes in the backplate backplate thickness, as was done here.
that open into large cavities must be at least Figure 1 is a cutaway view of a typical
2-1/4 inches in diameter to permit entry of m_rror containing triangular cavities, and
the working tools. Efforts arc being made to figure 2 is an engineering drawing of this
develop tooling that will operate through specific 64-inch mirror blank. Each cavity
smaller holes. Web thickness down to 1/4 inch contains an entrance hole (2V2 inches in
is normal, but l/8qnch-thick webs can be diameter) in the backplate. The ribs are
, produced. The weight reduction achieved 0.20-inch thick. All fillets at the intersection
varies with the cavity size and configuration of ribs with one another and with the front
chosen. The ideal size and shape of the and back plates have 3/4-inch radii. This
cavities will be determined by the shape and leaves a large post of material at the intersec-
size of the mirror, the degree of light- tion of each set of six triangles. Weight was
e weighting, and the method of mounting. Sat- reduced at little expense to the stiffness by
,- isfactory reductions in weight, such as 75 removing material from the centers of these
percent removal, can be achieved readily, posts by machining a IYz-inch-diameter
o cylindrical cavity into them. The center-to-
Lightweight Designs center distance of these holes is 7.30 inches.
The design of an optimum lightweight ___ _" _'_ _ ____,,.
_ mirror is a complex matter. First, the
• i stiffness-to-weight ratio that is to be achie,ved __ _ '_ _ _ _ _ _ _N_
must be defined. Whether the emphasis will //,'_ e e
be primarily on stiffness or prim rily on { '_" _ _--_ "_
• cation.Weightw ll depend upon the intended appli- __ __
Three specific designs were chosen for
comparison in order to illustrate more com-
pletely the capabilities of the lightweight-
mirror production technique. These designs
contain triangular, square, and hexagoneJ
cavities, respectively. Each of these mirrors is _ure 1. Cutawaymw of ty_cal mirrorcontaining m
64 inches in diameter and 12 inches thick. A taanfu/ar cavities
1970027360-218
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Ftgure 2. Engineering drawing of 64-tnch mirror blank w#h triangular cavities. .
The height of each equilateral triangle is 5-1/4 Each of the 145 cavities has an entrance hole
_, inches. This blank contains 138 large, shaped 2-1/2 inches in diameter except for a few odd- ,
_, cavities and 55 small, cylindrical cavities, shaped holes near the edge. The ribs are
_*_ Despite the removal of extra weight in the
* posts, this mirror weighs 1035 pounds. __ _ _
_i Figure 3 is a cutaway view of a inirror /_ _ _ _ c_ _ _ _ _ _ _containing square cavities, and figure 4 is an
engineering drawing of this specific mirror. /_, _ o ___._ _ _ _
Each of the 145 cavities has an entrance hole _
.' 2-1/2 inches in diameter except for a few odd-
shaped holes near the edge. The ribs are
_ 0.20-inch thick, and all fillets have 3/4-inch
_. radii. The square cells are 4-1/2 inches wide.
This mirror weighs 985 pounds.
Figure 5 is a cutaway view of a mirror
containing hexagonal cavities, and figure 6 is _ 3. Cutawaymw of mirrorcontainingsquare
an englneerh_g drawing of the 64-inch mirror, cav#les.
J
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Figure4. Engineeringdrmcingof mirrorwith squarecavities.
0.20-inch thick, and all fillets have 3/4-inch pounds even though it has the same number
radii. The hexagonal cells are 5.2 inches from of cavities as the mirror shown in figures 3
wall to wall. This mirror weighs only 880 and 4.
_: _-__ Calculations of Stiffness
_ _ _. _ _ _\ Owens-Illinois scientists have adapted a
/©. _ o. o _ _........___ ._ _ _ _ _'\ computer program (ref. 3)for calculating the
deflection under load of lightweight mirror
blanks. This is a very generalized program and ,
will handle any mirror shapewith any module
• shape and size and any specified mounting
system. The general principles of the mathe-
: matical treatment are given in Appendix B.
, Because of its general form, the program re- i
Fl_ure5. CutawayvlewofmOvorcontafnlnghexago- quires the use of a very large computer, such
halcavities, as the CDC 6600, to handle mirrors as big as !
!
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Figure 6. Engineerin8 drawin 8 of 6_lnch mirror with hexagonal cavltfe_
the 64-inch-diametermirrorsdescribedabove these results aresummarizedin table l, which
and larger. Although this programhas given reveals that all the lightweight mirrors are
results in agreement with known plate- actually stiffer than a correspondingsohd mir-
bendingexperiments,it hasnot beenchccked ror. it can readily be seen that the m)rror "
againstmeasuredvalues on a lightweight mir- blankcontaininghexagonalcavitiesis superior
ror but shouldbe quite accurate, to the other two. Not only is it the lightest
The computer programhas beenused to weight blank, but also it is the stiffest blank, +
calculate the deflection of the three specific deflecting less than one-half as much as the "i
lightweight mirrorblanks,assumingthat they solid blank and 90 percent as much as either "+
"' ,- are edge-supponc_ and that the deflection is of the other lightweightedblanks.Therefore, +_
due only to their own weight under normal the blank with hexasonal cavities decidedly
gravity conditions. A typical result of these has the best stiffness-to-weightratio of these
calculations is given in figure7, which shows three.
deflection profiles for the mirror blank con- Again, it should be emphasized that |
taining the square modules. Similar results these mirror designs do not represent opti- lhave been obtainedfor the mirrorscontaining mized designs.Owens-Illinoisdoeshave,how-
the triangularand hexagonalmodules. All of ever, a method that probablycan be used to I
!
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7. De.flecrionprofiles/orminorblankcont_ff_Nuaremodules.
i
_ ', optimize these mirror designs after appropri- particular interest to those participating in the
'_ ate boundary conditions and objectives have Optical Telescope Technology Workshop.
i been established. It should therefore be Again, this represents thepresentstate_f-the-
' possible to select the minimum faceplate art extended to a larger size rather than an
thickness to avoid waffling, the mirror optimum design. Because of the results
d/ameter desired, the maximum blank thick- obtained above, the hexagonal cell structure
ness, the mounting technique, etc., and then was chosen for this mirror. The primaw
to determine an optimum design. 1 am quite objective of this design is to achieve
positive that a better stiffness-to-weight ratio maximum lightweightin8 rather than stiffness.
., than that shown here can be achieved through Despite the much l_rl_r mirror size, no
* such opth_ization of the clesigu, attempt has been made to enlarp the
modules beyond the size used in the 64-inch-
A 120-Inch-Diameter MAnor diameter mirror. Fisure 8 shows a 120.inclv
diametermirror,20 inches thick, with 4Sl
Figure 8 shows a tentative des/gn f_r a cavities, each 5.2 inches waU-to-waU except
120-inch lightweight mirror blank. This b for odd-shaped cavities at the edge. Apln, the
included because it seems to be a dze of webs are 0.20-inch thick, and the fillets have ,._
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:_ Figure& Tentativedatgn for 12_inch tl_twe_t mirrorblank.
3/4-inch radius. A solid Cer-Vit mirror blank
distinctly better stiffness-to-weight ratio aftel"
of this same size would weigh 20,400 pounds, lishtweightin_ Further decreases in the
_- This lightweight mirror is calculated to weigh amo_mt of sag can be obtained if a different
hi 3250 pounds, repr_,enting an 84-percent re- type of support is used rather than the edge
_ duction in weight, support. It is necessary to design the entire
Insufficient thr,e was available to caicu- system of mount and mirror, rather than
late the stiffness of 2his mirror blank by using designing the mirror alone, if the optimum is
the precise computer program. Instead, its to be achieved. Further improvements could
center deflection when edge-supported was be made if Cer-Vit material were used for
estimated by using mathematical approx- structural members (such as spacer rods) in
imatiom, which probably give an answer the overall telescope system.
within 20 percent of the correct value. As ._
seen in table 1, thia particular larp mirror Future Work
sails less under its own weight than does a i
solid mirror blank of the same size. This is Cons/derable work remains to be done -_
Wle even though 84 percent of the weight of before a truly optimum mirror design has
the solid blank has been removed in the light- been achieved and refined, but the basic tech-
weightinll in.tess. Thus, this mirror has a nololly for doing this does exist at the present
1970027360-223
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Table 1. Calculated Stiffness of Lightweight Mirrors
Calculated F
64.Inch Diameter Mirrors,Edge.Supported Deflection Weight Figure of Merit
(_in.) (?,) (lbs.) (stiffness/weight)
Solid 36 1.66 3,475 0.8
Square cavities 16.4 0.76 985 6.1
Triangularcavities 15.4 0.71 1,035 6.3
: Hexagonal cavities 14.4 0.66 880 7.9
_ m ,--
-_' Estimated
__ 120-Inch-DiameterMirror . .Deflection I
" 0ain') (_ I
I
,, Solid, edge-mpported 158 7.3 20,400 0.03
Hexagonal cavities, o_ 9 5.3 3,250 0.30
ring-supported at edge
m
" _ time. An experiment should be run to con- minimum weight mirror can be designed
firm the results of the computer program for having an optimum stiffness-to-weight ratio. _,
calculating stiffness; i.e., by comparing the Further desig: work should be done to insure
_. calculated and actual measured deflection on that the mounting system _:e makes the
-; a good-sized 'Jghtweight mirror. Experiments maximum contribution to the mirror stiff-
should be run to determine the minimum ness,faceplate thickness that can be used with
_ various cavity sizes and still avoid a waffling
._ effect from the finishing operations. The Acknowledgment
Owens-Illinois optimization technique should
be further refined and then used to determine 1. B. Focte auembled AppendixB and wasthe optimum combinationof mirror thickness responsibleforperformingthe mirrorstiffnesscalcu-
i and cell size for a selected mirror diameter _o latiorm.This paper would not have been pots/bk
achieve a minimum weight. By this means, a w/thouthis muchappreciatedefforts.
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.,. Appendix A
>'., Pertinent Properties of Cer-Vit® Material C-101
"4
Polishability face was examined interferometrically; and no
. detectable change from the original flat con-
_ It has been shown that Cer-Vit C-101 tour was found.
_e.
polishes as "veil as, if not better than, fused A precise measurement of microcreep is• silica (ref. 4) using conventional polishing difficult, but the Boeing Company ( ef. 7) ha
,<, techniques(ref. 5). determined the nonrecoverable (plastic)
,. microstrain characteristics of Cer-Vit C-101,Expa;_sion Coefficient 7940 silica, and 7971 ULE silica, by using
'_ relaxation curves to measure shear-strain
; Tb.e AL/L curve showing change in decay as a function of time after load release.
_. length per unit length of Cer-Vit C-101 is The Cer-Vit C-101 samples gave reproducible
shown in figure A-1. The curve for Cer-Vit results, indicating uniformity and stability of
_. (?-191 is quite flat and lies near the zero- characteristics. The original 7940 ana qLE
!" expansion line over a wide temperature range, silicas gave inconsistent resu'ts fronl sample to
sample, indicating a dependence on thermal
Stiffness or Load-Bearing Capability history. After being subjected to a uniform
:) heat trea,ment, these specimens gave repro-
3 The Young's modulus (9.42 x l0 s ducible results. The final results indicate that
-_ Kg/cm2) ofCer-Vit C-101 is about 25 percent all three materials have roughly =omparable,
_, higher than that of fused silica, thus indi- nonrecoverable, microcreep characteristics. .-
_. c_tL:g that Ol01 is a significantly stiffer The microcreep properties of Cer-Vit
_t .._atefial. This advantage can be somewhat C !01 and fused silica were determined at
*. offset by the density, which is 15 percent Owens-Illinois, Inc., using loading curves of
_ higher than that of fused silica. Nevertheless, det'l_ction with time after application of lead.
Dietz and Barnes (ref. 6) have calculated that Data obtained from three creep determina-
'-' equivalent deflection is obtained with solid tions with Cer-Vit C-101 were reproducible
_!_ milrors having a 7-to-1 ratio of diameter to and exhibited little scatter. Data obtained
thickness for C-10I and a 6-to-1 ratio for from three identical creep determinations
fused silica, Therefore, Cer-Vit C-101 has a with fused silica were not reproducible and
significant net advantage, exhibited considerable scatter. Due to the
lack of reproducibility of the fused silica data,
Microcreep it could only be concluded that Cer-Vit C-101
" .| and fused silica have similar microcreep
A 6-inch flat (to 1/4 w.velength) of characteristics. ;,
•i Cer-Vit (2-101 was _eforrre,. 50 wavelengths .;_ ;
in a vacuum chuck and held thus for 4 Stability
, montas at room temperature (ref. 6). The
calculated maximum strew." was over 5,000 In 1964, a 16-inch-diameter spherical
pounds p_r _quare inch.: however, _vithin 7 mirror of Cer-Vit C-IOI material was fimshed,
' seconds after the force .;'as removed, the sur- and a photograph was taken of its surface li
l t|
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.-, THERMAL EXPANSION CURVE OF C-101
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, Figure A.1. Expansion coefpcie_t for Cer-Fit® rmterial C-101.
contour deviation by using a standardknife- accelerate any change that might occur. Ne
: edge technique. This procedure has been re- measurable change occurred in thermal ex-
peated each year, and the new photographs pension coefficient, density, or transparency
, have been carefully compared by experienced at or below 425°C. These properties are sensi-
' opticians with the original photograph. No tire indicators of changes that can occur in
variation in the mirror has been detected, Cer-Vit C-101 at much elevated temperatures
i indicatinga stability of at least 5 years'dura- after long time periods.
tion for a finished, Cer-Vit C-101, mirror- Questar has recentlyencountered (ref. 8)
blank surface under ambient conditions, an instance in which one of its telescopes was
A s'.'ngle sample of Cer-Vit C-101 exposed to a fire sufficiently hot to melt the
material has be,en periodically subjected to a aluminum parts and mirror coating (above
_- thermal cycle from liquid nitrogen tenJp_ ":.- 1100°F). Even with this exposure to a very
"' . ture (m,_'nus200°C) to 300°C. This has b;.en high temperature, no change could be de-
done seven times in the last 3 years. "l_er,. has tected in the precisely finished figure of the
been no detectable change in its thmmal ex- Cer-Vit C-101 mirror in the telescope.
pansion coefficient during this period despite A 16-inch, f/5, Cer-Vit C-101, spherical
this thermal cycling, mirror was finished and tested interferomet-
Samples of C-10I were exposed (ref. 6) rically; a computer-drawnplot was made of
,o constant elevated temperatures for 8000 the smface (ref. 6). The rms deviation front a
hours (essentially 1 year) in an attempt to perfect sphere was 1/40 wavelength. After
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_ 27 months, the test was repeated, and no mained spherical within 0.044 of a fringe of
_' greater deviation from a perfect sphere was 5000 angstroms of light. A similar experiment
t
_ found, indicating stability with very precise with a 6½-inch diameter blank finished flat
,, testing, within 1/30 wavelength of 5876-angstrom
:. Cer-Vit C-101 blanks have been finished light revealed no measurable change in flatness.
to a flat by Aerojet-General, Azusa, Califor-
nia. They were aluminized, overcoated with References
_" silicon monoxide, tested interferometrically,
"..:. and subjected to a cryogenic thermal shock 1. McMillan,P.W.:GlassCeramics.AcademicPress,
by immersion in liquid hydrogen to 20°K. London, 1964.
_ Upon return to room temperature, they were 2. Dietz, R. W.; Bennett, J. M.: Smoothness and
again tested; comparison with the original Thermal Stability of CER-VIT Optical
3 interference patterns showed no detectab_,c Material. Applied Optics, vol. 6, no. 1275,
_., change. Examination of the aluminum and 1967.
_' the overcoat also revealed no change. One of 3. Monniet,R. C.: Fabricationof a 104-cmMirror
_ the fiats was tested interferometrically while From CER-VIT Low Expansion Material.
at 20°K, and no detectable change in the flat- AppliedOptics, vol. 6, no. 1437, 1967.
hess was observed. 4. Dietz, E. D.; Barnes, W. P., Jr.: Near Zero
"* ThermalExpansionMirrorMaterial.Presented
Ability to be Cut at PhiladelphiaMeetingof Am. Astronomical
Sot., December1967,to be published.
The Muffoletto Optical Company 5. Eul, W. A.; Woods,W. W.: ShearStrain Pro-
generated a spherical surface on a round, pertiesto 10"t° of SelectedOpticalMaterials.
> 11Y2-inchdiameter Cer-Vit blank containing a NASA Report 1-7627, Spoce Division, Th,*
_ maximum of 7 millimicrons per centimeter BoeingCompany,1968.
_ total strain birefringence, then sawed it into a 6. Questar Advertisement. Sky and Telescope,
_ rectangular shape, ground it on its back, and vol. 37. no. 4, April 1969, inside frout cover.
" t,., beveled all edges. After this cutting and grind- 7. Hudson, W. R., et al.: Discontinuous Orthc-
ing, the original Foucault test was repeated, tropic Plates and Pavement Slabs. Texas
'::' and no change in the original radius of cur- University, 1966.
_ vature of 2305 ndllimeters was found (within 8. Simmons,G. A.: LightweightCER-VITMirrors.
0.25rr, illimeters). The figured surface re- OpticalSpectra,submitted for publication.
,. Appendix B•, _ (Assembled by J. . Foote)
Free-Body Analysis
In order to derive the equations for solution of the bending of a plate or slab, it is
helpful to refer to a free-body of the model (ref. 3). In this approach, the plate or slab under _
consideration is converted into a corresponding array of sectional bars connected so that
they repr, _ent the bending forces exerted upon these sections. Censider first a section of the
assemblet_ slab model centered at any mesh point i,j (fig. B-l), For the present, the x-bar _,
to the left of point i, j is ,_alledBar a madthe x-bar to the right of point i, j is called Bar b.
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. z y
"f Bara Barb /
" i/f
- _: FigureB-1. Typical]oint i,/ takenfromfinite-elementslab model.
"%
.', Figure 11-2shows these same bars as a free-body with other members of the model
;:: fixed and replaced by a system of eouivalent forces. QY,j represents the load carried by the
y-beam at this intersection, and the term a2w/_y 2 represents the restraint of the y-beam,
which provides the Poisson's ratio effect in the x-beam moment. The term Sf (wx, j-w_, j)
represents the load stored in the fictitious spring closure parameter. Figuee B-3 shows the
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",' Qi,j
/ "-'---'hx _-" _
: X' X'
.: _.____ hx __..._ . Ci+l,i+l I Mi+ l,j
/ Mx' "b,j.._ i • _vX. •b,j
-a,j .x' i,j b,j
x' VaXj Mi, j _ ;
_:_ Barn
i';. Si,jW_,j
;' $i OV_,j - W_j)
_( Figure B-4. Gen_.alized fre_body o[/oint i,/ wtN all /orces and restraints showr_
_J
_ external forces that can be applied to these same two bars. Combining the system of
equivalent forces and exter_tal loads gives the general free-body of the slab model in
_ figure B-4. This free-body is for a section of an x-beam. A similar free-body can be de-
veloped for the y-beam by changing all x's for y's, and all y's for x's. For clarity, the
. symbols on this fre_body are redefined as follows:a, Temporary bar numbering used in derivations to avoid
_:_. confusions. (none)
_,_ r I
_i" "a, j The torque applied to the ath bar of the)th x-beam by
, the twist i.nslab s.:ognenta,j. (inch-lb)
. Ca, j Unit torsional stiffness of slab element a, j lb :
i Dx . Average bending stiffness of an _rthotropic plate in the
l,J
. x direction at Station i, j. (inch-lb)
D.y • Average bending stiffness of an orthotrcI:ic plate in the1,J
y direction at Station ,_,j, (inch-lb)
i An integer used to number mesh points, Stations and
Bars,dong the x-beams in the x d_rection.
hx The increment length along the x-beams. (inch)
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hy - The increment length along the y-beams. (inch)
j - An integer used to index parts of the model and stationing
in the y direction.
Mi,j - The bending moment in the x-heam_t Station i,j
(equals hy M_,j).
M.x. - The unit bending moment in the slab in the x direction atl,J Station i, j. (lb)
p.X.l,j - The axial load in the x-beam in Bar i,j (equals hyP_,j). (lb)
pX. - The unit _xial load in the x direction at Station i,j (lb/inch)l,J
AP_,j - Change in axial load in the x-beam occurring at Station i,j. (lb)
Qi,j - The externally applied load at point i,j. (lb)
Q_i,j - The load absorbed internally by the x-beam system atStation i,j. (lb)
QYj - The load absorbed internally by the y-beam system atStation i,j. (lb)
* , QBMXi,j - The load absorbed internally by the x-beam in bending. (Ib)J
QBMYi,j - The load absorbed internally by the y-beam in bending. (lb)
QTMXi,j The load absorbed by the x-beam in twisting. (lb)
_. QTMYi, j The load absorbed by the y-beam in twisting. (lb)
_ QPXi, j The load absorbed by the x-beam system due to axial load. (Ib)
{ QPYi, j The load absorbed by the y-beam sy_ten ue to axial load. (lb)
Sf The fictitious spring (closure parameter). (lb/inch_
Si, j Support value under the slab at Station i, j. Ob/inch)
" Tx . External torque applied to Bar a on the jth x-beam. (!b-inch)
, _ a,j
Vx • Shear in Bar a of the jth x-beam. (lb)a,j
W_,j Deflection of the jth x-beam at Station i. (inch)
w.y . Deflection of the ith y-beam at Station j. (inch)l,J
m
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P
,,_£ eta,j Angular change across slab element a, j. (rad)
_,i: - Poisson's ratio which results in strain in the y direction
4::. VxY when a stress is applied in the x direction. (none)
_ - Poisson's ratio which results in strain in the x direction
y_: Vyx
when a stress is applied in the y direction. (none)
k'
:'" Summing vertical forces in figure B-4 at joint i, j with "up" taken as positive gives
.i
y
L
N,
_?." E Fx = 0)_" + Vx " Vx " - Sf (w_, j- wY j) -- 0 (4.1)Vi, j l,l a,j b,j Si, j (w_,j) - Qi, j l, "
_:" In order to evaluate the shear Vx,j , sum the moments acting on Bar a about the center of),.
the bar. (Clockwise rotations are positive.) For equilibrium
_,'
= x' . M.X' + Tx . + C.X' + c.X' + Vx
_ Ma 0 = Mi_l,j l,j a,j 1,j t,j+l a, jhx
_, ( wx +wx ). " i-l,_ 1,$ = 0_r" + 2pX, j 2 (4.2)
g,
._ Multiplying through by hx and clearing obtains
; X t
.hxVX'j x' .M x + x c.X + +pX +w_,j) (4.3)=Mi-l,j l,j Ta, j + 1,j Ci, j+l a,j ('wx-l,j
Likewise summing moments about Bar b and multiplying through by hx obtains an expres-
sion for the shear V_, j as follows:i,
_- X' X' X' X'
• "bxV{, j Mi, j" Mi +l,j + T{, + + + l, j i +1, j) '., j Ci'+l,j Ci+I,j +1 l_b,j (" w'x "+ wx
(4.4)
Multiplying equation 4.1 through by hx and substituting equations 4.3 and 4.4 for the
shears obtains the equation of interest. After convenient grouping of terms and transfer of .:
all known values to the right-hand side of the equation, with a sign change, it becomes i
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X f
_ x' x' _'.cx +q'+1,+ )(M._-1, j " 2Mi, j + MX+l, j) " ("Ci,j l,j+l j Ci +l,j +1
" _.,pX + w.Xj). pX (. wx + wx ; jhxW_,j: a,j (" wXi -1,j 1, b,j 1,i i+l,? + Si,
:_,
"; =hx [Oi, j'O_Cj'Sf(wXj'wYj)]'l,l,l, Tx + Tx.., a, j b, j (4.5)
This equation relates forces and deflectio_ls at point i, j, but all of the prime terms
must be evaluated further before the required mathematical manipulations can be per-
formed. It is ne,_essary at this point to substitute the finite-difference formulations of
moment. It is convenient to express these in compressed central difference form. Accord-
ingly, they m'e written at Stations i-l,j; i,j; and i+l,j and are substituted into the
equation.
I
The term Ci, j represents the f,,rce exerted on the x-beam due to the relative rotation
between this beam and its neighbors. These expressions must be written for Cx' at Stations
i,j; i,j+l; l+l,j; and i+l,j+l.
After making these substitutions, equation 4.5 becomes
DX i -2, j j 1, +
,_ lay i-l,j , h_ I'YX " h_
itl. '_
: , 2hxD_,J X_l,j 2w_,j + 1+l,J + j j
! ,
C.x .
l,j-I
hy : ,Cx
+ _ (- wx w.X.+ wx . w.X.
..y i-l,j + l,j i-l,j +1 l,j +1) "_
- (. w.x + wx w.X.
..y l,j i+l,j  l,J-1" wx+l,j-I )
!
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'_ Cx
..,_ i +1, j +1 (-w.x.+ wx w.x. .wx
_,j i+l,j+ _,j+l i+l,j+l)
:. hy
/_'"
_i" +pX +w.Xj).pX w.x +wx+l +h x(Si, +Sf) wxa,j('wx-l,j l, b,j (" 1,j ,j) j l,j
= hx (Qi,j " Qyj + Sfwy J)" Txa,j+ Txb,j (4.6)
_ It is convenient in computation to use the same numbering system for bars, torsion
_. bars, and joints. So far in these developments bars have been referred to as a and b.
Referring to the numbering system shown above, it will be recognized that in reality a
: becomes i and b becomes i+l. Therefore, for example, Tax, j becomesTx • pX becomes_" l,J' b,j
_ PX+l,:, etc.
i _his will be an implicit solution for wX,j , the deflection of the jth x-beam at
Station i, It is convenient for solution, however, to utilize the last estimatedvalues for all
_ deflections, w x, not falling on the jth beam for a particulariteration,and to transferthem
_ to the fight-hand side of the equation. Furthermore,all of the y-beam deflections (wlY' _)
will be assumedknown from a previousiteration and will also appearon the fight-handsi_e
_': of the equation.After makingthe notation change of a to i and transferringknown valuesto
the right-hand side, it is helpful to clear fractions and to rearrangeterms. The resulting
equation is the equation we seek; it is most conveniently written in termsof five uv!mowndeflection ;i.e.,
axwX-2,j + bxWX.l,j + CxW_,j + dxWX+l,j + exwX+2,j = fx (4.7)
_ where *
ax=_x Dx'I' j
(4.8)
. i b x -2.0kh--_.-_(DX.,,j+ D_,j) - C.X. - C.x.
." = hx 1,J 1,J+i "hyP_,j (4.9) ._
.
h
Cx=_x (DX.l, j+4D_i,j+Dx+l,j)+c'x +C x +C .x.t,j i+:,j i,j +I
+ cx+I,j +1 + hxhy (Si, j + Sf) + hy (l_i,j + Px+I,j) (4.10)
ll--
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hx i +l,j +1 " hypX+l,j (4.11)
ex =_x Dx+l' j (4.12)
fx=hxhy (Qi, j. QlY,j + $fwYj)+ hy (T_,j + Tf+l, j)
-Vy x [DX.l,j (w[.i,j. 1-2w[1,j+w .y.- i -j ,j +I )
-2D_,j (wYj. l - 2wiY,j + wYj+ 1) + Dx+I,j (wY+I,j. 1 " 2W_+l, j
c'X' (w_i 1,. w.X..i ) - . w_i,j+I )+wY+l,j+l) "c'X'1,j(wx-l,j-I t,j 1,j+l - j+l
. Wx - WX
i +cX+I,j (w_,j-I i+l,j-I) + cx+I,j+I (w_,j+l i+l,j+l) (4.13)
; One term remains to be evaluated, QiYi' the load absorbed by the y-beams at any
time. This load can be evaluated by numericJ differentiation of the deflected pattern of the
y-beam system, but it can also be done from the free-body analysis by summing vertical
_ forces in terms of load absorbed by both sets of beams, Q.X . and Q? This summation on,, l,J ,j"
_. the free-body in figure B-4 gives
, Qi, j " Q'y'I,J" Q_i,j " Si, jw_,j + Sf (W_,j - w_,j) = 0 (4.14)
W_
i After necessary algebraicn_anipalations, the appropriate equation for evaluating Q_l,j
_ is seen to be as follows:
l
• ", Ty Ty
Q_i,j ffi QBM"-"-Yi,j + _,j + "_Y'i,j + ttJ_ t,j +1 (4.15)
If this process is repe_ted for :, _gment of y-beam, equations comparable to equa-
l tions 4.7 through 4.13 can be developed for the y-beams, i :
j -
" I
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_ Summary
_'! Equations 4.7 through 4.13 conveniently describe the model at Station i, j and are
_. statically correct since the summation of forces at any time during the solution will equal
2 zero. There are two such sets of equations, one for the x-system and one for the y-system, at
,_,
each mesh point, i, j. The number of stations in each direction is equal to, _e number of
:_. increments plus 4. As an example, a problem divided into eight increments in the x direction
_ and eight increments in the y direction would require equations at 12 stations in each
; direction. Thus, the number of equations required to describe the system would be 288, 144
d
i,: for the y-beams and 144 for the x-beams. This readily explains the need to resort to digital
il computers to Fcrform the mathematical manipulations.
_ Details of Solutions
For solving the large rumber of simultaneous equations that result in each half-cycle of
the alternating-direction iterative method, Matlock and Haliburton used an efficient two-
pass method to solve linearl-: elastic beam-colunms. The method involves the elimination of
four unknowns, two each in bye passes. The first pass from top to bottom eliminates
_ deflections wX.2 and wx.l from each equation. (See equation 4.7.) The second pass, in
.X
,_ reverse order, eliminates deflections _i +2 and wx+1 from each equation and thus results in
'_ the solution for the desired deflection w_.
_. One of the valuable as_ts of this method is that boundary conditions as normally
discussed are automatically provided with two dummy stations specified at each end of each
_. beam in the system. These dummy stations in reality have no bending stiffness; therefore, a
'_'_ bending stiffness equal to zero is input for them. Equation 4.7 is then formulated for every
station in the beam plus two dummy stations on each end.
To solve tot w.x then. we consider the plate to be two systems of orthogonal beamsl,j
interconnected at Station i:j by Sf, the fictitious closure-spring constant. Figure B-$ ,• shows a vi w of a grid-beam system with clos re springs acting during solution. A :
comparable view of the slab model with torsion bars present is shown in figure B-6.
With the beam-column as a basic tool, we obtain the solution of the system of equa-
tions for plates and slabs as follows:
I. Solve each x-beam successively through the system; consider all the y-heams to be
held fixed in space. At any particular solution of any x-beam, the f',ctitious closure spring
acts as restraint on the x-beam of intertst, i
2. After all x-heama have been solved and their new deflection pattern is known,
alternate or change directions; and fix the x-beams in _ new pattea,n.
t
I
! 1
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i Qi,j
i_ °"-"--, ._..4,_/"'__ //"_i
o (*)
: Qi,j_
// ,J _*".- _// (b)0 '
_i Figure B S, Grid beam system during closure ,vro_u w;th Jlcti,'lou$#prin& acN_ betweenx.beam and
y-brainat Stalin Id.
3, Solvefor thedeflectedshapeof eachy-beamin turn,Thefictitioussprings_,,owa:*
as loads or restraints on the y-beams, sewing to transferthe load that has been sto_ed in
them from the deflected x-beams.
4. Repeat rids procedure alternately until all of the load is properly d/strib_Ited }
throughout the system. At this point, the summation of static forces at each joint in the
; system will equal zero within the specified tolerance, and the deflection of the _.beam ! '-
I' system, w_,j, at any point will equal _I_ deflection of the y-beamsystem, w_ • at the
" samepoint within the specificd toler_mc(,._that the term Sf (w_i' j - w_, j) vanishes. {
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_, Qi,j
/
_' 0 _''_........._." /
_ Figure B-6. Plate represented in the closure process as two orthogonal systems with closure spring acting
between them at Station i,j.
t[,,
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Lightweight Mirror Structures *
: EricY. Loytty ,_I _@ 0 _ 07-
Corning Glass Works ;
Introduction embodies all of the technical reasoning used
today in lightweight mirror designs.
,: Since 1925, different approaches have linear coefficient of thermal expansion of
_: been followed in the production of light- 2.5 x 10-6 °C-_. Although the expansivity of
?. weight structures for astronomical mirrors this glass was one-third that of a conventional
,' (refs. 1 and 2); however, with the increasing soda-lime composition, a conventional solid
use of optics in sophisticated airborne appli- design would still have significant thermal
,_ cations, weight reduction has become a severe distortions. These thermal problems were
problem. Along with the lightweight require- redvced by designing the mirror with a ribbed
ment, thermal stability has become super- back (fig. 1) and the thickest section about 4
_, critical for the implementation of a sllccessful inches (ref. 5); therefore, no point in the disk
optical system. The trend in critical airborne has more than 2 inches for a surface. This
or orbiting optical systems is to satisfy the reduction in section, along with the increased
- following requirements: surface area in contact with the surrounding
1. A large primary rein'or capable of
:- detecting faint sources and increasing the
_ angular precision of the data gathered (ref. 3)
_ 2. Lightweight mirrors capable of with-standing inertial and gravitational forces
_,; 3. Dimensional stability in the presence
_, of temperature changes and thermal gradients.
. The primary mirror of the 200-inch Hale
_-. telescope, located on Palomar Mountain in
:, southern California, is a good example of the
design problems involved in making large : P
_: lightweight mirrors because its design '
_ Hale Telescope Design
The material chosen to manufacture the
200-inch Hale mirror blank was developed in
the Coming Glass Works research laboratory
(ref. 4). This special borosilieate glass ha.-a
_, "This paperis an adaptationof the paper "Ultra- _:_,,
_, lightweightMirrorBlanks,"by E.Y.Loytty andC.F.
_ DeVoe,whichappearedintheIEEE Transactions.
I. on Aerospaceand ElectronicSystems, pp. 300-305, Flfure 1. Ribbed-back mirror to reduce thermal
Vol. AES-5,No. 2; March1969. problems.
. 241
,,, , ,,,, ,
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air, decreased the temperature gradients in the much more rigid than a solid mirror of the
mirror due to ambient temperature changes, same weight and weighs up to 70 percent less
The ribbed design also permitted a than a solid mirror with equivalent deflection.
weight reduction without a proportionate loss Several hundred mirrors have been man-
of _tiffness. For anequal deflection, under its ufactured using this technique.
ov_ln_eight_a,folid d'is_, _y_uld have to be
between _l 4_][n_
 c(ref. 6)and1"3
would weigh about 40 tons. The ribbed blank
weighs 20 tons. Thus, a weight saving of
50 percent was achieved.
The lack of a backplate, however, makes
this type of structure very inefficient from a
weight/rigidity standpoint. A good compar-
ison is an I-beam versus a T-bar. All dimen-
sions (except the bottom section) being equal,
the I-beam is much more rigid. In fact, it has
been shown (ref. 7) that, when holes over 0.2
times the rib-spacing are placed in a two-plate,
ribbed-core structure, substantial weight/
rigidity inefficiency develops. For these
reasons, Coming Glass Works has concen-
trated on developing fabrication techniques to Figure 2. t_,ecision-ground struts being fitted together
allow the manufacture of mirror blanks with on thefaceplate.
integral front plates and backplates.
Fabrication Techniques for Lightweight Monolithic Core Structures
_ Mirror Blanks During the eady !960's, it became
The following must be included in any apparent to optical system designers that
discussion of fabrication techniques for light- more effective, large, lightweight mirrors
_ weight mirror blanks: would be possible if the efficiency of the
_. Slotted strut assemblies eggcrate core could be improved by giving it a
Mor.olithic core structures continuous shear path; that is, by removing r
Monolithic core process any di_ontinuities from the ribs.
_ Core design The possible weight saving by using the
_', Mounting blocks monolithic and eggcrate types of blanks is
t Available configurations illustrated by the following example. Let us
" assume mirror blanks witl/ the following
i Machined cores, dimensions:
1. 80-inch diameter mirror, square-cell
Slotted Strut Assemblies core structure
The techmque for making a dimension- 2. 3.5-inch, center-to-center strut
ally stable, lightweight mirror blank from spacing3. l-inch front plate thickness
low-expansion materials evolved from the 4. l/2-inchbackplatethickness
slotted strut or eggerate assembly developed
by Coming in the late 1950's. Figure 2 shows 5, 15-percent core density.
precision-ground struts being fitted together If they are simply supported along the edge,
on the faceplate. When the assembly is the following thicknesses are required for a
complete, the tc. _ad bottom plates are fused maximum deformation under D,, due to the
to this assembly ."he resultant structure is weight of the blanks:
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OverallThickness TotalWeight
CoreType (in.) (lb.)
Monolithic(sealed) 11.0 1150
Eggcrate(slotted) 15.0 1400
Solid 12.8 5043 L._
i
Thus, a 72-percent weight saving for the egg.
crate core is realized over the equivalent sohd
and an additonal weight saving of 5 percenl
(or 250 pot,nds) is obtained by using a mono-
lithic (one-piece) core, bringing the total
weight reduction to 78 percent of the equiv-
_;i alent solid. Figure 3 shows a typical 30-inch-diameter, monolithic, lightweight, mirror
blank.
,.. Figure4. Typicalfusion joint of premachinedjoints.
.t
Core Design
_ Figures 5 and 6 show two types of
' monolithic cores. The overall size of these
il,:_ cores is technically unlimited. Figure 7 shows
the core for an 80-inch-diameter test blank
._i Figure3. Typical30-inch-diameter,monolithic, light- being inspected. There are, however, process
,. weight, mirrovblank, limitations in minimum cell size. Present _"
-': design limitations are shown in table 1.
Monolithic Core Process
,; Moun ting Blocks
,:,, The Coming Glass Works process for
_: producing a monolithic core consists of build- One of the advantages of a fused core is
_ ing up the desired configuration by fusing pre- that mounting blocks can be fused into the
I machined parts together. Figure 4 shows a core structure. Figure 8 illustrates a solid
typical fusion joint. Because precision parts block fused into a triangular cell. There is
are used, this fusion technique allows tight only one limitation on this design. For proper
,, dimensional control on both the overall cell fusion to occur, there must be a minimum of
size and rib _hickness. An added benefit a 0.375-inch gap between the core wall and
"_'" associated with the use of a builtup, fusable the block. After the front plate and backplate
_' structure is repairability. This means that not are fused onto this _:ypeof core, holes can be
_' only can a damaged-in-process core be drilled into the blocks and mounting arrange-
_. reworked but also, h,, certain instances, repairs ments made on the neutral axis of the mirror.
can _ made to mirrors damaged in finishing Figure 9 shows a blank that was made utiliz- _
,_ ing this technique. _
_ or end use.
i i
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J
Figure Z Inspection of core for 8_inch<liameter test
# blank.
O
Figure 5. Monolithic core with triangular cells.
i
Figure 8. Solid mounting block fused into a triangular
} cell
' • i' " Available Configurations
_: Grindinga sphericalradius on one or both
_; sides of a monolithic core can produce a
. variety of irror configurations, such as
'_ piano-concaveorconcave-concave.Saggingor
Figure 6. Monolithic core with square cells, slumping a piano-piano mirror blank will
1970027360-241
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i_ Table 1. Design Limdtations for Fused Monolithic
:" Care Structures: Fused Core, Square Cells*
::_ Rib Thickness
":' Minimum Cell
_-- Core Height Spacing, Minimum Maximum
-. (in.) Center-to-Center (in.) (in.)
" (in.)
S," under 5 1.5 0,060 0.200
..: up to 10 2.0 0.100 0.200
/
_:" up to 25 2.5 0.100 0.200
Figure 10. Mirror blank w_.thmachined-outcore to
_' *Triangular_ellscan be substituted,i;lw_,z,hcasethe reduceweight.
n'dnimumcell _he'-!__¢ ,ncreased aboutspacin_ by
-, 50 percent. Although refined machining techniques
:.: are known that would permit large per-
centages of weight reduction to be obtained,
the successful manufacturing of large, defect-
__ free, lightweight, mirror blanks by machining
• _ '_' techniques is limited by two conditions:
_ 1. High probability of creating chips,
_ _i checks, and other related defects in the core
during maciuning
_, 2. Availability of large, homogeneous,
defect-free, solid blanks for the core matenal.
_, _: It now appears the monolithic core or
_. buildup technique provides a much higherprobability of producing a successfld, defect-
_ free blank because of the utilization of smallparts that can be disassembled and replaced
_ _gure 9, Mirror blank with front plate and backplate
without significant losses in time or material.
• fused to core structure into which mounting blocks
have been fused. Results
_' produce a uniform thickness concave-convex Many of the lightweight mirrors pro-
_, mirror with a spherical radius approxnnating duced by Coming Glass Works have beenfinished to diffraction-limited tolerances.
_'. the required radius.
., i_ One of these minors is the Princeton
_ OAO mirror. This 32-inch eggcrate, illustrated
Machined Cores in figure 11, has some unique mounting fix-
tures inserted in the core; it was finished to
A third method for producing light- _,/23.2 by the Perkin-Elmer Corporation.
weight mirrors is used at Coming Glass Works Figure 12 is a contour plot of this surface.
(fig. 10). These mirrors have a core that nas Figure 13 shows the results of a Ritchey
been machined out to reduce weight; both test of a ULE TM monolithic mirror that is
top and bottom plates are fused to the core. similar to the mirror blank illustrated in
1970027360-242
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,'_,
_l_." ,_
• .%_ •
,r
'¢/
•_, Figure 11. Unique mounting fixtures inserted in
_... 32.inch eggc,atecorestructure.
_" AD.&_TE0 AADIU6I! • 214.?1_INCHES
PEfiKtNELMEA ZONEOUTSIDETH[ _IQSURFACE
, _---. Figure 13. Results of Ritchey test (0._) of
_<_ __ ,._ , _._ -"" y//., The combination of a new material with
lithic core technology allows lightweight
- : mirror structures to be manufactured with
:j_, -_-......, , _._,..>.,_ ._.._- weight savings approaclfing 80 percent of the
ff _ equiv_Jent solid. At the same time, this com-
_, bination provides exceptional thermal and
dimensional stability.
Figure 12. Contour plot of 32.lnch Princeton 0,40
mirror;zones outside the ±_20 surfaceafter radius Referc_,_ces
opfltrdzation.
1. Ritchey, G. W.:The ModernPhotographicTele.
scopeand theNewAstronomicalPhotography.
J. Roy, ed., A_tron.Soc. Can., vol.22, no. 5, ',
figure5. Analysisof this interferogramindi- 1928, pp. 160-161.
cates that the peak-to-peakdeviationfrom 2. Ingalls, A. G.: AmateurTelescope Making.
curvature isapproximately0.04X. Scientific American, New York, 1967,
Many other mirrors have been fi_xished pp. 321.323.
with similar results; however, due to the pro- 3. Space Research/Direction_ for the )/:uture.
prietary nature of the test procedures, many NationalAcad. Science,Space ScienceBoard,companies will not release the results. WoodsHolekeport1403, 1966, p. 151.
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4. Bowen, I. S.: Statement ofth_ Aims and Limita- Disc. Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., Vol. 14,
tions of the Program. The Construction of September 1935.
_:.. Large Tele_opes, Ae_le_c Preu, New York, 6. Krupp, G., et 81.: Tele_opes. Un_,er_ty of
_' 1966, p. 5. Cl_r_lgoPress, Clu_o, Ill., 19_.
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Application of Finite Element Techniques to the Design and
 Manufactureof Astronomical Mirrors .
_ Keto Soosaar J 6 la_0 8
: MIT lnstrumentation Laboratory
&
Introduction Assume a relationship between the
_ internal displacements, f, and the node dis-
, A recent development in structural placements,& of anelement.
_='i mechanics th_.t has revolutionized problem
analysis in civil and aeronautical engineering is
_' the finite element approach(refs. 1, 2, and3). If} e = [N]" 18} e (1)
': This computer-oriented method permits the
_, analyst to treat problems of continuum
mechanics as well as trusses and frames in a Strains are obtained from displacements.
_: very. general way without becoming exces-
S: sively involved with the detailed behavioral IE} e = [B]" 16_ e (2)aspects of the problem at hand.
The method operates by dividing a two-
or three-dimensional continuum into small Stress-strain relationships are:
_" segments, triangles or rectangles, over which
the analyst will assume that the strain is to} e = [D]e, (tE}-{Eo[)e (3)
" uniform or distributed according to some
_, known variation. These segments are usually
" assumed to be connected by pins at the ver- When virtual nodal displacements are imposed
_' tices. The individual force-deformation and the principle of stationary potential
_- response (that is, the element stiffness matrix) energy i_ used, the force-displncement rela-
is known from simple elasticity by using the tionships become
assumed strain function. A number of equa- "
tions of joint compatibility must be for- IF} e= (fiB] T [D] [B] d(vol)) t8[ emulated and solved to assure that all common ,_ /
joints between elements deform equally. This .f
leads to matrix operations and to the absolute j[B] [D] leo} d (vol)
need for hlgh-speed, large-capacity computers, f T {p (vol) (4)The absolute generality of the method - IN] _d
and the ease of use makes the finite element
• method an ideal tool for treating the complex The element stiffness matrix k defined by:
elutomechan_ problcnn that will arise In
the design, manufacture, and operation of [k] e .fie] T [D] [B] d (vol) (5)telescope mirror structures (refs. 4 and 5).
Matrix Structural Analysis Nodal forces due to distributed loads are:
i The following steps ou_ne very brmdly "fthe procedure foUow d in fi ite dement (as {F[_ = [N] TIP[ d (vol) (6)
- well as leneral frame eloment) formulation.
i -
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" lnir_al strain effects are: Take an individual element of this assembly
and formulate its elastic behavior (fig. 2)
IF}E =-f_,BIT[DI {Eo[d(vo)(7) nO
_: For node equilibriumatnode i,R eqaalsthe
!_i external forces: J
•: n
_' {Ri} = _ {Fi} (9)
_' m=l a --- X
Replaci_g Fi, Flfure2. £1ementformulation.
n assuminga constantstrainelement;thenthe
. {Ril = E |kim]e_sle + E{Fi}p displacementfunctionusedis:7. m=l
12 " Oft 4 Of_X+ Of3Y
+ EIFile (10)
. Eo v = a4 + asx+ asY (12)
then theoverallequationsaresummed over interrmofjointsi,j m
)_ element i
IR}-- [K].I6} + tF}p + IF}Eo(II)
As a quick example, consider a two-
dimensional region divided into triangular [Um] LI Xm Ym as (13)
elements (fig 1).
_v When this is inverted to get a_, _,a3 in terms
of Ui, Uj, Um, the joint displacements, a
i general expression of U isobtained. Similarly,
this is possible with the v component, too.Hence,
[ tf['tvU} " [N! {6}e (14)
!
" I Thisrelationshipis expressedinequation 1;
thus, the formulation can proceed.
Finite Element Systems
I
i.... ....... ¢px A larlle number of finite element pro-
,_mns have been developed by inuuatry, but
1. Ptmu_d#ttal#_ aCaWdaveknmOt 2host of them are oriented towards special
_mmmmmmm
I I
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purpose application.* and, moreover, are not it moves the arrays between secondary and
.:. necessarily more efficient than general put- primary only when the need arises. A small
•_-.. pose systems, problem may be solved in its entirety in
A smaller number of general purpose primary storage while a large one may require
" analyzers have also been developed, primarily a number of memory reorganizations,
..; to collect the elements and to standardize the
,_ solution methodology. Even these vary Modularity
',_ enormously in their scope, capacity, and
limitatio.s. Some typical systems are ASKA Although the library of available ele- _,_.
(ref, 6), SAMIS (ref. 7), ELAS (ref. 8), and meats is very extensive, the user may find
STRUDL II (ref. 9). The last of these, which that the one he needs is still not available. He
was developed by the Civil Engineering can add to hds by specifying the general
. Department at the Massachusetts Institute of stiffness matrix for an element and the array
_, Technology, is one of the most compre- needs for one such element; he can either add
hensive and powerful of these systems, it to the general library or include it as part of
:"! STRUDL II was developed to stan- the input at problem-execution time. A
_ dardize and to collect a large number of completely free intermix of elements is
,_ existing element types and to organize them permitted, constrained only by the require-
in a modular way so that very complex prob- ment that connecting dements have equal
lems involvivg intermixes of bar and con- degrees off,_eedom at the join*.s.
_ tinuous elements can be handled with equal
ease. All of this was done within a problem- General Capability
-i
execution environment having the following
_ general characteristics. At the present time, the capability of the
•_ system extends to trussed, framed, folded
i_ Problem-Oriented Language plate, shell, and rotational elements under the
_,. following conditions (fig, 3):
_. The input-output language of
• STRUDL 11is the language an analyst uses in [ ""''",,--.,,,,.., ,
_:' his everyday work. The structure is specified
as to geometry, topology, loadings, and types ,,m_,,_,,I
._ of behavior element. All of these commands .[ ,,,,.
_' are translated into FORTRAN-like state- [ .,,... ]
meats, and the execuhon proceeds from ""- t'_ " them. "'_'_
_'*¢" lUtvllt IvMI
_i Dynamic Memory Allocator _m
• It is difficult to specify the primary/ .,,to.qlat am tlUuat
i secondary computer storage needed for a
complex problem unless one is intimately
.. familiar with the basic operations performed. !
Then, tc_, for optimum storage use, the
" arrays should be shifted from primary to
It' ,,mcondarywhen no longer needed. This, too,
_: tends to make the analyst a computer systems
_. programmer° The STRUDLII dynamicmemory allocator (DMA) obviates both needsby allocating the requisite amounts of storage
I completely automatically at execution time; FIp_3. $'l'RUD£11aml;_t.ataa_ t
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Linear static analysis _ :=--_-_.-_..;..
Nonlinear and buckling analysis L¢/" _! ,, ,, ..x.J I I 0i
Dynamic analysis A'_ w --tr-- -if- - = - - _.--,x
Optimization. // ,, i!, I!, :' ,,_!\\# |i I I Ji I.
, il IA general formulation has recently been /___',l_--!__ ;___ ,, __'L__\/r- --w- - - 3_---3. r--- w---ar----_\
I I I II II Iproduced that will allow optimization of // .G ;,' II , II 't_
I hi i _ I | , -
finite element-composed structures. This is a _A ,,__,,_._,___,__,,__,,_ __ilI;----,,---.,"---_,r - -"---_--II[ II II I
most significant breakthrough and will greatly tl 'd ',I ii ', Ii J]| ,I [ ] II Ii I
expand the general analytical capability. 7____ii____v__._.._£!__,, __.'1--,7
\_ - "_,- - -iF - - .rT- - %-- -!."- -'_I
I I I I 'l I¢\\ I! I', i: ,, ', //Mirror Structure Problem _._,L_ __,.'___i: __ _ _ __,a .-/
"_... ,! ! ! I' 2"/
Although the applicatio, of finite ele- "% if_ '.._=2_j_=__--.Y;"
• ment methods to optical systems is not
'!o necessarily new, the capabilities of the Figure4. Ribbed mirroridealizatlott
STRUDL II system now make it possible to
_' solve a very large class of structure problems
'. associated with the manufacture and employ-
- ment of optical mirrors. Two typical i;"
problems and a feasible approach to either by ____..] [_.._] _
finite elements are considered in this paper.
Grinding and Polishing of Ribbed Mirror SECrI_A-A
:. Structure Figu,'e 5. Grinding tool on mirror structure.
The grinding and polishing of ribbed
_ mirrors invariably results in local surface matrices developed by Przemieniecki tref. 3).
deviations at the ribs. This is a result of non- A typical element layout is shown on figure 6,
uniform elastic deformations caused by the and segments of the STRUDL II program can
grinding tool; that is, more of the stiffer area be seen in figure 7.
i is ground off than the flexible area. It is
difficult to estimate the magnitude of these
i deviations by ordinary structural analysis _ ' ' _ '
_ methods due to the highly complex, elastic 11[- !I'_
behavior of such structures, but the finite t-.'' ..d I_,11
element approach will provide a good esti- k"l" f" --t "_...... _---i r'--_
idealized as a series of interconnected folded / n i -[_,.'_ , " i-I \--
l" plates, responding both in bending and ([ ['!l I _@j ] !l I /stretching (fig. 4). The load from the grinding 52 x.. 53 ! I
tool can be considered acting as either an / i[ M., ._ ] ,LI '
i applied force or an applied deformation _ ; i _ _._[_,.... .. -.-'_'II41_.
(fig. 5). The displacem nts and stress s caused _i,_,_ 55 I! _ .,
by this tool can be easily obtained, i " I i
II al
The specific element used for this __nalysis is called GSBPE (g neral st etching - "-
i, and bending plate element). This newly de- ..... I I
veloped element is designed for stress analysis _.I_
of continuous plate lements and is rectan
I gular in shape. It was based upon stiffness Figure6. Typicalelementlayout.
1
k --J
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._ The precision with which the defo-ma-
_(. tion contours may be obtained will depend
_, STRUDN'MIRRORSTRUCTURE' upon the number of elements chosen for the
_'. TYPEFOLDEDPLATE analysis. The results of such an analysis can
"J" UNITSINCHESLBS then be used to determine the optimum
_.;':. JOINTCOORDINATES system of mirror thickness, fib number and
""" proportions, and the type of grinding tool and
._ grinding action.
" 51 25.0 36.0 Active Control of Thin Mirrors
• 52 20.0 30.0
The structural behavior of the thin
_. mirror with active control is also fairly readily
_- handled by the finite element analyzer. A
,'- ELEMENTINCIDENCES number of different element types can be
_ employed. The rather low internal angle of
most mirrors discourages the use of a regular
_ shell element because of ill-behavior prob-
_ 12 50 51 52 53 Ictus, especially near the crown. A bending
_ 13 52 53 54 55 and stretching element with zero curvatures
tends to give rather conservative results (larger
deflections) unless a very large number of
_., elements are employed (ref. 5). That, how-
ELEMENTPROPERTIES ever,can lead to extremely severeproblemsof
ill-conditioning and round-off error accumula-
_.- tion and would probably result in erroneous
_', information. The desirable element in this
_" 12,13TYPE'GSBPE' THICKNESS 0.8 case is the shallow shell element. The curva-
_" tures of this element can be e_dly specified;
_7. hence, the mathematical response of the
structure _11 more closely represent the
CONSTANTS physicalresponse.
E 10000000.ALL A very large part of the active-mirror
POISSON 0.15ALL structural compfications will come from the ,,
LOADING'TOOU'ONE actuators. If these electromcchanical
ELEMENTLOADS compo.ents have a finite stiffness relative to
the mirror shell and if the basic action of the
actuator is an applied displacement, then it
follows that the amount of displacement that
12 SURFACE 'GLOBAL' PZ-0.25 actually occurs will vary with the actuator
LOADINGLISTALL loca,tionon the shell. Certainpartsof the shell
.... STIFFNESSANALYSIS _ill be stiffer than othon_,thus inducing a
• ; LISTDISPLACEMENTS,TRESSESALL r_ther larger load in the actuatorto obtain the
FINISH desired displacement, compressingthe ,?
actuator elastically, and reducing the actual
applied displacement. It is obvious, therefore,
that the mirror structure and actuators must
be analyzed as a _omplete, elastic, structural
b'Igure7. Typical STRUDL I1 proffram[or ribbed system. It is not enough to analyze the shell
nanor, under point forces.
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Using STRUDL I1 finite elements, it is Ob/ective function_(Z). This is the sum of
possible to solve the system by representing the structural system costs expressed in terms
the actuators as tress elements joined to the of the variables.
shell at various shallow-shell elements. The Constraints. These are the lirmtations on
displacements are obtained by applied distor- structural behavior (such as stresses, deforma-
tions within the truss elements themselves, tions) expressed in terms of the design vari-
, 1_A entire truss- ables. These may be equalities or inequalities.which are then ,,naly,,.,, as an
shell system. From this analysis, the influence Formally, this can be expressed:
surface for the shell distortions is obtained for
the control problem.
minimize Z = f (Xj)
Optimization subject to
The objective of engineering is always to gt (Xj, Yj) < 0
produce an acceptable solution (ideally, an g2(Xj, Wj) = 0optimum solution) to a given set of require-
ments. Most structural problems are suf-
ficiently complex so that even the analysis Xj > 0 (15)
stage may present some difficulties; hence,
the formal optimization problem, which is at
least one magnitude more complicated, is where Yj, Wj are limiting values on variable
often not attempted. What is meant here by behavior. When the functions f, gt, g2 are
optimization is not just the trials of a number linear or convex, then existing mathematical
of variable combinations but a thorough, programming methodology can be applied. In
systematic, analytical procedure that provides general, the structural optimization problem
the best possible solution. Ths definition of is nonlinear, nonconvex, and integer, and a
,_ "best" will, of course, depend upon the general solution may be difficult to find.
nature of the problem. It may be "weight- A number of recent developments, some
' related" as in the aircraft structure (refs. 10, of which are just beginning to appear in
11, and 12), "most reliable" for a spaceborne publications, have begun to overcome these
system that cannot be repaired after deploy- analytical difficulties through new methods of
ment (ref. 13), or both "weight and fixed-cost formulation. One method that has been
related" as in building construction (ref. 14). deve'.oped and is being introduced into the
: A number of approaches to the optimi- STRUDL II system is the branch-and-bound
! zation problem have been taken over the technique (ref. 15). By using integer values ,
; years. The first attempts looked for closed- for the design variables and a mix of eeono-
form analytical :;olutions to the problem, metric and combinational solution tech-
These were generally limited to trivially nology, it is now possible to achieve optimal
i simple structures under a unique loading solutions for general frame type of structures
._ cond'tion. The bulk of optimization of under multiple loadings with relatively small
-_ structures has been performed using formu- expenditures of computer time.
_ lations and techniques developed in econo- A recent and substantial breakthrough is
." ", [ metric analysis, the application of these optimization tech-
. • The approach employing such a math- niques to continuous structures, such as
! ematical model must contain the following folded plates and shells, by using finite
components: element methodology. It is now possible to
Variables(X). These are the structural find the best design values (fo_ example, rib
properties, such as member areas, that the sizes and locations for the ribbed mirror struc-
designer wishes to determine so that the best ture) so that the desired stress and defer-
(optimum) solution is obtained, marion levels can be maintained. This, too,
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". can be done with relatively small amounts of 3. Przemieniecki,J. S.: Theory of Matrix Struc-
:.i_ computer time. Major work is proceeding in tural Analysis.McGraw.Hill,1968.
._,._ this area at the present time. 4. Freeman, R. F.; Porter, C. D.; Mu,H. H.: Photo-
_:. heliograph- Primary Mirror Development.
°_
_.. Conclusions Report #750-F, JPL, 1968.
:_ 5. Creedon, J. F.; Robertson, H. J.: Evaluation of
_ There is no doubt but that the finite ele- MultipointInteractionin the Designof a Thin
- ment method represents the mainstream of Diffraction.LimitedActive Mirror. IEEE Aero-
._... advanced structural mechanics analysis today, spaceJournal,March 1969.
_._-:" Sufficient methodology already exists to 6. Argyris,J. H.: Continuaand Discontinua.Proc.
: analyze most problems that will arise in fields Conf. MatrixMeth. in Struct. Mech.,Wright-
: such as astronomical mirror stractures. Soon PattersonAFB, 1965.
_ the capability will exist to determine the 7. Lang, T. E.: Summary of the Functions and
_. optimum solution to the same problem. Capabilitiesof SAMIS.Tech. Report 32-1075,
: Use of the finite element method is, JPL,1967.*S' however, very deceptive. It is extremely easy 8. Utku, S.; Akyuz, F. A.: ELAS, VolumeI, Users
_,:. (even for someone not in the field of struc- Manual.JPL, 1968.
_! tural mechanics) to set up a problem and to 9. Logcher,R. D., et al.: ICES-STRUDLII Engi.
solve it using standard algorithms, but neering dser'sManual. MIT,CivilEnginee,ing
;. extreme caution must be exercised. It is vital Department,1968.
to use the correct element for the type of 10. Schmit, L. A.: StructuralDesignby Systematicbehavior expected, the proper subdivision of Synthesis. Proc. 2nd Natl. Conf. on Elec.the structure, and the proper boundary Comp.,ASCE,1960.
_" conditions. In any case, numerical results will 11. Fox, R. L.; Schmit, L. A.: Advancesin the
_ be obtained, but they may have little relation IntegratedApproach to StructuralSynthesis.
_ to the actual behavior. Ill-conditioning, AIAA 6th Annual Structures and Materials
" roundoff accumulation, and errors of Conference,PalmSprings,Calif.,1965.
._ improper "discretization" can lead the unwary 12. Gellatly, R. A.; Gallagher,R.H.; Luberacki,
_? user far from reality. The present state-of- W.A.: Developmentof a Procedure for Auto-
the-art in structural mechanics permit., the mated Synthesis of Minimum WeightStrut-
analyst to attack an enormous range of tures. DDCReport AD-611-310,Oct. 1964.
problems, but it is most vital that the method 13. Moses, F.: Reliability Based Structural Syn-
limitations, whenever these exist, also be thesis. Structural Synthesis Summer Course
known. Notes,Vol. III,CaseInstitute,1965. r
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# Self-Weight Loaded Structures
.il in the Context of Lightweight Mirror Applications
;" J.P. Duncan
:.;. The University of British Columbia
¢.
: Introduction jointed or continuous, the structural members
; have weight of their own, which in some
•,. A mirror is essentially a surface formed circumstances may impose on themselves as
by the interface between a substrate and its much distributed input of load as any exter-
environment. From practical considerations nal traction that the structure is designed to
# of polishing and handling, the substrate must support. Such a case is a structure designed to
_' have some minimum volume, which, in turn, maintain the desired geometry of a mirror
_. has weight in the gravitational field. The located in a gravitational field.
connected elements of the substrate have Some structural analysis treats the
_: centers of mass at which gravitational body weight of members as secondary sources of
forces may be considered as concentrated, input. When it is accounted for, such weight is
_ To maintain equilibrium of the sub- often lumped for analysis at the panel points
strate, it is necessary that reaction to these of the lattice type of structures. Furthermore,
distributed body forces be provided at much of established analysis is designed to
,_ some selected points on a relatively rigid study stresses with margins of safety rather
i, system of reference. To avoid relative dis- than deformations with extremely high
, placement of the elements of the substrate, it accuracy, as required for astronomical mir-
_ is desirable to support each element directly rors. Again, the force systems in both terres-
so that each body force and its direct reaction trial and space applications are ultimately _:
equilibrate locally. If local equilibration is not linked to the earth as the virtually rigid frame
:_; possible, it becomes necessary to connect the of reference, which, at the same time, is the
_. input of localized body force to some chosen cause of loading through gravitational
I points of reaction by way of a structure, attraction. :"
An elastic structure is an arrangement of Many structures have an arbitrarily
• c n ected elastic members designed to chosen configuration of members linking .<
,_ transmit load inputs-forces or torques gener- inputs with outputs (reactions), and many are _• alized as tractions and located in spac -to designed to bridge a bitrarily-specified input _
|: points where they are equilibrated by re- and output configurations. _
actions. At all points within the system where It can be shown that, even for arbitrarily ._
transmission between input and output takes specified configurations of input and output
. " ' place, equilibrium must be maintained locally forces, there can be theoretically optima con- '_
• _ by forces and moments in the structural figurations of transmission members. A given
members, optimum configuration, however, changes
These members, kinematically called with each change in the gravitational acceler- . '
links, are sometimes connected in pin-jointed ation vector so that there can be no unique
forms by joints called "pairs." In many optimum configuration for a structure that ]]
modem structures, the connections are con- changes attitude in a gravitational field and no
ttinuous. The structure then becomes a constant specification for member cross-multiple-connected elastic body. Whether sectional areas with changing values for the
257
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"_:_' mo_u_s?off" a! p ctional acceleration center of mass. The transmission of localized
_'ector. * body force to a neighboring point of support
_'_: If the criterion for structural design is to then induces elastic strains in the continuum,
," be the maintenance of a surface geometry by and strain gradients result.
_._ an underlying structure grounded at some
._: This approach is adopted with large
_¢' infinitely rigid fra of support or plane of
_', terrestrial telescope mirrors. Appropriate
,._- reference defined by three points, the struc- forces of reaction with reference to a rigid
,_ tural members will tend to be lightly stressed, ground base (earth) are supplied through
_i Small strains and hence small integrated mechanical lever systems. The forces are
_- extensions will result. Obviously, it will be calculated or arranged to equilibrate the
_:- desirable to use lightweight material for the weight of each lump of the segmented (or
. transmission members and for the substrate of continuous) mirror with a direct reaction of
.. the surface whose geometrical form is being the proper magnitude valu,_ tbr each attitude
maintained. These factors suggest a material of the whole mirror.havi g a high Young's mzdulus and low
_, density. Beryllium has the best combination Ever since Ritchey first proposed desir-
.. of these properties, but other materials vie able proportions for solid cylindrical substrate
_ with it on grounds of cost and ease of and subsequently constructed web and flange
fabrication, types of mirrors, the effort to limit the
_. The above features of rigid structures number of supports by accepting a degree of
can be identified in the symbolic diagram, internal transmission of self-weight has con-
' figure 1. tinued. It has led to the adoption of "egg
box" constructions for lightweight terrestrial
and orbiting applications. The approach is to
. equilibrate the dead weight of the substrate,
ultimately on a statically determinate set of
_ three points on a system of reference-deter-
'_ .; t f--'r"T---t, t mining attitude. The points of secondary
!_ ,_/_ reaction with the substrate may be more than
_" three, the number being built up throughID
_, successions of properly proportioned levers. A
i. simple example of a 12-equalized-point re-
. action system is illustrated in f'_,ure 2. This
• . 12-point mounting jig was designed to provide
Figurel. A generalizedstructure, a close approximation to a uniform shear
distribution along the circular boundary of a
plate loaded transversely. Even with multi-
point support, a degree of internal trans-
Rationale of Mirror Support mission by flexure and shear will remain. The
structure has to be designed to transmit these
In astronomical mirror design, the object with very small, acc_,ctahle deformations. In
is to maintain a geometrical surface form addition, these deformations will vary with
constant as its substrate assumes various atti- each attitude; hence, the distortion of the
• ' ' tudes in a gravitational field. One approach, supported mirror must be controlled for the '.
.... frequently used, is to support each element of worst ease.
substrate mass directly at its center of mass
with a force appropriate to the attitude. This The egg-box construction is frequently
is equivalent to limiting the length of path of thought of as a flexural type of structure;
internal force transmission in a continuous however, because of the value of the ratio of
solid to the dimensions of each lump of mass the depth of section to the span between
associated with a point of support close to its supporting reactions often adopted, shear
1 --
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"_, _ Figure 3. Horizontal and vertical quasi-cylindrical
_-': mirrors.
,: _ sufficiently rigid in extreme attitude (fig. 3b).
;_ The self-weight deformation in attitude
, (fig. 3b) has been studied by Schwesinger
_: Figure 2. Photograph of a 12-equalized-point reaction (ref. 1). It is the author's intention to explore
• system, deformations in intermediate attitudes by
using a combination of analytical and experi-
" rigidity in its webs may be even more signifi- mental methods. In the sequel, logical systems
3, cant in maintaining stiffness than the flexural of supporting the mirror horizontally, as in
_ rigidity provided by the flanges. The two are figure 3a, will be discussed as an introductiop
t- related of course. It is a question of the signif- to alternative structural concepts for light
icance of transverse shear deflection and the weight.additional curvatures of neutral axes of flex-
ure that might arise from variable shear. Support of Circular Mirrors
An essential element of any structuralTraditional Circular Mirror
concept is its reactive system. This may be
"'" The traditional substrate for an astro- chosen arbitrarilyor determined by the func-
_: nomical mirror, large or small, is a homoge- tion of the structure.)_ neous, right circular cylinder havinga ratio of In view of the foregoing discussion, the
_-- diameter to thickness of 8 to 1 (small aper- following line of argument might be con-
ture) or 6 to 1 (large aperture). These ratios sidered in determining a suitable supporting
are rules of thumb proposed by Ritchey on system for a horizontal mirror.
the basis of experience. They are felt to be Since the object is to create a surface as _:
sufficient to limit deflections to acceptable the boundary of a substrate and its atmo- i_
values. The smaller ratio, recommended for sphere, a thin plate supported on its lower
'. very large mirrors, reflects the dependenceof face by hydrostatic pressure, as in figure 4, ._
J
• self-weight deflection on the ratioof diameter should ser_e. The materialin the substrate is ,_
squaredto thickness, then supported directly, and internal ttans-
The extreme attitudes of a right cylin- mission is confined to direct compression
drical mirror substrate in a gravitationalfield through the thickness of the plate. Theoret-
are as shown in figures 3a and 3b. ically, the thickness of the substrate could be
If a mirror is sufficiently rigidunder self- zero, and indeed the consequence, a liquid
weight in attitude (fig. 3a), it is likely to be surface, is often used as a reflectiveinterface.
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;y,. Thin ,.w
g -
;: iSt raight J /Parabola
:,, Thick
" t L..
pghP = Figure 5. Deformation of a very thick cylinder;
Love's solution.
Figure 4. Direct support of a thin plate.
"_ moderately thick plate bent under its own
_ If, for obvious practicalreasons,the substrate weight and supported by parabolicallydis-
has any significantthickness and is still sup- tributed shear is a superpositionof the solu-ported on its lower face by hydrostatic pres- tion in figure5 and the well-knownLegendre ,
sure, it assumes a well-known theoretical polynomial solution for a uniformly loaded,
form, shown in figure 5, for which the moderately thick plate. The loading anddisplacements were worked out originallyby reactionconditions of thesetwo solutions are
A. E. H. Love (ref. 2). These deformations shown graphically in figures6a and 6b,are
_,. due to the effects of direct internal tram- respectively. The deflection resulting from
mission of vertical body force to vertical superposition of these solutions, as indicated
reaction on the lower face. Obviously, the in figure 6c, is
deformationwill vary withchangingvaluesof
body accelerations.
., • Further discussion of the just-floating, w = "-- Da' _'_v a )high-floating,and fully-immersedelastic solid 2E 8 L
ten be found in reference3.
If the rightcircularcylinderis supported 1 8_v+v2 1by sheafing forces along its outer boundary, + _ _ h2Jthe body forces are transmitted to these
boundary reactions by fiexure and shear, where nomenclature is asdef'medin refer- [
Love's elastic displacementsolution for the ence 2.
J
_ -
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_'_' I t44_}]._1t because of additional internal (tangential)...... transmissions of body forces to r active
_: 1, _g 1o points.
:',., , I a It seems likely that the average length of
_" L' _ ] _ I_ I _ internal transmission by flexure would be
_" reduced by moving the three points of sup-
,g vg_.." k_ lg port towards the center of the plate to mini-
- - - r- - - mize the greatest lateral defection. A further
_': __ _ _i_iii_ _ logical step would be to increase the numberof such points to six or more by using a stati-
c _[, J_ cally determinate system of linked levers, as
_ ' _.1 " --I -_ b symbolized by figure 8.
li 'i
., Figure 6. Sd_weight de[orma_on of modemtdy
_, thick plate;Love's solution.
_.
It is well-known that in deep beams and
plates much of the resistance to deformation
is provided by shear. This has been demon-
strated for a few cases in comparative studies
by Kenny (ref. 4). Another way of expressing F/sure 7. Plate supported at three boundarypoints.
" this is to say that analytical stress-field solu-
_i tions such as the above, which is not depen- Several workers have searched for the ,
_ dent on Bernoulli-Euler assumptions, should best locations for points of support, and
_ be used for accurate assessment of plate numerous experimental observations have
=_ rigidity. The intermediate approach is to use been made. Emerson's (ref. 5) studies are
Bernoulli-Euler thin-plate theory with well-known. Dew's (ref. 6) experimental
Rankine43rashoff approximate shear correc- results of intefferometric study of the sagging
tions, of thick circular glass plat_, figures 9 and 10,
It is not easy to provide continuous illustrate the topography of plates mpported
. support by way of pambolically distributed on three equispaced points at different radii.
.. shear (fig. 6)because of the statical indeter- Emerson concluded that the three points
minacy of such arrangements. A logical should be located along a circle whose diam-
simplification is to concentrate shear re- eter is 0.7 of the boundary diameter of the
actions at three equispacedboundary points, plste. Kenny (ref. 4) has studieddeflectiom
as shown in f'qlure7, or to use a statically resulting from three-point support both
determinate distributing arrangement, as illus- analytically and experimentally and has made
trated in figure 2. Such systems induce more limited assessments of the contributions of
strain than systems using continuous support shear and bending. Vaughan has compared r,
I_ ii ii
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ideally distributed in accordance with tile
above theorems. One well-known method of
redistribution is the adoption of web and
/_j flange (l-beam) concepts in one or two dimen-
sions. This relocates the material in a hypo-
/ / thetical rectangular cross-section so that part
of the material is in tension or compression
and provides a moment of resistance. The rest
of the material transmits shear as depicted in
I ! figure 11.
\ I A further improvement of the web is\ /I achieved by castellation of an I-beam web.
\ / The web is cut along a line resembling an
" Acme thread. The resulting halves are then
relocated and welded as illustrated in fig-
ure 12. The logical extension of these ideas
> into three dimensions leads to the concepts of
lattices, geodesic frameworks, and foams.
Figure 8. Plate supported at six internal points on A greater stiffness-to-weight ratio results,
balancedleverspivotedat threepriraary points, but there is no guarantee that the resulting
• structure is optimum; nor is it clear whether
simplified analytical solution with Williams' internal transmission is essentially by shear or
computed _olutions (as reported by Kenny) bending.
and wi_.h experiment",d observations on a thin Since a hexagonal or triangular cellular
plate., as ootlined in Appendix A. structure has the same theoretical aeolotropy
as a homogeneous structure, the triangular
Optimization of Circular Substrate cell seems to represent a logical pattern of
web configuration. Thus, the egg-box con-
: The fundamental structural theorem of struetion of mirrors with three sets of webs
James Clerk Maxwell and its extension by intersecting at 120 degrees su_csts itself in
t A.G.M. Michell, which have been sum- plan as a sandwich construction for mirrors
_ marized and discussed by Barnett (ref. 7), amenable to analysis and exl_,erimental study
-_ provide, from two-dimensional analysis, a clue by the general theory and methods outlined
• " to the desirable condition of minimum-weight by Plantema (ref. 8).
_. rigid structures in three dimtmsions. Maxwell's
_ theorem implies that all material employed Arch Concepts
! should be stressed and strained with the same
_. sign to an acceptable maximum limit. A second approach to optimization fol-
Michell's corollary demonstrates that, if lows from Maxwell's theorem, which, in "
°t material must be used in both tension and space-spanning structures, implies the use cf
_ compression, it should be disposed in arches, domes, and shells. Figure 13 from
members that are orthogonal at all points- reference 4 shows a sequence of plates and
. one set being in tension at the maximum arches, some of which have been compared by
: _ _ acceptable limit and the other in compre_on Kenny (re/'. 4). The theory of arching and the
i relations among arch geometry, road, and
at the same numerical limit.
stresses have been discussed by Inglis (ref. 9)
l_eb and Flange Construction and others. Some interesl..ng experimental
_- results and facts concerning deformations in
The material employed in conventional, arch-like circular plates are to be found in
flexed, homogeneous beams and plates is not reference 4.
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' (a) (b)
(a) and (b) Contour maps of a 30-centimeter diameter x 5-centimeter circular flat supported at three points
on the periphery (1[20 fringe contours): (a) face up; (b) face down.
J i i i i i m ..
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,_ 2= )/o\\ o/ _:__.',:----_C/
(a) The sag of a 30.centimeter diameterx 3.8. (b) The sag of a 30.coitimeter diometerx3.8-
: centimeter flat supported at three points on a centimeter flat supported at three points on the
circle of 2 l-centimeters in diameter (1/20 fringe periphery (1/20 fringe contours/.lr
contours).
/ _-_,_ \
!, , o _oo_ • \
, \_o ooj. I
i
• • ,'_.,_. /
_ _--_ __i "_
.! (e) The sag of a .ti_coltimeter diilmeterx3.8- (d) The log of • 30.centimeter diameterx3.8.
l
centimeter .fbt $upptwted at three points on e centimeter Slat supported on o sheet of lO.mllli-
• I circle of 18_,mttmtten in ieter (l/20fringe meterl_rethanefoam(l/2Ofringecontoun).
# _ 10. O.D. Dew_l interfeniraml for suppo_ within the outer boundwy; from b,apaper '_Syuerm of
MMiwum De)iection Stiplgwts for Optical Flits," Journal of Scientific inltnin_n!_, go/. 43, November
1966, I_. 809.811, (Reprinted with the ltrlviliilon of the author and the puM,istier, ?'he lnttitute of
l_y_ci and The l_ysical &x'ieW. London, England.)
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_i". Sandwict Beam 2. I'he "freezing" of the natural sag of
._ii_ _ _ epoxy resin above its transition point when it
.:, acqube_ greatly reduced elastic properties
_'_ (Kenny). See reference 4.
_::, Sections 3. The observation of deflections of
_ silicone rubber models at room temperature
'i'i._'_'- (Kenny, Duncan).
4. In prospect, the application of exter-
_'_!._ ' '\ "\ hal loading, such as sand, air pressure, lead
--.... _. , L,_ shOt, Or tall rOds prOpOrtiOnal tO the weight
_j of structural material, beneath the load
_:" (Harvey, Duncan, Vaughan). Information
_ relevant to these studies can be found in
_: references 3 and 4.
dwb l._lx MicheU Structures
A third approach to optimization is to
_. General Pure Pure
return to fundamentals by seeking optimum
_" bending bending shear transmission routes from the primary self-
weight inputs at the substrate to the chosen
Figure 11. Deformation of 1-beam and sandwich, points of reaction. Figure 16 indicates this
.. beam sectiont notion in a two-dimensional way. The arbi-
trary Michell ribbed-plate structures shown
_.:. include the configurations for a weightless
'_ _:' cantilever and a weightless beam of uniform
_, bending. Real transmission members, how-
ever, have self-weight; hence, the detail of
their ideal geometrical configurations must be
_': calculated to accommodate this continuous
input of body force loading. Particulars of
real, self-weight-loaded, Michell structures
have been computed and tabulated by E.W.
Johnson. (See also Appendix B.)
The structures resulting from the con-
_ cepts illustrated are, essentially, fibbed plates
with ribs perforated with lightening holes of
Figure12. Castellatedbeartt special shape and arrangement. It seems likely
that the top members of such fibs could be
Several simple forms similar to that "worked in" to the substrate itself. The
sl"own in figure 14, nicknamed "the ashtray," resulting structure lacks the backplate that
ha.ve been studied by the following four has been so heatedly debated as necessary in
physical methods: egg-box construction. The point is that, if the
1. The acc_ntuatiov of gra_qtational ribs are essentially a net of orthogonal fibers
raeformation by immersion in a very dense lying in their own plane, they are stressed
liquid such as steel in mercury (Duncan, similarly to a square plate in shear whose
Sehroeder) or plastic foams in water (Unwin). diagonals will be equally stressed with
The theory of this technique is illustrated in opposite sign. If support is provided essen-
figure 15. tially in shear, even t.ough some bending is
I
!
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To obtain verification of To investigate self-weight deflection.,_ of arch To obtain estimates of the
experimental techniques type structures and compare tbezr behav,or shear deflectmns experi-
and mathemat,cal analysLs, with that of a cxrcular plate of constant thick- enced by lightweight strue-
ness w_th a thickness to diameter ,'atio of tures of the monolithic and
1/6. (A 3-point support taken as standard), eggcrate type.
'Obiectlve" 1 Objective 2 objective 3
| . Space Envelope Constant Weight Constant A Square Monolitllic Cot,
-' 1"[] A_- ' '!:'" . B 6v'Delta Monplithic
B
c _ ,A _ [--I S.F
D L._ Due to W
r-I Bending
E 'D _ Only /
_Deflection
_.. Due to
E Bending
And Shear
!
F
Fabricated
Model
" Figure 13. Kenny's table of plates and arches. See reference 4. (Reprinted with the permission of the author
and the Perkin-Elmer Corporation./
1
ef f ecti vet present, backplates may not be necessary; and
Arc h in t •. sio. : g ribbed support is in order.
" real L Deformations of ribbed plates under
• . I hydrostatic loading (which could be regarded
as artificially increasing the effective density
of the supported plate) have been studied by
Harvey and Duncan (re(. 10). A few obser-
' vations on overstiffening or understiffening
:. , and weight-to-rigidity ratios were made.
A separ te outline of some preliminary
, studies of self-weighted Michell cantilevers by
E.W. Johnson is attached as Appendix B. It
should be noted that numerically controlled
_. Figure 14. Forcibly submerged, arched substrate, machining makes the fabrication of such
I structures quite feasible and economical.
[ --
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¢._: LOADING CONOITION$
.-_':- FREE BODY DIAGRAM O. BoundoryConditions STRESS SYSTEM!'£,_
_:. b. Body Forces
"_" Liquid Surface --_ O.
:o_ y
.--.._tt ._t.L_.'- . b.
-%.
_<- A.
_.,. Liquid Surface O,
:_,_:_ ,. o'n.-kyy
y t,.
_'* _ Rz_ ! °'_=o_'.=o
_: _(__)_ 4' t R =reacticms %)-)= (_e +kTY)
..= _i lb.
- _ Y=-(k-')r Ta_)=Te
_. a. crn:o
k-.J_.lR= reactions ¢
xi"'_ti i l; b. I
"0'__L -rT'=_.('r) .!,y=-),
O. _-'_.Rzf "I_-'_TR,
A. Body of density 7' submerged in o liquid of greeter densi;)_ kT'.
B. Body. of density kT' submerged m • liquid of its own density.
C. Oifferonceof obove two, multiple gravity. _.
l_gure 15. Graphic presentation of the immersion analogy o/gravity; from "Gravitational Stresses Deter.
mined Using Immersion Techniques," V. J. Parks, A. J. Durelli, and L. Ferrer, Journal of Applied
Mechanics, No. 67.APM-I I; contributed to the Applied blechanics Conference, Pasadena, California,
June 1967, under the m,spices of the Society of Mechanical Engineer.. (Copyrighted by publisher;
i permission granted to reprint.)
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• . - wherever substrates are called upon to resist
_... deformation through a degree of flexure, aknowledge of the shear modulus of either
_:.;. continuous plates and slabs or of the webs of
,:'_,. q sandwich plates is needed to predict defor-
_. mations in a body-force field.J In his recent text, Sandwich Construc-
;_ tion, Plantema (ref. 8) develops a general
• theory in which the moment of resistance is
:" regarded as residing in the flanges and shear
_: resistance in the webs of two-dimensional,
'i"_ I-beam constructions. He gives two techniques
• for determining shear rigidity of the webs or
_7_ cores of sandwich constructions. One is aj
_, three-point loading test on a beam of typical
. core, and the other is a direct shearing of theby compression lo ding.
, Becau°e the core configurations used in
, fabricated space mirrors have many com-
_ plicated geometrics that defy simple theoret-
I_._l a, I i ^ i _ _ t ical treatment, each configuration needs
experimental testing for shear rigidity.
Kenny (ref. 4) has recently used a four-
point loading technique on a plexiglass strip-
, model of mirror core to assess the relative
magnitude of flexural and shear deflections. A
L- i_ report of completed studies of the shear
!:. rigidity of triangularly pitched perforated
plate is in preparation by Duncan and
Santosham at the Universijty of British
Columbia.
Logical Development of a Mirror Substrate
Assume first that, from polishing con-
siderations, the mirror requires an immediate
substrate in the form of a relatively thin plate.
As shown in figure 17, the elements of this
plate need uniformly distributed upthrust in
the vertical direction to equilibrate gravi-
l_gure16. Michellstructures, tational forces directly, thus avoiding flexural
" ' distortion.
,' . The object is to maintain the thin plate
Siiear Deflection in Substrate in an unflexed state. If this is achieved, the
plate will be unstrained in a flexural sense;
hence, it can be regarded as a quasi-rigid
It is clear from general theory as well as body. If the upthrust is provided by a set of
recent experiments and studies by Kenny many discrete compression members, the
(ref. 4) that shear deflection in substrate is as above ideai conditions will be closely approxi-
important as flenurai deflection. Thus, mated.
| i
m
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-" If a single reaction with torque stabili-
:_-;_ zation is chosen as a basis for the support and
_-_ attitude-control of a mirror, the cross-section
- _.
'_., of the stlacture will have an area d x If
"!_ three-point reaction is chosen, it should be
_"_'_" Figure17. Hydrostaticallysupportedthin plate, possibleAto design the structure within an area
,. of d x _, as shown in figure 18b. Ritchey's
;;: recommended cross-section for large, solid,
,a- Assume next that, in conformity with d
?,: the principles of Michell's structural theorem, right cylindrical mirrors was d x _.
._ these compression members are extended in The members of the particular Michell
: design away from the plate to arbitrarily structure shown constitute an orthogonal
4:. selected points of reaction, system of compressive arcs and tensile radials,
_- This may be done in various ways. If the all stressed to the same numerical value. This
_. locations of the point or points of reaction value would be fixed by proportioning the'! are chosen arbitrarily and the direction of the cross-sectional areas of the struts and ties and
reaction is selected, there will be solutions to by stepping the area of the ties at each arc.
_ the structural net required (the Hencky- All arcs would have the same cross-sectional
' • Prandtl slip-line nets of plasticity),and the area if the ends of each arc were intended to
_" requisite cross-sectional areas of the members support the same weight of substrate.It is assumed that the distributed weight
i to ensure a uniform maximum-acceptable
h stress level can be computed, of the Michell structures would be much lessthan that of the plat , but any distribut d
To minimize the coordinate space weight of a real structure can easily- be
_:_ occupied by the Michell structures given allowed for by adjustment of member cross-
,.._ below as examples, it was necessary to keep sectional areas.
_ the point or points of reaction close to the Ideal, theoretical, Michell structures are
:_ plate itself, as shown in figures 18a and 18b, statically determinate. Real and practicable
,: rather than in the remote location shown in structures approximate to the ideal.
_, figure 18c. The result of straining the Michell struc-
ture due to the effect of gravitational forces isto rais the point application of load
4_" ,, d "" relatively to the plate, which should remainI{
virtually undistorted. In relation to the re- ¢action point, the plate is like a rigid foun-
dation, remaining unstrained (except locally) _.
due to the application of the concentrated
compressive forces exerted by the arc mem-
bers. Actually, if the reactive points are re-
__- garded as the points of reference, the plate "_
___'I_ /" _/ will drop bodily without distortion of its _.,i
•. surface. .:
• , The three points of figure 18b may be
located at a radius of about 0.66 diameter, _
and thus the plate alone would have minimum
deforrrtation, as shown in Appendix A. The ,,
addition of the Michell distributing structure _{
should significantly remove remaining devia-
tions from a plane surface with a minimum of
Figure18. Michelldistributivesupport systems, additional weight.
l
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The possibility of including an ellipse to through each point of reaction to form a rib-
define the end locations of the outer members like stiffening "spider." If these rib structures
is indicated. This would constitute an approx- are densely packed angularly, a system of
imation designed for better distributing the spherical shells and interpenetrating cones re-
number of points of direct support of the suits. A considerable stiffening should ensue
plate with less than optimum geometry. In and some further weight saving would be
addition, the plate thickness can be reduced made possible by the induction of plane strain
to a practical minimum, as determined by rather than plane stress conditions in the now
polishing and handling considerations, contiguous rib-structures.
The two-dimensional structural forms
can be located in several radial directions
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".,: Appendix A
-?
_, The Deflection of a Multiooint-Supported Plate
(Henry Vaughan)
?'
- Mirrors are frequently suppc, rted at three wave, the amplitide of which has been eval-
_!'i or more points by statically determinate sup- uated analytically. Similarly, figure A-2 shows
_: porting systems. It is desirable to have a the edge shearing force. Both of these curves
_, simple method of calculating the self-weight are for N = 3 and b/a -'- 1/2, where b = radius
deflections resulting from the uniformly dis-
i' tributed gravitational body forces. For thin _3
plates, these body forces may be replaced by _._ t
_ a uniformly distributed surface load. _2 "'_'_.'_. EXACT
!,. M, _'_-_ , _,.ol .....
Various Methods -=-- _.*
i Williams has worked out an exact series to 'x.
_.. solution requiring computer evaluation. This 0,9
!, is contained in a report by Kenny (ref. 1).
_. Williams' method, however, is not easily 0,
iI adaptable to design purposes, particularly if -.-
_, shear distortion is to be included. _ t , I
_ Duncan suggested the following method, o _.14 _.12
which leads to a very simple expression for
._', the deflection surface. The method is not t_gure A.1. Edge _ending moment MN/M, N = 3,
'" mathematically exact, but the result ensuing 3'= I/2. .
from the simplifying assumptions can be ._
_' compared with the exact result; and errors
_: can easily be estimated. _0
If one starts with Michell's solution for a
_: clamped plate (ref. 2) under a single-point _s __"-"-_'_ _X_¢T_load, a simple extension yields the solution _ . . ,,,,o_ ......
• b: for any number of point loads regularly _0 "-.--,_._._
spaced around a concentric circle. Expressions
for the moment and shear at the edge of the os -- ..
plate for N loads are easily evaluated and
summed. If the loads are not too close to the ' ...... J
edge of the plate, then the distributions of the o oc,/, _,/2
edge forces are almost exactly sinusoidal. In
particular, figure A-i shows the comparison Flsure A.2. Edge shewing force VN/V, N = 3,
of the edge bending moment with a sinusoidal 7:1/2. l
I
1
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of support circle and a = radius of plate. Note
that b/a = 7 in the figure.
Agreement is better for larger N but
worse for larger values of b/a. Clearly a suit-
able increase in N and an increase in b/a will
'o yield a similar degree of agreement, as
' shown in figures A-1 and A-2.
It is a simple matter to free the edge of
i the plate of the approximate sinusoidal edge
: forces and to equilibrate the point reactions
by superimposing a uniformly distributed sur-
!: face load. Th_ deflection of a free, uniformly
loaded, point-supported plate can be obtained
immediately.
The most fundamental case is whet.
there are only three point supports. Contours _.
, of equal deflection are given in figures A-3
_ and A-4 for 7 = 0.5 and 3' = 2/3, respectively.
Figure A-4 shows that the central area of the
plate is remarkably flat for 7 = 2/3. This par-
ticular arrangement is very close to the best Figure A-3. Contours of equal deflection, N = 3,
support circle for three supports, based on 7 =1/2.
optimizing the. maximum deviation from the
_: flat.
file contours show values of o_(x,0),
where 60 i_ a nondimensional displacement
given by
w(x,0) qa4_o(x,0)/100D
where q = normal force per unit area of plate
surface and D = thin-plate bending rigidity.
Experimental Procedure
Because of its simplicity, the method de-
veloped by Ligtenberg was used with the re-
finements introduced by d,_H_s _ad Loof
(ref. 3). The moire"fringes obtained by Ligten-
berg's method represent lines of equal partial
slope. Defl_ctiom through sections parallel to _ A-4. Contours of equal aeflecrion, N ,, 3.
the original setting of the plate are found by 7 " 2/$.
IL _ 1
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: graphical integration; then, orie.ntation of the
" plate is required for sections at different _ _"
._!":. angular settings. 0 _'---_.
;:,_".. "D_eplates used in the experiments were _ ___,.___ " "-. _._..... .._._. 7 inches in diameter, 1/8 inch thick and made 1
:_: of plexiglass, for which E _- 4.5 x 10s pounds 2 - - -
= _ per square inch and v_.0.35. The uniform load _ , ,_
;"-.... was provided by several inches of lead shot, 3 ",,.
_;.
_3 kept in pJace by a loosely fitting cylinder. The O1__ 45"
_._,,- point reactions were provided by three, small, . -, .....
z_ spherical bearings that were allowed to travel _--_ _
_:. along three knife edges forming part of the ....
external structure. This enabled different
_: values oft to be examined at will.
_". Figure A-5 shows the moir_ patterns for
_ equal slopes through sections given by 0 = 0% 30. 30"
_" 0 = 15° , andO=30 ° for_,=0.66andN=3, o . . . .
_ Clearly, the three patterns are sufficient to :____ "_
give the deflections for the whole field at 15- - .............
_" degree in ervals.
Figure A-5 has been used to calculate the
_. deflections, and the results may be compared l_gure A.6. Deflection o_x,d) throughcenterof plate
with the theoretical results in figure A-6. at 13-degreeintervals,N = 3, 7 = 2/3.
_r
lI ,
FigureA.5. Moir_contoursof equalpartialslope(afterflltetinLt
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Appendix B
_. Optimum Self-Weil_at Loaded Structures
(E. W. Johnson)
1
Introduction in land-based machin,:ry calls for the elimina-
tion in design of all usete:= ,:_ss. This, in turn,
Although very large structures were implies that the configm:_tion of the member
: erected in antiquity, modern structures of should be such that all elements of material
,_ ever-increasing complexity and size have fol- are stressed and strained to acceptable maxi-
lowed the development of new engineering mum limits.
knowledge and techniques of analysis. With the advent ef numerically con-
In designing structures such as latticed trolled machining, the difficulty and cost of
bridges, on which the greatest load is their removing inefficiently used material from the
own weight, external loads are commonly raw mass has been reduced. It is thus feasible
lumped with self-weight loading at the nodes, to pursue a lattice type of construction on a
Only in the largest structures have designers small scale. Whether the structure be large or
: of necessity considered seriously the optimum small, there is room to look again in terms of
configuration of members with a view to
using material to the best advantage. This fundamentals at the theoretical optimum
implies that, ideally, all material employed structure for a given service rather than
should be stressed to the same acceptable merely to search by variational techniques for
limit, the best proportions within a preconceived
• Some examples of this approach are the structural type.
uses of arches in place of flexed structures Fundamental Theory
and the development of I-beams and similar
sectioned beams to distribute the cross- In 1869, James Clerk Max.veil estab-
_ sectional area of the member better. Other fished a theorem specifying the optimum
: fields of application are astronomical mirrors, stressed state of material required to support ,
radio telescopes, and aircraft fuselages, a system of forces acting in a given space. He
showed that the volume was a minimum if the
Dynamically Loaded Structures structure contained only tensile or only com.
i pressive menlbers.
, In small-scale structures such as machine In 1904, this theory was extended by
i components, inertia forces (centrifugal force A.G.M. Michell to more general structures ,
and the _'orce of gravity) are important containing both tensile and compressive mem-
i elements of loading and are sometimes domi- bets. He showed that an optimum or mini- i
" ,; nant. Little attempt has been made _o opti- mum volume structure must consist entirely
., mize the distribution of material in these of members that carry either tensile or com-
small members, particularly in cases where the pressive forces-their cross-sections being such
function of the member is to remain very that the stress is constant at all points. The
rigid rather than to sustain loads, sets of tensile and compressive members of
The ever-increasing demand for reduced fibers must be orthogunal, with the network
payloads in space vehicles and higher speeds containing an inf'mite number of them. This
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;,,, theory has been extended by A. S. L. Chan
and others to consider simple beams and uN,TLOAD
"_(' cantilevers carrying a concentrated load.
_: Approxi_,lations to Optira_m Structures
r:._
_. The theoretical optimum structure is dif-
ficult or impossible to manufacture, but it
_- offers a standard against which more practical
,_/ frameworks can be compared. As a two-
_;_ dimensional example, a cantilever could be
l! made, having a few (five or ten) widely spacedi fibers, whose cross-sectional area may be
_: adjusted to maintain a constant stress levd at
_ all points. Such a structure is shown in
_. figure B-l, which represents a cantilever carry-ing a unit load perpendicular to its axis at the
6' end remote from its pinned supports. The
_ member width_ are adjusted to maintain uni-
form stress at all points. For analysis, the
joints could be considered as pinned; then the
• links would be straight and would form
chords to the theoretical curved fibers.
; Analysis can also be extended to canti-
_ levers (and beams) carrying several concen- _ _
g_ trated loads at the pin joints. In particular,
these loads could represeat the self-we;ght of
the structure plus any external loading im-
posed. Examples of such structures are fibbed '
plates or individual members of larger struc-
tures. Theoretical analysis of ideal structures
of this kind has been undertaken together
_ with preliminary investigation of the effects • _
¢t of the simplifying assumptions made to facili- SU_.TPO,NTS
" tate solution.
A family of cantilevers similar to that Figure B-I. Geometry of a five-fiber #lichen eanfl. ,
"_ shown in figure 13-I has been analyzed. All lever.
_: cantilevers have the same span (10 inches) and
differ only in the support spacq.ng and the may be designed to replace it. This is illus-
number of fibers. These vary from one to ten, trated in the graph (fig. B-2), which compares _
radiating from each support point, one set the actual volumes of a series of cantilevers of
being in tension and the other in compression, varying fiber count with the corresponding
Of necessity, each member is straight between theoretical structures having the same fan
intersections, angle, the angle being subtended at A or B by
Figure 13-2compares the volumes of the the extreme fibers.
range of structures examined. The Michell The curve shows that, even with such a
conditions determine _'.heoptimum structure crude approximation to the infinite case as
for any span and specific set of loading con- represented by a structure, of five fibers, the
, ditions, Such an optimum structure has less volume is only 4 percent greater than the
volume than any other other structure which minimum to which the curve asymptotes.
m m
Is --
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I _ I I i
4 6 8 10
NU MBER OF FIBRE S Figure B-3. Plastic Micheli cantileven and beam made
by numerically controlled machining.
* ; Figure B.2. Dependence of pin- cantilever considered as four cantilevers arranged
volume on number of.fibers for various ratio, of symmetrically.
X/D; t = thickness = 1/4 inch; E= Young's Figure B-4 show_ the South Bend milling
Modulus = 300, 000 psi; o = constant normal
' machine on which the models were cut. The
: stress=3OOpsi; Load=lOOIb. in all cases; table drives are p_wered by "SIo-Syn"
X = 10 inchesin¢11caseL synchronous motors, which are controlled by
. commands printed on a paper tape. These
Such structures would be relatively easy to commands position the (ool in Cartesian or
manufacture and would be of considerable Polar coordinates and thus enable these com.
t value in design, plex shapes to be made rapidly yet accurately.
Figure B-3 shows several models approxi- The control system of this macldne
mating the Michell criteria and which have al- enables straight lines to be cut most simply if
ready been made for testing. These includ_ a they are parallel to the major axes of the mill- :
t small fiv_fiber cantilever and two ten-fiber ing machine table. Lines at an angle to these _cantilevers. In the latter case, one model is axes require cutti,lg in a seriesof small steps, _,
made with quadrilateral cutouts; in the thereby necessitating perhaps a hundred com-
i former cas_, these are approximated by mands per inch of cut tA maintain a smooth
circular hole_. The resulting configuraxinn is a surface.
, somewha_ cruder approximation to the opti- Avoiding the latter complication was
mum structure but is considerably easier to accomplished by mounting the plastic sheet
_ manufacture, on a rotary table whose angular position
The largest model is of a Michell beam could be changed by macl,me cornmap ". Fo, _:"
designed to transmit pure bending. It may be minimum overhang, the center of the plate --
=
m
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traverses of the milling cutter in a series of
straight-line cuts along the parallel faces of
this family of members. "Miscellaneous func-
tion" commands are added to instruct the
[ "" ="_'_..... i cutting head to rise and to fall wherever
._ necessary in order to move between the cut-
outs. Another "miscellaneous function" signal
controls the movement of the rotary table to
i I align the next sequence of members. This pro-
" | _ cedure is repeated until the prt,gram fully
- _. dot_;Is *_- manufacture of one-half of the" . ._AA t.llU
structure; for example, all cuts to the right of
the centerline, shown in figure B-1.
This program, figure B-5, is transferred
to punched tape, which is placed in the tape
Figure B-4. South Bend numerically controlled reader for the milling machine. When run, the
milling machine, tape passes through a sensing head that, via
suitable circuitry, instructs the Slo-Syn motor ."
to maneuver the cutter and to produce a
was placed at the center of the rotation of the finished part. When half the cantilever has
table. The centerline, as shown in figure B-l, been milled, the tape is rewound; and the con-
was placed parallel with the long or X-axis of trois adjusted so that all positive "y" coordi-
the milling table, nares (perpendicular to the centerline) are
Study of figure B-1 reveals that each pair autoinaticall; read as negative, and vice versa.
of members meeting at a joint are perpendicu- This is known as mirror-imaging; it enables
lar. Thus, if the table is rotated so that any the second half of the model to be cut from
one member is parallel with the long axis of the same tape.
the milling table, several other members will When this work has been completed, it is
also be parallel, or perpendicular, to this hoped that the results will indicate ways in
direction. It is a simple matter to mill the which, plate-fabricated structures can be most
sides of this family of members becausz th_,ir logically lightened by the technique of the
lengths and widths are known from the lightening hole. Tile ideal Michell structures
geometry of the structure and the require- with limited numb.:-s of fibers have webs con-
ment for uniform stress at all points. The taining quadrilatei-J holes of various sizes and
coordinate of each point may thus be calcu- relative location. Lightening holes are fre-
lated. An offset also has to be allowed fol the qtiently designed into web-like plate-
radius of the milling cutter since the machine structures and machine frames on an intuitive
commands relate to the coordinates of its axis basis; however, it appears that there is a logi- .;
of rotations, cal b-sis cf lightening that leaves residual
A sequence of poiet-to-point stens, listed material in an optimum configuration.
in figure B-5, may thus be compiled to specify
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NUMERICAL TAPE (ONTROL PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
__-_ Aori] 15, 1969 5 fibre
I., ,
I: ...... _. MICHELL CANTILEVER
s-__" 1 3 US___EE:_ DIA MILLING CUTTER
:';°_'_ Milling Origin is 8.000" left of Axis of Rotation.
{ Turntable * 35.8 ° before
E starting tape.
E I
l T 8000 T 1 T 55 E
i
F
i 2 T 4350 T 3137 T 55 E
I
31 " i 3502 2
TT I12 T 483 T 535 E
' T T 1910 T 52 E
I T 1724 E
• 219 T 340 T 535 Ei
8 T T ) 1001 T 52 E
I
9 T - 945 E
=
I0 I T 295 T 453 T 535 E lFirst Sequence
II T T 333 T 52 Ek
12 T 533 E 1 ,
._ 13 T 103 T 692 T 53_55 E
i 14 T l _-T " I 207 T 52 I E15 [ T 287 E' l I I
} _ l 6 [ T _ _ 5 _ _ T -- II 3 S] T 535 E
" { tIL 19 T _ ii379 T--T--i'"t 273 r 535 E
"_ 20 1 T , , I T _- I147 T 52 E
v
22 i T-I [ _96 T T [- 213 T 535 E
.. '_ _ '_ i . -I _
, 23 1 T------+--- _ T !- 2019 T 52 E
25 J T -! l i- 16 T _ D6535 E Rotate table - 18.4°
i _ .
i Figure B-5. Numerical tape control program; five-fiber Michell cantilever ( Sheet 1 of:
1
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NUMERICAL TAPE CONTROL PROGRAM
_'' DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
:?
¢:
_pEmAmE_ ._Y DA_T _AME WO_K O_DEr_ NO
" O,TE April 15, 1969 5 fibre
c,EC,EDB_ MICHELL CANTILEVER
C
DATE _EMARK_
S.EE_ 2 o_ 3
_" TAPE NO
_ T,B ; TOARB "TAB
_.:; . SEQ OR O_ "X' O_ Y oR M E O s _NST.J ",ONS%o EO_ -- INr_EME%T EOB -- iNCREMENT EOB FUNCT
_.
_7;;:' 26 T - 2619 T T 52 E
' 27 T 116 T 50l T _,r.
._,_ 28 T T !157 T 52 E
_' 29 T - 1374 E
_;. 30 T - 225 T 390 T 535 E
L 3l T T 490 T 52 E
32 T - 8l7 E
_ 33 T 86 T 561 T 535 E Second Sequence
34 T T - 147 T 52 E
_{ 35 T 611 E
_ 36 T 422 T - 337 T 535 E l
_ 37 T T - 651 T 52 E
38 T 1213 E
39 T 315 T - 254 T 535 E
' 40 T T - "1268 T 52 E
a_ 41 T 2239 E
. 42 T 1445 T - 580 T )6535 E Rotate table - 18.4°
_; 43 T 2062 T T 52 E
_. 44 T I18 T 520 T 535 E
._ 45 T T 548 T 52 E
_ 46 T 1103 E
47 T 73 T 593 T 535 E Third Sequence
• 48 T T 240 T 52 E _
•.. 49 T 930 E
50 T 336 T 229 T 535 E
T 663 T 52 E51 T
' t
_: 52 T 16/0 E I
,_: 53 T 776 T 954 T 106535 E Rotate table - ].R,4°
t Figure B.5. Numerical tape control program; five fiber Mtchell cantilever (Sheet 2 of 3).
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_ NUMERICAL TAPE CONTROL PROGRAM
._,, DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
'_ , PREPARED OY WaRT NAM('-" WO_'K ORDER NO
_,,_; DATE April 15, 1969 5 fibre
•_,,- c.Ec.E,, o, MICHELL CANTILEVER
,' , DATE REMARKS'
SHEET OF
3 3
_:_-" TAPE NO
•V_ T&. 'O_?R ' T_. + ?0_. l"' SEQ. OR "X" OR "Y' "M"
_ fNC_EMENT EOB FUNCT
_; NO. EOI) INC_EMENT EOB Oq E O O (NSTRUCTIONS
...... I
54 T 1593 T T 52 E
_, .55 T 91 T 648 T 535 E Fourth Sequence
_," 56 T T - 171 T 52 E
_:" 57 T 1219 E
_ '58 T 1143 T 598 T )6535 E Rotate Turntable - 2.8°
_ 59 T 2838 T T 52 E
60 T 685 T 5599 T )6535 E Rotate Table + 53,4 °
• 61 T 2414 T T 52 E
62 T 4505 T 2117 T )2535 E
; Set 'Y' control to mirror image
Rotate table - 67.0°
Rerun tape to cut second half
_-. of cantilever, reve,rsl,n9 slgn
•_. qf each 'O' entry.
MIEN, ENG. |'4|
w O I_lL T|$
F_ure B-.5.Nume_cal tape control_Oa_" J_e./iber Mlchell cm_lcver ( Sheet 3 o[ 3).
Ii :
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." Main Mirror for a 3-Meter Spaceborne Optical Telescope
3:1- Wilhelm Angele
_. NASA George C. Marshall Space Fligt_t Center
_-,
_. Introduction Discussion
_i'_' The problems for orbiting telescope It is realized that a sphere is the geo-
reflectors are many. High optical quality and metrical form of highest stiffness and there-hght weight are the subject of this paper. The fore of lowest deformation due to internal
_" material selection for the reflector is of great forces that may cause bending or twisting.
importance. The weight-to-stiffness ratio The second best form for stiffness is con-
. should be a minimum. Form stability over a sidered to be a biconve^ lens. Because at least
*" large temperature range is one of the basic one side of the reflector body has to be ..
requirements; the temperature expansion concave, it is assumed that complete
: should be near zero. The material must be symmetry (concave-concave)would offer high
' very uniform (homogeneous) and non- stability against stress changes. To prove this
; corrosive, assumption is a part of the proposed
feasibility study.
_ Design Proposal The thickness of the mirror could be
_ very small to suffice for the quiet orbital
, A symmetrical mirror is proposed, flight at near-zero gravity. The requirementshown in figure 1, with an identical curvature for stiffness of the mirror is given by the
_i_ on front and back. The design uses a thin- manufacturing, finishing, handling, shipping,
walled sheU, consisting of two parabolic and launching, rather than by the flight con-
surfaces and two cylindrical parts, one for the dition in orbit. To save weight, the mirror
outside diameter and one for the Casse- thickness should be a mi.dmum, or the mirror
grainian bore. Inside of this shell is a core of should be made of lightweight material, or
foam made of microballons. Shell and foam both. To compensate for gr_.vitational forces,
core are fused at the entire boundary surface, which make final figuring very difficult, the
The materials for the structure must be mirror should be floating 50 percent sub-
identical in thermal behavior and near zero in merged in a liquid during grinding, finishing,
thermal expansion. The symmetrical shape, storage, and even during launch. (Details on
front and back to be equally concave, is floating are discussed in the paragraph on
proposed to minimize distortion caused by fm_qhing.)
• temperature changes or delayed residual stress
' relaxation. Foam Core Versus Honeycomb Structures • _
i_._,,t,w_t Tile proposal of using a cellular micro-
structure (foam) as core of the mirror blank
has several advantages over other types of
lightweight structures. Core drilling is
I expensive, especially if the holes are very.
Figure1. 8ymme.dcal reflector, numerous and small. C_sted cavities, like the
i 281
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i!_, pattern of the 20_inch Hale mi'rro_,,we too eliminate the sagging of the center portion --
;':: large and h_ffe _he _l_re_l dan_et of _cwing due to gravity. The reflector would submerge
the quilting efi_'cfbecause of elastic d_forma-' to half of its thickness so that the buoyancy
_::• tion during polishing. Eggcrate design has force at every surface element would be equal
•: similar problems. Large cavities eccentrically to the weight of the particular area. See
?
or centrally located to the mirror thickness figure 2. This balance of forces is very
: may also impair the mirror quality at temper- desirable but hard to accomplish considering
;;' ature changes (the quilting effect again), the shifting weight of the polishing tool. At
¢. Therefore, it can be safely assumed that a least the flotation gives a fairly uniform
very fine cellular structure may be the bcst support. The need for holding the mirror
way to save weight without endangering the against rotating and lateral motions in the
figure. Depending upon the type of foam, up flotation vat during finishing causes additional
to 80 percent of the weight may be saved in problems. Arresting the mirror in plaster of
•_ the mirror blank as compared to a solid blank. Paris or in a dissolvable soft material of the
._: right density may be a solution. The reflector
_ Manufacturing should be f'mished at both sides to enhance
_,: form stability.
__. There are several problems to be solved.
* One is forming the 3-meter parabolic reflector
to the right curvature to require a minimum I
amount of stock removal in final finishing.
This operation, starting with a flat disk, may __-- .... ,._____ ...... __be accomplished in a over, by using vacuum
o or gas pressure and a form die of proper ,La__-_--_---_ ---_:- "_-=-____,__:J]
_; dimensions. The cylindrical parts of the shell L_--_:___------_--'- _":_ _-_-g-- "_.----7---_----_: -Jl_Jj
must be formed to fit over the 3-meter out- 1
side diameter of the parabolic reflector and
inside of the center-bore (Cassegrainian Figure 2. FIoatin_reflector, 50 percent submerged.
opening). The fit should allow the parabolic
_ reflector to slide as. the core material (foam)
shrinks during the sintering process. Proper
, tooling must prevent the form change of the Testing
parabolic parts while at fusing temperature.
' The fusing process needs to be developed for To avoid distortion of the figure by
this particular application, e.g., temperature gravity, the testing of the mirror should be
profile over time, form tooling, pressure, etc. done in the flotation vat, properly limited
The assembly-fusing process must accomplish against lateral shifting.
i a stiff foam well-bonded to the shell over the
entire surface. Ultrasonic testing may be Concluding Remarks
practical to inspect the bond. Complete stress-
' relieving of the whole assembly is most It is realized that the above proposal is
important, very unusual and a radically new approach to
the problem, but it has enough merits to
• Finishing invite a feasibility study. The proposals of
symmetry and quartz foam core are indepen-
During finishing, the reflector should be dent ideas and can be employed together or
floating in a liquid of twice its density to separately.
?
s
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z,; Structural Deformation of an Orthotropic Plate
• 7
"_,' Francis W. Niedenfuhr i _ H7 0 " 6 1 1
:, Department o/Defense
_ Advanced Research Pro/ects Agency
_• In the design of mirrors and support
:-i:,! cells, we have frequently to deal with the ,
...._:. effects of point loads inducing the deforma-
_' tion of elastic plates. Such problems are rela- //_ [ I L"_7_ tively well studied for isotropic plates, but the 3po,,._,._op. oRr.orRa,,c,tArtt::
_y_: effects of structurally induced orthotropy are _-: _ __
• not often discussed. Carefully chosen patterns -I
_' of orthotropy can be usefully employed, how- I
_- ever, to control local deformations in a
:_ Figure1. Generalschemeof mirrorsupport.
manner that would be advantageous to an
optical system designer. A case in point is the
design of a connecting structure that carries Since we do not have a specific cell design in
the weight of a large mirror into a three-point mind, but wish only to demonstrate the
kinematic support. Viewed from the mirror- qualitative effect, it will suffice to deal with ""support end, it is highly desirable that the the analysis of an infinite circular plate,
][_. connecting structure deflect in a radially bounded by a hole of radius a, where it is
,:. symm_;trical pattern so that the mirror is subjected to three concentrated forces, P,
• supported uniformly around its edge or separated fromeachotherby 120degrees, as ":
mounting ring. A three-point kinematic shown infigure2.
support, on the other hand, induces a defer-
, ation pattern of plate b nding of th type
_' W = Fn(r) cos n0 (1) :
i': 0,3,6 !
P ' e
!. In this note, it is shown that, with the proper
use of constructional orthotropy, the func-
tions Fn of equation (1) can be made to _
decrease very rapidly with increasing radius, r, q
so that it is possible to design a plate which at
r = a carries three-point loads, yet at r =b has
a deformation pattern of the type
W= constant; i.e., the deflection does not
depend on the polar angle 0 at r = b. A mirror
attached to this plate at r = b would then be
perfectly uniformly supported. The general
scheme of support envisioned is as shown in
figure 1. Figure2. Coordinat_ reed Inanalysla
283
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:":-',>,.. Lekhnitsky, in his book Anisotropic while
,._. Plates, GITTL, Moscow 1957 (in Russian),
_i_,. gives the basic equation governing polar _W-*0 as r-* o. (6)
"_. orthotropic plates: a"_"
it;: _ ' +'2_.. 049¢ +Do ._W We shall consider the orthotropy
'_._r- r2 L'r0 ar2 ao2 r" a04 induced by milling circumferential rings on\.
the plate, rhis leaves the radial stiffness, Dr,
_¢- +_.2 Dr a3w 2 Dr0 a3W and twisting stiffness, Dr0, unchanged from
:. r Or3 r3 ara02 those of an isotropic plat6 so that they can be
_ DO a=W +2 (DO+
_, D ) i)2W set equal to D,where
_;'° -"_" _ r 4 r0 _ Eh3D -- (7)
" DO i_W 12 (1 - v2)
_:;" +-- - (r,0) (2)q
_, r 3 i)r
_- These rings will, however, incre_ the circum-
ferentialbending stiffness Do relative to D so
Where Dr, D0, and Dr0 are the bending stiff- that we can write
, nesses, w is the deflection; and q is the trans-
verse load. In the case of isotropy,
Dr = Dr0 = Do = D and equation (2) reduces DO = kD (8)
tothe/Jsual Lagrange plate equation
where k is a parameter determined from the
DV a W = q (3) geometry of the stiffening rings.To obtain the solutions of interest, we
'_ substitute equations(I) and (8) in
; We shall consider a solution of equation(2). Then, seeking solutions of the
_ equation (2) in the form of equation (1) for type
the case shown in figure 2 and shall study the
rate of decay of the functions Fr_ in the Fn(r) = rP (9)
-i orthotropic case as compared to an _sotropic
_' plate of the same weight. The end result of
7 the analysis is that, in the orthotropic case, we obtain the characteristic quartic equation
these functions can be made to decay very
f rapidly with increasing radius.
! For the preblem under consideration, p4.4p,a + [5 - 2n2- k] p2 + [4n a + 2k - 2] p
! the boundary conditions are
+ [kl'l4 - 2n2 (I+k)] = 0 (I0)
Mr ffi 0 atr = a, (4)
and Obser ring that the sum of the roots is 4, we
." . ! tentatively try factors of the type -'
= + 1 aMr0
'| Vr Qr -_""-_'-
_' (p- 1 ±31)(p- 1+_2) = 0 (llJ
= _ + 2 cos n (5) Multiplying together four factors of this type i
3, 6, 9... and identifying the resulting coefficients with
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'i" those of equation (10), we ultimately find l = 5h yields k = 6.4 and gives a reasonable(,
._.. auxiliary equations for _ and l_2: looking arrangement. Then, using
'" equations (13) and (14), we find for n= 0,3
.,' _14 _(1 + 2n2 + k)_12 +k (n2 . 1)2 = 0
_: (12) Fo = Ao + Bo r_ + Co rl "
/312pz 2 = k(n 2-1) 2 (13) +Dorl* 6x/'6"_"4
,L.
•._ These are easily solved. A useful formula for and
.: _12 is
_'::'; F3 =r "4"°6 [Aa cos (1.94 Inr)
' 2_] a =(1 +2n 2 +k)+ [k2-2k(2n4-6n 2 +1) +Ba sin(1.94 Inr)l+r 44"°6 [Ca cos(1.94 Inr)
_" * (4n 4 + 4n2 + 1)] !/2 (14)
_' + D3 sin (1.94 Inr)] (16)
_ From equation (14) we note that each of
_ the four roots of equation (10) increases in The corresponding solutions for the ,
_. absolute magnitude with increasing n. Since isotrgpic case, denoted by iFn are
_,_ we are interested in those roots, p, which give
;_; us the lowest rate of decay of Fn (i.e., the
L =
worst case, structurally), we confine our IF ° Ao+Bor2+Colnr+Do r2 Inr
_ further considerations to the cases n = o and
_. n=3.
Furthermore, it is appropriate at this IF3 = Aa r-a +B3 r-i +Ca ra +Da rs (17)
_ point to introduce some definite con-
figuration for the circumferential stiffening Direct comparison of equations (16) and (17)
rings. Figure 3 shows a radial cross-section of indicates that the bending effects damp out
a typical case. much more rapidly in the oz_hotropic case.
--_ _-- _(,_,_ Figure 4 shows the results of some numerical
•_>!:, _ [7 _.=___: calculations using the boundary conditions "
expressed in equations (4), (5), and (6) and
_/ neglecting Poisson's ratio. ,LF-----LJ- T,
_ _ve 3. _ cro_.secaonf _ _.ffened " - i
<' For this case, ._ _ _ ___ .
_" k = h'-_" hs + (3h) _ = 1 + 27 • -'_"
-, (15) l;)_ure4. Varlat_onof bend_n_effezn w#h n)dlu,%
I-
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The data in figure 4 were calculated for two of course, those elastic modes containing a
plates of equal weight, which make_ the ring high degree of circumferential bending which
reinforced plate a bit thinner overall, thus induce optically damaging mirror deforma-
accounting for its larger deflection at the edge tions and which are impossible to compensate
of the hole. for by refocusing.
The example given rather clearly points It is hoped that the results described in
out that ring reinforcements are very effective this note may prove useful in the design of
for damping out circumferential bending. It is fixtures for handling and testing large mirrors
at the same time intuitively obvious that on the earth and also, perhaps, in some phase
radial reinforcements will inhibit radial of mounting for orbital use.
: bending but not circumferential bending. It is,
¢
¢
L
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_'! Transverse Deflections of a 45-1nch-Diameter,
Lightweight Mirror Blank: Experiment and Theory
t
; s II1 _
w Ba o, b.6.ItekCorporation _
.. Introduction sidered further in the "Theoretical Treat-
._:; ment.") The central area of this blank has
_ In the design of lightweight mirror strut- been prepared for a Cassegrain perforation.
:_ tures consisting of two thin plates connected
:,,,,_ by a core structure whose mean density is
_:; substantially less than that of a solid core, the
-_: influence of shear forces on the total deflec-
t-• tion may equal or exceed that of the pure
:_ ' bending behavior of the mirror blank. Some
_er considerations of the overall bending and
shear behavior of such structures, for
_. circularly symmetric support, will appear
shortly in Applied Optics (ref. 1). In this dis-
-_ cussion, we consider the case of a centrally
_, loaded mirror supported at three points
_." equally spaced around tbe edge of the blank.
_:" The theoretical calculation for this case is
,4
._ developed and compared witil deflections
measured, by using holographic inter-
ferometry, on a 45-inch-diameter mirror (a) Po_tonofedg,,
;,'_ blank loaned to us by Heraeus-Schott
_,_ Quarzschmelze GMBIt. An exposition of the
_i_ holographic technique we have used will also
_i appear in Applied Optics (ref. 2). _
_ Experimental Results
" The mirror blar, k fabricated by Heraeus-
Schott consists of a monolithic core and a
backplate of their opaque fused silica. Weight ."
has been removed from the core by drilling __
and milling 2-inch-diameter blind holes to
within linch of the rear surface with
7/16-inch-diameter venting holes carried
through the rear plate. To this core and back-
plate structure is fused a solid disk of clear
fu_ed silica. Photographs of the rear and a (b) Re.view lportion of the edge of the structure are shown[ in figure 1. (Some dimensional details are con- FOrte 1. it_hott I_twe_t n_nor blank.
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_i!."" With appropriate fixturing and force Theoretical Treatment
":.- measurement, the holographic interferogram
:!!_. of figure 2 was obtained with a central load In my paper (ref. 1), I have developed
., expressions for the flexural rigidity, D, and a
).. shear coefficient, K, from both elementary
._: considerations and the work of Timoshenko
.$. and Woinowsky-Kreiger (ref. 3) and Cowper
_ (ref. 4). A representative cross-see-on of a
,,. lightv, eight structure with uniformly thick
',- ribs is shown in fi_are 4, and the expressions
: are
; iD = 2_.'-v _ [1 -(1 -tx)(l - 2031
{? ! 2t -
+l
.: wh,:re
• E = Young's modulus
v = Poisson'_ ratio for the blank
material
h = total blank thickness
_" Figure 2. Holographicinterferogramobtained :_th o_ = ratio of rib th.;ckness to "rib
central load (c. 250 pounds,'and three-point edge spacing" (assuming uniform fit'.-)
support, t = ratio of plate thickness to total
blank thickness (assuming sym-
( and three-point edge support. The deflection metrical construction)
data obtained from this interferogram, along a
diametral line through one support point, are
_: show,, in figure 3. A moderate ;nterpolation, _ B d llh
at r-- O, was made to establish the reference f n -- ! _ -
w = 0 at r = 0, while requiring dw/dr = 0 at [ ] J-
r :-:O. The data shown are for a central load of "-'i-- /250 pounds. The total weight of tiais blank _was 430 pounds.
_'.lb ¢
,.2-,[
_o ,b ,0 o . b ,o a_o.T A._A_ff_ Figure 4. Typical cross.sectionalelement (O" cell
spacing; t=ratlo of plate tlaelmess to total
Figure3. Deflection _,rsusradbzsalongone diameter thickness; h = total thlckneyf; ¢ = ratio of rib
through_ support thlctolessto cell@welm,).
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_:_ For this blank, the ribs are not of uniform Timoshenko also gives V as
I:L" thickness, nor is the front plate, because of
_ ' local sag during fusing and the subsequent (r-_0)
":., grinding of the front surface to a smooth V. = Qr " (Mr0)
"_.-: curve. Measuremer,ts of the blank yielded the
i:_: following:
where
if: Front plate thickness = 3/4 + 1/8 inch
._,-:. Backplate thickness = 1 + 1/16 inch _ 2
_/ - Qr = "D b-_ (Vwb):.. Total thickness = 6-1/4 inches
.'": Outside diameter ---44-5/8 inches
:.._:='".An average value of t = 0.14 was used in the = _ + r _r + -- _a02
.t
_.2. calculations, and the value of cz used was
_j. calculated by equating the mean core density [1 _2 1 ]to that of a core with ribs of uniform thick- Mr0 = (1 - v) D ar a0 r2 ff-_2' Wb" ness, first subtracting the plate weight for the
_,: above value of t from the total measured
"_=" weight of the blank, yielding a = 0.2 I. Applying these operations to the expression
> For our case, following Timoshenko for Wb, taking the central load to be uni-
.-- (ref. 3), we may obtain the bending deflec- formly-distributed over a small circle of
tion, wb, in radial coordinates p (normalized) normalized radius b, w_.obtain at P = b_ 0= 0:
": and O by
,(P),, pa2 _1" 3+v "1 2 _ V*s='2" 21rGKh; Wb=2-L-srf¥)jp -l" %,
_-"3 fm >b;0=O:
_,. and for p
+ 3--_v ,6,9,... (1"1) P t P __ "
"_: Ws= 21r_Kh n-_+ +_
2(1 + v) / (1 - v) p2 m=3,6,9,...+ t I
_. m2(m-'i) re(m+ 1: pmc°s m0 JF4_(I .o)m" ]
where _L (3 +u)m J _m .bm)
P = central load
r(1- v)m + 2 (1 + v)]a = outer radius of blank + L (3 + o)(m - 2)
Combining T!moshenko and Cowper \
(ref.4),we findtherderivativeoftheshear )_m-2 bin-2) CO8 m0de.flection, ws, to be
.._ bw s Vr The calculated variation of *he total
- = a a 0 = G"'Kh- deflection_ wb + ws is also plott_,d on figure 3. _ "
_. where i
V = affective vertical reaction, per Conclusions
unit length, on an r face
G = shea_ modulus of blank It is somewhat premature to -tmw firm
material conclusions from the above calculations, but
I
l
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f: it appears that we may be able to establish a 2. Van Deelen,W.; Nisenson,P.: Real-TimeHolo-
_,_ well founded and fairly elementary theo- graphic lnterferometry. AppliedOptics, to be
retical basis for the calculation of the published.
i, transverse deflections of lightweight mirror 3. Timo_';nko, S.; Woinowsky-Kreiger,S.: Theory
4 structures. At this point in time, our principal of Pla, ,s and Shells. Seconded., McGraw-Hill
need is a more extensive comparison with BookCo., Inc., NewYork, 1959.
_ experiments including a reasonable rang_, of 4. Cowper, G. R.: Th_ Shear Coefficient in
the parameters ofotand t. Timoshenko's Beam Theory. Journal of
,. Applied Mechanics, vol. 33, no. 2, June 1966.
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Evaluation of Surface Figure During Manufacturing
Jerrold Zimmerman . ..
,tekCorporation .1_ H T O _ 8 6 71 8
• o
Introduction removed during this process while the figure
:_ accuracy may be held to within 5 to 10
_:: The system analyst, or the user, of a tele- microns. (Surface roughness is approximately
_" scope system requires information concerning 10 times that amount.) The most significant
: the s,Jrface figure of the optical components figure error to be eliminated, or at least to be
.¢<
2 in order to infer the characteristics of the kept to a minimum, is rotational asymmetry.
wavefront produced by the system and, If an asymmetric surface error is introduced
hence, the resolution or other performance at this stage and discovered later on, the only
"_• measure. In space astronomy, where the correction usually possible is to regenerate or,
aberrations produced by surface figure errors at best, to regrind.
_" may be considered to be more important to Grinding. The surface roughness is
ultimate system performance than in earth- reduced to 3 to 5 microns, general!y by loose,
based astronomy, this ixfformation should be abrasive, grinding techniques. The figure is
.... a highly accurate, absolute measure, refined to within 1 't.o 3 microns of the
_, On the other hand, the optician, while required figure.
_ also requiring information concerning the Folishing. The surface is brought to a ,
_: surface figure of the optical components, has smooth, highly reflecting finish with fine
_-, a substantially different reason. The optician abrasive on a resilient lap. The figure is kept
_I_ must remove portions of the surface of the to within the tolerances produced in grinding. _
#-:_ optical components in order to correct the Figuring. The same surface removal tech-
,_ figure to some predetermined _olerance. The niques as in polishing are used, but the surface
_ nature and precision of the measurement is corrected to the required figure (generally
technique used will vary with the nature and less than 0.1 micron), _"
:_ precision of the surface removal technique Qualification or Acceptance Testing. The
,_ used. surface is evaluated to determine whether or ;
This paper discusses these differences not it is within the specified tolerances.
_:. and makes recommendations of appropriate
techniques to be used, especially during the Surface-Figure Measurement Technique _'
final stages of figuring.
The method used to evaluate surface _,_
' Stages of Large Mirror Manufacturing figure may be categorized as being either
mechanit, al or optical, and the optical _
_. The process of manufacturing large methods as either slope or contour measure- i
mirrors (as opposed to refractive component_ ments. The best use of the mechanical '_
,, of photographic lenses) will be considered as methods is during generating and the early
_ proceeding in stages: stages of grinding.
_ Generating. The mirror blank is Optical measurements of surface figure
i machined to its general mechanical configu- become more useful during final grinding and
ration. Up to several centimeters may be when the surface is polished.
291
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• _ Application of Tests During Manufacturing Saunders (ref. 3 ) has pointed out that the WSI
_': data may be integrated to obtain the profile
_. Surface measurements during the gener- of the wavefront only in the direction of
'_ ating and grinding stages of the manufacturing shear and only at points that are spaced equal
,. process are, in general, limited to mechanical to the amount of shear.
_ measurements. Ecen so, by using several of Therefore, in order to obtain the m-
,, the readily available precision indicator tour of the entire wavefront, several inter-
" probes, (air gauges and electromechanical ferograms, with the shear directionrelative to
_, prob_! f_r _a_n_t, it i_po_tl_ totread the the st,rface under test different in each, are
:- relative position or'poini_'o/_ fl_. surface to reduced to a wavefront profile and then fitted .
witltin I to 2 microns, to the same surface. The reduction of the WSI
• We have experimented recently at Itek interferogram to a wavefront profile consists
_. with various techniques for treating ground of applying a numerical integration process. "
. surfaces with wax in order to allow the use of The effects of any smoothing or any error in
!.i interferometric techniques for figure evalu- any individual datum point are cumulative
_ ation even at this early stage of manufacture, and affect more than just that one point,
"_ Once the reflectance of the surfac_ has thereby leading to an overall error in the
been increased, either by wax application or wavefront profile.
by polishing, it is possible to use optical tech- Furthermore, because the surface figure
niques for surface figure measurements. The profile may be obtained in only one direction
optical tests generally used during polishing (the shear direction) per interferogram, these
and the early stages of figuring are geo- techniques are quite susceptible to errors in
metrical slope measurements, such as the the measurement of surface asymmetry,
n_ _ Foucault knife-edge test (ref. 1) or the which is one of the more difficult surface
Ro_'chi grating test (ref. 2) using low fre- aberrations to correct during final figuring.
quency gratings. Both of these techniques are In order to obviate the disadvantages
,_ very sensitive tests for zonal aberrations; inherent in the admittedly convenient-to-use
however, they are qualitative, indicating to measurements of wavefront slope, it is neces-
¢ the optician the location of the zonal aber- sary to use an interferometric technique that
,_ ration but being somewhat ambiguous in provides a direct measure of surface contour
i. giving a quantitative evaluation of their mag- and one which is equally sensitive to errors in
nitude. More quantitative measurements, two dimensions. The two most common
which are _lso limited to slope, may be used instruments used for this purpose are the
_" at this point in the manufacturing process by Twyman-Green and the Burch Scatterplate
i. appl_'ing interferometric techniques. The (sometimes called Diffusion) tnterferometers
" most common of the slope-measuring inter- (ref. 6).
,t" ferometers are Wavefront Shearing Inter- Until recently, the principle advantage
_ ferometers (WSI), either of tke beam division possessed by the Burch interferometer over
i type described by Saunders (ref. 3) and the Twyman-Green, was that the Burchinter-
Brown (ref. 4) or the high frequency Ronchi ferometer did not require an external
, grating (ref. 5), which produces a wavefront reference surface in order to produce inter-
shear by diffraction. These measurements of ference. The Twyman-Green required a
• | slope are more quantitative than the slope reference of the same size as the mirror to be
measurements produced by the Knife-edge tested because of the limited coherence length
test, but they have several weaknesses, of light sources available. With the advent of
The interferogram produced by the Twyman43reen interferometers using helium-
_ wavefront sheafing interferometers is a neon gas lasers as sources, this advantage ofcontour of the slope of the wavefront or, in the scatterplate has been elindnated. In fact,
essence, the partial derivative of the wave- the inherently low visibility fringes produced
front with respect to the direction of shear, by the scatterplate place it at a disadvantage :
L
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,:_; when compared to the high visibility fringes
g.,. produced with the Laser-illuminated Unequal
:-._ Path Interferometer (LUPI) of the type
•:;_.
._ described by Houston (ref. 7). One of the
•_-_" considerable advantages of the LUPI pointed,.L_ ,
_:;:: out by Houston is its easy adaptability to null
_,_'_ lenses, which permit the fabrication of
.i:' aspheric surfaces in a very direct manner.
., The tests that must be accomplished for
._, final acceptance contain problems similar to
_ those faced during ,he final stages of figuring.
_.:: The final acceptance test usually requires the
:_" data describing the surface contour to be
":: stated in terms more closely related to image
quality than a simple peak-to-peak number.
_::' For example, a first-class manufacturer of
_'_ optical components produced for Itek a
._ spherical mirror of 0.85-meter diameter with
a radius of curvature of 8.3 meters. The spec-
ification for the mirror required that the rms
wavefront deviation error produced by the
mirror at the center of curvature was to be
less than X/20 (where X is equal to 632.8nm).
Tests made with a WSI by the manufacturer
indicated that the wavefront produced by the Figure _. LUP! interferogramof 0.85-meter-diameter
_ mirror was within this tolerance (0.045X). mirror.
Itek performed an acceptance test on this
o mirror using an Itek LUPI and found that the The interferogram is converted to a
'_ rms wavefront produced by the mirror was digital map of X and Y coordinates of the
f 0.053X. An examination of the data indicated fringes with points nearly equally spaced over
-3 that, due to the particular asymmetric nature the surface, usually in a matrix of 17 x 17
of the surface, the WSI data was inaccurate sample points (fig. 2.) A digital computer
because of (1) the one dimensional nature of analyzes the digital map, fitting the data in a
the interferometer, (2)errors introduced by least square deviation manner to a sphere.
the integration technique of data reduction From these results, the computer produces a
which produced some smoothing, and (3), of contour map (fig. 3) of the wavefront and
most significance, errors int.roduced by the computes an rms value of the wavefront
sampling pattern on the surface, defined by:
The LUPI is used at the center of curva-
ture of the spherical mirror with a diverging V2
• lens to produce a sph_'ricai wavefront. The
returning wavefront interferes with an [_ (D(i,j))2 1
internally produced reference wave, pro- rms =
duci g an interferogram (fig. 1) in which each _d=(1, I) nm
_ fringe is a contour line of equal optical path
_: difference, between the test and reference
{_ wavefront. The optical path difference from where D (i j) is the deviation from the best
_ one fringe to the next is eoual to one wave- fitting sphere at the coordinates (i,j),
length of tne light from the helium-neon gas and 1< i .<n, 1-- j ':m, nm being the total
laser,632.8 nanometers, number of points sampled.
l ,
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oo_-"_"_. _ "o_.._ In the WSI tests performed by the mirror
- manufacturer, eight interferograms (a repre-
• J • • ' • • • ,. _ sentative example shown in fig. 4), oriented at
/" • , - * ' • OOo• * • Qx_ 45 degrees relative to each other, were
// • • • i • • • . • • • _ \ obtained with 16 data points along each
/¢. • , . • • . , • . • _ _ .\ diameter (sphere=D/16). These data, when
/ . • • , • • • • • • • • • _ \ reduced, give wavefront deviation across 4
] • , • • , • • * • • o • • ° • I diameters (since the 0°=180 ° raw data arefor th same diameter as the 180°- 0° data)
t'''''''''''''''l. as shown in fig. 5.
• • • • " " " " " • • • ) _ ] The rms value of the wavefront is given
_.-; ._,,... -----_.•_, • . ./• _--_nm W(i,j)(D (i j))2 [
° • " " " " " ' * • i,j=l,l
... rms =
" _nm W(ij )Figure2. Samplingpatternsfor computingrms wave- .ij= 1, I
front from L UPIinter#rogram.
where D (i j) is the deviation of the wave-
front coordinates (i j),
W (i j) is the weighing factor applied
to each point,
_ n,m are the number of points on
•- each radius and the number of
L radii sampled, respectively.
,%
;3
I-
L
• F_ 3. Contourmap obtained from inter#,_gmm _
shownin ,figure1. _),_
In this evaluation, every point, each con- ?_.'t .._.:,_, "b _,q ":',"
taining an equal amount of information about
the wavefront, carries an equal weight in the l_gure4. I¢'SltnterferogramofO.SJ.meter-diameter
computation, mirror.
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_"i'. We may obtain the weighing factor In the sampling pattern used by the
,_. W(i' j) by considering the area that each data manufacturer, the radius of the outer ring of
_<_ point is supposed to represent. In polar co- data points is 15 times the radius of the inner
,. ordinates (p,0), the area for each data point ring; i.e., a point on the outer ring is weighted
-:. can be represented by: 15 times as much as a point on the inner ring
,,_ even though it contains the same amount of
:' 21rpdo information about the wavefront.
" A(ij) - m In order to resolve the differences in test
;-_: The weight (W(i' j) is given by: results, the contour map produced at Itek was" reevaluated, the rms wavefront being com-
puted with the unequally weighted points of
: = A(ij) = 2,rpdp the WSI data reduction technique. The
_'_'. W(ij) AT m(_rPmax2) remaining discrepancy was found to be less
_ than 0.002),!
where AT = the total area of the wavefront The wavefront contour measured with
_!. being examined, the LUPI can be Fourier-transformed in two
_# Pmax the radius of the wavefront,and dimensions to obtain a system Modulation
:: Transfer Function (MTF), which leads to a
_. m = number of radii along which minor variation in the usual method ofsamples aretaken, specifying optical surfaces. The surface
i requirement is given in terms of the rms wave-
_. Since all points are equally spaced in the front produced; however, when the required
_" radial direction, the term 2dp 2 is constant figure is approached to within approximately
:_' mP--'-max 50 percent, the interferograms are reduced to
_ for all points, so that the weighing factor, is MTF in addition to wavefront contour. The
S_ optical components are accepted directly on
_ • the basis of MTF, regardless of whether the
W(ij) _0 wavefront meets the goal specification.
Details of this technique were reported by
_;_ -' - Lerman (ref. 8) and Minnick and Rancourt
_.il (ref. 9).Conclusion
Testing of the surface figure of optical
components should give results that are useful .,
" ,. •: _' • to the optician and sufficiently accurate forthe system analyst. Experience has shownthat the most reliable and convenient tech-
\ • • , _ nique for accomplishing this objective is dual-
• • • . / beam interferometry, which produces direct,
• . • two-dimensional, wavefront contours.
• • "_,
• •
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:::": Figure-Sensing ,techniques \
,., Robert Crane, Jr. .J N7 0 : 6 7 1
_:.._ The Perkin-Eimer Corporation
/.,.
_ This paper describes briefly the appli- the mirror being tested. Interference takes
_: cation of two different figure-sensing inter- place in this interferometer between two
_ ferometers currently u_ed by Perkin-Elmer for spherical bundles of rays whose centers of
_!_ testing large optics. The first is the scatter- divergence are separated by a small distance,!:: plate intefferometer that was used in the final shown as "2S" in figur 1.
_ testing of the Stratoscope II primary mirror. As the source of illumination passes
?- The second is a phase-measuring interferom- through this scatterplate, it is divided into
="• eter, which was used as a figure sensor in an two portions. "[_nefirst portion is scattered by
_" active optics demonstration, the f'wst set of small scattering points. Each
•_ The Stratoscope II primary mirror point generates a divergent bundle of rays
_ consists of a solid, 36-inch, fused silica that fully illuminates the mirror being tested.
_ paraboloid. During manufacture, this These bundles are reimaged at a point close to
I. paraboloid was supported in a vertical the scatterplate but on the opposite side of
• position and was measured with an equal path the center of curvature of the mirror. Each
interferometer. For the final figuring, the bundle then diverges and con_nues to the
=" mirror was supported on its counterweight film plane.
support assembly, as it was to be used in the The second portion of the incident lighttelescope, and was tested in a vertical vacuum is unaffected by the scatterplate and is imaged
_., tank with the scatterplate interferometer, on the surface of the mirror being tested. TI_
i_ Final hand-figuring was done on the basis of portion is reflected back through the scatter-
the data extracted from the scatterplate inter- plate again. A portion of _is return beam is
ferograms, then scattered by the point in the scatterplate
Figure 1 shows the optical arrangement to form a second set of diverging bundles of 0
for a scatterplate interferometer. The source rays. In this case, the centers of divergence are
of illumination is located at the left in the located on the surface of the scattarplate. _
figure; the optical element being te,_ted, Thus, two spherical bundles of rays are
located at the right, is not seen in the illus- formed, and interference takes place between -_
tration. The scatterplate is a flat glass plate the tr'o. For the geometry shown and for a _ '
having a large number of scattering centers on perfect spherical mirror under test, the fringe _
• one surface. The only special characteristic of pattern will consbt of a seri_.s of circular
the plate is that the scatterers appear in pairs, fringes identical to a zone plate. Figure.2 _
with each pair located symmetrically about shows an example of a fringe pattern obtained
the center of the plate. This means that, for when measuring a parabolic l_rror without a _y
each _ter point above the center line s.hown null corrector.
in flgme 1, there will be a corresponding An importar,t advantage of the scatter-
second s_:atte, point located an equal distmtce plate interferometer b that there are no extra
below the center line. The scatterplate is optical elements within the interference path
located with its center on the optical axis and other than the mirror being tested anti the
f
slightly in front of the center of curvature of _tterplate itself. In addition, the data lure i
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,i' SCA'rTERPLATE
ONE RAY FROM
t LENS SOURCE FIRST SCATTER
•_ FOCUSED POINT SOURCE
ON MIRROR BEAMSPLIT'fER FIRST
__,._.------" ._ATTERED SEAM
• -- _ -- - UNSCATTERED RAY
?
SOURCE
FOCUSPOINT FOR FIRST
TWOSPHERICAL BUNDLES SCATIEqEO BEAM
: OF RAYS WITH CENTERS
_; OF CURVATURE SEPARATED
. BY DISTANCE 2S
. C =MIRROR CENTER
_ LENS OF CURVATURE
_., FOCUSED
ON MI RROR SECOND SCATTER POINT SOURCE
LOCATED SYMMETRICALLY OPPOSITE
_ THE FIRST SCATTERPOINT
F
1 FILM
• _ Figure1. Scatterplatetnterferometeropticalarrangement;the element to be tested is located(offJigure} to
the right.
_. collectedin one zhort exposure:jf the f'dm; made by fLrstmanufacturinga solid 20-inch-
hence, drift factors are not si_ificant. In the diameter mirror and then cutting it into three
l appli_:ationat Perkin-Elmer, the fringe pattern pieces. Before being cut into segments, the "
is fed to an automatic sc,onnin$ device, which mi:'rorhad a figure error of _,/34 rms.
converts the fringe data into a digital format. After the mirror was cut, the segments
i These data are processed by computer to rmd were mounted on a flexible support assembly,
the exact radius and position of the best-fit shown in figure 3. Each segment was held at
reference surface for t;omparison with the its center of gravity by a flexure-bearing
_ mirror under test. By u_ng this technique, it universal joint. The universal joint was
was possible to test and figure the Stratoscope mounted at the end of a cantilever rod that,
mirror to an acc:aracy of _/54 rms. It might hi turn, was held by two flexure blades. Each
be of interest tu note that the same ntlrror segment has three degrees of motion, two in
,. was again meazured by the scatterplate tech- tilt and one ax/al. The figure sensor was
nique after a 2-year period, during which it lOCated at the center of curvature of the
underwent several balloon flights, and was mirror. Segment alignment errors were
found to have essentially the same figure as measured and converted into control signals
when it was f'_t manutactured, for actuators that were used to position the
The active optics experiment was con- rein'or. Three actuators were used for each
ducted with a three-segment, 20-inch- segmenL In ti_ fashion, closed loop control
diameter, spherica] mirror. The mirror wu was obtained with an overall fl_, re accuracy
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it passes through the beamsplitter. The
reference beam is reflected from a flat re-
. flector. The test beam passes through a lens
.. and diverges to fill completely the mirror
under test. For a sphe cal test element, the
.:_ center of divergence is set to coincide with
the center of curvature of t"e mirror. Four
typical fringe patterns are shown at the top of
figure 4. For a perfect spherical mirror under
,_ test and with the center of curvature of the
mirror coinciding with the center of
_. divergence, the fringe pattern will have equal
intensity over the whole fringe plane. Tilt
_ errors will produce line fringes. Axial align-
•,_ ment errors will produce circular fringes.
_' Localized figure errors will produce a local-
_,_' ized difference in the fringe intensity. For the
' active control, it was desired to extract figure
_- and alignment errors on a real-time basis and
to make meas_,rements to small fractions of a
fringe. To meet this need, the. concept of the
Figure 2 Typic,! fringe pattern from scatterplate phase-measuring interferometer was de-
interferometer; this pattern was obtained when veloped.
: measuring parabola without a null correction; The phase-measuring interferometer is a
;. outer zone of the parabola was formed on the two-beam interferometer in which the fringe
-._, surfaceandat the centerof the scatterplate, pattern is analyzed electronically to permit
.- real-time error sensing. Figure 5 is a schematic
.: actually better than that of the 20-inch- of a simplified version with coherent illu-
_ diameter mirror before it was cut into mination and with plane reflecting surfaces in
t.- each interference beam path. If both re-
,.. segments.
_"_ The figure sensor arrangement is shown flectors are perfectly plane and parallel to the
_' in figure 4. This consists of a modified wavefront, interference will occur between
;i: Twyman-Green interferometer illuminated by _ _ _.
_*• a laser source. The input beam is collimated as
_Jt rlOmg
G"" '" I i '" _ami.._rr_._ "_,,_
_" _ 4. Figuresensoropticalarrm_gement;the inter.
,- ferosrams (at top) show typicalfrinSe pattens for
Figure3. The20.inch segmentedmirroras_mbly, a mlsalisnedr_rrorunder test.
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two plane parallel wavefronts, thus producing
a fringe pattern with uniform intensity over
its entirety. If the reference reflector is trans-
lated at constant velocity along the optic.,i
axis normal to the wavefront, then the fringe
pattern intensity will vary through maximum
and minimum levels in a sinusoidal fashion
with identical phase over the entire pattern.
Two detectors are p;aced in the fringe £1ane: _'
one at a position _rbitrarily selected as a
reference and one at a position corresponding
to a spot to be tested on the test surface.
These detector_ convert the cycling fringe
pattern into two cycling electronic voltages,
or carriers. _ , small portion of the test Figure6. Phaae-measurlnginterferometercomponcnts.
surface ;_ V.!?hin relation to the rest of the
surface, there will be a tdative phase shilt of system. In addition, figure errors on the order
the electrorA,: sign_! g_:nerated from the of _,/100 may be measured with reliability.
corresponding point in the fringe pattern. Fi_,ure7 shows an example of the output data
Phase shifts between the tw _ signals are then from a phase-measuring interferometo.r. This
measured by an electronic phase detector to is actually a raster scan and shows the hori-
generate a DC voltage prot)ortional to phase zontal profile of a te:t flat. Figure 8 shows
and, hence, proportional to figure error, the result of a raster scan ol the segmented
Figure 6 shows the components of a phase- active wirror wh_le it v,as bei,_g controlled.
measuring interferometer set up in a Perkin- These data show an av,.rage figure error of
Elme,",_estlaboratory, k/40. Subsequent imprown'ents were made in
The princip:d advantage of the phase- the active control system that resulted in an
measuring interferometer is that data may be overall average £gure err_, of >,/60.
extracted in real-time for use it_ a control
?" /'- /"x
.,.
w _vgvuo_ir I ,II
• } , ..........
w _ II llCn_l
/,
Figure 5. Pba_meamring lnterferometer concept; Flg_te 7. _tlmt data from ph_mmuring into,
small photosmph (upper left) _ow" typical dec- foometer; a _t of horizontalproflla showingth_
tronlc forms; gr'zph (upper r&_t) _ow_ tyfl_ad fl_re error :ne,_ured with a small test alonen_;
calibrationof output _oltage_ .:flgut_ errorin t_tCe _ronof __o4ng interfoorn_ter using
_elengt_ referenceflat in meamringarnt
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'. -- -_ - : Recent work on advanced figure-sensing
_.,. techniques has d_,wed a method for mea-
_"" " ..... P_- - - suring aspheric surfaces. A concept for the
_:_ w _ ,;oe , I,' appScation of the phase-measuring figure
r_. _ _ _ _ -_ sensor in a large, actively controlled, telescope
_2 _ - - _- --_ -- ___ system is shown in figure 9.
.A _ In conclusion, laboratory work has
_;_.. err -- - .1 _ _- demonstrated that figure-sensing techniques
•.:.*, v- .... ' _- -- - - have been developed to the point where they
-- can now be applied to large, actively con-
•:_j _ ....___m_.o5 _-'-'_1 trolled, telescope systems.
[_ _ _ _ _Nxl 0 INCHINGtl_,ll lCl_Ollt
;b +I120_ - t[ i_ --- ,,,:,u
- . _
l;Igure ._. Measured figure error profiles for active
. optics demonstration; prepared from an average of
th e rast r scans of composite mirr whil
control system was in operation; data obtained," from scanning spot of phase-measuring i t r- Figure 9. Active optics concept utilizing aferometer; figure error determined by integration
_:. of profiles /40 wavelength average.
phase-measuring figuresensor.is 1
I
!,,, !...........................
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_ Actuators for Active Optics
_: .i,
,4
_ Gordon J. Watt ; "
.:. The PerMn-Elmer Corporation
_ The growing field of active optics has reasons, we shall eventually choose a hybrid
:- stimulated the need to produce minute actuator for functional simplicity, just as
deflections in various portions of optical electronic engineers have compromised
_, systems. Actuators must operate in conjunc- between pure voltage and current sources to
_. tion with precise measuring devices that achieve simplicity and economy. We havec tinuously monitor the optical surfaces, lready been forced to recog ize the stiffness
_ Because the mounting is also associated with of the forcing actuators and the compliance
_: deformations, it becomes an integral part of of the displacement actuators as important
the overah control system. Such systems factors in system design.• feature multiple loop servomechanisms Figure 1 shows a tynical actuator system
operating with microinch precision. These ,nounted on a ndrror assembly. The three-
actuators may be an integral part of the base element segmented mirror is displaced by
isolation system or may operate in tandem actuators that convert large displacements of
_, with it. an integrating lead screw into small displace-
. At the Perkin-Elmer Corporation, we ments at the mirror surface, by utilizing a .,
have conct:ntrated on two basic actuator combination of soft and stiff springs in the
systems: one produces minute deflections and actuator assembly. The mirrors are supported
the other, minute forces. Depending on the at three points; thus, they are not bent by ,.
mechanical characteristics of the optical actuator displacements or forces.
surface and its mounting, the o'_erall forward
actuating system may behave as:
1, A displacement system where inertial _
_/ forces are predominant
:_ 2, A forcing ._ystem where compliance
(or stiffness) of the optical structure produces _ ._
tht resistance to displacement
3. An intermediate system where stress
and strain in the optical structure produce
important dynamic effects tc be handled by
the actuators.
• The intermediate system is more
difficult to handle analytically but much
easier to realize in a practical structure. In a
practical actuator, one must also consider the
total stress-strain and inertial force relation- _i
_" ship. Even though we are now concentrating
,, at opposite extremes of the mechanical Figure 1. Typical actuator system mounted on a
parametric scale for sy:_thetic analytical m/rrorassemb/y.
303
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_ti Figure 2 is an exploded view of theva
_ actuator. The servomotor gear box at the left o¢, drives the lead screw, which displaces the soft _.. . - .....
_." ,_ _pring against the stiff springs, producing a
_:i _afi_t_4ol_'[put displacement at the right end
"_ ofthao  .(j :  Jlml"
V , /
_,. Figure 4. Exnloded view of a forcing type of
_ actuator.
__ ,...... An actuator better qualified as a
•,_m t eL,i,
-_ displacement device is shown in figure 5. In
Figure 2. Exploded view era typicalactuator, this case, stiffness is built into the basic
°' structure. An Invar shaft is passed through a
piezoelectric cylinder with an interference
A similar forcing type of actuator is fit. Relative displacement between the two is
shown in figure 3. in this case, an integrating controlled by electric fields between con-
drive produces a force proportional to the dis- ducting surfaces on the outside of the
placement of a spring. The exploded view in cylinder and the grounded lnvar shaft. Inter-
_ figure 4 depicts the operations of the actua- ference may be controlled by a bias voltage
" tor. Force produced by the spring at the right between the two. Selective voltage pulses
'_ is transmitted to an optical structure through between rings distort the piezoelectric
I the tiny rod at the end of the actuator. This material and cause either the cylinder to creepactuator configuration is used in flexible along the shaft or the shaft to be pushed
optical systems where resistance to displace- through the cylinder by peristalsis.
ment is provided by the optical structure
itself.
t Figure 3. Forcing type ofactuator. Figure £ Actuator suitable for use as a displacement
device.
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f.:
The present version, shown in figure 5, Compression to the left of center and tension
_,',. has a supporting ring to locate the cylinder. A to the tight of center results in a reverse
•. small relief is situated between the cylinder motion. The following steps are schematically
_.. and ring. Because of the relief, it behaves depicted in figure 6.
_, somewhat like a conventional inchworm 1. In step 1, the first pulse reflects a
•: actuator. On the other hand, the integral rela- complession wave to the center. The shaft
:'_. tion between the cylinder and shaft provides backs up slightly relative to the central
high stiffness and wide bandwidth. It has support ring.
worked successfully up to 10 kilocycles and 2. The second step results in a greater
-:" down to 1 cycle per second. With further backward motion because the friction of the5.
'_: development, either of these ranges might be first and second rings is involved.
_. extended. 3. An even greater motion backward
Actuator motion is obtained by passing a occurs in the third, fourth, and fifth steps' train of voltage pulses from left to right along because the first rings provide backup to the
_'( the cylinder, resulting in a net incremental aexpanding sections. Notice that tension
'_ advance of the shaft in the same direction, wave has stacted from the left and a com-
_!_-: Motion of the center support ring on the pressive wave has progressed beyond the
_" piezo-electric cylinder is shown in figure 6 by center.
I> the path of the short arrow relative to the 4. The first real effect of a compressive
,o." shaft. Vertical hatching represents an axial wave to the right of the center happens in the
i_" compression in the cylinder elements; sixth step when the first and largest forward
horizontal hatching indicates tension, advance of the shaft occurs.5. A second smaller forward advance
occurs when the second ring to the right of
i the center expands and compresses.
0
. 6. In the eighth, ninth, and tenth steps,
_" _,'-'-iWlllllltl|llllllli|llttli!l]llllllff'"'"m"L'_"illlllllllI I ] [ the tension wave crosses the center and causes
' -- further backward motions.
7. The net effect of a sequence is to
leave the cylinder slightly in tension on the
_. llllllill|lltllllt ll!lllllltllllr', I 1iIIII I I shaft, The net motion is forward.Evaluation of the experimental actuator
_ requires careful measurement of displace-
•. , _   111!1111.. ;lllii[ll[l|lllllllllll  ll_E ments at each cycle of the voltage pulse train, z. ,
, To measure displacement of a small mirror on
• , _,!!,Jlll,,lI,IlIa,,,i,iil,,m,, lUIIll|HIIlltI|Illl_!I I the end of the actuator shaft, an interferom- °_
c' ___[-._ eter was arranged as shown in figure 7. An
_ . _ electromagnetic probe was used to record dis- ._
placement_ for a series of pulse trains. Results
, of actuator displacement at three different
pulse voltage amplitudes are shown it_
_" figure 8. The linearity of the displacement
curves demonstrates the consistency of the
. steps. The pulse train direction was reversed ,
_. et the middle of each curve.Certain conclusions have been derived
'* from the work accomplished thus far. The
f'n,_t and most important conclusion is that
Figure6. Schematicof actuatormotion, the experimental actuator design is sound.
m m
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_" Speculations regard;ng friction and load
. 1.I
_, effects, surface finm., compatibility of
_." materials, ana thermal effects have been
._,
_, resolved by testing, The actuator design is
" simple and manufacturable. The stracture is
.,__ rigid and rugged. The assembly can be
k_, handled and used without contamination or
f"_ breakage.
.:
_. fa] ! m_lionth inch/step.
Figure7. Interferometer _gement to monitor
displacement. (b ) 2 millionth inch/step.
g
_ (c) 0.5 millionth inch/step.
Figure 8. Results of actuator displacement at three different pulse voltage amplitudes.
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Shop Supports for the 150-Inch
_:,. Kitt Peak and Cerro Tololo Primary Mirrors
_ NormanCole _ _1_0 _6 1
_/ Kitt Peak National Observatory
_': We traditionally have reserved final which the first of the two big mirrors is now
_'i evaluation of optical components until they being worked. In figure 2, one of the pad
&.: have been installed in their cells and the entire pistons has been removed to shew the roll
instrument has been tested as a unit. This is diaphragm, which is the heart of this type of
_ reasonably practical in the case of small optics support., because removal and refiguring, should they
prove advisable, are easy and quick. As the
.. optical elements increase in size, however, the
_. difficulties and risks of handling also increase.
¢ In the case of large mirrors to be installed in
remote areas or in space, the expense and
[.: time lost in returning the mirrors to the
optical shop for retouching are prohibitive.
These factors are now widely recognized, and _:!
I, various plans have been devised to insure that ,
'_ the mirror figure seen in the telescope will be
the same as that seen in the optical shop.
It is rather obviously desirable to carry
out the shop tests on the same supports that
carry the mirror in the telescope, but, sur-
prisingly, this has seldom been carried out.
This is partly due to physical limitations, such Figure1. Uppermr/aceof grindingtable.
as the lack of vertical test towers, in the '.
optical shop; but, more important, most
support systems for telescope mirrors are not
robust enough to withstand the additional
load introduced by the polishing action of the
large tools necessary to generate a figure of
revolution.
Because the supports adopted for the
• ' primary mirrors of the 150-inch telescopes for _
. Kitt Peak and Cerro Tololo (re/. 1) do lend _
themselves to use in the optical shop, we have
been able to pay proper attention to the
careful support of the blanks during figuring _,-_
and testing.
Figure 1 shows the upper surface of the
grinding table fitted with the arrays of air Figure 2. Pad piston removed to show evil
pads, cushion blocks, and air bearings upon dlaphragnt
i m
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_ The two rings of circular air pressure of the load with the remaining inflated air
_'f pads are identical to those which will be used pads, just as will be the case in the telescope.
_: in the telescope assembly. It is upon these The two rings of supports carry slightly dif-
_.
._: p.ads that the mirror rests while being ferent pressures, and appropriate floating
"-" oi_tically- tested from the top of the vertical weights maintain the proper pressure on each.
_i_._ t'O_¢_ _rig_),_Th'ree of the 24 pads in the Both arrays operate at less than 8 pounds perouter rrng ar_',dei'la_,_U a thin spacer is square inch.
_ inserted between the pa_ l_i_ton and the back The mirror cannot be polished with the
_. of the mirror. These three pads become hard support configuration as it will be in the tele-
X, defining points, but they carry an equal share scope because, the moment a polishing tool is
_. applied, its weight is transmitted onto the
g,: three defining points, thus warping the
=, mirror. Accordingly, before the polishing, the
spacers on the defining pads are removed; the
pads arc reconnected to the manifold of the
_. ° outer ring; and the mirror becomes fully
_. floating. Polishing-tool weight presses the
:: mirror downward slightly until its back
contacts 36 cushion blocks. These rectangular
rubber blocks (fig. 2) serve to carry only the
_ additional load imposed by the polishing tool.
Mirror weight is still carried by the air
v,.,,v,o_ supports.
,oo,,,, Great care is exercised to see that the
rubber blocks exert equal force on the backCOt_IgYEMr1 IOHrll
, of the mirror under tool loading. The rear
,_ ( face of the mirror and the upper face of the
cwa grinding table are lapped to match, and the
. _'_ rubber blocks are ground to equal height. In
:_ addition, the rear face of the mirror is
/ fi, ill polished and tested optically to assure
, symmetry. Even so, as added insurance, the
.,,o,,• intervals to distribute any discrepancies in ;support symmetrically around the blank. For
i [_..____.r this purpose, the mirror is raised slightly
above the support pads on three oval air
bearings (fig. 1). Air at 100 pounds per square
i _ It m _ inch is fed through small holes in the flat
w.,_ surfaces of the air beatings, and the mirror
_-___ _ ,...1.. can be early rotated by hand while thus
I I _ supported on a thin film of moving air.
, J[ During the polishing and testing, the air
• _, r _ _a.r.b__l I beatings are in a retracted position and do not
,_._,_ The whole system operates quickly and
-.,,m_,r,_,_, _O._c.________..ti conveniently. The mirror can be rotated and
recentered in 10 minutes; it can be readied for
Figure 3. 150-inch optical-shop mirror-testing test in Itm time than it takes to teach the top
a_aOm., of the test tower.
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_ The mirror figure will be thoroughly complete success for the support system;
_:. tested in the spherical stag(, before any however, preliminary tests justify optimism.
'."". aspherizing is started. Mainstays of the optical Summary
f:.,. tests will be a longitudinal wire test, an
:_. unequal-path laser interferometer, and a null The air-pad-support system, devised for] lens. We feel that it is essential to assure the Kitt Peak and Cerro Tololo 150-inch
" ourselves that we have a true figure of revelu-
_: mirrors, lends itself te use in the optical shop.
:.i: tion before beginning the long process of The system permits polishing with a
_,.... asphefizing with small tools. Tools having less 9000-pound tool, and yet, without removal
.- than a 36-inch diameter will have little, if any, from the polishing machine, the mirror can be
.' success in removing astigmatism if any exists
-._ tested on the same support system that it will
i, at the outset, have in the telescope. Testing is carried out at
_, The mirror is still approaching the the top of a 70-foot tower where a turret
_ spherical stage. It is too early to predict mirror can select any of several test devices.
". Reference
_. 1. Pearson, E. T.: Design Philosophy of Primary scope. Engineering Dept. Tech. Report No. 5, .,
Mirror Supports for the I_NO 150-1nch Tele- I_tt Peak Natim,Rl Observatory, 1969.
I! .
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Holographic Method of Monitoring the Performance
_:- of a Large Telescope Mirror _.
_
& Keuffel & Esser Co. " ° "
_ Introduction Calibration of the System
% No method of monitoring the perfor- Calibration is done by making simulta-
il mance of a large, two-element orbiting tele- neous interfero_'ams of the shape of the pri-
• scope that does not use starlight is completely mary mirror and the shape of the wave
direct. The aim of the approach presented in diffracted by the hologram. The figure of the
this paper is to be direct to the extent that primary mirror need not be perfect Outing
_ the monitor should exhibit the net effect, at calibration; the effect of deformation can be
the focal plane, of errors in figure, tilt, and removed analytically in synthesizing the de-
focus of the primary mirror, sired pattern.
The calibration setup is shown in
Principle figure 2. The tilt of the primary mirror mustbe controlled during calibration so that its
To be as direct as possible, the monitor- axis is perpendicular to the surface of the
, ing light should traverse the optical system as secondary mirror. This condition may be
_, nearly as possible in the same way as starlight monitored interferometrically by placing a
_ does. (See fig. 1.) There is no objection to the laser source at a point, P, (fig. 2) on the axis
monitoring light traversing the system in the of the hologram near its focal plane. When
reverse direction except the practical one, proper alignment is ac.hieved, the wave will
that the light then proceeds toward the stars return upon itself with radial symmetry. This
and is lost. test presupposes that the axis of the hologram
To avert complete los.*,of light, one may is effectively coincident with the axis of theprimary mirror. If the primary mirror is
imprint on the primary mirror a very faint nearly spherical, its axis is not sharply de-
hologram produced by an "object wave" fined; and the degree of coincidence is not
coming from infinity and a "reference wave"
diversing from the focal plane. When illumi- critic]{, does not appear practical to adjust the
nated by the "reference wave" coming from focus precisely during calibration. The final
the focal plane, the hologram regenerates the adjustment must be done h, orbit by shifting
"object wave." The telescope th_n returns the focal plane to optimize the sharpness of
thh wave to the focal plane. After t,_is round stellar images.
• trip through the telescope, the wave may be The figure and tilt of the secondary mir-
monitored interferometrically, ror are not monitored by this system. They
Fortunately, the accuracy of this could be monitored by means of a hologram
method does not depend upon the accuracy on the secondary mirror similar to that on the
with which the hologram can be generated. If primary mirror, but the gre_%rrigidity of the
the hologram is not perfect, the wave shape surface and the looser tolerance to tilt
that corresponds to perfect performance of scarcely warrant it.
the primary mirror can be calibrated. The de- During calibration (as well as in orbit),
sired interference pattern may then be syn- the tilt of the secondary mirror must be con-
thesized and used as a reference, trolled so that its axis intersects the primary
311
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Figure1. Schematicof telescopeI;_on#oringand control
mirror at its axial point. This is not a particu- pattern will thus be in low relief with a uni-
i._ larly severe requbem_nt. For diffraction- formly reflective overcoat over the entire
. limited performance, "_hetolerance is of the surface.
order of several arc se,:onds (ref. l ). The minimum spatial period ,)f the zones
Radial distortic,n of the hologram will is given by a = 4Xf. For an f = 4 mirror,
affect the calibratioa. Gravitational distortion _ = 10_v,i[?, = 0.6328#.
is minor and can I_eallowed for analytically. Any r._actical method of 8eneratin8 the
If the mirror blanJ; is made of low expansion zones will, probably give them a square rather
material (a_lO'_/°C), thermal distortion is than t_sir,_soidal profile. The step height of
scarcely significant until thermal gradients ex- the r_ise.0 zones must be larse enougit to dif-
i ceed 10°C/meter. Adjustment of the focm is frdct suf_cient light into the first order for
not required imtil temperature changes ap- monite_ing purposes but not so large as to
proach 10°C. ',f the mirror is segmented, how- diffract away an unacceptably laqle amount
ever, radial constraint of the segments is of stadight. For a small step height, t, the
. required to tolerances of the order of diffraction efficiency, e, isgiven by:
". I micron.
'Structure of the Hologram and Its Effect on e_ = 16 (t_: (first order only)
Stellar Images \^/
The hologram consists of circular zones.
Phase zones are easier to make and are op:i- e = 4,'(t_ , (all orders combined)
caUy more efficient than absorbing zones. The \x/
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_ ZONE PLATE
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_-- _ _ _ ... Rtil ' II& .......... "---_ Hi. i,
ii I I
It
_. ,,_ q)-"- FRINGE PATTERN FRINGE PATTERN _
'i_ Flswe 2. CaRbratton setup. #.
_'. For helium-neon (He.Ne) light I. The immense total length of thr_
_: (X ffi0.6328_), a diffraction efficiency of zones (of the order of 1000 kilometers)
_; e_ = 0.1% should suffice. This requires a step 2. The gradual variation required i:t
_' height of t ffi50A. For starlight at X= 0.2_, the width of the zones
th,.' diffraction efficiency would then be 3. The awkwardne_s of measuring
'_:.e : 2.5%; and at X=O.I#, it would be alongacurvedsufface
e :: 10%. For still shorter wavelengths, slight!y 4. The high precision required in the ;
absorbing zones would be more efficient than focus as well as in the radial control.
pha_ zones. Factors 1 and 2 could be alleviated by
Nearly all the starlight diffracted by the usin_ a long template, positioned radianyand
_- hologram will miss the secondary mirror, and illumi_mted either by a laser beam or by an
_ that which reaches the focal plane w_l be out arc lamp. The surface could be coated with a
" of focus. Scattered light from the monitoring photoresist, and several zones could be gener-
_ beam is likely to be the more seriou_ problem, ated for each rotation of tlte mirror. If the
_ reduction ratio were large, t:'- zones in the
Generation of the Hologram template would be fairly coarse.
are two radically different ap- HolographlcProcess
There
./ proaches to generating the zones of the holo-
gram: by a rotary process and by holography. Ideally, the hologram should have a zone. pattern identical t the interference p ttern
_- Rotary Process between two coherent waves: a plane wave ,
_. approaching along the axis of the mirror and a '
In theory the zones could be cut one by spherical wave diverging from the focus of the
c one with a focused laserbeam. (See fi& 3.) mirror. Both waves should have the same
The beam might e'_pose a photoresist, or it wavelength, Xo, as the light used for monitor- __
might remove (by _¢aporation) some overcoat ing. Figure 4 is a schematic of a z_ne plate
,. of absorbing materi_l, The radial tolerance generator.
could be met with a iringe counter whose To avoid havingto generatea truly plane
reference beam was r_fiected from a polished wave over so large an aperture, it is necessary "
sphere mounted dire:Aly to the mirror so as to to modify the geometry. Fortunate,y, the
remove errors from instability in the axis of pat'.ern alters very little ff both waves diverge
_ rotation, from two points, P and Q, a finite distanceIn lXacti_ however, the process would away, provided the wavelength of the light is
be exceedt_sgly I_,'_ and tedious because of reduced accordingly. In practice, ,0ne must
the foilowqfacton: use -..n available wavelength, k, and select
j 1
m i
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_'_'_ ____M--_ powerful lasers and more sensitive processes
,,_o.L,,__Jt_- ...... ._........_ ,0_,_ (photographic, xerographic, or photoetching)
,_..,_,,LY will greatly reduce the exposure times re-
"V_d__'' ¢*-,_, _ quired; otherwise, the entire holographic set-
s,,o,L,z_o_,,,,,,,., up must be mounted inside a vacuum
_ I { _i..-,,,,,°_ _ chamber on a seismic block.
___ Variant Systems
i[
i MmR_ °LA_ i
, Certain "far out" variants of this holo-
_1 ] graphic approach t monitori g could be ,;on-
] _' sidered. One, for example, is to station an
i image tube at approximately 300 meters from
[I the telescope and to use a weak hologram on
the primary mirror to focus the morLitoring
wave (originating at the focal plane) to a
Figure3. Precisionzone platecutter, point approximately 15 meters beyond the
image tube. A second wave, coht -t witb the
points P and Q accordingly. If one chooses first, could be sent directly (e.g., tia a nole in
?,o= 0.6328/a and _ = 0.4480t_, then points P the secondary) so as to interfere with the first
and Q lie at distances of 5.1 and 1.03 focal wave across the aperture of the image tube. A
lengths from the mirror, circular pattern (containing some 300 fringes)
Photographic materials and laser sources would be formecL This pattern, when corn-
are approaching the point where an area of pared with the ideal pattern, would reveal the
10 square meters'can be expensed in one sec- general features of the aberrations in the tele-
ond with a resolution of 1000 lines per milli- scope. The finer details would be lost by dif-
meter. The author does aot know what fraction.
prospects thc:e are of such materials being Such an arrangement would have the
coated with adequate uniformity on a large virtue of checking out tbe performance of the
curved suriace or being used in a washoff pro- entire telescope. Furthermore, the zones of
cess that would permit etching (or vacuum the hologram would be coarse enough to be
coating) through the exposed zones, easily generated.
• PRIMARY MIRROR..
CORR£CTION LENS
PLATE / ............. :: .... _[q
ARGON LASER -'S -'35L'_'.'_:-_-_::: 7:- -_-.-
.1"5145
i -_,48110 PHOTGRAPHIC EMULSION
; Figure4. Schematicof zoneplate ;enerator.
Reterence
In any case, the obstacles are severe. The 1. Tschunko, Hubert F.A.; Hurwitz, MarthiG.:
scale of the holographic setup is enormous; GeometricalOpticalImageAberrationsof Single
i.e., from 100 to 300 meters, unless folded. It and Double Mirrors.Applied Optics, vol. 8,
is to be hoped that, within a few years, more no. 2, February8, 1969.
t
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" Figure Control of Active Primary Mirrors
Duncan MacKinnon
MIT Instrumentation Labors,tory
. Introduction transmitted to the actuator array. A correct
i choice of control algorithm ensures that theThe resolving power of an earthbound surface err r is reduced by th actuator
_, telescope is primarily limited by fluctuations commands.
_. in the earth's atmosphere. An orbiting tele-
x'. .scope, on the other hand, is not subject to Control of Distributed Parameter Systems
': limitations imposed by an unsteady atmo-
; spheric environment; therefore, it is possible The most general view of the mirror
, to envision a large instrument that is figure-regulation problem is afforded by
_" diffraction-limited over a major part of its studying the behavior of the partial differ-
_ useful spectrum of observation. The full real- ential equation that describes the mirror
ization of the maximum resolving power re- subject to distributed and point boundary
_ quires the accurate maintenance of the shape conditions. The mirror support structure may
_:.
_. or figure of the primary mirror. Although it impose distributed or point boundary condi-
_'_ would be possible to polish a large mi:xor to tions depending upon the design configura-
_i> the required accuracy, stresses introduced by tion of the structure. The effects of stresses
thermal variations in the mirror and fluctua- created by the temperature distribution in the
t tions in support stracture loads can create sur- mirror and its support structure may be
face perturbations that exceed the surface treated as distributed disturbances* acting on
i( accuracy limits required for diffraction- the system. The reflecting surface actuators
_,_ limited performance.a
_. Thermoelastic deformation magnitude IS 'I6_tSI_S0RN£ I
_ conventionally controlled by careful mirror I ' ,cu,tt,,0a,,,A -_
_' and mirror-support-structure design and I ,(
_: thermal environment control. An alternative I!_._
_' approach utilizes an active system to maintain oP,,cAt_,s
the correct mirror surface figure. An active I
figure 1. The mirror surface figure is corn- _'*_- _,_,otc_t,
' " pared to a desired reference surface by the I ./_ '_-
figure sensor. Error data is then fed to a n'_* /I'I\
v figure-control-system computer that generates "_tt II__' _ / -_c,t_c_,_,_ _'{- a set of surface actuator commands, which are IL iI! \1 JSUI_FAG[ACI_TO_S -
I_l_lll_l_t t _'-- ._PPO_TST_UCTU_
*A rigorousstudy of themmleffects noee_,ato_ the
derivationof the partialdifferential"heat" equa-
tionsfor the mirroran(;minor supportstructure. _ 1. Panw_m#mr/_fure contrMsystem.
315
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ap_ylrlo_sk_0_i_le'fle_tiQ_rjt _n .array of the U.S.S.R. by Butkovskii (refs. 1-5). More
poihts°to_t_ _a'_ s_[tt_a_e_f the primary recent work has been carried out by a number
mirror; these may be treated as boundary con- of Russian and American investigators. An
ditions, excellent review of the control literature and
The actual shape of the mirror surface is the theory of optimal control of distributed
conveniently described in a three-dimensional parameter systems may be found in
set of polar coordinates. The x-axis corre- Erzberger's thesis (ref. 6).
sponds to the optical axis of the system. The control of a distributed parameter
Positions in planes orthogonal to the x-axis system is complicated by the infinite dimen-
are described by specifying radius from the sionality of the controlled variable; i.e., all the
optical axis, r, and an angle, 0, relative to a points in a surface. As a result, practical con-
reference plane that contains the optical axis. trol of distributed systems has always necessi-
In this coordinate system, the surface of the tared replacing the distributeo system by a
mirror is described by a function of the form lumped model. The model is normally
linearized about some n_minal set of surface
x ---X(r,0) (1) figure, support, and actuator load conditions
and is characterized by a set of ordinary dif-
The surface coordinates, x, are a complex ferential equations
function of time, actuator forces, thermal
disturbances, and support boundary condi- M_i_ = M_ix + M3_im (5)tions.
The desired mirror figure may also be where M_, M2, and M3 are n x n matrices. 6_
defined by a function of the polar coordinates and _x are n-vectors that represent the deriv-
r,0 ative and the value of the surface perturba-
s = S(r,0) (2) tions in x at n discrete locations. The
n-vector,6m, is an arrayof perturbations in the
' surface actuator outputs. If the required
The error, e, between the desired surface and changes in the controlled variable, x, are
the actual surface at any coordinate (r,0) may slowly varying, compared with the dynamics
then be determined by measuring the differ- of the system of differential equations, it may
ence between equations 1 and 2. be possible to neglect 6_ and to investigate the
e = E(r,0) - S(r,0) - X(r,0) (3) control of the algebraic set of equations ,.
0 = M28x + M_gm (6)
The object of the control system is to mini-
mize some function of c, such as the integral This appears to be a reasonable assumption i_
square error, the case of the mirror figure-control system
because the disturbances in._roduced by
21r rm thermal effects propagate comparatively
slowly through the mirror and its support/- /.
=/ / E2(r,0) drd0 (4) structure. Control of a dynamic system sub-eis J J ject to constraints of equations 5 or 6 may be
.,' " 0 0 handled by conventional control theory.
where rm is the radius of the mirror. MirrorFigure Control Algorithms
Control of systems described by partial
differential equations has only recently re- The design of a mirror figure control
ceived serious attention from control system for a large telescope presents thecon-
l theorists. The earliest theoretical work to trol engineer with a number of mique and
appear in control journals was carried out in challenging problems. Among them a_e: _
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_.,_ 1. An accuracy criterion that demands produces measured deflections that are con-
.;. a root-mean-square surface error measured it, fined to the actuator location. As a result, the
;," microus matrix A is diagonal, and the elements of A
._ 2. A large dimension, multivariable, have the form
,_..
_, control problem imposed by the size of the
,'_'" actuator array. (This is particularly true in the 1 0 i ;_ j (11)
" case of a continuous mirror where figure aij = { k_ } = j
_: modification must be achieved by elastic
.%,
deformation.) where kii is a scale factor associated with the
_. Additional problems, of a more conventional ith actuator. The elements of A-: have the
nature, are introduced as a result of non- form
_._; linearities, noise, and scale factor errors in the l
surface actuators and figure sensor. 0 i _ j
'- L t us as ume that the mirror su face de- bij = kii-l i --"j (12)
i_! flection parallel to the optical axis is moni-
_i tored at the n locations of the actuators. The Equation 4 may then be written
,. n deflection measurements may be repre-
_, sented by an n dimension vector, 6x. The 6mi = "biiei i = 1,n (13)
_ corresponding actuator force or deflection in-
_ crements are elements of a vector 6m. If we Thus, surface control may be achieved by
assume that the mirror material is isotropic using a trivial feedback control law. Unfor-
and that equation 6 is valid, the relationship tunately, it is very difficult to achieve the
between _x and _m may be written: support rigidity required for pure deflection
.= actuation. Additional problems arise as a
,. 8x = A_m (7) result of the precision manufacturing toler-
¢ ances required for constructing such actu-
_ ators.
_. where A is an x n matrix and the elements of Surface modification may also be
_- A are defined
achieved by applying loads to an arrayof dis-
_" crete points distributed over the rear surface
limit 6xi
aij = 6mj--, 0 8mj (8) of the primary mirror. Load actuators pro-duce deflections at adjoining measurement
points, as shown in reference 8.*As a result,
Suppose that the measured error between the the matrix A is no longer diagonal, and the ._
desired and actual surface figures is a vector e. control in equation 10 must be constructed in
The error is reduced to zero if 6x is-e the form
n
6x = -e = A6m (9) 6m i = -_ bijej i = l,n (14)
or j=l
Sm --" -A-_e (10) where bij is an element of the inverse A-_ .
'.._ Thus a control 8m may be found, providing Because the dimension of A is large,* it is no
the inverse A-_ of the matrix A exists, small task to obtain the inverse, A-_ , of A in
It' the actuators are of the deflection terms of computation time and memory re- ltype (ref. 7), operation of an actuator quirements. Additional problems arise as a re-_ suit of errors irt the definition of A, which can
*The thin minor describedin reference8 utilizes61 propagate to large values in A-_ . Subsequent
actuaton; hence, it is nece_my to inverta 61 x 61 variations in A (due to actuator failure, for
matrixin orderto solveth_controlproblem, example) require laborious recomputation. I]
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_,_"
Thus, while the load type of actuators offer The variation in the performance index
;_ advantages in simplicity and cost, a significant (eq. 15) may be written
_: increase in control algorithm complexity is
_: incurred if a straightforward approach to the 5J = (e + /ie)' (e + 5e) - e'e
._.'_ solution is followed, aJ' ! a 2 J
=w _ _ /im (17)
_ An alternative approach to the control am 8m + _m'
, problem utilizes the theory of optimal con-
trol. Optimal control requires the definition where
: of a performance index that reflects the goal
of the control process. Mathematical optimi- aJ = 2A' e (18)
zation techniques may then be applied to a'm
". generate a control or sequence of controls
• that optimize the performance index. An a2J = A'
_: optimal control problem may be formulated _m _ A (19)
_ in the following way.
aJ
Find a control vector 5mop t that mini- The first variation is identified as _m _m. Ifi mizes the performance index*
_m is sufficiently small, the fh-st variation will
n dominate and _J may be written
J = _ ei2= e'e (15)
i=l
_, aJ
_J _ _m (20)
subject to the constraints
5x = A6m (16) Suppose that ti_e control increment, _m, is
selected so that
'_ This problem appears commonly in the .eaJ
field of econometrics, where a number of 6m = am (21)
! solution techniques have been developed.
L
Among the most important techniques are where e is a positive number. If e is suffi-
quadratic programming (ref. 9) and Bellman's ciently small, equation 20 is valid and the
dynamic programming (ref. 10). Because variation, _J, may be written
-I these methods generally require a large com-
putational ability, they are not usually aj2
suitable for on-line control. 8m = -e _ (22)
Another class of optimization techniques
that have been successfully applied to a wide Since the right-hand side of equation 22 is
range of control problems is based upon the negative definite, it is apparent that the con-
Calculus of Variations. A large number of trol increment (eq. 21) results in a reduction
• ; systematic iterative optimizations by param- in the figure error index.
eter variation methods have been developed. The properties of the first variation form
Perhaps the simplest is the gradient method or the basis for an algorithm (shown in fig. 2)
:• • i, the method of steepest descent (ref. 11). The that systematically evaluates the optimal con-
' _ _ gradient method bases control strategy on the trol. The iterative loop is initiated by the eval-
fLrStvariation of the performance index, J. uation of _m using a mathematic model of
the system or the acttial system (in an analog
• ¢ is the transpcseof the vectore. Theperformance computer fashion). The control m is then in-
index is a discrete representationof the integral cremented by 6m in equation 21. The peffor- ':
squarederrorfunctionalin equation4. mance index with the new control, m + 8m, is
1970027360-312
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_,
ma ] or
"*_';' JSTOR[O"_
.: _.1 _m = -A -le (24)
..... '_" I Since equation 24 is identical to equation 10,
_, ,_ _ it is apparent that convergence to the optimal
solution is achieved in one step. This property
• l• is characteristic of the linear optimal control
_ [ _" I problem (ref. 13). Unfortunately, the direct
•: [I : 6..1,°J-_ utilization of the second variation requires the
,, inversion of the matrix A, which results in the
• computational problems associated with the
,,,,_,,, direct algebraic solution described above.
6m ° 0 _SJ < JSTOREO"_
Conclusions
_- The most significant control problems
Figure2. First pal_a_on algorithrtt
_: are associated with the development of a pure
_ evaluated and compared to its stored value. If surface deflection actuator or, alternatively,
_ 5J is negative, the value of J has improved; with the construction of a practical control
_ the new control is retained; and the value of J algorithm for use with surface load actuators.
* stored. A positive 5J, on the other hand, in- The development of surface deflection actu-
_" dicates that too large a control step has been ators is clouded by problems associated with
taken and equation 20 has not been satisfied, support and mirror structural elasticity. Load-the value of e must be decreased, and the actuator coatrol algorithm construction, on
_ control restored to its original value. This the other hand, is hampered by t_e large
process may be repeated in a continuous dhnensionality of the multivariable controUer. '
. fashi n or terminated when the value of J a The applicatio of the optimal control theory
been reduced below a suitable threshold. If may offer a feasible load-actuator algorithm if
the minimum is unique, the sequence of con- satisfactory convergence rates can be
trois always converges to the optimum solu- achieved. Additional careful analysis is re-
tion. quired to evaluate the effect of sensor and
Although fu'st variation algorithms are actuator errors on system performance.
: simple in structure and place modest demands .,3 pon computer siz , they re characterized by References
i: slow convergence rates. Convergence rates _
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:, Some Optical Systems for a
"- Spaceborne Telescope
":: Abe Offner :'_6_ 1 9
.!L The eerkin-Elmer Corporation _17 0
&"
(:- In choosing a form for a space telescope, normalized intensity at the diffraction focus.
we can make use of the knowledge and ex- For other aberrations, the },/4 criterion results
_.: perience gained from the long history of in values of the normalized intensity (or
_. astronomical telescopes. Since, however, each Strehl ratio), which may differ appreciably
' successful design is a compromise in which from 0.8. For this reason, a criterion based
" the limitations imposed by its environment upon the value of the Strehl ratio has been
and mode of operation are taken into ac- proposed by Mare'chal(ref. 2). For diffraction
._ count, it is useful to reexamine the candidate patterns formed by unobscured apertures in
optical systems for attaining the goals of the which the radius of the first dark ring is con-
National Aeronautics and Space Administra- stant, the relative energy within the first dark
tion. Following Miinch (ref. 1), we assume ring is closely approximated by 84 percent of
that a diffraction-limited guidance field of the Strehl ratio so that an equivalent to
3 arc minutes will satisfy all the guidance re- Mare/chal's criteria for unobscured apertures is
; quirements and will also be sufficient for obtained by substituting for the Strehl ratio
.: most high-resolution astronomical programs the normalized relative energy within the first
•" with a 3-meter aperture telescope, dark ring (i.e., 1[0.84 times the relative
_, Before comparing optical systems, it is energy).
necessary to define the term "diffraction- The advantage of this criterion is that
limited" more precisely. In absence of aber- the effects of obscuration as well as aber-
ration, a system with an unobscured, ration, figure, and the like can be taken into
i unapodized, circular aperture forms an image account. A diffraction-limited system can
of a star that consists of a central disc sur- now be defined as .'_re in which the normal-
_ rounded by the well-known ring pattern in ized relative energy within the first dark ring t
[, which 84 percent of the energy is within the of the diffraction pattern of the image of a
first dark ring. Small amounts of aberration star formed by the system is greater than
reduce the proportion of the energy within some number, say 0.8. This value, which we
the f'Lrstdark ring of the diffraction pattern may call NRE, corresponds quite closely to
without affecting its diarneter. Because the so-called Rayleigh criterion of },/4 in the
central obscuration has a shnihtr influence on case of spherical aberration and coma. Since
the diffraction pattern, it may be treated as the reduction in the relative energy within the
•' ,. an aberration, first dark ring is proportional to the mean
_ Historically, a system has been called square of the wave aberration, a reasonable
"diffraction-limited" if the wavefront pro- tolerance for the residual amounts of these
duced by it, when forming the image of a star, aberrations in a design is },/8, wluch uses up
departs by no more than one-fourth the wave- one-fourth of the system tolerance.
length, },, of the image-forming light from a A system with obvious advantages from
I reference sphere that approximates it most the point of view of manufacture, testing, and
closely. In the case of sphericad aberration, alignment cort_tts of a single spherical mirror
this results in a decrease of 20 percent in the with a detector at its focus. If we choose a !
| 321
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sufficiently large focal length for the mirror, primary mirror, then N = 13. The single
it forms diffraction-limited images on a mirror system in which the mirror is parab-
spherical surface. The f-number, N, and diam- oloidal retains many of the advantages of the
eter, D, corresponding to k/8 spherical aber- s,_ngiespherical mirror. The field can be made
ration (or a loss of 5 percent of the relative shorter, but this results ill the requirement of
f_ ene_ ,_side the first dark ring) is given by a detector with greater resolving power. While
' _e_xl_s_i_n_ (i_ ?1_[/ the diffraction-limited field of the spherical• mirror can be extended appreciably above
N - : (1) 3 minutes, this cannot be done in the case of(256X)i, '3 the paraboloid mirror without adding optical
At X=5xlIT _ meter, N=20D l_ so elements.
that for D = 3 meters, N = 29. fallowing a In a two-mirror optical system, the ad-
loss of 20 percent of the relative energy in the vantages of a short physical length and a long
central disc would reduce N to 23.) An t"/29 equivalent focal length can be simultaneously
system has a resolving power of about 60 achieved in the well-known Cassegrain and
cycles per millimeter in the visual region of Gregorian arrangements. Such systems can be
the spectrum and is thus suited to the capa- sufficiently well corrected so that over a
bilities of likely detectors; however, the 3-minute field the loss in the NRE due to
distance from the mirror to the focal plane of aberrations is negligible. This imagery is
the system is 87 meters. Although such a achieved if two mirrors of proper figure are
length is prohibitive for an earth-based tele- maintained at the proper separation and are
scope, this is not necessarily true in space, aligned so that their axes are coincident.
The addition of a small Newtonian diagonal Tolerances for departures from the nominal
to this system would cause negligible obscura- situation can be obtained in terms of the
tion (less than 10 percent for a 3-minute amount by which they reduce the proportion
field). The diagonal could be tilted for fine of the energy in the central disc. These toler-
* guidance. The advantages of the availability of antes are functions primarily of the f-number
a wider-than-minimal field for unusual experi- of the primary mirror. We have computed
; ments, minimal alignment problems, low oh- them (see Appendix A) for a Cassegrain sys-
scuration ratio, and ease of baffling make this tern in which the f'mal image is at the primary
a very strong candidate for a diffraction- mirror so that the separation, d, between the
' limited, 3-meter space telescope. The costs two mirrors is also the back focus. No
[ and probability of success of all other candi- plausible systems of this type have tolerances "
date systems should be compared with those that differ significantly from those calculated.
of this simple system. Since a hyperboloidal mirror forms an
A 'shorter optical system can be aberration-free image of a (virtual) point ob-
achieved by substituting a paraboloidal mirror jeer at its geometrical near focus, a misalign-
for the spherical one. In this case, the only ment of the axes of the primary and
i aberration of importance for the small re- secondary mirrors has no affect on the axial
r quired field is coma. The strutfield angle, 0, at imagery at the Cassegrain focus, provided that
i which the coma of a paraboloid results in a the focus of the primary mirror is at the
wavefront error of X/8, is given by the ex- (geometric) focus of the _:condary hyper-
| pression boloid (fig. 1). In the case of off-axis aber-t
rations, a difference in the compensation
0 = 8Nl (X/D) (2) between primary and secondary mirror contri-
butions is introduced by the angle between
T o a c h i e v e 2 0 = 3 rain u t es a t the two image surfaces at the virtual image.
X=5x 10"_ meter and D=3 meters requires For an f/l primary mirror and a 2-degree
N = 18.4. If the requirements are relaxed to angle between the primary and secondary mir-
allow at the edge of the guidance field an ror axes, the change in coma at the edge of a
NRE of 0.8 due to the inherent cow_ of the 3-minute total field is _,/16 at X =5 x 10"I
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'4 SECONDARYMI.ROR A lateral disolacement, y, of the focus
_ ---- - SUaFACE,, of the primary mirro r. from that of the secon-
: ,. FocusoF Pn_u,Rv dary mirror results in coma on an image plane
_ _,SOFAx,soF s_CO,_sEeo.D.._(PAaAs°t°'°)_ that is tilted by m times the angle between:_ [ x, e axes of the two mirrors. The lat ral
CASS£GRAIN [ _OMETRIeALFOCUS tolerance, y, corresponding to a maximum de-Focus k oF SECOaOaaV
;"_.: , (HVPEaOOLO_O) parture, Wt, from the closest reference sphere
_ is given by the expression
Figure 1. Permissible misalignment of m#mr axes in 64 N 3
_ - Wt (5)
", Cassesrain telescope. Yt m(mL !)
meter and D = 3 meters. Thus, the tolerances When m2 >>1, this can be approximated by
on decentration, tilt, and separation of the the expression
two mirrors can be reduced to tolerances on•!::_ he departure from coincid nce of their foci if Yt = (64 Np3) Wt (6)
_: the angle between the axes of the two mirrors
_ is reasonably small (fig. 2). (For systems, such For an f/2 primary mirror and Wt =k/8
i' as the Ritchie-Chr&ien, in which the two foei at X = 5 x 10-_ meter, 6x t = 0.512 milfimeter
do not coincide, these tolerances can be ex- for m2 > > 1. The same system has a lateral
_: pressed in terms of the departure from nomi- tolerance Yt = 0.032 millimeter. The value of
nal separations of the two loci.) the lateral tolerance is proportional to the
cube of the primary mirror f-number. The
i' _.0_--_l- Focus oF pa_.A,v lateral tolerance on a system with an 1'/1pri-
_ mary mirror is thus 0.004 millimeter. Increas-
ing the value of Wt to a value that reduces the
: _ AxisoF s¢co,oAav { ,_.}y NRE to 0.8 as a result of this misalignment.laao_ I alone merely doubl this tolerance. Since the
_" \ FOCUSOFS_CONOaaV
\ ._aRo_ system is approximatOy Nn/N, large re-reduction in length achieved by a two-mirror
'i Figure 2. Parameters for mirror-positioning ductions in length are accompanied by very
_ tolerance_ tight tolerances in the permissible lateral
•!- separations of the foc_ of the two mirrors.
'_, A longitudinal separation, 6x, of the A further rest'Action in the design of a
_: foci of the primary and secondary mirrors re- two-mirror system is the need to keep the ob-
suits in spherical aberration at a displaced scuration ratio low. Examination of figure 3
image position. The longitudinal tolerance, shows that for an obscuring aperture whose
8xt, corresponding to a maximum departure, diameter is r in units of the system diameter,
Wt, from the closest sphere is derived in the NRE is closely approximated by the ex-
Appendix A. In terms of the secondary map pression for the relative intensity at the center
nification, m, and Cassegrain f-number, N, it of the diffraction pattern
is given by the expression
. _ 512N _ NRE = l-r a(2-r_)-l-l.8r a (7)
6xt = ma(mLl ) Wt (3) "_:
-, It can be seen that, in terms of NRE, the :i
_ For values of m for which ma > • 1, effect of an obscuration ratio of I to 6 is the
same as that of one-eighth wave of third-order
ffi spherical aberration. Although it is not !
_ 8x t 512Np 4 Wt (4) difficult to keep the obscuration by the
where Np is the f-number of the primary secondary mirror below this figure, the re-
t_Lrror, qtdrements for baffling in the presence of the
?
|
i
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earth, sun, and moon may either increase the (m 2- t) _ y ._ _ Bx
obscuration ratio or restrict the use of the m_Bx ._--_ ['_" o "1 $ | |system.
z ' i,,. \_l J _/_ FigureA1. Geometry/or computingthe effect o/"
z I \\_ f / I._ _,': I
- o.41- \VN I -I ,,2 ,,, /v 6 \
0.2 "___ When the primary focus is at F, the
o
secondary mirror forms an image at F' at the
magnification m. If the pri_maryfocus is dis-
placed a distance, 6x, to F, the secondary
image is formed at F', which is at the distance
ms 6x from F. A hyperboloidal mirror with
FiBwe 3. Energy d_trlbutton In dlf.#acttonpattern pole at O and foci at _ and F' would form an
correspondingto _pm,tures with ccatral obscura- aberration-free image at F'. Using barred vari-
tion. ables to refer to the correct hyperbola, we can
describe it by an expression similar to equa-
Appendix A tion (A3)
The following are the computations of x = - (A3)
positioning tolerances for a Cassegrain system
• , whose back focus is at the primary mirror, where the r is not barred because it must have
the same value for the two hyperbolae. Since
Longitudinal Tolerance Z is the distance C'O,we have
The hyperbola, S, of figure A-I is the i" = a + (m 2- I) 8x/2 (A4)intersection of the hyperboloidal secondary
mirror with a plane containing the axes of the For y - y, we have from equations (A2),
hyperbola. Its loci are at F and F', and its (A3), and (A4)
center isatC. Intenmofrectangnlarco- 4 (1 I) y4(m:-l)6xordinates with origin, O, at the pole of the x - _ =8"_ "
hypexbola and the x-axis along the optical 16 a_ r_ (A5)
," axis, the equation of the hyperbola is where we have made the approximation
a_ =a _. For the _ image at the pri-
xa'_: y_ I (AI) mary mirror, the separation, d, between the-- 8
ar tw.o mirrors is equal to the back fo'_l length
FO. From the properties of the hyperbola,
where a is the distance CO and r is the radius r "l
Solving equLtion (AI) for x, we have Lv"*'" j (A6)
i
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' Hence Lateral Tolerance
"."* d2/m = ar (AT) For moderate angles between the axes of
_,, the two mirrors, the image deterioration
:" caused by either lateral shift or tilt is propor-
• For the value of y at the edge of the tional to the resultant lateral displacement, y,
. mirror, the f-number, N, of the Cassegrain of tile primary focus from the secondary
._. system is givenby focus (fig. _.. The only significant aberr_tion
introduced by a sm:tll displacement is the
_ N = d/2y (A8) coma of the hyper0oloid for an object point
, at this height. For Cassegrain f-number, N, the
: maximum dep2rture, W, of the comatic wave-
" Making the substitutions from equations front from the best-fitting referel,ce sphere is
(AT) and (A8) in equation (A5), we obtain given by the expressionthe relation
_" W - re(m2-1) y
x=] = m2(m2-1) 64 Na (AI3)
256 N 4 _X (A9)
The tolerance on the lateral separation
This is the departure of the edge of the of the foci of the two mirrors, Yt, is related to
_. actual hyperboloid from the surface that the tolerance on the resultant wave abet-
-' would give aberration-free imagery. Since the ration, Wt, by the expression
image defect is third-order spherical aber-
ration, the departure of the aberrated wave 64 N3 Wt
_: from the nearest sphere is given by the ex- Yt = m(m:-l) (AI4)
pression
i For m_ >> 1, this can be approximated
W = 2(x7_-_ = m2(m2-1) 6x by the expression
4 512 N4 (AIO)
i The tolerance on longitudinal separation of Yt = (64Np 3) Wt (AIS)
• the foci of the two mirrors, 6x t, can then be
related to the tolerance on the resultant wave If we set equal tolerances of Wt due to
aberraUon,Wt , by the expression longitudinal and lateral separations of the foci ,
of the two mirrors,
512 N4
8xt = m=(m=21 ) Wt (All)
Yt = 8xt/8Np (AI6)
For ma >> 1, this reduces to ti,e expression
References
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{ Field Corrcctors for Reflecting Telescopes
-_ Daniel H. Schulte
_" Itek Corporation
o:,
_3 Ir,troduction remove the spherical aberration thus intro-
.!_ duced. Ross used a thin meniscus farther up
_; In spaceborne astronomy programs, the the beam whil_ Rosin (ref. 2) pr_pesed slight
*,".. use of reflecting or catadioptfic telescopes additional aspherization of the primary mir-
_, will be almost universal because of their ror, which has no effect on its coma contribu-
:- intrinsic achromatism and resolving-power tion. Recently, Baranne, Kohler, and Wynne
_, capabilities. Since many of the earlier pro- (refs. 3, 4, 5) have published more complex
grams will be of a survey nature, the use of designs for spherical-element correctors that
instruments having a sufficiently large field- increase the seeing-limited field to more than
of-view is also particularly desirable to make 1/2-degree diameter for f/2.5-f/3.0 pri-
'-_ the best use of the sometimes limited time in maries. Figure 1 is a Wynne corrector for the
orbit. In this paper, we will discuss variou_ f/2.8 prime focus of the Kitt Peak 150-inch
alternatives to achieve a large field for the telescope. Figure 2 is a design by R. Wientzen
cases of one-, two-, and three-mirror systems, of a corrector for an f/2.5 parabola beingIt- _"
_. built at Itek Corporation. Gascoigne, K6hler,
_. One-Mirror Systems Meinel, Schulte, and Wynne (refs. 6, 4, 7, 8,9 ) have also investigated the _lseof aspheric-
_,,i The single parabolic mirror is seriously surfaced lenses in the converging beam. No
° afflicted with coma; its magnitude as a information is available at present on the dif-
function of off-axis distance and f-ratio can ficulties of fabrication and testing these
: be computed by the rule of thumb: systems although several of them are to be
length of coma blur per minute off-axis incorporated in the various over-100-inch tele-
10 seconds of arc scopes now under construction. The large
- overall length of a prime focus system places
(f'rati°)2 it at a disadvantage for space astronomy, but
it could be of value for programs requiting
Thus, we see that the 200-inch, f/3.3 tele- fast f-ratios and small central obstructions.
scope shows 1 second of arc of coma at 1
minute of arc oft:axis. Because this is a large Two-MirrorS_stems
an_ount even for an instrument limited by
atm, ,pheric seeing, a series of correcting Spherical aberration and coma can be 4
lenses was designed by F. E. Ross (ref. 1), to simultaneously corrected with the use of two ,)
cancel the third-order coma contribution of aspheric mirrors. This is the family of
the primary and the partly balanced astigma- oplanatic telescopes of which the Ritchey-
tism and higher-order aberrations. The Ross Chrdtien is the most well-known member. The
corrector generally used a close-spaced other members of the family are shown in
positive-negative pair. Since, to the o_laxis figure 3, which is adapted from a paper by '
bundle, the lenses resemble a thick plane- J. Landi-Dessy (ref. 10). His notation is the
parallel plate, some means are needed to same as Linfoot, who also investigated the
327
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.. problem in a .general way (ref. l I). The _ - Schwartzchild systems have concave secon-
_ _L_o_qlinmAe_theoSa/qko.._f secondary radius daries located inside the focal point of the
;' ttr l_irr_a_fluft}w_ldlll_l is the ratio of the primary mirror, real images are always
_. height of an axial ray at the two respective formed; and this quadrant is fully populated.
" mirrors. By using these dimensionless param- All of the systems are correctable for spher-
" eters, it is possible to locate the whole domain ical aberration and coma by aspherizing, as
"_ of two-mirror systems on this diagram. The previously mentioned. In addition, there exist
" "virtual" regions are those where either the loci in all three quadrants on which one of the
; radius of the secondary or its location (or other third-order aberrations is also corrected.
: both, as in the upper left quadrant) is such There are distortion-free cases in all three
that the final beam is divergent. Since the quadrants, but there are no Cassegrain or
, Gregorian configurations for which either
astigmatism or field curvature is corrected.
Schwartzschild systems exist which are
corrected for distortion, field curvature (the
"Classical Schwartzschild") or astigmatism
("Couder anastigmat"). Because the mirror
separation is greater than the equivalent focal
length, Sehwartzschild telescopes have been
little used except in small versions (as for the
Celescope program).
One other application has been pub-
lished by Epstein (ref. 12). This is described
as an off-axis reflecting Schmidt camera, but
it can also be thought of as a degenerate case
of a Schwartzschild system with _ = 0; i.e., a
, flat but aspheric primary. This primary, or
more familiarly the reflecting Schmidt plate,
is located at the center of curvature of the
spherical "secondary." This follows the rule
for the more general Couder anastigmat
(mirror separation equals 2 times equivalent
focal length). To avoid complete self-
obstruction, this system must be used far
enough off-axis for the incoming bundle tc
clear the spherical mirror completely on its
way to the aspheric flat. The astigmatism
introduced by the obliquity of the aspheric i__
small enough to permit use of this arrange-
ment to about t"/4. For faster systems, it may
be necessary to use nonrotationally-
symmetric aspherics to remedy the obliquity
.. effect.
i Two-Mirror Field-Corrected Systems
i the imtrument-package conf_urationIf
* does not permit use of one of the "self-
Figure1. Con_ctorforf/2.SRttchey47hrdaen pn_un'y, correcting" two-:nirror systems, refracting
field-correcting systems can be used with
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Figure 3. _ - diagram of two-mirror systems.
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_, more arbitrarily selected two-mirror inputs,
the favorite being Cassegrains. In general,Gregorians compare poorly with Cass grains ;
t because the former have greater total lengthfor th same focal configu ation. Their field _,
curvature tends to be greater than for
equivalent Cassegrains; it is also opposite insign, which could be an advantage in special
_'_ circumstances involving relay lenses. ,
+_
'_ The remainder of this section will be -;:p
' concerned with the Ritchey-Chr_tien vari-
_. ation of Cassegrain systems. Landi-Dessy, +_
Puch, and Simon (ref. 13) have recently
published a paper on the third-order aber-
rations of corrected Cassegrains (assuming
aspheric corrector plates), which can be °
helpful in finding suitable starting points for a
design. One-, two-, and three-lens correctors
have been designed by K6hler, Rosin, Wilson,
and Wynne (refs. 4, 14, 15, 5 ) Wilson
poin, out that better performance can be
obtained by designing the system as a whole;
i.e., by allowing the mirror surfaces to depart
slightly from the exact Ritchey-Chretien
solution to facilitate higher order aberration
Figure2. Corr_torforf/2.Sparabo_. balancing. This was also discussed by
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",_' Gascoigne and Schulte (refs. 6 and 16 ) in the
' case of aspheric field correctors. For
diffraction-dmited performance over fields 1
..;_. degree and more in diameter, this procedure
:,"_ becomes a necessity. Figures 4 and 5 show the
.:7 total layout and the correcting lenses for such
_, a system for a 1½-degree-diameter, distortion-
._ free, flat field. Four elements are generally
sufficient for telescope_ of this type if there is
" complete freedom in selecting the type of
_" glass. This may lead to objectionable ultra-
violet absorption if special glasses are used.
One way to avoid this difficulty (or, if more
important, to reduce the number of lens
elements needed) is to allow the presence of
' some field curvature and/or distortion,
; neither of which degrades if, _.resolution. The
correcter can be nearly zero power, thereby
allowing the use of normal glasses without
introducing chromatic aberration such as
lateral color and secondary longitudinal color.
Figures 6 and 7 show a telescope
designed for a somewhat unusual space-
astronomy application. The holes drilled
through the correcter group allow the for-
mation of an on-axis image with the ultra-
violet unabsorbed by glass; this feeds an
ultraviolet spectrophotometer. For offset
guiding, two reference stars must also be
, observed within a 15-minute radius of the
object of interest. Although the spectral range
can be more limited, the image size of the
reference stars must be comparable to that of
.*he on-axis image. In addition, it is desirable
to have telecentricity; i.e., the central ray of
each off-axis bundle should be nearly parallel
• . to the axis. This is because the reference stars
,. are individually reimaged by high magni-
fication, periscope-like systems; thus, varying
• inclination of the off-axis bundles would give
,' rise to heavy vignetting as they traveledt
throug._, the long periscopes. In addition, a
• I fiat field is required for the outer region so
," • , i that the longitudinal positons of the final
• ' "[ images of the guide stars do not change with
distance off-axis. It should be apparent from
the lens drawing that the telecentric require-
ment places great demands on the field group;
four elements are none too many, even for
only a l/2-degree field diameter. This t"/8.5
Figure4. F/2.S.f/6.0 correct_l (3mefrabt
i
1
t
i1
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" system has an f/3 primary; the design dif- curvature is at cross-purposes with making the
_:, ficulties multiply if an f/2 primary is used. chief rays parallel to the axis.
;:,!. Correction of the larger intrin,_ic field
.7 Three-Mirror Syr'ems
L
:- The family of three-mirror systems
caunot be plotted in two dimensions; hence,
attention must be confined to one or two
special cases of interest while realizing that
,:. many possible solutions probably exist for
: any given set of requirements.
Recently, Baker (ref. 17) proposed what
he called a "two-mirror correcter" to use with
,_.; existing parabolic mirrors. The converging
_i beam from the parabola is recollimated by a
•" parabolic convex mirror. A spherical concave
_ mirror with its center of curvature at the *-
_ vertex of the convex mirror then reimages the '_
,_ parallel bundle. If the convex mirror is made :
_.: slightly nonparabolic to cancel the spherical --
aberration of the concave mirror, the final _:
_ image is, to a high degree, free from sphericalaberration, coma, and astigmatism. In
r addition, the curvature of the three mirrors
_ can be distributed in a way to yield a flat
_, field. Figure 8 shows a representative Bakerthree-mirror system. Slight additional aspherie i
. touchup on all three mirrors, plus small
!.._. departures from the exact spacing relation-
ships implied above, brings about the bal-
. ._ ancing of the higher-order aberrations so that
fields of 2 degrees or more in diameter can be
realized with exceedingly f'me resolution. For
,_ the design shown in figure 8, the image size is ,!less than 1/100-second-of-arc diameter at 33
_'. minutes off-axis.
Again, as in the case of corrected
Cassegrains, three-mirror telescopes that fit a
desired configuration but that are not
"naturally" corrected for field aberrations (as
the Baker reflectors are) can nevertheless
benefit from field correctors. The latter tend
. to be less complex because of the help pro-
vided by the third available aspheric mirror.
In fact, often the only significant aberration
to be corrected by lenses is the field curvature
contributed by the mirrors. Figure 9 is such a
design; this f/6 system was made quite short
Figure& Fidd.correctinglensesforf/2.J-f/6.O by the use of a fast primary. The third mirror
¢_mSmtn near the vertex of the primary is a basically
m mm j
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". flat aspheric. Only two lenses were needed
_'.'_" (mostly to flatten the field)for a 1-degree-
2: diameter field.
_:. in this discussion, it was possible to
_:, mention only briefly a few of the configu-
:_ rations that may be useftll in space
,._ astronomy. Any detailed study must be made
_.. with the astronomical requirements in mind,
_ as well as the vehicle to be used, and also the
g_ relative difficulties of fabrication and'
i: alignment.
_i "
!
. r
.!
i
F_ 8. F/9 . f/lO Baker three-mltror u_COl_ b'_re g. F/l.4 -f/6.0 cowected thre_mtm>r syst_ l
f
!
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:_ Behavior of Structural Joints and Assemblies
:.:. Under Thermal Environment
:; Rondal G. Crawford ' N _ 0 "
:_,," NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
.
_. Introduction It is important to know the time '
•;.. required to reach sterilizing temperatures
,/ The basis of this paper is the work per- (approximately 125°C) and the time to cool
_o formed by the General Electric Company for to room temperature. These times willvary
.... NASA in their studies of design guidelines for with vehicle configurations. Determination of
sterilization of spacecraft structures, design heating and cooling times for the test vekicle
criteria for typical planetary spacecraft to be was therefore a major objective of the test. In
sterilized by heating, and design criteria for addition, the test determined the relationship
--- typical Mars landing capsules requiring sterili- between analytically predicted and experi.
zatmn. The purpose of this work was to estab- mentally measured stresses and temperatures
fish guidelines for the design of pianetary at critical locations. The parameters that were
spacecraft subject to heat sterilization, measured and compared included thermal
Analytical and test phases on typical gradients, thermal rise times, and stresses, The
spacecraft structure_ were conducted with the comparison with analytically predicted values
primary emphasis placed on the response of was an integral part of this test, and no test
-_ structural and mechanical components to data were considered before analytical predic-
elevated temperatures. The range of environ- tions were completed.
_: ments investigated extended from 25° to
? 150°C, and the heat-soak duration extended
_ up to 64 hours. Test Vehiclef
The portions of this work covered in this
paper are: (1)thermostructural test of a Selection of a test vehicle was based
• typical planetary spacecraft, (2)an alignment upun the specific requirements (1)to deter-
_. test to determine the magnitude of permanent mine the length of the heating and cooling
distortions during te_ting of the typical plan- transient times and (2) to compare predicted
etary spacecraft, and (3) a study cf structural thermal and structural analyses with test
joints, results.
Two test vehicles were assembled from
Thermostructural Vehicle Tests major elements of a General Electric reentry
vehicle. The differences between the two
The thermostructur.,1 vehicle te_ts were vehicles were mainly in the degree of corn-
" ;livided into two groups: the Vehicle-A series plexity ano assembly control. Ve,hicle A was a
and the Vehicle-B series, complex vehicle used to study the effects of
different heating methods and cycles on the
e Test Obiectives thermal transients and gradient_ in a realistic
i entry package. Vehicle B was a less complexThe primary objective of these tests was vehicle that could be controlled and readilyto determine the effec*,of a thermal sterilizing analyzed, both thermally and structurally.
t environment on a typical 200-pound plane- Both vehicles used the same thermal
tary lander, shield, thrust cone, aft cover, and base plate.
335
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('_. The heat shield was made from General Elec- Vehicle A Test
_: tric ESM material with a fiberglass liner.
_, The major structural components of the 1. Purpose. The purposes of the
'_:_, thermostructural test vehicles are shown in Vehicle-A series of tests on the complex,
"_,.: .. figqre 1, which is valid for both Vehicles A densely packed vehicle were (1) to evaluate
_. + qk_"= {) _ the effects of various heating methods on the
.:: transient thermal times, (2) to determine the
:" .,.__ THIqUsT cONE
". "tats"ttuo_-al I 7_1_ AFx¢°vt_ amount of permanent distortion caused by'
e_ut _ I I P"- IP" s_tpt_tt heating, (3) to attempt to obtain meaningful
_, eAttvt.t mtttaNAt.---g.L I I I II data on the effect on bolt torques, and (4) to
,!: trra_tuat _ determine visually any detrimental effects on
equipment and paints within the vehicle. No
" analysi'_ was performed on this vehicle prior
7. Figure1. Thermostructuraltest vehicle, tu .... rag.
I: 2. Vehicle Description. The capsule in
_* Vehicle A contains structure and components
_ Test Oven that were originally designed for flight in this
capsule. Because these components were not
:_ The oven used for the tests was a GECO designed to withstand heat sterilization, cer-
: Model FT72. This oven is shown in figures 2 tain of them were removed to eliminate
,.. and 3. possible safety hazards. Replacements were
The oven has a thermostatic control, added to maintain the thermostructural
which senses air temperature and is used to characteristics of the vehicle. Vehicle A
, regulate the oven temperature. There are closely resembles the actual packing density,
three heaters in the system that can be air-flow restrictions, heat-flow paths, and
, eaergized at will. If all heaters are turned off, thermal mass of a flight vehicle. Major ele-
, the oven fan will operate and will recirculate ments of Vehicle A are shown in figures 4, 5,
'_ _ air as long as the power is on at the main 6, ana 7.¢_
,, control. The choice of the number of heaters 3. hmrumentation. Prior to assembly,
+. to be on is usually at the discretion of the Vehicle A w_q in,_rumented with 104 thermo-
, operator, but these heaters can also be op- couples, located in the oven and on the
crated automatically, vehicle. Heat paths were monitored from the
_. mounting plate through the mounting
i •
t
J
i l_rure 2, Thenno_tructuraitest oven, doorsclosed Jffgure3. Them_strucruml test oven. doon open.
i
m
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r
"' F_gure4. Capsuleassembly _th coverremoved. Figure 5. Capsuleinternal components and support
structure.
brackets to the wall of the components and the rate of 2°F per minute. The upper
into the interior of the components. A corn- temperature limit for Tests A-! through A-3
plete temperature history of the components was 302°F (150°C). For Test A-4, the oven
was obtained in this manner. Figure 7 shows air was deliberately overheated to 342°F, and
the test vehicle installed in the oven. the canister was permitted to heat to 325*F.
4. Test Conditions. Four separa,e tests The oven temperature was then gradually
, were pt:_fomled on Vehicle A in order to lowered at a variable rate such that the vehicle
evaluate the effects of forced heat convection, did not exceed 300 ° F.
The test _:onditions are summarized in table 1. A 9-hour temperature soak was included
_- in the A-2 test and a 64-hour soak in the
_' For all four tests, the oven air tempera- A-3 test. The soak period was defined as
_: ture was increased from room temperature at beginning when the coldest thermocouple
_: reached approximately 300 °F.
t'
i' Figure& Capmleinstalled Figure7. VehicleA itL_talledin oren.
I
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',_, Table1. Vehicle..4Test ConditionSummary the capsule, the inside portions of the struc-t
;'/_; Oven I F,nIn,_a F, I,,_, ture heated up more slowly.
. • Test Cammt
/g.: No. Fans I Canister Va_uck
" Vehicle B TestZS: A.I NO v. 1 _ v.
"," A.: so v, - So 1. Purpose. The purpose of the Vehicle-B
7= series of tests was (1)to determine if pres-
.+_.:" A-3 Yes Yes No No
: ently accepted analysis methods are adequate
A.4 v. va, r_ No for predicting temperatures and stresses due
"+i
_:. to heat sterilization, (2)to isolate the prob-
_ 5. Test Results. Table 2 (ref. 1) shows a lem areas where high stresses exist and to
.: summary of the important test results for the investigate methods of redu_lg them, (3) to
Vehicle-A test series. It is of interest to note perform an opt:.cal alignment check before
?_. that the time to reach maximum temperature and after a heat-sterilization cycle to deter-
:_, difference is, in the majority of cases, approx- mine relative distortions between structural
imately equal to the heat-up time but elements, and (4) to determine visually ob
increases as the forced convection devices servable effects on the s_cture and com-
(fans) are eliminated. This is to be expected ponents.
_'_ because the presence of gas circulators Prk,r to testing, thermostructural anat-
"_ improves the uniformity of heating through- yses were performed for all three test con-
out the vehicle, thus reducing large potential ditions to predict the temperatures and
:- gradients and eliminating smaller ones. stresses produced in the vehicle during the
+ Of the four conditions tested, the A-2 transient and steady-state phase. No analysis
, condition imposed the most severe thermal was performed for the optical alignment test
, gradients on the capsule. They were caused by 2. Vehicle Description. Vehicle B is
having the heat shield and the capsule struc- shown in figure 8. The difference, between
, _ ture at the capsule/shield interface heated Vehicles A and B is in the structure and
_ quickly by the oven fans. With no air circula- component arrangement within the payload
tion (and thus no forced convection)within capsule. The internal capsule structure and
= Table2. Vehicle.ASumnmryof Test Remits
Til_ to Rallch Tbll_ to Ralch Ttm¢ to
tt Te_ Conditions Test EJemems TemperatureDiffmmce,AT Maximum AT 290"1: _O°F
!_ ('F) (_) (h,) (he)i i
_' Oven Fins, At Hat ShieldandThmslCone 18 2 2.314
I Vehicle Fan CopeuJeStructure 48 2 4-112
+ Comaponenps 4-112 7
Oven Fire Only, A2 Heat Shieldand Tguum Cone 50 2 $- 112
No Vehicle Fsa Ca_ule Slmaum 86 2-1/2 8
C_npemms 8 12
OvenFins Only A3 Ikll Shidu and Thnm Coo_ $8 2 8-1/2
Vehicleta Conlatm CtiMule Stmcutm 61 3 14
C_s 14 f 23
OvenProOf, M Hint Skbld iml Thin-. Corn 64 2.314 7.112
Vehicle in Cmmr, Cqmde ,_matmt 61 3 I0
25"F C_bler Comlmeem. I(_ I/2 I 8
O,_haat
!
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component arrangement was simplified for ents. The shield material was bonded to a
the Vehicle B tests so that it could be more fiberglass liner. The stiffness of the elasto-
readily analyzed, meric heat shield was negligible compared
3. Pretest Thermal Analysis. An analysis with that of the liner. Therefore, its effect
of the transient thermal behavior of Test was not included in the structural analysis
Vehicle B was performed, using a digital- although its effect on the thermal an_ysis was
': computer heat-transfer program, to predict considerable.
_ the temperature-time behavior of the vehicle As shown in figure 9, the shell structure
during the heating cycle from the 20°C was broken into separate pieces where it was
" (70°F) initial temperature to the 150°C joined to a ring or where a change in curva-
' (302°F) temperature. Similarly, the same ture occurred. The internal structure (mem-
_ program was used to determine the cool-down ber 16) was joined to the capsule ri}lg
thermal response when going from 150°C (member 10) by using compatibility of lateral
(302°F) to 21°C (70°F). Both cases were and longitudinal loads and displacements of
assumed to occur at a predetermined rate, the cross beams and the ring at the four june-
which was two hours for the heating cycle rare locations.
and an instantaneous drop to 70°F for the Joining two rings of dissimilar materials
cooling cycle, with a four-point attachment results in high
4. Thermostructural Analysis. A com- stresses. Two such joints existed: one between
plete thermostructural analysis of Test the liner and the capsule (members 3 and 12)
Vehicle B was performed as a part of the and the other between the liner and the thrust
overall test program. The purposes of the cone (members 5 and 13). Typical stress-time
Vehicle-B test series were: (1) a comparison relations are presented in figure 10.
of analytically and experimentally determined 5. Instrumentation. Vehicle B was instru-
temperatures and stresses and (2)an experi- mented with 125 thermocouples and 42
mental evaluation of the stresses likely to be active strain gauges. The instrumented
,_ , encountered dr,ring thermal testing of a plane- Vehicle B is shown in figure 11.
tary spacecraft. The analysis was needed to 6. Test Conditions. Three separate tests
._ pinpoint areas of high stress for proper loca- were performed on Vehicle B in order to eval-
_. tion of strain gauges as well as to provide a uate the induced thermal stresses for natural
" comparison with test results, and forced convective heating methods. The$
i Figure 9 (ref. 2) shows the vehicle break- test conditions are summarized in table 3.
down for thermostructural an_ysis. It was
subdivided into three shell portions
(members 1 through 5, 6 through 12, and 13 _______..__
through 15 of fig. 9) and the internal capsule
, t structure portion (member 16). Each
I complete shell portion was directly analyzed
by computer. The three shell portions were z z
, i then joined by making rings 3 and 12, and 5
• ! and 13, respectively, compatible with respect
! to radial loads and deflections at fore equally _ - _o._rr,cuN.
.., _ spaced, circumferential points (bolt loca- _-mt_,,_
• "! - ,050 AUJMINIJM
The vehicle utilized an entry shield nmde - _.Lo.,._
from GEESM-1000 material. This is an (_-_L_.,_
advanced elastomeric ablation materi_ suit- _ - _A_,,_
- .(_I_&kl,_lNt,-4_
ble for low heat flux. It has very low ffcrtR_LAUJ_m_atTm_tulq|
[ elasticity; thus, stresses aremodulus of small
_, induced in the material by temperature gradi- Figure9. Vehklea, stmetundmodel.
j ,.
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'" Table3. Vehicle-BTest ConditionSummary hours) and A-2 (12 hours) tests. This was due
_:_.. to the smaller thermal mass of Vehicle B and
_'?' Test Can,sler Oven FanIns,de FanI,,id, to the addition of the canister. For the A-1
.,_' No ...... Fans £an,ste[ Veh,cle and A-2 tests, the vehicle had been exposed
• _J v. v,, v. v. directly to the oven air without enclosure in a
canister. This fact also accounts for the
_., re, v,, v. So change in maximum temperature differences
_ v,s w, so so for Vehicle B. The maximum temperature
-" difference in a given area for the Vehicle-B
; heat-up was 47°F for the heat shield and
The vehicle was enclosed within the thrust cone (test B-2); whereas it was 86°F
canister that had been fabricated for tests A-3 fo! the capsule structure of Vehicle A
:' and A-4 of Vehicle A. As in the Vehicle-A (test A-2).
_i_: series of tests, *he oven temperature was Prior to testing, thermal and structural
_'. increased from 70 ° to 300°F at a constant analyses were performed on Vehicle B.
_, rate of 2°F per minute. Steady-state was Typical temperature-time predictions for the
_ defined as starting when the coldest compo- transient periods are shown in figures 12 and
:_ nent reached 300°F. The oven air tempera- 13 (ref. 4).
_ ture was lowered at the rate of 2°F per It may be noted from the heating curves
_. minute for the cool-down portion of test B-3. that, in general, the heat-up times were
No cool-down data were taken from the B-1 predicted to be longer than the test data
_. and B-2 tests, showed. Reasons for this conservatism rray be
_- The Vehicle-B series of tests did not attributed to the following:
include a 300°F extended soak period as did a. Mass distribution: The limited
_' the Vehicle-A series because the optical model breakdown us,:d for these predictions
_ alignment test was run on Vehicle B prior to required the allocation of more than one item
_ the other tests. This test did include _ 60-hour to a single thermal mass even though the
_'.. soak at 300°F. internal heat-flow paths were not uniform.
_. 7. Test Results. Table 4 (ref. 3) shows a This was particularly true for component 26,
_, summary of the test results. Similar to where temperatures were predicted on the
•_, Vehicle A, the maximum temperature inside but heat paths from the outside to thedifference during heat-up occurred fo each i i were estimated.
_ test at the time the oven air reached its
_, maximum of 300°F. Overall heat-up times of
-_' 6-1/4 hours for tests B-1 and B-2 were some-
i what less than tho_e for the equivalent A-1 t9
b
_ HEAT UP : COOLDOWN ---,--.---e
• f
_ t /_,,,
_ .... TIME
Figure10. Stress-timerelatton_ Figurel i. Instrumented VehicleB, aft view.
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_i_ Table4. Summaryof TransientTemperaturesfor VehicleB
_ Maximum Time to Reach Time to Reach Time to Reach
, ,: Test Conditions Test I Elements Temperature Maximum AT 2000F 3OO°F
Difference, AT (hr) (hi') (hr)
,:.. (*F)
Oven Fan, B-! J Heat Shield and Thrust Cone 42 i-3/4 4.112 -
Canister Fan, Capsule Structure 18 2 4.1/4
_, Vehicle Fan Components - - 5-!/4 6- I/4
;_ Oven Fan, B-2 i Heat Shield and Thrust Cone 47 2 3-3/4 -
. Canister Fan, Capsule Structure 20 2 3-3/4 -
( No Vehicle Fan Components - - 5-1/4 6- 114
Oven Fan, 0-3 I Heat Shield and Thrust Cone 46 2-1/4 9 -
No Canister Fan, Capsule Structure 20 2-1/2 9-1/4 -
No Vehicle Fan Components - - i 0.114 !2
' Oven Fan, 0-3 I Heat Shield and Thrust Cone 57 3-1/2 - -
No Canister Fan, Cool- [ Capsule Structure 26 2-1/2 - -
' No Vehicle Fan Down ] Components ....
b. Convection coefficients: Alignment Test
Because of the component density within the
vehicle, areas where the fan could be located Permanent distortions of the structure
were limited; forced convection coefficients due to thermal environment may cause major
were e_timated. Ve!ocitaes wit_2_: the vehicle problems in a spacecraft. They may lead to
,_ _ varied locally due to block_.ge How distribu- load re_tribution within structural elements
tion. This could not be accounted for in the and at joints, interferences between compo-
analysis without running preliminary tests, nents and/or adjacent structural members,
_. Since the free convection mode is and other similar occurrences. Current analyt-
i dependent on orientation, dimensions, and ical techniques are generally adequate to
_. temperature differences, it is difficult to predict such large effects. These effects may
i predict. For computation purposes, one value, be alleviated substantially by pro_r control ,.an assumed average for the capsule or canis- of design materials and manufacturing
ter, was used in ;_piteof local variations, processes. ,Lside from the gross clearance
!,.
r tool' \_ W_,Z ? _,--.'m,um,._
- ttoL \\ _/_[/ nsvm,c._.-mmms_x, wm
i miRoslm emu) IN_I lk\ _ l_i,_ ,,mmmwt,mma._.b,_ ama,_,=_-_
I//, / -,,-,,-, ,-,-,,, ' tr ,,.:
..-777: ...... ,o
vi m_ Till (ha
l_tp_e 12. Test B-3,heat-up,comparisonof'predicted F_gure13. Test B-3, cool-down, comparison of pro, i
and measuredtemperatur_ dieted and mm=o_ tempera_re_
|
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problems, there are specific areas in the vehi- 5. Joint slippage caused by differential
cle where relatively small distortions may be thermal expansion of mating parts.
:.. de2rimental to the mission. Depending upon After careful consideration of the ther-
/" the particular design, it may be possible to mocouple and strain gauge instrumentation
_" correct for minor distortion by mechanical planned for the Vehicle-B series of tests, it
;. adjustments, but distortion due to thermal was concluded that the accuracy oi" the
environment may be difficult to identify and measurements would not be sufficient to
to correct, detect permanent distortions to the degree
Depending upon the type of guidance that could be critical for alignment. It was
and communications systems used on the therefore decided to add an alignment test to
spacecraft, it may be necessary to install corn- the Vehicle-B test series, which included
ponents, such as antennas, nozzles, and gyros, optical inspections before and after a 60-hour
i,: which require alignment accuracies within soak at300°F.
" minutes or seconds of arc. Because the vehicle
is inaccessible, it is important to determine to Test Procedure
_"' what degree permanent thermal distortions
affect the individual component mountings The thrust cone and aft cover were
_: and, as a result, the overall vehicle system eliminated from Vehicle B for this test to per-
: design, mit line-of-sight access before and after the
Although some of the permanent distor- heating cycle. The payload capsule and com-
tions due to thermal sterilization are amena- ponents of this vehicl.e had not been previ-
ble to analysis, no analytical methods exist to ously heated. This assured that residual
predict distortions that result from such stresses had not been previously relieved.
factors as: Eleven surface mirrors with an optical
1 Raw material manufacture flatness tolerance of +1 arc second were
._ •
2. Residual stresses resulting from installed on the vehicle, as shown in figure 14
i' forming of detail parts (ref. 5). Mirrors A and L were magnetically3. Heat tre tment history of detail attached; the remaining mirrors were bonded
parts with GERTV-102 silicone adhesive. The
_",, 4. Stresses caused by assembly re- thickness of the silicone film was approxi-
_ straints, such as welding fixtures and riveting mately 0.005 inch. A photograph of the align-
_' jigs ment test setup is shown in figure 15 (ref. 5).
;
.g
Brute14.MinorImtallatlonfora_,Inmenttest. FltuteIJ.Alltnmentestsetul_
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Prior to the heating cycle, an alignment check Table5. Alignment Test Results
was made on the mirrors by using a Brunson
theodolite. Mirror A was used as the reference Mh'ror Rotation Location
mirror, and the angular variations (with x-_is Y.Axis
respect to mirror A) of the other ten mirrors
about the X- and Y-axes were recorded by A 0 o AftshieldRing
using standard techniques of autocollimation, s : + 22" - i 17" Aft S_eld Ring
The Z-axis is the longitudin_:l axis of the vehi-
cle while X and Y are lateral axes; X is posi- c -4'21" +1 7'49" lnterimShieid Rins
tive to the fight; Y is positive upward in (Eal_ukAttached)
, figure 14.
D I ÜÀD  3'29_ Aft Csl_ule Ring
After the initial alignment readings were
taken, the oven air was increased at the rate e +4'12" - 2'!7" IntarimCalmfleRing
of 2°F per minute to 300°F. The vehicle was
soaked at that temperature for 60 hours V -5'58" -7'47" ComponentJO(Com)
following attainment of thermal equilibrium
of the coldest component. The oven was then G +1'9" + 1'27" Component26(_ Plate)
cooled to room temperature at the rate of "H +1'27' -30'24" internalBeamStmctere
2°F per minute. After cooling, the angular
variations of all the mirrors with respect to J _-!'53" - 1'34" InternalBesmStructure
mirror A were again measured.
K "+ 2'3" Fonvsrd Capsule Ring
Results .'l -3S" - AftShield
*This mirror was disturbed during alignment.
The changes in angle between mirror A
_ and the other mirrors, before and after heat- **Tht,minorwasiattalledatan angle retchthat tlw
inS, taken about the X- and Y-axes, are shown v_, readingwasoutsidetherangeof thetheodo_t¢.
in table 5 (ref. 5). The relative distortion
between any two mirrors can be obtained by test, the degree to which distortion could
t subtracting their corresponding angular affect the structure was not known. Estimates
! changes about a given axis. For example: The ranged from gross visual failures to the other
' largest relative rotation between two mirrors extreme of no effect at all. The test indicated
_i about the Y-axis occurred between mirror C that, for a vehicle of the size and construction
', (+17 '49 ) and mirror F (-7'47"). The relative tested, angular distortions due to the tempera-
_, angular distortion between these two mirrors ture cycle are in the order of arc minutes. The
was thus equal to 25'36". significance of this conclusion i, of impor-
The maximum rotation about the X-axis tance in the area of alignment-sensitive
occurred between mirrors E and F; it was components.
equal to 10'10". The maximum rotation
about the Y-axis occurred between mirrors C Structural-Joint Study
mid F; it was equal to 25'36". The maximun_
.. , total rotation occurred between mirrors C and One of the goals of this study was the
.... F; it was equal to 25'40 °: Table 6 (ref. 5) evaluation of structural joints that occur in a
shows the total relative rotation between any typical spececraft.
two mirrors. Some joints are easily recognized as
This test brought the structural distor- "structure" while others are less easily cate-
tion problem into its proper perspective; how- gorized: For the former types, there is exten-
ever, it did not prove that permanent sire literature for thermostructurel behavior.
distortions can be disregarded. Prior to this For the latter, which are by far the most !
1970027360-337
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_" Table 6. Total Relative Rotation Between Mirrors
T
2: Mkror B C D E F G J K
A 1'19" 18'20" 3'40" 4'53" 9'48" 1'51" 2'27" 2'31"
'." B 19'37" 4'50" 3'58" 9'4" 2'50" 2'16" 3'30"
_ C 15'42" 21'48" 25'40" 20'0" 20'24" 16'48"
D 6' _,/' 13'18" 2'2" 5'54" I'27"
E 11' _5" 4'46" 6'5" 5'7"
. F : !'37" 7'26" 12'18"
*_ G 3'2" 0'41"
L
J 4'57"
/ troublesome from an analytical standpoint, lander l;ortion. To evaluate current joining
the literature is much less extensive. Because techniques for space vehicles, it was necessary
the intent of this study was to determine the to evaluate drawings from other programs.
_ behavior of structural elements, no attempt A joint rating, shown in table 7 (ref. 6),
has been made to identify all of the problems was prepared to compare various joining tech-
that will occur in the "grey areas." During the niques in order of preference in the following
course of the study, however, it became areas:
' apparent that many of the most serious prob 1. Design
lems connected with spacecraft sterilization 2. Stress analysis
will be in these grey areas. Accordingly, an 3. Thermal analysis
_. awareness of the total problem has been iadi- 4. Manufacturing
cated by grouping several joints in a miscella- 5. Reliability
neous category. 6. Biophysics
_ Figure 16 (ref. 6) presents a matrix of 7. Weight
typical structural joints that were used in the
evaluation. Thermal Analysts and Design of Joints
Discussion
I. Atmosphere. Design of .joints for
" Because joints of all types were of maximum thermal conductivity is generally ,
" , interest, involving a range of manufacturing not requited for sterilization compatibility.
processes and procedures, it was nec,es_ y to I These analyses indicate that steady-state ster-
_ group joints into loose categories. The most ilization _emperatures can be reached more
reasonable classification seems to be grouping rapidly by improving convective heating than
by type, as shown in figure 16. To obtain this by increasing conduction across joints. The
summary, a study was made of the proposed following conclusions are the resalt of testing
configurations for Marinerand Voyager plane- a wide range of typical spacecraft structural
tary landera. The study was restricted to the joints.
!
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i Figure16.Typicalspacecraftstructurai/oJnts.
i a. Interface conductance may interface conductance increases with in-
vary considerably for seemingly identical creasingrate of heat flow, but this trendmay
specimensmanufacturedat the sameplant. A be obscured unless the interface pressure
similar range of variation is found in identical between skin and stringer is carefully con-
specimens fabricated under extremely careful trolled by such means as screw torque.
laboratory conditions, e. The interface conductance
b. Skin thickness has some effect usuallyincreases with an increasein torqueon
on interface conductance, but this may be the screws attaching the skin to the stringer,
,_- obscured by manufacturingvariations, but therecan be exceptions.
c. No significanteffect of cleanli- f. In specimens with a sandwich
hess of the joint or interface conductance material at the interface, the good conductors
could be found, give high interface-conductance values, but
d. The rate of heat flow into the factors other than the thickness and conduc-
specimen has a pronounced effect on the tivity of the sandwichmaterial appear to be
interface conductance, In most cases, the significant.
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_, Table 7. Ratingsof Jt,ining Techniques,StructuralJoint Study
. Stress Thermal Manu-
, Category Design Reliability Biophysics Weight
:_ Rating Analysis Analysis facturing
-_ 1 Riveted Bolted Fusion- Riveted Bolted Fusion- Fusion-
Welded Welded Welded
_- 2 buJted Riveted Brazed Bolted Riveted Seam- Seam-c
Welded Welded
3 Bonded Fusion- Bonded Bonded Bonded Spotwelded Spotwelded
_: Welded
_ 4 Fusion- Bonded Bolted Fu_;on- Fusion- Riveted Riveted
t';
'i Welded Welded Welded
•_ 5 Spotwelded Brazed Seam- Resistance- Spotwelded Bolted Bolted
:'_ Welded Welded
6 Brazed Spotwelded Spotwelded Brazed Brazed Brazed Brazed
7 - - Riveted - - Bonded Bonded
't
, _ g. In specimens of various 2. Vacuunt The results of joint studies
_i material combinations, the lowest interface- in high vacuum revealed the following major
_t conductance values were found for Inconel X conclusions:
and the 6AL-4V titanium alloy. The interface a. If two thin sheets of metal are
_ conductance for these specimens was found bolted together, heat transfer from one sheet
_._ to be comparable with that of a specimen of to the other is _losely concentrated around
aluminum alloy with an asbestos sandwich the bolt.
' material at the interface, b. At a given heat-energy load,
h. The type of connection used the temperature drop across a bolted joint ¢
between skin and stringers may have an appre- decreases rapidly as the bolt is tightened to a
;, ciable effect on the interface conductance, minimum torque level. Increasing the bolt
_ Interface-conductance values load above this level does not increase thevarying by as
-" much as 10 to 1 may be expected at the same temperature drop significantly.
mean interlace temperature. The ratio c. The insertion, between a
between the highest and lowest value may be flange and a mounting base, of a soft shim
as great as 25 to 1. material possessing low thermal resistance is
i. In comparisons of the effect of little practical value in increasing heat
of types of connections on the interface con- transfer efficiency of structural joints in a
ductance, alloy steel screws, high shear pins, conducting gaseous atmosphere.
and lock-bolts give the highest values, and d. The temperature distribution
blind and exploding types of rivets give the around a bolt holding a flange to a heat sink is
lowest; there may, h wever, be an occasional symmetrical. The temperature drop from a
exception, thin flange to a heat sink increases abruptly at
j. Interface conductance does a short distance from the perimeter of the
not vary with the length of time between tests, bolthead anti the _ut.
t i
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,. Summary and Conclusions I. The heating and cooling times vary
considerably with the degree of forced con.
The conclusions drawn on the behavior vection. During the Vehicle-A test series,
of structural joints and assemblies under these transient periods varied from 7 to 23
thermal environment are summarized in two hours, depending on the amount of air circu-
: groups: (1)the thermostructural tests and lation.
alignment test and (2)the structural joint 2. The transient periods should be
study, shortened as much as possible to approach
The tests performed on a 20_pound instantaneous heating and cooling. This per-
.; earth reentry vehicle and the structural.ioint mits the vehicle and components to be
. study yielded considerable information that exposed to high temperature for the shortest
_. may be used in the design of spacecraft, period of time. From the Vehicle-B test series,
it was concluded that, fox most locations, the
i_ Thermostructural Vehicle Tests and Align- stresses caused by temperature .:lift_rences
;, ment Test during the transient period were considerably
::: lower than those caused by boost or flight
The test vehicle was subjected to a total loads for which the vehicle would be
; of eight thermal cycles from room temper- designed. The largest thermally-induced
: ature to 300°F. Three uf these tests included stresses occurred at steady-state between stiff-
300°F temperature soaks of 9-hour, 60-hour, mating structural elements of d;,fferent
and 64-hour duration, respectively. The thermal expansivities. These stresses and the
variable of these tests was the degree of stress level changes in preloaded joints must
forced convection, be considered in any design.
For the first four tests (Vehicle-A series), 3. In general, electrical components
a dimensional inspection before and after test- and equipment located in the vehicle will take
ing did not indicate significant structural dis- longer to heat and to cool than the structure.
,_ tortion. The transient heating and cooling This was borne out during these tests. To
times were determined by measuring the increase the heating and cooling rates, fans
, times required for the coldest portion of the should be installed in the vehicle at critical
'_ vehicle to reach temperature. An optical align- locations; heat paths to and within compo-
ment test was performed on the fifth test to nents should be optimized; and, in some '
: determine the magnitude of permanent distor- cases, it may be necessary to install heaters
tions that might affect alignment-sensitive within the components.
• components on the vehicle. Prior to the final 4. Structural distortions due to heat
three tests (Vehicle-B series), temperatures sterilization are minimal. This was shown in
I and stresses at critical locations on the test both the dimensional and optical alignmentvehicle were calculated, and these were corn- tests, lteat sterilization does not unduly com-
pared wit_ the measured values at the conclu- plicate the mounting of alignment-sensitive
i sion of the tests, component_ such as gyros, antennas, and atti-
Thermal analysis predictiovs for a condi- tude control nozzles, on the vehicle. The
I tion B-4 indicated that temperature gradients afignment test showed that, for a vehicle of
are considerably reduced if fans are installed the type tested, the distortion caused by heat
sterilization is in the order of arc minutes.
within the vehicle but not within the canister.
i This condition was not tested during this
program, but it should be tested on subso. Str,_cturalJoint Study
quent proqjramsas an aid in determining opti-
mum heating methoc_ Concern with thermal cycling effects on
structural and mechanical joints leads to a
These test_ led to the following general general study of the problea_ that are attrib-
conclusions: utable to the heat-sterilization environment.
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The general conclusion that can be drawn is References
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3. Structural design of joints that vember1965.
_ require thermal sterilization does not require 4. Lore_h,Harold:DesignCriteriafor TypicalMars
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4. With very few exceptions, design of Document No. 675D4223, Contract _.
joints for maximum thermal conductivity is NASS-11372,PhaseIll, January 1967.
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patibUity. Planetary Spacecraft to be Sterilized by Heat-
5. A number of specific types of ing. Document No. 655D4518, Contract
fasteners must be eliminated because they are NASS.I!372, PhaseI, December1965.
. not compatible with the thermal sterilization 6. Lorech,Harold: A Study of Design Guidelines
cycle, for Sterilization of Spacecratt Structures.
t
6. Joining processes for use within a SpacecraftDepartment, GeneralElectric Corn-
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": 7. Reliability may be improved by
: application of clean-room techniques and
,_, procedures.
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_ Structural Design for Large Space Telescopes
_-
L*
_,'/ Bailey W. Jackson
_:' Kollsman lnstrurnL ,i Corporation
Introduction ener_ from point or extended objects ii_the
,.' 1000-to-4000-angstrom range with a spect-al4;"
*- The structural problems encountered in resolution of 2 angstroms. The GEP guidance
._. designing and building large ground-based system provides fine-pointing error signals to. tele_opes have been well-defined in the the spacecraft witb an accuracy of 0 i arc
_' building of over 47 such telescopes having second from a _rst n,agni_':de star. Fig'.,ce 3
. apertures of 36 inches or more, The structural shows the optical layout of tl_eGEP.
' engineering required in designing apertures of
this size has a great impact on whether the
telescope performance will approach the -_i
theoretical resolution lim;.ts at all pointing
_ angles. The experience and approaches taken
by earlier designers of large telescopvs can be
_, valuable in defining the requirem,;nts for
_/ larger and more accurate instruments.
The experience factors for large space-qualified telescopes are not s re dily avail-
_: able nm so numerous. The problem factor has
increased because problems common to
ground-based telescopes are assuming a
greater magnitude in the space application. A
few such problems are: thermal stabilization e
and temperature gradients, structural integrity
through launch environment, maintenance of ,,
reflective surfaces, focusing and alignment,
and the like.
"DteGoddard Experiment Package (GEP)
is an instrument that is scheduled for flight on _.
the next Orbital Astronomical Observatory
(OAO-B). Figure I shows the GEP in its final
• stages of assembly at Kollsman. It has been
space-qualified and, at the present time, is i
i.. being calibrated and integrated with the
spacecraft at Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC). The GEP has an f/5, 38-inch diam-
eter, Ritchey Clar_tien form of Cassegraln
telescope; it is used as a collector for an
Ebert-Fastic type of spectrometer (fi& 2). HlureZ GF_.Popflcala_embly.
The GE,U has the _pability of collecting
351
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l_'gum3. Opticallaj )ut of GEE
The optical structure assembly provides calculated for each hung mass, which took
the container and support for all parts of the into account the beam mode shape (assuming
GEP and maintains correct alignment and the telescot--, tube as a beam), transmissi-
, spacing of these compone_lts throughout bility, damping spring constants (El), etc. For
- launch and orbital environments. Most critical these load factors, a safety factor of 1.5 was
is the support for the optical _.lements applied, and, in the case of joints, a safety
! because of the sensitivity of those elements to factor of 2.0 was used. Many iterations of
dimensional changes or strains. Figure 4 is a paper designs were m,_de to shift some local
i cutaway view of the optical structure. The resonances by changing wall thicknesses or
structure can be considered as a composite of configurations.
three sections: the forward portion is the tele-
scope section; the middle is the main cagfing; _
1he aft portion is the spectrometer section.
The main casting provides attachment points /,,;
to the spacecraft.
Design Philosophy
The structural design criteria, used to
obtain the requhed _,ptical performance,
: Cctated that all allowable stress must be
below the precisior, elastic limit when the
aazticipated launch loads are applied. (There
[ has beezi _onsi:lerable work performed to date
in establ;shhag the precision elastic limit of
most s,,xa:tar_ materials.) Lo_d factors were m_-are4. GEPstructur_
y.
I
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. MirrorSupport Structures Determine the equation for the radial
elastic curve of a circular flat plate, with a
-" The allowable weight of the GEP was to central hole, simply supported, in a one-g
:.i be 900 pounds, which included intercon- field. Refer to figure 6, ana
.. necting cables to the spacecraft antt any
:.. counterbalancing weights that would have to 1. Solve for the elashc curve on an
be added to the spacecraft. A further require- edge-suppo._.ed plate with a central hole
ment was that the GEP was to be completely under a L_it'orm load (q).
ground-tested, thus the optical system also 2. Solve for the elastic curve on an
had to perform satisfactorily in a one-g field, edge-supported plate with a central hole
If the primary mirror were glass and con- under an annular shear load.
!' structed by the classical seat-of-the-pants
diameter to a thickness ratio of 6:1, the 3. Choose the load in Step 2 so that it
_,,, i_ equal and opposite to the load in Step 1 in
_,- mirror alone would weigh some 600 pounds.
k:.. Many materials and configurations were order that supports will be free-ended when 1
'_:: evaluated; a thin beryllium mirror seemed and 2 are summed.
_ best for this application. The thickness was to 4. Relate deflections, W, to new sup-
e be evaluated so that its figure would not port, C, by setting W = 0 when r = C.
_ change significantly when going from a one-g
_ field to a zero-g field, thereby degrading the
_ telescope performance. L. A
_ Equations were written to deterrrdne the ____
: change in the elastic curve of a mirror under
_ its own weight and mounted on three points
_. at a selected radius in the horizontal orien-
_. tation (fig. 5). The results were then applied
///II/A "" _I///I/I//7//A
to the mirrored surface and ray-traced with _/////_ t &
• the telescope to predict and to compare the [
-J. performances in one-g and zero-g fields. The _ e
_i"-' following method was used to determine
. these equations. Rgure 6. Mirrordesign;flat plate theory.
_-_: _8 INCH
,, 8FRYLL_UM TANGI_NT I_&FI '_
._,_. PR,MAR_ r*P_CAU Primary Mirror MountMIRROR #
,_¢ The primary mirror is mounted on three ,:
_;_ bars (identified as tangent bars) which, in '.:_
, turn, are attached to the primary mirror _
_;_ mounting cell (shown in fig. 5). The tangent
bars are 1/4 inch by 2-1/4 inches by 15-1/4
_' ,,_
iI inches. The 1/4-inch dimension is in the radial _
_" directiu- a;:d practically eliminates any radial
lc .ds being transmitted to the mirror as a
_. result of differential expansion between the
mirror and its aluminum cell. There are no
adjustments provided for mounting or
.,,_oek_.r_.o',aligning the primary mirror. Close control of
_ sr_ro_t tolerances for the tangent bars and their
,_ mountings insure proper alignment of the
i ff,g,,_re5. GEPprimarymirrormount, optical axis to the mechanical axis.
_ m
i --- ill ii ill
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,_"." Secondary Mirror Mount The housing of the focus mechanism is
•:, supported by four thin aluminum vanes,
i_:_ The :;econdary mirror (figs. 7 and 8) is which are bolted through insulated bushings
_ mourted on the focus drive mechanism. It is to the forward ring casting of the telescope
" supported on the mechanism by means of tube (fig. 8). The vane-mounting bolts provide
_;:: three hermetically sealed ball splines. These the adjusment for t:entering the secondary
:_ splines a_e driven longitudinally by the focus mirror on the GEP optical axis. This is accom-
, mechanism in response to focus-adjust com- plished by relaxing the bolts retaining one
7_ mands from the ground station. This, in turn, vane and tightening the bolts retaining the
_. varies the longitudinal position of the secon- opposite vane. After the centering adjust-
_: dary mirror and, consequently, adjusts the ment, the vane-mounting bolts are torqued in
-_ telescope focus, order to prestress the vanes and telescope
tube, thereby insuring accurate mirror align-KINEMATIC
i_ .._o..,.,..o_ _,_.,_,,,..,..o.,o_,_., ment throughout and after the launch
_"*'_" • _ environment.
: Three kinematic adjustments are also
provided on the focus mechanism. These
, adjustments are used during assembly to
remove mirror tilt and to establish the initial
longitudinal position.
Spectrometer Mirror Mount
The spectrometer mirror (fig. 9) is
mounted to the rear casting of the spectrom-
eter tube by means of three targent-bar
,_ assemblies. The tangent bars minimize strains
.m._"_J" _,_E in the radial direction caused b_.,differential. expansion between the mirror and its support.
" _"''_ The spectrometer mirror adjustments
: provide two degrees of freedom: translation
,, Figure 7. Gl_Psecondarymirrormount, and tilt. Translation along the optical axis is
i
Ir"
't VANE
i ,
r
_2 _ VANE MOUNTING
BOLTS
CASTING ,rTEI.EICOPlE TUIEI ': _ _ ;*,"_v
]_gur¢& Vane.mountlnRdetuil. ]_Sure9.GEPspectrometerminormount.
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provided by screws on each tangent-bar coupled to the well of the spacecraft, there
: assembly. The screws have ball and socket would be disastrous effects on the telescope
< attachments to the mirror to eliminate performance; therefore, thermal insulation
moments being introduced to the mirror from was provided. The, NRC-2 insulation, shown
tilt adjustments. The centering of the mirror schematically in figure 10, isolates the tube
• was established by careful tolerance control in from both space and the spacecraft.
the design of the structure. In order to compensate for a variation of
average temperature, it was postulated that, if
Telescope Tube Construction a theoretical telescope could be built with
.. everything having the same coefficient of
, The structural tube that supports the expansion, the performance would be just as
. secondary mirror assembly can be best dis- good at any average equilibrium temperature.
cussed after examining the parameters that The materials, however, were not all the same
_!i influenced its design. The GEP optical unit is since a beryllium primary mirror and a quartz
_'.: mounted in a 48-inch-diameter well ip the secondary m_rror are used. Thus, ,.'norder to
_:' spacecraft. The spz.ce_raft thermal profile at obtain an athermalized design, aluminum and
_ the time of the GEP design had a longitudinal titanit, n, were selected for the structural tube
_. gradient of 10° to 25°F and a circumferential materials. Their lengths were computed so :-
y gradient of 5° to 10°F. The gradients varied that the coefficients of expansion of the
-, with the pointing angle relative to the earth's materials maintained the focal plane in
_ sunline. The maximum permissible heat loss position by changing the tube length appro-
to space by the GEP was to be 28 BTU's per priately with the change in curvature of the
_: hour. If the telescope tube were thermally optical element_ as a function of temperature.
i FOBgLAIIITY)
v II_AT OffTi_4tPlEFEI_I'flllaA_ mRIIOA InllaAmVNIqAOn
IIIEIIYLLIUMI I/fiG I'rllUCT
_O#IWAIIO A31e-Ii1 _1, lAIN _lll_
L lii_G ALI,II_ MIIqROR|IJI_T I_TIMO
2
, ,0_4_ POINT ,INi OUI_I
Ig' IIII _1-11 _.4 illFZ'<<' .......... __A_ iil N.
" ItP=_"..... L I I ILlr.::.-!!!!_I/.._,,. I IlftlI11 :_I. III _IIP#I II i_.,-I Illl i" qlll_lvl,l, itll / I_ III
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Ii Fllur_ 10. Constructiondetailsof GEPopticalstructur,_
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_" This is shown in figure 10, a detailed view of are used to support the secondary focusirg
_" telescope tube construction. The aluminum drive mechanism. The adjustment screws and
i;: sheath shown has the effect of a thermal the bushings were redesigned as a result of
_;" shunt providing some h_at to the forward ring these tests.
7 assembly and has a tendency to smooth out The prototype GEP was rebuilt and sent
_ : residual circumferential gradients, to Goddard Space Flight Center, where it was
: married with a prototype spacecraft for
_ Testing acceptance-level sine and qualification-level
:': random vibration tests. A performance evalu-
" Kollsman Instrument Corporation per- ation after these tests revealed that everything
: formed qualification-level sine and was satisfactory.
acceptance-level random _ibration testing in- Additional problems arose from the
,... house as part of the engineering evaluation of thermal-vacuum test. Heat exchange between
the GEP. Accelerometers were placed at stra- the GEP and the spacecraft was estimated to
_, tegic points for evaluation of all critical be over 100 BTU's per hour instead of 28
:, points. Figure 11 shows the X.-axisexcitation. BTU's per hour. A few of the action items
Figure 12 shows the Y-axis and Z-axis excita-
tion. Figure 13 shows the GEP on a 20-foot
boom, used to simulate 11.5-g steady-state ¢' " _i
acceleration. After completion of testing, the " _'_"
optical performance was evaluated, and the
GEP disassembled for part inspection, clean-
ing, and recoating of the optical surfaces. The
results of the evaluation showed some de-
,, focusing and an image shift in the focal plane
of about 40 arc seconds. Some of the bush-
:, ings that were used as thermal insulators for
the inner mandrel of the telescope were
_" cracked, The image shift was traced to scoring
: of the three kinematic adjustment screws that
"_ __ Figure IZ Vibration resting oi' GEP; Y-axis andZ-axis.
!
Figure11. Vibrationtesting of GEP;X,axis. Figure 13. Accelerationtestingof GEP.
$
{
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resulting from the first thermal test on the 3. The 205-node mathematical model
_:, prototype were: of the GEP did not predict some of the results
-_ 1. Heat losses through the support that were found in the test. As a result, a
!:_ screws on the inner mandrel accounted for a comparison of inputs and assumptions had to
v large percentage of the loss. The mandrel be correlated between the two. It shou!d be
_" itself was acting as a fin for the screws; noted, however, that approximately 95 per-
: hence, the mandrel material was changed cent of the test results were in close agree-
from titanium to mylar to reduce conduction, ment with predicted temperatures.
- The color was changed from black to the 4. Further analysis showed 28 BTU's
_ natural white of the dull side of mylar. (The per hour to be unrealistic. The GEP heat loss
changing from black to white in the mandrel allowance was revised to a more realistic limit
" required considerable testing for scattered of 55 BTU's per hour.
light.)
2. The secondary mirror, ad vane were Conclusions
originally insulated from the forward ring in
_ order not to reduce the ring temperature The preceding information outlined only
excessively. It was learned from the test that the highlights of the structural concepts
the vane assembly was insulated too well and learned from our experience with earth-bound
:. the secondary and drive assembly tried to telescopes and with space telescopes. Appli-
reach the cold plate temperature. The correc- cation of the lessons from these experiences
tion was to increase the secondary mirror and continuing innovation will enable future
insula_on frem l0 layers to 25 layers of NRC space telescopes of larger diameter and in-
, and to install a 4-watt heater in the secondary creased performance requirements to be
mechanism assembly, designed with confidence.
?
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, .. NTO-367: a
_' Thermal Design of a Satellite Telescope
j. Rogovin and N. Kosowski
.: Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
¢_ Introduction to help astronomers learn more about the
_. evolution and structure of the universe.
*- Thermal design requirements have Passive and active temperature control are the
always had a considerable impact on the two principal methods of thermal controldesign of astronomy vehicl s; however, with used in the A-2 spacecraft. Passive tempe a-
_ the advent of large telescopes with precise ture control is achieved with thermal coatings,
pointing requirements, the influence of NRC-2 superinsulation, and conductive-path
thermal design is even more pronounced. The control. In the active system, louvers and
present state-of-the-art in thermal control, the thermostat-controlled electrical heaters are
advanced techniques to be used on large used.
_ astronomy vehicles, and the design consider- The primary objectives of the OAO
thermal control system are to provide preciseations generic to advanced spacecraft are
revie_ved in this paper. The thermal-control temperature control for
the Smithsonian
¢ tec.hniques presrntly used are reviewed Astrophysical Observatory (SAO), Wisconsin
_i through a disc_Lssion of the Grumman University experiment package (WEP), theOrbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO). structure, and the spacecraft electronic equip-The general thermal design and performance ment. How these objectives and the operation
_ of the OAO passive/active control system are of the thermal-_ntrol system are achieved in
presented along with analytical, test, aad the A-2 spacecraft and a presentation ot
,-_, flight data. Candidate thermal-control tech- analytical, test, and flight data are included in
_" niques for advanced spacecraft are reviewed this discussion.
,_ with particular emphasis given to heat pipes, !
.r
_ louvers, insulations, and coatings. Design
_ concepts for the advanced OAO #3 and #4 External Thermal Environment ,!
_' satellites are included.
There are several design problems, which The OAO is designed to be laun:_hedinto
I by their general nature, will be generic to a circular 500-mile orbit with a period of
almost all advanced astronomy vehicles. These 101 minutes. It is capable of being oriented to
areas include possible'integration of man and any star for a matter of minutes or days l
operation in proximity to a large space station during an estimated lifetime of one year.
or space base. Each of these topics is dis- During this time, the spacecraft will be in
cussed as to its _mpact on vehicle design and sunlight from 65 to 83 percent of the time, ,
the type of thermal control system needed, corresponding to orbital planes of 0° and
' - 58.45 _ to the ecliptic.
Present State-of-L._Art The solar constant is assumed to be 440
BTU/hr ft 2 with a yearly average earth-albedo
Successfully launched December 7, rate of 35 percent of the sun's energy. _.arth
1968, the OAO A-2 spacecraft _s the fore- radiation is taken as *.hatfrom a-10°Fblack -
runner of large astronomy vehicles designed b_ _y source. Transient fiat-plate calculations
359
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have _._rkm'figt et_a/glglrt_ 10hMorigntation Internally, aluminum trusses and shelves
. b_s _)
while spacecra r_)tsth_ee(_h_dlFr_,these are integrally connected to the 48-inch-
are derived average orbital heat fluxes owing diameter structural tube and form 48 trun-
to solar, albedo, and earth radiation. Since the cated bays, as seen in figure 2. These bays
OAO structure and equipment masses are house the electronic equipment, which is
large, transient heat fluxes are required only mounted to hinged honeycomb panels. The
in determining temperatures of the skin, solar
paddles, sunshade, and external fittings.
The sun spectrum is assumed to be a
10,200°F blackbody when inteLn'ating .
spectral reflectance measurements of mate-
rials to determine their absorptance of solar
radiation• These same values of absorptance
are used when calculating heat fluxes due to
albedo radiation. Because the telescopes
operate in the deep ultraviolet region of the
spectrum (1100 and 3000 angstroms), low
outgassing materials must be used throughout
the satellite to prevent contamination of the _
mirror surfaces.
Description of Spacecraft
As shown in figure 1, the satellite is an
octahedron, 80inches across the flats and
118 inches long. Solar paddles extend perpen-
, dicularly from sides C and G at an angle of 33
degree._ to the central axis. A cylindrical hole
the full length of the spacecraft and 48 inches
in diameter ,_ccommodates the primary tele-
scope system. Sunshades are provided at the
optical openings to prevent sun impingement
inside the telescope cavity when it is oriented
; to a star. Figure2. OAOA-2 spacecraft.
_" 4S" D/a Equ/pment
, Solar Paddles -- \ A / Cornp4rtment
IN._!
!! ,
I i
, I ,'%,
A_. I ! ,
Equlpm_t, I I TeloecoPe Contai_r E Sgar Trackero
_, Bay Number I 2 $ 4 5• View A-A
¢
_, Figure1. Diagrammaticrepresentationof orbitingastronomicalobservatory.
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panels swing outboard to permit access to the bays; seven bays are used to house external
_' equipment and wiring installed in the space- trackers. The packages are sized for the bay
.,,_ craft. Ten-rail, polished, aluminum skins dimensions and, if small, are tied with other
:" (Alcoa Alzak) protect the equipment and are boxes to insure a high thermal inertia. In
:: used as both a thermal damper to incident genera, the boxes are bolted to honeycomb
;," radiation and • heat radiator. The skins are panels that are positioned parallel to the ex-
thennally isolated from the structure by ternal skins and approximately two inches
nylon insulators, away. A silicone rubber compound, RTV-40
/ During slewing maneuvers, the satellite and 25-percent alumina, is used to provide
can revolve about any of itsthreeaxes. When good thermal contact between box and
positioned to a star, it is roll-oriented so that honeycomb panel. The honeycomb panel is
0 the earth-sun line is always parallel to the C hinged from the structure on fiberglass
.: and G skins (fig. 1). This position allows mounts so that the honeycomb with the
-:- maximum solar-paddle output and provides equipment can be swung outward for easy
_: the OAO with a set of stable temperature access after installation.?
',: skins that are used as symmetrical radiators to Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a
47 cool the spacecraft structure, typical equipment bay. The structure tube
:_ and shelves are insulated with 25 layers of
Electronic Equipment Thermal Control NRC-2 insulation, aluminized on one side.
,_ The external skins are ten mils thick with an
Each bay in the spacecraft except Alzak f'mish on the outside and black epoxy-
Bays 1, 2, and 6 of the C side and Bays 1, 2, paint finish on the inside. Alzak has a nominal
_. 5, and 6 of the G side are available for elec, solar absorptance (ors) equal to 0.15 and a
tronic equipment. These C and G sides are nominal h_frared emittance (e) equal to 0.75.
_, used as a valve to control spacecraft temper- The black paint has a nominal infrared emit-
_, ature. Electronic equipment is located in 31 tance equal to 0.87.
_- 8truoture
.6.- Tube
V' ma'uoture
_" Eleotrtmto t
t_, 0 to81_ce gqulpmsut
_,, q EqUip ,Incident
' to _rtwt Nyloa
_' q E_ to sagcom
l OoldVaesmmOoa_l
_,loulated YU)ez_hmo_
Ox'umn_m
Blaok£po,_
NBO-.28ui_rl_ulathm, Print
G--.O1
q- HeatFlow,
Figure3. _/picai equipment bayonOAO.
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; The thermal control of the electronic ature on the ordinate. The Bay B-5 equipment
equipment is achieved primarily by a passive dissipation varies between 1.1 and 28.3 watts.
design approach. Each box is designed to Ti_e acceptance temperature limits for the
conduct and to radiate all Its heat to the heat- heat sink are 0° to 130°F. For an AF value of
sink surface, which is niounted to the honey- 1.24 ft2, figure 5 indicates thai total equip-
comb panel. The heat is then conducted merit and heater power dissipation of 14.0
through the honeycomb panel, which radiates watts is required to maintain a 0°F heat sink
ttv; heat to the external skin. The external for the cold case. A louver will lower the AF
skin sub_quently radiates this heat to space, to 0.44, thus reducing power dissipation
The radiation1 coupling between the honey- requirements to seven watts. A louver in-
comb panel and the skin acts like a valve and stalled on this heat sink panel wil! save seven
is used to control equipment to desired watts of heater power during cold conditions.
temperatures.
Active control in the form of
thermostat-controlled heaters mounted on the Structure Temperature Control
honeycomb panels is used when minimum
design temperatures cannot be maintained in
a passive manner. To minimize the impact of The thermal design of the OAO structure
heater power on the power supply subsystem, must meet two principal criteria. First, the
additional active control in the form of temperature gradient of theinternalstructure
louvers mounted to the honeycomb panel is is determined by the maximum allowable
employed when significant power savings can distortion of the structure. Second, the
be achieved. A typical louver installation is experimental package and the internal struc-
shown in figure 4. The louvers are closed ture must be maintained at the equilibrium
during cold conditions, thus reducing the radi- temperature levels acceptable to the experi-
ative coupling from heat sink to skin. Open menters. The telescopes of the A-2 spacecraft
louvers raise the coupling during hig,: temper- are thermally coupled to the structure and
atureconditions, insulated from space. Therefore, the tele-
, Results of a parametric study on Bay B-5 scopes, if properly insulated, will run within a
' arc presented in figure 5, which can be used few degrees of the mean structure
to illustrate the heater power saved when a temperature.
l louver is installed. The radiation (AF) Structure temperature contcol, as illus-
coupling between honeycomb and skin is trated in figure 6, is achieved with thecmal
plotted on the abscissa :.nd iz_at sink temper- coatings, NRC-2 superinsulati_,n, and
conductive path control. The spacecraft struc-
ture is fabricated out of chem-milled alumi-
num alloy, which has a h'_l, coefficient of
thermal conductivity. To isolate the structure
thermally from heat sinks and sources, stain-
less steel, nylon, and fiberglass are used as
connecting members, thereby minimizing heat
conduction to and front the structure.
NRC-2 insulation is wrapped around
various members to control radiant heat
transfer. Decreasing insulation t,,:t',:e,'n the
electronic equipment and the stracture in-
creases the structural equilibrium tempera-
ture. Thus, the various insulator_ control the
Figure 4. Typical louver installation, ust_/for addi- influx of heat from varieus sources to the
tionai, active thermal control, structure.
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C
C Skin E quip.,:',ent Tortm
,,,.o.. .__
G /,_ lntr_zlal lleat
,._ Trar_lerred to Superk_sulation
,_tructure
Figure 6. Structure temperature control of 0,40.
The primary source of heat to the struc- envelope is stored in Bays E-4 and E-5 and is
ture is from the equipment. Ten to 20 percent handled in the same ma=, t,: as other sp_._,e-
of the heat dissipated by the equipment is craft electronic equipmenL Any type of
radiated and conducted to the structure. The optical tek,cope ma_ be housed within the
* structure reject:;heat to two primary sinks: 40-inch-diarr,eter container Interior surfaces
1. Thermally stable skins C-I, C-2, C-6, of tile telescope and the sunshade ore painted
G-l, G-2, G--5,and G-6 black in order to pre',ent incident eat_h-
2. The experiment container, albedo reflections from washing out hhe star
Secondary paths of heat rejection by the image on the detector.
str_tt.ture are to the nonequipment bay skins In order to achieve ther.,.'_aistability, the
. of sides A, B, D, E, F, and H and to the tele_ope is insulated from open-end radiation
forward and aft end skins, all of which are io space and is thermally linked to the space-
insulated with NRC-2 insulation. These craft via conduction throughfour aluminum
:econdary s_nks account for approxunately loss and via radiation between the 40-inch
., lO percent or les- of the total heat rejected by container and the OAO 48-inch :ube, ._.e
I the structure. The hea_ rejection of the stn_c- spacecraf_ _tructure is desiglied to provide the
ture to the C and G skins is controllable and is desired mean operatin.$ temperature for the
'valve"in the thermal d sign of the OAO. telescope. This eliminat ter')_r_.are iffer-
i Variation of coatings and insulation ia these ences between spacecraft an,_ telescope that
bays is used to obtain the opera..onal struc- would cause miselignment ol' the star trackers
" ture temperature, and telescope axis. By insulating the tele_ope
from spat.e and by l_ving the telescope and
E:cperiment Temperature ConOvM spacecraft thermally linked, the tele_ow
:. gains the stability inherent in the OAO and
t The experiment package comprises the become: insensitive to the radical enviro.t_
primary telescope system t,iusas'_'ated elec- ment changes at the open end. F,)-this
i tronic equipment. All electcc,;,." equipment _.-zign, the tek._cope operates within a few
that is not required to be within ::e tele3cope degrees of the structure; however, it al_o
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• assumes thermal gradients similar to those of Table 1. Comparisot__fEquipment Flight Telemetry
;'" the OAO structure tube. WithPredictions
:: Spacecraft Thermal Performance K:y Component Flight Calculated
=_ The OAO A-2 was launched on Decem- (°F) (°F)
• ber 7, 1968, at 0840 GMT, from the Eastern A-2 DC/DC Cony HS 61 66
Test Range in Florida. Its Atla_Centaur A-3 lnverterHS 74 68
booster placed tile observatory into an orbit A.a WBTHS 76 75
_, inclined 34.9 degrees to tile equator with a A-5 TapeRecorderI-IS _ 48 44
_ period of 100.3 minutes, an apogee of
Z-, 488 statute miles, and a perigee of 479 statute B-2 DiodeBox 61 66
i. miles. All babsequent data has shown that all B-3 DLU 79 70
component temperatures are within operating 13-4 ST-I Electronics 79 78
• limit and that, as of April 1969, the perfor- 5 RAPS 8
r4ance of the.thermal subsystem is excellent.
The performance of the electronic- C-3 RegConverter 74 75
equipment thermal control system is illus- C4 Batteries 53 53 '"
trated in figure 7, which shows the range in
operating temperatures for all equipment bays I)-2 EDHE 50 50
as of the.f'wst 650 orbits (exclusive of launch D-3 FWJC(P) 61 58
and post-launch temperatures). Superimposed D-4 ST-3Electronics 38 35
are the upper and lower acceptance limits as D-5 RAPSSignalProc 40 45
well as the predicted maximum and minimum
operating levels independent of spacecraft E-I PRU 48 52orientation. Inspection of this figure reveals E-2 PCU 23 28
that all flight equipment temperatures are E.3 SCU 53 50within their acceptable limits. Agreement E-4 SAOElectronics 36 30
i between flight and computed temperatures is E.5 WEPElectronics 52 57
excellent, as shown in table 1, with 95 per-
cent of the calculated equipment temper- F-2 SDHE 42 42
atures being within 10°F of the flight data. F-3 CoarseWheel(Y) 40 44
Figure 8 compares predicted structural F-4 ST-5Electronics 42 37
gradients with flight temperatures. The F-5 RAPSGyro 141 142
comparison reveals:
1. Fright circumferential gradients are G-3 IBM.140 65 74 _ .-
larger than calculated or observed m ground G-4 IBM.230 88 92
testing, i
2. Flight structure temperatures are H-2 BSTElectronics 43 54
always higher on the sunlit side of the space- H-3 CoarseWheel(R) 53 61 _'_
craft. H-4 Phasolver 86 86 }
The thermal performance of the H-5 CCJB 60 62 _ -Wisconsin Experiment is shown in figure 9. __ .
Since, this experiment package is strongly
I coupled to the spacecraft structure by design,
the contxol of the experiment temperature by the Applied Technology Satellite (ATS-3),
the spacecraft thermal design is exemplified in and in Grumman laboratory tests. Prelimir'.ary
this figu_, results indicate that the OAO degradation rate
Figure 10 is a comparison of Alzak in solar absmptance will approach a change
degradation rates observed on the OAO, on no greater than 0.0% Projection of the
j
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-_,', IIIIlUl Mln/Max Notes:
,., Predicted i. * - Denotes Internal Reading
.<, Mln/Max 2. Flight Data for Orbits 30-650
'_' m Flight
_, Data
;_ Acceptance
_', _ Temp
!_. Range .
S 125
_ am
). P_i=
)'i P1
-1oL
_=_
r_
Equipment Bay
• ,'_ I_guve7. Equipment operating temperatures in OAO.
thermal-control system with future degrada- Advanced Thermal-Control Techniques
tion of Alzak predicts no equipment tempera-
tures exceeding their expected operathl8 The next generation of astronomy
limits for a mission time of more than one vehicles will have stringent requirements for
year. rmv-pointing accuracy, reliability, long-life
t
mmad_
I ii
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Figure10. Alzak degradationcomparison.
assurance, and operational flexibility. There Used in connection with the thermal control
are several major thermal-design consider- of a space vehicle, heat pipes are ideal for
ations that will be prerequisites for achieving tasks such as isothermalization and tempera-
these objectives. Such considerations include: ture control of equipment with varying duty
tighter temperature control for the telescope, cycles in a varying environment,
minimum consumptio,_ of heater power, and For proper operation, astronomy satel-
narrower equipment-operating temperature lite experiments may require a limit on
range for wider variations in the duty cycle potential structural distortions. To eliminate
and environment of the equipment. New and detrimental structural distortions, it is neces-
improved thermal control techniques are _ry to reduce thermal gradients in the struc-
being developed to meet the aforementioned ture to a tolerable minimum. Attaching heat
objectives. Candidate schemes for controlling pipes to the spacecraft structure is one
the temperature of advanced vehicles are method of reducing structural thermal gradi-
reviewed in this paper through a discussion of ents with a _'elatively low weight penalty. In
active and passive control devices, such heat p'_pes,sections opposite hot struc-
ture elements will function as evaporators,
and sections opposite colder structure ele-
Heat l_pes ments wil) function as condensers. Condenser
.' • and evaporator sections may switch functions .
, _ in respoase to a shift in the temperaturf
The heat pipe is a device for transferring distribut:_onof the structure.
heat by a closed-cycle evaporation/ Figure II illustrates aspecially designeJ
condensation process. Two highly desirable network of heat pipes for an OAO spacecraft.
characteristics are inherent in its perfor- The ne_work conshts of agridoflongitudin_d
mance: extremely high effective thermal and hoop pipes attached to the surface of t'le
conduclance and near bothermal operation, cylindrical cavity that houses the telescope
i
i ill i
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I ,_,_ _sulation -_ r-'- Heat Pipes On
' :_,'. 8bade
_ // Structure
I
_.: _ _-_ Insulation
_Telescope
_" _ f Tube
I
:t;_i, 1 Co_,,cteno®
.. _ Heat Pipe
.4 _, with Heaters
J__
" _ _ _ Ti 8upport_
Elevtrontcs• Figure I 1. OAO isothermalizer application. Figure 12. Thermal control of telescope.
_, tube. Figure 12 shows a section of an ad- xo
i vanced spacecraftwith an externally mounted s A
• telescope; heat-pipe grid is attached to the _ s /\ NoHeat
_,_ inner side of the telescope tube. The outside o
surfaceof the tube is coveredwith insulation, _ 4 ; / \ _pn
_ :_hich, in turn, may be shielded from the _ _: environmentin severalways, dependingupon 2
#_ the severity of the environment and the 0__"'"'_%'_-.- w
_ designrequirements: _ Sl- tthxsat
1. Alzak surfaces "4L
Pipes
.¢. F
_i 2 Optical solar reflector (OSR) • t , , , , , , ,, " 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1
coat ings n_y.
3. I_uvers or variableconductance
#
heat pipes. Figure 13. Effect of heat pipes on OAO space.
The design in figure 12 is capable of prc,viding craft #3.
a stable, nearly isothermal enviror_nentfor
telescope operation. The inner heat-pipegrid Another more advanced concept is that
makes a rc,ajorcontribution by 0rastically of structure-integralheat pipes. With early
reducing temperature gradients in the tele- specification of thermal requirements, struc-
scope tube. ture elements may be designedwith hollow
.' , The effectiveness of a heat pipe in plenums of desired shape and size, which,
.... removing temperature gradients is shown in upon assembly, are idled with a heat-pipe
figure 13. The hoop type of isothermalizer working fluid, This results in weight savings
heat pipes were installed on the #3 and #4 and more efficient heat-pipeoperation. Such
OAO spacecraft. Figure13 compares the a plenum heat pipe would lend itself, for
temperature distributions for the #30AO example, to temperaturegradientreduction in
spacecraft with and without heat pipes. The solar paddies, thus increasing solar-energy j!
data shown are basedon computations, with conversion efficiency. Current programs
conservativeassumptions, include the development of such heat pipes. !
t i
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One area of particularly effective heat- Another promising approach to varying
• pipe application is the thermal coupling of the conductance of a heat pipe appears to be
; equipment facing the sun with equipment the introduction of a noncondensing gas into
• located in the shade, thus reducing their the vapor chamber of the pipe. The molecules
; temperature difference. If the spacecraft of the noncondensable gas, impelled by the
rotates, the heat-pipe evaporator and con- movement of the vapor, migrate toward the
denser rapidly switch functions, thereby cooler end of the pipe. Their presence in the
_ reducing equipment temperature excursions, vicinity of the condenser inhibits the conden-
Equipment units often, however, require sation t_rocess by reducing the molecular
vibration isolation; in such cases, rigid heat concentration of the vapor at the liquid/gas
., pipes cannot be used. The development of interface and by raising the effective tempera-
_ flexible heat pipes is being currently con- ture gradient between the vapor and the
: sidered for just such applications. In addition liquid.i.
to providing thermal coupling with vibration A Grumman-_unded program was estal'-
isolation, such heat pipes offer greater design lished to study, both analytically and exped-
i and routing flexibility, mentally, the feasibility of such a heat pipe
3 and to def'me its performance spectra. Th_
_: Under certain conditions, the low ther- program, in progress for some time, siaows
{ mal resistance of the heat pipe becomes a tangible progress in both the theoretical and
liability; for example, periods of vehicle test phases.
operation with electrical and electronic equip. An example of the application of the
ments powered down, periods of low or zero variable-conductance heat pipe to satellite
thermal environment input to the vehicle, and equipment is a proposed design for the OAO
periods of extravehicular activity by the crew, batteries (fig. 14). The battery problem on
when the metabolic load is removed from the the OAO affords an excellent opportunity for
• environmental control system of the vehicle, using a variable-conductance heat pipe. The
At these times, the presence of ordinary heat battery-power output spectrum and the allow-
'_ ' pipes for thermal coupling between the heat able operating temperature range are st_ch
sources and the outside environment may that some means of modulating the thermal
i create excessive heat flow from the vehicle.As a result, the low temperature limits for
f electrical and electronic equipment may be
| exceeded; liquid consumables may freeze or, _
I in the case of propellants, become unusable;and the crew may experience discomfort from Mainl_ad_torthe cold.
If the effective conductance of a heat oAo
pipe could be modulated when the heat load _rte.II11 /
varied, the scope of application of the heat Ill_ /
pipe could be greatly expanded. To accom-
plish this modulation, a heat pipe having a
valve in the vapor passage and operated by a gv _[[ ae,_rvoir aadator
,, :. sensing element in the condenser has been
.... proposed. Another proposed approach is the
use of a bellows semitive to the vapor pres-
sure in the vapor path. The bellows would act
as a variable flow re_trictor, limiting the
evaporation/condensation processes when a
reduction in input heat flux caused the vapor Figure 14, Spacecraft applimtton of mrlabl_
pre_ure to drop. corductanceheat i_e.
i
-- miii
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-_: coupling between the battery and the outside conductor surfaces. Such a switch provides a
_.
._:: thermal environment must be used. The very high maximum to minimum conductance
)_'" existing design employs a space louver ratio. In practice, however, this ratio is
:, between the battery mounting surface and the difficult to achieve and to maintain because
vehicle thermal radiator, Bimetallic elements of the difficulty of achieving and maintaining
_ sensitive to local skin temperature adjust the a perfect thermal contact between the two
_; louver position to moderat,, the battery surfaces.
<. temperature fluctuations caused by changes in Fluid expansion and contraction can be
:' used in several ways to obtain heat con-
_. external thermal conditions. Despite the use
_,: of louvers, it is still necessary, under certain duction regulation. In the simplest type of
., operating conditions, to use electric heaters in sw:.tch, fluid expansion can make or break
the batteries to prevent freezing. Advanced contact between two surfaces. This is similar
!! development study at Grumman has shown to the bimetallic switch with all its advantages
_. the feasibility of using variable-conductance and disadvantages. In another type of switch,
g
heat pipes to couple the batteries to the a sensor fluid moves a solid piston by ex-
thermal radiators, such as Alzak skins. The panding or contracting. The piston changes
_ resultant design would reduce heater power the thickness of a film of secondary fluid
_ from 20 watts to 4 watts, would reduce between conductor surfaces, thus changing, in
weight from 40 pounds to approximately 7 effect, the overall switch conductance. In this
(. pounds, and would cut the requited radiator case, the ratio of maximum to minimum
area from two bays to one. A breadboard conductance is relatively small, and the "
model of such a variable-conductance heat temperature range over which it is attainable
pipe has been built and is undergoing tests at is relatively large when compared to other
; the present time. thermal switches.
.. Despite some difficulties, there is a
ThermalSwitches continued interest in thern_al switches
_ because some switches are very sensitive and
_ Thermal switches control temperature respond to very small changes in temperature
by regulating the conductance between the of the controlled body.
_" controlled body and its heat sink or source.
_ This is achieved by temperature-induced Thermal Louvers
contact or by separation of the surfaces of
i two thermal conductors in the switch. One of Thermal louvers control temperature bythese conductors is thermally connected to regulating radiation between a controlled
._ the coutrolled body; the other conductor i_ body and its heat sink or source. This is J'
- tied to a heat sink or a source. In another achieved by temperature-induced adjustment
._ variant of the thermal switch, control is of louver blade angles-ranging from fullyachieved by regulation of the length f a fluid closed to fully open louve s. Motive power for
element in the heat path. Temperature- the louvers can be provided by:
induced motion is usually provided by either I, Bimetallic elements _.
bimetallic elements or fluid expansion and 2, Fluid expansion and contraction
contraction, 3, An electric motor triggered by
" A bimetahic element consists of two temperature sensors.
strips of dissimilar metal welded together. The A typical louver inst_lation is sh,awn in ._
two metals have different coefficients of figures 4 and !5(a). In this case, louvers are
expansion. Any change in temperature inserted between the controlled equipment
induces different rates of expansion or con- and a radiator. Changing angles of the louver
traction in each of the strips, forcing the slats regulates heat transfer rates between the
element to bend. This movement L_utilized in equipment and radiator. The slat angle can be
making or breaking contact between two set by individual bimetallic sprigs or by !
i
iiii i i i
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Motive power can be provided by bimetallic
:-- a,d elements, fluid volume changes, or an electric
///#/#_'*_L_,,.,,r motor. Thermal shades partially cover or
shade the controlled surface at some temper-
_'--"-]"-- i:q.,,,,n,,,, atures, thus creating and aggravating existing
thermal gradients. To solve the problem of
(a) Louver. gradients, it is nec.-_ssaryto lengthen the shade
and its travel distance and to provide a peffo-
shad_"_"--"Tr2--- ration pattern along the length of the _hade
__,_ material. These perforations decrease in sizeSad as the shade moves to _over the equipment.
As a result, the contrast between the shaded
(b/Thermal shade, and unshaded section of the controlled equip-
ment is sl',arply redt_.ced, and temperature
, _ regulation is more gradual over the entire
¢ _ Rid equipment surface.
Thermal _oo,s, shown in figure 15(c),
automatically open or close as a function of
: veer temperature, thus exposing or coverivg _ high-
emittance radiating surface. The outer surface
(e) Them_ldoor. of the door is covered with a Iow-emittance
coating. Here, too, movement is provided by
l_gure 15. Active systemsfor thennM control bimetallic elements, fluid volume changes, or
electric motor.
One of tat"majt_radvantages of shades or
single mechanisms activated by fluid ex-
pansion or other temperature sensors. In all doors compared to louvers is that, in the open
. _. cases, the louver-activating mechan/sm must condition, the hot-case insertion loss for
res.pond to the temperature of the controlled shades or doors can be very small, in the case
_. body. of the louvers, the support frame and the
; AJtother method of louver installation suspended blades, even when fully opened,
:. involves removing the radiator plate that reduce the hot-case heat-rejection capability
shields the louvers from environmental of the surface by more than 20 pe,'cent. The
' _ extremes. The regulation range of the louvers us_ of a single control mechanism to move the
_ in this installation is increased, but special shade or door does, however, decrease its '
: problems are incurred. For example, the reliability. Mos_ louvers are buff* with hadi-
louver operating in direct sunshine would vidually controlled blades. The prababiliW of
tend to heat up and would open slats at the all louver-blade control mechanisms failing at
very moment when i_ may be the least desir- once is very remote compared to the failure
able. One possible way of solving this problem probability of a single ,:ontrol mechanism. In
is to regulate the slat angles of the louvers addition, individ,',ud _.ontrols on blades
with a small electric motor triggered from respond to local temperatures and help v •
• temperature sensors attached to the equip- smooth _._dients; the thermal shade or door
, ment and insulated from the environment, r.annot do this.
Thermal Shades and Thermal Doors Insulation
A thermal shade, shown in figure 15(b), The most common method of thermal
is essentially a surface cover made of a flex- control to minimize heat leaks from a large
ible material that is rolled off or on the surface is multilayer insulation. The efforts in ]
surface in response to a temperature signal, this area include the proper venting design *o i
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il insure interstitial pressure levels no greater spherical tank calo,_l_:.P,er at Grummanwith;. than 10-4 tort and detail d attenti n to th perforated, double-sided, luminized mylar
.,.' proper handling of penetrations, layer spacing with nylon spacers gave values of heat flux
: with spacers, and number of thermal shields versus number of layers, as shown in
_:" for a particularconfiguration.Current work figure 16. For tlgs particular insulation and
_';_ on optimum insulation performancesuggests hole area fraction, further improvementmay
_' an advantagefor broadside-ventingoveredge- be possibleby in_easint_the numberof layers
_ venting when the numberof layers is greater beyond 30. The values shown are superiorto
', than ten or when it is a large insulation the crinkled, single-sided, alt..:ninized mylar
! blanket. The broadside-ventingspecification used at the present time in ,_ost vehicle
. for hole area fractionmust take into account insulationdesign(fig. 16).
;, the gas load and the total number of thermal
; shields involved in a particulardesign. For a For general design purposes, the hole
given hole area fraction, the hole diameter area fraction used should increase with the
and correspondinghole spacing should be as number of layers in the blanket. For a given
small as possible and preferablyof the same gas load per layer there will be an optimum
._ order as the gap height. Currently the smallest number of layers with a corresponding hole
_ hole size available on the open market is fraction for minimum heat flux. Further
_' larger than desired (1/16-inch diameter), increase of layers with the same hole _xea
; Experimentsperformedon a 16-inch-Jiameter fraction and gas load per layer will increase
: :t.2
_' I.I H-Film
1.0
_- 8.8
i:
ir_ _ o.s • ¢
"_ -_ 0.4 I O.12S-]i_l,C_:qle-Sldml.Al Mylar
_tl,d,Sl_l,-Sld_l,A1Mylar a[
, - . 0.2 f sadS.S-MF.NyloaNetU_
0.1
0.0 _ I I I I ... I I :i '0 5 10 16 |0 :tl_ _ S6N-_.yer_
Rg_re 16. Effect of layen on _eat flu,t through multilayer insulation.
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thetotalblanketheatfluxdue toanincrease coveringthe entireoutsidesurfaceof the
.... ininterstitialgaspressuCe, radiator,Attachmenttotheradiatorismade
•' with an LTV type of cement or double-
_" Thermal-Control Coatings backed H-film taoe.
;_ The absorptance (a=0.05 to 0.1) and
?"
emittance (_. = 0.70 to 0.80) for the OSR is
Thermal control can be achieved in some combined into a parameter a/e (a/e --"0.06 to
i cases, and aided in all cases, by using so-called 0.15), which is a figure of merit for corn-
, "selective radiator" surfaces. The selective paring coatings. This figure of merit is an
radiators u._,edin most spacecraft absorb low indirect measure of temperature stability
fractions of impingeing solar radiation and obtainable with a given coating. (The ranges
couple this property with a high emittance in of a, e, and a/e shown for OSR reflect the
the low-temperature region. Because of the techniques of installing the individual mirrors,
characteristics described, only a small fraction especially the spacing of the mirrors.)
_: of impingeing solar energy is absorbed Comparison of the various coating.,, listed
without lowering significantly the heat- in table 2 reveals that use of the OSR coating
.: rejection capability of the radiator at equip- would result in a significant narrowing of
: meat temperatures. This reduces the equipment tempe:ature excursions, ht addi-
; excursion extremes of equipment tempera- tion, OSR shows excellent durability; its
tures between periods when the equipment is performance is not degraded after exposure to
exposed to direct sunlight and periods when the space environment. Figure 17 shows the
the equipment is in the shade, effect of exposure to solar radiation on thef
Table 2 lists solar-radiation-absorption absorptance of several coatings. OSR _maius
coefficients and emittances for various coat- unaffected, whereas TiO2 (titanium dioxide)
ings. A comparison revels that the OSR and Alzak deteriorate.
• coating offers significant advantages in perfor- The OSR coating is clearly superior to
mance over the other coatings. It consists the other coatings used, and further study of
t essentially of small l-inch by l-inch mirrors its feasibility for use in space is warranted.
J.
. TableZ Typical7hernwl-ControlCo_ffngs
Coatir_g ¢ e a/e UVDegradation Handling ,
Resistance Eue
X
7.-93 0.18 0.87 0.20 Fair Poor
Aizak 0.15 0.75 0.20 Good Good
S-13G 0.19 0.91 0.21 Poor Good
m , i
I.TV602 0.1q 0.91 0.21 Poor Good= ,l -- .-=
OSR 0.05 to 0.70 to 0.06 to Excellent Poor0.1 0.80 0.15
m ml
GSFC101 0.19 0.91 0.21 Poor Good
i ml |
Ti O_ 0.22 0.91 0.24 Pobr Good
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_ presence of man. In the same manner, the
" T! 0 2o.s transient nature of man's visit influences his
,:- __/ life support system choice and perhaps even
_" " 0.4 his type of dress.
i_" _ 0.2 The first portion of the spacecraft that isg
:" _ -- A_ "aware" of man is the external configuration.
o.2 As the astronaut approaches in his logistic
_: _ o. vehicle, external surfaces o¢ the astronomy
_7 , s Jass vehicle will be impinged upon by plumes from
wk _Uo _vr the reaction control engines. These plumes
"' SunE_posureTime can degrade and/or damage thermal-control
v surfaces, sohr qrrays, sun shades, and experi-
•. ment optics. A _ypical plume is shown in _:
i Figure17. Ultravioletdesmdation of thermal-control figure 18. The exteLt of the potential damage _;
surfaces, can be seen in the extent of the shaded areas,
• shown in figure 19, which depict the exotic
_! thermal-protection schemes needed to pro,'ect
the lunar module from service module
Generic Considerations plumes. This plume impingement problem is
; There are several design problems related equally severe af*er docking, during attitude-
, to advanced astronomy vehicles that fall into control firings, and during retrofiring when
. a general category, namely, the areas related the logistic vehicle leaves. Extreme care must
_. to potable integration of man and operation be exercised in basic vehicle design and
i of a vehicle in proximity to a space station or mimio,a planning to overcome this problem.For example, it appears absolutely ne_,essary
space base. that the following be considered:
_* Integration of Man 1. Experiment protection by closing of
sun shade
Advanced astronomy spacecraft may be 2. Solar array desigt_ ,_apable of being
either man-attended for short periods of time folded during m_:.ned attendance
_ or actually man-operated for days or weeks.
_. In each of these vehicle is 3. Low degradation thermal coating,concepts, design
strongly influenced by the presence of man. such as optical solar reflectors
_, At first thought, one would expect the need 4. Constrainment of both approach
for fife support capabilities to be the single angle and rate of approach of logistic vehicle,
i, greatestarea of design impact; however, many
of the major vehicle problem areas are ,_muoeot
actually the result of an-induced environ- sere. o_e.
_'" ..ments, such as plume impingement, gas leak- /
age, e_c., rather than the result of man ,t
himselL These design considerations are more
easily understood in the context of man-
-" attended and manned spacecraft concepts.
Man-Attended Telescope
A maa-attended spacecraft is influenced soa
in i'ts external configuration, equipment _
design, internal arrangement, telescope design,
and experiment operabon by the h'am/ent iqifurelg Phone_t.
[ ti | i i l
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Figure 19. LM-4 thermal protection for front of ascent stage.
as well as type of attitude-control duty cycle physical loads during docking, attitude con-
and vehicle-separation technique trol, and orbit-keeping by the main propul- r
5. Investigation of the possibility, al- s_:on engine of the logistic vehicle.
though remote, of a cold-gas logistic reaction- Orbit-keeping would be the worst condition.It is mentioned because it is possible that a
control system (RCS) for use at close range, man-attended vehicle could imply the
Basic telescope de_ign is another area presence nearby of a large manned spacecraft
influenced by man's presence. The RCS or space station. The drag characteristics of an
plumes previously mentioned are a problem, astronomy vehicle (M/CDA) are such that the
In addition, the leakage of water vapor out of vehicle could not provide long life in the low
the pressurized compartment could degrade orbits, 250 to 350 nautical miles, indigenous
optics and must be prevented. Telescope to most large space stations. Telescope oper-
structural attachment is also an area of ation is also .onstrained after man leaves the
concern. Many advanced thermal-isolation vehicle because his presence had previously
techniques make use of a strong struvtural disturbed the overall thermal balance of the
support for launch and boost loads that, once spacecraft. At the present time, it is antio-
in space, is automatically released to pro_'ide ipated that a cold telescope (below 273°K)
thermal isolation. Reactivation of such a will not thermally stabilize for at least two
device would be necessary to withstand days after man leaves the satellite.
1970027360-368
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_' The last area of consideration in a man- vehicles are also generic to manned operation
_ attended satellite is the fife-support system vehicles. Plume impingement is still a problem
_ for the man. This support system must although a less severe one because some lib-
• furnish oxygen and cooling and must remove erties can be taken in canting engines,
,t
_. the metabolic byproducts, carbon dioxide and changing docking-latch locations, or using
.. water. For short visits, such as encountered in plume deflectors. Design of spacecraft equip
_; this type of vehicle, the basic fife-support ment is easier because the active liquid-
_, equipment would most likely be in the logis- cooling loop allows more flexibility in
tic vehicle. Transfer of the needed gases and packaging.
_" coolants into and out of the astronomy Unfortunately, telescope operation is
'_ vehicle would be a function of astronaut extremely complex. Plume problems exist
'_" dress. If the astronaut is suited with only constantly. Gas leakages from the cabin bear
:' mask and glove_ off, cooling is provided by water vapor into experiment compartments
the .liquid-cooled suit. The oxygen supply and and introduce a constant danger of electro-
static discharge in high-voltage systems. Life-
_. the removal of carbon dioxide and water are
controlled by ducting. This life-support tech- support functions are carried out by the
-_ nique is the least complex for the astronomy manned section of the spacecraft and have
_ vehicle. It is, however, the least desirable for only minor impact on astronomy design. This
: the astronaut's movement and maintenance apparent separation of the spacecraft into two
" capabilities. If he is unsuited in a true shirt- sections gives rise to the concept of actually
sleeve environment, he is best able to perform making two spacecraft sections: (1) a man-
his assigned tasks. Control of his environment rated vehicle capable of life support and data-
is, however, fairly complex. Fans, heat handling and (2) a section for experiments. In
i exchangers, and the like are needed and will this way, a highly cost-effective, multi-
complicate the logistic vehicle interfaces, experiment program is possible by using the
Either of these life-support techniques one-man-rated vehicle and attaching astron-le
_ are feasible. The thermally-preferred method omy, solar, earth resources, and x-ray types of
is a suited astronaut. A shirt-sleeve environ- experiment packages. Thi_ concept appears
• _: ment will present some major problems, but it particularly worthy of furtl_er study by both
can be supplied if overall tradeoffs indicate its NASA and industry.
•_- desirability.
i Manned Telescopes Operation in Proximity to a Space StationA manned-operation astronomy vehicle Advanced astronomy spacecraft may be t
can be thought of as a manned spacecraft required to operate in the vicinity of a large
with a telescope attached; however, this type space station or space base. In this opera _thlg
of vehicle is, by definition, a much larger, mode, thermal control of equipment, oper-
heavier, more complex spacecraft. Life ating temperatures of the telescope, and
support for man and the cooling of guidance contamination of coatings and optics are
and communication equipment require an strongly influenced by the presence of the
active thermal-control system using liquid- space station. (The problem of contamination
"._' •:_ cooling loops, space radiators, and stored by exhaust products from the reaction con-
oxygen and water. (It is not the purpose of trol _ystc,n has been defined in the previous
this paper to discuss manned spacecraft discussio,n of theman.attendedtelescope.)
design" therefore, the remarks on this topic The electronic equipment in an astrr,a-
will be limited to those areas germane to troy vehicle will usually be thermally con-
astronomy applications.) trolled by an active system using louvers. In
Many of the problem areas and design order for this type of thermal control to
considerations outlined for man-attended properly operate, the skins of the vehicle
miii i iii i i i i
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must have an unobstructed view to space, in figure 21 as influenced by experiment/
Some of the thermal control skins for an space-station proximity and vehicle
observatory very close to the space station shadowing effects. This range of 10°F to
will have their view to space blocked by the -50°F is similar to that of the OAO. It would
station, This blockage is directly related to be favorable to the experiments if this range
the distance from the space station, as illus- were narrower. One method of lowering the
trated in figure 20. A standard semipassive magnitude of this excursion is to use the
system would require that the observatory space station to shade the instrument f'om
have a view to space of between 0,85 and the sun. One possible shading arrangement is
0.95, depending upon exposure to sunlight, shown in figure 22.
•, This would require a minimum deployment 40
distance of 12 feet. The deployment distance
can be reduced by adding heat pipes to the
,: observatory. These pipes transfer heat from _ s0
i_ the ,bstructed equipment compartments 6 .... T-- , StmUtOrblt
around the vehicle to those compartments _ 0 Normal /
having a full view to space. For the case nange Telesoope
_' shown in figure 20, this technique reduces the _ Desired NotShaded
: tominimumdeployment distance from 12 feet _ __cVoOo_t_6feet. I
, The temperature required for the obser- -40
vatory telescope varies according to the type rbit
of experiment being performed. Solar experi- -e0_ , , , J _ ,
ments tend to operate at room temperature; 0 4 8 12 le 20 24
astronomy experiments require reference Distance From Space Station, ft.
temperatures below 0°F and as low as-80°F.
The unsymmetrical view to space of this tele- Figure21. Telescopetemperaturevariations.
scope will induce gradients in the telescope 33,
? just as it does in the electronics. Heat pipes _' (Sl/) =
_', should be used to minimize these gradients. !: 22,_._
_, Experiment temperature variations are shown I (srw) !
! I
0,$ "-- 1--
J 0.6
' C 1)
o.4 %
,' " o._ l_,_ 2,2. Possible s_lt_ _,ment of ob_o
'" vatory.
o.o ' ' ' _ Summary4 8 1| ;8 JO 14
J(_lmum IN_tmweFt_om_ 8t_loa_ ft
The various passive and active thermal-
20. Spa_-sta_neffcet on OAOtypeo/'_u_ control teelmiques described represent a set
ment. of devices and methods that the thermal
& ii I I I
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•,, designer can use for achieving his design Advanced astronomy vehicles will have
_.. objectives. Any single application may best be their designs greatly influenced by the pres-
: served by a particular method or device or by ence of man and his induced environments.
/. some combination of these. Tradeoff studies Solutions to all of the anticipated problems
!_. between the techniques reviewed are generally appear within the state-of-the-art for 1973
effective only when considered for a specific although some operational constraints may be
:_. application. Furthermore, as new techniques needed. There is no clear thermal preference
_i develop, with improvements introduced into between man-attended and manned spacecraft
_. one or another of the control devices, such concepts. Phzn_e impingement appears to be
f tradeoff conclusions may be altered. At the the major area of concern for a man-attended
,.. present time, each of the devices described is telescope. Telescope contamination by gas ,
: eligible as the best application for some set of leakage and plumes are the areas of concern
'. design circumstances. For example, on a when the telescope is manned. Should the
single vehicle, one equipment bay may have a vehicle use a manned concept, the develop-
variable-conductance heat pipe with an OSR- ment of a common manned module with
_. covered radiator. The next bay may be multiexperiment capabilities (attached prior
_. equipped with externally mounted louvers or to launch) seems worthy of consideration.
a thermal shade. It is this mixing and com-
bining of the various devices that offers great
" flexibility for effective thermal control. ..
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_i. General Philosophy of Mirror Support Systems
v
7_
•:_ w.w. Baustian
_• K!tt Peak National Observatory
Mirror support systems for terrestrial are included in the frictional limitations
_: telescopes include four basic elements: (I) the mentioned above.
_ axial and radial supports, (2) the defining In the past, two basic systems have been
units, (3) a set of jacks for supporting the used for the supports. One involves the use of
_' mirror when the axial supports are inoper- counterbalancing levers and the other uses air
_ ative, and (4) the cell on or in which the fore- bags, either in the form of a number of indi-
going elements are mounted. In addition, vidual circular bags or several annular bags.
suitable safety stops should be installed For large mirrors, variation in pressure in the
• above, but free of the mirror, to provide several annular zones must be provided
seismic safeties and to prevent the mirror because of the varying thickness of the mirror
from tipping forward in case the telescope is where the back of the mirror is kept flat.
•_. accidentally pointed below the horizon. The These air bags apply only to axial supports.
" installation and removal of the mirror from The design of all supports must provide for
the telescope and c,_ll for re-aluminizing load-carrying capacity proportional to the
, _ should be considered in the overall design of function of the slope anI,,leof the mirror.
_ the system Provision for washing the mi:ror
i in the telescope is also important and should Axial Supports
be kept in mind in developing the system.
For the lever tyl:e of axial or back sup-
Mirror Supports ports, a leverage ratio of 5:1 to 7:1 is gener-
ally used. The ball oearings for the pivots
The mirror supports must fulf'tll the should be conservatively rated for static
basic requirement that the mirror be sup- service, but they should also be kept as small
ported in such a fashion that its perforrrance as possible to keep the friction radius to a
is as though it were weightless. To do t_s, the minimum. Experience with the 120-inch Lick
design of the supports must provide that each telescope indicated that a 5 ol l0 minute
support assembly, axial and radial, sustain run-in, at approximately 500 rpm, of all the ;
only its component of the mirror load, with bearings used in the supports noticeably
an absolute minimum restraint in any diree- decreased the friction, The explanation for -_
• tion normal to this component. The overall this is probably the smoothing out of the _
friction in the supports, particularly the axial, as-ground finish of the races. On both the
• ' must be kept down to 0.1 percent for ribbed 120-inch Lick tele_lcope and the 84-inch tele-
or lightweight mirrors. For solid mirrors, the scope at gatt Peak, we have used groups of
allowable friction may be increased to two or three levers s.-ting against one support ring,
three times this value. Provision must be made To provide for differential expansion, push-
for accommodation of the differential ther- rods transmit thf.'load from the levers to the
real expansion between the min_r and the support rings The ends of the pushrods may
steel support structure. The normal or cross be gimbal at:ae'aed or may be provided w_th
loads due to differential thermal expansion hardened eened points that are seated in
381
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coned Rockets. The indites otPtlTecone _oints factory for the larger mirrors of small focal
shouldJ_e_[es_,_ ,I_ lali°_ldF_l_ _fessure ratio presently being used in modern tele-
of aro_nd_lS0,0OO']_ound]'pd_ _q_are inch. scopes.
The length of the pushrods should be such At this time, the only pressure regulator
that the effect of angular displacement, due with sufficiently sensitive response uses an
to differential expansion, is insignificant, air-beating-supported piston in a cylinder
: In the more recent telescopes, the use of assembly, which is mounted on the telescope
air bags has gained in popularity because of tube with its axis parallel to the axis of the
the simplicity of design of the support units telescope tube. One regulator is used for each
themselves. The overall cost savings of this circular array of pads because of the require-
system, including the pressure regulators and ment for a different pressure in each array. A
compressors, is probably not as great as would proposal to use individual regulators for each
appear at first glance. The overall response of pad to correct errors in mirror figures does
the two systems is about the same. A pro- not appear valid because this correction effect
posed modification of the "piston" type of would vary with the pointing of the telescope.
support would require that suitable internal A slope-responsive diaphragm type of
cavities be machined in the blank to corn- regulator has been used on a 60-inch telescope
pensate for the variable thickness of the primary mirror and for some secondary mir-
minor. Thus, a uniform pressure would be rors where the pressures are negative. From
used below the entire area of the mirror, the experience to date, it appears that this
Another solution would be to make the back form of regulator is not sensitive enough to
surface parallel to the front surface. An objec- meet the more rigid requirements for large
tion to this is the difficulty of support during mirrors; however, plans call for its use for the
the figuring of the mirror, secondaries on the 150-inch telescope.
The 150-inch Kitt Peak design uses For large mirrors with fairly high slewing
33 air-bag-supported pads arranged in two rates, the required air compressor capacity.
circular arrays. Three defining supports are becomes considerable when using the air-
te
substituted for pads in the outer array. The bearing piston regulator, In addition, the size
general design of these supports is shown in of the connecting piping must be large enough
figure 1. The roll diaphragm is a thin nee- to keep the pressure lag to a minimum.
prene bellows, made by Bellotram and (The distribution of supports and pres-
_ containing no fabric. The maximum .Jr pres- sures has not been discussed because this is an
sure is 8 pounds per square inch. The bellows entire field of its own and is the subject of p
i are uniformly responsive in all directions to engineering reports.)other
_, differential expansion. The use of annular
bags poses a problem in this respect and Radial Supports
_ requires some additional provision to accom-
modate the expansion differential. In addi- The radial support of mirrors is usually
tion, annular bags must be fabricated as accomplished with lever systems, particularly
special items, whereas the Bellofram dia- in the larger sized mirrors. Mercury flotation
phragms are a manufactured stock item. An bands have been used in some telescopes,
a,_lditional feature of the individual pad
, system is that it permits some adjustment of
• _ the radii of the two (or more) arrays. _---.OLLt),A...A(;. _ taro. "
A single air bag has been used for one or I_[ I m/---cvL,M,t.
two smaller telescopes of about a 60-inch /______/)_
aperture and of larger focal ratio. Use has also
been made of the mirror as a "piston" with *_._MOUCONraO.Lt.I /--_t
mercury band edge supports as "piston rings."
It is not felt that these sy:Jtems are sati_ Figure1. A#,bagsupponedpag
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_"-_ especially those of smaller sizes. They are also For large mirrors, particularly those with a
_ worthy of serious consideration for the short focal ratio, this causes problems; some
_::'_.. support of secondaries for large telescopes improvement is achieved by the use of both
_ because of their simplicity and light weight, external and internal edge systems. The rela-
::'_: The amount of mercury in the tube, or tubes, tively heavy pressure pads in contact with the
should be the exact amount required to mirror should be counterweight-supported to
: "float" the mirror so that its optical center cancel edge-droop effect. Accommodation of
-,,. coincides with the optical center of the tele. differential expansion in the axial direction
_. scope tube. Consequently, there will be no may be incorporated with pad counterbalance
_ lateral shift of the mirror for various telescope by pivoting the pad pushrod in the main
, pointings and therefore no need for additional counterweight lever. Radial expansion dif-
center-defining points. In fact, the latter ferences may be handled by providing for
should definitely not be used with this sys- seasonal adjustments or by using a concen-
_: tern, thereby eliminating the possibility of trically stacked, bimetallic, temperature.
_:. conflict of restraints. With the "piston" type compensated pushrod. We have been using
of axial air support, the mercury bands are alternate tubes of Invar and 7075-T6 or
_ pressurized to provide a suitable piston seal. 2024-T6 aluminum.
The lever type of radial supports for
ribbed mirrors is usually incorporated in
assemblies with the axial supports. The load Defining
point for each lever is adjusted to coincide
with the calculated center of gravity of the In general, four center-def'ming points
eleme,nt being supported by that lever. There- have been used so that alignment in the two
fore, these support units extend up into coordinates is more easily accomplished. For
pockets or recesses in the back of the mirror, solid mirrors, the defining points may act
,, _'_ The levers are gimbal-mounted, as are the lo_d directly on the edge of the center hole, or, if
_ rings at the ends of the levers. To accom- central radial supports are used, four of the
_: modate differential expansion, a linear ball lever arms of these units can be micrometer-
bearing is placed between the load ring and controlled for the purpose. For the separate
the mirror. The leverage ratio is usually 5 1 to center points, radial expansion may be
7:1. For large mirrors, seasonal adjustments balanced by means of the bimetal compen-
may be necessary; hence, provision should be sators already mentioned. Axial freedom is
made to shift the radial support subassembly provided for by means of a hardened ball
both for this and for original alignment, between two hardened fiats. Dial indicators e
For large solid mirrors, I believe only the are installed to aid in centering and to provide
push type of lever systems has been used thus for repeatability during reinstaUation of the
far. The levers have generally been distributed mirror after aluminizing.
around the outer edge of the mirror. A better With ribbed mirrors, the radial support
figure can be maintained if they can be levers may also be used for center_iefining.
divided between the outer rim and the central Since these levers are gimbal-mounted,
hole in the mirror. In the 150-inch telescope, expansion compensation is easily provided for
we are using this system with the weight being by restraining the levers by means of radial
equally divided between the two sets of sup- slotted stops, as shown in figure 2.
ports. Because only half the supports are Collimation of mirrors with the lever
active and their loads are proportional to the type of axial supports is done conveniently by
square of the cosine, the leverage ratio is n_crometer control of three equally spaced
usually on the order of 30:1. In general, a levers in the outer array of supports. If the
compound leverage system is used. The load support units contain more than one lever,
point on the mirror should be in the plane of only one lever in each of the three need be
the average center of gravity of the mirror, controlled.
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._//_ (_x,,__ _ Welded fabrication is the most economical,
with top and bottom plates reinforced by
SPRING MICROMETER internal webs or fibs. Provision should be
I _ made for good venting of all cavities. If it isSLOTTEDSTOP _ SUPPORTLEVER planned to leave the mirror on the cell while
aluminizing, this should be taken into con-
.__ ;_ sideration both in the welding procedure and
in the painting of all surfaces. The weldment
should be stress-relieved. It is usually best to
machine all the upper surface of the cell and
the outer edge. The machining of the lower
surface may be limited to the mounting sur-
[ faces for the Coud_ No. 3 secondary mirror,
the Cassegrain mounting plate, and miscel-
laneous spot facing, as required. A symmet-
: rical layout .of radial and chordal webs will
also effect a reasonable economy in fabri-
cation. The maximum cell deflection is
_gure 2. Cente_defining, by using radial rapport usually /imited to about 0.005 inch. It is
lever_ emphasized that the complete ceil and sup-
port assembly should be designed for
With air-bag supports, separate colli- optimum ease of removal and disassembly of
marion unit_ may be located between sup- the mirror for aluminizing.
ports in the outer array or substituted for The Cassegrain mounting plate consists
three of the _upports themselves. In the more of an hzstrument mounting plate, ball-bearing-
recently built telescopes and those being mounted on a base assembly, which is bolted
s built, load-sensing elements are being installed to the underside of the mirror cell. The
in the collimating units for monitoring the present trend of instrumentation is such that
air-bag pressure. Dial indicators should be the capacity of this unit should be a minimum
installed to monitor mirror position, too. of several thousand pounds at a moment axm
To aid collimation during both original of 3 or more feet. Provision should be in-
_ _ setup and routine adjustments, it would be eluded for manual rotational positioning and
well to develop an auxiliary optical system to clamping and for position readout. Although
: facilitate this operation. In a sophisticated the bearing for the Cassegrain mounting plate
design, it could be used to perform the colli- should be of good quality, it is unreasonable
! mating operation automatically on command, to use it also for driving during an obser-
; vation. For this purpose, it is best to use a
MirrorCell precise bearing designed into the instrument
_ having this special requirement.
The mirror supports, defining units,
Coud_ No. 3 secondary mirror, and the Jack Pads
Cassegrain instrument mounting plate are all -, mounted on a cell. Th_ cell, in turn, is bolted Three jack pads are added to th_ cell to
, ,"__ either to the lower ring girder of the telescope support the mirror when the mirror supports
tube or directly to the ends of the lower are not in operation or when any or all of the
Serrurier truss members. Usually, only four mirror suppo_s have been removed. With
attachment points are used in either case. air-pad supports, it is possible to combine the
From both fabrication and operational jacking and collimating functions in one unit.
standpoints, it is best to use a fiat cell; that is, Operation of 'thejacks is from the back of the
a cell that is not cur-like in cross-section. _ll. 1
t
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f Resume of Existing Support Systems The mirror cell is cast steel, reflecting
_:' the practice and costs of that period. It is a
., The 200-inch Hale Telescope at Mt. fiat di_ with four attachment brackets bolted
: Palomar, built early in the 1930's, was the to the outer rim. Fans have been installed in
_ fn'st ribbed pyrex mirror ever made. It was a the lower plate openings to aid in air-
•_ pioneering effort, and the first mirror sup- conditioning the mirror and cell during
ports (36 in number) had excessive friction ambient temperature changes.
- problems. Based on tests and a better knowl- 1Tie 120-inch telescope at Lick Obser-
!: edge of the requirements, a redesigned vatory, designed and built after World War ll,
support system was built and installed. In profited from the experience obtained with
Dr. I. S. Bowen's article on the 200-inch tele- the 200-inch. The mirror cell is of welded
scope, he describes these supports: construction and contains 18 mirror supports
!, for the ribbed pyrex mirror. These support
"The mirror is mounted on thirty-six units are removable from the back of the
support mcchanisms of the type shown mirror cell without having to remove the
_-' in figure 3, one being inserted in each of mirror. Such is not the case with the 200-inch
the thirty.six holes shown in the mirror supports This requirement was a direct result
:" blank. The support band, B, which of experience with the 200-inch telescope.
" makes contact with the mirror, is placed
_ in a plane normal to the optic axis :_
_ through the center of gravityof the mir-
: ror. As the telescope is turned away
:._ from the zenith, the lower end of the _2
support system, including the weights, .,R_OR
W, attempts to swing about the gimbals,
,._- Gl, and thereby exerts a fo_ce on the s
i band B through the gimbals G2 m the
direction normal to the optic axis. The
_. weights and lever arms are so adjusted _I
that the force exerted just balances the
_ component in the opposite direction of
the pull of gravity on E_esection of the
i; assigned to support. Like-mirror this
_ wise, the weights, W, pivot about bear- pings, P, in su_ a way as to exert a force
along the rod, R, which is transmitted to
the ring, S, by the gimbals G2. These ""
weights and lever arms are likewise ad-
justed so that the force exerted balances
the component parallel to the optic axis
of the pull of gravity on this same see-
.. tion of the mirror. The mirror is there-
fore floating on these support systems,
and no forces are transmitted s_-roesthe
mirror."* "
?
• I. S. Bowen, "The 200-1nch HaleTelescope," Tele. p !
gope_ Stm and Stellar Systema, ed. by Gerald P.
Ku/perand BarbaraM. Middlehunt, Vol. I. Pllwe 3. The 200-/nch-m/m_ rapport mechu_m, l|
1 I
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_:, Figure 4 shows the 120-inch mirror /_-_/,//___///_'Y/'support system. It will be noted that the axial 02
':_i? and radial components are separate corn-
preferred for optimum adjustment. The radial 7_ _.
_: load is carried by pad ring, P, which is 7.6
_ balanced by weight Wl through an axial bear- _, __ ,: ing, B, and gimbal G2. The lever is gimb l- s
_ mounted on G_. The support, S, for G1 is
vye laterally adjustable with respect to the Tassembly mounting plate, MP, which, in turn,
_,!. is laterally adjustable with respect to the
mirrorten.
!<, The axialoadiscarriedon ringR,which "
is supported on three gimbal-attached pash- = ._ =.;
_,i, rods, PR, that are adjustable in length. The
.. r_dial loading of ring R itself is balanced by ;- -2
counterweight Ws. The axial mirror load is
'_ balanced by weight W2. [-- -]
_ Three of the axial support levers are *_
._. micrometer-controlled for collimation. Two Figure4. The 12_lnch-rrdrrorsupport unit.
center-defining units are located in diamet-
rically opposed, triangular pockets adjacent to
the center hole in the mirror. Both coordinate
adjustments are provided in the two units.
The cell and supports for the 84-inch I.---oo
telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory
are essentially a copy of the 120-inch design
with the following exceptions: ._.oG,.o_R-,_
I. The axial support pushmds are of T_., co_ v._ -_
i_ the cone point and socket type. "_I '
_. 2. Center defining is accomplished b7 "- _ '.
the radial slotted stops referred to previo,,ly _ _ A - _,..o.
infigure2. _]==:: / = t
The two 150-inch telescopes for the KE_ - \_- .Ao
Peak National Observatory and tl'_ Cerro \\
TololoInter-American Observatory Ln Chile \ _ /
have solid mirrors of fused silica andCer-Vit,
respectively. These mirrors, 158-inch outer
diameter by 24inches thicl:, have r_;_tively .--_ SU,_.T.,,.
large center holes with 50.inch inner diam-
eter. The cell is a welded fabrication with four [I
.. attachment brackets bolted to the outside _ CELL
• ". rim.The axial supports are air balls, as shown "
in figure 1. ,_-
The radial supports consist of art outer \
and inner array with 24 units in each. The L._J sTo,.
outer support, shown in figure 5, has a !.'
counterbalanced pad supported at A on the
main counterweight lever. This lever is bllurs._._lJ_houtm'r, td_/a#qmrt
i i
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_L
'_ pivoted about point B on a support arm, //""---PUSH LINK;...,_, which is pivoted on the end of the cell and
_'- bears, at the upper end, against a temperature- L]_ --, / _]
F compensated support mounted in the ring
_.; girder of the tube. The leverage ratio is 20:1. _ /
•_ The inner radial support, shown in l
.k. figure 6, is a compound lever _ystem sup- B _[ -//_ par,
" ported in pivots A and B. Four of the units
"" are used for center-clef'ruing.The pushrod is | _ MIRROR
-: temperature-compensated, and pad weight b
balanced by the counterweight, CWT. The TE.P.CouP- --
ends of the push link between the primary
and secondary levers are cone points. The
; overall leverage ratio is 73:1. _ _'
i( The combination jack pad and colli-
mating unit, shown in figure 7, is provided PuSHRO0
,_ with a dual-range load cell: 0 to 1,00O pounds , o ---
.. for collimating service and 0 to I0,000 i
pounds when used as a jack pad. The rollers _ _.,...
_: accommodate differential expamdon. Lead
springs support the load-cell assembly at its I K;Aq I __ DfFININGSTOP
center of gravity so that no moment of force [ c_c
•. isadded to the mirror or to the load cell when
_ the telescope is pointed away from the zenith.
Flsure 6. The15_lnch innerradialsupport.
_. SpaceTelescopeDesigntt
Since the function of the mirror mp-
._f ports of terrestrial telescopes is to simulate
mirror weightlessness, support units are not
needed for space telescopes. Support is
needed for the mirror only during the launch .,,.o.
Z////////,, ;////// /_/// """"":;"" ;""..... Y.,period, and then only to protect the mirror y///////_////9:MJ._9/x_k./_,_._2
against excessive loading or damage. .A.,.O.L*T,_.11" ' ' _'_""-- .O_,.S "
Space telescopes do require defining k_\_ _ ._<
units, which must be equipped with remote
monitoring and ntmh. These units should _\'_ ._:-_'_ :"I:/It, I gg I;I TO*,L*_tbe retracted during launch (to prevent -_'W , I,rr,-_ o,c,==
the launch supports into operation position _o.oc_ ,
after the telescope b in orbit. Temperature
1t compensation becomes a more rigorous
requirement for space telescopes than it b for
terrestrial telescopes.
To summarize, it would appear that the _X--co_,..,,o.
only elements common to space and turret- ,o,=,.,_,
trial mirror support assemblies are the
clef'ruing units and the provisions for the
accommodation of differential expansion /fflure 7. The l._0./nch comb/mitre/_¢t pad and
between the mirror and the _upport assembly, co///Ntlnf u_t !
m i
i
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Considerations in the D.sign of Or, tal Telescopes
for Dynamic. E,:vil an,r'nts
>- C.E. Li,,.'r ,:d R. E. Jcwell
NASA George C. Ma ",!_",Space F ,.;ht Center
L
: Introduction and the requirement for quiescence. Man
must breath; he is usually mo,hng about in
,' Since its discovery in 1608. _n has some inefficient way and often coughs,
: been fascinated by the diseeverit_s f_at the sneezes, scratches, etc. In an earth observa-
telescope enabled him to mak_ regarding tory, these actions might affect only his as-
those heavenly bodies which so greatly in- sociates, but in an orbital observatory, wherefluenced his existence, the sun and the moo . measurements of radiation from a small p o-
•, Through the development of larger and more the area of the sun are being made, they
" powerful telescopes, astronomers have ac- c,,aid be sufficient to ruin an experiment un.
quired increasingly detailed knowledge of k_s precaations were taken in the system do- "
these bodies a_ld have delved into the sign. As a result of these signif, ca_lt changes in
mysteries of dis.ant stars and other galactic design requirements, it was quite probable
". systems. The t-t_nd in these telescopes has that "new" problems would be encountered
been toward larger physical sizes and greater by the scientists and engineers who had been
weights (up t._ one million pounds), with loca- working in the area of telescope system design
• ? tions selected and mounts designed to ex- and development. Similarly, those scientists
" elude, as much as possible, disturbances and engineers who had previously been con-
" caused by base motions in order to achieve cerned with the problems of launching men
" measurement accuracy. The most severe and their lifo-suppo_ systems into orbit
"dynamic" design conditions for these telo- would meet "new" challenges in the develop-
-_ scope structures and components were ment of payload s_:ems involving large but
probably the transportation and handling con- delicate telescopes.
'_ ditions prior to or during assembly. It is the intent of this paper to describe
The advar.tages of orbital telescope the dynamic environments (acoustic, vibra- t
operations, for both terrestrial and celestial tion, shock) that a telescope assembly might
i observation, have led man to place telescopes see for a variety of launch _,ehicles, to discuss ,atop f'tr -breathinggenerators of acousti and current statc-of-tho-art approaches esign- -i
vibratory energy (rockets)in order to acceler- ing for these environments, and to discuss _ '
ate them into earth orbit. The dynamic some of the "unusual" aspects of telescope
conditions during this launch operation and, design for dynamics. The paper is net compro- Jsubs,_.-';¢ntly, in the near-void of earth orbit hensive of all the work that has been done; it•" are quite contrary to the past idstory of telo- will reference only a few casesof which thescopes (exo_pt perhaps when subjected to authors are aware through personal activity
violent ear:hquakes or when being dropped and through a review of the literature. It is
i from the top of the "Leaning Tower of Pisa." hoped that as a result of tl_ paper the readerA further complication arose ith the de- will be convinced (1)that the dynamic_ en-
cision to couple men and telescopes in orbital _ronn_nts are quite important and should be
operations in order to gain operational flexi- considered throughout the design of a telo-
l bility and other advantages. There is an oh- _ope system and (2)that the dynamic bo-vious incompatibility between man' nature ha_'ior of a large telescope and of the
389
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structure tying'it 'to _hg,l_dach_etffcll)a_/_ .. Note that the composite (all frequencies
orbital assembly cannot be treated separately ' combined) vibration level tends to generally
but must be considered as a dynamic system follow the acoustic level since the acoustics
in most cases, source provides energy over the entire fre-
quency spectrum of concern and is a major
Dynamic Environments During Launch contribution to payload vibration. The rela-
i tive amplitudes of the peak acoustic and
' The dynamic environment of a rocket vibration levels represented in the figure vary,
launch vehicle in the "payload" area is a con- depending on launch vehicle characteristics
f stanfly changing combination of acoustic and such as engine acoustic power, vehicle height,
_ mechanical excitation and response. The nose cone and shroud profiles, and vibro-
_: principal sources of energy are the engine acoustic transfer characteristics of the pay-
_ exhaust, engine vibration, sudden release of load shroud and support structure.
sto_d energy from engine thrust (holddown Note also that the frequency characteris-
release and engine cutoff) or from vehicle tics of the acoustic environments change sig-
_ bending moments resulting from ground nificantly through the launch phase. As the
winds, aerodynamic turbulence, buffeting, vehicle velocity increases to near Math 1, the
_ boundary layer shocks, and staging opera- spectrum shifts gradually downward. Above
tions, including pyrotechnic devices, engine Math I, at maximum aerodynamic pressure
_ startup, and shroud deployment. A corn- (Max Q), the spectrum shifts drastically up-
parison of typical time histories of.vibration ward in frequency. The primary acoustic
and acoustic levels through the launch phase energy source at lift-off is engine noise, and at
and the frequency variation for several points Math I and Max Q the primary source is aero-
in time along these curees is shown in dynamic. The shift between Mach I and
figure 1. Max Q is a result of changes in flow and
_. ® ®
." _ 2
i !
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_" boundary layer characteristics, which vary ' Generalized acoustic data for several
_. greatlybetweenlaunchvehicles, launch vehicles are provided in figures2
::_. The shifts in vibration response fre- through 5. These data are presented to pro-
_7__ quencies are also significant. The sharp vide a "feel" for the magnitude of environ-
*:: "spikes" in the low-frequency region rep- ments that can be expected and to indicate
_ resent the overall vehicle modal responses, the degree to which engine acoustic and aero-
_..- which are excited by release transients and, dynamic data from an extensive collection of
._ later in flight, by wind gusts and vehicle vehicles can be correlated by judicious
*. maneuvers. During flight, these spikes shift selection of nondimensionalizing parameters.
:_, upward in frequency. This shift is a steady It is reit,;rated that the configuration of the
change caused by expulsion of propellant payload _hroud will influence both the ex-
mass during flight. For the response region ternal and internal acoustics and vibrations
_.. above 200 hertz, note that the peak in the and will be of considerable importance in the
;_ response spectrum is at a slightly higher fro- design of the telescope dynamic system.
_-" quency. This is the result of decreased vibro- Figure 6 is an example of the differences in
_-_ acoustic efficiency on the part of the vibration for three different payloads
_ aerodynamics rather than change in launched the first booster.any on stage
?_* dynamic system.
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_! oO_ Wt = l"otel _¢oustic power :
_i- ul'uu I T(f) = Acoustic Power Per Cycle.. I Vc = Characteristic Flow Velocity8 A, Aa-,P
.:_. ,_ o ,pv_m,,-•_ /dc
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Ffgure 3. Normalized _'oustic power per cycle for jet flo_ _s a .function of a nondzmensional frequency
parameter.
. Dynamic Environments During Orbital Opera- system occurs; however, the sources for such
tion_ perturbatiol,s are many and varied. For
: example, thrust required for orbital change or
; Fortunately, the t_emendous vibro- course correction will tend to "shock" the
acoustic environments previously discussed _stem into response of its many modes. At-
i can exist only in the atmosphere. After suf- titude control system, whether for the whole
ficient burn time to insert the payloa_ into orbiting assembl_ or for some part of it, willorbit, the unwary dynamic analyst might "ring" the resonances of the dynamic system.
think that all will be calm and serene; how- Opera_ng equipment such as pumps, fans,
ever, it is this po]_ion of a mission in which valves or any reciprocating or rotating mech-
the most insidious problems in structural anisn_ will provide steady-state input forcing
dynamics can occur. If the system is not re- function. In addition, man himself represents
quired to reenter the earth'r atmosphere, the a significant dynamic forcing function. His
orbiting configuration is often one from movements in and about the spacecraft, his
which antennae, solar panels, and various involuntary actions such as heartbeat, cough-
., structural appendages are allowed to unfold ing, sneezing, and even his planned actions for
and protrude. The result may be a dynamic the accomplishment of an experiment-all
system without symmetry and one which has _mpart energy to thv dynamic system, which
the appearance of being extrem_.:f fragile. It will respond in some manner. None of the
is true that for its own coordinate system it is forcing functions mentioned would normally
generally at rest and would remain souv_,ess present any significant problems with regard
some perturbation of the forces acting on the to the integrity of the structure, but, on the
i
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Figure 4. Overall sound pressure level and mean square fluctuating pressure (p_ ) in turbulent boundary
layerasafunction of free-streamdynamicpresgure.
other hand, the dynamic responses that result axis, The displacements are quite small and
may prohibit accomplishing certain precise are of no detriment to the structure; however,
and delicate experiments, especially those ex- continu_as displacements of th_s type for a
;_' periments where a high degree of long-term precise optical system are quite significant.
!_ stability is required. Recently, tl_e au_ors encountered an .
An example of subsystem dynamic re- example of the effect of man on the orbiting ,sponse that can result from the operation of mechanical syst m. An experiment was ._
i onboard equipment is shown in figure 7. The planne,d to study the reactions of liquid under
analysis was carried out for the Apollo Tele- long-term low-level acceleration. The magni- i
• scope Mount (ATM) s_ and ring assembly tude of acceleration was to vary as a param- !
"' ' _ with the input forcing function occurring at eter from 10-4 to 10"_ g's referenced to one
! the gimbal ring. The amplitude of the forcing earth g. For the dynamic system that was con-
function was est_nated to be 1.4 pounds and sidered, it was very quickly determined that
was treated as one period of a sinusoid. Note the normal voluntary motions of the astro-
from the qgure that the response indicates a naut could not be tolerated because the
i significant n_mber of resonances below 3$ dynamic acceleration imported to the experi-
i hertz and that a _ingular inl_,utfrom the yaw ment package by the motion of a limb was
actuator causes displacemen_ :e,spome in all prohibitive to maintaining the constant lowthree axes as well as a :otatim_ about the Y acceleration required. An indication of the
|
i
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detail to which the l_roblemwas studied is Effects of Dynamic Environments on
shownin figure8. Plottedon this figureis the StructuresandEquipment
accelerationresponse <,;the orbitalsystem to
normal heartbeatand_oa cough.The obvious
conclusion is that such inputs would cause a The telescope structuraldesignershould
• _ relatively large-scale perturbation of the be concerned with two aspects of dynamic
acceleration parameter. With careful, dynamic environment effects: (I) the capability of the
design analyses, however,such difficultiescan structureto performits designfunctions after
be resolved. Consultation with the structural expnsure to severe conditions and
dynamicist early in the design and develop- (2) detrimentaleffects of structural response
merit phase of an experiment system can cope on attached equipment and systems. The first
with these types of problems, consideration is generally one of structural i
t
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Figure& Orbitingsystem: dynamicaccelerationsresultingfrom crew motion.
strength; the second is one of structural Designing for Dynamic Environments
refinement.
The severe acoustic, vibration, and shock
environments of launch, boost, and docking The design of a new payload for a launch
can result in stresses that cause failure or vehicle for the dynamic environments of
permanent deformations in su,ctural mem- launch and orbital operations involves two
' bers. Joints tend to loosen, mating parts wear, major technologies: (1) environmental pre-
: and flaws in welds and solder joints tend to diction or definition and (2) resign analyses.
• propagate under exposure to these conditions. Environmental prediction or def'mition
t methods fall generally into two categories:
As a result, critical alignments may change_
bearing performance may deteriorate; and (1) methods based strictly upon analytical
electronics can malfunction, treatment of the launch vehicle and payload
,_ The quasi-sinusoid, discrete-frequency, parameters (e.g., thrust, aerodynamic pres- _"and transient environments have their most sures, skin thicknesses, velocity, etc.) and
(2) methods involving interpolation or extrap-
significant effects when their characteristic
frequency coincides closely with structural elation of previously acquired data from the
and equipment resonant frequencies and same or similar launch vehicles.
when the responses are amplified. Several techniques for predicting
i The random environments have their acoustic levels due to the turbulent mixing in
most significant effects when structural and rocket exhaust are well documented in the
equipment resonances occur in frequency literature. The most widely used is a semi-
bands where high vibration or acoustic energy empirical method developed by Dyer in which
,', isconcentrated; however, problems canbe en- he describes the general features of the sound
countered over a wide frequency range be- field as a function of the functional and
cause the energy is usually broadly geometric features of the rocket engine. His
distributed. Random environments have the method accounts for the effects of the
capability of exciting several resonances acoustic near-field, the longitudinal and elf-
simultaneously, with random phase relation- cumferential correlation of the pressures on a
qhips, thereby increasing the relative displace- cylindel in the field, and the effects of vehicle
ments of adjacent parts, metion. Estimates of the engine-generated
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acoustic environment obtained by using the Individual bandwidth responses are cal-
"i. basics of Dyer's method have given excellent culated, and the entire response spectrum can
_ engineering results, be established in an incremental fashion. A
?': Methods for estimating the aerodynamic unique feature of this approach is for
,. noise environment are more varied. This is complicated structures, amazingly simple
._ true mainly because the flow over the struc- formulae can be developed that provide
i' ture and the associated boundary layer generally excellent results in the upper part of
conditions are rapidly changing. The root- the frequency spectrum. The method has
; mean-square fluctuating pressure can range proved to be usef_d for estimating the vibra-
from one percent to as much as 15 percent of tion environment in launch vehicles wiLereno
the free-stream dynamic pressure around the applicable empirical approach is available.
vehicle. The actual value at a particular point The low-frequency "vehicle dynamics"
on the structure is a function of the vehicle quasi-sinusoid environments must be derived
_ trajectory and the overall a.ld localized tom vibration analyses of the entire launch
• geometry. No one technique can be singled vehicle system with applied forcing functions
I!.' out; however, a summarization is given in a such as holddown release, ground winds,
_ state-of-the-art monograph on random noise flight wind gusts, engine gimbals, engine cut-
: and vibration sponsored by the Shock and offs, staging, engine startings, etc. These
Vibration Information Center. analy._,esare normally done as separate lateral
The random vibration levels during and longitu&inal analyses, assuming negligible
launch and boost in the payload areas are coupling. Previous flight data may -also be
_ directly related to these acoustic environ- used to refine the accuracy of these analyses,
ments. Most of the techniques for predicting particularly from the standpoint of assumed
;_ these random levels are described in damping values.
_. reference 1. The most widely used methods Because almost no orbital, environ-
are generally wholly empirical a_d represent mental, dynamic data is available, prediction
extrapolation techniques similar to those pro- of the levels encountered in orbital operations
_ posed initially by M_"affey and Smith. As is almost purely analytical. Various forcing
many as a dozen or so variations have evolved functions and perturbations can be (and have
_' from their basic approach, each one attempt- been) defined, as in references 2 and 3, but
" ing to improve the prediction scheme through thete must be analytically applied through
the use of new data or better structural defini- dynamic response programs to derive accelela-
_ tion. At ti_.eother end of the "analysis spee- tie)as for structure and equipment.
_. trum" are the totally classical analytical In all of these steps to define the 'approaches, which are excellent for predicting emSronments for a new payload, it must be
ff response of the first few natural modes of rer_embered that the statistical characteristics
vibration but fail miserably to define
,'_ must be identified and maintained. For
._i adequately the higher frequency part of the example, the dynamic levels calculated fromrespons spectrum, response analyses for wind gusts or engine
A rather new approach has been sug- shutdown must be in terms of the probability
gested by Lyon, Ungar, et al. This technique of occurrence of those wind gusts or shut-
is known as "statistical energy analysis," in do,wn conditions (thrust tail-offs). If the
which the system is known to possess a large design goal of confidence is established early
number of modes in a given frequency band- in the program, the values may be expressed
width and a concept of structural modal den- consistently in terms of this confidence level;
sity is used. The detail of the individual hov,_ver, the statistical definition should net i
i modes are, for this analysis, deemed to be be test nor forgotten.
!' unimportant. The energy of each mode (and Once the environment has been pre-
therefore of each bandwidth) can be esti- dieted or defined and expressed in terms of _
mated solely as a function of system damping design criteria, it is the task of the structural l
I t
H
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_': designer and analyst to provide assurance that an integral part of the design program. As
', the structure can withstand those criteria and soon as sufficicnt information on weight,
_._ still perform its functions and that the dimensions, and structural arrangement is
:-.. response conditions imposed on attached available, a simple analysis model should be
_: equipment and systems will not exceed formulated and preliminary frequency and
::' specified limits. The tools in this work are mode shapes derived. Such models may be
:7 (1) the mathematical and analog models of effectively used in selecting optimum con-
the structural/mechanical system and (2)the figurations fron: several candidates and will
high-speed digital and analog computers, aid in the e,lvironmental vibratinn-level
": which extract modal frequencies, mode predictions, As individual subsystems and
' shapes, and responses to the specified forcing components are designed, the model should
functions, be improved to include mass and stiffness dis-
The methods of mathematical formula- tribution; and forced response programs
: tion of dynamic analysis models for solution should be accomplished. These analyses will
_- of free (natural) vibration moC_ shapes and provide the design with interface and internal
_- frequencies of structures can be categorized design loads as well as response _ibrationy,,
by the governing equations into (I) energy acceleration and displacements, Figure 9
:_ methods, (2)differential equation methods, shows the possib!e integration of dynamics
and (3) integral equation methods. The_'e are analysis into a design program.
aumerous examples of each category; refer- Some additional derivatives from the
: ences 4 and 5 provide excellent descriptions dynamics analyses are:
of many of them. The energy methods are 1. Indication of need for development
, based upon application of one or more of the tests to define unknown characteristics
i" principles of mechanical energy and make use 2. Indication of design weaknesses and
, of assumed displacement functions without areas where changes are desirable (dynam-
strict adherence to boundary conditions. The ically)
_._: differential equation methods require the 3. Indication of effects of proposed
_. application of boundary conditions, and solu- design changes on system dynamics
tions must explicitly satisfy those conditions. 4. Dynamic transfer functions for use
"_' The integral equation methods involve use of in specification of equipment design and test
< influence functions, which implicitly satisfy levels.
,- the boundary conditions but are not applied
_,; in order to solve the equations. Special Considerations for Telescope #
,: The response amplitude to a dynamic Assemblies and Equipment
_" forcing function (displacement, force, acceler-
I ation, pressure, etc.) may be calculatedthroughout a structural or mechanical system Large orbital telescopes have certain
_ by several m_thods. These methods include characteristics which impose unusualfrequency response methods and normal dynamic constraints on the designers. Some
mode methods. In these methods of response of the most important "different" character-
calculation, the role of damping is critical to istics are: (It the large physical dimensions
i the accuracy of the results, and, wherever (focal le_gth, mirror and barrel diameters),
possible, empirical data from laboratory tests (2) close tolerances on alignment of surfaces,
and previous flights of similar structure axes, apertures, etc., which are quite distant
should be used in the estimation of dampin_ from each other, (3) heavy weights of compo-
: References 4 and 5 give detailed treatment of nents and telescope structure relative to
fr these methods and the use of computers in support structure weight, (4)high stiffnesset
i their application to all types of forced of telescopes relative to support structure
response problems, stiffness, (5) low rigid-body frequencies of
The dynamics analysis work on any large telescopes on their mounts, and (6) l/mlta-
t lescop (or other payload) system should be tions on allowable distorti ns due to th rmal
t '
It '
[ ,.
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, Flsure 9. l)ymn_c support of design.
and other orbital conditions, such as astro- axes, the use of vibration and shock isolators
naut motions, of conventional design is practically impossi-
_ In the normal dynamic analysisof space- ble. This problem is further complicated by
._ craft, it is often assumed that the equipment the limitations on thermal transfer and on
and experiments are "lumped masses" located material properties (outgassing, etc.). This• at discrete poit, ts on the structure and 'that, limits the variety of approaches a designer or
: because of the usually small dimension_and dynamicist can take to solve dynamic
weights of these items, analym results ate suf- response problem_.
! ficientiy accurate. For a system involving one Another result of the above character-or more large telescopes, however, this istics of large telescopes is that the critical
_ assumption cannot be made because of the six system resonances are quitc low in frequency,
characteristics mentioned above. The tele- well below 50 hertz. This means that the
scope and the structure that supports it highest response loads may _ caused by
during launch and Jn orbital operation must "vehicle dynamics" vibration ievels, which are
be analyzed as a dynamic system, with the difficult to predict in amplitude for new
mass and stiffness distribution of the tele- vehicle systems. Therefore, the dynamicist
scope modeled as carefully _ that of the must carefully analyze for response to
., .. structm_. Early analyses of the ATM canister ''vehicle dynamics."
assumed the telescopes to be lumped masses A special consideration in telescope
located at the _o;_ts where they attached to design for dynamic environments is the sus-
the "spar" structure; these analyses were later ceptibility of ceqain types of components to ;.
found to be significantlyin error,both in acoustics.These typesarecharacterizedby
loads and frequencies, large surface areas and relatively light weight,
Because of the requirement for close such as thin pr/nted-circmt boards, heater
tolerances,bothinternalto thetelescopeand panels,and electronics.A method of calcu- i
with respect to structural bench marks and lating response stresses for simple panels is _
1
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_ given in refermce 6; however, development or 5. Pestel, E. C.; Leckie, F. A.: Matrix Methods in
qualificatic,n tests should be performed Elastomechanics. McGraw-H/llBook Co.,lac.,
whenever th;re is doubt about acoustic sus- 1963.
.
ceptibflity. References 7 through 1 1 provide 6. Clarksor,, B. L.: The Effect of Jet Noise on
" further det.filed considerations of acoustic Aircraft St'uctures. The Aeronautical
:: environmenls and their effect on equipment. Quarterly,Vol. X, May 1959.
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_" Observatory Structures
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x
_ IntrotIN_tion vibration problems is included. Work being
_,, done under the STOP Projec: is summar:zed:
_ In recent years, the finite element and examples of the two gen,'ral classes of
_._ method of matrix structural analysis has thermal deformation problems considered in
,- gained wide acceptance in the engineering this program are given. In addition, an
_ example of the treatment of thermallycommuh,ty for the solution of structural
_roblems. Along with this trend, NASA began induced vibrations of a fiat plate is included
:_ the development of a general-purpose corn- to demonstrate th_ applicability of the finite
_' puter program based upon this technology for element method to this class of problem.
I use in the analysis of large and/or complex The free vibration analysis of the OAO
• structures. The NASTRAN* computer pro- spacecraft, as performed at Goddard, and its• gram (ref. 1)is the result of these efforts, and correlation with OAO modal-survey tests is
with this and other finite element programs described. A discussion of the reduction
comes the opportunity tot t3e _olution of scheme, utilized to reduce the size of*,he fre-
_._ both static a_.d dynamic structural problem,, quency model for use in an independent| heretofore u_t_¢_table, force_-response analysis of the entire launch
¢,ae area of application in which the vehicle and spacecraft, is also presented.finite element method holds much promise is The paper concludes with a summary of
_" that of prediction of thermal deformations in problem areas, plans for future work, and a
il orbiting spacecraft. Study in this area is discussion of the potential of the finite ele-
._: taking place at the Goddard Space Flight ment method in the analysis and design of
_: Center as part of the Structural-Thermal- optical space telescopes.
!_. Optical Program (STOP). which has as its Thermal Deformation Predictions by Fhi!te
objective the deveiopme_,t of analytical tech- Elements
_, niques and procedures fo, use in predicting
the thermal deformations znd optical degrada- Backsround
tions in a structural system from a knowledge
of thermal heating rates and/or temperature The m_t_*.-',_Jplacement formulation of
gradients. Another area of application of these the static a,to :'.'namic thermal deformation
methods at Goddard is that of detailed dy- problem is _' :,__,__e following development
"' namic analysis of spacecraft structures. (rets. 2, 3, anC 4_. #_ of the usual assump-
This paper p_sents a review of this work tions of tineai" _las_city are employed, and
as it pertains t_, space telescopes and attempts the conversion of mechanical energy into ',teat
to identify problem areas associated with the is neglected. VCith this latter assumption, ihe
analysis of this type of struct_c. A back- determination of the temperature #._tribution
ground 0_scussion of tl,c #'mite element in the structure is uncoupled front the elm,-
metho" as it is applied to static thermal defer- ticity problem and may be obtained by
mation problems and to thermally induced independent analysis or teat. iIn the finite element approach to struc-
• *_._,_ _!._cturalJLnaly_ Proffam. rural analy_ problems, the body to be
-- 401
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analyzed is idealized to a'_nqw _sCrv_t_
• composed of an assemblage' (_f,fin_e f_e -'_ t_ _1_ _'i point displacements of the
tural elements joined at grid points. The assembled structure
individual discrete elements have known
elastic properties det'med by a number of grid {XT } -'- thermally equivalent mechanical
point degrees-of-freedom, which ar,• sufficient loads acting at the grid points of
to represent the stress and displacement assenibledstructure
behavior of the element adequately. Because
thermoelasticity problems may be considered In equation 2, the equivalent mechanical
as initial strain problems and because the loads acting at a grid ._oint of the assembled
initial strains may be treated as additional structure are obtained as the vectorial sum, at
of the loads × of all ele-the grid point, { _i
mechanical loads acting on the elements, one ments joined at that grid point.
may write the force-displacement relations for In many practical problems, the temper-
the thermally strained ith element by the ature variations in the structure change
stiffness equation rapidly with time, and the effects of inertia
cannot be neglected. In these cases, the study
{X}i=Ik]i {u}i+lXT}i (1) of thermally induced vibrations by f'mite
clement techniques can be accomplished by
where modification of equation 2 to include inertia
effects. Using the well-known principle of
IX}i "_forces acting at the grid points of d'Alembert, the negatives of the inertia forces
element i
tkl i ~ stiffness matrix of element i - [M] {0} (3)
{u }i ~ pxid point displacements of where
element i I_M] ~ mass matrix of the assembled
structure
{ XT }. ~ thermally equivalent mechanical
1 loads acting at the grid points of {_I } ~ grid point accelerations of the
element i assembled structure
The equivalent mechanical loads {XT_i are ."
obtained as those required to remove the are treate," as additional applied loads actingon the structure. In addition, the equivalent
initial thermal strains in the discrete element, mechanical loads become time-dependent
Assembly of the element matrices, forcing functions. Thus, from equations 2 and
equation 1, to form the idealized structure 3 for the case of no externally applied
results in the following set of equations loading, we can write
describing the static behavior of the structure.
{X_}ft_K] tU}+ {_XT} (2) [_M] {0} + [K] {U}=-{X(t)} (4)
Exa_nination of equation 4 shows that
where the probl,em of thermally induced vibratio_
{_X}" external applied loads acting at in f'mite dement structures is reduced to that
the grid points of the assembled of obtaining the dynamic response to a forced
vibration in which the external forcing func-
structure lions be_:ome the negatives of the equivalent
mechanical loads. Upon the determination of
[K_]~ stiffness matrix of the assembled {XT}as a function of time, t, and impositiontructure
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of boundary conditions, equation 4 is solved study. The following discussion focuses on
_, for the unknown grid-point displace- the structuralaspects of this program.
.:_" ments tU (t)} of the idealized structure. Two general classifications of thermal
:_, Equations 2 and 4 describe the mathe- deformation problems as they relate to
_;-_. maticai problem to be solved by the orbiting optical telescopes have been iden-
"_= NASTRAN computer program in the solution tiffed for investigation by the STOP program.
"_ of static or dynam;c thermal deformation The first of these deals with the prediction of
". problems from known temperature distri- thermally produced misalignments of the
=_. butions. In general, input to the NASTRAN spacecraft that result in pointing, guidance,
Y::- program consists of: tracking, and similar alignment problems. The
:= 1. Program control definition second class of problems concerns loss of
2. Coordinate system definition optical performance due to thermal defor-
3. Grid point definition mations of major optical surfaces of the
•;i.' 4. Finite element type definition experiment. The division into two classes is
_: 5. Material property definition (temper- not intended to be considered rigid since
,_. ature dependent, orthotropic) alignment problems, for example, cannot be
_ 6. Geometric constraints (including ignored when evaluating the optical perfor-
m. boundary conditions) mance of the telescope. For analysis purposes,
? 7. Grid-point temperature information however, this division is desirable because
__. and/or thermally equivalent mechanical loads analytical techniques and discipline interfaces
' 8. Output solution, do tend to differ according to these two clas-
_ With this data, the program automatically sifications.
_ assembles the stiffness and mass rr'.atrices of In this paper are descriptions of three
the assembled structure, calculates and/or examples of static thermal deformation
assembles the equivalent mechanical loads*, studies performed to exercise and to evaluate
applies geometric constraints, and solves for the thermal and structural analytical pro-
"_ the required grid-point deflect:ons, cedures and computer programs available at
Goddard and also to identify associated
_. Structural-Thermal-Optical Program problem areas. The first two are examples of
.- the alignment type of problem; the third is an
,_', The overall objective of the Structural- example of a thermal deformation study of a
_' Thermal-Optical Program (STOP) at Goddard structural component typical of a major
optical surface.
_A is the development of methods for deter-
mining structural deformations and optical Example 1: OAO Star-Tracker Align- rdegradations ha a system lrom knowledge of ment Analysis. The star-tracker study (refs. 5
_ the temperature gradients and thermal inputs, and 6) was undertaken to investigate the
As both the title of the project and its objec- feasibility of both thermal and structuraltive imply, the program is an interdisciplinary analytical procedures and to test techniques
. to obtaht the thermal deformations of acritical guidance component of the Orbiting
_g; *For _taticanalysis,the programautomaticallycalcu- Astronomical Observatory (OAO) spacecraft.
lates and a.osemble_the _quivalentmechanicaloads A longitudinal OAO star-tracker mount in-
from input grid-pointtemperaturesfor inclusionof stalled in a thermally controllable bay was
the effects of axial (beams) and planar (plates) utilized for this investigation.
thermal expansionandcontraction. For analysisof As indicated in the star-tracker mount
transverse tex,aperaturegradientsacross the thick, test configuration shown in figure I, two
neqs of elements and for time-dependentanalyses, Goddard-developed mierotilt sensors* were
equivalent mechanical loads must be obtained
external to the NASTRANprogramand entered by *The microtilt _ensorwasdevelopedby the Testand
4.
the userat s.ructuralgridpoints. EvaluationDivisionat Goddard. It is a device for
i
!
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'_" ' TOPSECTIONREMOVED
_' y
4_.
_" NYLONBRACKET( YP)
3-:" . _'-X . .MICRO-TILTHOUSING
_! ADAPTERPLATE"_ : I '4
/ \
X-FRAME "MICRO-TILTSENSORNO.2
Figure 1. Schematicof st_-tmcker mount in its STOPtest con_B4ratio_
atta4-hed to the structure. Tilt sensor #l was tracker mount to reach steady-state from level
_. placed at the top of the mount on the adapter to level for thermal analysis correlation.)
plate near the point at wkich the actual star Relative rotation measurements of the Y-axJs
_ tracker would be mounted, and tilt sensor #2 for correlation with analysis were obtained as
was attache_ to the test support X-frame (a the difference indicated between the two
welded stainless steel frame of 1.0-inch by microtilt sensors at four steady-state temper°
! .0-inch steel stock) to which the four feet of ature conditions.
I the star-tracker mount and the heater plate The finite element model of the star- '
were both bolted. This complete assembly tracker mount is shown in figure 2. The
was suspended in an evacuated and cooled model includes representation of the star-
i vacuum chamber, after which the thermal tracker mount-leg assembly attached at its
deformation test was run over a period of upper ends to the adapter plate and at its
approximately 2 weeks. (The primary reason lower ends to the test-support X-frame and
for such a long test period was that approxi- heater plate. The model required 35 grid
mately 40 hours was required by the star- points, 52 finite elements, and 209 uncon-
strained degrees-of-freedom; i.e., rotations
measuring minute angular displacements. Basically, and displacements.
the sensor is a simple pendulum whose shaft is fitted Beam elements were used for the repre-
• with two pairs of semiconductor strain gages sentation of the adapter plate, leg assembly,
mounted on mutually perpendicular axes. Any and the test-support X-frame. The heater
angular movement with respect to gravity will plate was represented using four triangular
produce s_distortion in the correspondinggage pairs, plate elements. With the use of the above
thereby providing a measure of the angle of rote- elements, both extvnsional and bending
tion. The design goal was a usable sensitivity of behavior is accounted for in the model. In
0.1 arc seconds, addition, the beam elements representing the
|
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_: form rectangular section beam, the {equired
equivalent mechanical moments, Mi , to be
_. applied at the ends of the ith beam element
:._ can be shown to be given by,w
'" MiT = Eilia i (5)
, C h l i
Z*y,
:, where Ei = modulus of elasticity of beam
: element i
Ii = moment of inertia of beam
element i
_:, a i = coefficient of thermal expan-
sion of beam element i
*. .Ti_T_ = temperature difference between
the upper and lower surfaces of
beam element i
Figure2. Finite elementmodel of star trackerin
( its STOPtest conflguratton,undeformedshap_
hi = thickness of beam element i
adapter plate were constrained against
_, bending. These constraints conform to the For the structural analyses, the grid point cor-
:[ assumptions that no temperature gradients responding to the attachment point on the
exist through the thickness of the adapter X-frame of the #2 microtilt sensor was rigidly
:, plate (this being confirmed by test), which constrained from all motion so that all analyt-
• would cause bending out of the plane of the ical deflection predictions for the model were
_, adapter, and that the bending stiffness of the made relative to this point.
: adapter is such that bending of the adapter Table 1 gives both experimental and
from mechanical loads may be neglected, analytical results of the Y-axis relative rota- p
_' With input grid-point temperatures oh- tions measured from the liquid-nitrogen
tained experimentally, the NASTRAN pro- (LN2) case (i.e., both theory and experiment
i gram automatically calculated the required are zeroed at the LN2 condition). The liquid-equivalen me hanical loads for inclusion of nitrogen condition corresponds to the test
,* the effects of axial thermal expansion and chamber evacuated to 1 x 10"6 tort by
contraction of the beam elements and the mechanical and diffusion pumps and liquid
pla,er expansions and contractions of the nitrogen circulated to the walls of the
- flat, triaagular, plate elements. The effects of chamber. Figure 3 shows the deformed star
transverse temperature gradients existing tracker corresponding to the hot temperature
through the thickness of the X-frame, how- case. The deformations shown in this figure
ever, were included by directly inputting aregreatly exaggerated for viewing.
equivalent mechanical loads at the grid points From table 1, it is seen that agreement
corresponding to the X-frame. For a tempera- between analysis and experiment should be
ture distribution varying linearly across the the cause of much optimism when consider-
thickness and with a sectional distribution re- ation is given to the magnitude of the thermal
maining invariant along the length of a uni- rotations under investigation. One must also
! i
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Table 1. Star-Tracker Y-Axis ThermalRotations: A remember the long time span covered by
Comparison of Analytical and Experimental these tests and the fact that this was one of
Results the first actual applications of the microtilt
AnalyticalPredictions TestMeasurements sensors.One indication of the critical nature of
Test Y-Rotation Total Change Y-Rotation Total the above predictions can be shown by
Change observing the effects of neglecting the in-
: Case [ (arcsee) (arc see) (arc see) (arc see) fluellce of the transverse temperature gradi-
ents existing across the thickness of the
LN2 0 } 0 t X-frame. While these gradients are of the+55 +32 order of only 0.5°C for the hot case con-
Cold +55 +32 _ sidered (see bracketed quantity in table 1),
_ their neglect may result in much error. In this
_38 _29
Hot +17(49)* / +3 instance, it becomes obvious that transverse
_, _ +3 _ +15 temperature effects should be included
,, Grad. +20 } +18 } because of the relatively high stiffness of the:_ 1 -23 -12 X-frame compared to that of the legs and theGrad. -3 +6 fact that microtilt sensor#2 is mounted
2 directly to this frame; however, the require-
* Neglectingtransversegradienteffects existingacross ment for accurate temperature prediction
and/or temperature instrumentation during
the X-frame. test is demonstrated.
Example 2."Alignment Analysis of OAO-
GEP Secondary Mirror Support Structure.
This analysis was conducted with the intent
of studying both thermal and structural
,_ analysis techniques for their feasibility in
predicting thermal deformations of a rela-
tively large and complex structure (refs. 7 and
8). For this purpose a structural analysis for
" thermal displacements of the Goddard Experi-
, ment Package (GEP) between Station 43.156
and Station 86.000 of the Optical Structure
Assembly was performed (fig. 4) using a
theoretically obtained temperature distri-
bution.
i Figure 5 shows the f'mite element model
used in the analysis. The complete model
.- consisted of 511 grid points (with approxi-
• _ mately 2200 degrees-of-freedom after
l imposition of boundary conditions, etc.),336 quadrilateral plate elements, 8 triangular
,. , _ plate elements, and 12 beam elements. For .
' I the thermal deformation analysis, the grid ' "point degrees-of-freedom at the base of thetelescope tube, Station 86.000, were con-
strained to boundary conditions corre-
Figure 3. Finite dement model of star tracker in its spending to the telescope tube clamped to a
5TOP test configuration,deforraed shape (hot rigid ring that expands in tile radial direction
i (me). due to a uniform temperature change.
, !
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_' SECONDARYMIRROR FOCUSDRIVE SPIDER VANE
_' MECHANISMMOUNTING RING _ I | STA. 43.156
_::_ FORWARD _---
/,. TELESCOPEmmlplSPIDERVANE_ I n | IIn
SECONDARY
_ / MIRROR"
-,_',_ UPPERTITANIUM STRUCTURAL
_ Z TELESCOPETUBE
"_' ALUMINUM ADAPTOR
_'RING
LOWERALUMINUMSTRUCTURAL
_.: TELESCOPETUBE J
STA.56.000
• X
Figure4. Schematicof GEP/$TOPsecondarymbroranalysisopticalassembly.
_ This approximatesthe actual conditions being considered;figure8 presents the f'mite
at this location because the base of the tele- element model. This thin elastic shell is
scope tube is attached to a heavy aluminum dimensionallysimilarto the primarymirrorof
ring which, according to predicted tempera- the OAO-GEP.
_' tures, assumes an approximately uniform
_ temperaturedistribution. Withthese assumed Table 2. Secondary-Mirror Thermal Displacement
boundary conditions, the displacementsand l'redictions for Theoretically Obtained Tempera-
_ rotations predicted from the finite element tureDistributtons ¢
analysis can be viewed as indicative of the XDISPLACEMENT ffi-2 x 10-4 IN.
motion relativeto the primary-mirroroptical YDISPLACEMENT - -3x 10.4 IN.
axis because the assumedconstraints should Z DISPLACEMENT --100x l0 "4 IN.
correspond approximately to the actual ROTATIONABOUT HEX-AXIS,, -2ARCSEC
behaviorof this section of the GEP. ROTATION ABOUT THE Y-AXIS,, -1 ARC SEC
Figure 6 show_ a greatly magnifiedview
of the thermally deformed GEP structure. For demonstration purposes, the finite
Table2 gives the predicted motion of the element model has been subjected to a local-
secondary mirror;i.e., consideringthe mirron ized hot spot on its surface. A perspective
and its mount as a structure "lumped" at a view of the deformed mirror, to a greatly
centralgridpoint, magnified scale, is given in figure9. Output
Example 3: Thermal Deformation from the NASTRANprogramfor this analysis
Analysis of Optical Surfaces. Example3 illus- is in the form of grid-pointdisplacementsand
trates the type of structural analysisplanned rotations. It should be noted that the grid-
for this phase of STOP. Figure7 shows the point rotations can be viewed as the rotatiom i
spherical she. segment with center cutout that a line (the line beingoriginallynormalto _
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t:
_': Figure 5. Finite element model of GEP,undeformed Figure 6. Finite dement model of GEP, deformed
shap_ shap_
i, ,mO" -
r
the middle surface of the shell at a grid point) o,,
would experience as the mirror deformed.
-:_ This information, together with ray-tracing
_ procedures, should be very useful in the study
of the degradation in the optical performance
of the mirror.
F
Thermally Induced Vibrations
Consideration of thermally induced
vibrations (tel 4) may become necessary in
future space-telescope structures. When
consideration is given to the demanding ac-
cth'acy requirements envisioned for some of : x
these vehicles (on the order of I/lOOarc FigureT. 8chomtlcofsphcrlcalcapwlthcutout
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._ T(z,r) =_ r + + -
t.
?
: - cos ja',,, +j=l
where (6)
/kt \,,, nondimensio,ml time param-
Figure8. Finitedement modelof spherical r= _'T) eter: cap with cutout, undeformedsMpe.
_', a,d47
_ k "- thermal conductivity
:'_ k _ thermal diffusivity
h "- plate thickness
t ~ time t
5 Q -- heat input
[ z ~ transverse coordinate
If the bending behavior of only the plate
;[ is considered, the equivalent mechanical grid
Figure 9. Finite element model of sphericalcapwith Mot, (in this case moments)_. point loads,
[: cutout, deformedshape(hot.spotJ, required for canstraint of the finite plate
_" element with temperature distribution given
_:- by equation 6 can be found to be
_ second), the necessity for the inclusion of
_;f:_'theSeprobable.effectsin any analysis of the craft seems 2¢__ [.:__[.96.-t4 . ff._ e'J27r2r.]..
._' The results of a finite element study of a MpT (t) = (1.v) lr4k j4
simply supported square plate (8.0 feet by j=1,3,5
8.0 feet by 0.1 foot) subjected to a step heat (7)input, Q_. on face Z = +_nd insulated on where
face Z =-_ are given to demonstrate the appli-
I cabflity of the finite element method for E-_ modulus of elasticity
, treating thermally induced vibration problems
(fig. 10). As shown in f'_ure 10, a quarter "_
- symmetry model consisting of a four.by-four a ~ coefficient of thermal expansion
network of square-plates (1.0 foot by 1.0 foot
by 0.1 foot) bending elements was used. v ~ Poisson's ratio
_ For the problem under consideration,
the time-dependent temperature distribution, Since the temperature distribution does not
I T(z,t), through the thickness of the plate is vary over the planform of the plate in this
i given by the expression example, the vectorial sum of the equivalent i]
! |
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mechanical thermal moments at the internal _'LV _P_)_nO
A,,
grid points of the assembled plate model are ."
'T 2gpT 2gpX 2M,T M,T•
zero. Thus, the problem reduces to a forced . !;_ ? ? 7 : --x
response analysis of the quarter symmetry I
moloaassonre ,Solution of this finite element model _was obtained by using lumped mass and i_: $
i modal acceleration techniques, and the results /2, '
Jr midpoi t displacement (w) versus time (t)
for hypothetical problem are given and are _ / / / / / / '
compared to theory in figure 12. /
The r sults of t is study emonstrate
that the structural vib_'ations induced by '_ . j
• uncoupled, transient, temperature distribu- _ comr.A_eoTOzero
r
: tions may be treated by a forced response V
j j suve zz. y,ameny,,odet appued
analysis of the finite element model excited
i by time-dependent mechanical loads appliedat the grid points of the model. The require-
ment for implementation of these methods
_ Z THERMAL for the analysis of practical spacecraft struc-INSULATION
v tures, however, demands much study.
". (a) Simplysupportedsquareplate
; exposed to step heat input. Dynamic Analysis of OAO-A2 Spacecraft
_t
This paper describes some of the
# s.0 _ dynamic analysers performed at Goddard in
'_ / / support of the OAO project. The finite ele-ment analyses described were performed on ¢
_ / the Martin-Company-developed SB-038 com-
puter program before the availability of
. 4.0 NASTRAN. In brief, a finite element model
___ of the OAO-A2 was obtained in its modal-
i. survey test configuration. The model was then
.......... , refined by using modal test data, which was
4. :,' obtained from vibration shaker tests of thebasic craft structure and attached interstage.
Mass properties of the test configuration
• model w_re then adjusted to those of the
a.1 actual spacecraft in its flight conf_'ation,
and this revised model was analyzed for fre-
(b) Oumer symmetry modelof _iy quencies and mode shapes. From this rather
supportedKlw_ plate, detailed f'mite element model, a reduced
model was obtained for use in a forced
response analysis of the entire hunch vehicle
Fllure 10. S_nple thmml vibrationtwob/evt and spacecraft.
1
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_ The model utilized in the normalmode made to produce a rather detailed model of
,?_:analysis of the OAO is described; the result the spacecraftand to representthe interstage
_" of this analysis is compared to test, and the by a coarse series of elastic elements that
- reduction procedure used to obtain the would be "tuned," using modal-survey test
'_'/ simplifiedmodel is discussed, data, to account for this structureaccurately.
• In addition, the Smithsonian Astrophysical
"_ OAOModelforAnalvsis Observatory (SAO) and Wisconsin Exped-
_ ment Package(WEP)experiments were repre.
:_., The initial finite element "nodelof the sented by fully rigid elements arranged
_ OAO-A2wasrepresentativeof the craftin its symmetrically about the axis of the craft. The
modal-surveytest confkguration(ref. 9). This complete model is shown in figure 13. It4
_; configurationis comprisedof the basicspace- includes 128 grid points and 588 structurali:
, craft structure, with _imulated experiment elements.
_i and electronic packages, and an interstagettachingthe craft to th shakertable. Analysis Compared to Test
_ Detailed modeling of the interstage was
_ not feasiblebecauseof the limited capacity of As indicated previously, the finite ele-
_ the SB-038 program and the unknowns ment model was "tuned" to account for theassociated with the mecha icalconnections in interstage section of the test structure. Test
_ this area. For these reasons, the decision was results showed that the first bending, fLrSt
_ IO.0 S.0
4=
• FINITE ELEMENT PREDICTIONS
4= /,*_, M), mm THEOR[TICAL PREDICTIONS
_ -- ,,- FORCINGFUNCTION TIME HISTORY
O
tk
2.0 - 1.0
0 I I I 1 I _ l I I I
0 0.8 1_ 2,4 3.2 4.0 4.8 5.8 6.4 1.2 8,0 ILII 931 10.4 11.2
TIMEIx102 me
dl_tlomfOrl_tefo_._Jhnct_MpT_
| i -
4_
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° I
•."_, / -_° .°o ..°
;- t
_ .... -_"" t
..4
_ /;. , _:,,.
_" J/,'l ,, , .... .. _ ,i..
.._ . ,, . . .-,,r _
• .j,. "_ _
\d _'_"" "" ' '
.¢o,
I_ y _ _.._,
_o _13. b_niteelementmodelof OAObasic _ft Fisurel 4. Fl_t bendin_modeof OAObarlc
,: with idealizedexperimentl_el_a on tntmtage, eraltonintmtage.
torsion, and first longitudinal modes were and vice versa can be gained by referringto
_ principallyfunctio_ of the interstage re.gion, table3. The a_alysis found a second bending
;. An example of this is shown quite ciearb in mode at 25 cycle_ per second-consisting
_ figure14 where we observe that all motion principallyof rigid-body motion of the rigid
appearsto originatein the interstagestructure experiment model. "lifts was not found in the
for the Ft_t bending mode. By "tuning" the test data because recovery of test instru-effective elastic properties of the interstage mentation data on the experiment was not
model to the measuredresper_seof the first accomplished in this frequency region, in
i bending andf'wAto.ion modes, the influence addition, the analyds yielded a pair of
of the interstage region was accurately in- symmetric third bending modes at 51 cycles
cluded in the finite element model. The per second; these were not found in the test,
success of this procedure can be seen in Lut test data yielded one lateral mode, at
table 3. Good agreement is shown between 42 cycles per second, whichdid not appear in.
both the two tuned modes andthe first Iongi- theanalysis.
tudinalmode, which is basicallya function of A reevaluation of both finite element
the interstate, analysisand test procedureswasperformedto
Aninteresting example of the value of explain these discrepancies.A further evalu-
analysis in the inte,-pretationof test results ation of the modal-surveytest datadid reveal
1970027360_402
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"?. Table3. Modal-SurveyAnalysisand Test Con'elation OAO-A2. This revised flight mode' was "-"
analyzed to provide normal modes and cor-
'_' FiniteElement ModalSurvey responding frequencies.
"_. Results ModeType TestResults
(cps) (cps) Reduction Procedure
11 ist. Ben_ng 11 It was then necessar7 , _ use th_., :)ore
11 11 flight model to produce a nn,r-mas_-poiat
model h,at would ha_ : ;he _am,- ,,lastic and
16 1st.Torsion 16 dynamic characteristics as the !a:_;emodel for
frequencies up t_ 60 cycles per second. The
25 2nd.Betiding reduction was accomplished bx' subjecting the
_: 25 (Rigid.Body detailed mo6el to a _ries of,._lf-equilibrating
_._ Experiment) load sets, which defined average elastic
40 1st. Longitudinal 40 behavior o." the stnicture _vitl"respect to its I
centerline at specific segmer,ts and degrees-Gf-
" 42 freedom. Mass propertb:s calculated for the
., _1 3rd.Bending 51 reduction were those translational and rotary
51 inertias Jefming each ma_s set that was
:' condensed.
56 2nd.Torsion Static. and dynamic checks of the sim-
plifie(_ ,..odel were compared w_th the
71 2nd. Longitudinal detailed analysis. All values within the region
of interest were within 3 percent except the
pair of third lateral bending modc_, which
_, a significant lateral response in the 51-cp_ matched the detailed model withi:, 14per-
!; region, but with a different motion in the cent. Much of this difference can be attrib-
*. simulated expemnent than that at 42 cycles uted to the absence of mass coupling (first
per second. An examination of the dummy moments and cross products) in the reduced
experiment hardware to determine the model. This was necessary because the p-o-
reasons for missing the lateral mode at gram tobeusedfortheactual forc_J-respons_
:, 42 cycles per second reeeale¢ that the dummy analysis could not make use cf such
? experiment hardware could not behave as a information. !
_. rigid symmetric body, as intended, for the
: lower modes. (The actual experiments, how- Conclusions and Problem Areas
, ever, would behave in this xnanner in the
_. fiequency range of interest.) It has been demon.,tra:ed that the finite
As mentioned above, these _ssumptions element method, _o_,_'ed with the current
t_" result in the analytical prediction of a re- g,'neration ot c_,m?vters and modem com-
peated pair of ,,lodes at 51 cycles per second, vuter programs, provides the structural
_. It was concluded that the lack of symmetry in analyst with the capability of treating com-
" .[ the actual dummy experiment resulted in the plex problen_s in mote detail than possible in
lowering of one of these lateral modes to the past. The ability of these methods to
cycles per predict the stat2c and dynamic behavior
42 second. of
With the development of the finite ele- space telescope structures, including behavior
i, ment model corresponding to the craft in its induced by thermal loading, has been shown.
_ test configuration completed, the mass distrb The potentials of tl_ type of mmlysis
i bution of the model wm adjusted to conform, are indeed great. For example, the possibility
to the actual flight configuration of the of almost real-time thermal deformation !
!
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_. predictions using telemetered temperature 2. Those due to structural idealization
data from space, and subsequent spacecraft 3. Those due to errors in the calcu-
-, corrections based on this analysis, is certainly lation and application of applied loads (in-
possible in the not too distant future, cluding applied temperatures).
, _obler_ areas, however, do remain, and The first group is the object of much
much work is required for their solution, current study (ref. 10). Its particular effects
. Four areas that seem particularly pertinent to have no special meaning to the field of optical
" the field of orbiting telescope structure, but space telescope al,alysis, but they apply
.. not unique to this area, are discussed in. this equally to tile entire field of matrix structural
_: paper. These areas are: accuracy of solution, analysis. These effects are probably the
' modeling structures, problem-size reduction, smallest of the three groups and will not be
and interface programs, discussed.
:: The second group will be commented on
in the problem area dealing with Modeling
.. Accuracy o.fSolution Studies. It is sufficient to say that this area
' depends mainly on the experience of the
_ Before discussing this problem in some analyst and the characteristics of the available
detail, a brief example is required to demon- finite elements.
. strate some subtleties concerning accuracy in The third problem area is the cause of
structural analysis predictions in optical sys- our greatest concern in dealing with optical
' tems. The comment is often made that a
structures. In particular, this area is most
strt'cturai analyst cannot nredict defer-
critical in the analysis of thermally induced
mations on the order ef a few are seeonds deformations. The present thermal analyzer
because of numerical inaccuracy in his corn- programs, ava:hble at Goddard, do not appear
, pater program, unknowns in the physical
properties, poor n_echanical joint definition, to be of sufficient size to predict structuraltemperatures adequately in the detail required
etc. What is sometimes forgotten is the fact for an accurate deformation analysis of a
that these structural deformations are usually spacecraft the size of the OAO. One possible
the result of very small loads; that is, we are way to correct this oituation is to add thermal
not attempting to predict perturbations on analyzer capabilities to the NASTRAN pro-
' the order of an arc second but rather total
• gram, which could be based on the finite
: deformations of this order. In other words if element method of thermal analysis, and to
: our loads are well def'med, we shouk, gener- utilize the large and advanced mathematical
ally expect no more percentage of error in our routines contained in the present program.
". final soh'_ion than in anv other typeof struc-
tural analys_s.
The question does remain, however, as Modeling Studies
: to ;he effect_ on thermal deformations of
"_ small h_itial nonlinearities caused by slack in Modeling studies are required to evaluate
joints, ini;ial imperfections, etc. This _s a structural idealization procedures in order to
poorly defined problem area that warrants the minimize inaccuracic_ in the finite-element
,_ attention of the designer and fabricator in model representation of the actual structure.
_. addition to that of the structural analyst, hi general, finite element methods provide
" Loolang at the question of accuracy as it reliable data only when the structure is
pertains to Finite element analysis of optical properly idealized and when the reSLrltsof the r
space telescopes, one may consider three analysis are properly evaluated by an experi-
major _rov_ of contributing factors: enc_ analyst.
1. "rt.ose due to the computer and the Much work remains in this general area
computer program (solution order, precision and, in particular, within the area of modeling
used, algorithm eft_ciency, matrix condi- of major optical surfac_;s. Accuracy require-
ticn'ng, etc.) ments and the apparent need to include three-
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*A Considerations on Precision Temperature Control
of a Large Orbiting Telescope
_.. S. Katzoff
:; NASA Langley Research Center
? Introduction Synchronous Orbit
_! Quantitative specification of the temper- Figure 1 shows results for an infinitely
ature uniformity and temperature constancy long cylinder oriented at right angles to solar
of a large orbiting telesc pe will not be radiation and with no appreciable radiation
_' possible until one can also specify telescope input to the shaded half. as in synchronous
_ operating temperature, materials, environ- orbit. The inside is assumed to be perfectly
_ ment, and types of construction and oper- black, and the external surface is assumed to
ation. It would be desirable, however, to have a solar-absorptapce/thermal-emhtance
i_ establish a backg_.and of information on ratio of 1/3. For one case, figure l(a), the
what might be feasible and what might be insulation -_s assumed to provide a heat-
required to establish a high degree of perfec- transfer rate of 0.0025 [(_xternal tempera-
tion with regard to both uniformity and ture) 4 - (internal temperature)4]. In
_ constancy of temperature. Among other figure l(b), the factor is taken as 0.025.
advantages, a reasonably practical, precise, W_h either type of insulation, the mean
temperature control could alleviate the re- internal temperature is about 2250K. Foc thequirements for continual testing and adjust- heavier insulation, the subsolar elements of
_" ment of the optics while in orbit, the cylinder will be about 0.3 ° warmer than
This paper presents the r_sults of calcu- the shaded elements. For the lighter insu-
lations relative to this problem. The basic lation, the difference will be about 10 times
idealized configuration that has been studied as much or about 3°, These difference values
is a large telescope tube made of l-mi:_hneter- are approximately proportional to the
_ thick aluminum and wral:ped in superinsu- temperatures themselves. For example, if the
lation. The types of radiation environment external surface has an absorptance/emittance
considered correspond roughly to synchro- ratio of 1 instead of 1/3, all temperatures will
nous orbits and to near-earth orbits, mainly be increased by 3_ (or about 4/3); and the
the former. The discussion will indicate the temperature differences will also be increased.
nature of the problem and how it might be For these calculations, it was assumed that
o , alleviated by meat,s of heated collars near the the diameter of the cylinder was so large (say,
' tube opening, heat pipes andvaporchambers, 3 meters) that circumferential conduction
and enclosing balloons. Mathematical heat transfer in the cylinder wall, which is of
methods have not been detailed in this paper l-millimeter-thick aluminum, is small corn-
because they are assumed to be of immediate pared with radiation heat transfer.
interest to only a small part of the audience. Possible nonuniformity of the insulation
must be considered in all discussions of the
Inf'mite Cylinder thermal problem. If the nonuniformity is 30
Calculations were made for the infinite percent, the internal temperature may be
cylinder in synchronous orbit, in low orbit, 2330K instead of 225_K, as indicated in
and with ring heat pipes, figure l(c). This degree of nonuniformity
417 i
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'_" SUNLIGHT INSULII_Nle_tr_ wfllitle_lel_ily damped by the thermal inertia
".". /-,/_-v3 I FACrQR"0._5 _'l :_r__( _ O_ t_ i_s_l_ti4Pla and the cylinder wall. With
_ - _-,. 1 - the cylinder assuhaed to be of 1-millimeter-
;:_ ,., 1-22,° , _,r...,o II[_ A'" '' bethickaluminum and the insulation assumedtOmadeof 30 to 50 layers of luminized
': - polymer film with some spacer material
I 0.025 between adjacent layers, the total amplitude
-- _ I11_ of the temperature oscillation within the
thl r • zz5° K t,r • 30 _I • 080 cylinder should be about 0.03 °.
" Ring Heat Pipes
0.029
•, \ Calculations were made of the improve-
_ Icl I - z33° K ? z_r. 3° ment in temperature uniformity that might be;i _ achieved by welding heat pipes round th
7 0._2 cylinder. For the calculations, the heat pipes
-._ /-a/_. _ I 0.00_ were assumed to be isothermal rings.
I1 :o If the heat pipes are spaced 40 centb• Ill/ T - 300° K AT • 0.40 AT• meters apart, the maximum temperature.... nonuni ormity (the temperature midway
between the heat pipes on the subsolar ele-
l_'gurel. Infi_ntecylinderin sunlight, merits minus the temperature midway
between the heat pipes on the shaded ele-
seems not unlikely; however, a maldistri- ments) is reduced by a factor of about 4.
bution in which all the higher-conductance Putting the heat pipes still closer together
. insulation is on the sunlit side and all the reduces the nonuniformi W further. The
_, lower-conductance insulation is on the shaded
_: temperature difference varies nearly as the
side is probably unrealistically extreme. In square of the spacing.
any case, it is wolth remembering that pos- These calculations were for the case in
L sible nonuniformities in insulation, environ- which the mean temperature within the
. ment, coatings, contact resistances, and the cylinder was about 225°K. The effectiveness
like mu st be considered in any analysis that is of the heat pipes in reducing temperature
concerned withtemperatureuniformity, nonuniformity decreases with increasing P
'7
_ Low Orbit temperature, because radiation heat transfer is
proportional to differences in "1_ , whereas
-_, The preceding results for the infinitely conduction heat transfer is proportional to
long cylinder will be modified in at least two differences in T. The net effect is that the
,_ respects when the cyhnder is brought in from improvement in uniformity achieved by
_ a synchronous orbit to a fairly close orbit adding heat pipes (with a given spacing)
about the earth. First, both the thermal radi- varies, roughly, inversely as T3. Thus, for a
I ation and the reflected solar radiation from cylinder temperature of 300°K (as for an
. the earth will provide heat inputs to the outer-surface absorptanee/emittance ratio of
,'_ shaded half of the cylinder that may total 1), the heat pipes spaced at 40 centimeter,
' about half of that provided by the direct sun- reduce the nonuniformity by a factor of only
light on the sunlit half. The indicated temper- about 2.
I ature nonuniforrnities will be reduced to half.Second, the thermal input to the cylinder will Finite Open.Ended Tube
no longer be constant because the cylir,:lerwill periodically be in the earth's shadow. A cylindrical tube of finite length, with
This alternate heating and cooling, however, one end or_._nand the other end closed with a
1970027360-407
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._C:,,perfect fiat mirror, was used in the calcu- S,_UCHT/-a/E-: 3
_;': lations as a representation of a telescope tube.
F,:" t/- MIRROR
_: General Characteristics
" ,"- 220I" INSULATION
, The results for the finite open-ended _mm_-m_m_mmm_._ FACTOR:'- tube typically differ from those for the in- _ z00
,,_L_.
i ANTISOLAR
_, 1, if the tt:be is covered with insulation 160
comparable with the insulation previously
assumed for the infinite cylinder, the escape 140
_" of radiation from the open end will result in a lm
-" "" mean internal temperature far below that for
the infinite cylinder (which was about
225°K)" so' L i L i i J. 2. Because the tube wall near the _ _ 6 s ]o z2
:_ opening loses much of its radiation directly to DISTANCEFROMIRROR.RADII
>" space, the wall temperatures decrease rapidly _gure 2. Temperaturesin insulatedtub_
_ toward the opening.
3. Although the wall temperature alien input at all, as if the tube axis were
decreases toward the opening, the tempera- aligned with the sunlight. The tube loses
z_ Luredifference between the subsolar elements energy by radiation to space over its entire
and the shaded elements increases, cylindrical surface. The wall temperature in
These effects are shown in figure 2 for a this case is about 5° lower near the mirror,. tube that is 6 diameters 1Gng. than near the heated collar, and its average
Putting circumferential heat pipes value is about 5° less than that for the tube
,_,_: around the tube would reduce the circumfer- oriented normal to the sunlight. The average
ential temperature nonuniformity but not the temperature for this case can be raised by
_;' large longitudinal variation (unless the heat r_ising the collar temperature, but the longi-
pipes were heated by some external means), tudinal variation will remain.
Heated Collar T • _2soINSULATIONFACTOR,0.0_5 r - " if
I 'A heated collar in the end of the tubewill greatly reduce the longitudinal tempera- t.]-_ , i
, Lure variation, Figure 3 shows calculated N__. t 3
temperatures for a tube having a uniform- 2_0
temperature heated collar 3 radii long. The
length of the collar is not critical. For ex- _
ample, a much shorter collar at a hSgher //- TUBENORMALTOSUNLIGHT 5.
• : tempenture v.ould have the same effect. _ ' ""
" _he upper curve is for the tube normal _ _TIJBE PARALLELTOSUNLIGHT
to the sunlight, for which case the _tfmite _
c_tinder had a mean internal temperature of zoo
225°. If the collar is nmintained at a tempera- t , , _ ,
Lure only 3° higher, the remainder of the tube z ( e s 1o
will now be at *.hesame uniferm temperature D,srANCtF_O_M.)))e_._A_n ',
! as the infinite cylinder. The lower curve is for R_ure 3. Insulated tube with flxed-tengTemture i
i the easein which there is no external radi- secaon. "_|
!
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Extending the insulated tube beyond the Its front face, because of the specular coating,
heated collar will reduce the radiation loss out has a relatively low but not negligible radi-
of the opening and thus will reduce the heat- ation interchange with the inside of the tube.
input requirement to the collar without The back surface is, or can be made, highly
affecting the general nature of these results, absorptive to radiation. The approach to very
For example, extending the tube 3 radii precise thermal control of the mirror would
: beyond the end of the collar would reduce appear to be mainly through radiation inter-
the radiation heat loss out of the opening by a change with an accurately isothermal,
factor of about 5. constant-temperature disk behind it. Keeping
Longitudinal Heat Pipes at least th_ lower part of the telescope tube at
the same constant and uniform temperature
Welding longitudinal heat pipes along the would appear to be a desirable auxiliary goal.
tube (fig. 4) would greatly reduce the longi- Vapor Chambertudinal temperatur,, variation, shown in
figure 2, and would also nearly eliminate any The disk could be the surface of a thin,
longitudinal temperature nonuniformity due flat, vapor chranber, heavily insulated on the
• to variability of the insulation, shown in side away from the mirror (lower sketch in
figure 1. The tube temperature, however, fig. 4). Bringing the lower ends of the longi-
would now be quite low because of the in- tudinal heat pipes into the chamber will
creased radiation losses out of the open end. assure that the tube itself has nearly the same
For this case, the tube temperature would be temperature as the vapor chamber, thus pro-
about 176°K for the lightly insulated tube riding the desired nearly-isothermal radiation
and about l l0_K for the heavily insulated environment for the mirror. This approach
tube. If the heat pipes were 40 centimeters eliminates or reduces the need for the heated
apart, the wall temperature, midway between collar although it transfers the problem of
the heat pipes right at the opening, would be supplying carefully controlled heat from the
,." about 2.5 ° less than the heat-pipe tempera- collar to the vapor chamber.
ture for the lightly insulated tube and would
be about 0.5 ° less for the heavily insulated Heat-Pipe Temperatures
tube. Extending the tube beyond the ends of The surface of the vapor chamber may
" the heat pipes would conserve heat and thus be assumed to have an extremely uniform
, would provide a higher temperature, and also temperature. The temperatures of the long
a more uniform ten.perature, in the section p
containL_g the heat pipes.
To summarize, it has been shown that: i ,/-a c. t 3(1) a heated collar in a well-insulated tube can /
provide a relatively constant mean ternpeIa-
ture but cannot assure longitudim", tempera- INSULATION TUBE
ture uniformity to better than a few degrees; FACTOR TEMPERATURE
! (2) longitudinal uniformity can be improved o._5 no° K
I by longitudinalheat pipes; and (3) extending 0.025 176° Kthe tube beyond the uniform-temperature
• ' * _ section will minimize the escape of radiation.
• _ Combinations of longitudinal heat pipes with
circumferential heat pipes (fig. 4)and collars [_
are reasonablyapparentbut werenot studied. I_ " ,
III
MirrorTemperature Uniformity LVAPORCHAMBER
The mirror requires an especially uni-
form and, presumably, constant temperature. Figure4. Tube with Iongltudlnalheatpipe_
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" heat pipes, however, will be less uniform, thermal problem could be lightened by en-
_ mainly because of the temperature drops closing the entire telescope in a balloon. A
t__. through the wick (here assumed to be 0.25 model of such an arrangement has been
-,.. milhmeters thick). For the configuration studied in a space simulation chamber at the
. shown in figure 4 (with no external radiation Langley Research Center. Some results are
,. heat input, light insulation, a temperature of shown in figure 5 (from a paper by George E.
.: 225°K, and heat pipes 40 centimeters apart), Sweet; to be published). The external surface
. the temperature drop through the wick in the had an average solar-absorptance/thermal-
main part of the heat pipe might be about emittance ratio of 1.1, which provided a mean
0.1 °. The portion of the heat pipe that lies internal radiation temperature of about
, within the vapor chamber is perhaps only one- 290°K when the balloon was irradiated with
tenth as long as the portion that extends simulated sunlight. The inside surface of the
, along the telescope tube; furthermore, it has t)alloon was lightly anodized; the outside
:'- wicking on both its inner and outer surfaces, surface of the "telescope" tube was specular.
_, Hence, the temperature drop between the The temperature of the radiation striking the
_ vapor chamber and the inside of the heat pipe outside surface of the tube was uniform to
_,_ might be about 2° and is thus the major part within about -+5° for a range of orientations.
,_' of the temperature difference between the This uniformity, considered in terms of vari-
:_" telescope tube and the vapor chamber, ations in (radiation temperature) a , is over 20
The preceding calculation neglects the times better than that for an unenclosed tube
heat lost by radiation out of the tube opening hTadiated from one side by sunlight. Further-
(and which must be abstracted from the more, as figure 5 shows, the mean radiation
adjacent ends of the heat pipes) and thus temperature over the tube is almost indepen-
underestimates the problem. If the heat pipes dent of the orientation of the tube relative to
ext,*.nd all the way to the opening, this heat the sun.
" loss will require an additional 2° temperature The balloon could thus be very helpful
'_ drop across the t, eat-pipe wicks in the vapor although, without some additional thermal
,_: chamber. (This result assumes a 3-meter- control, it cannot -.rovide extreme tempera-
." diameter tube with heat pipes 40 centimeters ture uniformity a_d constancy. When one
i apart.) Extending the tube 3 radii beyond the considers what types of additional means
isothermal part (the part served by the heat would be required to achieve such very pre-
pipes) will reduce this heat loss by a factor of cise thermal control, one returns again to the
5, as previously mentioned, and correspond- previously discuss6d vapor chamber, collar,
" ingly will reduce the additional temperature insulation, and heat pipes. Use of the balloon
_' drop across the heat-pipe wicks to about 0.5 °. should, however, greatly simplify the design
These additional temperature drops vary with requirements for all of these components.
the fourth power of the tube temperature.
For example, they would be three times ,as Concluding Remarks
large if the tube temperature were 3000K
instead of 225*K. This paper has discussed some ap-
A separately heated collar near,the tube preaches to achieving very precise thermal
opening could minimize the heat-transfer control of a large orbiting telescope. All of
requiremvnts of the heat pipes and could these approaches involve considerable effort,
nearly eliminate any temperature difference cost, weight, and complexity and, accord-
between the vapor chamber and the telescope ingly, would not be used without fu_t .:are-
tube. fully judging the need, They represent a
reserve from which to draw as the occasion
Balloon Enclosure,,_ warrants.
In his 1962 pape.r in the American The technology required for these
Scientist, Professor Spitzer sugge.t:.,l that the approaches is not yet completely in ha:,d. For i
J i
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example, heat pipes as long as those discussed required.Methods of supplyingthe heat elec-
i in thispaper havenot yet been built, nor have trically are reasonably apparent; however,
the large vapor chambers been built, espe- solar heat would seem to be a preferable
' dally vapor chambers containi_lg many in- source. Therefore, methods of transferring
serted heat pipes, Study of the means of solar heat in a carefully controlled manner
supplying carefully controlled heat to the (periiaps with electrical heating as a Onecon-
vapor chamberor to the heated collar is also trol)require development.
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Control Systems for Large Spacecraft Requiring
Precise Stabilization
,t .
_ WillardW. Anderson
: NASA Langley Research Center
q
Introduction 3. Manned centrifuge is located near
i the center of gravity of the station to
_ Langley Research Center personnel are minimize disturbance inputs from the centri-
_ engaged in research efforts directed toward fuge.
_,: the development of integrated vehicle stabi- 4. CMG system an,: auLy equipment
• lization and experiment pointing _,,stems for are isolated from living and experiment areas
large spacecraft. This work was initially by the centrifuge to localize noise environ-
:, focused on the Apollo Tel"scope Mount ment.
¢ATM) cluster (fi& I ) and is currently focused
on the mid-70's space station. Work on the 5. Single-gimbal solar array (with ,
_ ATM included control moment gyro (CMG) station roll axis as second gimbal) is used to
provide experiment pointing flexibility and to
_ configqn'ation (fi& 2, ref. I) and concrol logic
definition (fig. 3), CMG-system test-plan de- simplify operation. This gimbal is located near
[_ velopment (ref. 2), CMG full-scale prototype the machinery area and center of gravity ofthe station.
b unit evaluation (fi&4), 3-CMG digital-
._ hardware ATM static simulation (fib 5, 6. Earth-resources module is located
_ ref. 3), and 3-CMG dig/tal-hardware ATM along the minimum axis of inertia of the
, dynamic simulation (fig. 6). Current effort on station to eliminate gravity gradients in earth-
:7 space station systems development is twofold: pointing mode.
establishing what the systems and deter-are
_ mining how they should be simulated. 7. Station has near-sph_,rical inertia
•_ distribution to minimize gravity-gradient
disturbances. ,
Typical Space Station Configurs_ion 8. Space hangar is used as a counter_
weight for artificial gravity mode.
A candidate station is shown in figure 7. 9. Station design pnwides for expan-
Configuration definition is an obvious and sion capability.L nect,,ssary step in the development of a
i dynamic model of a space station. The ra- These general design criteria have re-
tionale for this configuration definition in- suited in a configuzation that should be
• cl_des the following: typical of a long-term orbiting space station.
1. Space operations hangar and logis- Mass, inertia, and dimensional data for this
tics docking facilities r located on the configuration ar being developed(refs. 4,5).
_, opposite end of the station from the exper-
_ _ment areas for minimum interference with Research effort is organized into four
I experiment activities, areas:vehicle stabilization, vehicle eiynamJcs, _
2. Hangar and logistics systems are experimentpointins,and disturbenceL
isolated from the station by an _rlock mid are four areas compcise the integrated physical
used for en_r,_ncy shelter, system being studied. *
i
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" \,A.,, tracker update, earth reference (horizon
' _A: ,,_ _ scanner) with solar or stellar update, stella,"• -7 @_. reference with solar update, and inertial unit
,_o- _ ,:/ ___ _ during larg_ angle, maneuver-reference tran-
" /_:.*'\\_/ /(YL_']';_o'"_" sition.
_ Vehicle Dynamics
Large multimodule spacecraft with solar
: arrays characteristically have several low-
frequency (less than 1.0 hertz) flexible-body
modes superimposed on large-inertia rigid-
body modes. High docking-connection
_. compliance, necessitated by docking require-
ments themselves, and solar array size, neces-
" sitated by large spacecraft system power
Figure 7. Typical space-station configuration, demands, are the main contributors to vehicle t:-
: flexibility. Variable rigid-body and flexible-
body dynamics is a second important space-
Vehicle Stabilization craft characteristic. The variation is a result of
coatinuous solar array reorientation and basic
Precise, long-term stabilization of a large configuration changes when modules or logis-
manned spacecraft requires an advanced or tic vehicles are docked or undocked. State-of-
_. second-generation CMG system, relative to the-art vehicle stabilization systems (for
the ATM CMG system. Large angle maneuver, example, ATM) include separate vehicle-
_, possible long-term earth pointing, and arti- bending-mode filters that are designed to gain
ficial g (spinning) operational modes require stabilize one configuration only. A single,
_: continuous, spherical, CMG, momentum adaptive, phase-stabilized, digit_ system is an
_, vector freedom and therefore make the obvious solution to variable low-frequency
_ SIXPAC configuration (ATM) attractive, vehicle bending; however, considerable re-
i Inner and outer CMG axis slip rings are re- search effort is required before prototype
quired as are improved actuator-gimbal hardware can be built.
bandwidths, minimum smooth rates, and
if critical-c omponent-replaeement capability.
On the assumption that solar panels will Experiment Pointing Systems
provide power, DC brushless spin motors
appear to offer power savings. Broad categories of experiments re-
The state-of-the-art of the logic for the quiring low ambient acceleration, pointing
vehicle stabilization system is proportional control, or free-flying modules include space
and rate-limited with CMG torque produced biology, space manufacturing, earth resources,
by gimbal rate commands from analog steer- solar astronomy, astronomy survey, high
• ing laws. These steering laws (ref. 6) are either energy astro,..)my, and both stellar and
_. open loop, torque feedback, or momentum galactic astronomy.
feedback as exists on ATM (ref. 7). Current Low ambient acceleration can be
research is directed toward optimal, state- obtained by passive systems that isolate
_: space vector systems using a digital control flexible-body vibration, provided that rigi_'-
. computer, body slewing rates are below controlled uppe:
- Reference-sensor system concepts for bounds. Pointing control can be provided by
i vehicle attitude include solar reference passive isolation of the experiment package or
(analog or digital solar sensors) with star canister from vehicle vibration and by active
'___ ,j,)l
ii i
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_. control, using sensors on board the experi- spherical inertia ellipsoid. Aerodynamic
.: ment package and lorquing against the vehicle torques result when the center of pressure and
_, inertia or against o;aboard stored momentum, center of mass of the vehicle are not coin-
=- An artist's concept of the ATM vernier- cident. Long-term disturbances act on rigid-
:i pointing control system (VPCS) is show,, in body modes and affect vehicle stabilization
.: figure 8. This two-degree-of-freedom system prima_v. Short-term disturbmlces include
, has passive (low torsional stiffness springs) crew-motion and onboard-machinery (for
_. and active (DC torquers and onboard sensors) example, a centrifuge) local force and
pitch and yaw pointing control, with an moment profiles. These disturbances are
accuracy of 2.5 arc seconds. Roll positioning h_ternal to the spacecraft and act primarily on
:_ capability is also prmqded. Initial analyses of vehicle and experiment-package flexible-body
: the ATM VPCS with ideal sensors indicate an modes affecting vehicle and experiment-
_ order of magnitude, improvement in pointing package pointing.
: accuracy is possible with this system (ref. 8). Long-term (exterrlal) disturbance
_" Six-degree-of-freedom systems attached torques will saturate a CMG system when the
:. to the main vehicle may possibly provide the time integral of the disturbance torque
0.01-arc-second accuracy required for galactic exceeds the initial ztored momentum of the
_,. astronomy; however, complete six-degree-of- system. Gravity-gradient desaturation logic
freedom isolation or free-flying experiment can prevent this condition by orienting the
modules may be required, vehicle so that the time integral of the distur-
bance torques is bounded at a value that is
,,_,,o '"'_ below the stored momentum of the CMG
•m¢_,,,,_, ,o_, '0"_ system. If pointing requirements conflict with
gravity-gradient desaturation orientations,
desatumtion must be accomplished by using
° reaction-jet torques; however, long-term fuel
,,,,,_o,,o_ requirements and limitations on contam-
'_ : _g2_,_o_,,_,'oination of the external environment of the
"'_,_'_tl°" spacecraft may prohibit reaction-jet use. A
_,_o, technique ts being developed at the Langley
,_'t_o, Research Center called "quiescent dump,"
,: '_¢_" whereby the spacecraft performs de_turation
7' _Ott _l'rl_
.,. ,,°,,,o, maneuvers during periods of experiment-
pointing inactivity and, for given experiments,
'°_°"_"-'_ _ ,,_.,,_o._,,,o,_,_ chooses vehicle orientations that minimize
,, accumulated momentum.
Figure8. ATM vernter-poin_ngcontrol system. Short-term disturbances excite flexible-
body modes. The energy associated with these
modes passes from the vehicle, throughthe
I Disturbances passive isolation system of the experiment
package, to the experimental apparatus itself
Vehicle and experiment package distur- and may ruin a given experiment. Control-
bances are appropriately grouped as long or system active damping (phase stabilization) of
" short term. Long-term disturbances are the lower bending modes reduces vehicle :
primarily gravity-gradient and aerc:lynamic energy level. Phase stabilization requires CMG
torques. Gravity-gradient torques act on a bandwidths well above the frequencies of any
spacecraft in a plane perpendicular to local modes to be actively damped. CMG opti-
vertical and are a function of vehicle inertia mization work at the Langley Research
differences and attitude orientation, being Center and the Marshall Space Flight Center
zero at any orientation for a vehicle with a includes effort to improve CMG gimbal drive
1970027360-417
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.• response by using low backlash and antiback- capability. The proposed simulation is illus-
', lash mechanical transmissions. Direct-drive trated in figures 9 and 10.
_' hydraulic torquers are also being considered Central control is provided by a program
,_; for future spacecraft having hydraulic systems control station (fig. 11). This station allows
on board, control over the Langley Research Center
CDC 6600 computer and input/output hard-
' Integrated System Control Functions ware. The station includes a simulation
console for data entry and control, a display
Spacecraft performance can be evaluated console fo: post-operation data display, a
by simulating the control functions associated typewriter for data exit and operator
with spacecraft operational modes. A comment, recorders, X-Y plotters, and site
performance index that considers the perfor- communications. The computer system allows
mance of each simulated control function can memory u p t o 13 0,000 60-bit words,
:; provide a quantitative system ratin& This 192 digital-to-analog converters (to sites),.
_ performance index is an initial requirement 80 analog-to-digital converters (from sites),
,. prior to any system development. The follow- and 960 discretes eac h erom sites and to sites.
ing is a list of spacecraft pointing and stabi- The application tim_ _, iteration for simu-
lization control functions: lation calculation is shown in figure 12. The
:- refined Langley Research Center ATM simula-
i' Long-term vehicle stability tion presently uses 6.5 milliseconds operatingLong-term experiment pointing with a frame time of 1/32 ot'a second, while
{ Large angle spacecraft nmneuvers dedicated machine availability is 27 milli-
Simultaneous target tracking seconds at this frame time. This allows an
_i Solar array pointing increase in simulation complexity of over
Sliort-term vehicle damping 400 percent. Computer main routines will
Short-term experiment pointing include vehicle rigid-body and flexible-body
:' Centrifuge operation dynamics, CMG steering laws, CMG gravity-
_: Crew operations gradient desaturation logic, vehicle-pointing-
Module or logistic vehicle docking control logic, external and internal
Free-fly module control disturbance profiles, vehi.cle and experiment
: Spacecraft transitiontospin attitude and update logic, monitor and
Spinning spacecraftcontrol diagnostic logic, and the pointing-control
_' logic and hardware simulation for earth, solar,
_. These control functions will be examined at and stellar experiments.
_ the Langley Research Center by using a space- A second-generation CMG system "
; station, digital-computer-hardware simulation, (modified SIXPAC, fig. 5) mounted in torque
_ including man-in-the-loop, measurement fixtures (similar to the fixture
_, shown in fig. 4), which, in turn, is mounted
Simulation Descriptiou on the inner axis of a three-axis-control flight
test bed (fig. 6), is housed at the second
The following is a description of the simulation site. CMG electronics and simula-
proposed Langley Research Center space tion interface electronics are housed in an
i '.| station simulation. The simulation is intended adjacent cor_trol room (fig. 13). Two,
as a general-purpose engineering tool to aid 14-channel, FM tape recorders in this control
and to help direct effort on space-station- room allow continuous, prerecorded,
vehicle and experiment-pointing systems astronaut-force and moment-disturbance
i research. It is a logical extension of initial profiles to be fed to the computer.theoretical ana yses and nonreal-time The third simulation site is the Free-
computer simulation and will serve as a focal Body Dynamics Facility (fi& 14). This
point for integrated research on total system 60-foot sphere will serve as a sensor location
ii • i |11 i
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SIMULATION
ACTUATORFACILITY EXPERINIENTSIMULATO
_ Figure9. Simulationconfiguration;full,scale,control-systemtest corlcept.
and will allow actual sensor characteristics an evaluation of man's computer-aided capa-
_ and their limitations to be included in the bility both to control the vehicle-and-
real-time simulation. The sensors will be experiment pointing systems and to monitormou.,_tedon a small, high-accuracy, computer- and diagnose system status, failure, and
driven, serve table (fig. 15) positioned at the redundant component switching.
center of the sphere. Planet, solar, and stellar The earth, solar, and stellar pointing sub-
radiation simulators (figs. 160 17, and 18) systems comprise the final simulation sites.
housed in the sphere will be rotated or Specific simulation software and hardware at
" positioned to simulate the position and atti- these sites is not defined at the present time.
tude of the space station in orbit. The concept of experiment-pointing-system
An integrated vehicle-and-experiment- evaluation, coupled with control-system hard-
pointing-systems control console (shown as a ware and computer software, has been de-
cardboard model in fig. 19 and in initial lay- fined. Figure 21 shows an example, the ATM
out form in fig. 20) will be housed at the solar-experiment test setup at the Marshall
fourth simulation site. This console will allow Space Flight Center.
1970027360-419
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Figure I A CMG control room.
t
: Figure 14. Free-body dynamics facility model Figure 16. Free-boay dynamics facility, planet radi-
: ation source.
.¢
DF STA6_T
* ORilIT-I_JN LINE
Figure 15. Free-body dytzamics facility, site 3. Figure I Z Free-body dynamics facility, solar radi-
I ation source.
t:
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Figure 18. Free-body dynamics facility, stellar radiation source.
re, *t
i
6
_i Figure 19. Control console model.7"
i '
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Stabilization and Control of the Apollo Telescope Mount
: W.B. Chubb
• NASA GeorgeC. MarshallSpace Flight Center
Introduction 2. To obtain engineeringdatafor aid in
the design and establishment of future
The Apollo Telescope Mount(ATM) is a mannedsolar and stellar observatories.
|'. manned solar observatory. The broad objec- To meet the scientific objectives of the
tive of ATM experiments is to increase our ATM mission, it was necessary to develop a
_ knowledge of the solar environment by oh- pointing and control subsystem (PCS) that
serving it from a station above the major would meet the high-accuracy pointing re-
portion of the eartk's atmosphere. It is being quirements of the ATM experiments under
+ developed for launch during1972. both external and internal disturbancessuch -
+ The ATM with its associated cluster as gravitygradient,aerodynamic,and onboard
(fig. 1) will be placed in 334-kilometer astronaut motion. It was also necessary to
i (180-nautical-mile)circularorbit at an orbital minimize the expulsion of mass from the re-
inclination relative to the earth's equatorial hicle when taking scientific data to avoid
t plane of 35 degrees.A manned flight duration contamination of the sensitive elements of the
of 56 da_s is planned. This is to be followed various ATMexperiments. A third consider-
a by an unmanned storage mode in which a ation was to keep the weight of the system to
limited amount of experimentaldatawill con- a minimum.
, tinue to be gathered. The developed PCSwasdividedinto two
._: The majorobjectivesof the ATMare: major poi_lting _Jadcontrol subsystems: one .
I. To obtain specific data on the char- to provide_omting and control of the cluster
acteristics of the sun thi'ough observationof and the ether to provide fine pointing and
.t various portions of its electromagnetic control o_ _.heexperiment spar. In compliance
i spectrum with missson objectives, a momentum- ,
exchange device was chosen as the control
_ Ig_',-_ f_ torque source for cluster control. The
momentum-exchangedevice selected was the
_ A c ntrol m ment gy o (CMG), and the sub-
_" ' CMGcontrol subsystem." The f'mepointing
em___ and control requirementsof the sparres,,dt_din the development of a control system using,
g_ha,_.._j-_ j flex-pivot gimbai bearings"for control about "/ two axes and anopen loop, roll, crank-around
_v_ _*m_/'__ N_..f,.-_ device to meet positioning requirements
about the third axis. Dynamic control about
* A fl_.pivot_ InartaSis madeofa _ offlat
crom-lejffsphn_ is weldedto trodsupportedby
rolmllnI deews,hasno Immklt+d_md lzovlclm
i _suars.Ap_ _r_mm_u_/t_. 3• _. l_t_d_ap_=tavd.
43•
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_ the third axis is supphe_ the MO_c r Table2. PointingAccuTu_ and Stability
_ subsystem. The control system associated Stability
with fine pointing and control of the spar is System Pointing (For 15rain)
_,L kn O_ as the experiment pointing and con- ,
_ trol (EPC) subsystem. CMGroll _]Oarc rain ±7.5arc rain
,_ System Requirements CMGpitch
i The ATM PCS is andyaw ±4 arc rain _) arcr,u,,
required to pointan
experim nt spar to any spot on or near the EPCroll lOarc rain -
"_, solar disc and, in the face of distt, rl:,._nce
torques (table 1) encountered by the manned F_Cpitch
. and yaw ±2.5arcsec ±2.5 arc_¢Table1. Ma/orl_sturbanceTorques
,
_. DisturbancePeakTorque
Torque (NM) Frequency
:' Gravitygradient 8 Twiceorbitalperiod Az,_ -.,tuck, _m
* Aerodynamic 2 OrbiUdperiod t_q_,a _cw_
TO ¢I[NTI[m _" S_
: Magnetic 0.16* Orbitalperiod _ cm_o
uaXllLm0_lr
_'* Manmotion 720 Predominantly _c_'_teg_.,_
* _ O.l to l Hz f_,_t,
!
Ventinlgand Not specified V_riable ,CT_,,'t,_W_ m_,
• ll_ leakage *_*_ .*t...¢0
* Mu_mumaveragetorqueperorbit
space station in its 3_4.-Hlometer. circular
orbit, to maintain its required pointing ac-
curacyand stability asillustrated in table 2.*
These pointing requirements are illus. .'...t+, .ma,._,,.m_
trated in failure 2, which portrays the _e_2. Com_m_t_t_r_tu_wm_tz
experiment-package reference axis offset from
the line-of-tight to the center of the mn by
. the maximum offset tngle,#o.of 20arc min- offset angle and because of the
', utes (mlar radim it 16 arc minutes). At tl_ _10-arc-minute unc_rtainty of the roll angle.
thecommandedpointin theplaneof the
* Focthe!'(3 dean uglutmmnt_ mEis defln_l m mlar dig will lie anywhere along m'c ienlth
the anlulu rotationabout the am.o(. _ born LM, which, for small angle_, may l_eapproxi-
the ezpedment _ to the umtw of the man. mated by t,_ ±3.5 arc seconds. If, in add/t/on,
andpitch andyaw am the_ anlulmdnlatlom the ±2.S-are-second uncertainty of pitch and
of the experimentpedap with.m_ct to _ lira- yaw it/lcluded, the actual commtmded refer-
otqht, ence poin: will lie uywhm_ within region ;.
t
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,. ABCD, which is the command point un- angles are small, area EFGH may be approxi-
_._ certain.y (fig. 2). Since all angles are small, mated as a rectangle with a width of
_:. area ABCD may be considered to be a rec- 5 arc seconds (_p) and a length of
tangle w:th a width of 5 arc seconds (illus- l0 arc seconds (¢_y), again assuming a 20-arc-._/.
_: trated by eo) and a length of 12 arc seconds minute offset angle. Since the center of area
_ (illustrated 2by ey) at an offset angle, _)o = EFGH can be any point within area ABCD,
:. 20 arc minutes, the coramand pointing uncertainty may be
._, The control _ystem stability require- combined with that for the control around an
_: ments around a,:y actual reference point are actual reference point. This results in an over-
illustrated in figare 3, where point A is con- all experiment-package pointing uncertainty
_. sidered as the actual commanded reference that may be approximated by a rectangle with
_ point. Arc length, PQ, in the plane of the a width of 10 arc seconds and a length of
_'. solar disc is generated by the -+7.5-arc-minute 22 arc seconds, as illustrated in figure 3.
roll excursion during a 15-minute time inter-
vat with a 20-arc-minute offset from the CMG Control Subsystem
:,enter of the sun. It may be approximated by,, an angle, _y, of -+2.5 arc seconds. The in- The CMG control subsystem is a
_" clusion of pitch and yaw uncertainty of -+2.5 momentum-exchange control system. The
arc seconds generates the area EFGH, which is momentum-exchange devices a_. three or-
the locus of points for the control of the ex- thogonally mounted, double-gimbaled CMG's
, periment package reference axis around the (fig. 4); each has a stored momentum capa-
_- commanded reference point A. Since all bility of 2700 Newton seconds. The moments
._ of inertia and mass data of the ATM cluster
are presented in table 3.
The use of CMG's in the pointing and
_ control of a large manned space station is
_: EART.ORaIT new, and the problems associated with that
._ type of system are unique and were unsolved.RIMENTPACKAGE Some of the problems encountered in the
development of the CMG control subsystem
werP:
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
TO CENTER OF SUN
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
REFERENCE AXIS OUTER GIMBAL ,Zv
ROLL EXCURSION ± 7.5 rnln _ 22 _---_ _,_)"qk._.) ._// _ - 1--\ "_.
FOR IS rain OF OPERATION
PITCH/YAW ATTITUDE
±2.5wc.
'. .,o . O0.ROI..AL
E MOUNTING 4,"1 _ _ _ .-i,I, TOROUEflPLANt"" _8 .... -'---q_ _ cT_
,_ . I \\ YV
OUTER ." '.,._ _'_ll'MTll_n
GIMnAL _ ''_1 _'' .... Y CMG MOUNTING PLANE
TORQUER PLANEiii)
Figure 3. Control requirements around actual refer.
e_e point (15.minuteperiod). Figure4. O_Gcluster.
!
i
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! Table3. Moments of InertiaandM_.ssofA TMCluster r _orE_O,.BAL"_ "SPACE
_"C{jj' f INNER GIM§AL
'_xl [ _ _.j / "'A '"
_s_n 3¢1o , (j) SPACE
, II = 0.8711 X106kg.m2 __..__ _,)PlvoT
I2 = 0.5497 x 10_ kg-m2 _ _'//_ _
I3 = 0.5254 x 107kg.m2
Mass = 0.5409 x 10s kg
%
1. An acceptable control law for use of
the CMG's in control of the ATM cluster. "'_-',c,,,"....."x:/_'_')_"o ._.ACE./ 4_J_,VBASE "6_}|'2. A means for preventing the CMG's r
from "falling into" an undesirable orientation Figure5. The 'T" control moment gyro (CMG).
such as that which would not allow the use of
' the CMG's to control the spacecraft even
though the CMG cluster was not in its satu- The reaction moment of an ideal duster
rated momentum state, of CMG's on the vehicle can be expressed by
3. A means of desaturating the CMG equation 1.
cluster periodically without the use of a r._ |
mass-expulsion reaction control system - dHTI] [._HTv I(RCS). A method was needed to permit MRV = " _1 I-space =-/"'d'_-
torques produced by an external force field, "1 L. V
such as gravity gradient, to be used to effect v wlV x HTV],_ CMG momentum desaturation. (1)
J4. The optimal orientation of the vehi-
cle to minimize external bias torques that
would tend to saturate the CMG cluster; i.e., where _ITv is the total angular momentum of
i the placement of the minimum principal axis the CMG cluster as expressed in vehicle space
'4
t of inertia into the orbital plane, and t_lXr is the inertial angular velocity of thevehicle. Equation 1 can be simplified by ex-
i Acceptable control laws for use of the pressing the individual momentum of each
CMG's in control of the ATM clustec were CMG in inner gimbal space, as shown in
developed. A detailed derivation of these laws equation 2.
is given in references 1, 2, and 3; only the
of these control laws will be discussed in this MRV = "
paper. Figure 5 shows a single CMG. jffil A-space k
The CMG is a two-degree-of-freedom ,rar_
• gyroscopic device used to generate controlled + WVA(j) x HA0) + _IV x
,," _. moments on its mounting base. It consists of _]
a constant-speed wheel held in a housing; this (2)
is called the inner g_mbal. The inner gimbal is With the assumption that WlV <<tSVA(j)
coupled to the outer gimb,fl through a pivot and a constant wheel speed; i.e.
that is perpendicular to the wheel spin vector, aft...,i
The outer gimbal is coupled to the base by _ i = 0 ',the outer pivot. The two pivots are driven A-space i
geared torquer& equation 2 reduces to equation 3
i
_1_
_ II ]1
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; 3 ° .'1
,' 61(1) C
_-_. MRV = " ]_ _VAq) x RA(j) (3) 1
:';! Equation 3 ma,, be expre._sedin matrix MCXV
./ .'
_. form [ 1] relating the reaction moment about 8
': the various vehicle axes to the torquer rate l(3)C' = [Ts] MCy V (5)
_: commands on the individual CMG inner and
outer gimbals, equation 4. 63(1)C' MCZV
J' _3(2)C'
_" F _1(1)
_':;' 63(3)C'
61(2) !
_" [ MRXV'
! /,,,,=[,, _1(3, (4, UMRXV] 7cxv 1
I 63(2) =
_3(3) LMRzvJ LMczvJ
Tile six CMG relative gimbal rates must To control the CMG cluster optimally,
be commanded, based upon information we require the matrix [AJ[T s] to be an
•]_ derived from body-mounted attitude and rate identity [A] [T s] = [I] ; this requires the
sensors. Because these sensors are aligned to steering law matrix to be the inverse of the
the geometric body axes, they provide infor- CMG cluster matrix [A]. Since, however, [A]
mation relative only to these three axes. This is not a square matrix, no inverse exists; andthree-dimensional inf rmation must now be any attempt to get an inverse r sul in a
routed or "steered" to provide six com- steering law that exhibits no control for many
manded CMG gimbal rates that wiU produce a CMG gimbal-angie combinations. Thus, this "
reaction moment to cancel optimally any approach at formulating a steering law fails,
disturbance moment. The law that governs and another approach must be sought.this generation of a six-dimensional vector A close inspection of equation 3 reveals
based upon three-axis information is called that, to nullify a disturbance torque, the H-
the steering law: which is given in generalized vector of each CMG must be made to swing
form by equation 5, where MCXv is the com- into the direction of the disturbance torque.
manded moment about the/XV vector based Based upon this consideration, a steering law
.. on body-mounted sensor information [Ts] is (the cross-product stee,dng law) can be postu-
,' the steering law; 6 iris' is the commanded lated by equation 7.
gimbal rate of the ith _i'_7otof the jth CMG.
Assuming that _i(j)c = _iQ) and corn- _VA(j) C' ffi KSLI2A(j) X_TV (7)bining equations 4 and -, we arrive at an ex-
pr¢_0n that relates the commanded torques
to the actual vehicle torques, as shown -in where _VA(j)C' is the _;ommanded jthCMG
equation 6. momentum wctor rate relative to vehicle i
l
t ii i i
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" space. KSL is a constant; T2A(j) is the unit [.,,,,'.] [.,,,,]
vector along the spin vector of the jth CMG; [,,.7_7/_/_,]_ _.,_-727q.f-__',]
i. &TV is a vector based on vehicle-body sensor
: information and thus indicates the direction ,,_ I
._ of the disturbance moment. I•. Carrying out the necessary equationdevelopment [1] yields the CMG-cluster
'_ steering law and the desired relationship be-
tween the commanded gimbal rates and the
¢ disturbance moment information.
:_ FYgure 6. H-vector control law.
_l(1)C t
If the required total momentum vector is 1H,
, then the CMG cluster can attain an undesir-
;_ 61(2)C, [aTVXV ] able odentation in which all three CMG spinvectors are colinear. This orientation has been
°1(3)C' = KsL[Tsl aTVYV (8) called the antiparallel case. The CMG cluster,
_: "3( when in the antiparallel orientation, exhibits' zero gain along the xis f colinearity. Thus,
! L_Tvzv J if a disturbance torque were applied along this
S3(2)C' axis, the CMG's would not be able to com-pensate for it even though they are not satu-
rated. This problem prompted an
_3(3)C '. investigation that resulted in the development
: of the isogonal distribution and rotation laws.
The steering law pre_5ously developed Reference3 treats this subject in detail;
te
would fall far short of the goal if used directly however, a brief description of these laws is
i to control the CMG cluster; i.e., to have an presented in this paper.invariant forward gain wi h a minimization of For a y given total angular momentum
cross-couplingtorques, vector, it is desirable to place the three
• The H-vector control law, developed in individual spin vectors into an orientation in
• i reference 2, is a closed-loop controller which, which each contributes an equal component
when used with the cross-product steering along the total vector. This constraint results
law, provides an almost optimal CMG-cluster in equal angles between the individual vectors
control law. and the total vector. This distribution is called
The H-vector control law scales the_TV an lsogonal distribution and utilizes two of
vector to be a commanded torque. The com- the remaining three degrees-of-freedom of the
manded torque vector is then electronically CMG cluster. (The H-vector control law
integrated and compared to the angular utilizes three degrees-of-freedom.)It can be
momentum of the CMG cluster. The error shown that the remaining degree-of-freedom
momentum vector is then nuned by driving is only a rotation of the three individual
the six CMG gimbals with the aid of the momentum vectors about the total vector.
steering law. A simplified diagram of the H- This last degree-of-freedom is used to mini-
vector control law is shown in figure 6. mize the inner gimbal angles of the CMG's.
Because of the nonuniqueness of the The isogonal distribution and rotation
H-vector control law and its associated cross- laws generate six commanded bias rates for
product ¢,eering law, the requisite CMG the six CMG gimbals. These bias rates are
gimbal an_les to produce a given total added to the commanded rates, as derived
momentum vector are not uniquely defined, from the cro_product steering law.
1970027360-430
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_ Essentially, the bias rates can be con-
_; sidered as the sum of the two rates: one from /_'_
. the distribution l.aw,_Di(j) and the other from _' /_
=. the rotation law,_Ri(j), "_ ----_'" - '.
• 2. _ &
:;_, 5 i(j) BC = 6Di(j) + 8Ri(j) (9) (a) Antiparallelcondition (b) Withdistribution
,_ and, rotation laws
. In addition to eliminating the possibility Figure9. H.vector configuratio_
_ of "falling into" the antiparallel case, the
:_ isogonal distribution and rotation law has also system operated in a satisfactory manner for
improved the performance of the CMG cluster small initial conditions (0.1 to 0.5 degree) and
_ by extending the bandwidth of the direct gain slowly varying external torques (gravity
and by reducing the cross-coupling torques, gradient, etc.). If, however, the initial CMGThis improvement is evident in figures 7 and orientation was highly nonisogonal or if two-
_. 8, which show the direct and cross-coupling CMG operation was considered, it was foundfrequency response of the CMG cluster with that oscillatory and, in some cases, unstable
and without the distribution and rotation operation resulted.
laws (for the same total momentum). This was remedied by adding a variable-
Figure 9 shows an antiparallel gain-feedback term from the "IT' error signal
configuration and a possible orientation with to the input of the H integrator. A simplified
the aid of the distribution and rotation laws. diagram of the system, as now designed, is
The developed CMG control system, in- shown in figure 10.
i cluding its numerous nonlinearities, was To desaturate the CMG cluster periodi-simulated on a large hybrid computer. The cally and without the use of a mass-expulsion
_* reaction control system, a method was de- ,
i ._ __,,n veloped utilizing the earth's gravity-gradientI ,,,_m ,,_ force field to effect CMG momentum de-aF -m i
v _1 I _'_ saturation. This method is described in detaildescribed with the aid of figure 11, which
[mw I, _,n , f depicts the per orbit momentum build-up of
m.m,._,,s_,,_ the CMG cluster caused by gravity gradient _.
"_'"- and aerodynamic _orques. A careful in-
spection of this figure reveals that, if periodic
Figure7.H.vector control lawresponse,Mrx/Mcx. CMG desaturation were not provided, the
CMG cluster would be saturat,_dfor progres-
sively larger portions of an orbit after the fLrst
-_<_'_s. L,,, [, orbit. The axis of saturation would be roughly
.... _'"'__'-, _-_,__ the X.axis of the vehicle. This means that,
. - _ ._'__ after complete saturation, the CMG cluster_,_ i'° ' could not compensate for a disturbance -
"" ,.\ I torqueabouthe axis of saturation.
,-"" _ _, \l An investigation of the causes of the
os....,.._,,.,. ,o,,,,_ "_.._\ ] predominant noncyclic torques (i.e., gravity
•o .,.,_._ "_ gradient and aerodynamic) reveals that, with
_, ,o . ,oo _ the given vehicle configuration and mission
requirements (i.e., point vehicle Z-axis at
Figure8. H._ectorcontrol lawresponse,Mrx/Mcz. radiometre center of sun every daylight
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l_gure ] 1. Combined disturbance impulse (solar inclination = -30 degrees).
period), it is not possible to eliminate the CMG cluster. These controlled bias torques
noncyclic torques but it is possible to mini- are produced by employing rectified com-
mize ther_ ponents of the gravity-gradient torques en-
This problem of CMG momentum man- countered during the night portion of the
agement was attacked in two separate ways: orbit to desaturate the CMG cluster. The
-. 1. The noncyclic disturbance torques rectification of the gravity-gradient torques is
were minimized by finding an optimal vehicle made possible by maneuvering the vehicle
orientation while still meeting the require- about two axes during the night side of the
ment that the vehicle Z-axis point to the orbit. The magnitude of the maneuver angles t
center of the solar disk. This was accom- is a function of the momentum accumulation
plished by sampling the vehicle momentum at during the daylight portion of the orbit.
a specified time during the daylight orbital
period and comparing it with the sample from Experiment Pointing and Control Subsys:,_m
the previous day. The compared sample indi-
cated whether the bias momentum corn- The experiment pointing and control
ponents about the various vehicle axes were (EPC) subsystem utilizes flex-pivot gimbal
,, _ increasing or decreasing. This information was bearings for control about two axes and an t
,_ then translated into appropriate angle open-loop positioning device to meet posi-
position commands abo.ut the vehicle Z-axis tioning requirements about the third axis. The
to ensure minimization of bias momentum flex pivots allow approximately +2 degrees of
accumulation, rotation of the X and Y axes while the roll
2. The saturation effects of the re- positioning device allows for a rotation of
maining noncycllc disturbance torques were ±120 degrees about the experiment-package
nullified by periodically producing controlled Z-axis. A block diagram of this system is
bias torques that would tend to desaturate the shown in figure 12.
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[OPTICAL]WEDGEDRIVE
COMMAND
; iCONTROLLER YAW
_ COMMAND
SAME AS ABOVE
_ l_gure12. Experimentpointing andcontrol (EPC)subsyster_
While the EPC subsystem provides auto- voltage that causes the spar to rotate about
matic control of the experiment-package X the appropriate axis (X or Y) and to point the
and Y axes, manual positioning of these two FSS, and thereby the experiment package, in
axes is provided for the purpose of offset a directior, that will drive the FSS output
pointing. Fine sun sensors (FSS) are used for voltage to null. Stability is then automatically
sensing spar attitude errors, with rate gyros maintained by the EPC subsystem. The ex-
L'- [
i sensing rates. The ATM control computer periments are aligned to the FSS. The
, (ATMCC) conditions the signals of the sensors position of each FSS wedge is displayed on
to provide rate-plus-displacement command the PCS control and display panel and cor-
signals to the flex-pivot actuators (DC torque responds to the experiment-package offset
motors), position from the center of the sun in the X-
The experiment package can be offset- or Y-axis. The panel also contains televisionpointed in the X and Y axe, over a range of displays of the sun, as viewed through experi- ,
±20 arc minutes, with the center of the solar telescopes, experimentment and readout dis-
disk being the zero position. The solar disk plays to as_st the astronaut in pointing the
measures approximately 32 arc minutes from experiment package.
limb to limb. Offset-pointing is accomplished The mU-positioning mechanism (RPM) is
by positioning an optical wedge located in used to rotate the spar about the Z-axis. The
each of the free sun sensors. The wedge is mechanism is commanded by the astronaut
mounted in the path of the sunliF_t passing via the manual pointing controller (rate
through the FSS optics and can be rotated to switches) located on the control and display
refract the sunlight at a f'Lxedangle in a con- panel. Spar roll rates of +7, ±3.5, J:0.7, and
-'* ", trolled direction. The wedgesare,positioned ±0.35 degreesper secondcan becommanded.
by a drivemechanismcontrolled 'by the astro- Once the spar is positioned, the roll-
naut via the manualpointing controller. The positioningmechanismwill hold the location
wedgedrivevariesfrom ±135 arcsecondsper until a ,epositionJng command is received.
second near zero offset positions to 76 arc The astronaut repos/tionsthe spar in accor-
secondsper secondfor wedgepositionsnear dancewith experimentdemandrequirements.
the 20-aro.second sun offset position. A The spar roll position is displayed on the i
wedge offset produces an FSS output error control and display panel, i
1
__A_
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_;,. ATM Pointing Capability Table 5. Pgintfng Capability 20 of CMG Control
System
_ The ATM pointing and stability require-
..:, ments listed in table 2 were developed as a
_: result of the pointing and stability require- System Pointing Stability
• ments of the various individual ATM experi- Axis Uncertainty (For15 rain)
merits. The ability of the ATM pointing and
:_ control system to meet these requirements CMGX _ arcrain _9 arc min
f_; was established analytically by performing a (_2.75 arcmin) 0:3.6 arc rain)
..... detailed error analysis of the system. This
_ analysis is being continually updated as CMGY ±4 arcmin *9 arcmin
additional input data bvcome available. A (±2.75 arc min) (*5.7 arcmin)
_ Monte Carlo procedure was employed for the
de termination of system position-and-rate CMGZ + 10arc rain _7.5 arcmin
output errors for various model configura- (±0.624 arcm/n) (_5.0arcmin)
' - tions of both the CMG control system and the
EPC subsystem (re£ 5). System dynamics mechanism readout and positioning errors,
were evaluated on hybrid computer simu!a- which are on the order of ±5 M (2o).
tions of the system (ref. 6). The resets of The error sources associated with the
these studies are summarized in tables 4 and pointing uncertainty of the CMG control
5. The numbers not in parentheses are system system are due mainly to an accumulation ef
requirements; those within the parentheses various electronic gain-null offset and drift
_ represent the presently estimated 20 system terms. The stability error source is the result
capability, of the astronaut's wail-pushoff disturbances.
". The main errors associated with the
pitch and yaw control of t_:, EPC subsystem Conclusions
were those caused by FSS null accuracy (± 1.4
arc seconds) and FSS wedge readout resolu- Based upon high-accuracy pointing rc-
tion (+1.25 arc seconds). The effect of man- qulremcnts, an ATM pointing and control
motion disturbances was nearly negligible, the
most significantbeingthe ±0.2-arc-second "_[ J'\
position displacement as a result of astro- ,_.'x_3 . . ,o ,, ,_
naut's wall-pushoffdisturbance(fi& 13).The ,_,z i s _ _ i _',_ ' _"
main error source in experiment roll reference _s,
determination is due to the roll-positioning- _
Table4. Polntin$Capability20 of EPCSubsystem I
- .NNm _ -
[_Le 101112
Pointing Stability T_ i S 0 ; ; __SystemAxit Uncer ainty (For 1$ min) ,_ ,s,
:", EI_ X *2.5 arcNc *2.5 arcN¢
(1.77 are_) (0.63 areNo)
FJ_Y '2.5 arem¢ *2.S .t_see "'" 1_/_(l.77arese: (0.63arcwc) Tz.vv_ / _ x _ *o . n
/EI_ Z '_ ±lO_t¢rain CMGcontrol _,
R°ll_referencei (£0"/.0arcrain) system i_gum 13. WMl-pugtoffdl_ by atronmt. ,i
!
i i Jill II I
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system (PCS) has been developed to meet ex- some minor limitations on astronaut motion
pedment objectives. A significant portion of during observation periods might achieve
the PCS is capable of manual operation, pointing accuracies on the order of 0.1 to
Astronaut operation is thus available to per- 0.01 arc second (ref. 7).
form various functions, such as those which
require judgment to select scientific targets
and to point experiments to these targets. References
Many functions, such as attitude pointing
stability, are performed by closed-loop auto- 1. Chubb, W.B.; Epstein,M.: Applicationof Con-
matic control in order to keep the number of trol MomentGyros in the Attitude,Controlof
tasks required of the astronaut within reason; the Apollo Telescope Mount• AIAA Paper
however, the manual control capability and No. 68-866,August1968.
t'Aevision-optics display system make it pos- 2. Morine,L. A.; O'Connor,B.J.: A Descriptionof
sible for the astronaut to improve some of the CMGand Its Application_o SpaceVehicle
these functions, such as offset pointing and Control• AIAA Papej No. 67-589, August
experiment line-of-sight calibration. 1967.
:. The system is unique in that it utilizes 3. Kennel, H. F.: IndividualAngularMomentum
the energy source of its operating environ- Vector Distribution and Rotation Laws for
ment to effect the desired pointing and Three Double-Gimbaled Control Moment
control requirements of the space station. The Gyros. MarshallSpace Flight Center, NASA
electrical energy required to power both the TMX-53696,January1968.
experiments and the pointing- and- control 4. Kennel, H.F.: AngularMomentumDemturation
system is supplied through onboard storage for ATMClusterConfigurationUsingGravity
devices via large solar panels. The principal Gradient Torques. Marshall Space Flight
disturbance torques are cyclic, and the Center,NASATMX.53748,May27, 1968.
momentum storage-and-dissipation character- 5. Blue, J. C.; Margosian,Z.: PCS Static Error
_ /sties of the CMG's are ideally suited to Budget Analysis-APP Payload Integration
operation in this type of environment. The Technical Report, ED20002-551, Martin
accumulation of momentum by noncyclic Marietta Corporation, Denver Division,
torques is compensated for by maneuvering June28, 1968.
the space station, during the night portion of 6. Kimery, R.: Stability Analysisof Experiment
the orbit, against the gravity-gradient field in PointingControl System.S.P. 213-0160,Space
such a manner as to nullify the noncyclic Support Division, Sperry Rand Corporation,
bias-torque effect. Huntsville,Alabama,December17, 1968.
The pointing and control systems de- 7. Smith, P. G.: Astronomy MannedSpaceFlight
ycleped meet the experiment pointing re- Attitude Control TeleseopeSysterm.Technical
quirements. The same type of system with MemorandumTM69-1022-2, llellcomm Inc.,
improved electronics, improved sensors, and Washington,D. C., February17, 1969.
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Stabilization and Control for the
._. OAO Spacecraft Series
_; GeneralElectric Company
t
_"
_ Requirements pounds and had an inertia of 1500 slug feet
squared.Usefullifetime in orbit was to be one
i The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory year.
(OAO) Spacecraft is designed to provide a
stable platform for optical telescopes up to Design
40 inches in d ameter and 10 feet long and
_. capable of pointing accuracies down to The prirna_ position reference chosen
0.1 arcsecond. GeneralElectric developedthe for OAO was a system of gimballed star
_. stabilization and control (S&C)subsystemfor trackers. Six of these trackers are placed
the observatory, around the vehicle. Each tracker has a field.
_ The OAO S&C subsystem has some of of-view of +-45degrees abouttwo axes so that
the most stringent performancerequirements the set c,f six provides complete spherical
of any satellite. The telescope is rigidly coverage.
i mounted to the vehicle inside a central well; The high accuracy pointing is achieved
,_ therefore, pointing of the telescope requires by using sensors with narrow fields-of-view;
that the entirevehiclebe pointed. Becausethe therefore, acquisitionmodes are required.At
astronomer may desire to 1ooi¢anywher_ in separation,the vehicle orientation is random.the sky, the spacecraftis requiredto orientto A set of coarse sun sensorsis used to orient
any point in th_ celestial sphere. Fine the vehicleso that the negativeroll axis points
guidance is derived from the main telescope to the sun. This maneuveris accomplishedby
itself. Fine-pointing accuracies down to using cold gas jets. After stabilizing on the
0.1 arc secondare required, sun, control _s switched to a set of f'mesun
Because of these high accuracies, the sensors, and the line reaction wheels are ac-
main telescope field-of-view is restricted; tivated to provide pointing to the sun to 0.25
hence, the SkC subsystem must point the degLee.Selected star trackers are turned on
vehicle anywherein the sky to 1.0 arc minute, and commanded to preset positions. The
The subsystem must also be capable of hold- vehicle is then rolled about the sunlineuntil
ing this orientation to within ±15 arcseconds stars simultaneously appear in the trackers.
for 50 minutes of time. Whenpointing at a When this occurs, the trsckers are put into
defined star, the OAO must be capable of track mode; the search is stopped; and the
.. holding that star to 0.1 arc second for up to tracker gimbal errorsare used to control the
:. 1½ orbits. Finally, OAO is required to be fine wheels.
capable of reorienting from one star to an- The sta_tracker mode, illustrated in
other. It must be,capable of a 2-degreeslew ha figurel, is the basic coarse.pointingmode. In
30 seconds and/or a 30-degree slew in 3 order to minim/ze the disturbance torques
during pointing, the vehicle is made inartially
beminuteS'upto 3000T°talperangleSday.slewedon all axes _ spherical through the a.ddition
of balance
This performancewas to be achievedfor booms. These can be .een in the 8eneral
a vehicle t.hat ultimately weighed 4400 spacecraftview shown in figure 2. The same i
4,9
,tt i
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:_- _, Buildup of reaction whee: ,;peed due to
_ ", -_- solar pressure is counteracted in two ways.
%\ /
"/ +.. , /-" First, low-thrust gas jets are fired to reduce
._. "x
:_" "'__ ,- _, , v" system momentumif the wheelsreach 70 per-
'.:: __ _ _/'_--__k-------. cent no-load speed. "II'.ese jets are sized so': _( _L-'"': _ _ . that they do not exceed the wheel torque. As
-- • /, C,....... a result, wheel unloading does not disturb the
: __ "_,___ __¢. vehicle. Second. a ma_etic anloading system
_ --# (MUS) consisting of magnetometers and
" torquing bars is provided. T__. MUS torq:_es
' against the earth's magnetic field in such a
• manner as to hold the wheel speed low.
:. , For reoriontation of the spacecraft, a
_ second set of reaction wheels is provided.
_: These wheels can be progranuned to rotate a
l_gure 1. OAO star acquisttiov.;star-trackeror basic fixed number of revolutions, thereby moving
coarse-pointingmode. the vehicle a known amount.
, Figure 3 is a block diagram of the S&C
subsystem. The logic to control mode
basic fine wheel loop is used forflne pointing switches, etc.,is contained in the programme:
_: except that the pitch and yaw error signais are and star-tracker signal controller (PSSC_
:: derived from the main telescope to provide Stored commands are issued by the '" '
i control to ar,;e_econdaccuracies, predTammer, the PPDS (primary pr_,_e,sot
and data storage).
Development
-_ In addition to the usual development
process for electronic comp_;nents, tl,._,OAO
subsystem had two unique development areas,
_ the -tar tracker and tho air-bearing table
i (ABT) test facilityTh ongh_ star-tracker design was a
[_ pressurized oome design, shown in figure 4. '
One of the requirements placed upon thetracker is (hat it _z capable of seeing a +2M
star witbhl 32 degreesof the sunline. To meetthis requirement, it was necessary to re ove
the dome and to provide a light baffle con-.,_sting of a "minar:t"; figure 5 shows how
this was done. Figure 6 shows the redesigned
tracker. The tracker opto-mechanical package
,. • is supplied by KoHsmanInstrument CorP.
It was also necessary to test the ability
of the tracker to see the star 32 degrees from
the sun. A special solar impingement facility
was developed to perform this test. The test is
conducted inside a 30-foot-diameter thermal-
vacuum chamber. Th,e equipment arrange-
,q_ee 2. O,40_ w_thbalm_'eboom__owm. ment in the chamber is shown in figure 7. The
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Figure 3. b'hnctional block diagram of stabilization and control (S&C )sub._yster_
carbon arc end optics barrel provide illumina-
tion of approximately one solar constant over
a 9-inch-diameter circle. The traveling mirror
is translated and rotated to vary the angle be-
tween the optical axis and the sun over a
range of 60 degrees to 25 degrees. The tracker
stand provides 360-degree rotation about the
optical axis. A 4=inch-diameter star simulator
'" ,. is used for alignment and tracking. The star
' magnitude can be adjusted over the range of
-I.0M to +3.0M. The star simulator is located
behind an opening in a glass wall set at an
angle to the optical axis so that light reflected
from the tracker is both absorbed and re-
Figure 4. First delivered star tracker, prez__urized fleeted into a light trap lined with flocking
dome desig_ ma_erial. All chamber walls are covered with
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TE'_-A_ IMLPI_rNyGEAMENuTT
i "
RAZOREOGE _ /
• t / HIgLD
' I _ SUN |2 FTT.:]10FT
-4 // /
'_ j SHIELD / / " OPTICAl,. //
,\- , \2--l+ ,,,, //
I I
,. TELESCO_
l
_C. ! I I ,
/ _tl \ \ i
PHOTOMULTIPLIEh _ FARAeOLICMIRROR Figure 7. Test facility layout for solar impingement.
Figure5. Star tracker- solarimpingement. The air-bearing-table facility was used to
, demonstrate the quantitative performance of
the complete subsystem. This facility simu-
lates the dynamic characteristics of the OAO
spacecraft on a one-to-one basis. For the
purpose of structural rigidity, the platform is
ruggedly constructed, weighing 8500 pounds,with inertias of 1450 slug feet squared. This
compares with 3600 pounds for the space-
craft with the same inertias. The roll axis (the
| optical axis of the main experiment) of the
air-bearing table is vertacal, and pitch and yaw
' axes are horizontal. The design allows -+30de-
, glees of freedom of movement about the
pitch and yaw axes and unlimited freedom
about the roll axis. The platform uses a
10-inch, stainless-steel bearing with a multi-
:... , orifice, floating seat design.
• , A solar simulator (carbon arc source and "
Figure _ Redesignedstartracker, optical system) installed outside the test cell
projects a 4-foot-diameter beam horizontally
flocking material. A movable shield, also through a port in the wall of the cell onto the
covered with flocking material, can be rotated air-bearing platform. The beam has an in-
in front of the star to provide a black target tensity of 20 percent of a zero air mass sun at
for the tracker, the platlorm surface.
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•, The angular position and rate of the air- sunbathing function. The RAPS system was
:_. bearing table are determined from a system flown on the second spacecraft.
_'_ that is mounted external to the table itself. In For the third OAO vehicle, the RAPS
order to cover an angular range equivalent to package was replaced by a more sophisticated
_.:: the freedom of travel of the air-bearing table inertial reference unit (IRU) built by the
_:: and to meet the OAO accuracy requirements, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
coarse and fine measuring systems are used. IRU is a pulse rebalanced system with in-orbit
_. The coarse position and rate system operates drift calibration. Using the in-orbit calibra-
V
_. over the complete angular freedom of travel tion, the drift is projected to be better than
._ of the Mr-bearing platform (+-30 degrees in 0.001 degree i:'. one hour. The IRU will allow
,: pitch and yaw and 360 degrees in roll). This OAO to operate for several orbits without
$ electromechanical servosystem uses an optical using any gimbaUed star trackers. In fact,
-_. sensing head to track illuminated targets, once the IRU drift has been calibrated out, it
_' Transducers are coupled to the mechanical is possible to operate with only roll tracker
drive to measure the equivalent angular fixes because the main telescope itself pro-
position of the platform to an accuracy of 3 rides the pitch-yaw fix. In addition, the IRU
arc minutes. Rate information is obtained has a slew capability that allows the vehicle to
from a tachometer linked to the mechanical be reoriented accurately from one star to an-
" drive and summed with the derivative of the other without the use ef trackers.
_o error signal from the optical sensing head. Its Thus, the evolution of OAO is toward an
accuracy is 0.01 degree per second. The fine- inertial primary reference with star-tracker
position measuring system consists of three updating used occasionally.
_: single-axis, automatic recording autocolli-
maters; each has a linear field-of-view of ±7.5 Operations
arc minutes, thereby allowing sufficient over-
lap with the coarse system. This system pro- OAO is limited to about ten mihutes
t . duces records to better than ±1 arc second, under line-of-sight control of any one 1:5ound
_ With this facility, operation of all modes station. Total contact time per orbit is about
. was verified. Fine pointing was demonstrated 15 percent. As a result, OAO has two modes
,. down to 1arc second. Table unbalance torques of operation: real-time mode and delay mode.
:- were controlled to less than 0.1 inch-ounce. During the station contact, the spacecraft and
experiment data is dumped to the station, andthe commands necessary for operation of the
OAO Design Evolution spacecraft until the next contact are loaded _-
into the spacecraft memory.
As the development effort progressed, it The complexity of the OAO requires a
became apparent that an inertial reference large number of commands. Commands are
system could provide an attitude hold mode needed to position the various star trackers as
in the event of temporary loss of stars. The different guide stars are occulted by the earth.
inertial reference is unaffected by stray light Commands are used to enable reorientation of
and earth occultation. An additional require- the spacecrait and to control the mode se-
ment was identified: to provide a backup quences from slew to coarse pointing to fine
'_ . mode for optimum solar power collection. To pointing. The determination of command se-
implement these requirements, a RAPS (rate quevces is performed in the Mission Control
and position sensor) gyro package w_e,added Center at the C-oddard Space Flight Center
The RAPS system is a set of thr,e integrating (GSFC). For example, the tracker occultation
rate gyros, which can be operated in either schedule is calculated at GSFC by using the
position or rate mode. In position mode, they computers located at the Center, and the final
hold spacecraft drift to less than ±0.3 degree sequer'.ce of commands and execution times is
in one hour. In rate mode, RAPS is used in then transmitted to one of the ground
conjunction with sun sensors to perform the stations for transmission to OAO.
!
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Similarly, all telemetry is sent back to The computer will be memory-oriented and
GSFC, where the data are examined and any modular with interrupt capability. The high
necessary corrective action is taken, reliability will be achieved by using high relia-
The ground station is a necessary part of bility parts, 100-percent screening and burn
OAO. The observatory cannot operate for any in, LSI, and modular redundancy at the pro-
: length of time without the computational cessor and memory level.
facilities of the ground station. OAO is liter- 3. As the size increases, the actuators
ally "flown from the ground." will change from AC to DC wheels and then
to control moment gyros (CMG's). An isola-
._ Design Evolution tion system will be needed with CMG's. As
, The development of the OAO S&C sub- telescope size increases, the telescope inertias
system provides several guidelines for the increasingly dominate the vehicle; therefore,the vehicle will have a much smaller roll than
_; future design of orbiting telescopes, pitch or yaw inertia. Provision of balance
, 1. The primarypositionreferencewillbe booms to achieve spherical inertias will
_, inertial with a star tracker used for re-zeroing become prohibitive. For an 80-inch-diameter
' and drift correction. The inertial (gyro) telescope, tip weights of 300 pounds on the
!" system is unaffected by occultation effects end of 20-foot booms are estimated. These
and the stray light problems that affect would correct the 8000-slug-foot-squared
trackers. Use of a high-accuracy inertial refer- inertia unbalance providing a spherical inertia
ence allows use of a fixed star tracker with a of approximately 20,000 slug feet squared.
small field-of-view (say 10 degrees by 10 For an 80-inch telescope, DC wheels are the
degrees). Furthermore, the telescope itself probable choice. Figure 9 shows some torque-
provides two axes of information. Several power curves illustrating the advantage of DC
trackers of suitable quality are now available, wheels at the higher torque levels. Figure 10
Because of the need for arc-second accuracy, shows the relationship of weight versus
the gyro system will be a strapped-down type momentum for reaction wheel systems.
'_ rather than a platform.
2. An onboard digital computer will be For a 120-inch-diameter telescope, con-
used to control the logical operation of the trol moment gyros are mandatory because the
spacecraft and as part of the attitude control inertias are on the order of 130,000 slug feet
squared in pitch yaw and 22,000 slug feetloop_ The present OAO has the equivalent in
: hard-wired logic of a small digital computer, squared in roll. The vehicle will require a
The computer wi_i be used to reduce the momentum storage of 150 to 200 foot-poundsper second, clearly outside the capability of
dependency of the vehicle on the ground wheels. Figures 11 and 12 give corresponding
_ station, to process the inertial-unit and star-
curves for CMG weight and power, respec-
tracker outputs intp a position reference, to tively. Use of CMG's will also requireperform the initial stabilization, and to con-
some type of suspension system because the
trol the mode sequence. In addition, the CMG gimbal striction prevents it from point-
computer can provide telemetry formatting
and preliminary experimenter data reduction, ing to 0.01 arc second.4. Less systems testing will be done on
Figure 8 shows a block diagram of such a the ground. As the telescope size increases, so
• _ystern. (Compare this diagram to figure 3.) do the pointing requirements..Mr-bearing
• • . The computer characteristics will be approxi- tables are effectively limited to about i.O arc
mutely: second. Further OAO experience has vali-
"Weight 40 pounds dated the basic capability of the reaction
Size 0.5 cubic foot wheel system. Present OAO system testing is
Power 30 watts limited to electrical testing of the S&C sub-
MTBF* 5 years system with suitable stimulus applied artifi-
• MeanTimeBetweenFailures. cially to the trackers and gyros. This testing is
i
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Figure& Ftmcttonalblock diagramof proposedonboarddigitalcomputer.forfuture orbiting telescopes.
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meant to verify the compatibility of the
system.
An exception to this trend will be the
need to test suspension systems for very large
telescopes. For example, the magnetic sus-
'_ pension system appears attractive; however,
its isolation capability is dependent upon the
,, uniformity of the field Within the pusher. De-
tailed tests of this phenomenon are required
prior to adoption of thi._design.
• Summary
., ,. " oc The present OAO design has been vali-
dated by extensive ground testing and the
..... :,,,=._.m..-.'_._ eo so successfultlight of A-2. The designisevolving
_W_'=LT_ImU=(iN<)Z) from a stellar primary reference to an inertial
HO_re9. R_tlond_p of po_r to wheel torquefor primary reference. In addition, the use of on-
DCw/u_ board computers in spacecraft control will
!
m m ,
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grow. The key technology for future vehicles looo
will be the isolation systems needed to I
operate very large teles,'opes because the re-
quired CMG actuators are incapable of the _,
fine pointing required. These systems will be i 10o
needed at 120-inctPdiameter telescopes. For
an 80-inch-diameter telescope, it wil! still be
possible to use reaction wheels powered by
DC motors, o
u. 10
I
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" Guide Targets placement of the fine-pointing sensor in front
of the primary mirror may be objectionable.
Some preliminary thoughts were given to 2. By using the full 3-meter aperture
celestial references available for aiming and for guidance, outside of the active experi-
for long-term pointing of the 3-meter tele- mental field-of-view, guide stars down to 9 or
,_ scope during observation of an experimental 10 magnitude will offer the required pointing
_(: target. For most cases, the target itself will stability.
not be useful as a guide source. In many In addition, at least two guide stars for
_' instances, the photon flux will be insufficient each target shall be used h'. order to com-
_- (quasars: +16 to+20 magnitude); other pensate for errors due to roll instability.
targets will not be suitable for guidance These errors increase linearly with the offset
because of their extended shape; and some angle for low offsets (tan 1° _ arc l°).
targets may have a spectral response outside For the above reasons, a smaller offset
_ of the guidance detector, angle shall be considered. It is proposed that a
,_ _ For a brief review of actual conditions, a study of guide stars as a function of experi-
_ number of experimental targets was selected reenter targets be instituted prior to an actual
at random (table 1), and, using their celestial instrumentation study.
coordinates, brighter suitable guide stars A poll of prospective experimenters for
(+7.5 magnitude and up) were picked, one for the purpose of listing targets, their character-
" each target. Figure I shows these guide stars istics, duration of the experiment, and sug-
by magnitude and offset angle from their gested guide stars may prove veryuseful.
respective targets. As shown in this graph, for
the listed radio and x-ray sources and Seyfert Suggested Instrumentation for Aiming
galaxies, the majority of suitable guide stars
are of the +6.5 to +7.5 magnitude and have an A brief review of experimental flight
offset angle between 5 and 60 arc minutes, experiences, specifically those of the Orbiting
Only one guide star required an offset angle Astronomical Observatory (OAO) A-2, is
of 90 arc minute. Some targets offered more important to this discussion.
than one guide star, and, in some instances, a The OAO spacecraft uses a General Elec-
tradeoff between magnitude and offset angle tric attitude control system, which provides
.' • was possible. The dashed lines in the graph the inertial wheel actuators, one each for
• ' connect such alternate guide stars, pointing correction in pitch, yaw, and roll _
As the preliminary review of the fine- axes. Six Kollsman star trackers, appro-
pointing techniques for the 3-meter telescope priately located on the spacecraft, sense
progressed, it became obvious that: spacecraft pointing by means of simultaneous
1. The hole in the primary mirror (if tracking of three or more preselected stars.
any) will not permit an offset of more than Figure 2 shows one of these star trackers. Its
30 arc minutes in the f/30 telescope, and telescope is mounted on two gimbals, afford-
457
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Table1.Representative Targetsfor the 3-?,leterOrbtflnjrTelescopeand TheirNearestGuideStars
[ 1970 Guide Star I Guide.,st_t 2 ] Gpide Still".1
#, Typej N,me _ DEC Off.t Offset ! Off.,.... * _ h m degree mjn MAG, arc.man MAG. ire,man MAG. ire-man
. i ..... [I
2 I. . 41.0 +41 06 +7.5 30
3 S NG(' 10_8 02 40.0 430 14 +3.5 45
4 R ForemxX 03 21 -37 17 +7.0 25
5 RX CrabNeb.MI ('rauXR,I) 05 32.6 +22 00 +6.5 30
6 R Orion Nob.M42 05 33.8 -05 25 +6.5 <5 (bid)
7 R IC 443 06 15.5 +22 36 +3.0 50
8 R Rotet te Neb, 06 30.4 +04 53 +7,0 6
9 X leo XR-I 00 33.0 _ 36 +7.5 30 +5.5 9t.
10 S NGC35 t6" I I 03.4 +72 50 +7.0 35
II $ NGC4151 12 08 +39 41 +7.0 30
12 R 3C 273 12 27.7 +02 14 +7.0 55 (bin)
13 RX Viqlo A.M87 12 29.3 +12 34 +7.5 60
14 R CentaumsA 13 23.6 -42 52 +7.0 35
R 3(.' 295 14 10,4 +52 19 +6.5 "_5
X S¢oXR-I 16 15 -I 5 12 +7.5 5 (bin) +6.0 20
RX ScoXR-2 17 08 -36 24 +6.0 60; 3C353 17 19 -00 57 +6.0 55
R KeplerS'nova 17 29 -21 16 '*'6.0 45
X OphXR-I 17 32 -20 42 +6.5
R Gallcuc Nucleus 17 44.1 -28 50 +7.5 40
X SU XR-2 18 10 +17 00 +7.5 40
R Omep Neb., MI 7 18 18.8 -16 18 +7.5 <5
X SetXR-I 18 45 +05 18 +6.0 25
R 3C392 18 54.6 +01 17 +7.5 <10
26 X Cylpul XR-I 19 57 +34 00 +4.0 60 (bid)
27 RX Cy8am A, XR.3 19 58.4 +40 39 +7.0 10
28 R CylPtu| X 20 21,5 +40 17 +2.5 10
29 R HB 21 20 45.6 +50 34 +7.0 25 +7.S 20
RX Cylnm Loop 20 50.8 +29 34 +7.5 25 +6.5 60
R N. America Neb. 20 54 +,13 57 +6,5 10 44.0 35
X Cyl_ul XR-2 21 45 +39 00 47.5 10 +7.0 20 *4.4 45
33 R Cmliopu A 23 22.1 +$8 38 *4.5 50 (v_Jnuh.)
•_' + R- rldio lour4_,l bin • binav/
) X• x_y mmrmm bid-_m I_¢kpo.ed
S- Seyfeft Nebula m'. mull. - vs_ble nmltilde
_ ing it a ±45-degree freedom of rotation in two two electron current compon_.nts. Separated
I orChogonal axes. Each _nbal is positioned by by l_ans of synchronous detection, these ,means of a DC torquer motor to the corn- currents provide the tracker error signals
:. manded angle. A resolver is used for the angle referenced to the axesof modulation (ref. 1).
' readout, which b the feedbackin the closed- The scanner ampfitudes provide a tele-
loop glmbal operation, scopefield-of-view of I degree by I degree.
The tracker telescope optics are shown For this field-of-view, a second magnitude star
schematically in figure 2. The photon flux can be resolved to an rms position stab;lity of
collected from the guide star is divided by ±5 arc seconds in a bandwidth of 3 hertz. The
means of the roof reflector into two equal actual predicted tracker accuracy, including
, . converging beams, each focused in the plane glmbal angle readout errors and setvo sta-
:, ' of an aperture. The two apertures move in bility, was 20 arc seconds, for which the
two orthogonal directions. This motion, predicted OAO spacecraft pointing was I m_;
governed by respective vibrating reeds, minute circular error for a duration of 50
encodes upon the two qux :omponents a minutes duringeach orbit.
modulation pattern that m a function of the Based on spacecraft data in the first
image pmition with respect to the center of month of operation in orbit (ref. 2), the
aperture vibration, A photomultiplier tube average sensing .and pointing results obtained
converts the recombined photon fluxes into were 25 percent better than the predicted
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:_ i is better than 30 arc seconds (60 arc secondspredicted).
I . The detailed star tracker characteristics
_ ' ., .... I are listed in the OrbitingAstronomicalObser-
. _ : / vatory Handbook (ref. 3). Table 2 compares
• / the performance of the Kollsman DAD star
/ tracker performance with other star trackers.
" ..... -- 1_.'s tabulation, prepared by The Franklin
_ Institute (ref. 4), was reprintedto include the
. i _ --.- "" latest corrections.
. , Another gimballedstar sensor, also with
, I a +45-degreeangular coveragebut using solid-10 tO 30 40 I0 IlO 70 I10 I0
o,,.. ..o,. ._.... state digital detectors, was developed by
_ Kollsman for space application. With a tele-
_fure 1. Guidestars, ” n_fnttudeandbrighter,asa scope field-of-viewof 10 by 10 arc minutes,
, fimctDn of offsetangle#om target&fSeetablel.) scanner accuracies in the order of l arc
_i second were measured while including the
_ values. Moreover, this performance was gimbal readout errors; tracker accuraciesof
_, obtainedwith 0.3 magnitudedimmerstars. 5 arc seconds were obtained in a laboratory
After approximately five months of test. Figure3 is an exploded phantomview of
space operation, the star tracker sensitivity this digi-optic star sensor; figure 4 shows thedecreased to the level predicted by ground prototype configuration. This digital solid-
calibration;however, the spacecraft pointing state star tracker is suitable as the coarse
_ _
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Table2. Summary of Star-TrackerCharacteristicsfrej:.3); i_evised2/20/69
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sensor on the large space telescope. The pcovidos error readouts in pitch and yaw,
advantages of a direct digital input to the offers high reliabilit3' through 100percent
, ,. computer, its high reliability enhanced by redundancy, and was designed for a star
,_ lack of a scale voltage, are obvious. A strap- magnitude range from _1 to + 10 or an input
_ down detector of similar basic design may be flux range of 104 :_ with resulting error
considered for the intermediate and f'me- changes below 3 decibels, achieved by a
pointing sensors for the 3-meter telescope, closed-loop operation o! the pht_tomultiplier
Other star sensors, of the analog solid- tube. This _nsor uses "ruggedized," low-
state type are being built at the present time noise, photomultiplier tt, bes with an S-17 eby Kollsman for space application. These cathode spectral responst. The mechanical
t work on the track-to-null method, possess the light modulators are of a balanced,
same high reliability as the digital sensors, temperature-compensated iype, maintaining
and, in addition, have simpliliei signal- its amplitude through a feedback operation.
processing electronics. Figure 5 shows one of Synchronous detection provides noise limi-
the scanne:_sthat uses analog solid-state detec- ration. This sensor is generating accurate _Ltartion. magnitude signals, which wil__be transmitted
Kolhmen has also built the Goddard via the telemetry. Based m the results of
Experiment Package (GEP) ultraviolet these transmimons, some of OAO-II magnb
spectrophotometer, which will be flown in rude discrepencies will be reso,ved.
1970 as the OAO-B. This environmentally Extrapolation of this (;EP fine error
tested and NASA-accepted system (both sensor into a 3-meter syst,;m often the
prototype and flyable units have been deliv- required error sensing of 0.0C3 to 0.005 arc
ered) provides a fine-pointing sensor with a second for stars of +9 magnitu(_e.
noise-limited resolution of 0.1 arc second for For the large telescope, it is envisioned
a +2 magnitude star in a field-of-view of 4.5 that the spacecraft may be )ointed to aa
arc minutes and 3-hertz bandwidth. It accuracy of approximately 0.1 second of arc
!
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i using two intermediate solid-state or To providethe experimentpointingto
photomultipfier-tubestar sensorsfor con- the required0.01 second_f arc,an optics!
trollingall threespacecraftaxes(roll, pitch, beam-steeringdeviceis p_oposed.Kollsman
andyaw)andviewingat leasttwostars.One
spacecraftcontrolaxm(pitchoryaw)shallbe _ _"
alignedin theplanegivenby the fine-of-right
to the experimenter'stargetandthe fine-of- "_
sightto the brighter guide star. One inter.
mediate sensor, located along this control
• * axis, shall be offset by the anfJe denotingthe
• guide star locationin respectto the experi-
menter'starget.A secondintermediatesensor
shall have a wide freedom of rotation about "_
the roll axmas well asan offsetrange in order
to accommodate a second guide star, prefer-
ably offset in the opposite directionfrom the
optical axm(I 80 _,egrees+ 30 degreesfrom
the f'urstguidestar). F/_ure4./'reck/ona'M_op_¢_m'semor,promO,pe.
t !
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!_. in Bays/de, New York. The decision between
F-____[![ _ piezoelectric (high voltage)and electro-
:. -- magnetic (low voltage) or a third type of
_ I[ beamsteering shall be made after a detailed
.. study of the problem and the availablesolu-
i _'"" . tions, including the longevity, space environ-:; ment fluence, low power di sipation, and
, _ ,._E.=,,L the reliability aspects.
!
J / \. Testing
---T i
I / \ ,_/,_._,.,E, TWOmajor error sources in testing are
' I : _ I_ l_..--_,orr,,, cor_r.'.'tonlyknown *.ooptical deJ_nen who
•m..-, evaluate precis/onoptical systems. O_teis the
error _:aused by vibration of the optical
_ b_nch; the other is the error causedby air
_. truculence between the transmitterand the
:eceiver.
_,m_.._,J _"_""_",,.,_=_,, As a generalrule, decoupling from _e
ground-transmittedwave is obttined down to
5. So_d.:tatetdacope, frequendes between ! and 5 hertz. For a large
optical _ystem, m/rig a 30.meter-longoptical
bench, the Kolisman study under the
has evaluated electromagnetic and piezo- OATES*revealedthat the seismicblockatten-
electric beam-steering mechanisms; these uation of an actual fadlity (ref. 5) ceases at _.
concepts are illustrated in figures6 and 7,
, respectively. The beam-steeringsolution will __=nno,
permit a higher frequency response dur to
highly reduced inertia as compared t_ _e
overalltelescope.Previouspi_oelectric ;_am-
steering studies were also perform.-d by we_. i /[ =.olWklt,t
-
an= r
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_ approximately 1 hertz. An amplification of involved. Some statements were made to the
the inputs is obtained at frequencies below effect that evacuation will be necessary. As
_ 0.1 hertz, far as it is known, the present vacuum tech-
_'" A brief review of seismic activities as a niques are inadvertently connected with a
:g function of geographic location (ref. 6) re- high degree of vibration.
_., vealed that a high microseismic activity is Since a solution of the vibration is not in
_!: detected near the coasts, probably due to sight, a drift-free environment with an
r tidal wave couplings. In areas remote fiom the extreme-temperature, long-term stability may
coast, as a general assumption, the micro- be sought. In the Kollsman OATES study, an
seismic wave period varies from 0.03 to investigation of old _ining shafts or caves
9.0 seconds, and the amplitude range is away from the coastline was proposed for
"_ between 0.5 x 10°6 and 5.0 x 10"6 meter. A this application. A further study may be
seismic survey indicated that the level was necessary, including the progress in vacuum
_. much higher near the coast. Therefore, the facilities.
test facility had to be moved to another
_ locar_;on.
_. For a representative condition, the wave References
velocity is V - 3000 meters per second, and,for a 20-hertz wave frequency, the wavelength 1. Zuckerbraun,J. S.: HighReliabilityScannersfor
is _ = 150 meters, At a cert.ain time, the Stellar Navigation.Electronics,May11, 1962.
39-meter block will rest on the crest of the 2. OAO Star Tracker-30 Day Report. General
_i seismic wave, and, assuming that it is sup- ElectricMSD,Philadelphia,February28, 1969.
_ ported in the mi dle, it will incur a ag of 3. Orbiting AstronomicalObservatoryHandbook.
r_ approximately 0.2 x 10-6 meter. Accordingly, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Company,
_! a collimator mirror mounted at the end of the Bethpage,NewYork.
- block will be tilted by an a_gle of 4. Man-ComputerRoles in Space Navigationand
0--0.005 arc second, and the change in the Guidance. The Franklin Institute Research
_ transmitted light beam direction is Laboratories Systems Scienc_ Department,20 = 0.0! arc second. Because of the receiver N68-34882,February 19, 1968.
tilt at the other end of the bench, a total error 5. Isolationof an OpticalTestBed.BarryCorpora-
of 80 = 0.04 arc second will result. These are tion, PatrickAFB,Florida.• nly hypothetical number_; ha reality, much 6. Murphy, L. M.: A Survey of Microseismic
[ higher errors may be encountered. Ae#-ity. Earthquake Notes, vol. XX, no. 3,
The second difficulty is the air turbu- 194":. #lence and attenuation when the ultraviolet is
t
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_," Precision Pointing of Large Aperture, Diffraction-Limited,
- Space Telescopes
i_,. Herbert F. Wischnia
. : The Perkin-Elmer Corporation
i,
_ In the Large Telescope Experiment • Body point techniques using flex-
_. Program (LTEP) at NASA's George C. ure gimbals, such as Stratoscope II and the
Marshall Space Flight Center, there are a Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM)
group of interrelated experiments and • Image motion-compensation tech-
demonstrations that are associated with the niques.
development of optical space technology, The Perkin-Elmer approach to the point-
particularly in the area of ultrafine pointing, ing experimems and feasibility demonstra-
The justification for conducting this group of tions for the LTEP is based upon conducting
experiments on the LTEP is based upon the space flight experiments in 1/100 arc-second
principle that the performance of a precision pointing and using astronomical types of
space telescope is equally dependent on both instrumentation to evaluate pointing perfor-
the stability of its guidance system and the mance.
quality of its optics. A diffraction-limited The minimum pointing error of a servo-
* : optical instrument in space requires a corre- controlled,optical line-of-sight, tracking a star
.., spondingly precise pointing system, via image-splitting techniques, has been
There are very few pointing techniques derived to be a direct function of the¢
,: that can provide the foundations for a space diffraction-limited resolution of the telescope
experiment in pointing to i /100 arc second or and an inverse function of the signal-to-noise
less. Specifically, the two most pr sing ratio of the sensor. As the telescope diameter
techniques are: increases, the minimum pointing error reduces
1. Transfer lens techniques, as in square-law fashion while the requiredsu(_ 1used on Stratoscope II flights _ pointing error reduces linearly. Hence, the
i 2. Body point techniques with free ultimate pointing figure of merit for a systemfloat, such as those developed for the tends to increase with telescope diameter if
Pfinceton Advanced Satellite. visual magnitude and bandwidth remain
The transfer lens technique by itself does constant.
not provide the image rotational stability that In the Perkin-Elmer study on the Optical
is required for space astronomy. Rotational Technology Experiment System (OTES) for
pointing operations about the line of sight the Marshall Space Flight Center, a 2-meter,
.... , (RLOS) require expanding this list of two diffraction-limited-telescope pointing system
techniques to include RLOS approaches was analyzed. The OTES is illustrated in
applicable to space telescope systems: figure 1. Figure 2 presents the basic data of
• Risley prism beam orientation tech- minimum pointing error as a function of tele-
niques, which are most useful for laser scope diameter, ,:ervo bandwidth, and star
commv.nication experiments brightness. The curves show (for an example,
Body point techniques with vehicle see sample point) that the 2-meter OTES
orientation, such as the Orbiting Astro- telescope, utilizing a l-hertz servo-equivalent
nomicalObservatory (OAO) noise bandwidth and having 33 percent
1970027360-452
FigureL The2-meter, optical technologyexperimentsystem (OTES) telescope.
I_ optical and 6 percent quantum efficiencies, bandwidth. All three disturbance sources
can theoretically achieve a 0.0005 arc-second could potentially limit the pointing-system
rms performance tracking twelfth magnitude performance. If, however, the system band-
i stars. Additional pointing errors caused by width is not structural-resonance-limited but
: background light, phototube dark current, is maintained constant, only gravity-gradient
and noise from electronic control circuitry disturbances would be of any concern.
• can generally be reduced by straightforward Whether or not such disturbances are a prob-
design measures and, like quantum noise, by a lem depends upon the many system param-r
serve bandwidth reduction. Unfortunately, eters, including those that determine torque
the attainment of arbitrarily high perfor- magnitude (and frequency), such as orbital
mance by resorting to extremely low band- altit, lde and asymmetry of mass distribution.
width is prevented by the presence of It is noteworthy that an orbital change from a
telescope torque disturbances that cause 20,000-mile orbit to a 260-mile orbit will
' ' increasing errors as the bandwidth is reduced increase the gravity-gradient magnitude by the
' ! ' in a given control system. The torque di_tur- cube of the radius ratio; i.e., 600,000 times. "
bances produce pointing errors. Although a The corresponding disturbance fre-
smaller error due to noise results as serve quency, moreover, would increase by a factor
bandwidth is reduced, torque-induced errors of 16 and, hence, would appear at a fre-
increase, quency where the lead-iag _tabifized OTES
The gravity-gradient, magnetic, and solar telescope could have its gain increased by
pr,_ssure-induced disturbance torques are at a proportional plus integral characteristics. The
constant frequency and within the serve gravity-gradient-induced error for a telescope
[]
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in synchronous orbit is negligible in compar- caused by photon noise is to be held to one-
ison to that for near-earth orbits. Similar tenth the diffraction-limited performance of
considerations for magnetic torques also the 2-meter telescope at 1000angstroms. The
indicate the desirability of a synchronous guidance error contribution allocated to
orbit. Solar pressure, on the other hand, photon noise was computed (ref. l) to be
primarily induces static or bias torque, which 0.00084 arc second. Note that the pointing
is very effectively combatted by incorporating precision needed to take advantage of the
this proportional plus integral serve control. 2-meter diffraction-limited aperture is 0.005
It seems clear that a large, low-orbit, arc second (ref. 2).
space telescope will have torque disturbances I f the allowed photon-noise-induced
that will limit the overall pointing accuracy, error is one-.tenth the optical resolution at the
Up to this point, only gross line-of-sight minimum wavelength of _ = 0. l micron, then
pointing errors due to torque disturbances the offset guide star magnitude for pointing
and noise have been considered.. The roll will be 15 for the 2-meter OTES.
(about the line-of-sight) telescope error is The total optical field can be established
equally important, and magnitude constraints with the aid of figures 3 through 6. Figure 3
can be computed based upon the assumption shows the average number of guide stars per
that recorded image smear due to roll should square degree as a function of galactic latitude
i_ be no larger than that due to gross line-of- and star magnitude; i.e., approximately
sight errors. 240 per square degree for My = 15.4 at
• For the 2-meter OTES, the roll precision 90-degree latitude. Figures 4 and 5 indicate
requirement was computed to be 1.5 arc the probability statistics of star occurrence in
seconds maximum to O.14 arc second mini- the field, assuming a Poisson occurrency
' mum. spatially; i.e., from figure 5, the area of field
The total field-of-view of the 2-meter required for 90-percent probability is Or/4)
OTES must be somewhat larger than the (8.6) 2 square arc-minute field area. Figure 6
. recorded field-of-view to ensure a reasonably shows the results based upon 90-percent
'; high probability of containing at least two coverage.
guide stars. The guidance field must be large Note that tigures 4 and 5 have the field-i.
enough so that the guidance photosensors can of-view for the 2-meter OTES sketched in at
" see the guide stars with the maximum initial 30 arc minutes. The optical design of the
" mispointing angle of the telescope. The system was then based upon achieving a flat
diameter of the guidance field during tracking diffraction-limited guidance field of this
i may be smaller than the guidance field re- v_ue.
quircd for acquisition in order to avoid
excessive degradations due to steller back- Acknowle_dgment
i ground light.For the 2-meter OTES, the structural Mr. E. R. Sehlesingerperformed the photo-
pointing error is estimated at 7.5 arc seconds metricanalysisfor thispaper.
while the frequency is one cycle per
90 minutes. This structural-pointing-error
-. frequency can be used to determine the References
" open-loop gain requi_d at this frequency to
reduce optical pointing error to one-tenth the 1. Wisehnia,tt.F.: OpticalTechnologyApollo Ex.
diffraction-limited resolution of the telescope, tension System (OTES) Phues I and IA.
A minimum wavelength of 1000 angstroms Perkin-ElmerReport No. 8500, November
was used to establish the pointing require- 1966. 0
ment for the 2-meter OTLS t_lescope. There 2. Daniehon,R.E.: LargeTelescopesin Orbit.In-
will be a deterioration of the guidance pre- temational Science and Technology, July
cision due to photon noise. The disturbance .1967,p. 54.
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_ Control Technology for Large Orbiting Telescopes
_; Gordon F. Bullock, Frederick R. Morrell,
-- and Aaron J. Ostroff
_. NASA Langley Research Center
:. Introduction The attitude control problem that we are
i investigating for this mode of operation is
This paper describes the work accOm- this:
plished at Langley Research Center and Since the resolution of a 120-inch
" concerned with the stabilization and fine diffraction-limited telescope is 0.04 arc
" pointing of a 120-inch-diameter orbiting tele- second, can it be stabilized to 0.01 arc
scope. Four subjects are discussed, second or better when subjected to a
disturbance environment? "
_ 1. Telescope Isolation Analysis. The The vehicle is shown schematically in ._
Z results of an analysis of an attitude-stabilized figure 2. The telescope is attached to the
,,. telescope passively coupled :o a crew modulo susperc, ion system, which consists of a two-
_, are presented. The purpose of this analysis axis gimbal assembly and a spring suspension
was to determine the feasibility of stabilizing
the entire telescope to better than 0.01 arc
'_ i: second.
2. Fine-Pointing Guidance Sensor. The
_. principle of operation and the experimental
results of a fine-pointing sensor applicable to
,. large orbiting telescopes are explained.
i 3. Optical Image Stabilization. A tech-
nique for star-image motion compensation by
the use of optics in_¢rnal to the telescope is ¢
described. This approach may be used to
minimize the stringent requirement of point- _.
ing the entice telescope structure. Experi-
mental results are discussed.
4. Scaling Technique. An error scaling
technique that allows the attitude control _y_ ._
.. • system to be simulated (using representative
., hard_are) is discussed.
Telescope Isolation Analys_s
The configuration shown in figure 1 has
been suggested as a likely mode of operation
(ref. l). The vehicle consists of three bodies: a
120-inch-diameter telescope, a soft spring-
suspension _ystem, and a service module. _ 1. Artist's _vnccptionof mft glmbaledv¢_lcle.
473
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,, s_H)sc _tt_c0Pt breakout friction. Noise was included in the
,_!" SUSPENSION
_, . shnulation to take into account typical _ignal-
•:_.,._ cRtw _, f-_,.._--"" _ to-noise ratios for the pointing sensor, which
_. m00tE _,, / was assumed to be operating from the main
• , ,_ optics of the telescope. Environmental
!: torques acting on the vehicle are caused
_ primarily by gravity gradient. Crew motion
__ S 'T_E_ disturbances of 1200 foot-pounds on the crew
module were included.
: ti sc0_E-_)_s_ The vehicle response to a crew motion
,. C G,OFFSET
disturbance and small environmental torques
: is shown in figure 3. The disturbance is shown
," Figure2. Schemaricdlagraraofsopglmbaledvehlcle. in the top trace and consists of two 1200-
_- foot-pound impulses, acting in opposite direc-
t: tions, 2.5 seconds apart. The main gimbal
made up of three sets of springs located attitude reaches an amplitude of approxi-
symmetrically around the gimbal. The sus- mately 1/40 of a degree. It stops when the
! pension system i_ connected to the crew disturbance torque acting on the glmbal is less
module by the truss assembly. The purpose of than the breakout friction in the tel_copeqo-
the suspension system is to isolate the tele- glmbal bearing connection. The difference in
_ope from disturbances in the crew module, the vertical translation between the crew
This isolation is optimized when the center of module and th_ telescope is indicated on the
mass of the telescope and center of rotation next trace. The peak amplitude is 1/4 inch,
of the suspension system are aligned, and the motion is undamped. The horizental
Damping must be provided to limit gimbal motion between the crew module and tele-
motion; however, this damping torque will scope was uncoupled from the other degrees
*' directly couple into the telescope, of freedom and, therefore, is not shown; this
To stabilize the telescope against crew motion is also undamped.
motion disturbances as well as disturbances Some form of damping must be provided
caused by the orbital environment, the con- to limit the motion of these translational
• trol system design has been Imsed on a single- modes. The next two traces indicate the tele-
axis, twin-rotor, control moment gyro (CMG). scope angular rate and position. The limit
"Ibis configuration was chosen became of the cycle is caused by the gyro gimbal friction
operational simplicity and high torque-gain nonlinearity, which was assumed to be 0.05
capabilities, inch-ounce per glmbal. The variations in limitThe analysis of this vehicle (ref. 2) con- cycle amplitude are caused by variations in
sisted of an analog computer simulation of the raagnitude of disturbance torque acting
the planar rigid-body equations of motion of on the telescope. The amplitude of this limit
the vehicle. These equatiom consist of four cycle reaches approximately 0.03 arc second,
translational modes-two for the crew module which does not meet the desired pointing
and two for the teltacope-and three roUt- accmacy of the telescope. The limit cycle in
tional degrees-of-freedom, which include the telescope attitude dec_ease, when no_,." is
"' crew module, main gimbal assembly, and the taken into account for the pointing sensor as
telescope. Control syeterm were added to the shown in figure 3(b). All other conditions
telescope and the crew module. The equations were exactly the same. The noise causes a
of motion take into account the center of dithering effect on the gyro glmbal and tends i
matt offset between the telescope and the to reduce the amplitude of the limit cycle in
main gimbal. Damping and breako, tt friction the control system. In this case, the telescope |
on the main ghnbal-to-telescope bearing con- remains within the pointing specification
nection hat been considered at well as CMG requirement of 0.01 arc seconds, but the
1970027360-460
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t.
_',' _ _"t:_-____rr-_,- m,n-., In sumrnary, the analog simulation of
_. __ _+t-)_i iq-i-__i_t, _,_-.....t-_-_..-Hq_ the planar rigid-body equations of motion oft+H+H4 :: : ' ' "': ; : :___t i FE the vehicle and its control systems has been
-- Ill ll_]lil i+JIl_;_H;Ll;|;;;'.ll---imn-a_
_-_ ]__ ,,,, ,,,,,,,,_......_......._.[[i i [ i__ i i i ____ r ___H___U completed. The results have demonstrated the
". H ; ;; ;_;_ :: !_ .... ;_ - y_0"_ initial feasibility, from the control and stabili-
,_ ,'.'.* k: )_,_ ,'I_,,, :,_ i:_:_:"*""_'_. zation vicwpoir.,.t, of coupling the telescope to
" _N- H"'_"'"....... ..,,_¢_ a manned service module through a passive
g L& _v ) ) • • - •
• __. t.,---=----,_ suspension system. It has also been indicated
;. ' _ ,,,_ that the desired pointing accuracy of 0.01 arc
:.. second c_n be met when the vehicle is sub-
, _ _ jetted to a disturbance environment and when
the effect of nonlinearities in the telescope
:. _m,_ m',,, control system and the suspension system are
'-Jr considered. The studies have also indicated
: that some form of dmnping will be needed to
_._ limit the translational motion of the vehicle
since unrestricted crew motion could increase
these oscillations to intolerable levels. The
"- flexible modes of the vehicle will be added to
_: this investigation in the near future. --
,. (a) Nonlinearsystem response.
t +,,,.,,_ _ ,+ Fine-Pointing Guidance Sensor
_-" To stabilize a telescope to 0.01 second :
of arc, a fine-pointing guidance sensor is re-
quired for attitude inform_,'ion. A te,.',.aique
,_ (b) Vehicle attitude re_on_e to a crew morion to detect star image motion on the focal plane
a disturbancewith sensornoiseincluded, of a telescope and to generate position infor-
_, mation has been developed and evaluated
_¢ _,,.,_. _ _sa,z_ using an image dLgsector tube as the trans-
_ ducer. A NASA technical note (ref. 3) con-i ._;_ taining this information will be available in
• the near future. The discussion and results to
, (c) Vehicle attitude re.appriseto a crew mo_!on be presented are for a s_ngle-axis case; how-
ever, this technique is also __pplicable to a
+ disturbancewith sensor noise includedand dither two-axis system.
torqueadded. Th schematic representat on of the "
_i laboratory confqluration usedto ev41aatethe "Figure 3, Vehicle response to a crew motion system is shown in figure 4. The configuration
d/sturban_ consists of a source that simulates the star, a
collecting lens, an image dissector, and digRal
.. operation is marginal. Becausenoise in the electronics.The optical systemwasdesigned •
signal tends to reduce the limit cycle in tele- to produce ,_ star image having the same size
scope attitude, external dither torque was and motion on the focal plane of the simu- +
added to the Wro gimbals; the effect is shown gated telescope as it has in the 120-inch-
in figure 3(c). Comparing this _race with the diameter telescope. The diameter of the image i
others that were run for the .,_uneconditions is equal to the diameter of the first dark ring i
shows improvement in pointing accuracy to of the Airy disk. _
well within the desired goal of 0.01 arc An image dissector tube is shown
_cond. schematically at the top of figure 5. A star
!
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¢' slit aperture. When the electron image crosses
i_ ,_m_t %,_'_ the slit, an electrical pulse is gene, ated. The
'" ..] / _/IV- pulse3 are shown idealized in the lower half of
_:'- _'..'_t-_-_ t _ _-_--,g_--'_ F-g,_,_-K--I figure 5. The time inter_r_!between successive
_-:'. o_-_ _ _ _ff___cL_f--1 tacm_,c_ j pulses is measured and the difference in th:
_ _ ,_ two times (tt and t2) is proportional to theI angular rror between the guide star and tele.
_; s-ope. The sign of the resulti, g number indi-
_. cates direction. It should be noted that other
•" Figure4. Schematicof laboratoryconfiguration. _ymmetrical curves co:fld have been used for
'_ the sweep signal; ho'wever, the triangular )
sweep was selected because of its linearity.
/-- a_c,_0,foc_a_ The pulse train is processed _s _hown in
• SSAR.. _ figure 6. The signal pulses containing noise are
,,Ma_:._ ___ _ _ first amplified and then filtered. The principal0P.c._focr--_ l effect of this f'tlte_ is to lower the noise band-
_ _ "_'_--" w_dth of the system, 'lke leading and trailingiMAG[Ol$$tCl'OtIUI[
_ edges of the resulting pulses are then detected
_ s,_ by a Schmitt trigger, producing a squared
pulse. Both edges of the signal pulse aze
_ -_, su__a._ _. _ _ _ _-_,_ detected because this minimizes errors due to '
; _//,, noise. There 2s a sufficiently high correladop
_ t between the leading and traRm$ edge- "
I detection times so tha_ the time variations
_ I _ tend to subtract out because the h_,h fre-I I q':e_icy noise is filtered. Therefore, the
_ _ ._ _ . ,,_. assumption has been made that the center of
• ;: b-----'_ _ _ _ the squared logic pulse is the center of the
_ _.tarimage.
Figure 3. Schematic relgesentation of image dls_ctor sim_
m_, sweepaO_l, andoutput _ez ms[
I I ,,,,image is focused on the front f_ce o_ the tube,
". located on the optical focal plane; this pro-
_ duces photoelectrons, which are refocmed _l_.___ff2_____
onto the electron focal plane. The defining _ _s%_'] _l" "-_ , _r'_
aperture, which is a slit for the _J_gle-axis ,.
.._ The electronimageisscannedverticallyacross
the slit by passinga sweep signal through the , _m
magnetic deflection coils. A triangular,_weep __[--__-__
.. signal was used for the experimento made on
the system.
The sweep signal is plotted on the upper [...sma' i I
trace with the vertical axis representing the
electron image pmition and the horizontal
axis representing time. In this illustration, the
star image is off-axis; therefore, the path of J_oe6. Sc/mm_rOeemttattmmJ_m,¢-
the electron image it not centered about the _onmofthe_ndlwoc_tymet
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=:-_ The output of the Schmitt trigger, in Five different sweep frequencies, varyingk=:
;: conjunction with the sweep frequency signal, from 125 hertz to 200 hertz, were used for
: controls logic gates that determine the direc- this set of experiments. The bandpass filter
tion of an up-down counter. These gates also was varied directly with the sweep frequency.
:.:. provide passage for the clock pulses going to The results show that a 12.4 magnitude star is
_i: the counter. The up-down counter operates in trte dimmest star that can be seen by the
".,: the up mode during time t_ and in the down transducer when the sweep frequency is
:'4. mode during time t2. At the end of a corn- 12.5 hertz. For a 100-hertz sweep, an 11.1
_'._ plete counting period, the resulting digital magnitude star can be seen; at 200 hertz, it is
number (t_ - t2) is shifted to the output possible to guide on a 10.7 magnitude star.
register. The system is stable to within 0.08 image ,
Several tests were made to determine the diameter when guiding on a 10th magnitude
stability of the system and its ability to detect star and using a sweep frequency of
small motions of the star image. 100 hertz.?
_ Figure 7 shows the experimental results A few relationships can be seen from
" of varying the sweep frequency and star these curves, which have also been proved
_ magnitude. The star magnitude is based on analyticallT. There is a linear relationship
,! the 120-inch-diameter t_.lescope and the S-20 between the log of the system stability error
_'- response-image dissector tube used in the and star magnitude; a change of five star
experiments. The vertical axis represents the magnitudes will change the system stability
system stability error and is plotted in terms error by a factor of 10. In addition, the sys-
of image diameters that relate directly to tem stability error increases with the sweep
angular errors. The system stability error is frequency in a square-root relationship.
defined as the two-sigma deviation in mea- Tests were made to observe the effect of
suring the star ,mage when the star image is detecting the signal paise on both leading and
stationary on the optical focal plane. The trailing edges. A plot of system stability error
'" amplitude of the sweep signal was maintaD.ed versus threshold level for several star magni-
_, constant for all cases at 28 L-nagediameters, tudes and for double-edge detection is shown
which is equivalent to a field-of-view of 2 arc on the left-hat, _ side of figure 8. Threshold
:_ seconds. This is based on a 120-inch diameter level is defined as the amplitude at which the
telezcopeoperatingatf/100, signal pulse is detected. In this test, the
.20 200Hi ;0fl SIAR MAGNITUOt
• _-,.01 _ J. 10.46
-- o 11.3
12.$ _ I
='_ _.m _ /.,
//k\
ST,_R_J,GNITUI_
Figure8. $_stem stabUltyerrorvenus thresholdlevel
7. _ystem stabilityerrorvenus staemagnitude and schematic_ntatton of typical s_nal p,.dx
[ [i,r s=,oal sweep]h_luenri¢_ with not_eenvelope.
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threshold level was varied from t0 to
; 70 percent of the nominal pulse amplitude.
"_ The bottom curve in figure 8 is for a 7.5 _ _
magnitude star, and the top curve is for a 12.0 _ .a a ,q. A _
_.. magnitude star. Each of these curves is rela- _ _
tively flat, which indicates that threshold level _ (
_'_ has little effect on system stabil;ty. _ ._
':" Earlier tests showed tl:_t the threshold _-a
:'_:. level does have an effect if sihgle-edge detec- _ .a;
L
tion is used. This can be seen from the dia- _ _ , ......... , , ,
"_. gram on the right-hand side of figure 8. A -z8-24-z0_6 -_2.8 -, 0 , , 12 _ 2o u 2,
signal pulse has been drawn, and the dotted 0,SaACt.t_,).Aa0,_.tRS,
lines represent envelope of the pulse due to
;_ noise. The time variation is smallest at the Figure9. Linearity ofsyste_
;_ lower threshold levels; the variation increases
as the threshold level increases. When the
;' pulse is detected on both the leading and has proved to be practic_.l because pulses from
_ trailing edges, the time variation tends to the image dissector are inherently digital and
subtract out because high-frequency noise has can be digital-processed with little signal
, been filtered, conditioning. The versatility of the image
Figure 9 contains experimental data dissector provides great flexibility to the user.
showing the lineadty of the system. The The sweep frequency, amplitude, and wave-
image dissector was mounted on a calibrated shape can be easily changed. When the signal
micrometer base that was moved to simulate pulses are detected on both the leading and
the effect of image displacement. The digital trailing edges, the effect of threshold level
output number was recorded for each posi- becomes negligible because the time variation
,. tion of the transducer. In this figure, the for both edges tends to subtract out. The
vertical axis represents the deviation from system has been shown to be linear within 0.1
best straight line, in percent of full scale, and percent of best straight line over the complete
the horizontal axis represents image displace- field-of-view of 60 image diameters, which is a
._: ment in image diameters. The system is linear very large dynamic range. The linearity,
) within 0.1 nercent over the entire field-of- accuracy, and flexibility of this sensor make it
view of approximately 60 image diameters a prime candidate for fine-pointing control
except at the end points where some distor- systems in large orbiting telescopes.
tion existed. The standard deviation is
0.06 percent of full scale. Optical Image Stabilization
One other test made was to observe the
effect of averaging the data over a number of The results of the first study discussed in
sweep periods. As expected, the system sta- this paper indicated the feasibility of stabi-
bility varied with the square root of the lizing an entire telescope to 0.01 arc second
number of periods averaged. Based upon the when connected to a crew module through a
experimental results, severa _ (onchisions can soft spring-suspension system. A different
. be made; these are desert .i as :'o!lows. approach is possible with the star image ,.
"" ", The p_'arpose of tl',ts research was to motion on the focal plane being controlled by
d-,sign and evaluate a te,'hniqu¢ by which star internal optics. When this approach is used,
image motion on th, focal plane of the role- the requirement for controlling the entire
scope is detected and position information is telescope structure can be reduced; and the
generated by using an image dissector tube as control system can have a high bandwidth
the transducer. This was successfully accom- without large control torques because of the
plisned. The measuring technique employed small inertia of the system. An all-reflecting
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_. experimental model, designed and fabricated the bottom section of figure 10. Both mirrors
r.
-_ at the Langle,, Research Center, has been used hz,ve been rotated through the same angle,
:" to demonstrate the principles involved, and the image has been translated along the
The purpose of an image-motion-corn- focal plane. The distance between the two
;:. pensation system is to maintain the star imagz mirrors has been changed, but the total path
_" fixed on the focal plane despite small motions length remains constant. It can t:.,eshown that
- between the guide star and telescope. In the the motion of the bottom mirror describes a
_': illustration at the top of figure 10, rays from parabola.
_; a star are shown imaged on the focal plane The hardware, shown in figure 11, con.
after reflecting from two plane-parallel tains the complete assembly, the top plate
mirrors. In an actual case, the telescope will containing the two mirrors, and the base
.": move, thereby causing all star images to be assembly. The guide bearing, shown mounted
moved on the focal plane. The two mirrors on the base, functions as the directrix of the
_. will then be rotated in order to bring the star parabola; the shaft, which is the center ofimages back to the original position, rotation, serves as the focus.
_ For ease of experimental evaluation, we In order to evaluate the laboratory
* have chosen to assume the telescope sta- model, a Twyman-Green interferometer has
_ tionary and to analyze the motion of a star been used to measure the change in path
¢. image on the focal plane when the mirror length as the mirrors are rotated. Basically,
; system is moved. First, the two mirrors must the interferomete, system is comprised of a
-_ be maintained parallel to each other as they laser, a beam splitter, and two flat mirrors, as
are rotated. By doing this, all stars within the shown in figure 12. The image motion corn-
_ field-of-view will be imaged on a plane that is pensator is included in one leg and is indi
parallel to the focal plane, but the star images cated by the dotted lines in figure 12. Any
will be changed in focus. Second, the change change in path length as the mirrorsare
,_ _ in focus can be eliminated if the path length rotated will cause the fringe pattern on the
from the top mirror to the focal plane is screen to change. Each fringe is equivalent to
'_ maintained constant. This can be accom- 12.5 microinches.
_.. plished by translating the bottom mirror as it The Twyman-Green interferometer was
is rotated. An illustration of thisis shown in used only for measuring the change in path
length caused by misalignments in the model.
_R.0_ _- , StAR Figure 13 illustrates the various misalignmenterrors associated with this model. The fol-
l l_ calcmated:l°wingerrors have been measured and t
F0C_ PL_
1. Both mirrors need to be parallel to
__ __ At,_t_t,V each other and at an angle of 45 degrees to
...... -_e- the optical axis when initially aligned.
. //_, -- ...... 2. The front surface of the top mirror :'
, ,. _,_ "p_mai0rA .... should be directly over the point of rotation, _'
" _,_ / _to_s which is the focus of the parabola.
,-- ___ _ _ -_ _ ROT,L_D
....... _._ 3. The bottom mirror is physically con- _nectedLto a guide that determines the amountof translation. The front surface of the
bottom mirror should be directly over the
Figure10. Schematic rep_sentattonofbnag,emotion pohlt of attachment to the guide; otherwise,
compensator, the mirror will not be tangent to a parabola,
l
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of instrumentation
used to evaluate systenz
,.
PLANE
'_ ]-- ----- _--S-:.-
. //r
PARABOLA
: Figure 13. Schematic representation for evaluating
errors in system
i _ _ 4. The guide is a linear bearing that is at
_ an angle of 45 degrees to the optical axis and
!_"i thus parallel to the two mirrors when initially
_,,. aligned.
_ 5. The translation motion of the
bottom mirror should be toward or away
•' -. from the center of rotation.
" ' ' The change in path length was measured
for each misalignment error described. In
figure 14, some typical experimental results
illustrate the error in path length caused by
the bottom mirror when it is not directly over
the point of attachment to the guide. The ver-
_re 11. Imagemotion compensatorhardware, tical axis represents the error in path length
1970027360-466
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__ _ 400" -.INCH
'_ _ 200 -.05INCH -r
: : _= -100 z
z .05 INCH
_: - -200
_," .= -30o T
T_ :.oi'.5/.o
MIRRORANGLE(DEGREES)
MIRRORANGLEIDEGREESI
_ Figure 14. Error in path length versus mirror rotation Figure 15. Er, or in path length as a function of
_, mirror rotation angle for best alignment.
•:,_ angle.for several m#alignment errors.
=' plotted in terms of fringes. (Based on the associated with this model. The peak-to-peak
Rayleigh criterion for a 1/4 wavelengthpath deflectionwas only l0 fringes,and the hyster-
difference, an f/20 system has a focal range esis was 5 fringes. This error is very small
tolerance of over 3000 fringes.) The hori- when comparedwith the focal rangetolerance
" _ zontal axis representsmirror rotation angle of 3000 fringes. Notice that the path-length
" and has been plotted over a rangeof ±2 de- error for the two runs have almost the iden-
grees, which is the rotation anglenecessaryto tical shape. "IF,is is typical of the repeatability
correct for a disturbanceof +2 arc secondsin observedin this system.
a 120-inch-diameter telescope operating at The previous discussion has been for a
f/100. The numbers shown on the error single-axis image motion compensator. In
curves represent the distance and direction reality, a two-axissystem is needed.The main
that the mirroris misalignedfromthe perfect change is that one of the mirrors should be
case. The values shown on these curves are tangent to a surface that is a paraboloid of
very conservative because a physical model revolution. As can be seen in figure 16,
• can be fabricated with mis_lignmeat errors motions in the verticalplaneremainp_rabolic
that are two orders of magnitude smaller.It while those in the horizontal plane will be
can be scan that the error in path length is circular.
proportional to the misaligmnent both in In conclusion, the experimental results
magnitude and direction;this is typical of the have shown that optical image stabilization
errorcurvesin this system. Whena system has appears feasible. If small optics are used
' , , all linear errors, only one adjustment is internal to the telescope, a coptrol system fo_
needed foralignment, star image stabilization can be designed that
As a final check, severalparameterswere reduces the stringent pointing requirements
misaligned, and the complete assembly was on the large telescope structure. The image-
rotated to compensatefor all the other errors, motion, compensation system use., only two
The results are shown in f'_,ure15. In this mirrors for two-axis control. All the appre-
figure, the _rrorin path length is plotted as a ciable errors for the model described are
function of mirrorrotation angle. There is a linear; therefore, only one adjustment is
very small fluctuation and hysteresis value needed to alignthe system.
J
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_. RABOLA
/Ic;o.IX),_' O 0¢_ _ COMPENSATI ,.._.
• /,_ Figure 17. Block diagram of vehicle control system._, "/he b!,.ckdiagram in figure 18 is the"_. control _y_tem that incorporates the scaling
_, _ _E tecnnique developed at Langley, In this
._ _ method, the torque-to-inertia ratio has been
_. changed because the disturbance torque is
:_ decreased by_/1('and the body inertia is scaled
Figure 16. Schematic diagramillustratingtwo-axis by K. Thus, both the rate and position hsve
technique, been increased byVe_. The value of_/K " is
chosen so that the disturbance torque remains
: above the noise sources in the airbearing, and
Scaling Technique the telescope position-pointing accuracy is
above the noise level caused by the air cur-
rents in the room.
* _' An error scaling technique that allows It is important that the star sensor see
the attitude control system to be simulated unsealed star image motions so that actual
by using representative hardware is reviewed hardware may be used. This can be accom-
_. in this paper. The technique will be used to plished by optical scaling techniques, where
• evaluate the performance of control systems the focal len_.h of the optical system is
suitable for a 120-inch-diameter telescope. Be- decreased by v_K. The gain change is repre-
• cause of the large moments of inertia about sented by the box it: _ront of the star sensor.
the axes of the telescope and because of the The angular momentum of the gyro rotor has
stringent pointing requirements and the small been dec_reased byv'Kto compensate for the
disturbance torques exerted upon the tele- increase in body rates. The inputs to the CMG
scope, scaling techniques are required for _e
simulation where the toTque-to-inertia ratao is T_
not maintained. _ _,
Figure 17 is a simplified block diagram
of the telescope control system that incor-
• ,; moment gyro as the momentum exchange de- f ,
" vice. A disturbance torque is acting on the
vehicle and is causing changes in both body _"
rate and body attitude. A star sensor will _c_.tN_.0.
detect changes of the star image caused by the I "
disturbance torque, The output from the
CMG is a control torque that is equal and Figure l& Block dtqram of g_led vehicle control
opposite to the distu,'banee torque, systent ,
_ 1.
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:. have not bee:l scaled; thus, both the gimbal progress at Langley, a value of Kwas chosen
•k angle and glmbal rates are realistic. The con- so that the vehicle moment of inertia was
: trol torque from the CMG is decreased by_/K, scaled from approximately I0s slug-ft2 to a
which is the same scale factor used for the value of 30 slug-ft 2. This was easily achieved
'/ disturbance torque. In this scaling method, on the simulator used in the test. The vehicle
the dynamic response is exactly the same as in position was scaled from 0.01 arc second to a
the unsealed ease because system time con- rrore easily detected I0 arc seconds of
stants and both open- and closed-loop fre- l_ointingaccuracy.
quency response remain unchanged. Since the Some typical results of the scaled model
/" glmbal angle, gimbal rates, and inputs to the are shown in figure 19. A step disturbance
," CMG gimbal remain unsealed, it i_ po,_ible to torque of 0.05 foot-pound was applied to the
use flight hardware in this simulatioa, telescope. The steady-state vehicle-positiont
_- In a vehicle-control simulation of a error is shown to be less than 10 arc seconds,
,_: proposed telescope control system now in which is equivalent to 0.01 arc second in the
_+ ' I [ I IIII Illllll I11111
of, r _ ! i i 1 1 I 1 u i I I i I 1 I i i l
,+. : I i i 'iiilliiiiiii iiiii "-t 0.05fl-lb
,' r L : _ I I I I I I 1 / I 1 I I I I 1 IJ_
.. I ' ' I- I I I I I 1 1.[ I I I I I I I IW-'--
.. , ,illt/,ll  ,,,il
_ ; r' i i --,-,--,-_ _ , ,--, , .,_-1 I I I _
:t........ DISTURBANCE TORQUE Z1_-__0.05ft-lbi_ i _ -i I I I_L_ _ _ t I I1 I i I I I I .
I I ,' I _ _ ,A I I 4-- 4- -4----4--4 --'k----- , , I _ t --4----4----4---+ 4---4---4.--4---+- 4---4--4---4----
• ' [ __- _..LI 1 1 I I I IIlI'l II I 1 1"1 / I-
- __]l__tl , 1 1 I "_-l-__:-'_:,.. --1--- / \l_ - --_ -- 75_"_
:. " t l tJ_t I-:l f, i t i i i ,-f--t-
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TELESCOPE POSITION -]---75
-I I 1 I I I-T-FFT-I--FI 1 1 I i-1-',
' "" ' Et]_I:_F!t-HLEfFrf'i o,
: I ]:. .... 'i _i - ...... TELESCOPE RATE
v ........ :-1 IT-IIIrTI I I I I I I ---l_f_$ec
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unsealed case. The telescope rate is approxi- moment gyro has been selected to prove the
mately 5 arc seconds per second. The gimbal concepts developed and to provide the neces-
rate is constant at approximately 0.4 degree sary control torque to maintain the position
per second. For this gimbal rate, the control of the telescope structure within 2 arc
moment gyro generates a control torque of seconds. The telescope structure is the air-
magnitude equal to the disturbance torque, bearing in the simulation. The fine-pointing
control system will maintain all star images
Concluding Remarks within the field-of-view stabilized on the focal
plane within 0.01 arc second. The fine-
Four subjects concerned with the stabi- pointing system includes the image motion
lization and fine pointing of laige orbiting compensator and the digital pointing sensor.
_ telescopes have been presented in this paper. By _irtue of the development of the fine-
Future plans can be summarized with the aid pointing sensor and optical image-stabilization
i of tigure 20. tec2:,'iques, it has been shown that it is
i, A simulation will be made incorporating possible to obtain the resolution necessary to
tile components aa- scaling techniques dis- provide attitude information to control acussed. There will be two control modes: a large orbiting telesc pe t better than its
coarse-poipting mode and a fine-pointing diffraction limit. Hopefully, the airbearing
;_ mode. The coarse-pointing sensor will provide simulation will demonstrate this concept of
attitude information to the control moment pointing the telescope to the required
gyro through a digital computer. The control accuracy.
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The Requirements, Design, and Man .ffacture
of Optical Gratings for Space Telescopes
L,
y.
John Strong
.;.. University of Massachusetts
_, Abstract
k;,.
Various approaches for the fabrication of large gratings suitable for astronomical
,.. instrumentation were discussed.
The suitability of replica gratings for the vacuum ultraviolet is still inadequately known
_.- for long-term satellite use.
_-" Two transmission objective gratings as large as 18 inches on a side have been made by
evaporative techniques with 300 lines per inch for spectra centered at 4800 angstroms.
_. Ruled or etched grids are useful in a number of ways. By adjusting the grid line spacing
over the grid area, diffraction can be controlled in such a way as to either focus incident
radiation or correct for off-axis aberrations. Grids made by use of specially ruled gratings are
used in the manufacture of special purpose photocathodes. Specially ruled grids also are
used as spatial discriminators in the focal plane of instruments, such as multi-slits in a
spectrometer, or as pattern comparators for optical alignment and performance.
Methods of manufacture of gratings and grids are diverse, ranging from mechanical
ruling engines to holographic techniques. Mechanical ruling of optical gratings uses a shaped
diamond, which is drawn across a softer surface material such as evaporated aluminum.
Diamond wear limits the total coherent ruling length achievable. Newer techniques that have
been tested include ion-beam etching, chemical etching, and evaporative deposition.
Suitab!y stable optical surfaces for grating substrates is a pa.,'ticulartccP.nology problem
deserving more attention. Large, single, strain-relieved plates for reflective gratings are
extremely difficult to achieve. Optical surface preparation by figuring and polishing needs to
be better understood. Present theories of polishing are inadequate. For the far ultraviolet , ,
spectral region, large, strong, transparent films are needed for the substrate.
485
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? The Requirements, Design, and Manufacture of Optical
_ Filters for Astronomical Space Telescopes
¢
DanielJ. Schroeder
_. Beloit College
,,:
/ The current technology of optical Filters violet materials is shown in table 1. The
" suitable for telescope applications and properties of handpass filters with a singlespace
_, suggested directions for future development metal layer, called induced transmission
are the subjectsof this report. The empha_s is filters, have been studied b_ various inves-• on ltraviolet down to 1000 angstronw, t gators (refs. 6 and 7) fu( wavelengths a
_ although the far infraredis consideredbriefly, short as 2600 angstroms. The films on either
A brief discussion of the various types of side of the metal film can be either all-
_. filters and their characteristics, and the dielecL,ic stacks o_'combinations of metaland
: availabilityof suitablematerials, is given.The dielectric layers. In either case, the handpass -.
' discussionis limited to the interference type characteristics_e somewhatsuperior to those
of filters capable of providing a spectral of the conventional Fabry-Pero_interference
resolution of one to ten percent of the peak filter. In the ultraviolet,aluminum is the most
wavelength of the passhand. Except for suitable metal for these types of filters. For
special situations, greater resolution can be wavelengths shorter than 1000 angstroms,
'_ _ attained moreeasily with gratings, interference transmission filters of the type
outlined above are not feasible at present
Types of Ultraviolet Filters because of the lack of materials. For thisspectral range, unsupported metal films have
• There are a number of _-_ssibilitiesto b_en used as broadband filters, pdnmrily to
consider for filters in the ultraviolet. There discriminateagainstlong-wavelengthradiation
are the Fabry-Ferot interference type of (ref. 8).
transmLosion filters _,sing semitransparent In addition to these various types of
metal films, as described by Schroeder transmission filters, there arealso examples of
(ref. 1), by Batesand Bradley (refs. 2 and 3), broadband reflectance filters that can help in
and Harrison(ref. 4_, to providepassbandsfor shaping overall bandpasses.A recent example
wavelengths ss short as 1300 sngstroma. For of such a filter with high reflectance, in the
wavelengths sho_'ter than 4000 angstroms, 2000-angstrom region was reported by
aluminum is the best metal for _is filter Osantowskiand Toft (ref. 9).
variety. AU_ectric interference filters have
been made for wavelengthsas short as 2400 Propertiesof Filters
.'.,'r''_ angstroms, h_ this type of filter, the metal
films are replaced by dielectric stacks Let us consider in more detail the
consisting of alternate layers of high- _nd properties of each of the filter types men-
low-index transparent materials.In the visible tioned and discuss what has been attained in
and infrared, there are a variety of materials the ultraviolet.
suitable for use in these stacks, but in the A schematic of s Fabry-Perot type of
ultraviolet there are few suitable materials, filtel with two highly reflecting, semitram- ¢
particularlyof high-index(ref. 5). A mmmary parent ftlnw separated by a dielectric film is
of some of the propertiesof suitable ultra- shown in figure 1. The first-ordertransmission
487 i
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_ ;t . : x. Table1. DielectricMat_rlahforThinFibns
_, Absorptior i
;':'.. Substance Index Onset Comments
(NaD) (A)
Sb203 1.85 3200 ,;uitesuitableashigh-index
; materialin nearultraviolet
b
: CaF2 1.3-1.4 1200
Csl 2.0(0.25#) 2500 Hygroscopic,requires
:- protection
• CsBr 1.8(0.23p) 2300 Hygroscopic,requires
" prot_:tion
t
LaFs 1.6 2200 Stableandusublewellinto
' ultraviolet
LiF 1.35-1.4 1000 Suitableinto farultraviolet '
MgF2 1.35-1.4 1200 Verysuitableinto far ultraviolet
Ndfs i.6 2200
ZnS 2.3-2.4 4000 Usedin reflectancecoatL'lp
'_ in far ultraviolet
, PbF2 2.1(0.25p) 2400
t
band is centered at that wavelength, ko, for filter is decreased although the general shape
which th_ dielectric spacer has an optical of the trammfinion curve is unaffected
thickness of _/2. Higher order transmiaion (reL 10). In practice there is generally a trade-
bands are centered at wavelengths Xo/m, off between bandwidth and peak tram-
where m is the order number. A'l analysis of mittance.
the trans_dudon properties of such a filter As previously qoted, each of the reflee-
leads to the well-known Airy formula ting fllnm is Benerally one of the following
(reL 1O) plotted in figure 2 for various values types: (I) a semitransparent met-," film, silver
of reflectance, R, as a function of wavelength, in the visible and aluminum in the ultraviolet
In figure 2, it is assumedthat the aMorption, c: (2) a stack of dielectric layers,alternately
A, of the films, 6l and B2, is zero. Analysis high- and low-index of refraction, each of
of these resultsshows that, is R increeem, which has an optical thicknm of ).o/4, as
(1) the bandwidth (spectral width at the half- shown in figure 3. The main pxoblemin fab_.
intensity value) decreases,and (2) the con- catinf a dielectri_ stack for the ultraviolet is
trast (maximum transmittance/minimum in the .,:hbice of materials. From the ,aear
trammittance) increases. If there is ab_ ,rption elt, aviolet to well into the infrared (abe,at 20
in the films, the peak transmission of the microns') there are dielectricswith nellajible
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absorption that can be evaporated to form odd_ of["
_-, these all-dielectric interference (ADD stacks. ,.v.n ,n t L
diol_#lc H
'3 Be!ow 3000 angstronlt, _owever, with the ".,_c," H
_. exception of lead fluoride, there are no noit- 2,
_-.:, absorbing high-index materials that are at the _u .
_: same time insensitive to normal handling, as L
shown in table 1. Becavse the short-
_.,: L
_: wavelength limit of lead fluoride is about
_' 2400 angstrows, it i_ necessary to use semi- _.ASS
: transparent aluminum films to provide high
b reflectance at shorter wevelengths.
O: H. _SI, L. (cryolite)
l_ . _ i _/ .._1 p// Zr, Sond cryolit, or. typico, hiOho_dlo.,._ 17 y _/ index mo,erlol., reipic,ively\!./ t i 4 Figure3. Typicaldl-dte_ectricInterf_,nceJilt r.
'_ MDM Filter Versus ADI Fllto
air 1
_ _... _._ _. t A comparisor, of a met'd-dielectric-metal\-% (MDI_ filter lind an ADI filter _ shown in
\"° figure 4. The number preceding the filter type
is the total nmnber of layers ;<',;i;e filter. The
R,ftiflictlinee of lurlocis _ioltdBI tra]liSinission curies of these tiltt-rs were com
t T, _'mttcm:e of _rfoces Bi(m4
.,_e,, ot ._,,o. ot _., ,oy. puted using the measured optical co:-.stants oi"
the layer materials, including absorption and
F_4urel. Schetmtic_oftnterferencefllter. dispersion (ref. 1). Each of the .qluminum
_, films is 200 angst;oms thick. __
O.m_Sm_ o_ t,._,,_ Tot e ,_,,wi,,_m I'm_,m,e_ clt_l_tllrililcl oi two t#lilt Of ..,Itllihlililtlll
filill_ t I Ifli_llmli dtlli fol lirklul llflliih_hll R f,liilvl
, - t\ /I; -, o., _ /
--_" ,_._, , J .....
o I_, _I ]m 41_ g 2_'_°° AIIQ
o (is tO ts I.o _I_
3MOt A_.IdQFt 15JK_:PIFt,MO_.
7__e o/tnm_ 7,ot M mt¢.
/¢_n_[_Uvonl_tedg_, d_'_,_>.swrla_ l_ ,t_ ¢bu_etulstlcso _wot_omof
i
I I -
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An ADI filter has the advantages of at 1300 angstrorm, the computed bandwidth
narrow bandwidth and high peak transmission is about 3"9 angstroms (20 to 25 percent of
but the disadvantage of high-transmission the peak wavelength), a value in reasonable
,_. sidebands on either side of the peak. l'his is a agreement with experiment (ref. 4).
£
consequence of an ADI stack haviag a high
reflectance over a relatively smatl spectral Mu#iple Stack Filters
range (normally a few hundred angstroms)
centered on the peak wavelength. Elimination
of the long-wave sideband in an ADI filter is Although the results to date indicate
difficult although the short-wave sideband is that 3MDM filters are feasible in the far mtra-
'i. easily eliminated by proper choice of sub- violet, their usefulness is limited because of
/ strate material, the long transmission "wing" on the main
' The MDM filter, by comparison, has a tral,smission peak. Attempts to obtain filters
_" larger bandwidth with a lower peak trans- with greatly suppressed wings, and more
i: mission, a consequence of the metallic nearly rectangular bandpasses, have resultedabsorption. It has the advantage, however, in improved transmission characteristics.that the aluminum has high reflectance at Berning and Turner (ref. 6) showed that
: longer wavelengths and hence the filter is self- metal-spacer-metal-spacer-filters of the form
_. blocking (no long-wave sidebands). A typical metal (5MDM) have these superior character-
ADI filter of the type shown has a first-order istics, with silver used as the metal. The center
bandwidth of one .'_btwo percent of the peak metal film _n such a filter has twice the thick-
I wavelength, depending on the number of ness as either of the outer films for bestlayers, with a peak transmission of greater results.
than 0.60. A typical 3MDM filter with Schroeder (ref. 1) investigated the
aluminum fflrns has a first-order bandwidth of properties of these multiple stack filters of
about8to 10 percent of the peak wavelength the 5MDM variety with alurn_num as the
t_ for a peak transmission of 0.25-0.30 (ref. 1). metal. Calculation and experiment give the
_-- The bandwidth of an MDM filter can be following results: (1)Given the same peak&
_ decreased by using a thicker spacer layer and transmission as a 3MDM filter, the bandwidth
a higher order of interference; this, however, of a 5MDM filter is essentially the same asis at the expense of long-wave blocking that of the 3MDM filter; (2) The transmission
i: because transmission peaks would be present wings are considerably suppressed. A 5MDMat longer wavelengths, filter with its transmission peak at 2500Hence, for wavelengths longer than 2400 angstroms has about 20 times less trans-
angstroms, either MDM or AD1 filters can be mission at 4000 c,agstroms than a 3MDM
made with a transmission peak at a specified filter (ref. I). Figure 5 shows computed trans-
wavelength, provided that auxiliary blocking mission curves on a semilog plot for these two
is used with the ADI type. For shorter wave- types. Independent of the peak wavelength,
lengths, MDM filters must be used because the relative shapes of these two curves are
there are no suitable high-index dielectrics, generally as shown (ref. 1). Figure 6 shows
needed to make the ADI st_cks, measured transmission curves of two 5MDM
Exarrdnation of the optical properties of filters and the long-wave wing of a 3MDM
_' ' aluminum suggests that MDM filters are filter whose transmission peak is near 2200
• feasible to 1500 angstromsand possibly to angstroms. The increased wing suppression is
1200 angstroms. Because, however, of the evident. Shown in figure 7 are the same curves
decreasing reflectance of aluminum toward on a linear plot (ref. 1).
shorter wavelengths and because of the In addition to wing suppression, it is
increasing absorption, it is found that the possible to decrease the bandwidth of a
tint-order bandwidths are larger for shorter 5MDM filter if one of the spacers is of first-
wavelengths. At a peak transmission of 0.25 order thickness and the other spacer is of
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second-order thickness for the same wave- ..... ' ...... I ....
length. Computed characteristics of such a
filter are shown in figure 8 for a peak wave- 0.3
_ length of 2200 angstroms. Although there is _'_ v,,_,
_-. now a long-wavelength peak at twice this r /_ _ --3-_-sz-2
_: wavelength, its peak transmission is down /\ t ---z-_4-sz-2
;_ about a factor of 100 as compared to the oa _-i-_ ..
main peak. Since the bandwidth is inversely s Iproportional to the order number, band-
_widths of about five t_rcent of the peak I
_. wavelength are possible with a combined £u3t- oJ _ Iand second-order f'dterof this type. F,,,,,
_ 1-22-62-2
A _ 31d0MFitter 2000 3000 AUtO 4000 9000/_I_ --- SId0Mr,ltw._.u_F, Figure_ IAnefrplot of tmn_sston curves(shownin
_.-- flg_.e6/oftwo$_M llltena dlong,wavewlnt
:s of3MDM filter.
_ f /
;" / \ '_E" ' ' ' .......i_--I' \"
1 SMOM Filtlw
/ /_ At,NeFt
: \\ "__ OJ _=
\ /,
;_ 2ooo _ _(A) 4OO0 SO00 _, & 2
/
_. _ 5. Tmnonlx_oncwvofor._MDManclSMDM I "/'_\
\\
Fllte_
_,_ - _-Ht-t Fllwe 8. Computrd cMn_ter_ ofSMDM ba_In_
--H44t-t one spa_erof[Intender thtclmm and the other
sp_er of second-ordertklclmessfor a peak wave.
ienftAof 2200chimera.
\x\ \ ' _'_,_. F_tmvo-tt-qlt-_
, \ 5pacerle_ Niter :
"',,. The 5MDM filter is an example of a
........ "spacedeu" filter in the sense that the center ,_
layer is not a half-wave dielectric but an
zcoo _oo A_ 4O _ooo absorbing metal film. Properties of such filters
were investigated in detail by Bemin8 and
F//tre & DmwmWt_ _ o/rico SjIDAr_ Turner (tel 6), who considered the followin$
andlonrw_ewttlofSNlXV_Ur, design: dielectric stack, metal, dielectric
t
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stack. In such a design, the dielectric stack the layers, either a single or double trans,
essentially replaces the outer metal films of mission peak. As with an ADI filter, there is,
the 5MDM type. This type of single metal however, the problem of transmission side-
layer (IM) filter is essentially a metal film anti- bands. To my knowledge, there have been no
reflected on both sides by dielectric stacks, reports of filters of this type in the near ultra-
Such a IM filter can have a narrower first- violet although they should be feasible to the
: order bandwidth than an MDM filter and a transmission limit of lead fluolide.
, higher peak transmission. At the same time,
the filter is self-blocking at longer wavelengths Broadband Reflectance Filters
because of the metal film although not as
effective as with a 5MDM filter. Recent work on broadband reflectance
An exmnple of an ultraviolet IM filter is f_dters for the ultraviolet has been reported
one designed by Baumeister, Costich, and (ref. 9). In place of the usual dielectric-
Pieper (ref. 7) with a transmission peak at protected aluminum-coated mirror (ref. 12), a
2600 angstroms. Using thorium fluoride and f'flin combination having a selective spectral
{ cryolite as high- and low-index materials, reflectivity is t, The design is substrate,
respectively, they made a filter with a peak opaque metal, d: iectric, semitransparent
transmission of 0.55 and a bandwidth of 65 metal with aluminum and magnesium fluoride
angstroms (2.5 percent of the peak wave- as the materials. Reflectance filters with high
length). With lead fluoride in place of thorium peak reflectance in the 2000-angstrom range
fluoride and with a thicker aluminum film, have been made (ref. 9). These filters could be
they obtah:ed a IM filter with a peak trans- used to discriminate agmnst unwanted trans-
mission of 0.20 and a bandwidth of 55 mission ffltersidebands. It is also possible that
angstroms at the same peak wavelength two different reflectance f'dters in series could
(ref. 7). Both filters had a ratio of peak trans- provide an adequate passband without any
mission to transmission at longer wavelengths additional transmission filters. For example, a
of better than 10 to I. The designers con- filter with a f'wst-order reflection peak at
eluded that with two such filters in series it is some ultraviolet wavelength in series with a
possible to obtain a peak transmission of 0.25 filter having a second-order reflection peak at
_. and a rejection at all other wavelengths away the same wavelength could be considered.
from the peak of better than 100 to 1(ref. 7).
Filters of this type require transparent high- Filters for lnfrared Region
and low-index materials and at the present
• ! time can be made only for wavelengths longer The infrared spectral region from 1 to 20
i than 2400 angstroms. The 5MDM filters, on microns has barely been mentioned in thee other hand, require only a singl low- preceding discussion. In this range, most of
index dielectric and are suitable for shorter the filter types considered can be and have
wavelengths, been made. Transmission filters of the ADI or
i DHW variety with bandwidths of one to ten
Double Half-l/ave System percent of the peak wavelength and good
peak transmission are commercially available.
Another type of filter with better band- This is a result of the availability of trans-
pass characteristics than the conventional ADI parent high-index materials that can be de-t
, _ filter is the double half-wave (DHW) system posited by vacuum deposition. At still longer ,
• 1 f'wst investigated by Smith (ref. 11). Such a wavelengths, there are problems because of
filter hm the following design: dielectric mechanical stresses in the thick, evaporated
stack, spacer, dielectric stack, spacer, die,leo- layers.
tric stack. A filter of this type has a more Neugebauer (ref. 13) has suggested that
rectangular bandpass than an ADI filter and, the infrared beyond 50 microns is of partic-
depending on the particular arrangement of ular interest to astronomers. Although the
t
,! --'-
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basic principles of interfelence-filter design control conditions as noted above, the prop-
_ remain the same, the techniques by which erties of 7MDM filters should be investigated.
*: filters are made are quite different. For wave- Calculations suggest that such a filter has the
_ lengths from 50 microns to 0.3 millimeters, same general bandpass shape as a 5MDM filter
_; Ulrich (ref. 14) has made bandpass, low-pass, but with still greater suppression of the wings
_; and high-pass filters by spacing metal grids by near the transmission peak.
. mechanical means. Because of the construc- ADI or DHW filters are possibilities at
tion method, th_ shorter wavelength filters wavelengths shorter than 2400 angstroms
._. within this range are more difficult to make. only if some one high-index, dielectric mate-
_ It is worth noting that multiple stacks of rial transparent to shorter wavelengths i:
metal grids give better bandpass character- found. Systematic investigations (ref. 5) have
- istics than a simple Fabry-Perot type of thus far uncovered no such suitable material.
arrangement in the same way that a 5MDM
filter in the ultraviolet is better than a 3MDM
,_: filter. For these filters, both the fabrication References
techniques and the best forms for the metal
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The Space Radiation Environment in Low Altitude
and Low Inclination Orbits
.%
_-.
# M.O. Burrel! and J. W. Watts, Jr.
_ NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
'41 "/
•/ Introduction ment determined by Vette*, show that
_'_ protons will be the predominant dose-
_' Most of the satellites orbited from the inducing particles at that time. Figure 1 shows
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) at Cape a comparison of dose rates expected in 1968
_. Kennedy, Florida, go into 30-degree- for protons and proton-produced secondary
_. inclination orbits because the location of KSC neutrons and protons, from electrons, and
at approximately 30 degrees north latitude from electron-produced bremsstrahlung. The
-_ makes this the most energetically acceptable proton and electron integral energy spectra
l
i orbit. With the planning of long-duration used in calculating these dose rates are shown
manned flig_ts, such as the Orbital Workshop in figures 2 and 3. (It should be pointed out
• mission, there has been some interest in the that the proton environment is uncertain by a
charged-particle dose rate expected in these factor of two and the electron environment
low orbits for men and for radiation-sensitive by a factor of four.)
materials such as photographic f'flm.
Spatial Distribution of Protons
Charged Particle Sources
The spatial distribution of the Van Allen
There are three sources of charged protons is determined by the earth's magnetic
.. particles in these low altitude orbits: cosmic field. A distortion of the field over the South
rays, solar-flare proton events, and trapped Atlantic, known as the South Atlantic
Van Allen radiation-belt particles. The Anomaly, results in a dip in the radiation
cosmic-ray dose rate is at most perhaps one or belts to fairly low altitudes. It can be seen
two rads per year at low latitudes and alti- from the isoflux plot for protons over the
tudes. (A rad corresponds to the deposition of South Atlantic (fig. 4) that the 30-degree-
100 ergs of energy per gram of material.) inclination orbits pass very neat the peak of
Solar-flare proton events are fairly infrequent the anomaly. Both higher and lower incli-
occurrences, and the e_trth's magnetic field nation orbits are exposed to lower proton
provides fairly good shielding for low-altitude, fluxes. Figure 5 shows dose rates as a function
low-inclination orbits against even the large of shield thickness for several orbital incli-
ones. Most of the charged particle dose nations in circular orbits at an altitude of
; received in these orbits, therefore, will be due 240 nautical miles. Large reductions in dose
to trapped Van-Alle1_-belt electrons and rate can be achieved if low inclination orbits
protons. The proton component of the lower are used. _"
part of the belt is fairly _ttablein time, but the
electron component has been decreasing in
intensity ever since the artificial increase *Vette, J.l., et sL: Modelsof the TrappedRadt-
induced by the Starfmh explosion in 1962. ation Environment,Vols. 1-3, NASA SP-3024
Calculations, using a projected 1968 environ- (1966, 1967).
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O-I THE PROTON I{,TEGRAL F'NERGY SPECTRUM
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SHELD THICKNESS (ql_/©mJ*Alumkqum)
• co.p,.Jso,or ,.OTC..._L_C:RON.._o Figure 2. Theproton inteffal ener_D,spectrum.
_I[MSTRAHLUNG OOSE RATb'S
Figure 1.Comparison of proton,electron,and
bremsstrahlungdoserate_ ; ,
, _CI© 4 --
2 IO g
! Another way of avoiding the high fluxes
'_ in the anomaly is to go to lower altitudes.
Protons that mirror in the upper atmosphere | ,o'
are soon removed from the radiation belts so _ \ ¢,_uL*ROR,,T._- ,,¢UNtT,O.
GLTITUO4[ 240 NAUTICAl. MILES 440 lent)
that. around an altitude of 150 nautical miles, _, I ,m ..c_cTEoELECT.O.
^ I'
the radiation belts have practically disap- _,o[ OAT==.nRV_TT=.,., [,_j
peared. The dose rate in 30-degree-inclination
orbits as a function of altitude for several
shield thicknesses is graphed in figure& ,o'
, . Figure 7 shows the variation of proton flux as [
. , a function of time in a typical orbit. Eachone 1 _of the spikes on the curve cor esponds t a l
passage through the anomaly. It is obvious ,o o , = _ _
that the greater part of the radiation dose will z_v ..v)
be received during these passes. Note that _N__L_'C'r_N,s'rzon-,-'SZnOvsp¢c_u.
there are fairly long periods of t/me with no
anomaly passages. It would be preferable to Flfwe .t Thedecuon _n_ _ q_ctnmt
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Figure 4. An tsoflux pio¢ for protons in the South Atlantic Anomaly at an altitude of 400 ldlomewrs.
P
plan extravehicular activities so that they fairly simple and because the results obtained
occur during these periods. The dose rate at give some idea of dose rates to be expected in
the peak of the anomaly is compared in more complex geometries.
figure 8 with the dose rate averaged over One important geometrical factor that
several orbits, should be considered in predicting the dose
rate expected for men is tbe self-shielding
Conclusions provided by the body. A pohat on the chest
• has good shielding from radiation of about
All dose rates shown are point doses 180 degrees in space. The dose rates expected
calculated for the center of a spherical in 30-degree-inclination low-altitude orbits
aluminum shell whose thickne_ is given in behind the usual shielding provided by the
8/cm = units. (The thickness in centimeters spacecraft (thickness _ 1 g/cm 2) will not be
can be obtained by dividing the thickness in dangerous for men if the mission is ltot too
8/cm 2 by the material density.) This geom- extended (beyond several months). Table 1
etry was chosen because the calculation is gives the dose limits set for astronauts by the
m |
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fl.
_i Table1. Dose Ltmirs/or Astronauts" ,e _ _ [ I
I
_.. Planned Maximum t
_Y' T_,tw_of Operational Operational T I
_..: Response Do'se Dose [
tLTDYUN
(fads) (rads) _ m-t'mw. ,,__ itsmf,gt./m _
Gastrointestinal 13 25 F"_ 7i_ ,
L.. Skin 100 200 _ .-----_-- __. i !
_. Hematological 25 50 _x ----_---- ---, i
_' *From Manned Space Center Medical Office , _'_ --
e Manned Space Center Medical Office for [
mission AS-503.* If it is assumed that the
spacecraft has 1.0 g/cm 2 of aluminum shield-
ing and if a correction is made for self- [
shielding by dividing doses by a factor of two, .o-. .
the expected skin dose for an astronaut on a _LD ...:.._u _.,...-,..--,-)
2-month mission is approximately 12 rads, Figure& A comlm_on of the peaklwomn dose rate
* _ which is well within the prescribed limits. at the center of the anomalywith the dine rate
Possibly the most easily damaged mate- averafedoveru_raiorbtts.
rial to be carried into space is the photo-
graphic fdm; some is completely fogged by
doses of a few rads. Because there are many radiation damage. The limits for acceptable
parameters associated with the exposure and radiation will have to be determined accord-
development of photographic film, no ing to the specific application of the f'dm. In
common standard can be established for general, however, some radiation shielding
must be provided on long raisons for most
photographic film, at least while it is in
*ApolloSaturn 503; Apollo8 mission, storage.
,, %
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_" Image Converters and Image Intensifiers
_." Martin Rome
_. . Weston Instruments, Inc.
_ l-'r_duction off-axis dis*.ortion and loss in resolution.
Furthermore, the photocathode and often the
i The subject of this paper is limited to anode surfaces are curved; this complicates
tubes with radiant image outputs (that is, cascading although coupling can be accom-
with phosphors) and therefore does not plished with fiber optic plates.
include electronographic devices. By defini-
tion, an image convener is an image tube in
•_ which the input and output are in different P,OTOeAT.OOt
:;_" spectral bands; for example, an ultraviolet _ _---..As.tr "¢"0=_= v
input and a visible output. It is implicit that p.o=
the photon flux at the output is greater than pm , ,T
that at the input. Thus, an image intensifier is p_o_
an image tube in which the wavelengths of [ -I
both input and output radiation are sub- ,,A=,tT,C R_,ANT GAIN
stantially the same. Its primary function isto ¢,. ,, (x,).v..
l provide intensification or gain. The discussion PHOTONGAIN
in this paper will be focused on the properties
of _ingle-stageand multistage tubes, such as ¢,. _otx,}.v.o.x.
gain and resolution, and some of the tube
elements,with particular emphasison photo- =CtCT,OSTAT,C 0,- ¢,0NVEPlTER
cathodes.
There are three basic types of single-
stage image tubes, shown in figure 1. RSuee1. Slnsle-staSeimase tub¢_ ,
1. The proximity focus is the simplest
of the three and, as the name implies, depends
on plane-parallel, phosphor photocathodes in 3. Magnetic image.tube assemblies are
close proximity. Because both gain and reso- heavy became of the magnet associated with
lution in proximity tubes are limited, this the ta_be, and the power supply must be very
type of image tube is not in general use in the well stabilized in order to maintain focus. Its
simple form shown in figure 1. It does have resolution capability, however, is very good,
application in more advanced development and the uniformity of resolution across the
•" . devices, output image can be maintained. The focal
2. The electrostatic Inverter can toler- surfaces are all planar, which assists in cas-
ate a much higher voltage than the proximity cading.
design and thus is capable of higher gain. Its
center resolution is generally quite good; it Photoeathodes
does not require a highly regulated power
supply and can be used in lightweight Photoothodea can be discussed in te,ms
assemblies. On *.heother hand, it is subject to of spectral respL,.',_eand dark current.
i
t •
i i
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the case of the far ultraviolet cathode,
The photocathode, which almost invario the peak quantum efficiency is in the order of
:; ably Js a semitransparent type (the exceptions eight percent.
being in the specialized reflective type of tubes 3 The N-09 curve of a bialkali photo-
not showrA here), determines such basic pa- cathode on magnesium fluoride has a br'md-
rameters as spectral response, detection band spectral response extending from the
efficiency, and contrast at low light levels, magnesium fluoride cutoff at 1130 angstroms
Many window-photocathode combinations to about 6000 angstroms. The peak quantum
are possible. The spectral response curves of efficiency is of the order of 15 percent.
some representative combinations are shown 4, The R-01 curve represents the
in figure 2, to which the following refer, resp_.n_e of a rr,ultialkali photocathode on a _:,_
glass faceplate, covering the entire visible
.... -_ ! • ! • ; . : ; : ! t ! spectrum into the near infrared. The pe-'k
quantum efficiency is about 25 pe','cent.
Each photocathode type has a character-
g istzc dark current. For the principal far ultra-
w I, I \ /_ Is _ violet surfaces, which, in addition to cesiumiodide, include potassium bromide, copper
': a= t" I I I /||it \ 1 iodide, and rubid/um iodide, the dark current
i is generally less than 1 count/s: ¢/cm'.
: _ ' For the cesium-telluride an_l rubidium-
l telluride solar blind photocathodcs, the dark-!
., .... _ , .'|. ; ,: .I,: , I_ current count rate at room temperature is 1
• ,ooo aooo 4000 eooo to 2 counts/sec/c._, a. In visible-sensitive
MAV|L.IIImTN-ANGgYOMS photocathodes, the dark current is thermionic
_" in nature. For the bialkali photocathod,', the
Flxure 2. SpectralrespoaxeforsevemZp_tocathode, room temperature :ate is less than 20 counts/e
i faceplatecomblnattons, sec/cm _. In the case of trialkali photo-
'_, cathodes, a single figure for thermionic dark ,
: 1. The curve labeled G-08 is for image current is inadequate because it varies so
,, converters with selective response in the far _idely between cathodes of the same nominal
._ ultraviolet. The photocathode is cesium composition. Dark current is a function of the
i iodide on a lithium-fluoride window sub. long wavelength response, which, in trialkalistrat . As is the general c.ase,the spectra] photocathodes, is d penoent upon the
response range is determined at the short method of lhbrication. The variation in long
wavelength end by the cutoff of the window wavelength sensitivity of trialkal/ photo-
material, which for lithium fluoride is at 1050 cathodes is shown in figux¢ 3 for a group of
angstroms. Because of the large bandgap photomarfaces, all having essentially the same
• ' , energy of ce-..iumiodide, its long wavelength blue sensitivity. The general shape of the
response is limited to about 2000 angstroms, spectral response at the cutoff is the same;
Selective far ultraviolet photocathode_ are the that is, the slope of quantum efficiency with
most efficient bandpass devices in this spec- photon energy in electron volts is constant.
tral region. The long wavelength r:sponse of each
2. The solar blind surface, shown as photosufface may be characterized by its
P-O5, is rubidium telluride on sapphire; it photoelectric threshold, which is zakenasthe
covers the range of 1425 angstroms, the wavelengthwhere the quantum efi'_ciencyis
Ill
' I
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ELECTRON VOLTS
Figure3.long w_,elengthresponsefor a varietyof tr_kuii p_tocathode_
i_ equal to 10"s. These data are shown in elec-
tron volts foc the individual photosurfaces in 1
I figure 3" The ph°t°electric thresh°Id covers _ ,oo_ %
the range of 1.309 to 1.498 volts, which "b "
approximately equivalent to 8200 to 9400 _ w''°OS
angstroms. The room temperature dark cur- o s, o o P
rent (in counts/sec/cm 2) for each of the _ o o°
photosuffaces is plotted in figure 4 as a func- _ _ 1_
tion of the photoelectric threshold of the _ -.ga to
surface. The strong dependence of dark o _.
z z In2 "_
current on long wavelength cutoff is evident; _ -
the dark current increased by more than a o o
factor of ten for a decrease of less than 0.1 o --
•' _, electron volt in photoelectric threshold. _ \oO
•' ' _ Therefore, trialkali photocathodes cat'.be said
.&to have thermionic-dark-current count rates IO • , . 1--4. •...... : •
up to several thousand per second per centi- 1.3o 1.4(_ 1.8o
meter squ&rcdat 20°C for surfaces with high
red response. PHOTOELECTRIC THREIHOLD- ELECTRON VOLTI
Trialkaliphotocathodedark current is
dependentonredresponsebutnoton itsblue _ 4.Dark_ntof_t_at_pSotoeatSod_a_¢
sensitivity; this canbe seen from the curves of function o/photoelectric thresholdat 200C
l
i iiirll, i i nil
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noise equivalent input (figure 5). The curves lower than the surfaces with less d_.rkcurrent
are presented as a function of wavelength for but reduced red sensitivity. The conclusion to
six surfaces (cathode area = 5 cm 2) with dif- be drawn for optimum performance at very
ferent photoelectric thresholds. For _ncident low light levels is that a photocathode with no
radiation of 4100 angstroms, the noise equiva- more red response than is required should be
lent input for the photocathode with the least used. When working beyond 7400 angstroms,
red response (Ep = 1.480 electron volt_) is 3 x however, the greater the red response the
lO-] 7 watt, a tactor of five less than that of better, for the increased sensitivity more than
the highest red response (Ep = 1.309 electron makes up for the noise of the increased dark
volts) surface. Quite interestingly for incident current.
radiation around 7000 angstroms, the noise Thermiomc dark current can be reduced
equivalent input for all six surfaces is nearly by cooling. Figure 6 shows dark current in
the _ame, about 5 x lif t 6 watt. Farther out counts/sec/cm 2 for a trialkali cathode as a
: toward longer wavelengths, the high red function of temperature. The slope is con-
:, response surfaces become the much better stant above 0°C with the dark current
choice; the noise equivalent inputs beyond doubling for approximately every 5-degree
: 8000 an_troms are orders of magnitude increase. The significant region is at low
1970027360-487
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_. Eigure6. Anode dark currentasa _unctionof temperaturefor a typical trJalkaliphotocathode. ,
(A= counts/$ec/cm2;0 =anode current/cm2/G)
temperatures where the dark current bottoms ,oo _ '. -_ I _ _. ,
out; very little improvement is found by P'" F_ / \ /__
cooling much below -10°C. The ieveled-off _ 'P-to
dark cu rent, which is not thermionic, is of gm'"
the °rder °f 2 c°unts/sec/cm2"Phosphors _=v if Itp,.i..,t_so,- i
i4o-The relative spectral energy emission •
curves f°r s°me °f the more widelyused i :i j !_/' k _ i
,,:', phosphors in imaging tubes is given in I "r
r " t' f_ 7, to which the following refer. --
_x.._I. 2-16 is used only where very rapid , ,
response is required. Its efficiency is low, of moo ,ooo sooo sooo vooo sooo ',
the order of five percent, but its decay rime is mVtL_NSTw-tassTmotss
less than O.1 microsecond.
2. P-ll, which is very widely used
because of its good spectral match to film and Fl_ure 7. Spsctr_-enerly e_r_'ov chmcterlsri¢ of
most photosurfaces, hm a decay time of lea pbozpbon ttll, F I 6, and P-20(JEDEC_ 1
II _ _ -- i llllll
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than 100 microseconds. Its efficiency is high; where m is the linear magnification of the
: intrinsic efficiencies of the order of 20 tube.
percent have been reported; however, in fine- The radiant and photon gains for single-
grain high-resolution layers, the efficiency is stage image tubes with different cathodes at
of the order of 10 percent or less. different wavelengths are given in table 1. The
3. P-20 is used primarily for direct typical values of photon gain range from 45
viewing because of its high luminous effi- to 50 in the ultraviolet to 100 or more in the
ciency; its distribution closely matches the visible. Other parameters being equal, if the
human eye response. Its absolute efficiency is quantum efficiency were constant, the
: fairly high, about 15 percent. A rather slow photon gain would be the same throughout
il phosphor, its decay time is of the order of 1 the spectrum.
: millisecond. In all cases, phosphor efficiency Table1. Radiantand Photon Gainof Single.State
: is very much a function of grain size, and Image Tubes
quite often efficiency is sacrificed for reso-
_' lution. "-
_ Photocathode Xi Gr Gp (Typical)¢
Gain "CesiumIodide 1200A 8 - 15 45
Gain relationships can be examined in
i terms of sin#e-stage image tubes and cas- RubidiumTelluride 2000A 20-30 50
; cading tubes.
Multialkali 3000 A 30 - 45 90
,: Single-Stage Image Tubes
Multialkali 4000 A 70-100 100t
! The gain relations useful in astronomical
applications of a sin#e-stage image tube are
_ radiant gain, Gr, and photon gain, Gp. Cascaded Tubes
t Gr = oO, i) .V.e The gain of image tubes can be increased
• _ by cascading; that is, by coupling the output
- where o(Ai) is the photocathode sensitivity in of on_ stage to the input of the following
amperes per watt at wavelength _,i. V is the stage. In so doing, the match between the
effective voltage and e is the phosphor effi- spectral response of the phosphor and the
t
ciency in watts per watt. The pheton gain is photocathode of the succeeding stage enters
usually expressed in terms of photocathode into the determination of the resultant gain
quantum efficiency, QO,i). (fig. 8)_ The spectral matching factor, M, is
the integral of the product of phosphor
distribution and the photocathode distri-
Gp = _'e Q (ki) • V. e. ko button PO,) and SO,), respectively. The fac-tors are given for the three phosphors with
two types of multialkali photocathodos,
• . whece ho is the mean wavelength of the designated E and R, which differ somewhat in
, _ phosphor output, spectral response. P-11 and P-16, as can be
" '' Still another gain relationship is in terms seen, match well with the photocathodes;
of flux density, which is the ratio of radiant P-20 is a somewhat poorer match. ?,0, the
emittance to irradiance. It depends upon mean wavelength of emission, is given for the
image magnification. Flvx density gain is three phosphortypes.
simply The gain relationship for cascaded tubes
is the product of the gain for the individual
Gr stage, Gr, the spectral matching factor
m2 between stages, M, and the tmmmission of
i ill - - i
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l _ x lOs . For four-stage tubes, gains of severalSPECTRALMATGHING million are feasible.
_::, FACTOM, Coupling between stages of electrostatic
inverter tubes is by means of shaped fiber-
/ PtX)s (x) dX optic plates. For magnetic tubes, because the
M. f P(_)dX focal surfaces are planar, either thin mem-
x. • J"Pt_)),d_, branes of glass Or mica (usually mica) or fiber
o
_._ £ PtX)dx optics may be used. The resolution of a fiber-k
optic coupling plate is shewn in figure 10 in
PHOSPHOR U._ _ X.. terms of its modulation transfer functionPit .811 .933 4716A
_.' Pill .s4e .co? 39t5_ (MTF). For the fiber-optic plate containing
: p2o .sse .as9 5717_ 6-micron diameter fibers, the lambertian ordiffuse resolution has a limiting value of
i_ _gure 8. Spectralmatching/actors.forP-11,P-16,and about 115 line pairs per millimeter. If the exit
P-2Ophosphors. angle is coned down, such as occurs when
viewing with a lower numerical aperture, the
• resolution s imp oved. The curve is for a
the coupling material, t. (See fig. 9.) For
plate with EMA (interstitial absorber), which
improves contrast by cutting down crosstalk
_. image intensifiers in which the stages are between fibers. The numerical aperture is a
identical, the overall gain
nominal figure computed from the indices of
i refraction of the core and glass cladding. In
_. GrT = Grn(tM)n- 1 practice, NA 1.0 fiber optics have lambertiantransmission of the o der of 0.6 to 0.7. For a
_. mica sheet to have an equivalent MTF, it
'_ ._: where Gr is the stage gain; -,owever, because would have to be of the order of 7 microns
phosphor efficiency varies with current thick. In practice, mica couplers of this thick-
density, these relationships are not universally ness and less have been used. The transmission
valid. At low current densities, e drops. For factor for mica sheet is close to unity; how-
the two-stage cascaded device, the range of ever, the fragility of mica couplers precludes
photon gain is between 500 and 5000. For their application in flight hardware.
three stages, the gain is from 104 to roughly 3
' ' ' ' I F't.O ._.._ • • , , I
GrT- Gr, (t| M| Gr|) (t s Ms Grs) i
_' ' ' GrT-Grn(tM) n'_ Gp- G,_ !
0 :
No. OF STAGES PHOTONGAINGp o 2o 40 eo eo leo 1to t4o |
S) 500 -- 5000 SPATIAL. FREQUENCY ( m m-I)
3 I0 4-3x IOs
4 ,._ i0 e Figure"0.Modulatlo,ltransfer.functiono1"ltberoptic
plate, N.A. 0.98 with EMA .fiber diameter=6,
Flgu_ 9. l_ton gaLnof multi.stagelmaF tub_ (Kapany). ]
Ii i i m
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Resolution vo . I
E ao
_ The resolution of a single-stage and a E
three-stage cascaded tube is shown as the "___ro
MTF trig. 11). The single-stage tube is an j soz
ultraviolet image converter with photon gain _oso)-
of the order of 50. The three-stage tube is an _ 40
" electrostatic tube with a fiber-optic coupling, o _o
: The single-stage magnetic tube has a limiting w
a. 20
resolution of better than 80 line pairs per o
_._ millimeter. The electrostatic three-stage tube, -" ,o ] STAO(S,,. 0 , II Imam 4'm_,5 4_1measured on axis, has a limiting resolution of i tm_2 'better than 30 line pairs per millimeter. In "_ Io _ m _ _ _6
i general, the resolution of a single-stage mag- PHO'rONOAIN, G0
netic tube is better than that of a single-stage
electrostatic tube because higher field gradi-
ents at the cathode are possible. The lower bq'gure12. Limiting resolution and photon gain for
: curve is very much in keeping with that antici- one-, two-, three-,and four-stageimagetubes.
pared from the MTF's of the individual
are also two types of secondary-emission
components, intensification that should be mentioned, if
,.o : : : ,- : : ; 0 / only briefly. The first, called transmission
__ secondary-emission multiplication (TSEM), is
] embodied in a magnetic focus tube consisting
aN_r,c of several stages of thin secondary-emitting
f'flrns interspersed between photocathode and
__.s phosphor. In general, the gain-resolution
It- ; •
, performance falls on the curve shown in
: \ r, Rtt srA_ _ figure 12, but, whereas cascaded tubes have a
, . -_RosrAr, c _ Poisson pulse-height distribution, in TSEM's
o ,. _ . : , : : _ the distribution is exponential, with a resul-
o to to _o 40 50 60 ,- eo to tant two-fold degradation in signal-to-noise
' i sPArmt.FRtOOtNeVt_m") ratio. In addition, TSEM's have a high prob-
: _ l_gure 11. Modulation transfer functions for single- ability of terminated events; that is, photo-
stage magneticand three,rage electrostaticimage electrons that do not result in output pulses.
tubet This factor is 25 percent or greater as corn-
pared to a negligible fraction for a cascaded
In terms of limiting resolution, some system. An image tube development of
general relationship can be established among greater significance is the channel image inten-
gain, the number of stages, and resolution. In sifter, which consists of a thin plate with
figure 12, the crosshatch regions show the many fine axial holes. E2 ctrons striking the
gain and resolution ranges for one-, two-, interior surfaces of the channels undergo
• " three-, and four-stage tubes. The solid line is secondary-electron-emission multiplication.
•' , _ not intended as a continuous function but The channel plate may be incorporated
indicates the approximate trend. The trade- between cathode and phosphor in any of the
offs between resolution and gain are clear; the three basic types described. The gain and reso-
former is sacrificed for the latter, lution of a channel tube are such that they
may fall well above the line shown in
Secondary-Emission Intensifiers figure 12. The experience to date on channel
i plates also shows an exponential pulse height
The only means of obtaining high gain distribution with its attendant increase in
discussed thus far has been cascading. There noise factor. Intrinsically, however, the
m
m
ii i i
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secondary emission of reflective surfaces, as cussed. There i,_a fairly substantial array of
used in channels, is not exponential. At very devices currently available and under develop-
low light levels, the saturated mode operation, merit; the best choice of device is very much
possible with channels, should yield the dependent upon thespecificapplication. With
lowest noise figure, the advent of continuing research and devel-
Summary opment, there is promise for improvementinthe important resolution-gaincharacteristics.
l In summary, a variety of image inten-
sifters and image converters have been dis-
f'
_2
• t °
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_,i Electronography 't) _b:_6737
James A. Hall
Wesrmghouse Aerospace Division
I Introduction factory all-electronic device that can present :
_, to observer a high resolution picturethe
Extreme requirements occasionally repeated only once every few seconds. The
justify the difficulty and inconvenience of eye is definitely not a satisfactory storagerecording with electrons on a m dium like devi6e, and displays such s long persistenc
i photographic film within a vacu_am enclosure, cathode-ray tubes or storage display tubes failAmong t ese are simultaueous requirements on the grounds of poor resolution for variou:_
for high total resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, reasons.
and sensitivity. Unfortunately, television tech- Recording images directly on fdm with
niques do not satisfy these requirements photoelectrons is attractive for extremely
because the contrast or modulation transfer high resolution partly because the display ot'
f. function of a television cameia tube falis high resolution television pictures will
rapidly at higher line numbers and much of probably require recording the image on f'tlm
i the degradation occurs at the storage target or at the receiving location before viewing.
,_ _ in the scanning proc._s. The electron-optics of Another reason for making a "hard copy" has
the image section, however, can present a high to do with the limited-information-rate capa-
quality image to the target or to an electron bility of the human observer. When viewing a
recording plate or to film. scene or a picture with a large total amount of
Furthermore, if one attempts to form a information, that is, a high resolution picture
of a complex scene, the observer may requirevery high resolution television .image, one
usually has to sacrifice the ability to follow many seconds or tens of seconds to examine
rapid motion, to make some compromise the picture, area by area, in order to locate
between the data rate (bandwidth) of the and to identify small objects in the field-of-
transmission link and the speed with which view. This time can at present be provided to
one can present complete pic1:ures. For the observer only by making hard copies even
example, it can be shown that if on._wishe.,,to though this imposes a uelay between picture
double the resolution of normal televi_,ion taking and analysis. In most cases, the hard
pictures in both directions, thereby doubling copy will have higher quality if made initially
the number of scamdng lines in the raster as by electron exposure. '
well as the fineness of detail, one will need
four times the datalink bandwidth, about The Work of Lall_mand
18 megahertz instead of the present
4.5 megahertz; and this bandwidth begins to The astronomers, however, began to use
be inconveniently large to handle although electronography r,_ply for it._ gain in sensi-
the resolution is still not really high. There- tivity. The legitimate father of photoelectron
fore, when designing a system for very high image recording is Dr. Andrd Lall_mand,
resolution, "one almost inevitably allows a whose first papers were published in 1936
longer time t.) reproduce a single picture. (ref. 1). Lall_mand adopted this means of
Unfortunately, today there is no fully satis- imp-go recording primarily because work on
1970027360-493
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high-energy particle recording had shown ThL_d, and very important from the
; that, if photoelectrons are accelerated suffi- astronomer's point of view, the density-
, , 0_c_'n , _ach w" I, a developable grain or, rr_ versus-expo3ure characteristic for Ilford G5
: _J. _ _of_ .l_n_'_e emulsion, emulsions w_s linear over a significant range
From" data available in 1936, an inte- and had no tl.'reshold. Normal photographic
i grated flux of approximately 109 photons per film has a travsfer characteristic, like that
square centimeter were necessary to obtain a shown in figure ], so that as exposure (the
' photographic density of 0.1 using traditional product of film irr'_:dianceand exposure time)
photography, whereas that same density is increase6 at ver_' low values, there is a toe
could be obtained with as few as 10s black- on the transfer characteristic, a threshold
ened grains in the emulsion. Available photo- region where density increases only very
cathodes had quantum efficiencies of abou t slowly or not at all. This means that the
10-2. Therefore, one would need 102 photons astronomer exposes a vet)' faint image for a
to get one electron and 10s electrons to get disproportionately long time to get the image
10s blackened grains, thus requiring a total above fog. He also found the lbg level in these
integrated flux of only 107 photons as nuclear track plates was signi,qcantiy lower
compared to 109 for the best photographic than that found in classical photography,
emulsions-a sensitivity gain of 100 times. To thereby making 2it easier to aetect fa_.nt
realize this sensitivity gain, Lalldmand con- images.
ducted many years of careful research. The In trying to apply his concept,
first papers reporting the results of astro- Lalldmand had to solve some difficult prob-
nomical observations, which was his objective, lerm. The first was to get the plate into and
were published 16 years later in 1952 (ref. 2). out of the enclosure without spoiling the
Lall6mand found experimentally that photocathode, and the second was how to
the predicted sensitivity gain could be reafized keep the photocathode sensitive after it and
(refs. 3 and 4). First, by using a cesium- the plate were in place in the electron-optical
, ; antimonide photocathode with about structure.
;' 6 x 10-4-ampere-per-watt (30-microampere-
per-lumen) sensitivity to l.C.l.*illuminant A,
he recorded sensitivity gai_ in the or4er of
100 times as compared e. _he best photo-
graphic plates then used _,. astronomers. He _.
was also able to use this technique with S-I _ 3.0
infrared-sensitive photocathodes, a_Second, he could use finer grain emul-
sions. In general, in trying to obtain better
must use emulsions with larger grain. The O_grain limits the detail that can be recor6ed
without objectionable texture. Lalidmand
found that certain types of emulsion off#- O 1.0]'- ,/ "]
naily designed for nuclear track recording
, were very sensitive to electrons yet had a
• , grain size competitive with all except the
microfilm types of emulsiong Thus, for those 0
emulsions, he realized not only a 100 times 1.0 2.0 3.0
gain in sensitivity but also a substantial gain in Le_l It
resolution capability. In a sense, his gain
bandwidth product was significantly larger. F_r,t 1. Denary mma ex/anure eun_ for a/awe
_.,Br emulaon exlaoJedto room temlnmmm
* InternationalCommissionon mumtnation, at _ _r tem/nmture.
i
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Figure 2 shows a cross-section of camera an electrode (20) is also cooled by the liquid
_'. equipment that Lalldmand was using three nitrogen. After exhaust, bakeout,and refriger-
•:; years ago. The electrcnic camera itself is in ation, the photocathode (7) is liberated from
_: the center of the figure. The procedure was to its ampoule (8), with the aid of a magnetic
:: hammer (11 ), and is pulled into place on the
_.. make tile photocathode (7) separately in a
" small, thin-walled, glass vessel (8), to intro- support (2). The chilied, activated charcoal
duce the assembly into the side arm (upper maintains the vacuum as tile tube is valved off
: right) of the vacuum enclosure of the camera, and detached from the pumns and mounted
which had been preevacuated and prebaked, on the telescope for exposures. .,
./ to produce a good vacuum, and to bake again. In early experiments 15 years ago,
:. The pumping path runs perpendicular to the photocathode response decayed 50 percent in
diagram toward the rear, with a valve to an hour, but, with the arrangement shown,
_' permit disconnecting from the pumps, and is sensitivity is stable over a period of many
_;' not shown to avoid complicating the diagram, hours as long as the liqaid-nitrogen supply is
-_ At top center is a window (1), which, in this maintained. In fact, photocathodes are now
camera, was sealed in place with Apiezon wax so stable that Lall(mand'scoworkers (refs. 5
"W." In some more recent experiments, and 6) have expanded the technique to the
Lalldmand placed indium in a groove around study of photoemission. Electronography is a
the faceplate in order to make a better seal. worthwhile tool for this purpose because one
The electron optics is in the upper can record individual photoelectrons and
center. To lower residual vapor pressure, there dark-current emission.
is a Dewar flask (10) at the bottom for liquid- Lailemand's arrangement permitted
nitrogen cooling of the plate magazine (5), taking eight pictures spaced on small plates
and a Dewar flask (not shown) at one _de for mounted around the periphery of a drum.
_. liquid-nitrogen cooling of the photocathode The drum was advanced by a prewound
support (2) and therefore of the photo- spring, using a magnetically activated escape-
cathode, and, finally, an ingenious construe- ment for each advance and a magnetically
tion in which activated charcoal contained in activated shutter. Electronic focus was main-
tained by resetting voltages with a potenti-
,_ ometer after an initial focusing experiment.£
_. _ With continaous cooling, the photocathode
could be kept sensitive for more than one
_, t 7 ' night of observations. When the eight expo-
sures were completed, however, the , r
_" 3 atmosphere was readndtted for removal of the
_" exposed plates, thus destroying the photo-
? cathode. To prepare for another run, one had
_, E! to prepare another cathode in its ampoule,
• . s install it in the side arm, install new plates in
the magazine, seal the enclosure, and begin
again the exhaust and outgassing cycle.
]3_e Work of Kron and Associates
The most significant advances in elec-
t" tronography in this country hav been made
by Dr. Gereid Kron and his associates of the
i Flagstaff Station of the Naval ObservatoryPlFr¢ 2. O,o_:ection of £zlld_nd_ electmnk (refs. 7, 8,and 9). Their most important single
mnumL contribution is the provision of a vacuum
I
t
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_ valve in the electron-optical structure to diameter, and its support may be rotated by a
separate the photocathode and the image- simple magnetic driver to make six exposures
_" forming electrodes from the plate, the in a single loading. The magnet may be
I- magazine, and the shutter assembly. As shown removed during each exposure to avoid inter-
_. in the simplified schematic diagram of ference with electron-optical fidelity. As in
_ figure3, in the electrostatic image-converter Lall_mand's work, Kron refrigerates his
_: optics, there is a field-free region beyond the magazine with a liquid-nitrogen Dewar flask;
anode of the electron-optical system where however, through use of glass-to-metal seals, a¢.,
:, the electrons all pass through a rather small modem high-vacuum valve in the pumping
_" area in space. The valve placed at this point line, two small ion pumps, one on the valve
;' consists simply of a copper disc that can be annulus and one on the plate chamber, plus
;: clamped between a pair of valve seats. The the valve itself, he does not need to refrigerate
seats are p_,._s of vacuum envelope members, the photocathode nor to use activated
, which ha,'c a flexible _an'alus between them, charcoal. With this scheme, Kron has been
with jack _¢r_ws to ._pread them apart when able to replace the plate many times and to
the disk :s .n_oved to one side and to clamp use the same photocathode for as long as 15
_: them toj_,:,_er when the valve is closed. A months.
_: small an,,"hr volume around the valve disc is To make the cathode initially, Kron
? pumped c-:mtinuously and provides a guard removes the magazine assembly and attaches
vacuum wr._:never the plate ,:h_.n:ber is at the image section and valve assembly with its
higher pre_u_, attached ion pumps to a vacuum station.
In _.,:':'_itioa. _he valve disc _ simply After normal exhaust and baking, the coin
rolled on c:,g._b_, _., ,,s the tube :o open or valve being open, the photocathode is formed
to clog !L _h¢ .,!,_te, 2-3/4 laches in in place by evaporators that are easily intro-
duced through the valve opening and the
anode to the center of curvature of the
'_ _, _0"_": ,---x cathode support. The evaporator assembly is
_." ,,,., ,. .,,,,,._- . _-._""'_'xx'" then withdrawn; the ion pump for the guard
_ -- vacuum is activated; the valve is closed; and
*. ,,,,,,.,_. the tube is removed from the pumping
m/meat ----_ - [ _.,/'_._ station. Then, and indeed for every replace-
_ \. I_[ ][_ ment, the magazine assembly with a new
-.,,,,,,, .... electron-sensitive plate is mounted in place t
• "''"'- ------- with a soft wire seal, and this chamber is
, ,.--._ .... evacuated through a side pumping path, not
.,_-"_.,'_---.. --,,- ,, ,_,, shown in the diagram. The small ion pump for
"- " --'_"__'_ the plate chamber is then activated; the valve
to the processing system is closed and the
" "'" system detached.To ready the tubeforuse,
_,,_'.'"o,',, the Dewar flask is filled to chill the plate
...,. _ ,"_,,_ support and the plate, and the coin valve is
=,,_.,_ .j/ _._ opened.
As shown in figure:), the resulting
package is compact and relatively easy to
"=!'_-'" ] I mount on a telescope. For the last 2 or 3
years, Kron and his associates have used it to
_"_"_'_" obta/n astronomical data with the 61-inch
telescope at the FlagstaffStationof the Naval
_ure 3. $cho_._:.: ."o_scct_on of O. g Navy el_- Olnervatory. Some of their findings, which
_onkmmo_ have instrumental importance, are Oven in
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_ this paper. For a discussion of their astro- m- , , . , .' , _
nomical significance, one should refer to their 03 ,._
._ publications (refs. I0, II, 12, and 13). A ._
_ significant qualification is that their selection
d"
of plates and techniques was directed toward
_ the recording and photometric measurement 02
_" of faint astronomical images with high signal- * _,_<'"P_'_
_" to-noise ratio and a wide range in a single f o
_" exposure, Another set of choices might be _ o o
_.. more suitable for other applications.
_, Most exposures at Ha_taff ha_,'e been , o
_; made using llford I./t and K._ emulsions. As
• II¢o_ L4,50kV[ shown in figure 4, when IA is developed for . o • .
five minutes in full strength D-19 developer at • •
_ 68°F, density is proportional to exposure, at _ ' I ' _ _least up to density 6, and is limited only by ¢,_m/,_(.O)
_ the ability to measure. The reason is probably
:i: the very fme-gndn structure of this emulsion. _ 5. Grain counts for photography and elec,
_ As shown in figure 5, the grain count for a nonofmphy.
;_ given density is far higher than for a classical To determine an information gain with _
photographic plate. Kron estimates a satu- respect to classical photography (ref. i2),
: iation density of mote than 30. Theory _own in figure 6, one must recall the appli-
indicates that density should be an expo- cation. Electmnography is a perfect electro-
nential function of exposure, much like the optical imaging device in the sense that every
voltage time curve for a capacitor charged photoelectron results in a developable grain or
, _ through a resistor from a constant voltage small group of grains in the emuision and the
_ source, and, for D/Dsat<<l, this function is,_ information is therefore represented by
approximately linear. Like Lall_mand, Kron counting grains in each area; the interfering
_ and his associates found the Word plates fluctuations or noise is due primarily to the
essentially free of fog. randomness of photoemission. From Poisson
X ¢
"i"t°°• 0. / ._-.- • • _-O(200-in), L4
Od_.p'i oll.-O(.-in),L4 i
._ m m ,m ,s" a w m w ,m
.qm, 4.o,ry to
withL4 anul_ rapwt to ¢laglcMphotogtsphy.
H i j
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statistics, the rms value of the fluctuation for _ 2_o_,.
any small sampling area should be propor-
tional to the square root of the average s,z_o_sT,M,_,o_"-------_SO.. O,..(rE.
number of grains which would be darkened in /
ll]]llll!l[ll]lIllJ[lllIll}illlli] lg [il ]I1i i2 JlI i ill!llll[Instead of counting grains directly, Kronand his associates measured density with amodified Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer. ,_o_Their present practice is to scan a star imagein a raster pattern, as shown in figure 7. For
the optical and electron-optical system used, a
typical star image has a diameter of about © SIZEOFSGANNINOAPERTORE.IOp_M
50 micrometers on the plate. By scanning the IIII
• region near it as well as the image itselt, they -.-ll--f.,Tc.oFSo..N,.oP,rrE,N. 2.__ _ -,NE
,, obtain a good estimate of the local back-
ground. To use all the information in the star
image aS si_'h2!, they integrate electrically the (a)Microdensitometerscanningpattern.
: densitometer output along each scanning line
and use the output of the integrator for each
line to drive a strip-chart recorder. The /r-N,
: resulting center curve, in figure 7, is a type of
intensity profile, and the area under this curve
but above background is proportional to the
total flux from the star. This method appears
relatively independent of seeing conditions. A :- : --: " :
; comparison with a single densitometer trace
_. through the center of the star image shows a (b) Mean profile from integrator output for each
'. convincing gain in signal-to-noise ratio, scan, includcsalldata in image
,_ This method of measurement can, of
course, be applied both to electronography
.. and to classic photography. The relative /_
j merits for the two exposure methods is
related to the signal-to-fluctuation ratio ¢actually found for a given method of analysiscompared to that due to the photoernission
: statistics. Measurements were made using a
_ small sampling aperture in the Joyce-Loebl
i. microdensitometer, with no integrator, to
enhance the fluctuations. The fluctuation (c)Profilefrom singlescanthroughstar imag_
level was arbitrarily set to be the peak-to-peak
fluctuation ertvelope amplitude, ignoring the
occasional large spike. This figure is thought Rgure 7. Krot_Ables method for extractingphot_
t be about four times the rms fluctuation metric information.
value.Thetotalareaabovenoiseunderatrace
i was then divided ay the square of the noise square of that noise. Constant factors areenvelope amplitude to yield a figure of merit, igno d because they are c through the
1he reasoning is that the rms fluctuation experiment. In electrical terms, the method is• ould have been proportional to the square analogous to quoting an quivalent DC cur-
root of the signal; hence, the signal equivalent rent for an emission-limited diode to char-to the observed noise is proportional to the acterize a noise source.
1 -
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Using their method, as shown in figure 6, feet of 4½-inch-wide, electron-sensitive film
;'_ Kron and Ables calculate their information could be introduced, exposed, and removed
_. gain as at least 30 but comment that the eye (ref. 14). For maximum sensitivity to natural
_ does not notice this difference. This, in turn, ambient iUumination, we considered use of a
.:,,- is related to their use of a very fine-grain trialkali S-20 photocathode necessary
_ emulsion for maximum information density. (ref. 15), and, since the astronomical cameras
; The fluctuations that limit the accuracy of used principally the less fragile S-9 photo-
': their measurements are very small in scale, cathode and far smaller recording plates, we
. corresponding to the high frequency l_oise decided on a rather basic approach. After first
• that the eye can ignore in a television system, developing a paper design for a complete
Their use o,_ an integrater to improve signal- camera to guide our investigation, we con-
:_ to-fluctuation ratio in the final record cor- sidered the possible ways of introducing and
,- responds to the use of a low-pass filter for handling the recording medium and the prob-
more accurate measurement of signal ampli- lems we would have to solve with each.
_. tude. For terrestrial uses, a greater sensitivity Actual experiments fell into two main
,,- gain might be produced by use of a larger
grained emulsion, but, for astronomy, the groups. First, we used a high-vacuum massspectromete system to measure the amount
: fine-grained IA has permitted photometry in and types of gases that would be liberated by
a single exposure over eight stellar magni- each of the materials and components we
_. tudes, a tremendous intensity range of 1500:1 wished to use in the camera, and we deter-
with very high resolution, and an 'extremely mined how pretreatment could be used to
large information density, minimize or to control gas or vapor evolution.i Based upon this type of analysis, Kron Included, of course, were vacuum lubric_.nts,
and Ables calculate a minimum gain in speed typical f'tlm-base materials, and Kodak's
of information-recording of about 30. Tram- SO-159 electron-beam-recording film as well
_ lated into telescope terms, this means that
- as metal, glass, and plastic parts. Second, we
their 61-inch telescope with an electrono-
_. made good S-20 photocathodes and deter-
_. graphic camera has the capability of a mined their sensitivity to lowpressuresofthe
_. 300-inch telescope using classical photog- pure gases found as cGmponents in the gases
_, raphy, or that use of electronography with evolved from the materials. During the investi-
il the Hale 200-inch telescope would give the gation, we revised the initial paper design forsame result as a 1000-inch instrument, the camera and its method of operation when-
.: Because of these results, workers in Europe ever the experimental data indicated a serious
_. and at Westinghouse in the United States are problem.
" now attempting to make larger sized eleetron-
ographic cameras to use more of the field-of- The equipment used both for gas evolu-
view available from existing telescopes, tion studies and for photocathode contami-
nation studies is shown in figure8 and
• The Work at Westinglaouse schematically in figure 9. As shown, the entire
system is made of stainless steel, kovar,
In view of the successes of LaUe'mand, ceramic, and glass with O.F.H.C. copper
' -i Kron, and their astronomer colleagues, it is gasket seals at all flange joints. It can be
., logical to ask whether electronography could baked at temperatures to 5000C for out- -_
be applied usefully to terrestrial photography gassing and is evacuated by cryogenic sorption j
where sensitivity is at a premium. Several pumps or by titanium ion pumps to rule out
years ago, the Photoreconnaissance Branch of oil-vapor contamination completely. The
the U.S. Air Force Avionics Laboratory at system is divided into individually pumped
Wright Field initiated a program at Westing- subsections by h;.sh vacuum valves so that'
house to determine the feasibility of making only the immediate sample chamber need be ]
an electronographic camera into which many exposed to the laboratory atmospilere when a i
! '
!
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new sample is inserted. The mass spectrom- For outgassing studies, samples were
eter is a General Electric magnetic-deflection introduced into the sample chamber, in the :
residual-gas analyzer. The ultimate back- upper left foreground of figule 8. Photo-
ground pressure in the system approached cathodes were made in a standardized experi-
10-10 torr. mental tube structure mounted from the side
: of the sample chamber, and contaminating
'q_ t gases were available from the manifold, whichappears beneath the table in figure 8. All gases
evolved by the camera parts could be dupli-
_'_t cated except for fluorine, which was con-[ sidered too difficult to handle.
Some results of the investigation are
summarized in figures 10 and 11. Most
proposed camera materials could be
thoroughly outgassed priur to photocathode
formation and presented no problems. Experi-
ence on one of our earlier programs with
Westinghouse dry-film lubricants confirmed
that these materials could be treated to be
compatible with a photocathode, but the film
and its substrate emitted large quantities of
water vapor. As shown in figures 10 and 11, a
multialkali photocathode is relatively un-
affected by hydrogen or nitrogen and reacts
to methane and carbon monoxide between
10 -5 and 10-4ton., to oxygen between 10-6
, and 1ffs tort, and to water vapor for pressures
between lff a and l0 -7 ton'. Therefore, the
design program was concentrated on ways to
reduce the water-vapor evolution within the
Figure8. Vacuumsystem for analysisof evolvedgases camera.
and their effects on photocathodes,
? _TAMINaTtea
• I-VI ! t I I I m_r_JL mtt_t I ( [ I [ I I
IJ_tw _e
: Figure 9. Simplified diagramof vacuumsystem used Figure 10. Reaction of hydrogen, nitrogen, and
for photocathode contaminationstudy, methane on amultialkaliphotocathode.
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F.,r , , _ _ . _ _ tion and storage in vacuum cassettes seems
"-. i/ _i i _ _ :'* required.
5:_.I ,o.,F______ : / _. I ] ,,'* Based upon these and other consider-
_ i _ _ _ ations, the final camera design is like that
• _ i shown in the simplified schematic of
:_" _ t i figt.re 12. The vacuum film cassette is in the:' ! I i i-,,,t upper part of the figure with the exposure
-: _ t _ _ I plane in the center. Just below this is a high-
'-'_J i !]! _i vacuum gate valve with a positive mechanical
;'- _E' i I I i . .... actuator. The photocathode is formed on the ,.
: it:I I 1 t I ! I inner surface of a window at the bottom of
• _"; ' _ ',_ ' ,, , i ' _ the camera. For optimum uniformity of focusl T_ ill ! III 1'! INRI
;. _,_. _c0 _mrtR and geometric fidelity, we chose magnetic
focusing, provided by the indicated focusing
coils, which were split to accommodate the
Figure 11. Reaction of oxygen, carbon monoxide, valve actuator. To accommodate 100 feet of
° andwatervaporon a multh,#kaliphotocathode. 4½-inch film, with a 7-inch-diameter photo-
_" cathode, the unit is approximately 24 inches
: The initial camera-design concept, based tall, and the body of the camera is ! 1 inches
.- upon a desire to develop and to view the film in diameter. At the present time, the actuator
soon after exposure as well as a natural assembly extends 24 inches beyond the
_ tendency to parallel classical camera designs, camera body in order to withdraw the 7-inch-
i. was to store film in a magazine at atmospheric diameter valve fully. The film is advanced
pressure, to introduce it through vacuum with magnetic clutch units and is held fiat on
,[ locks, to expose it, to retrieve it through a the cooled platen at the exposure position by
second set of vacuum locks, and to store it on electrostatic attraction. Continuous titaniumi
t. a takeup reel in a second magazine at ion and getter pumping is provided in both
atmospheric pressure. For aerial photography, the film magazine and the exposure chambers
however, we sought to avoid the liquid- with sufficient pumping impedance between
_ nitrogen cooling used by the astronomers, them to permit maintaining a high vacuum at
The investigation outlined above, however, the photocathode. Cooling of the film before
i to rule out this approach. Water-vapor
appears
.. partial pressure must be held below 10"s torr
_, to avoid a decay in photocathode sensitivity, p
_- In a vacuum, however, vapor is evolved from
the surface of any material or component that Fo_F_L,
has not been baked and from the volume of
i materials like a Mylar or F.star film base or a CHAMSERii gelatin-emulsion film. In our magnetically supPLy -'
focused structure, the rflm must face the
photocathode with a broad direct path for .oto-oo..vapor transfer. VACUUMSAVE _t
" "'i We found experimentally (1)that the ii
film and film base could be dried out con- _" c_Ls
siderably by storing them under vacuum for "i48 hours, assisted by warming the rd to
I 400C to speed vapor release, but (2) that even _:_t.s
a brief exposure to the atmosphere of an air-
conditioned laboratory substantially restored Figure 12. $1mplqled scale drawing of electrono-
its water content. Thus, batch f'dm prepara- graphiccamera.
t
mmm
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_, .
_ it enters the exposure chamber J,s also pro- many oper-missions with the recommended
_ vided, but we now believe a Freon cooling ating cycle.
_;.. unit with a small compressor for airborne use It should be possible, by storing spare,
.,::. should be sufficient to provide an adequate i Jaded, pretreated cassettes under vacuum or
_i safety factor. I'erhaps by storing batches of film under
::. The electron-optical section uses a 20- to ,,ac_um and loading cassettes in the dry box,
_ 30-kilovolt accelerating potential, a 330-Gauss to reload a camera in less than an hour, with
,_ focusing field, and short length for a high much of that time taken for f'mal exhaust of
'_: field to minimize the effects of electronic the cassette after installation.
_. "chromatic aberration"; i.e., the effects of the Resolution of the complete system
_ spread in emission velocities; it is computer- should be greater than that for classical
: designed for a resolution of over 500 line photography because shorter exposure times
_: pairs per millimeter. Since the tom, the objec- may be combined with electronic image-
, tive lens, and the image stabilization will set motion stabilization for small-amplitude,
substantially lower limits, this design assures high-frequency motions. Sensitivity gains for: that the electronographic camera will not terrestrial use have not yet been established
measurably degrade the system modular although Lalle'mand's figure of I00 times may
_. transfer function, be bettered with the availability of more
_ To use the camera, it is necessary to load sensitive photocathodes.
a spare film cassette and to place it in or to The same camera should also be useful
seal it to a vacuum system for 48 hours (or for astronomical observations. The 4_-inch
longer pretreatment) to outgas the film. The by 4_-inch picture size should make far more
camera proper would be sealed to a photo- efficient use of the existing telescope fields-
_ cathode processing station, with the valve of-view, thus expanding significantly the
opened and exhausted, and would be baked; usefulness of electronography.
the photocathode would be formed; and the
valve closed. Small ion pumps, built into the* References
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_, Camera Tubes Employing Electron-Imaging
_: Charge-Storage Targets
G. W. Goetze
Westinghouse Electric Co. potation
,'z"
_.
Introduction features, a desirable simplicity and stability.
, The SEC tube is the only device that has been
L_ Charge-storage camera tubes were devel- highly developed and which offers this type
oped with the inception of the vidicon well of operation. Such operation could, however,
,_. over 15 years ago and have formed the class be extended to charge-storage targets other
i of tubes most extensively employed in tele- than the SEC target, and, indeed, tubes
i vision for commercial and military purposes, employing silicon-diode array targets are in
Basically, tubes in this class utilize the inte- the early stages of development.
grating and storage capability of suitable thin This paper is concerned with camera
fdms for the purpose of enhancing sensitivity, tubes employing electron-imaging charge-
Two basic types of charge-storage storage targets. Although the image orthicon
camera tubes can be defined as: (1)those in falls in this class, it is omitted in this dis-
which a single element acts as both the cussion because of.its long history and wide
primary radiation sensor and charge-storage use in commercial broadcasting. Only tubes
element and (2)those in which the role of being highly developed and employinglthe
!, radiation sensor and charge-storage element secondary-electron-conduction principle are
are separated. Of the highly developed camera included. Properly, silicon-diode array-target
tubes, the f'wst type is exemplified by the camera tubes should also be included, but,
vidieon, which is a direct-beam readout tube. because of their early development status and
The second type is exemplified by the image very close similarity to the SEC type of tubes,
orthicon and secondary-electron-conduction the discussion of this development has been
($EC) camera tubes. The image orthicon is a deferred to Appendix A.
return-beam type of device; the SEC tube is The discovery of the SEC phenomenon p
basically a direct-beam readout type but may was the ultimate outgrowth of researches iv_i-
be used in the return-beam mode of oper- tiated in this country and abroad on the pro-
ation, tess of secondary-electron emission. The
Tubes of the second type employing Westinghouse Electric Corporation, intimately i
high-gain charge-storage targets, such as the involved in this research, extended efforts
SEC target, are extremely attractive for tele- toward the study of transmission secondary-
vision cameras. The separation of the role of electron emission from thin f'rims and its ap-
radiation detector and charge storage offers plication in photoelectronic imaging devices.
versatility inthechoiceofboththeradiation- In order to increase significantly the
detector and charge-storage elements. These secondary-electron yield from transmission
tubes employ a photocathode to convert secondary-emission dynodes, the use of
radiation into an electron stream and the smoke deposits and low-density layers of
charge-storage target to insure suitable charac- materials known to possess inherently high
teristics such as low lag and high gaiv. secondary-emission ratios was employed.
The direct readout mode of operation of These efforts resulted in high-gain dynodes;
this second type of tube offers, among other however, extensive employment of these
$23
I
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_:;:' dynodes was limited due to thec_har,gi_ OT;l relating to the silicon-
'_ the exit surface. It is this chargir_tl_at l_a_ I,, ell :et tube covered in
._"
_ .. the SEC process possible and, in turn, offered Appendix A is based in part upon information
.. a unique opportunity for development of a obtained from the general literature pertam-
_>" charge-storage-signal target. The development ing to targets of this type. There being no
_'* of the SEC target was accomplished simply by published information on camera tubes using
..:. altering the mode of operation of the low- these targets in the electron-imaging ch,rF,e-
": density dynodes so that the emitted secon- storage mode, the performance data presen:ed
' dary electrons were conducted back through is based entirely on early.s_age evaluat,.on
_,.
: the vacuum interstices of the layers rather tubes fabricated and tested at the
;: than away from the exit surface. Westinghouse Electronic Tube Division. The
:' The research that led ultimately to the targets for these tubes were made availablei
,; discovery of the SEC r_rocess spanned a pc- through the efforts of R. Schneeberger,
riod of roughly 10 years. The excellent charge H. Nathanson, D. Green, W. Harper, and
. multiplication and storage properties of the R. Wickstrom of the Westinghouse Research,
_, SEC layers made them natural candidates for and Development Center. Their efforts partic-
,_ charge-storage targets in camera tubes, and, ularly are acknowledged.
during the following five years, a variety of
SEC camera tubes was developed. Physics of the SEC Layer
_: At the present time, SEC camera tubes Transmission Secondary-Electron Emission
are a regular production iter_ They have from Low-Dens#y Targets
i found a variety of uses as camera tubes for
very-low-light-level television for military and The basic structure of the low-density
space applications, astronomical observations, film is indicated in figure 1. It consists of an
and various scientific an.1 industrial purposes, aluminum-oxide supporting layer, an alumi-Their use in commercial broadcast television
'* is also becomir, g evident, num signal plate, and a low-density layer of a
The portion of this discussion concerned SupportingLayer( 700 _ AL2 0 31
with the SEC tube consists of a condensation [--¢
"_ of published articles on the SEC process and /r-Conducting)Loyer (700A At )
i its application to devices. Included is informa- JJtion on recent applications, but the paper is
I based primarily upon papers presented at the _//[:_]_"_;L_: _. #
I Third and Fourth Symposiaon Vhotoelec- [_.:..._ L;__',.,_,._..'__(
tronic Imaging Devices at imperial College, _'i, . -{-"_ _.,_:_7. It2
London, during September 1965 and ffl,,_i'_:_ /: _, ¢ -¢,_ _,"
September 1968. (The papers from the 1965 g:lx_>Y_,_tYN__'/_ _ _,-_' _Symposium have been published in Academic If,l_.L_." ', Lo. D.M,Iy _¢os,)
Press in Advances in Electronlcs and Electron ._-..._ _._/_/(._. P __ of an Intuletor.Physics, Volume 22. The papers from the _IT,_', ,_,_;.
1968 Symposium are being published in a [_.N_ !_-_q s;
, future volume of the same series.) ¢7 _ .,
individuals whose original papers formed the
basis of this condensation (see Appendi B): I |
G: W. Goetze (refs. 3, 8, 27, 28, and 42), |
_JA. H. Boerio (refs. 3 and 42), R. R. Beyer _- to-z_t,_
(refs. 3, 26, 27 and 28), M. Green (ref. 28),
and H. Anderton (ref. 26). Pllure 1. Structureo[ tke SEC tarlet.
m
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suitable insulator. Normally, the _uminum
_ oxide and the alt;minum layers are each about
_¼ 700 angstroms thick. The insulating layer is ¢, "%'(q, "%)*¢,
•t _. about 20 micrometers thick with a density of '"l
_i only 1 to 2 percent of the normal density, _ ForEqu_libr,um:
_. corresponding to a mass per unit area of %" q_
_ roughly 50 #g/cm 2. The low-density layer is
_ formed by evaporating the material in an inert
'-;" gas atmosphere at a pressure of approximately _ _ i Lo_V,ns,,, O,po,,,
_: 2 tort. For most of these .applications, potas- -" o, on _,,,, -.,_,
; sium chloride has been used as the instdator; _ _" _
_' however, similar results have been obtained *
. with sodium bromide, lithium fluoride, and +
: barium fluoride._ In order to understand the electrical _[ *
properties of a low-density layer of an insu- * % " q"-q'
_-: later in terms of secondary-electron emission +
;' and electron conduction, it must be empha-
? sized that, as a result of the fibrous structure:.; of the insulato , 98 to 99 percent of thvolum occupied by th activ layer is F/gure 2. Operationof the low-density layer in the
vacuun_ The average thickness of the fibers is TSEand the SECrnodes.
•. estimated to be approximately 100ang-
stroms. This is small compared with the mean for secondary-electron multiplication. A
free path of low-energy electrons in the solid, primary electron beam, with charge qp, in
,_ _ and, consequently, there is a large escape passing through the low-density layer, creates
probability for secondaries into the vacuum a certain number of free secondary electrons,
interstices of the layer. The eaergy absorption with charge qn, which have a high probability
f for high-energy primary electrons does not of escaping from the KC1 fibers into the
appear to be altered when compared with a vacuum interstices. A fraction of these elec-
solid layer of equal mass thickness and should trons, with charge qs, escape through the
therefore result in the same number of secon- surface and are collected by a positive col-
dary electrons produced within the layer, lector electrode. Some of the secondary elec-
In operation, the low-d n ity film is , represented by charge qr, will p
bombarded with primary electrons of approx- recombine on their way to the surface with
imately lO-kiloelectron-volt energy incident positive charge centers left behind by the
on the aluminum-oxide support film. Approx- emission of secondary electrons from KCI
imately 2 kiloelectron Voks are lost in pene- particles closer to the surface. Since the
trating the aluminum oxide supporting layer escape probability will be higher for see<m-
and the aluminum signal plate. For the dary electrons generated close to the surface
purpose of disct_sion, we assume a uniform than for those created deeper inside the layer,
' rate of ionization across the tltickness of the a positive ch _rge will be established near the
potas_um chloride (KCI) layer, which is exit surface.
probably a good approximation since the UnOer continued o_ration, this positive
peak gains are normally obtained with space charge will intercept an additional
SO-percent transmission. Figure 2 shows the portion of the secondary electrons of charge ,
two principal modes in which the low-demity qc, comir_g from deeper ii_side the layer, on
film can be operated, their passage through the surface. Under
The top half of figure 2 schematically conditions of equilibrium, the charge, q_
indicates operation as a transmission dynode leaving the layer has to be replenished by an _
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: equal charge, qi, supplied from the signal energy electron beam and applying a positive
: plate. The balance between the charge gener- potential to the signal plate. We assume that
ated, qn, and the charge that recombines with the same amount of energy is expended by
i' positive charge centers along the ionization the primary elecirons in creating secondary
path of tile primary electrons, qr, and with electrons as m the mode of operation shown
_' the positive surface charge, qc, can be re- in the upper half of fif,_ure2. The internal
,: garded as the mechanism that supplies and electric field, however, is now directed so "_
.:- regulates charge transport across the layer, to conduct free secondary electrons towards
The equation qs = qn "(qr + qc) + qi describes the conductive signal plate. The significant
:' this simplified model. While the quantily difference is the absence of any residual.
'_ qn " qr describes the secondary-electron steady-state, positive space charge within the
charge approaching the surface, and is there- low-density layer. Therefore, none of the
fore representative of the initial secondary secondary electrons with charge qs will be
;. emission, the term qc will increase with time intercepted by such a space charge. Again, a
, and will cause the secondary emission current certain fraction of the secondary electrons
to drop to it.,;equilibrium value. Therefore, with charge qr will recombine with positive
the positive charge established in equilibrium charge centers left behind by the emission of
'_ at, or close to, the surface has two effects, secondary electrons along the path of the
1. By establishing a field across the initial primary electrons. A total charge of
layer, the fov_'ard velocity of secondary elec- qs = qn" qr will reach the signal plate, thereby
trons is increased; hence, the probability is causing a local discharge of the target, which
decreased of secondary electrons created deep can be recharged by a periodic scanning of the
inside the layer recombining with cl_arge vacuum side with the low-energy electron
centers left by secondary electrons emitted beam.
from close to the surface. This effect seems to Because conduction across the target is
increase the secondary emission ratio, due to the internally emitted low-energy
2. An increase in the positive surface secondary electrons, the effect has been
charge will decrease the escape probability for termed secondary electron conduction (SEC).
a secondary electron on its way through the In this case, the electric field is utilized to
surface. This will have a detrimental effect on increase the mean free path of secondary elec-
high secondary emission ratios. The net result trons within the layer. The whole process is
of these two effect, is, however, an increase in similar to field enhanced emission except that
the steady-state gain. the collected charge, qs, does not have to
Briefly, this indicates that a positive sur- penetrate a positive charge cloud. In the SEC
face charge tends to decrease the exit escape mode, we obtain the benefit of an electric
probability for secondary electrons but, at the field acting on the mean free path of secon-
same time, through the influence of the dary electrons without having to pay the price
resulting electric field, increases the mean free of secondary electrons recombining with a
path of secondary electrons within the low- positive surface charge. A higher gain,
density layer. G = qs/qp, is expected for the SEC mode than
for the TSE* mode, and this is indeed the
Secondary-Electron Conduction Process case.
The lower half of figure 2 show_ the Application of the SEC Target to Telev_,q/on
operation of the low-density f'flnu under re- Camera Tubes
verse bias. It is this mode of oper,tion that is
of interestin camera-tubeapplications,The The SEC target has been successfully
vacuum sideof thelow-densitylayerispo- appliedtotelevisioncameratubes.
larizednegativelywithrespectotheconduc- -
fivesignalplateby scanningitwitha low "TrtmmduionSecondaryEmlulon
m
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o _;_ Principle of Operation Figure 4 is a schematic of the SEC target
_" and shows the currents involved in its ,_pera-
_.,: It has alread; !:,.en indicated that, in tion. The photocurrent is incident from the
._., actual emplbymcn_, ._., SEC layer serves o,Jy left and the scanning readout beam from the
_', the purpose of st,, ,.; _'_,lg a charge stor'_.ge right. Under normal operation, with the target
_:.'. surface with a _d_ charge-multiplication signal plate at a small positive potential, VT,
,. capability. The d_te,'_ic_ or conversion of the scanning beam charges the target surface
_: radiation into ele,.t'_c c._rge is accompli:lled to ground potential and thus establishes an
_; by the use of a ,_',._abte photocathode, t':le electric field within the low-density KC1layer.
,'_:. SEC target ma7 b ,i....d with various photo- The layer is then bombarded by photoelec-
cathodes, thu_ perr._tti,,g the devices t_ be trons having an energy of from 6 to 10 kilo-
_ tailored to :he s .:c'.Z energy available, electron volts. If, on the average, 30electron
i_ Figure 3 show.,"the r ._ponsecharacteristics of volts are sufficient for ea,:h excitation, the
_: photocathodes thai ;:'_e been used with SEC energy dissipated in the low-density layer is
_ targets, sufficient to generate as many as 200 to
_,i" r_,u. m_uu. L:,,_mt 300 secondary electrons per incident photo-
_" electron. Because of the internal electric field, "--"
the secondary electrons are conducted
_: through the voids of the layer to the signal
_" plate, thereby discharging the target layer.
Suppor lin(i Layer
: _700J_ AI203) Suopressor Gri7
_ S $i_lnol Plote,: (700 _ AI }
\\
_. Def_sity\
I_ \ KCL \ Is
\\?
@
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than by electrons in the conduction band. field within the SEC layer, is reduced. The
Another significant difference is that the SEC gain, however, remains finite at zero and also
layer can charge positive with respect to the negative target potentials. This is the result of
signal plate. If an exposure is continued until charging by electrons that escape from the
the electric field across the target is suffi- exit surface and are collected by the suppres-
ciently small, charging by transmission secon- sor mesh. At negative target potentials, the
; dary emission becomes significant. This gain depends on the electric field at the exit
electron flow, shown in figure 4 as Is, can surface. This, in turn, is dependent on the
drive the surface of the target beyond the potential difference between the suppressor r.
signal-plate potential toward the suppressor grid and the signal plate. The gain ultimately
grid potential, Vg. goes to zero when the target exit surface
reaches its equilibrium value.
Performance Characteristics The small-signal gain curve ca;t be used
•. to determine the average gain for large signals.
i The manner in which the signal is de- For example, at a target potential el 30 volts
ycleped can be explained with the aid of for a small signal, figure 5 gives a gain of 150.
" figure 5. Here, the target gain, defined as the if the input signal is increased so that a
signal charge divided by the input charge, is 10-volt potential change is developed on the
plotted as a function 07 the sig'_al ,_late or target surface, the potential across the SEC
target potential Vt. This curve applies to small layer at the end of the integration time will be
signals; that is, signals producing only a small 30 minus 10, or 20 volts. At this point, the
voltage excursion of the target surface, small-signal gain corresponds to that shown
As shown in figure 5, the gain is 200 at a on the curve for a 20-volt target potential or
target potential of about 35 volts. At higher about 70. The average gain for the 10-volt
potentials, the target shows higl:er gain due to excursion is about 110.
the onset of electron-bombardment-induced In addition to the inEuence of the target
i ,, ,. conductivity, but under these conditions the potential on the SEC target gain, it is clear
1 response time is poor; and ,*here are nonuni- that the kinetic energy of the incoming
fortuities in the output signal. At these higher photoelectrons plays a significant role. As
I electric fields, the target shows a significant increasing amounts of kinetic energy are
dark current. Thus, the maximum target po- dissipated within the SEC layer, the pro-
. tential is limited to about 30 to 50volts, duction of secondary electrons increases and
| depending on the target thickness, so does the gain. In fact, if the average excita-The SEC gain decreases sharply as the tion energy t'or a secondary electron is con-
target potential, and therefore the electric sidered to be independent of primary electron
......... 2oo....... ---r-- energy, the SEC target gain would incense
/ linearly with the incoming electron energy at/ a fixed target potential. This actually occurs;iS0 -
• _ / it is shownin figure 6 where the gain hasbeennormalized to nity at the energy corre-
too- /// spondingto t_aemaximum gain, whichoccurs
_, /_ at about 8kiloelectron volts. At higher
,. energies, a significant fraction of the incident
' electrons penetrates the ent_ e target, and the
energy ¢li_pat_ in the SEC ;ullet beginsto
-_o -zo -,o o _ zo so er. fall off. At quite low incident electron
energies the dissipation of energy in the
To,0,, Vo.*0.,V r aluminum oxide and aluminum layers is
the atl_re .5. Small _ tarot _ aJ a ltlncflon of responsible for threshold several IE_o-
re,get_ electron volts.
m
m
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_ the input sensor or target input current, to
: the corresponding signal current derivable
" i .8 from the target. Important to the nature of
= this relationship are the target gain, target
: _ " storage capacitance, and mode of signal read-
: .4 out. A typical transfer curve for the SEC
=" target is shown in figure 7. This curve showsl| .2 the video signal current versus photocurrent
density for a target with a storr,ge capacity of
" cm2 d d.......... , :, , ' ' ' about 200 picofarads/ an was measure2 4 II II tO I;e 14 tl; II
at a 525-1ine, 30-frame-per-second, scanning
p,,=.,, t,,,. ,v rate. The slope of the curve is very nearly
Figure 6. Rem_e gain as a function o/primary unity over a range of two orders of magnitude
voltageata co_tant targetvoltage, in input current. In this linear region of the
curve, the average target gain is nearly
Transfer Characteristic. Perhaps the most constant and equal to about 100. At input
important characterizationofacharge-storage currents greater than about 3 x 10-_°
target or of a camera tube is the transfer amperes/cm 2, the target approaches satu-
characteristic. This relates the input infor- ration, and the slope of the curve tends to
mation, whether in terms of illumination on zero.
Photacothode Iliuminotion in Foot-Candles
(i00 p A / Lumen )
io.elO'S 10-4 I0 "s I0 -2 I0 -I II , I i I,II , I , I ,lUli I I I I IIII
I
• /)o-' ...............
Condition_u
Vr:20V Vo :15V
i_ IO's Primory Energy • 6keY
Scanned Areo = 3,1cm =
/
]0-9 I I_I I llll l I l I li,l I I I I Ill
i0-111 i0-11 I0-10 IO-e i0 -_l 10-1
Photocurreet Density, or_s /¢m |
b'_re 7.SEC'target transfercur_c
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For most applications, the maximum signal-to-noise ratios and larger dynamic
voltage excursion is limited by the first cross- range. Second, a more fundamental reason is
, over for secondary-electron emission in reflec- that, in order to obtain high resolution with
tion. With the KCI target, first crossover low contrast scenes, it is necessary to store a
occurs at a scan-beam landing energy of about charge representing a large number of pho-
: 15 electron volts. At greater energies, the tons. This means that either a low target gain
scanning beam will not charge the target to or a large storage capacity is required.
: ground but instead will drive its surface more The capacity of the SEC target has been
.. positive, in order to avoid this possibility, the measured by determining the signal charge
; suppressor grid is normally operated at and the voltage excursion for a given area.
15 volts. If a higher voltage is applied to the The voltage excursion was measured by inte-
signal plate, the target surface may, by grating a signalandbyreducingthetargetvolt-
: secondary-electron conduction, exceed first age before readout. The reduction required in
crossover potential. The scanning beam will order to reach the threshold of beam landing,
Z still return the target to ground because the as observed on a monitor, gives directly the
_. reflected secondaries it generates will be voltage excursion. Capacity measurements for
_. repelled by the 15-volt suppressor grid; how- two targets are shown in figure 8, where the
ever, because beam bending becomes signifi- capacity per unit area is plotted as a function
: cant for large voltage excursions, the of target voltage. The upper curve was men-
:- maximum useful excursion is about 10 volts, sured on a target that was about 15 microm-
corresponding to a signal current of about eters thick, corresponding to a mass thickness
10-7 amperes. Depending on the preamplifier of 35/ag/cm 2. The increase in capacity with
noise current, this gives a dynamic range of increasing target voltage can be explained by
approximately 100 for large area signals, the fact that, in charging the target, the scan-
Response Time. In order to maintain ning beam electrons come under the influence
high sensitivity, a camera-tube target must of the internal electric field and can therefore
, ' exhibit a fast response. The _gnal current is at
maximum when all the charge stored in the 240
, _, target during tbe integration period is read
out in a single frame. In addition, a fast re-
sponse eliminates the after-image effect of a 200
" /_9 / cm2: moving object. With the SEC target, very fast
_ response is achievable, and, generally, the ,_ iso
i charge remaining in the target is reduced to
only several percent of the original value in "
._ It.
the third field readout. The response time, " ;2o
however, is influenced by the magnitude ofthe charge de sity originally stored in the tar- p,
get and the target storage capacity. For very g 8o
low charge densities, which result in quite o . .
small excursions of the target surface poten- ao -.,,-""'--"---_oo_,g/¢=_
tial, the response time increases due to the
... small but finite energy distribution of the
electrons in the scanning readout beam. o i , , , , , , J J J '
Storage Capacity. As long as discharge o io 2o _o 40 _0 so
lag is avoided, it is otherwise desirable to have
a large storage capacity. There are two reasons r0rg.l Voltoge0V T
for this. First, for a given permissible voltage
i excursion, higher target capacity provides a Figure8. Targetcapacityasafunction ofagnal plate
larger signal current and, therefore, better voltagefor two targetso/different tMcknes_
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: penetrate a significant fraction of the potas- gration was continued for 1.5 hours at a
sium chloride. Since higher target voltages re- target potential of 30 volts. Whatever leakage
': suit in higher internal fields, the penetration did occur during the integration time was not
increases with increasing target voltage, sufficient to generate a detectable video sig-
thereby resulting in a higher effective capac- nal. Since a 2-volt signal could easily have
ity. At low target voltages, we would expect been detected, this means that the resistivity
the charge to be deposited very near the sur- of the SEC layer is greater than 1017 ohm-face and the capacity to be given by the target
thickness. For a 15-micrometer-thick target, centimeters.
the calculated capacity is about 60 pico- lntegration time
farads/cm 2, showing good agreement with the
curve.
The lower curve was measured on a
' thicker target. Its relatively slight dependence
_. on voltage can be explained by: (1) at a given
target voltage, the electric field within the
layer is smaller for this thicker target; and
(2) the absolute distance the scanning beam 2 min
can penetrate for a given field represents a
- smaller fraction of the total thickr, ess.
; Typical targets have a mass thickness of
about 50 micrograms/cm 2 and are normally
_. operated at a target vol.age of from 15 to
25 volts. The capacity for such targets ranges
:_ ' from 100 to 150picofarads/cm 2. For a
_ voltage excursion of 10 volts, this corresponds
r. to a stored charge of about 8 x 109 photo- 4 min
_ electrons/cm 2 . Depending on the gain re-
quired, this means that the SEC target can
store from several times 10_ to l0 9 photo-
_. electr°ns/cm2"I tegration. In applications involving the
a. detection of static, low-light-level scenes, the
_. ability to integrate for long periods is ex-tremely useful. The long integration times
," possible with the SEC target are, perhaps, its 8 rain
_ most outstanding feature. The video signal
_' obtained from integrating a constant-light- Figure9. Integrated video signatfor variousexposure
_" level input signal for various times is shown in times.
_i figure 9. With the integrating times of 2, 4, The ability to integrate for long periods
and 8 minutes, the signal increases almost implies that long storage times are possible, in
• linearly with exposure time; this results in a one experiment, a signal was stored for
transfer curve identical to that obtained when 48 hours and showed no deterioration. It is
the integration time is held constant and the very likely that much longer storage times are
' light level is increased. Such reciprocity is possible.possible because of the high resistivity of the Resolution. The highest resolution that
layer. A lower limit for the resistivity was has been measured in an SEC camera tube so :
established by integrating any possible back- far is about 1500 TV lines per inch. This was
ground signal due to target leakage. The inte- limited primarily by the scanning section of
t
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the tube. Higher resolution has actually been
obtained in an optically scanned tube and is
described further on in this paper. Because of
the very high resistivity of the target, it seems
likely that its intrinsic resolution capability
will be limited by electron scattering rather
than by leakage. Thus, ultimate resolutions of II/_.
3000 to 4000 TV lines per inch should be
obtainable.
Halation. Any image tube that employs
energetic electrons from a photocathode for
charging the storage target will exhibit hala-
tion to some extent. Halation is most ap-
parent when a tube is driven into saturation FigureI0. SECcameratube types.
_ by an intense signal. This is a consequence of
_ the ejection of secondary electrons from the magnetic image section and is characterized
target. In the operation of the SEC target, by superior performance in resolution and
there are always some emitted secondary elec- geometric fidelity. Both of the two tubes to
trons directed away from the exit surface, the left use a diode type of electrostatic image
and, in principle, due to the influence of the section and differ only in size; namely,
suppressor mesh,these should be redistributed 25-millimeter and 40-millimeter photocath-
on the exit surface. Because of the voltage ode diameters.
* excursion of about 15 volts required to satu- Aside from their performance capabili-
rate the SEC target, the emitted secondaries ties, certain general features of the tubes
,, _ are not sufficiently energetic to be distributed should be mentioned.
on the uncharged regions and thus return, Suppressor Mesh. All standard SEC tubes
: essentially, to their point of origin; therefore, employ a suppressor mesh in close proximity
halation is not discernable in SEC tubes, to the exit surface of the SEC target. The
suppressor mesh is not basic to the operation
SEC Tube Types of the SEC target but is used primarily to
limit the potential excursion of the target
under high signal conditions and to prevent
Since the inception of the SEC principle, crossover. Crossover is the result of the SEC
a wide variety of camera tubes have been target surface attaining a potential such that
developed and produced. Many were de- its secondary-electron emission ratio is greater
ycleped for specific purposes, such as the than unity whe:, scanned by the reading
Uvicon for project Celescope and the SEC beam. Under this condition, the scanning
tube specifically designed for the hand-held I:;am does not deposit electrons, and the tar-
lunar camera. Other tube types developed for get surface cannot be returned to its normal
• general low-light-level television applications operating condition at gun cathode potential.
.' ' ' make up the bulk of SEC tube production. In addition, the suppressor me _h eliminates :
Figure 10 illustrates the general config- the possibility of electrical breakdown due to
urations and types of SEC tubes presently excessively high electric fields and thus pro-
being produced on a regular basis. The tube to tects the target. For some applications in
the extreme fight has an electrostatic image which the tubes are operated under well-
section and an electronic zoom capab_ity of 2 defined conditions, the suppressor mesh has
to 1. The second tube from the right uses a been eliminated.
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Generally, the suppressor mesh degrades 4. Electrostatic focus and electrostatic
_ the aperture response of the tube from what deflection. This combination requires the,c.
_ would otherwise be achievable. It also in- least consumption of electrical power but
_ creases the target shunt capacity, provides poorer resolution capability than the
'_ Image Section Focus. Both electro- other methods.
__:' magnetic- and electrostatic-focus image sec-
_- tions are employed in SEC tubes. The highest SEC Tube Performance Characteristics.
_ quality imaging is generally obtainable with The general performance of SEC tubes can be
_ magnetic focusing; however, this method assessed from that of thesmallesttubeshown
: leads to a cumbersome and heavy system, in figure 10. This tube, designated WL-30691,
_! Electrostatically focused image sections uses a l-inch vidicon type of gun, employing
that permit compact and lightweight equip- magnetic deflection and magnetic focus and a
i ment appear to be the most desired. For most 16-n llimeter-diameter SEC target. The larger
types of tubes, the electrostatic image section tubes offer higher performance, which can be
is of the diode type with electro-optical ini- estimated by simple scaling.
:" fication between the photocathode and the The transfer curve for the WL-30691
_ charge-storage target. With a diode type of based upon production-run tubes is shown in
image section, electro-optical focusing is in- figure 11. The tube is intended for operation
dependent of the photocathode potential, from approximately 10"s to 10-2 foot-candle
Thus, automatic gain control is possible by photocathode illumination The linear portion
_: electronically adjusting the image section of the transfer curve indicates a gamma of
potential with reference to the average video close to unity. It can also be seen that satura-
,_ _ signal over a television frame, tion takes place around 10-2 foot-candle withDeparting from the simple diode type of a knee type of characteristic similar to that of
image section, we find that electrostatic fo- the image orthicon. A signal current of
_ cusingoffers the opportunity of incorporating 150nanoamperes is delivered at a photo-
electronic zoom into the camera tube. cathode illumination of about 5 x 10-a foot-
candle.
l Gun Focus and Deflection. Four com- [-L ............ - Ibinations of focus and deflection methods are [] I_.,.__*.N..SFt*C..?.Cyt*,S.,C _ ]j II ..... J" '. __IIll I
tton. This method generally provides the high- [11 l a_]_ I I !l
est center and corner resolution but requires 'i I_'_! Ad_'_"[ o, 1 1 [I
the most electrical power. '0, -- - _ _ ,_, _,.,, - ,4,v 11
/ I/llO 9eco_d _eme Note ]l2. Magnetic focus and electrostatic de- --_ ,, i t ---r--_z--_
.. '" flection. This method provides quality corn- , t ] I111 I 1I II
: :, parable to combinatiop. # 1 and requires _-' _"' ' ";o" ' _-' t ,.,
slightly less power. Its chief advantage is the ,..,,0,. x,,.... ,,,-,. ,,,-c,.,,.
potentially short gun length.
Figure11. Transfercharacteristic(WL-306911.
3. Electrostatic focus and magnedc de-
flection. With this combination, intermediate Since SEC tubes were, until recently,
resolution is achievable while power require- almost exclusively used for extreme low-light-
ments are moderate, level television, particular care was taken to
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g: reduce lag as much as possible by proper ad- moves much faster than 10 seconds per pic-
,_: justment of target parameters. Figure 12 ture width, the results are dominated by si8-
_" shows the temporal response as a function of nal mixing on the target due to exposure
_J
_ signal current. The residual signal was mea- smear and are therefore not very meaningful
z sured in the third field, corresponding to in evaluating the basic dynamic performance
_;i: 50 milliseconds after the illu,_ination was of a camera tube.
' removed. Under norma)operating conditions The loss in sensitivity due to either
the lag in the third field is only about camera or object movement must be con-%.
5 percent and due only to discharge la_ There sidered for low-light-level television. In addi-
_! is no build-up lag. A further improvement teen, very few practical scenes contain
could be obtained at the sacrifice of storage 100-percent-contrast objects; hence, even
: capacity, if necessary. The performance indi- greater sensitivity is required to view real
cated in figure 12, however, makes it possible scenes under starlight conditions, for example.
_; to use an SEC tube for such demanding appli-
cations as field sequential color transmission _ eoo i t,T-,c'_..o'ov._..,c'" s(.$,T,v!_.'' ' ' |
•_. at a scan rate of 180 frames per second. _ 1 [ [ 1[ [ _
" _l IO 400 L
- I
i ' J J r J| IlO |00 : / ' TG_F--I 1 I 1 I
it. lr.,_ Till [ i _ " I ilill,,,*.oi,on- ill* Xlucian I ]
1 iS _ /l_,,,,leNiell VoOteoe-?-IW I- -- I00 - "=_ /I-rqu,voloni NOlle Current -- 8hA _-1li/lO li_ it...,,,ll,o. l ! /_d,i,. - ,Oi.z II%. ' Ill I Sl¢ond FIOIi Role l[
, , i l i it , J ,] i /
7' i _l_ Feel IlOii I Illliralttn in feel -CIn#lil4I. ar s
• ''"" "" Figure 13. Static and dynamic sensitivity
_ i °o n m . . . m n_
.,_., ¢..,.., _ _,m_.. (IVL-30691).
Flgurel2. I_ ch_mctetbtic {WL._069l }. Int enslfler_EC Tube Combination. The
SEC tube alone is not sensitive enough for
televising night scenes. This problem, how-
Combining the information contained in ever, can be overcome with the addition of
figures 11 and 12 with a resolution measure- one stage of image intensification coupled
ment gives an indication t,f the practical sensi- fiber-optically to the camera tube.
tivity, shown in figure 13. Di_cemable Figure 14 shows inch an as_mbly in-
resolution for a black-and-white bar pattern is tended for nighttime television. The image
plotted as a function of photocathode iUumi- intensifier is of the 40/25 millimeter variety
•, nation. The three curves are for a static condi- with an 5-25 photocathode on fiber optics. "
teen and for the cues where an image point Figure 15 shows the performance of this corn-
traverses the picture width in a _riod of 20 bination in television lines per picture height
and 10 seconds. An increase in illumination of plotted against faceplate illumination in foot-
about 2]6 times and 3]6 limes, respectively, is candles for 100-percent scene contrast (solid
needed for the 20 $_cond- and the 10.second- fines) and 30-percent scene contrast (dotted
per-picture-width movement. When the ima_ lines), Both contrast measurements were
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J _ made for static scene conditions (upper
curves) as well as for a 20-second-per-picture-
_ width movement (lower curves). In most
r
• cases, one must contend with low contrast,
dynamic conditions. These curves indicate
that the intensifier/SEC combination de-
scribed is a practica: device for nighttime
viewing. A combination of larger tubes could
be used to improve this performance even
furth,.:"
_ Spe- ,' Experiments _th the SEC Target, .
:) !n the preceding sections, the operation
of the SEC _argc" '.,,.: eerformance character-
istics of SEC tubes were described. For the
_ most part, the characteristics of the ta, get and
_,-. tubes were derived from standard test pro-
cedures in which test patterns or scenes that
simulated the usual operating conditions for
_ the tubes were imaged. It is not always pos-
sible in such tests, however, to ascertain the
_.. ultimate performance of the SEC devices nor
_s to predict how the tubes will operate under
_. Figure 14. Image intensifier/SEC camera tube unusual conditions. To achieve a more
_. combination(WL-32000), thorough understanding of the SEC target
:_ capabilities and limitations and to extend the
i SEC target to use in very high performance
devices, it was necessary to perform special
experiments, described in the following para-
_ graphs. "
" The Optically-Scanned SEC Camera Tube
'" 7,7,0 WL-32000SENSITIVITY
s°° I__'6__ is The opticaUy-scanneddeviceSEC cameratooffertUbe _
_ soo a photoelectronic developed
!_ [ t_:l_dtl_ ._ i__. [ an alternative to the use of photographic
.oo i _ E____=._ emulsion. This device requires the following_=! three ligatures:1. A photo athode with high-quantUm
|_ [ /'_J_ r.s;_'K,,_ .... 1-_,. _ yield
[ ........ ..... , ............../ .......I 2. An electrical storage element with
°_7 ios ,6s ,64 _s high integration capability and storage ca- 1FoceploteIllurnlnotloni Foot-Candles pacity
3. Resolution approaching that of a
Figure15.lntenstller/cameratube sensi_ity, coarse photographic emulsion.
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The optically-scanned tube was designed, the surface of the SEC target. The charge is
for simplicity, to record one-dimensional then read out by scanning the low-velocity
images such as the line images present at the electron beam across the insulating layer.
output of a spectrometer. Figure 16 shows a The low-velocity scanning beam is gen- -
schematic of the tube and scanning system, erated by projecting the image of a narrow slit
High resolution is obtained by use of mag- onto the read photocathode. Deflection of
: netic focusing. Because of the intense mag- the slit across the read photocathode gen-
netic field, electromagnetic deflection of the
read beam is not desirable; therefore, the erates the scanning read beam.
read-beam source was chosen to be a photo- A complete cycle of operation proceeds
cathode; and the read beam scanning was in the following manner. During integration,
accomplished by an external optical scan of the reading section is turned off by applying a
the read photocathode, positive voltage to the read photocathode.
In operation, light from the scene is After integration has been completed, the
; focused onto the write photocathode. The read photocathode is returned to a potential
electrons released from this are accelerated of-20 volts, and the reading beam d_scharges
toward the target by a primary potential dif- the target. This operation is followed by the
ference of between 5 and 10 kilovolts. The flooding of the whole target with th._ flood
primary electrons passing through the signal lamp shown in figure 16. Since only a portion
plate produce an amplified charge image on of the target is scanned by the slit image, a
1970027360-517
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_i flooding operation has to be introduced tion of line number as well as the signal-to-
_,-... between the read and write cycles in order to noise ratio can be obtained.
•_ discharge those portions of the targetwhich Figure 18 is a plot of the response as a
_, have not been discharged during readout.
._.. function of spatial frequency. The upper
_._: Because resolutions approaching those of curve is the square-wave response as it was
_ photographic emulsions were desired, experi- obtained from figure 17. The lower curve isS
_. ments with the optically-scanned SEC tube the sine-wave response computed from the
_. were can'ied ( , to determine resolution limi- upper curve. Both the square-wave and sine-
•_ tations and to measure the signal-to-noise wave responses are close to 3 percent at
_",.,. ratio of the tube. No attempt was made to 40 line pairs per millimeter.
._ operate at low illumination levels nor to de-
_.. termine the absolute sensitivity of the tube.
Experimentally, a bar pattern with in- ,.o _ ...... j
creasing line numbers was projected onto the i
write photocathode in such a manner as to _ _ s,., w***,,...,
give 10 steps in resolution in increments of _ \ N_-- s'.o ,*,* '.., -- t
4 line pairs per millimeter, starting with 4 line _"
pairs per millimeter and progressing to 40 line _ o.s
_. pairs per millimeter. The signal was read out t
and displayed on a storage oscilloscope from
which it was photographed. Figure 17 is a _ , , _ , , _._._l._typical photograph. The upper trace shows o
•" 0 S I0 15 iO :25 30 36 clO
the full test pattern; the lower trace shows anexpanded view of the higher line numbers, s_,,,,, ,,.q... (c,...._.._
[ From these traces, the modulation as a func-
Figure 18. Response factors {optically.scannedSEC
cameratube).
From figure 17, a signal-to-noise ratio of
only about 50 was obtained. This was for ,
1.5-millimeter-long bars projected onto tiae
write photocathode. For an appraisal of the
instrument as a practical device for use wi_h a
spectrometer, bars 8 millimeters long were
employed. For this experiment, the signal-to-
noise ratio as a function of line number is
shown in figure 19. It may be noted that a
' signal-to-noise ratio of 25 can be obtained at
" 30line _*-':nper millimeter and a ratio _f 10
at 40 line pairs per millimeter.
To assess 2be resolution performance of
the SEC targeL it was necessary to determine
_e sine-wave responses of the various parts of
Figure 17. Output _ {opticaUy._nned SEC the system. These are shown in figure 20.
cameratube). From these and from the response of the
i
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Figure 19. Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of line
[ number. Point Source Imaging with the SEC Target
" ,.o , . In astronomicalappficat/onswhere stel-
_:_..._ ".,,,," lax objects appear as weak point sources, a
-... -........__. camera tube should be capable not only of
| _%. -"'_ detecting point sources but also of measuring
._ ._.._. _,,moo,f: _ ,., their intensity with reproduc/bleaccuracy.To
! ,,,--,---- ' W¢lte" Sect ion _ _
o.o .... zo,..,o,_, L.. • ,/4 ..._,. determine the capability of camera tubes
• ! _ -----A.,,.,., employing SEC targetsto fulfdl this function,
----'m.o.'so,,,. it was necessary to measure sensitivity, reci-
i procity at low electron fluxes, photometric
, , , , , , , range,andreproducibih_.
i °o s _ s w n _o u _o Measurements were made using the
• ..,,., F,...o.., (c,.,. ,..J Westinghouse Uvicon cameratube. This is an ,
, ultraviolet-sensitiveSEC tube employingelec-
trostatic focus and electrostatic deflection.
_re 20. Respomefncton q¢the _m tubeand
syatemcomponmts{op_scannedSECaunera The tubewas designedfortheCelescope
tube/, experimenton theSmithsonianAstrophysical
Observatoryand doesnot employa sup-
pressormesh.Thephotocathodewasofthe
ceaium-iod/detypeon alithium-fluoridewin-
entiresystem,thelowerlimitofSEC target dow andthusexhibitedverylowthermionic
response (fill. 21) wu calculated, emission.
,", Experiments with the opticany-scanned To form a point-sou_',e image on the
SEC camera tube demo_trated the high res- photocathode, an opaque scr_-, with a
olution potential of the SEC target and, in 45-1rdcrometer-d/ameteraperture is _')laced
add/tion, the potential of the system for over the lith/um-fluoride faceplate of" the
achieving the high resolution and the hikh camera tube. The aperture is illundr=tedby a
sJsnal-to-nobe ratio required for efficient small ultraviolet s_urce fltted withamechant-
recordingof optical information, cal shutter. Electnm optical demagniflcation
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& in the image section of the tube givesa_o- ,omoo., I ' f " I ' I ' I '
_ metricalimage size of 25 micrometersat the ,..,,,, .us N.,,.c.,,,.,
,¢ target, but aberrationsin the tube increase 2 x,o-,,
• this value to a minimumdiameter of 50 mi-
. crometers at the half intensity point. Thus,
_ the conditions for true point=sourceimaging -
_ are met, since the imagesize is determinedin
_; all cases by the performance of the camera 4-
tube and not by the diameterof the faceplate _ ,ooo "_T" o
._: aperture nor by the size and distance of the i _ _*_'____
•._ ultraviolet source. The intensity of the point-
source image is fomid by measuring the
._ photoelectroncurrentwiththeimagesection
"='. ofthetubeoperateda_aphotodiode.A range
_. of known photoelectron flux is obtained by
calibratingthe sourceqc-fac:F_8_edistance. ,oo , I , I , I _ I , I ,
L The camera ci_ e,np'.We_;_ $_5-1ine, ,_ 2o _o 4o eo ,o
30-frame-per-second,nonintedaced scan. The v.,,., v,_,.. _rCV,,,.)
video system hada bandwidthof 2 megahertz
and an equivalent rmsnoise current at the l_ne 22.Minimumdetectablesismi _ afunctionof
amplifier input of 2 x 10 -9 anptro|l_. The targetvoltage
experiments are carried,,,," "-:. exposing the
image section for predetenninect_J_,_.int¢,, of target voltage, VT. A minimum detectable
L_ vais with the readingbeam shl:_ (._t. _ollow- _gnal is that which gives a peak signal-to-
* ! ing each exposure, a single frP_",_iq l:ad out, rms-noiseratio of 5. The curves in figure22
_ and the signalcurrentis dist,_._,', o:.:.-.),c_cil- were measured on a relatively thick target.
loscope and photographed. The upper curve,which shows the poorer sen-
To obtain high sensitlv_ty,it is n_tary sitivity, was measuredwith no change in tar-
to increase the t_get voltage between inteF;a- get potential before readout.The lower curve,
tion and readout. Scanningof the SECtarget showing a minimum detectable signal of
before integration commences drivesthe tar- 150 electrons at VT= 50 volts, was measured
get surface below gun cathode potential.This with a 2-volt increase in target voltage be-
.. effect is ca_ed by _hesmall fractionof'beam twc_nintegration andreadout
electrons that have large thermionioeminion The SEC target shows no sil_ficant
energies. If the lx_dtive charge that develops deviation from reciprocity over a wide range
on the target durin$integration is small, it of integration periods. Thus, a poistt source
may not be suffi,;ientto drive the targetsur- producing one photoelectron per second
face potential to a positive value that will producesa signal, after 1,000 _ecomh of inte-
., permit readout by the majority of the eleo Ilration, within ± I0 percent of the signal
• _'. trons in the readin_beam. produced from a photoelectron flux of30,000electrons per second in 1/30 second.
Lo_ of small algnais in this Way is The SEC-targetphotometric range was
avoided by tncreutng the target potential by studied by obtaining measurements from a
about 2 vole, before readout. The result of series of prollre_vely more interne point
this operation is dearly teen in fq_re 22, mun,-es. The pertinent quantities mewused
where the minimum detectable _dlpud(in were peak _ currentand the total output
photoeleftrons), No, Is plotted m a functioa charllefor each point-sourceimage.F_guro23
|
|
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is a plot of the output-s._gnal charge as a func- stored charge. Instead, further charge is storzd
tion of the total number of photoelectrons on the target by a steady growth in the size of
emitted from the photocathode during the the image. Over the intensity variation of the
' neriod of integration. The curve was obtained sc,urce shown in figure 23, the image radius
at a target voltage of VT = 13 volts. The curce '_,'as found to increase linearly on the log-log
covers a photometric range of 104. plot from 50 micrometers to 350 microm-
The change in slope of the charge curve eters. The signal current variation over this
between 10"14 and 10"j3 coulombs sho_,,s range was from about 10.8 angstroms to
that there are two distinct stages in _be 3 x 10.7 an_troms.
accumulation of signal charge on the tP.rgez.
During the initial part of the integration Dyrarnlclmaging
period, increasing charge storage causes the
peak voltage excursion on the target to in- For many years, evaluation of tclevisio_crease in the same manner as it does for an
extended area image. Unlike the case r f an camera tubes was carried out by imaging
extended area, however, the attainment of the static scenes. Re_nt interest in low-light-level
maximum voltage excursion does not produce television has, however, indicate,, that such
,' a corresponding saturation in the amount of tube evaluation is not adequate. It is generally
IO"tt___ I I I I I!11 I l I ! Illl I l l I I.JTl 1 l l I Jill I I I l;lll_
i
VT l 13V I _-
f_,m
?
i ,. // -: '._T ,;
S |O._. /
/
j,.ell J I I IIIII I I llllllJ I I I IIIII I I I IIIII J J Jlllll0o* 0os 0o" 0o' 0o*
N, Number of Photoelectrons
Flfur¢ 23.Output _ eba_¢=. functionfthr lnt,'lmted/kr.
!
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9"
_ found that a performance loss occurs when a effect of image mixing is always present al-
_, scene is in motion, thus complete specifica- though the negative contrast is generally not
_: tion of tube performance should include in- apparent in the imaging of real scenes that do
::" formation on the dynamic performance. The not contain _egularperiodic structures.
:;. primary causes of performance loss are signal !0o , _ ,
._:_. mixing and discharge lag. -_: Signal Mixing. Signal mixing is a type of ao
= interference process that occurs in all tubes _ _
_: empl°ying charge'st°rage targets under all _ 6° .... N_-:_ illumination conditions. It can be best de- eec _ sec.O0
;" scribed by considering what happens when a _4o _ 5 se-' _
_' periodic bar chart with fixed period is imaged :,ooto oamora-tuopotooat.odeD o,o /,,.0o,,v.\
_ the emission of photoelectrons, a correspond- , , , v, , ,IW Inme X
a ing charge-pattern bar chart will appear on the e_ zoo 400 6oo ace Iooo
_ storage target, perPictureHeKlht
TV Lines
Let us consider the effect _f image
-_,
f motion. As the speed of translation of the bar Figure24. Thecontra:: reductionera bar chart.
chart (normal to the bars) is increased, the
leading edge of a white bar will increasingly 2000
overlap the trailing edge of a black bar; and
the original sharp discontinuity in the charge /
distribution pattern on the storage target will _1600 /disappear. This results in degradation of the _. /
,. ? resulting image sharpness and, consequently, a [
.'.ss in resolution. As the speed increases, the _ I_.OO / ..white bar will move to cover the entire posi-tion of the biacl: bar; and a black bar will
- /:.'., ,_hift to coincide with what was, originally, a _ 800_ wtate bar. As a rest,lt of this, during the frame *_= Lperiod, _t is possible tha_ the charge distribu- -i
tion on the storage target will become uni- > 400/•
_ form and zero contrast will result. Further I--- _ /"
t increase in translation of the bar chart can %/result in images having negative contrast. 5 IO 15 20
These effects cap be observed with a bar chart Seconds/ RosterWidth
of fixed period oy varying the speed of trans-
I lation of the chart. Similarly, for a givenspeed, the effect can be observed by employ- Figure25. Resolution limit du_ to _iai mixing asa
• 3 ing bar charts having different periodicities, function of patter, traverse rate.J
From the latter, one can determine tbe con-
i trast as a functior, of resolution with chart Discharge Lag. Lag may be of two types:speed as a parameter. Figure 24 illustrates this semiconductor lag and discharge lag. Fo,
effect calculate, for a sTstem operating at
t 69 fields per second with traverse tin.es of the devices used t-'. low-light-level television, semi-
! bar chart of 5 seconds and 10seconds per conductor lag may be disregarded becaus_
raster width. Fi_tre 25 sho'_,s the limiting tubes susceptible to this type of lag are gen-
[. resoluuon as a funct:oa of pattern traverse erally not sufficiently sensitive for this appli-
_ rate. It should be re_zt.-J that the degrading cation. Discharge lag, on the other hand,
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increases markedly as the radiant flux into the The tube performance characteristic
i
camera is decreased, evaluated was the perceptible resolution for
+ Discharge lag is a consequence of the in- various light levels as determined by an ob-
_ ability of the scanning readout beam to neu- server from a levision monitor display. This
' tralize all of the charge on the storage target method possesses an advantage of simplicity
/
; in the period of a frame. Under conditions of although it is somewhat limited because of its
- low-lizht-level imaging in which the voltage subjective nature.
excursion on the target stlrface is small, the Moving scene data was obtained for the
readout beam may charge the scanned region SEC camerz tube (WX-30654) and the
of the storage-target negative by an amount Jntensifier-SEC camera tube (WL-32000). The
depending upon the target storage capacity, input format of both tubes is identical. The
, energy distribution of the read-beam dec- '#X-30654 employs a storage target of
trons, and read-beam current density. If, after l.O-inch diameter while the WL-32000 uses a
_i integrating a signal Gnto the target for one 0.6-inch-diameter storage target. Figures 27
frame period, the voltage excursion is too and 28 show the static and dynamic sensitivi-
_, ties for these two types of tubes. It should be
small to raise the surface potential to zero,
only a traction of the read-beam electrons will fooo
. ' , + ,,,.,] , , , ,,,., , • + , ....
be energetic enough to land on the target to z SECCAMERArucEl
-+ achieve discharge. Both the signal current and _aoo _x-_os_.__.____4 1
lag are deleteriously affected. Because tiffs ._ _ ,+,, __ _
, type of lag occurs only at low voltage excur- _ _ see --._-_r--_j
, sions, it is most prominent at low-light levels. _ _4_o i _0'_1_'_ _'_'_'
; Measurement of Dynamic Imaging Per- _ _ c_._,_
formance. Figure 26 shows schematically an :5 zoo _'_'
_,: an'angement for evaluating tube performance >
_ under dynamic conditions. The figure is self- Octs ' I°"4 I° 3 I°z
explanatory and involves simply a method of FaceDlate Illumination in Fool-Candles
..+ imaging a moving bar pattern onto the photo-
i cathode of a camera tube. Image speeds of b_'gure2Z Static and dynamic sensitPJityfor anSEC
_- 10 seconds and 20 seconds per raster width, camePatub_
:_. which give signal-mixing resoluiion limits of
i'' used.900 and 1800 TV lines per raster height, were _
6,/'- f }
• [ :i• + IO0 +'_ Irau._¥alontNoille _urr_mt-II_A
[ I [ [ II[lll I ( [ Bon_.ldth-IOMH,
i ' I I I _ I I I 1/30Se_n4 Frame Rete
iuunnli n o .
BarCharton F,c,¢atlIllumll_ltlo_InFoot-Candles +
MovingBelt TV Monitor
I Rgure 28. Static and dynamic sensitivityfor an
Rfure 26. System used to obtain moring scenedata. intensll_erSECcameratube. <
1
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_':• noted that for both types the dynamic sensi- Observatories. Figure 32 illustrates images of
_'. tivity is within one order of magnitude of the two galaxies obtained with the SEC tube
"_ static scene sensitivity. This compares with a WL-30691 and the intensifier/SEC tube
: deviation of about two orders of magnitude WL-32000. The upper picture illustrates a
._.. for the image orthicon. 0.5-second exposure of the spiral galaxy M51
_- The significant but relatively small devia- with the WL-32000 tube; the lower picture
tion in sensitivity between the static and shows a 210-second exposure of galaxyL
_, moving scenes in the SEC tubes is due to the ARP82 with the WL-30691 tu0e.
_" high target-gain-to-capacitance ratio and thus At the Lick Observatory of the Univer-
z.. high voltage excursion, sity of California, Santa Cruz,
::_ Drs. E. J. Wampler and J. S. Miller utilized an:'_
',_. Applications of the SEC Camera Tubes SEC camera tube with the 120-inch telescope _,
_-..: to study the light flashes of the pulsar em-
, _ The most extensive .employment of the bedded in the Crab Nebula. Time resolutions
_ SEC camera tubes is in nighttime observation of 0.004 second were obtained. Pictures were
and surveillance. These tubes exemplify pres- obtained at various phases of the pulsar cycle
_' ent state-of-the-art achievement in low-light by using a suitable shutter. Figure 33 shows a
television and have found broad application in television-monitor photograph of the pulsar,
remote-viewing systems for the military, which is the lower right star of the pair of
Figure 29 is a reproduction of a television- stars located to the right of center.
._o. monitor presentation of a scene imaged by In addition to applications in ground-
one of the SEC camera tubes that employs based astronomy, SEC tubes have been selec-
t, electronic zoom in the image section. The ted for and are being employed in a number
four zoom ratios indicated on the figure are of space programs. The Apollo camera em-it. %-
_ 1 to 1, 1 to 1.5, 1 to 2, and 1 to 3. ploye._ on the lunar excursion module and to
Aside from military applications, the be carried ultimately to the surface of the
SEC camera tubes and intensifier/camera tube moon employs an SEC tube. Figure 34 is a
I combinations have achieved a significant place picture of the hand-held lunar SEC camera.
as a tool in scientific research. The intensifier/ Figure 35 is a television-monitor photograph
SEC p ckage coupled fiber-optically to an _ from the interior of the lunar ex ursion
electron microscope has proved useful in deal- module taken with this model camera.
ing with extremely low current d¢:isities in The unmanned Orbiting Astronomical
the microscope. Figure 30 illustrates this ar- Observatory (OAO), which NASA launched
rangement; its desirable features are the large on December 7, 1968, contained four SEC
input format and excellent integrating proper- tubes, denoted Uvicons. The Uvicons em-
ties of the SEC tube. The high sensitivity and ployed ultraviolet-transmissive faceplates and
integrating capability of this arrangement ultraviolet-sensitive photocathodes. The SEC
.. (fig. 30)made possible the Fresueldiffraction targets were operated without suppressor
, : , patterns sl'own in figure 31. The patterns meshes, and the tubes were employed in a.
. ' ' shown cover exposure times of 0.2, 10, and digital readout mode of operation. Each tube
20seconds at electron-microscope current was used in conjunction with a 12V2-inch
densities of 4.0x 10"_4, 5.75x 10"_s, and Schwarzschild telescope. From launch date to
I. 16 x 1ff _s amperes/cm 2 ' the middle of Janua:3, 1969, the OAO had
Use of SEC and intensifier/SEC tubes collected twenty times more ultraviolet infor-
have been employed in ground-based astron- marion concerning stars than had been ac-
omy at the McDonald, Allegheny, and Lick cumulated in 15 years of rocket launchings
1970027360-524
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1:] 1:1.5
l-
_, 1:2 1:3
¢- Figure 29. Monitor presentation generated by an SEC tube with electronic zootrt
_
I Figure 30. Camera tube/electron microscope arrange- Figure 31. Fresnei diffraction patterns generated by .--.
merit. (Courtesy of Dr. K. Herrmann, Siemens.) fig. 30 arrangement. [Courtesy Dr. K. Herrmanrt)
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¢_,. Top." A 0.5-second exposure of MSl with
$,_ the WL-32000 lnt ensifier/SEC Figure 33. Phot.)graph of TV monitor presentation of
Camera Tube. Field-ofview: 380 pulsar embedded in the Crab Nebula. (Courtesy of
inches by 510 inches. Dr. _. J. Wampler and J. S. Miller, Lick Obser-
vatory.)
_ L
_ al
v"
",'" Figure 34. Hand-heM lunar SEC camera. (Courtesy of
_,! Westinghouse Aerospace Division.)
• The most widespread use of television
,_ camera tubes is in the broadcast and closed-
_" Bottom. A 210-second exposure of ARP 82 circuit television applications. The growth of
"' ! (NGC 2535/6) with the WL-30691 color television has posed increasingly severe
SEC Camera Tube. r'_eld-of-view." requirements on camera tube performance. In
240 #whes by 320 inches. (Cour- this area, acceptance of the SEC tubes is in-
tesyM. Green,J. R. Hansen.) creasing rapidly due to the achievable high
i sensitivity and extremely low lag. SEC tubes,_ have been employed in three-tube NTS color
_" Figure 32. Photographs o/galaxies obtained with SEC cameras and have demonstrated the improve-
devices, ments achievable with very low lag.
o
iii
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_:}. Utilizing both the high sensitivity and Summary
,.._ low lag characteristics of the SEC tube, the
• CBS Laboratories was successful in developing In this paper, the evolution of the SEC
,_ a field sequential camera for closed-circuit target, its operating characteristics, and SEC
,,': color transmission. The camera uses a single camera tubes have been described in some
_. SEC tube and operates at 180 frames per detail. The unusual attributes of the SEC
second. This camera made possible the view- camera, such as high gain, very low lag, long
-. ing, in color, of the interior of the human storage, excellent integration capability, and
'. body at very low light levels, point-source imaging characteristics, have
: beta described and related to the variety of
: uses to which these tubes have been applied.
. The discussions have not been exhaus-
t: tive. Considerable detail is available in the
,. numerous reports and publications relating to
_ SEC tube development, manufacture, and use.
_'. To complement this discussion, three
"" appendices are included. Appendix A dis-
._ cusses the employment of the silicon-diode
array charge-storage target in the electron-
imaging mode of operation. Appendix B is a
bibliography of significant reports and articles
_.__ pertaining to secondary electron conduction
(SEC) and transmission secondary emission
i. . , /_ (TSE_ phen m na f om low-density f'flms,
: devkes employing these phenomena, and
;, Figure 35. Photographof TV monitor picture taken systems employing the SEC and TSE devices.
!_ aboard the lunar excursion module. (Courtesy of Appendix C characterizes various SEC tubeNationalAero utlcsandSpaceAdmini,tratio_) ty es with rep,'u'dto signific_nl _arameters.
Appe i,xA
Camera Tubes Employing the Silicon-Diode Array
as an Electron-lmaging Charge-Storage Target
.. , (G. W. Goetze and A. B. Laponsky)
Introduction general inzerest in silicon-diode array targets
developed. This type of target has been
Follovdng the initial introduction of the extensively described i.a published literature
silicon-diode array charge-storage-target (refs. I-6). In this appendix, the employment
vidicon by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, a of the silicon-diode array charge-storage target
t|
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_ - in the electron-imaging mode of operation is relaxed from those of integrated circuits in -
,?
_ discussed. In this m_de, high-target gain is that only simple diodes are required and inter-
,_ achievable, thereby yielding the potential for connections are eliminated. On the other
_'" development of camera tubes of very high hand, high-density arrays of elements are
,_. sensitivity for low-light-level television view- required, and reduction of leakage current by
_f. ing. Such operation has been suggested by several orders of magnitude over that permis-
Gordon and Crowell (ref. 5), and inves- sible in integrated circuitry is necessary. In
' tigations of electron-imaging on a silicon- addition, the silicon-diode array target neces-
"_, diode array target for a scan converter tube sitates the employment of very thin silicon
,_. have been described, slices, and a high degree of perfection of the
';: The use of the silicon-diode array target slice is necessary at the outset.
,L as the charge-storage element in a camera tube The procedures for target fabrication are
leads to a device virtually identical in con- available in the literature; only the general
struction to the SEC camera tubes already method of fabrication is briefly described in
_ described. The primary difference between this appendix. The targets are made from tldn
.[: these two tube types is that the SEC target slices of the N-type of silicon. The process
and suppressor-mesh assembly is replaced begins with a slice of approximately
with a silicon-diode array target. Thus, in 0.010-inch thickness; the silicon is oxidized.
_ operation, the two tube types are essentially Standard photolithographic methods are used
interchangeable, each type offering the to open windows in the oxide on one side of
advantages and disadvantages determined by the slice, and P-N junctions are formed
the nature of the charge-storage target, through the open windows in the oxide by
In the following paragraphs, the silicon- the diffusion of boron into the N-type of
diode array target is described briefly, silicon. The target is then thinned to the
_ (Detailed information is available in the liter- desired thickness by etching away the N-type
ature.) This is followed by a presentation of of material on the side opposite the P-Ni
_, some experirr_ntally determined character- junction diodes. After several processing
, istics of e; fly prototype camera tubes procedures have been followed to remove
employing silicon-diode array targets and impurities and mrfaee states and to establish
using electron-imaging, Finally, an assessment an N+ layer on the front surface, the basic
of the performance of silicon-diode array fabrication is complete. This results in a
i camera tubes (electron-imaging mode), N-type of silicon wafer with an N+ layer on
particularly for low-light-level applications, is one face and an array of P-type islands on the
made with regard to present status and vrob- opposite face.
le s yet to be solved. The last step in fabrication is either
(1) the application of a thin highly resistive
Silicon-Diode Array Target layer (resistive sea) to the surface containingthe P-type of elements (refs. 3 and 5) or
This brief description of the silicon- (2) the application of isolated metallic pads
over the diodes (ref. 3). Both methods serve
diode array target includes target fabrication, to control the influence of excessive charging
operation, resolution, lag, and leakage or dark of the silicon-dioxide insulating layer. Method
, current. #2 serves, in addition, to shield the silicon
Target Fabrication from infrared and visible radiation from the
reading-beam cathode.
The silicon-diode array target is faori-
cated by usint, otandard techniques emvloyed Target Operatl_t,
in the manufacture of integrated circuits.
Fabrication is based upon a highly developed This description of target operation can
technology. In some respect:, dae require-, be best understood by referring to f'4gureA-I.
ments of the silicon-diode array targets are Consider the N-type of silicon slice to be
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During the charging period of the read beam,
the exposed sil/con-dioxide regions are
charged to the read-gun-cathode potential at
which they remain and isolate the N-type of
GOLO.__ silicon from the readillg beam.CONTACT
: The excitation of cha_ge carriers in the
N-type of silicon cccurs at the rate of about
• one electron hole pair for each 3.4 electron
i_ volts of imaging-electron kinetic energy.
_" Imaging electrons of lO-kiloclectron-volt
: ..._i:._'::,,-.::'i '.:._...I,_ energy would then produce approximately':.;"a'E'_Oi_'G',:'i!:_':_.i 2900 holes. The potentially high gain of the
'rELECT_ON/:'?.:':":_"_ .,.___ :_AOIN_ target is apparent. The actual gain is some-
: ....',__EA_g',::.',,'eT.,:_._'.. Et.ECTMONS
,, ".?-r_-.:, A. ... :, ..:.
.- ".;_':.;=:_.:':.."cJ what less and _scontrolled by the loss of holes
, ,, -..-,..,.,,.}..... .,_: due to recombination at the front'surface and
_: _,', . ................... in the bulk of the target material. If the target
'" ,_ is sufficiently thin, the holes readily diffuse to
':. P-lSLA.OS_ _ SUeST_ATt the P-type of islands; and collec_on effi-
_ n-TYPE
S102 _ SILICON ciencies of about 50 percent are obtainable,
thereby giving a target gain of about 1500 for
GOLD
- _ lO-kiloelectron-voltimagingelcctrons.
OVERLAY Resolution. Because of the discrete
nature of the silicon-diode array target, the
FigureA.1. Schetnaticof silicon-diodearraytarget, resolution capability of the device willbe
limited by the diode density. In addition, due
biased to a potential of about 5 volts positive to the lateral diffusion of holes, the resolution
,_ _ with respect to the read-gun catnode. Upon is also influenced by the target thickness(ref. 5). For any sufficiently thin target
scanning the back surface of the target with
the reading electron beam, the P4ype of (thickness approximately the same as the
_ diode spacing), the absolute limiting res-islands and the silicon-dioxide su,fface are
charged to the cathode potential of the read olution to be expected is given in TV lines per
_L* gun, and the P-N junctions are thus reverse- unit length by the linear density of diodes.
[[ biased. Because of the low leakage current, Lag. All the lag exhibited by the diode-l
this bias is retained until the generation of array targets is essentially due to capacitive
holes in the N-type of silicon and their discharge° Influencing this are the targetbias,
diffusion to the P-type of islands alters the diode voltage excursion, and beam acceptance
charge on the diodes. The extent to which the characteristics of the surface. Increasing the
diodes are discharged by the holes produced target reverse bias decreases the dynamic
by imaging electrons is measured by the read- capacitance. This permits a greatec voRage
beam charge deposited in recharging the excursion for a given input signal and
diodes to the full 5-volt, reverse-bias co, di- improved electron-beam acceptance. All of
tion. Thus, the acceptance of read-beam these factors tend to improve the target lag
, current by the target at any instant is a characteristic. The target should be designed
' measure of the stored information, and the to present the maximum effective beam land- _--
resulting current is the video signal. At any ingarea.
element, the readout of the diodes occursat The _ilicon-diodearray targetexhibits a
the television frame rate of 30 per second relatively high dynamic capacitance; hence,while, duringthe intervening period, infor- the lagexhibited by this target is greater than
mation is integrated and stored as charge that of lower capacity targets, such as theacross the target depletion-layer capacitance. SEC target, for a given signal current. For a
I
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_..) target voltage ot about 5 volts, lag of about cathode, the leakage currents increased by at25 percent at signal current of 100 least one order of magnitude.
_,_" nanoamperes can be deduced from reported
_-;'- experiments (ref. 3). Transfer Characteristic
: Leakage Current. The leakage or dark
, current of the diode-array targets is influ- Figure A-2 illustrates a transfer char-
_: enced by temperature, irradiation of the acteristic for a silicon-diode array target
:J- depletion region by visible and infrared tadi- tube of the type described in thecamera?,,
7 .. ation, and the volume of the depletion region, preceding paragraph. The transfer character-
_ Increasing temperat'are and irradiation of the istic was obtained by themeasuring signal
_ depletion region increases the dark current; current for various photocathode illumi-
_Y decreasing the capacitance to minimize lag nations under standard television-scan con-
_-_ also results in dark current increase, ditions. The solid curves represent measured
i. The dark current manifests itself by data obtained at the three different, image-
introducing noise, reducing effective target section accelerating potentials indicated. The
gain, and reducing contrast. Sufficiently low broken curve corresponding to a I 0-kilovolt
dark current is generally achievable to pre- accelerating potential was calculated from the
elude difficulties for operation at room me sured target gain characteristic. Signifi
¢. temperature (refs. 2 and 3); however, because cant is the wide dynamic range and the linear
[ of the sensitivity of dark current to temper- characteristic representing a unity slope. No
'_ ature variations, the minimizing of the dark real tendency for saturation to occur is
_ current is of particular importance for devices observed although an apparent beginning of
:, to be used under the rugged conditions saturation was due to insufficient reading-
involved in military applications, beam current density to discharge the target
_' at the highest signal currents. The large
_ Characteristics of Silicon-Diode Array Target achievable signal currents are a com_equence
_ Tube of the high storage capacity of the silicon-
diode array target. The transfer characteristic
was found to be independent of the target
The characteristics described are based bias over a range of voltages from 0.5 volt to
on the t_se of the WL-30691 type of camera at least 5.0 volts.
tube. This type of tube, highly developed and
qualified for military use, was modified for Target Gain
early evaluation purposes by simply replacing
the SEC-_arget-suppressor-mesh assembly with
silicon-diode array targets. Standard proces- The charge gain attributable to the target
sing procedures were followed in the tube is shown in figure A-3. This was calculated
fabrication including formation of 5-20 from measurements of the sigr o! current for
photocathodes, various image-section accelerating potentials
The targets employed were made from at a co:.stant photocathode illumination (4.24
10-ohm-centimeter N-type of silicon. The x 10 .4 foot-curdle.) and constant target bias
spacing between the diodes was 25 microm- (1.0 volt). As previo'dsly described, the gain is
eters, and target thicknesses of approximately approximately a linear function of accele:.
25 micrometers were employed. Typically, ating voltage, yielding a value of i500 at 10
the target capacitance at a S-volt bias was kilovolts,
about 3500 picofarads/cm 2. Basic target
leakage currents of about 1.6 x 10"9amperes/ Tube Resolution
cm 2 were achz_ved at a S-volt bias; however,
in actual tube operation under the influence When a 100-percent-contrast, static, bar
of infrared radiation from the read-gun pattern was used, prelimiralry measurements
i|
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Photocothode Current Density (pico-omperes/cm 2)
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Photocothode Illumlnotion ( Foot -C/ondles F._ • 200 _uA / L. )
F_ure A-2. Light tran_er charact_stic for a silicon-diodearray target camera tube (based on the
WL.30691).
of limiting resolution as a function of photo- with increasing target voltage. The lowest lag
i cathode illumination at low-fight levels observed at a signal current of 1;30 nan(>• yielded the _:urveshown i_1figure A-4. Under amperes was approximately 25 percent.
, high illumination conditiol_, the best limiting
resolution obtained was about 350 TV lines Picture Quality
[ per raster height. This closely approaches thetheoretical limit of about 375 imposed by the Televislon-monitor presentations of
25-micmmeterd/cde spacings, pictures of reason:ble quality have been
achieved by using tiz_. silicon-d/ode array
Lag and Dark Current modified WL-30691. A typical monitor
picture is shown in figure A-5. Apparent in
- • Extensive mt_astL'_Ttentsof these _wo the figure are numerous b:emishes, essentially
' quantities were not carded ouc in early all of which are due to _rget imperfections.
• ' evaluation tubes; however, both of these The existence of a re_ilar array of black
quantities were found to exhibit the expected squ_,res should be noted h_ this f'_lure.These
variations with target voltage. With increasing squares are no_ due to fabrication ble,._ishes
target voltage, the dark current was found to but represent sn_71 test a:ra)_ distributed _,
increase, and values ranging from 12 to 40 over the target for eiectri,:al evaluation put- ._
nanoamperes/cm a were obtained at a target l,oses during the e_fly staBes of tm'_t devel-
voltage of 5 volts. Lag was found to decrease opment.
i-
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_ FigureA. 7.Photographofa TV monitor presentation
_ / of a static scene irnc_edwith a silicon-diodearraytargetcameratube (basedon the WL.30691).200
C , I . , _ Conclusions
: 0 2 4 $ I0
£_ ,-.,.,0,.,0 v,,,,0. _Kv)----- Early evaluation studies of silicon-diode
_ array targets employed in camera tubes in the
_ Figure A-3. Gainversuselectronacceleratingvoltage electron-imaging mode have established the
_, for a silicon-diodearraytarget, feasibility of these charge-storage targets for
, devices of very high sensitivity. Generally, a
factor of 10 to 20 increase in sensitivity over
Iooc L , , -- , , _, ,, the SEC tube is available. This, in principle,
_ L-Jr,,b.T,p, WX30_gt12Z---t ! t ,,_ permits attainment of photon-noise-limited
i Hs'"°°°o,o,.,0,°.,H t I !1i,Ira.0. s°¢tio, .kv I-_ i i i I1 performance with only one additional stage of
_p. 29o_A/t I-[ I I I I1 intensification. To a certain extent, however,
g -- l 1,I1 someof this impressive gain is lost in actual,i, "a low-light-level, viewing applications where "
z _ dynamic scenesmust be imaged. Under these
'_ -_ conditions, the high static sensitivity of the
*: _, silicon-diode array tubes is degraded due to
" r, the imagn build-up and. di_har_ lag inherent
i a. Io( in the target.-J The gain-to-storage-capacitance ratio of
_ ....... • the silicon-diode array torget is comparable to
"5_,167 .----F--T I I1 that of the SEC target. The,'efore, the degra-,.,6 6 t,o-_ dation in tube sensitivi y for dynamic ima ing
can be,anticipated to be about the same as the
_' l lluminotion(Foot-Condles) degradation for the SEC. For a scene tra-
versing the tube photocathodeat the rate of
10 secondsper picture width, the dynamic
sensitivity can be expectedto be reducedby
FigureA_ Static sensitivityfor asift'on-diodearray roughly a factor of 6 for those light levels for
targetcameratube{bast,don the WL-_0691_ which the SEC tube. is operative. At lower !
, i
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_ fight levels, the silicon-diode array camera The largest single use of low-light-level
tube continues its operation due to the high television is in military applications. Such
target gain. The resolution under dynamic (as applica',ions require highly "ruggedized"
.. compared to staUc) conditions can be tubes capable of operation over a broad range
_. expected to deteriorate rapidly with de- of envirrnrnental conditionz. The existing
_ creasing illumination level. This is a conse- family of _EC tubes has Leen found to, zatisfy
._. quence to be expected from the low target these requirem_:._ts: hence, the simple retro-
_ voltage excursion that would occur and the fitting of these types of tubes _ith silicon-
"- high target capacitance. Thus, at very low diode array targets is a natur:_!anticipation.
light levels, the advantage of the high gain of Success in achieving this will depend upon the
the silicon-diode array target may be seriously ultimate reduction of target dark current, lag,
_, diminished due to discharge lag, which results and the adjustment of target mechanical
in image smear. Although the silicon-diode resonances to permit satisfactory tube
• array target will certainty offer additional operation.
_ picture informa ',i,..: at low illumination levels,
it retrains Lq h.¢ _etermined how effectively
•Y,_,, tiffs inforr_tion can be utilized by an inch- References
! vidual observin_ -. Lelev.;_io_:monitor screen.
It is po,_ible that discharge tag may preclude 1. Buck, T.M.; Casey, H.C., Jr.; Dalton, L V.;
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_ Appendix B
_. (Compiled by A. B. Laponsky)
¢
This is a bibliography on Secondary Electron Conduction and Transmission Secondary
;_ Emission from Low Density Lasers, divided into the following categories:
_: I. Secondary Electron Conduction and Transmission Secondary Emission Phenomena
_ II. Secondary Electron Conduction and Transmission Secondary Emission Devices
_" lII. Systems Using Secondary Electron Conduction and Transmission Secondary Emission
Devices.
I. Secondary Electron Conduction and Transmission Secondary Emission Phenomena
1. Akagi, M. and S. Yoshida: "Energy Distribution of Transmitted Secondary Electrons
from Thin Porous KC1 Films," Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 6, p. 1028,
1967.
This is a short note describing a method of measuring the
secondary electron energy distribution. A short discussion of film
charging is given, and a resistance value for the fdms under
electron bombardment is given.
2. Boerio, A. H.: "The Effect of Intense SEC
Exposures on Targets," Westinghouse
Electronic Tube Division, Elmira, report April 13, 1965. (Westinghouse Confidential)
Two WX-5419A SEC camera tubes were used in this investigation
to determine to what levels an SEC camera tube can be exposed
before a temporary or permanent reduction in gain results.
3. Boerio, A. H., R. R. Beyer, and G. W. Goetze: "The SEC Target," Advances in
Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic Press, L. Ma_on, Editor), Vol. 22A,
p. 229, 1966.
An excellent and thorough description of the operation and
characteristics of SEC targets.
4. deVries, H. R. and K. F. Boll: "An SEC Target With High Storage Capacity," Technical
Report, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, ETD.
Report presents a theoretical and expe_rimental evaluation of the
significance of increasing the SEC target capacity pe_'u_dt area.
. i) i .....
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5. Edgecumbe, J. and E. L. Ga.,-,vin: "CsI A_ a High Gain Secondary Emission Material,"
Journal of Applied Physics: Vol. 37, pp. 3321-3322, 1966.
Good brief communication on low density CsI as a TSE element.
Gives a comparison with KCI.
6. Garwin, E. L. and J. Edgecumbe: "Response of Low-Density KC1 Foils to Multi-Mev
Electrons," Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic Press, L. Marten,
Editor), Vol. 22A, p. 635, 1966.
' A good article on high energy electron detection including the
preparation of low density targets and their detection capabilities.
7. Goetze, G. W.: "On The Use of Transmission Secondary Emission for Electrical
_ Storage Devices," Research Report, Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pitts-
burgh, Pa., Repor*. No. 12-I 505-I-R3-X (Westing" _use Confidential), October 3, 1960.
; This paper deals theoretically with the problem of charge storage
_- in transmission type dynodes employing a low density insulator on
" a conductive backing.
'- 8. Goetze, G. W.: "Secondary Electron Conduction (SEC) and its Application to Photo-
Electronic Image Devices," Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic
Press, L. Marten, Editor), Vol. 22A, pp. 219-227, 1966.
Excellent and thorough discussion of the SEC and TSE modes of
t operation of low density layers including basic considerations
! regarding the mechanisms involved.
9. Goetze, G. W.: "Transmission Secondary Emission from Low Density Deposits of
_. Insulators," Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic Press, L. Marten,
Editor), Vol. 16, p. 145, 1962. l'
Discusses dynode fabrication and characteristics in some detail
-_ with regar to TSE.
10. Goetze, G. W., A. H. Boerio, and M. Green: "Field Enhanced Secondary Electron
Emission from Films of Low Density," Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 35, No. 3,
p. 482, 1964.
Excellent and thorough discussion of the preparation of low
density TSE layers and their TSE characteristics.
11. Green, M. and A. H. Boerio: "Primary Penetration Measurements on the SEe Target,"
Technical Report, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, ETD, Report No. ET-7 (Westing-
house Confidential), July 1, 1965.
This is an excellent short report describing a method of moni-
toring SEe targets in sealed-off tubes by making measurements of
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transmission secondary emission of the targets. A means for
determining the mass per unit area of the KCI layer from the
primary penetration data is given along with experimental results.
_, 12. Green, M., A. H. Boerio, and G. W. Goetze: "Research on High Gain Transmission
Secondary Emission Films," Research Report, Westinghouse R & D Center, Pittsburgh,
".r Pennsylvania, Research Report No. 64-9Z27-252-RI, August 3, 1964, Final Report,
._ Contract No. DA-44-009-ENG-4858, USAERDL, Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
A thorough and broad description of the nature of TSE from low
density KCI films.
13. McMullan, D. and G. O. Towler: "Stable SEe Target for Television Camera Tubes,"
_. Electronics Letters, Vol. 4, pp. 360-362, August 23, 1968.
Various aspects of the overload signal stability of SEC targets:.¢
formed from good and poor secondary emitting materials are
considered. It is shown that a target consisting of two layers can
be made to be inherently stable to signal overload while still
having a high gain
14. Raykhel, T. and V. Yaresh: "An Investigation of Transmission Secondary Electron
Emitters," Radio Engineering and Electronic Physics, Vol. 11, pp. 1606-1609, 1966.
Russian and English.
,_ _ The mechanism of transmission secondary electron emission is
( considered utilizing emitters that consist of a metal grid or
aluminum-oxide foil serving as substrate, intermediate conducting
i aluminum layer, and compact or porous Mg0 or KC1 secondaryemission layers.
15. Reynolds, G. T.: "Secondary Electron Multiplication in Image Intensifier Dynode
Structures," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear $cience,Vol. NS-13, No. 3, pp. 81-87, June
1966.
Statistics on transmissive secondary electron emission (not low
density).
16. Schackert, P. H.: "The Influence of Water Vapor on the SEC Targets Made From
Standard KCI and Ultra-High Purity KCI," Westinghouse Electronic Tube Division,
• Elmira.
Presentation of some of the results from experiments that indicate
the severe effects of water vapor on targets. It may be noted that
both the ultrahigh purity and standard KCI materials used are !
equally affected.
17. Seiler, H. and M. Stark: "Hohe Sekund_relektronen-Emission aus BaF_ - Schichten i
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_* A thorough discussion of reflectiorl secondary electron emission
:. from low density BaF2 layers, including properties of the layers,
_ experimental apparatus and methods, results of measurements,
: and the secondary electron energy distribution.
:; 18. Serebrov, L. A. and S. A. Fridrikhov: "Results of Investigation of Field Enhanced
Secondary Electron Emission From Thin Films of Sodium Chloride," Soviet Physics -
Solid State, Vol. 6, No. 6, p. 1336, December 1964.
: Gives experimental results of studies of secondary emission from
: porous NaC1 films of 0.5 to 5.0 micron thickness.
19. Serebrov, L. A. and V. I. Salin: "Field Enhanced Secondary Electron Emission During
Transmission Through Magnesium Fluoride Films," Soviet Physics - Solid State, Vol. 7,
No. 5, p. 1261, November 1965.
t A short technical article dealing with transmission secondary
electron emission through low density layers of MgF2.
20. Serebrov, L. A. and V. I. Salin: "Field Enhanced Secondary Electron Emission on
Transmission Through Thin Zinc Sulfide Films," Soviet Physics - Solid State, Vol. 7,
No. 4, p. 988, October 1965.
This is a short technical article dealing with transmission
secondary emission through porous films of ZnS.
,_ 21. Zernov, D. V. and N. L. Yasnopollsky: "Electron Emission From Dielectric Films in
Which a High Electric Field is Present," Radio Engineering and Electronic Physics,
i Vol. 9, No. 11, p. 1583, 1964.
This article reviews possible mechanisms for electron emission
._ from dielectric films including porous layers. Gives status as of
1964. p
II. Secondary Electron Conduction and Transmission Secondary Emission Devices
22. "A Proposal For a Study of the Design Problems on an Integrating Television Tube for
Astronomical Research," Propo.qal, CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Conn., No. CLD-572,
January 16, 1964.
. , The proposal discus_,es the use of the vidicon, image orthicon,
.. /, ebicon, and SEC vidicon as integrating television tubes for astro. '
nomical research. It is indicated that any CBS integrating camera
tube would use a low-density, alkali halide target.
23. Alting-Mees, H. R.: "Uvicon Contract SD-22-13," Final Report, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, ETD, Electro-Mechanical Research No. DS-22-13, Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory, No. S1-$22, NASA No. NASS-1535.
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' Report describes manufacture and testing of Uvicon tubes during
= the period October 1964 to September 1966. Included are tables
__ giving detailed test information and addendum thean discussing
digital-scan-crossover problem.
.... 24. Alting-l_ees, H. R.: "Test of Charging Effect on a Uvicon Target," Technical Report,
?' Westinghouse Electric Co_oration, ETD, October 18, 1966.
_, A brief report of experimental data on the charging of the exit
_ surface of a Uvicon tube during the presence of the readout beam.
_: 25. Anderton, H. and H. Alting-Mees: "The Development of a Long Integration SEC
_i Camera Tube," Westinghouse Electric Corporation, ETD, Elmira, New York, ET-30,
Final Technical Report on Contract No. 86PE-87-43387-0S, November 1967.
This report describes the modification of the Westinghouse SEC
tube WX-5419B to achieve long-time integration for astronomical
observations.
26. Anderton, H. and R. R. Beyer: "Dynamic Imaging With Television Cameras." Paper
presented at Fourth Symposium on Photoelectronic Image Devices (London, 1968)in
Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic Press, L. Marten, Editor),
volume in press.
This is a general paper on dynamic imaging; however, performance
curves are given for SEC tubes, intensifier SEC tubes, and image
orthicon_
27. Beyer, R. R. and G. W. Goetze: "An Optically Scanned SEC Camera Tube," Advances
in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic Press, L. Marten, Editor), Vol. 22A,
,.
pp. 241-250, 1966.
A good article indicating the resolution and noise capabilities of
SEC tubes with optical scanning replacin_ the readout gun. t
28. Beyer, R. R., M. Green, and G. W. Goetze: "Point Source Imaging With The SEC
Target," Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic Press, L. Marten,
Editor), Vol. 22A, pp. 251-260, 1966.
A comprehensive article discussing sensitivity, reciprocity, photo-
metric range, and photometric reproducibility of image tubes
using SEC targets with point source images.
29. Boerio, A. H.: "ATM Program NAS8-20860," Final Report Phase I, March 1969.
The primary objective for Phase I of the ATM Project was to
redesign the WX-31189 SEC camera tube to satisfy the vibration
requirement. This resulted in the WX-31189N.
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30. Boerio, A. H. and G. W. Goetze: "The Application of the Low Density KC] Target to
Signal Amplification and Storage in Camera Tubes," Scientific Paper, Westinghouse
Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, No. 62-I 12-252-P3, August 1, 1962.
An excellent report describing parameters effecting contrast and
the characteristics of direct readout tubes using low-density KC1
targets.
31. Beetle, A. H. and J. Mueller: "Exploratory Development of Ultraviolet Imaging
Devices," Final Technical Report. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, ETD, No.
AFAL-TR-66-4, Final Report Contract No. AF33(615)-1991, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio, February 1966.
A comprehensive study of enhancing the capability of ultraviolet
camera tubes in the radiation region of 2800 to 3200 angstroms.
32. Bums, L: "Modem Image Tube and Their Applications," IEEE International
Convention Record, Part 7, p. 49, March 1967.
Discusses image tubes in general. Indicates advantages in use of
low density layers for TSE and the important advantages of the
SEC tube over the vidicon and image orthicon.
, 33. "Camera Tube For Ultra-Violet Radiation," Radio and Electronic Engineer, Vol. 37,
p. 46, January 1969.
k
_ Brief discussion of the Uvicon, used in NASA's unmanned satel-
lite, the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, OAO-A2.
-' 34. Doughty, D. D.: "Ultraviolet Sensitive Camera Tubes Incorporating the SEC
" Principle," Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic Press, L. Marten,
Editor), Vol. 22A, p. 261, 1966.
I Describes the general properties of the Uvicon, includin_ the types
of photosurfaces and input windows and the overall tube perfor-
mance characteristics.
35. Doughty, D. D., W. Diverts, and E. G. Vaerewyck: "Fabrication of Uvicon Tubes,"
Final Report, Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Sub-
contract No. SD-22-12, Electro-Mechanical Research. Inc., January 10, 1965.
An extensive report on design, manufacture, and testing of Uvicon
." tubes.
36. Doughty, D. D., W. A. Feibelman, and G. W. Goetze: "Task Force Report on Uvicon
Tubes," Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Research
Report No. 63-112-252-R1, July 16, 1963.
Describes efforts to improve the characteristics of Uvicon tubes to
meet performance specifications for flight models.
m
l,
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37. Filby, R. S., S. B. Mende, and N. D. Twiddy: "A Television Camera Tube Using a Low
-_/ Density Potassium Cl-doride Target," Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics,
_ (Academic Press, L. Marton, Editor), Vol. 22A, p. 273.
A good article describing the characteristics of the SEC type of
: camera tube and including some detail on target fabrication and
•.. structure.
38. Filby, R. S., S. B. Mende, and N. D. Twiddy: "The Detection of Faint Optical Images
;',: by Charge Integration," International Journal of Electronics, Vol. 19, p. 387, 1965.
_ A new tel,evision camera, intended for scientific application,
_ having a very high sensitivity and good storage properties.
g:" Excellent and complete discussion of SEC and TSE of low densit_
fill targets in direct readout camera tubes and tube characteristics.
_ 39. Filby, R. B., S. B. Mende, M. E. Rosenbloom, and N. D. Twiddy: "A New Television
Camera, Intended for Scientific Applications, Having a Very High Sensitivity and Good
_'" Storage Properties," Nature, Vol. 201, p. 801, February 22, 1964.
0.
A brief article describing the operation, characteristics, and use of• camera tubes using low density targets (i.e., SEC tubes).
40. Goetze, G. W.: "On The Use of Transmission Secondary Emission for Electrical
Storage Devices," Research Report, Westinghouse R & D Center, No. 12-1505-I-R3X,
October 1960.
The influence of charging of thin film layers on secondary electron
emission is discussed and the beneficial effects of such charging on
low density layers for use in TSE-type devices is indicated. This
report is primarily analytical in nature.
41. Goetze, G. W. and A. H. Boerio: "SEC Camera Tube Performance Characteristics and p
Applications." Paper presented at Fourth Symposium on Photoelectronic Image
Devices (London, 1968) in Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic
Press, L. Marton, Editor), volume in press.
This paper describes in some detail the types of SEC camera tubes
in regular production and their employment in low-light-level
television, color television cameras, _nd scientific applications.
42. Goctze, G. W. and A. H. Boerio: "Secondary Electron Conduction (SEC) For Signal
Amplification and Storage in Camera Tubes," Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 52,
pp. 1007-1012, 1964. L
Good brief discumion of the SEC operation and parameters of I
tubes of the direct readout type employing SEC targets, j
I
!
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_(" 43. Goetze, G. W., A, H. Boerio, and H. Shabanowitz: "Applied Research on SEC Ampli-
_ fication Camera Tube," Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,Research Report No. 63-912-255-R8, August 23, 1963.
_: Report describes the design, construction, and evaluation of
_"
several camera tubes using the SEC target and S-20 photocathode.The use of low-velocity, direct-beam target scanning and target
_' suppressor mesh is discussed.
_ 44. Green, M., R. R. qeyer, and H. R. deVries: "Exploratory Development of High
_: Resolution Television Camera Tubes," Final Technical Report, Westinghouse Electric
, Corporation, ETD, No. AFAL-TR-65-271, Final Report Phase l, Contract
_'_: AF33(514)- 1271, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, November 29, 1965.
_' This is an extensive report on the development of high-
performance television camera tubes by exploiting the capabilities
of the SEC target. Covers work performed from May 1964
_ through June 1965.
45. Green, M.: "The Influence of the Reading Beam Diameter on the Transfer Function of
an SEC Camera Tube," Westinghouse ETD, Elmira, ET-I3, December 15, 1965.
A detailed report on the transfer function of an SEC tube from
,: both theoretical and experimental analyses.
46. Green, M.: "Image Subtraction With The SEC Vidicon," Research Memorandum,
Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, August 31, 1964.
Report discussed differeJltial operation of an SEC vidicon in which
images can be formed on the target as either positive or negative
potential distributions. Through proper operation, subtraction of
i one image from another can be achievecL
?
47. Heimann, W., M. Hermann, and C. Kimze: "SEC Television Pick-Up Tube." Paper
• presented at Fifth Symp_ium International de T_l_vision, Montreaux.
A general review of the SEC tube and how it operates.
48. Hertel, Richard James: "The Porous KCI Layer Vidicon a_ an Electron Microscope
_mage Detector," (MS Thesis), Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), Materials
Science Center, Report 1053, February 1969.
, • A discuss/on and comparison of the use of photographic materip.l_
. and a special electron image tube as high-resolution, electron-
microscope image detectors. Particular attention is given to
determining what is necessary to achieve the minimum detector
noise. The limits of peffornmnce of the photographic plate and the
image tube are analyzed, and the optimization of the noise perfor-
mance vs. bandwidth, resolution, and storage capacity are
discussed.
i
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!:i_. 49. Klotzbaugh, G. A.: "Research and Development of a Camera Tube For Night• Viewing," Westinghouse R & D Center, Research Report No. 64-912-255-R7,
. ':_ December 3, 1964. Final Repot_ Contract No. DA 3_6-039-AMC-O3205(E).
_/ This is a good report describing the complete results on a low-light-level camera tube which employs an SEC target with two TSE
:,_,_ dynodes for pro-beam multiplication.
_' 50. Marshall, F. B. and G. D. Roane: "Performance Comparison of the SEC Camera 3 ,-beand the Image Orthicon," Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Acade,;ic
_. Press, L. Marton, Editor), Vol. 22A, p. 291, 1966.
Gives quantitative comparison data.
il/ 51. Mengers, Paul: "Noise Limited Resolution of Low Light Level Camera Tubes," Dalmo-
'_ Victor Company, Report No. R-00-3258, September 16, 1963.
_ Presents theoretical analysis of the image orthicon and the
_ Westinghouse SEC vidicon.
52. Parrish, W. F. and P. D. Lee: "Comparison of U,lderwater Cam,_.raTubes," Westing-house OR+EC, Annapolis, Maryland, Report.
!_ A vidicon and SEC camera were compared on the basL*of noise,
MI'F at high and low contrasts, sensitivity,respon.,_ to scene
i: motion, and response to bright sources within the fielc, of view;90-percent and 40-percent contrast underwater re_olution charts
i_ were used. For underwater use, SEC shows promise bec:mse of its
ability to operate at low light levels and because of its better
response to low contrasts and moving scenes.
53. Pietrzyk, J., R. Harder, and M. Green: "Exploratory Development of High Resolution
Camera Tubes," Westinghouse Electric Corporation, ETD, Elmira, Technical Report
No. ET-22, October 1966. Contract No. AF33(615)- 1271, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio. Report No. AFAL-TR-66-255.
This report covers Phase.II of the high-resolution c_tmera-tube
development program. Included are discussions of the WX-5419B
SEC camera tube design, tests, photocathode development (S-20
and S-l), and performance characteristics.
.- _. 54. Randeis, R. B.: "Behavior of SEC Camera Tube Under Gamma Irradiation,"
•' Westinghouse, Elmira, Electronic Tube Division, Image Tube Enlplneering
Memorandum No. 27, February 28, 1969. .,
Four SEC camera tubes ',-eresubjected to gamma irradiation from
a cobalt 60 source to determine whether or not any change took
place in performance of the irmdlatio.. No permanent irreversible
effects were observed.
i
l
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55. Randels, R. B.: "Development of Manufacturing Methods for Production of Wide
Dynamic Range Television Pickup Tubes," Westinghouse Electric Corporation, ETD,
Elmira, Technical Report, AFML-TR-67-58, Part I, March 1967 (Classified).
This is an extensive report on the design and process engineering
studies affecting tube performance and production yield of three
SEC camera tube types.
56. Randels, R. B.: "Manufacturing Methods for Production of a Wide Dynamic Range
; Television Pickup Tube," Air Force Materials Laboratory Technical Report
AFML-TR-67-58, Part II, "Three-Inch Magnetic and Electrostatic Tube Environmental
Tests," November 1967 (Classified).
57. Santilli, V. J.: "The Design, Development, and Production of the WX-30690 SEC
Camera Tube," Final Report, January 16, 1969.
? The development and manufacture ofWX-30690 SEC camera tube
_ and the study of the techniques associated with its fabrication are
discussed. The WX-30690 is an SEC camera tube designed specif-
ically to provide a higher resolution television image under the
environmental conditions of military use.
58. Schneeberger, R. J. and J. W. Coltman: "Optical Sensor Systems for Underwater
Search," Westinghouse Research laboratory, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Research
Memorandum 67-1C2-TAADS-M2, May 3, 1967.
,_ _ This is a good report on t_e imaghJg of low contrast scenes by use'
of camera tubes. Comparisons are presented of the use of two
i television sensors: one with a WX-31189 SEC vidicon and the
other with an 8057 vidicon. Comparison with respect to the
human eye is also given.
59. Schneeberger, R. J. and R. J. Hamen: "Ultra-Violet Camera Tube Development," ,| Westir.ghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Technical Report No.
Y, RTD-TDR-63-4188, December 1963, Final Report, Contract No. AF33(657)-9198,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
A good report describing design consideratiom, construction,
operation, and performance of a solar-bBnd sensor using an SEC
pickup tube for detection in the 2000 to 3000 anptmms spectral
region.
." 60. Smith, H. M., J. E. Ruedy, and G. A. Motion: "Performance ofa Photomultipller With
.... a Porous Transm/m/ve Dynode," IEE£ 7humwtJons on Nu¢l_ _¢lence, Vol. NS-13,
No. 3, pp. 77-80, June 1966.
Discusses statistics of transmissive secondary electrcm em/_on
from low d_ulty dynodcs of KCI. J
t
t
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_ 61. Soule, H. V.: "Electro-Optical Photography at Low lllumination Levels,*' New York,
_ Wiley, 1968. !,
_! The first book devoted exclusively to the subject of low-light-level,
_;' electro-optical photographic systems. S,._eespecially:
_: 6.3 Low Light Level Vidicons (p. 136 f.)
12.4 Low Light Level Television (p. 305 f.)
(_ 12.5 System Comparisons (p. 308 f.)
sj.
62. Sternglass, E. J. and G. W. Goetze: "Field Enhanccd Secondary Emission for High sL
Speed Counting," IRE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. NS-9, I,Tc 3, pp. 97-102,
_ 1962.
I Good comprehensive discussion on the use of low density KCI as
particle detectors for high speed counting.
63. "Study of the Design Problems on a Integrating Television Tube for Astronomical
_: Research," Fin_ Report, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, El'D, Subcontract No. 1,
NASA Grant NSG-414, December 1964.
Contains a detailed analysis of integrating television tubes and
I compares the SEC and Optechon.64. Szepesi, Z. and M. A. Novice: "Solid State Radiographic Amplifiers and Infrared
,_ Converters," Pap:r presented at the Fourth Symposium on Photoelectronic Image
Devices (London, 1968), Advance_ in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic
i! Press, L. Marton, Editor), volume in pre_.w-
While dealing primarily with photoconductive electroluminescent
radiation conve_on panels, this paper discusses their me in
extending the spectral response of SEC tubes.
65. Turk, W. E.: "A Survey of Camera Tubes for Television Broadcasting," Journal of the
SMPTE, VoL 75, pp. 1082-1085, 1966.
Discusses various camera tubes and indicates the expected
characteristics of the SEC tube in terms of those of the vidico_ I
•rod image orthicon.
66. Vine., J.: "Des/gn of a 40/32mm Zoom Image Section for an SEC Camera Tube," |
.. • Westinghouse Research Laboratory R,_rt No. 68-8C4.COMPA-RI, ,',lay 21, 1968, !
ContrdctF33(615)-68.C,,I59'7. !
This rcpcwt describes _t,_ electron optical design of a 40/32mm
zoom image section f.,,r an _EC camera tube. The design incor- i
porates a distortio_,.oorrecting element. Estimated performance i
data givenincludezoo_ncharacter_dcs,resolution,and dinortion.
i i
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67. Vine, J.: "Design of a Small Image Section for an SEC Camera Tube," Westinghouse
Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Technical Report No. 67-8C4-
COMPA-R1, August 2, 1967, Contract No. N00014-67-C-009 (DO-C9).
Design for a small image section for an SEC camera tube is
presented. Both spherical and aspherical photocathode surfaces are
considered.
68. Vine, J." "Final Report on the Resolution Study Program for the Lunar Camera
Tube," Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Electronic Tube Division _eport No.
ET-2I, August 21, 1966, Contract No. NAS9-3548, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas.
An extensive report on the electron optical properties of the
Lunar Camera Tube. Separate studies of the reading and image
sections were carded out by construction and testing of experi-
mental hybrid vidicons and image intensifiers.
69. White, R. A., H. S. Wilcox, and G. W. Goetze: "Develonment of a Secondary Electrc._
Conduction (SEC) Camera Tube for Space Applications," Journa/ of the SMPTE,
Vol. 76, p. 254, 1967.
Abstract of paper presented at 101st Technical Conference of
SMPTE, New York, April 19, 1967. Discusses the use of the SEC
effect, making possible the hand-held camera tube for the Apollo
lunar mission.
70. Wilcox, H. S.: "_oduction of WX-3!034 Lunar Camera Tube," Final Technical Engi-
neering Report, Prime Contract No. NAS9-3548, Subcontract No. 86PK-87-96641-0S,
January 1967 (Classified).
Ill. Systems Using Secondary Electron Conduction and Transmission Secondary Emission
Devices
71. Davis, R. J.: "The Celescope Experiment," in Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,
Special Report No. 2S2.
72. Davis, R. J.: "The Use of the Uvicon-Celescope Television System for Ultraviolet
Astronomical Photometry," Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic
Press, L. Marton, Editor), Vol. 22B, p. 875, 1966.
A fine article discussing the characteristics of the sys _m corn-
prised of the Uvicon SEC camera tube and celescope.
73. Green, M.: "Observation With av Ultmsensitive TV Camera," Sky and Telescope,
Vol. 35, pp. 140-143, March 1968. i
Discusses use of SEC camera tube and image intensifier operating I
together to view faint astronomical objects, i
t
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• 74. Green, M. and R. Hansen: "The Application of SEC Tubes and Electrostatic Image
_.. Intensifiers to Astronomy." Paper presented at Fourth Symposium Photoelectronic
.,,. Image Devices (London, 1968), Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics,
:_ (Academic Press, L. Marten, Editor), volume in press.
_'_ Describes experiments carried out at the Allegheny and McDonald
_: Observatories. This is an excellent detailed paper.
_: 75. Grodski, J. J. and B. W. Schumacker: "Local Density Determinations in Rarefied Gas
:_. Glows by Measuring the Large-Angle Single Scattering From an Electron Beam," I.S.A.
,.. Transactions, Vol. 6, p. 103, 1967.
(_.
Includes in the discussion the advantage of using an SEC tube to
i_ obtain a two-dimensional cross-section of the local density
distribution in the gas flow.
.,_5 76. Hansen, J. R.: "High Resolution X-Ray Non-Destructive Testing," Westinghouse
7 Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Research Memorandum 67-102- _.
_, TAECP-M2, December 15, 1967.
This report describes a system for nondestructive testing using a
WX-30691 SEC camera tube with X-ray sensitive fluorescent
i screens. Use of commercially available X-ray screens and two
thicknesses of Csl (T 1) as wavelength converters is discussed and
: evaluated. Preliminary results on the use of a fiber optic magnifier
are presented.
77. Hansen, J. R.: "Use of an SEC Camera Tube for Recording Faint Celestial Objects,"
Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Research Memorandum
67-1C2-TAECP-M1, December 5, 1967.
This is an excellent report describing results of experiments usinga
WX-30691 SEC camera tube in a Westinghouse STV 606 camera r
chain for viewing and recording celestial objects through the
Allegheny Observatory 30-inch Thaw refractor. Photographs of
television presentations of nebulae, double stars, star clusters, etc.,
are given. :,
78. Hansen, J. R. and M. Green: "Versatility of the SEC Camera Tube for Astronomical
Applications," Westinghouse Research Laboratories Memorandum No. 68-1C2-
TAECP-M1, May 27, 1968, (Westinghouse Confidential). _o
An experiment at McDonald Observatory, University of Texas,
demonstrated some of the advantages of using an SEC television i ,
camera to observe and to record a variety of celestial objects. The I
equipment used consisted of the Westinghouse WL-30691 SEC
camera tube installed in an improved Westinghouse STV 606
camera chain.
.....! lIi i
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79. Laponsky, A. B.: "Test of Beta Particle Source Imaging Using the WL-22000 Inten-
sifier SEC Camera Tube," Westinghouse Electronic Tube Division, Elmira, Engineering
Report ET-35, January 2 l, 1969.
Autoradiography is a method of nondestructive testing that has
found extensive use in medical and industrial applications. In this
method, specimens to be studied may be rendered radioactive by
the use of tracer elements and the sources of the radioactivity
imaged on photographic f'dm. In this report, the imaging of beta
particle sources from tracers of low activity is considered by
electronic camera * _betechniques.
80. Lowrance, J. L. and P. M. Zucchino: "Integrating Television Sensors for Space
Astronomy," Princeton (N.J.) University Report, October 18, 1968.
; Reviews the requirements with particular emphasis on the
optimum interface with a large diffraction-limited telescope and
with an echelle spectrograph. Data presented include results both
from theoretical analysis and from laboratory evaluation of the
Westinghouse WX-5419B SEC vidicon and of the l-rail mesh
spacing image isocon.
81. Monde, S. B. and B. J. O'Brien: "A High Sensitivity Satellite-Borne Television Camera
for the Detection of Auroras," Applied Optics, Vol. 7, pp. 1625-1634, 1968.
A high sensitivity satellite-borne television camera, using an SEC
,_ television camera tube as the light sensor, has been developed to
measure such faint light sources as auroras.
82. Mende, S. B.: "A Low-Light-Level Slow-Scan TV Camera for Satellite Applications,"
Rice University (Houston, Texas), Dept. of Space Science Report, January 1968.
t A short, description of the Owl Satellite television can':erasystem
and of several unique design features used with the SEC vidicon
tube is presented.
83. Miller, J. S. and E. J. Wampler: "Television Detection of the Crab Nebula Pulsar,"
Nature, Vol. 221, pp. 1037-1038, 1969.
This article discusses the use of a Westinghouse television came_
using an image intensifier coupled to an SEC camera tube to
photograph a pulsar in the Crab Nebula at Lick Observatory,
: • California, February 3, 1969.
• ¢
84. Nozawa, Y.: "A Digital Television System for a Satellite-Borne Ultraviolet Photom-
eter," Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, (Academic Press, L. Marten,
Editor), Vol. 22B, p. 865, 1966.
A good article discussing the vidicon characteristics and problems
in relation to its use in the ultraviolet photometer system.
ii n
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• Ill| j |
_.-' Oporatlna Tube Data
"_,, / HI I II II I I
_. PIvDtocethode Anode Suppressor Thermi_ic Magnetic Peak Oofloctlon
"'_ Voltage Crag Target Mesh Cathodo Focus Current
:" TubeTypo tmaoeSecflmVoltage Voltage
_ Voltage Voltage Fiold Horizontal Vertical
.. i i ii
_- WXS419B - 7.SKV Ground 10-30 18 Ground 80 1.2 280
_, Volts Volts Gauss Ampo ma
' -22KV
WL32000 Ground 10-30 15 Ground 40 I?0 3 S
_, -?.SKY Volts Volts Gauss ma me
_. WX30654 -7.5KV Ground 10-30 15 Ground 40 300 32
_ Volts Vails Gauu ma mo
I • I I •
WX30893 -T.SKV Ground 10-30 15 Ground 40 ZOO 50
Volts Vails Gauss ma mo
WX30691 -.7.5KV Ground 10-30 15 Ground 40 111'0 35
* ' Volts Volts GOUGe ma ma
I F_ure C-2. Operating data on SEC camera tubes.
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"_ Figure C.11, WX-30893: square wave amplitude Figure C-13. I¢X.30691: square wave amplitude
response response.
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_ Figure C-12. I¢X-30893: light tramfer characteristic. Figure C-14. WX-30691: light tramfer characteristic. •
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_,,: The Performance and Capabilities of Recently
_, Developed Plumbicon TV Camera Pickup Tubes
_., R.S. Levitt
_- Amperex Electronics Corporation
Introduction tion of North American Philips Co., Inc.,
Slatersville, Rhode Island. The work and data
The Amperex Plumbicon®, developed to be described is, however, primarily the
_i (refs. 1, 2, 3) by the Philips Research Labora- work of the staffs of the Research and the
tories of Eindhoven, The Netherlands, some Professional Tube Development Laboratories
10 years ago, and introduced into the United of Philips. They are responsible for the pres-
States only 3 years ago, has now become the ent excellent state-of-the-art of the
standard and most widely-used color tele- Plumbicon.
vision camera tube in the world (ref. 4).
_' The Plumbicon is a vidicon type of Plumbicon Characteristics
television-camera pickup tube, which uses for By the use of lead oxide as the photo-
its photosensitive element a layer of semi- sensitive element (ref. 11), it has been pos-
_ conducting oxide of lead (ref. I). (Lead is sible to realize some rather unique features
plumbum in Latin; hence, the name for the Plumbicon (ref. 2). These are outlined
"Plumbicon.") Recent developments in the in figure 1. The first seven of these features
Plumbicon have resulted in improved versions (high sensitivity, very low dark current, non-
[i that have improved wavelength sensitivity dependence on target voltage, near-unity(ref. 5), lag (ref. 6), resolution, smaller size, gamma, very fast lag or signal decay, very
and various electron guns (ref. 7) while re- adequate resolution, and little or no tempera-
taining all the other quality featur_ of the ture dependence) occur because the thin,
original Plumbicon. In the course of this evaporated, polycrystalline lead-oxide layer
paper, we will review the properties of the (ref. 12) behaves as if it were a layer of
currently used Plumbicon (ref. 8), update its closely packed, reverse-biased, wide-gap,
performance specifications, describe the re- nearly intrinsic photodiodes with blocking
suits of our most recent developments, and contacts (refs. 13, 2, and 3). l In the more
discuss a new electron gun (ref. 9) currently common vidicons, the photosensitive layer is
under investigation by J.H.T. van Roosmalen a p-type photoconductor with injecting con-
of the Philips Research Laboratories. This tacts and, hence, is very dependent on bias
new electron gun can greatly extend the dy- voltage and temperature, and has a very high,
namic range of the Plumbicon upwards by variable dark current and a very long lag. We
several orders of r_lgnitude and, hence, can do not intend to explain in detail how these
correct "comet-tailhlg" (ref. 10). Plumbieonfeaturesoccur;rather,we will only
•i.. , We should like to note that the present and describe them briefly, referringPlumbicon, although originally invented
(reL !) and developed (ref. 2) in Holland, is
currently being manufactured and further SduOtatevl_, F. L: IM_te communi_tion.
developed by the Electro-Optical Devices march Lab_, N.V. i_111_' Glo_'amponfabr_oa,
Division o? the Amperex Electronic Corpora- Ein_oven, The Netherbads.This dacdptionis
- now lxef_rnglto the emtieronu(tefs.2 and3),
_..egistered Trsdesmrk,NorthAmmicanPhilipsCo., which likened the FoO htyer to a layer of pin
inc. photodiod_
STl i
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• _ _ J._ .L _'_
_. smmrr/f . . _ . ¶ . "."._._.. . . s,,, jaam.
!_ .. o... c... ............ .......... _. ! - I-- . . ,...L ,.r_., _--_----F_-- I"..... ."" ...-.., , , , , J
6. lJO.... ............. P'_r YABS'
$. #_OLt_lOI ............. 0ooo _ _ 2sNf °
;; !./.---7r7i-I]/ I I_':*" O. #XO///JO//f //,flrD/.x//o ......... _Jstu_rt
• O 15 m N tO M i8 _ II)
;': P. M_I-/I (.rll4OJr liJ'TLllf.roI) ...... FtJtr r*O_' lrAJ_T N_I[NI1AL Vt (VMto)
" 10, $lglJ_ PO _OZ_f ll,¢_ro ........ Hze# (Jn_s_:_
, :,,.,m) Figure 2. Signalcurrentand observed dark current
•......) venus targetpotentialof a typical XQI020 type_. o_,o_ .............. _,,,,, _ s,,,, Plumbkon with afixed 1-millflumcn(2870°K]ta_
il _a. _zn ................ z_....,n get tlluminatfor_In practice,a value of 45 volts is J'l
, gene,_lly used, at which point both is and id h_e
FigureI. Feature_of thePlumbt,:o . r achedor nearlyreached_aturatio_
_ the more interested reader to the pertinent
r_= published works for the physics 0ef. 14). We been previously quoted (refs. 17 and 2). Like-
also intend to cover only features l through 7 wise, the observed dark cu_ent is typically
_ in figure 1. We will, however, discuss the about 0.8 nanoamperes, considerably lower
_. claimed "potentially excellent" highlight- than the usually quoted (refs. 17 and 2) maxi-
. handling capabilities of the new van mum allowable value of 3nanoamperes.
Roosmalen "flyback highlight-discharge" elec- Moreover, most of the observable dark cur-
tron gun. As far as features 9 to ]3 (fig. 1) are rent is thought to originate from, and to be
:. concerned, we claim the following: (1)the controlled by, the light of the filament strik-
burn-in or retention of brightly lit images is ing the layer. The true "intrinsic" dark cur-
very low and is mostly absent., even up to rent is thought to be considerably lower.
,,- sever_._ 10's of foot-candles on the faceplate; We see in figure 2 that the signal current
_' (2) the signal-to-noise ratio is very high and is, saturates as the target voltage is increased.
i as is generally the case with v_dlcons, usually This is just what is expected for a reverse- ,
limited by the noise of the first video pre- biased, nearly intrinsic photodiode with
amplifier stages (ref. _,5);(3) the Plumbicon is blocking contacts (ref. 13)) In practice, a
relatively rugged and can be made more so; target bias of 45 volts is used. With the signal
(4) the operation of the Plumblcon is simple current of 400 nanoamperes resulting from a
and straightforward and remainsstableduring l-millilumen 2870°K illumination on the
operation (ref. 16); and, (5)it has an excel- faceplate (about one-half of a foot-candle),
lent life, in excess of I000 hours for roost the observed dark current is some five hun-
types, cited times smaller than the signal current and,
St_sifl_lty and Dark Current hence, compl,,tely negligible over the entire
• area of the faceplate. It is not the dark cur-
•_, , , The first of the dis_'_guishing features of rent, therefore, which limits the low-level re- ,
the Plumbicon are illustrated in figure 2 for spome of the Plumbicon but rather the
the XQI020, a 30-millimeter_iameter,
aeparate-me_ Plumbicon. This camera tube
has a typical luminous sensitivity of 400 =Altematdy, 8_1mMwstt (2$70_).To convertfrom
mic_oamperes per lumen in 28700K tungsten lumtnomto mdisntunits,zseAppendix.
light. _ This is a .good deal better than has *duChatenkn,op. ¢_.
i
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_.' equivalent input noise (about 3 nanoamperes (quantum efficiency)-close to I00 percent-
t'v,, rms) of the video preamplifier stages, over a v,_ide portion of the visible spectral re-
i):. gion (ref. 19). Tile upper limit to the transfer:,.
_" Transfer Characteristics characteristic is set by the available beam
,.. current, and the lower limit is set to detect-
<{ In figure 3 are gh, en the transfer charac- ability; i.e., equivalent amplifier-input noire.
i;L teristics for the tube in figure 2. The slope of
L this curve is defined as the gamma; for the
_,.-. Plumbicon, the curve is between 0.9 and 1.0, Lag
:_, typically 0.95. This is the result we would
_-" expect if all the photogenerated charge _ar- In figure 4 is shown heretofore undis-&
tiers were swept across the bulk of a ne_n'ly- closed data on Plumbicon lag. Lag is the de-
,: intrinsic photodiode in a short time ("short" cay of signal after the source has been turned
_1_: as compared to their lifetime). In the lead- off, measured in this figure after 60 milli-
oxide layer of the Plumbicon, almost all of seconds (in the third field of the 625-1ine,
the layer constitutes the nearly-intrinsic re- 50-fields-per-second, European system in
_; gion. A p-region faces the electron gun, and an which the measurements were made) and
-_ n-region faces the lens. These regions are very e,xpressed as the percentage of initial value of
_- thin layers that serve mainly as blocking con- the signal (i,e., with the source on). For
_ tacts to the nearly-intrinsic region to prevent normal scene illumination, the signal current ..
"_ injection of charge carriers (ref. 18). There- can be typically 100 to 200 oanoamueres so
fore, a very low _.rk current should result, that lag, as shown here, is typically less than
The high sensitivity comes about due to a 4 percent. The rise in lag as the signal current
high photon-to ele,_tron conversion efficiency
J
_ FACE PLATE ILLUlllNATION (FT. COTS)
,llrD HI Ol_t aas al . aS " f / St (IG '02el"t00pA'L /
'_ -.xx' '' " ' ' i I I _'_' / _ +1il' !
,¢ , ......., .... ;.-.-;- ,
._,]
SOIINAL ¢URItEN? Is (hA)
_ 1 Figure 4. A 60-millisecond (third field) decay lag of _,
t_ / the XQI020 type of Plumbicon as a function of :
alH tl_ tot t_ U _l to _ M signal current is . Lag is measured as the percent of ,,
LUNmOUSFtUXF ¢mt_ initial value; i.e., the signal level in the "zeroth" ._
field. The current ib is the maximum possible#
" , Figure 3. Tram/or characteristics for a typical "beam current" incident at the target and, as such, _
XQI020 _.pe of Plumbicon at a target potentkd of re-present_ the maxinmm mlue of signal current
45 mit_ in 2870"K illumination, As the slope or that can lust be stabUizecl. The rise in lagas is (and _
"gamma" of tht_ cun_ is nearly unity, thin the hence target illumination) decreases is due mostly
semtt_ity in pAmp/lumm is nearly co#utant o_er to the reduction in the number of electrons in the
the entire nmge of target tilwntn_ttom; Le., beam which during any one scan can land on the
<2 x l O'Sto >J x l O"" footcandlas (<J x l O"_to target dtgharging the potenrlal dls_bution created
> I x I ff s lunw_l_). The,target area is2.2 cm a. there by the incident Iow.let_elphoton flux.
I I I iii i I
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decreases is mostly due to the inability of the hence, red light is more scattered by the layer;
electron beam to discharge the layer ade- and, consequently, resolution of reds can be
quately during one or more fields. This type expected to be somewhat poorer than that for
' of lag is called "beam-discharge" lag and is blues.
, ch_'acterizedby a dependenceon the capaci-.
: ta, ce of the layer and on the beam accep- Temperature Dependence
tance characteristics of the gun (ref. 6).
Although the rise in lag seen here at low signal The temperature dependence of sensi-
levels (resulting from low light levels)looks tivity, lag, and resolution is indicated in
.; rather poor, we claim this performance to be figure 6. It should be noted that these curves
quite comparable to and even to exceed that are only representative and not necessarily
' of the published curves for the very _Jghly typical. We show the relative or percentage
rated, low-capacitance-target, SEC vidicon change in the room temperature (+20°0
, (ref. 20). value over the temperature range from -30" to
+60°C. ¢ We see that the sensitivity is rela-
_. Resolution Lively constant with temperature. Because the
i, dark current is thought to be controlled
; In figure 5, we have illustrated the res- mostly by fdament light, we expect it to have
olution performance of the XQI020 by plot- no temperature dependence up to 60oC; and,
: ting modulation depth in the center of the indeed, none is obse_rved. The modulation
picture against the number of "IV lines in a depth at 400 TV lines fluctuates about the
square-wave test pattern. Although a value of
signal current of 300 n_noamperes is given, *al 1 , _--_ _
there is virtually no dependence on signal cur- ! _ w. a v._,.
rent (i.e., light level) except that the resolu- ,'_. "_,"_._.'_--I _ --!_._z_'_
tion is deteriorated in a quite predictable way _ _ _ -7 _ ._;:..._;_r._._ ee.t,
: at very low levelsby video noise (ref. 21), As _ .--_---_-" '. '--_ 1 m'* we will see, the absorptio of r d light i I '*'
much weaker than that of green or blue; ! ___ _ .i_._._T__,_ :
' t
.. 4, .m . ., m , ,. .
Fkgll _ HglUPglltl'tMIg I'C l
' 0 ! _ 'M'D" )' lumi'°'t tentJtiritY '$L)' and6_lag (I¢O.Immdg_l#,t Tireordlmta
we lnt_rmtoftbepercemofckmtelntke_
.. - raw20"c m_, it, _tu_ olw_c_ue_m
' ' _ _ _ ' Imt_forl_ Tkelttumimbngkmw_
." o., o o- _o0 200 300 tOO WO tOO tube m,_t mumbm. _ pm_'nmme
NO OF LINESPEA RASTER HEIGHT else , dl_jtf_yOg__4 _
.f.,qmoamo_/or a _ X_OZOty_,of •
_m_ntumo/_ d_ f_. 4_ne ab_etely maxtmmmfe opmtinSm_
wz,e _m _mm) at _ ¢mtf oy a_ fa'_ba_ arm (to meetthe Immte_ life, fo__mapb) u
_itumMm_m_k_870"£ _ littonimclam_ fo_the XqlO_Ou _0°_
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_;'
mean 20°C value, but other samples may u_--_:-T-J-=-_--_=---T_-_--_--"
_.i_ _how the exact opposite fluctuation. [_g does [ ] __ I I v_, d v_m ."
"'_ - I_¢1111_- MB,**&I.,
_-. exhibit a consistent temperature dependence, ______'_,__.___ _.'--'_'_.
-_" increasing to about 200 percent (a factor of _ ,_ I I _1\ I I _ _"
_" 2) at low temperatures and 150 percent at
_. high temperatures.But evenso, the resulting u ,_ __=_'\ I-_--_" _m*N_ "_
_" value for lag of 5 to 9 percent is still quite _-- _-- ,_---_\ _-- i•: acce, _able, especial!y when compared to
_ vidic,,, operated at these temperature ex-
_.. tremc_ (ref. 22). 0a
Spectral Response
' .[l-..............l i J
_. If we were asked to point out any majordisadvantage of the XQI020 Plumbicon, it woo _ mm mm mm
would be its sensitivity at the red end of the wA_mmm a u_
: spectrum. The sensitivity is poor here because *e_-._m of m. ¢o_.._. m_-
the absorption of lead oxide (PbO) cuts off at t_,v of m, xolo'aam no_umlnou.
: about 6200 angstroms. This is not very seri- (,.fmr_)photon,.,n ,.,. _nmlng
I ous, but it can be objectionable when looking filler is uud _ Ino_por_l in the• at deep reds, pu,pl s, or magentas. It is detwminmt°n°fSL"
possible now to c,_ect this condition (ref. 5).
For this purpose, the XQI023, the extended Figure 7. Absolute spectral g,nsitiv#y for typical
red-sensitive Plumbicon (reL 23) has been Plumbkon¢ The extendedred responseandoverall
recently introduced. In figure 7, we show the improvement is. sensitivity oftheXQlO23Rumb_.
typical spectral response or radiant sen itivitT c_n is due to th incorpo ationof sulphur m an
_ in microamperes per microwatts for this tube impurity _n t_e lead-oxidelayer.For eompurtwn,
i along with that for the XQI020. It should be the luminous _emt_:tles (SL) in i_Ampllumenofnoted that the XQI023 has an overall ira- 2870°K illumination(without antOmio"button")
_ proved sensitivity in green as well as in red. is gh'enin the insertfor the respectivembe_ (With
_ This has been accomplished by incorporating the "button,'S L is decremedby 12 :re,cent.)
! a small amount of sulphur into the layer toform a lead-oxide lead-sulfide c_mplex. The
extended red sensitivity can then be attributed in par_ to the small energy gap of lead tr_ted in figure 8. In specially constructed
mlfide (approximately 0.4 electron vclts), tubes, sev_sitivity out to 1.8 microns has been
Almost all the other unique features of the observed. One interesting feature seen in this
_ standard XQIO_O Plumbicon are retained in curve is the very high quantum efficiency of
!
the new, extended-red-sensitivity XQI0?3. lead oxide towards shorter wavelengtlm. The
It is necessary to conh'ncat that, in order measurements of Mulder and deJonge
to make a correct measurement of the lunfi- (ref. 19) of Philigs Research Laboratories
• " , nous sensitivity, SL, we must use an infrared indicate a quantum efficiency of I00 percent +
cutoff filter (for example, a Balzer type for X<4000 angstroms for single crystals of
BI/KI, w_ch has a wavelength cutoff of PbO measured as photoconducting detectors.
6500 to 7000 angstrorr_) to exclude the con- It is just this high qmmtum or convers/on
siderable number of nonluminous infrared efficiency, to.flier with a very high ¢oUeo
photons from the 2870°K tungsten source, to tion efficiencv that us also close to 100 pe_,-
which the XQI023 is qu/te sensitive. The cent, _vhichhas given the Plumbiconitshii_y
infrared sensitivity of Ptambico_ is him, rated place in the television industry (re/'. I0).
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1.0 _ I _._._¢___--' .__ _ For layers, both the standard and ex-
,_.._q_"-] tended red versions are possible for any size
_s _ and gun combination. Although this list is not
_ inclusive, but rather indicatss only some of
i a2 ,_ v,,m 3 our current investigations, the other possi-
m _tm _,\^" - bilities could certainly be achieved, given the
'\ I _ "--- "--- time, personnel, money, and especially the
_- ttt_ demand.
.telll
Plumbicon Specifications
|
r- _ The following is a summary of some of
_m ' _-_--"- the specifications of several types of
_o._ _- i - .-_""" Plumbicons and a comparison of these specifi-
z ,_i2 cations with those for a modern, high quality,
a0m _, I separate mesh, aU-magnetic vidicon, the
'- 0a _ as 0J o_ _ o_ to t.1 Amperex XQI040 (ref. 24). This summary is
w,tzEuEm_ _ t_ron,) shown in table 2. Because several parameters
of the tube-namely, output capacitance,
_gure 8. Absolute spectral sensitivity of typical layer capacitance, and resolution-depend
Plumbiconsplotted on a log scalecomparedwith upon the dimen_ons of the target, it is neces-
lines of constant quantum efficiency. The diJ'- sary to compare these properties for the three
[erencesinsensttivitybeyondO.6rrdcronsmen_re sizes of Plumbicons: the mini-size
rendilyapparentin such a plot, whichotherwiseis 12XQ/12XQLR, the l-inch-size 16XQ, and
the sameasfigure 7. Thehigh quantum efficieney the 30-millimeter-size rtandard
oCthe PbOlayersis to be noted" XQ1020/XQI023. The 16XQ has been de-
veloped to be an exact replacement for the
XQI040 or the 8507 l-inch vidicon; there-
The Plumbicon Family fore, it is valid to make a one-to-one com-
parison between the 16XQ and XQ1040,
especially for those parameters directly ef-
Let us discuss the most recent develop- fected by target dmmeter.
ments in Plumbicons. In table 1, we show our Several explanatory remarks are neces- r
most recent portrait of the Plumbicon family sat3, in order to make the rather large amount
(with not all the members present, however), of data contained in table 2 more useful:
We can separate the types by size: (l)the
standard 30-millimeter size (21-millimeter 1. The luminous sensitivities, SL, of the
target), which includes those now available, extended red-sensitivity tubes (12XQER and
(2) the "developmental" vidicon size or XQ1023) are measured by incorporating a
l-inch versions (16-millimeter target), and suitable infrared absorbing tater placed on the
(3)the "mini" or 12X size, 16-millimeter- lace#ate or between the face#ate and the
diameter version (lOmillimeter target). 2870"K color-temperature illumination
Sketches of *he relative sizes of these types source. A single figure for Plumbicon sensi-
axe shown in the table. For electron guns, all tivity suffices to specify the performance of
combinations of focus and deflection can be the Plumbicon over its entire operating range,
acMeved. The so-called FPS gun (magnetic as already discussed. For the vidicon, how-
focus and deflectron electrostatic deflection), ever, it is necessary to specify both light level
although being investigated initially in a (or signal level) and dark current (or target
vidicon version, could easily be adapted to a voltage) as is done in this table; i.e., target
lead-oxide target, voltage set to give 20 microamperes of dark i
| , m
m
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_.._, Table 1. Members of the Plumbkon Family *
'; TARGET DIAL; lOmm 16ram 21mm
; TYPE 12 XQ t2 XQER 16 XQ VIDIGON_XOlO20 XQIOZ3 SXO 15XO
!! su. ALL.AS ® ® , ®
HYBRID _ X X X
'_. FP$ • X
"' 4
t", ALL E.S. ® X
_. EXT. RED X • _) • •
_i RELATIVE
I ,
'_ 0 loom
_ ® STUDIOOR INDUSTH;._L GRADESPRESENTLYOR _X)N AVAILABLE
• POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS
. X UNDER INVESTIGATION
•This list is not inclusive; it indicates only some of the currentpossibilities. A version of the XQI020 with a
i fiber-optic faceplate, called the 7XQ, is also under development. _"
current and 0.75-foot-candle faceplate illumi- to +50°C operating range of the Plumbicon
nation (refs. 22 and 24). (as does its sensitivity and resolution). This is
2. The maximum radiant sensitivity, not so for the vidicon; its dark current and
sensitivity are very temperature-dependent
"_-R'is the maximum signal in ,-;,...croamveres (ref. 22). The value of 20 microamperes used
!_ per microwatts which occurs at the wave- for the XQI040 vidicon is the room tempera-
length ),p, the wavelength of the peak in the ture value for a target potential of 30 volts. A
pertinent
spectral-response curve. It is actu- lower value, comparable to that of the
' _ ally a measure of the quantum efficiency of Plurr,bicon, can be achieved by severely re-
the photosensitive layer. (We should actually ducing the target potential but at the cost of a _ '
compare photosensitivities in lectrons per •
photon, but this is not commonly done.) drastic loss in sensitivity.
4. The figures given for resolution are
3. The low value of dark current of the in terms of the percent modulation depth at
Plumbicon should be especially noted 400 TV lines at the center of the target. By _
(ref. 10). This low value persists over the-30 ° "limiting resolution," we mean the number of
i
• i
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Table 2. Typical Prope.rties of Plumbicons Compared With Those of a Typical XQI040 Type of High
Performance gidicon, Both Under Normal Operating Conditions.
i:
TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUMBICONS ..... VIDICONS
; (NORMAL OPERATION) UNDER 28"/'0°K ILLUMINATION
¢,,
_,f PLUMBICONS VIDICON
TYPE IS' xQT " 12XGER*T j- IGXO XO 1020 XOl02S * XOIO4O
? SIZE:DIAM./LENGTH (,a.' SS/_.l .SS/S.I I.O/*.ZS I.Z/S.T I.Z/S.7 I.O/6. ZS
'_ TARGET DI4G. (am) I0 IO IS 21.4 21.4 16
• OUTPUT CAP, (De) I.S I.S 4.5 S.O S.O 4.5
LUMINOUS SENSITIVITY. ** ** 2 O0 tl"
S L ( ,4i A/Lm) 3S0 440 400 400 440 ( ;d :20hA)
_, RADIANT SENSITIVITY .IS
_.25 ".29 .2T .2T .29
AT 1p: sR 1.,,_/,,,, ) lid:;, °z°_A )
"- 20
;' DARK CURRENT (hA) I .O N I. 5 0.5 O. S I 6
(VT;3OV)
GAMMA .95 .95 .95 .9S .IS , (15
RESOLUTION: CENTRAL
IS "" SO 30 43 _S $0
NOD. DEPTH, 400 TVL (%)
r'
LIMITING RESOLUTION
450 _ IiO0 650 TOO 900 800
_- (M. D. :10 %) (TVL)
_" (l:,'o/so o)
('.;e/;be,,,,,) (,A) 1150/_001 (ZOO/400) (SOO/SOO) (SO0/GOO) (uO0/_O0)FORRESOLVALUES
tL- g,
i LAYER CAP. El)F) '_ SSO "_400 SSO SO0 '_"1100 1500
LAG. 3,_ f;,Id 1%) 3.0 S.O S.S S.S 6.S so _
12th.e,eld (%) _.2 I.i _ 2 _. J 2 .o s 1"'_"
_i,. ( i lil•/ Ibllm ) (hA)
_ FOR LAG VALUES 150/1001 (SO/lO0) IOO/lO0) !(IO0/lOO) (IO'_//lOO) (lO0/IOO) _'
• EXTENDED Iq_D LAYER TYPES. "_" TYPES 12 XQ UNDER INVESTIGATION•
WITH Z.R. ABSORBING FILTER. SALZER TYPE El/K/ _.tO.?s Fv. COL. (_'GTOeK) ON FACEPLATE
13' lines at which the modulation depth is third field and twelfth field, respectively,
10 percent of the modulation depth at after a bright target illumination has been
1O0TV lines. The pertinent values of signal turned off in the zeroth field. Because of the
current, isi., and beam current, ibeam, at dependence on signal current (in general, lag
which the _esolution is measured should al- increases as signal current, that is, light level,
'., , ways be stated, as is done in this table. By decreases; ref. 6), and the dependence to a
"beam current" v,e mean the maximum signal lesser degree on "beam current," the perti-
current that can be just stabilized; i.e., the nent v',duesare so given in the table.
maximum current that the beam can deliver Vidicons of other manufacturers may
to the target, perform differently (better or worse) than :
5. The values quoted for lag are the per- the one illustrated in table 2. In general, how-
centages of the signal current remaining in the ever, the Plumbicon will almost always be 1
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superior in dark current, gamma, sensitivity, _:E Ptm _ttuM_no,(STraxs.);. I1_ 0.1 02 OS 10 _ SD 10 20
_= and lag. The size difference between the ___" m0"rvPt"tA_R' _ ' ' '
-". standard Plumbicon and the vidicon has now st._0_/L ,
...."_ disappeared with the introduction of the __ __ano.K ,uaMi, /
1-inch-diameter 16XQ Plumbicon. The speci- | v_.4sv _,
fications for the 12XQ "mini" Plumbicon _-as __ 'i,_.o._A I____/.: have ot yet been fully determined; hence,
the values listed, except for those of Q2
geometry, are projections based upon the per- _ a_-- --"-":':_-.-.
formance of experimental models. For ex- _ _ 1
, ample, as the size of the target decreases, we _o _ / I I
would expect the resolution to decrease; but _ / _D_._
_ it is not target size alone that controls resolu- _ ] l_Ooct,i_ tion. Through good design of the half-sized 0_
_: target, the resolution loss is oniy about one- 00s 0., 0.2Lu,_mosaS_ox2° F(,_)s°• 20 so m
}** half at 400 TV lines. This is because a thinner
_.. layer is used; a thinner layer will result in a l_gure 9. Transfer characteristicsof a Plumbicon
<" small loss of sensitivity. We mightthen expect (XQI020 type of layer) equipped with a "Flyback
an increase in lag due to the increase in layer Highlight-Discharge"gutt AVk is the cathode
capacitance attendant with a thinner layer, potential during horizontalflyback; it is also, then,
but the capacitance of the layer is propor- the maximum voltage fluctuation allowed to
;_ tional also to area. Since the area is reduced remain on the PbO targetafter the dischargeof the
almost fourfold, the net effect is a sizable highlights,which takes place during the horizontal
• reduction in layer capacitance; and, hence, a flyback interval. This gun is, therefore, able to
tube with even less lag. establisha transfercharacteristicwithanadjustable
_ "knee" or saturation for the Humbicon, which
_ Highlight-Handling Capabilities
_. otherwise has a net_unity transfer characteristic(da'_hedcurve). It is to be noted that beyond the
r_ There has been a most recent and "knee" the slope is not zero; hence, there does
_, development from the Philips Re- exist ahighlight"greyscale"althoughgreatlycorn-
search Laboratories (ref. 9). As shown in pressed. Furthermore,for the example illustrated,
il excitingfigure 3, the slope of the transfer charac- the dynamic range is h_reased more than two
_ teristics for the Plumbicon is near-unity up to oraers of magnitude, thereby completely eltmi-
_¢ a maximum set by the available current in the nating "blooming" or "comet.tailing,'" whichbeam. This, of .course, restricts the dynamic otherwisecould occur.
Y range of the Plumbicon to values of the face-
plate illumination below about one-half of afoo -candle (l to 2 millilumens). At higher to the various voltages, AVk, during horizon-
light levels on the faceplate, the signal is tal flyback and, at the same time, by greatly
unstabilized, and _ type of "blooming" increasing the beam current, the beam during
occurs. In the Plumbieon, of course, horizontal flyback erases, several lines at a
"blooming" causes no permanent dfects; i.e., time, all voltage excursion on the layer greater
there is no permanent "burn-in" nor long- than AVk. The potential excursion of the
term change in sensitivity, and the tube re- layer caused by excessive highlights are then _,
covers very quickly from this "blooming." reduced to values more comparable with the
Recently, J.H.T. van Roosmalen has been less bright but still stabilized part of the
successful in developing a gun that imparts an image. Therefore, for this illustration, all
adjustable knee or light-le;el-saturation char- signal currents up to Ibeam = 500 nano-
acteristic to the transfer curve This is well- amperes can be stabilized, and, tecause of the
illustrated in figure 9. By pulsing the cathode action of the beam during flyback, highlights
am-
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" even as high as 20 to 30 foot-candles Appendix
/, (approximately 100 millilumens) on the tar-
_.. get can be stabilized. To convert luminous units (foot-candles,
_,:- In essence, the dynamic range of a lumen, milliamperes per lumen)into their
_ Plumbicon with the van Roosmalen gun can radiant equivalent (watts/m 2, watts, milli-
be extended by at least two orders of amperes per watt) for a 2870°K color-
:. magnitude at the upper end and, as the curves temperature tungsten source, multiply the
in figure 9 show, even exhibits a grey scale, number of foot-candles of 2870°K tungsten
._ greatly compressed no doubt, but nevertheless light by 0.525, the number of lumens of
still usable. Furthermore, there is no deterio- 2870°K tungsten light by 0.049, and the
ration of the image from the low-light-level number of milliamperes per lumen of 2870°K
parts of the scene. In oneperformanceofthis tungsten light by 20.4. This is possible
gun, we were able to satisfactorily illuminate because a tungsten lamp at 2800°K (color
:'. a scene with only a single "aatch and, with temperature of 28700K) emits 20.4 lumens
_': flyback highlight discharge operating, could per watt of total radiant flux. For example, a
•" easily resolve the various light-emitting zones sensitivity of 400 milliamperes per lumen
_. of the flame. In another example, we took a corresponds to 8.2 milliamperes per watt, etc.
r standard frosted light bulb, wrote the word (Ref: Hardy & Perrin, Principles of Optics,
"Philips" on it in opaque black letters and McGraw Hill, 1932.)
used the bulb to illuminate a scene, s With the
Plumbicon gun operating normally, only the
outline of the bulb with a severe halo was
seen on the monitor_ The letters were not at Acknowledgments
., all visible. With flyback highlight-discharge
_- operating, however, both the edge of the bulb We would like to acknowledgethe gracious
and the lettering were clearly visible. Inter- assistanceand criticismreceived front Dr.P.G.van
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eludes copies of polaroid pictures taken of the Vice Presidentand GeneralManagerof the Electro-
monitor screen during the test. Optical Devices Division of Amperex Electronic
_' The applications of a Plumbicon with Corporation.
a gun can very indeed, especially
such be wide e
' in the field of low-light-level TV surveillance
or any other case in which low contrast References
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_' may appear together in the same scene. Such
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, _gure 10. Illustration of the effectiveness of the "Rvback Highlight-Discharge"gun, which allows super-
! highlights in a scene to be imaged without "blooming. "The transfer characteristics of this unique camera
: tube are given in the previous figure. The pictures shown are 2,,4 x 3¼ Polarozd pnnts taken of a closed
circuit 19-inch tdevision monitor screert In the upper pictures, the "F.H.D. "gun is not operating;and ,,
_i the scenes are as normally viewed: stationary on the left and with movement on the right. The scene is a
60-watt, frosted glass, light bulb (on which is _,itten in opaque letters the word "Philips"), which
k. illuminates a J_ll-tonai, full-color object [hal]:to4e print). Only the highlights in the image of the print
_ have been _tabilized so that "biooming"and "comet-tailing"in the image of the light bulb occurs. In the
:' lower pictures, the "F.H.D. "gun is operating but with no change in beam current or other parameters.
Not only zs the opaque lettering on the bulb clearly imaged b,:t also the normal intensity distribution of
light across the bulb. The previously stabilized parts of the image are unaffected. (The loss of sharpness
,\ of the light bull in the lower right-hand picture is due to its motion during the Polaroid exposure.)
7
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NewCameraTube Developments
R. E. Simon
RCA Electronic Components
( The application of semiconductor tech- advantage of the many thousands of man-
:_ nology to camera tubes promises to bring hours of effort that have gone into this
._ forth a new family of devices with excel>- material to produce pickup devices with out-
i_ tional characteristics that should be of great standing characteristics.interest to ast onomers a well as t other The silicon-target vidicon is the first of
_" users of camera tubes. The vidicon type of the new camera tubes. 1 It is shown schemat-
i_ tubes, based upon semiconductor materials ically in figure 1. The target, figure 2, consists
and technology and having higher sensitivity, of an array of more than 5 x l0 s individual=
wider spectral response, and much greater p-n junctions produced in a single crystal of
stability than any other tubes, are already n-type silicon.
available. New low-light-level tubes are under The operation of this device is similar to
development and will be available in the near that of a standard vidicon. A po_tive poten-
future. The ultimate camera device, the all- tial, relative to the thermionic cathode, is
solid-state scanned array, which utilizes the applied to the n-type region of the target. A
,_ _ switching and circuitry concepts of the semi- low-energy electron beam scans the surface of
conductor technology, has also shown great the silicon-depositing charge so that the
_, promise, p-regions exposed to the beam are brought to
The application of semiconductor tech- cathode potential; thus, p-n junctions are
_. nology to camera devices is not new. As early reverse-biased by the beam. During the time
i as 1951, it was recognized that arrays of p-n that the electron beam is not on an element,
junctions could be used effectively in vidicons the reverse bias voltage'across the p-n junction
(ref. 1). It is only recently, however, that the decreases as the remit of transfer of charge
technology resulting from the planar silicon across the junction. This charge arises from
concept and from large scale integratio.n, have either internal generation of free carriers in
made useful silicon camera tubes possible, the material or by photoexcited carriersh_the
This was first demonstrated at Bell Labora- material. These result in dark current and sig-
tories (ref. 2). hal current, respectively. The output current
It would be a disservice to those who is equal to the current that the electron beam
have brought camera tubes to their present must deliver to a p-region to restore it to
state of development to imply that earlier cathode potential. This, in turn, is equal to
.." .. efforts in this field have not depended upon the dark current plus the signal current that
• ' sophisticated semiconductor and materials flowed in the associated p-n junction during
technology; however, in the case of silicon '_
devices, which are the principal but not
exclusive subject of this paper, we are dealing _'l_ wor_ reportedon the silicon-targetvidiconhas _;
with devices made from a material that has been performedby G. Briggs,E.Cave,A. D. Cope,
been subjected to greater study and develop- F.D. Helman:W.Henry, J. Lemmn, E.Luedicke,
ment than perhaps any other. Thus, in C. Mueller,R. L Rodgers,E.D. Savoye,and !_ E.
developing silicon camera devices, we take Simon. |
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:. Figure 1. Schematicdiagramof a silicon.target- ,++or.
+" vidiconpickuptube.
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of 30 percent at 400 "IVlines and a limiting
resolution in excess of 700 TV lines haves,o been achieved.
The lag or image retention of a silicon-
Figure2.Diagramof silicontarget, target vid,'conis determined by the capacity
of the targetandthe electron-beamresistance.
the time the beam was not scanning this No photoconductive trapping effects are
, element, observed with silicon. As expected for
The sensitivity of the silicon vidicon is vidicons limited by capacitive lag, the lag
shown in figure3 in terms of quantum varies with light level (ref, 3), as shown in
efficiency; i.e., the number of electrons that figure6. With 200-nanoamperesignals,the lag
flow in the external circuit for each incident is 8 percent after 50 milliseconds (three
i photon. It can be seen that sensitivities as frame times).
•+ high as 70 percent can be achieved. Further- The dark current of silicon-target vidi-
more, the response extends in the infraredto cons varies with target voltage as shown in1.1 microns; thus, the silicon-targetvidicon figure7. Since the targets are operated at
has considerablygreaterresponse in the near
infrared region of the spectrum than any
other vidicon nov_ available.Figure4 shows ,oo_
the response of a silicon-target vidicon : ff-,,,,,_
especiallytreated for ultravioletresponseand _
_ | _
in an envelope with a quartz window. It can |
+ be seen that the high sensitivityextends to at LJi
least 0.2 micron.
• " The r_olution of the silicon-targetvidi-
con is determinedby severalfactors,i cluding t ., I I
the diode density, the sideways diffusion of _eee meg 4ooo sooo
carriers,and the electron-beamsize. Anampli-
tude response curve for a silicon-targetvidi- wAvm_ers-_,sswom
con is shown in figure 5. With present Fllu_ 4. Ultravioletraponse of a sllicon.ta_et
silicon-target vidicons, an amplitude response _tOcon.
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_gure 5. Amplitude response curve for a silicon-
target vidico_
? approximately 6 volts, the normal dark cur-
; rent is in the range of 5 to 10 nanoamperes at
30°C. The dark current varies with tempera- o 5o _o ,so _o _o _oo
_ ture; it increases by approximately a factor of _,.( _=_ _uv_,xr_ ,_,=_ov_o--m.uuco,,m
Z. two for each IO°Cincrease in temperature. Rgure 6. Signal output as a function of time after
= The silicon-target vidicon is unique in its illuminationis removed/or _everalvaluesofiilumi.
.L stability against high intensity radiation. It nation.
, shows no spreading of overloaded regions,no
bum, and no after-imageevenafter exposure seconds.By use of a properly designedtube
_, to signalsorders of magnitude greaterthan and cooling,it shouldbe possibleto produce
_. that which the vidicon electron beam can silicon-targetvidlcons with delayed readouts
7/ handle, of minutes. '
Of particular interest to astronomers are Figure 8 is a photograph of a picture
the slow scan capabilities of the silicon-target tube display of a picture produced by a
vidlcon. It has the interesting property of not silicon-target vidlcon.
losing resolution as a function of storage time. The second device to be considered is a
i The silicon-target vidlcon is different in this low-light-level intet_ifier camer,= tube, which
respect from other vidlcons wltere ch=rge- also uses a silicon target.= It will not be
. spreading and therefore lou of resolution possible to discum the performance of this
occurs with time. This performance is ex-
i pected with silicon because, once photo- _Tbe silicon inten=iflercamera tube prolpgm ha=excited carriers are collected by a p-n been supported in part by the U.S. NavalEleojunction, they can no longer spread sideways, ironies SystemsCommand,Washington,D. C., and
A vidicon can, of course, he used in slow scan the Nightrig/on Laboratory,US Army Electronics
applications only for times shorter than the Commend,Ft. aelvoir, Vs. Workon the silicon
time it takes the dark current to discharge the intemtfie_cameratubeha beenperformedby P. W.
tarfft. We have operated targets with delayed Kuemanand R. L VanAsseltm wellu thoselistedreadouts for times on the order of several in footnote 1.
t .... |
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:/. sc._eD.mr,0, T,,*gT.,/V. 3/," in the silicon by the process of impact ioniza-
,,ct_.,Tt Tt.Pt..TUmr.30"C,,_Ox Lion; i.e., in which one electron is excited
,o[ (. _: from the valence band of silicon into the con-
: _ _ " duction band for each 3.5 electron volts of
l // i ---_ energy carried by each primary electron. The
_',. / ....I. holes thus produced are collected by the p-n
' " , ' junctionz in the target. The silicon target,
'_ T , / - -F_- ---7-- which is similar in performance to the silicon
_ , j target of the vidicon previously described, is_ _1 i scanned by an electron beam to produce an] ] i output signal. By putting 10 kilovolts on the
'_ / I I _ image section target, gains of more than 2500
"; t j , , , ,,, _ , have been achieved. The gain of the silicon-
. T,,,tT vOLT,,t--VOLT, inten_fier camera tube is therefore greater
_:r than that of other single camera tubes now
Figure 7. Darkcurrmt asafunction of targetvoitag_ available. The impfications of this gain for
_! low-light-level performance are obvious.
d_-vice in detail because of the limitations
, imposed by security classification. ELECTRON LENS
The silicon-intensifier camera tube,
.ELECTR3N BEAM
shown schematically in figure 9. operates in
• the following way. Radiation incident upon
the photocathode prodtxes photoelectrons uGH._Z.T
that are accelerated to high energy and
imaged on a silicon target.. The incident elec- __,
_-- trons producesecondaryelectrons and holes
Figure 9. Schema_c dlaBramof a silicon-intensifier ¢
.: camera tube.
An outstanding feature of the silicon-
_' intensifier camera tube is its ability to with-sta dhigh light levels.This type of tube,has
been operated with light overloads, as has the
mlllB dlicon-tarpt vidicon, of more than lOs times
m l the maximum useable signal. This extreme
• m ! I mm ruggedness greatly simplifies the use of this :
tube because no protective filters or shutters =
__._; are required. Since _,,_mesh is required other
than the normal vidi_.on fle_d mesh, this tube !
is less microphonic _nd h_ a lower capacity
to ground than other low-fight.level tubes.
Thus, it is possible to dedgn an amplifier for
P,Oare& I_togmph of picture tube _ of a tat thk tube resulting in an improved lignal-to-
l_ttern produced by a $111COWtarget 14dlcotL noiBe ratio. |
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_ Other characteristics of this device such The thin-film solid-state array differs
• as dark current, lag, and resolution, which are from the silicon-target vidicon approach in
•_ determined by the silicon target, are similar to that it utilizes "excitation storage" to inte-
r" that of the silicon-target vidicon. The spectral grate the light energy that is generated in an
:_ response and sensitivity of the silicon- element during the time in which the element
intensifier camera tube are determined by the is not being addressed. In excitation storage,
= photocathode, the light energy is stored in excited carriers
Somewhat further in the future than the whose lifetime, ideally, should approximate
: silicon-target vidicon and the silicon- the sca;ming period. This differs from the
i intensifier camera tube is the multielement, silicon-target vidicon in which photoexcited
self-scanned, mosaic sensor. 3 This is an all- carriers are collected and stored across a p-n
solid-state device consisting of an array of junction.
: photosensitive elements, each located at the The advantage of the use of excitation
_i intersection of mutually perpendicular storage is that it allows a simplification of the
/_ address strips, which are connected to scan structure, thus permitting a high density of
_: generators and video coupling circuits. The elements. A single photosensitive element of
application of sequential scan pulses to the sensor is shown in figure 10. It can be
address strips perndts an image to be scanned seen that the sensor element consists simply
and a video signal to be produced which is of a photoconductor in series ,-dth a diode.
similar to that produced by a camera "ube.As
_ in the devices described previously, a large .Y
array of discrete elements is required. In
_,. addition to the photosensitive elements,
]
switching elements and address strips must be¢
produced in the array.
b Solid-state camera devices, though still
_ far behind camera tubes in cost and perfor- _"L g
mance, offer significant potential advantages. ,4. Q- .
Among these are geometric accuracy and -_ _ [j-
versatility of scan as well as greater compact-
ness and reduced power consumption.Two approaches have been followed in
attempting to produce solld-state sc, nned
which all elements are produced on a single
crystal of silicon as in the silicon-targetvidicon and the Skc;icon, and the thin film
approach, in which all elements of the array
are deposited on a glass sutntrat¢ by evapora-
tion t¢clmiques. At th-, RCA Laboratories,
both approaches have been pursued; however, _ 10. $¢hemattc ¢l_a_n of a l_tos_lltve
• " only the thin film approach will be des,,aribed demmtof# thin.film self-x_m:sdm_y.
in this presentation. The thin film arrays are produced by
aThe work on the solid-stateself._ arrays evaporation of the following elements:
reported here has been perfonmd by P.g. c,_um sulfide, cadmium selenide, gold,
Weimer,W.S. Pike, O.Stdsstv, F.V. Shsllcrom, indium, and tellurium.The proper geometry is
and L Memyt Horvuth. For a more c.orapleta obtained by use of evaporation masks made
summtry of this work, 8oe IEEi[ Spectrum 6, of fine wit" trills. A po_',n of a 256 x 256
52(1969). trray it shown in figure 11. ¥
|
m i
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thin-filmself-scannedarray.
The scanning circuitry and video c.r
coupling circuits are essential parts of the self- lo
scanned sensor. The design and fabrication of am. MRrr
_PtJFIE V_
J "- '- '- '--' j
this part of the sensor are comparable in " I;I;rfrfrfl :
difficulty to the design of the photose1_sitive
array. The scan generator must provide 3 o _
parallel outputs equal to the number of _ _', I I III I 11 1 'I I III 1 I --
elements in a line (256 in the array to be [I _ _.¢._J - t._C....J _ -"
described below) and must operate at pulse A, +v ,-, At..............._.A_s
rates comparable to those used in conven- _ L..--, o
tional TV systems if television stan .... J._are Rgure 12. Schematic diagramof a 256 x 236 thin-
to be met. The scanning circuitry usea m the film stir-scannedarraywith linestorage.
thin f'flm sensors has been built by the same
evaporation techniques that are used to
produce the photosensitive arrays.
An experimental 256 x 256 array has
been recently built and tested. A schematic
circuit diagram for this system, inch,ding
elements for signal enhancement by line
storage, is shown in figure i 2. A photogr,_ph
of the complete thin-f'flm image sensor is
shown in figure 13. The sensor and scanning
circuitry zre deposited upon two glass
substrates, shown mounted on a printed
circuit board.
Figure 14 shows two pictures trans-
mitted by the 256x 256 thin-film array
operating at 4.8 megahertz. "llae resolution as
indicated by a test pattern was 200 TV lines.
The sensor had sufficient sensitivity to
operate under normal laboratory illumination.
The vertical streaks in the picturq..sarise
from nonuniformities in the sensor, in the
horizontal scan circuitry, or in conn,_ctions Figure13. Photographof a 256x 2.56photosensffl_
between the two. Horizontal resolution loss army and scan circuits mounted on a printed cb- i
can be caused by unwanted broadening of cult board.
|
t
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,-, nology and the start, that has been made,
practical solid-state scanned camera devices
_:/ will become a reality in the future.
4.
_, In summary, the application of semiton-
e: ductor technology has led to a series of new
-- camera devices consisting of arrays of discrete
" elements. The silicon-target vidicon, with high
sensitivity over a broad range of the spectrum,
Figure14. Photographsof pictures transmitted by a low lag, low dark current, and great stability,
256 x 256 sdfscanned array, is available today. The use of silicon as the
target in the silicon-intensifier camera tube
._ horizontal scanning pulses. Recent work has resulted in a low-light-level tube with
_" indicates that these nonuniformities can be higher gain than heretofore available in a
_: greatly reduced, single tube, with high resolution, and unique
_-, Although picture quality of the stability such that the tube is not affected by
_,i_ 256 x 256 array can be improved by im- light overloads of l0 s. Progress on solid-state
proved measuring techniques, it is evident scanned arrays indicate that, with further
_. that a higher number of elements will be re- developments in the technology, small,
quired to obtain performance comparable to compact, low-power sensor arrays should be
_ camera tube.,, The thin-film approach appears available in the future.
capable of extension to at least 500 x 500
elements spaced on 25-miUimicron centers. References
_- It is recognized that considerably more
- effort will be required to produce a solid-state 1. Reynolds, R.W.: UnpublishedWork, 1951. U.S.
scanned array that can compete in perfor- Patent No. 3011,089, November28, 1961.
_" mance with electron-beam.scanned devices. 2. Crowell, W.H.; Buck, R.M.; Labuda, E.F.;
_ Furthermore, it is not clear that the thin-film Dalton, J.V.; Walsh, E.J.: B.S.T.J., vol.46,approach described will be superior to a no. 491, 1967.
silicon approach. It seems evident, however, 3. Redington, R.W.: IRE Transactions on Elec-
t'. that, with the expected advancements in tech- tronie Devices.Fourth ed., No. 220, 1957.
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The Image Isocon and Related Developments
for Astronomical Space Telescopes
A. D. Cope
R CA Electronic Components
Introduction understood at that time. During the first
phase, the details of the internal operation of
The discussion in this paper is focused the image orthicon tube when recording low
on the image isocon, its astronomical appli- level inputs of both extended and point
cations, and the main features of an ideal images were thoroughly investigated. From
camera tube. this study, the major parameters controlling
the image quality and sensitivity were iden-
Relating the Camera Tube to Astronomical tiffed. It then was possible to define corn-
Imaging Problems pletely a camera operating cycle capable of
giving reproducible results. A new camera that
Although the invention and development can be programmed to cycle automatically
of modern television-camera tubes extends through various sequences was assembled and
over the past 40 years, their operation had was used initially to test imago orthicons and,
been fully studied only for the operating later, image isocon tubes. Tests in both the
,_ _ conditons dictated by broadcast standards, laboratory and on the telescope of the
! All varieties had been optimized for operation Princeton University Observatory were fairly
_ under continuous illumination and con- extensive.
' tinuous scan at 30 frames per _-_cond.When
' image sensors whose output signal is gener- The Image Isoeon
ated by a scanning beam were first applied to
, instrumentation in space vehicles, the oppor- The image isocon tube shown in f'_,ure 1
tunity came to broaden the understanding of differs from the image orthicon only in the p
| just how these devices function with other means by which the charge image stored at
cycles of operation. Camera systems operating the target is converted to a video signal as it is
with shutter-controlled exposures and with read by the scanning beam.the readout at a much slower rate than is Exposure to light i aged on the photo-
normally, used require that the camera tubes cathode excites photoelectrons that are
be modified for optimum performance under imaged upon the storage target. This electrode
the new operating conditions. Several new consists of a thin membrane of insulator
. . problems were uncovered for which solutions suspended between two mesh electrodes. A
• were evolved, positive charge image three to five times
'' The first RCA work on a television greater than the incident photoelectron
camera system capable of integrating an charge is generated by secondary emission.
exposure lasting one or more hours before T_ds charge psttern modulates the previously
being read out was sponsored by Project established equipotential at the scanned sur-
Stratoscope under the direction of Martin face of the target. A low capacitance target
Schwartzschild of Princeton University. The assembly yields a greater potential modula-
techniques associated with an extended, inte- tion per incident photoelectron than a high
grating mode of operation were incompletely capacitance target. The maximum integration"
591
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_._ Figure 1. Image isocon tube; schematic arrangement of C21093.
"- time will depend upon the resistivity of the reflected electrons are removed; and the scat-
membrane that can be selected between 10__ tered electrons are allowed to enter the elec,
and 10_7 ohm-centimeters, tron multiplier. The function of the multiplier
The well-focused electron beam that is to amplify the video current (the scattered
'_ approaches the target with only a few volts of electron current) sufficiently so that amplifier
; energy responds to the potential modulation noise does not degrade the signal. The scat-
, at the scanned surface by depositing sufficient tered electrons entering the multiplier are two
_ electrons to restore the eriginal equipotential, to three times the amplification of the stored
_ In detail, only the most energetic portion of target charge or six to ten times the amplifica-
the beam is induced to contact the positively tion of the photoelectron current.
[ modulated areas, and only a portion of these The experimental astrometric work was
contacting electrons remain at the target to done using laboratory-design isocons. The
erase the stored charge pattern. Typically, for new RCA image isocon tube, along with its
modulations between 0 and 5 volts, two out associated focus and deflecting coils, is a more
_ of every three electrons striking the target are highly perfected electron optical design with
i elastically scattered and are returned along superior performance. Nonuniformities in• with the unused portion of th beam to the canning-beam landing energies at various
,,* entrance of the electron multiplier at the gun points in the scanning raster have been re-
end of the tube. duced to less than 0.1 volt, and improved
If the cross-section of the return beam is
examinedat this plane where there is maxi- VOLTAC_EABOVE CUTOFF
mum dispersionof the electronsaccordingto
--comotto" '. axis, the spatial distribution of scattered and.... reflected electrons is that shown in fis_tre 2.The reflected electrons are conf'med to thesmall circular area. The scattered electronsoccupy the larger area, which increases in
diameter as the potential of the point of scan
becomes more positive. When the return beam b'_ure 2. Return beam (cro_-_cttTn) dbtrlbutton at ;
is directed over an appropriate vperture, the pimeofsepamrlo_ i
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control of the signal separation has been Camera-Tube Operating Cycle of the Strate-
gY' achieved. The tube setup has been simplified, scope Television System
The image isocon tube features:
•-::." 1. High signal-to-noise ratio, particu-
':.: larly in the dark area of a scene The experimental work has confirmed
2. A linear light-to-signal transfer char- that the operating cycle established for the
_i_ acteristic over a brightness range of at least Stratoscope Television System does yield
: 100 reproducible data when an intermittent cycle
3. An intra-scene dynamic range of 100 of expose-store-and-read is employed.
;:, that retains photometric accuracy The first step calls for preparation of the
4. High geometric fidelity in the image target. This is necessary to erase any residual
':_ with excellentresolution modulation from the storage target thatL
_:, 5. No tube adjustments needed to cover remains from previous operation. It also
"_,,: these ranges, establishes a known reference potential at the
_, Two versions of the tube are available: target surface. With target resistivities as high
:_,, Type 21093 contains a bi-alkali photocathode as 10 t 7 ohm-centime'gers, this erasure be-
,_ and a high capacitance target; Type 21095 has comes an increasingly important factor in
, a fiber optics faceplate, an S-20 photo- obtaining reproducibility since the relaxation
_ cathode, and a low capacitance target, time of the insulator is measured in days.
Variations for slow-scan, long-integration The tube is now ready for the optical
_" tubes include smaller gun and separation exposure. During the extended time of light
apertures, finer meshes in the target assembly, exposure, the photocathode and the elec-
and ElLen glass targets of lOts ohm- trodes of the image section that focus the
centimeter resistivity, charge image on the storage surface are the
only parts of the isocon that must be active.
Astronomical Applications of the Image Exposures as long as three hours havc been
Isocon made with the reciprocity between fight
;,. intensity and exposure time being rigidlyt
_. Figure 3 lists a number of requirements maintained.
_ for an image-sensing .-Tstem that would have For the readout of the stored ct'_rge, the
wide application in astronomy. How capably image section of the tube is made inactive,
I the image isocon fulfills these needs is and, after time has been allowed for the gun
examined in the following discussion, temperature to stabilize, a single lmdout scan
of the target is made. The _attered electron p
REOUlREDCAPABILITIESOFAN current, wh ch is proportional to the tar et
,_::' ASTRONG.ie_L.MADESENSORSYSTE. potential modulation, is the output signal that
is recorded.
1. IMAGEINTEGRATIONFORVARIABLEBUTCONTROLLED Th_ camera system uses a l-secund vet-EXPOSURELASTINGFROM< 1 SECTOSEVERALHOURS
tical sweep time for the 500-line raster.
2. TRANSMISIIONOFTHEIMAOEDATAFROMONEXPOSURERecording of the videc output can be on
_. Am*LL.U.IE. OF_SS magnetic tape, by direct visual display, or on
3. ANABILITYTODETECTPOINTIMAGESIN A DARKFIELD photographic f'flm.
The single slow-speed readout scan
4, I_IOTOMETRICANDGEOMETRICFiDELiTYIN _HETRANIF removes 97 to 98 percent of the stored charge
MITYEDIMAGECAPABLEOFQUANTITATIVEEVALUATION at the target as compared with 70 percent for
the normal scan velocity. A reduction of the8. A CAFABILIO¢TO RECORD$PECTROMETERDATAWITH
MAx_._FiDELitY beam current to one-thirtieth its normal value
provides a finer beam-spot diameter and ma i
Ftlwe 3. R_nts for m /._lrag/_r mmem improved modulation transfer function
tube symm for use inmtromomy. (MTF). l
i
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Camera systems intended for quantita- type, determines the image size. The net MTF
tive photometric use, particularly at slow of the optics and the image sensor is
readout rates, must have very well stabilized 85 percent that of the optics alone. An even
voltage and current sources if the perfor- greater target capacitance would be desirable
mance capabilities of the sensor tube are to be from the point of view that the highest attain-
fully realized, able signal-to-noise ratio and resolution are
To provide an image signal with the most desired.
favorable signal-to-noise ratio from the object
of interest, it is necessary to know something
of the signal intensity. This foreknowledge ,o ..... ....
_st soatthe charge stored at the target from this partof the scene is at the maximum established by o,_the target capacitance. Overexposure leads to
, distortion of the photometry. Overloads in \\ .f-rttts¢o_Mtspom_ -_
_ various amplifiers, the transmitter, the re- _o, _N. "_'"_"_"
ceiver, or the display system must also be \ \ _/'._o, r_tsco,t_t_t\\ rEttsc_,ts StN_,_S,O_.E
avoided by careful calibration of permissible
: ranges for the signals. 0,
Sensitivity and Photometric Fidelity for Point ....... , .0
Images , , s • s * 7 , , ,o
CYCLES Iq_R MM
Point sources such as diffraction-limited Figure 4. Modulation transfer function (MTF) of
stellar images present a special problem for isoconand telescopeoptics
scanning sensors. This results from having a
limited area of positive charge surrounded by
; a large region at cathode potential. This Table 1 lists a number of performance
i negative coplanar grid repels the beam, capabilities of a high target-capacitance isocon
- making it necessary to have between five and in the Stratoscope camera. The maximum
• ten times as much stored charge density in an exposure to charge the target to 80 percent of
isolated 50-micrometer spot than in an ex- its full capacity is indicated. This ensures that
•. tended area in order to obtain an equivalent the transfer characteristic remains linear, p
output signal near the threshold illumination When the 50-percent MTF of a 50x50 mi-
._. level, crometer point image is used, the maximum
The means adopted to overcome this signal-to-noise ratio is 138. For a minimum
problem in the operation of the image orthi- signal-to-noise ratio of 1O, the elemental
I con and image isocon was to bias the target 1 target charge is 400.
_" or 2 volts positive before initiating the read- In the telescope tests carried out at
out scan. The beam now lands at all points of Princeton, a 16-millimeter-diameter aperture
the raster, and the point image produces the and a focal ratio of 1'/250 showed that a 9± 1
. normal signal amplitude relative to the back- magnitude, diffraction-limited, stellar image
.'. ground, could be recorded with a lO0-second ex-
. _' In the Stratoscope, the philosophy posure. Figure 5 shows the monitor display
adopted for determining the appropriate size and 16 successive line traces of an oscfllo-
of the stellar image at the photocathode of scope display recorded during one scan of the
the camera tube is that indicated in figure 4. isocon. The star image covers 7 or 8 lines in
The 50-percent response point of the isocon tiffs instance.
modulation transfer, which is at 10 cycles per The equivalent conclition for a 900-
millimeter for the high target-capacitance millimeter-diameter aperture at f/250 is that a
1970027360-574
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:._'., Table 1. Isocon Performance in Stratoscope Camera, with 50x50 Micrometer Point Image, 1.Second
_.
•. VerticalScan,500 ScanLines
:' Exposureformaximumtargetcharge 9.6x109photon_/cm_
_i_! Exposure for minimum useful target charge 7.7x10 e photons/cm 2
4"
,_:, Photonflux F quanta/cm2/se_
2&
.5
_ Quantum efficiency of photocathode 0.i 5
i2_ Targetgain 3
?:_ Charges/ram2/sec at target 0.45 F
i Scattergain 2.:_
Input to multiplier 1.1 F
Maximumtarget charge in 50x50 /_ spot 2x104 electron charges
Maximump-p signal/tins nome 62
; Minimumuseful targetcharge in 50x50 _t spot 1.6x10 s electron charges
_ Minimump-psignal/rmsnoise 10
13+1magnitudestarimage would be recorded By orienting the spectrum so that _e
with a 1-secondexposure. The corresponding dispersion axis is at right angles to the scan
situation for 103 a G photographicfilm used lines, it is po_ble to integrate the output of
in Stratoscope II with a 900-millimeter- each scan line and to use this signal as one
diameterapertureandf/100 focal ratio is that point in the recording of signal intensity
a 10+1 magnitude star would be recorded versus wavelength. In this test, it was not
withan exposureof 1 second. The new isocon convenient to use cylindricaloptics to spread
design, optimized for the slow scan, is ex- the spectralimage to cover the full horizontal
pected to giveimprovedcapabilities, width of the raster. Instead, only one-fiftieth
of the horizontal dimensionwas illuminated,
Spectrometer Data Recording with the and a gating circuit _vasusedto select andto
Integrating Television Camera integrate the signal from only that portion of
- ' the line which contained image information
., An astrometric problem for which an (about thee times the spectruw width).
integratingtelevision-camerasystemshould be Figure 6 shows the oscilloscope display
helpful is that of measuring the spectra of from the 500 acute scan lines covering a
faint sources Preliminaryresults were oh- 70-ansmom portion of the spectrum of
rained by using a spectrometer having a dis- Arcturus (magnitude0.2). The single isocon
penion of l angstrompermillimeterattached readout scan was made following an 8-eecond
to the 23-inch refractor in the Princeton exposure. The line integrator was not em-
ObNzvatory. ployed in this instance.
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.:,
_ EXPOSURE CATHODE
4' TIME CURRENT
_,: 240 se¢ I00 nA
VIDEO TM • 16
"i
128 see I00 nA
VIDEO TM • 20
._ 104 silo I00 nA
.¢
l,
i,
VIDEO TM • 20
:' PREAMPLIFIER TM " I00
Fig_,re _. Star ;..,,_ges; isocon readout of Star No. 4 in 29b 3 Cygni; using different exposure time_I
Figure 7 shows the display from a single pulse-height outputdiscrimination of the
isocon readout following a 176-second ex- from a photomultiplier. Counts are taken for
i' posure of a third magnitude star with the line intervals of 10 to 15 seconds at successive
_ integrator accumulating all of the signal that points 1 angstrom apart. The total time is
_,
passed through the gate. equivalent to the camera tube exposure. The
: The conventional intensity-recording signal-to-nrise ratio of this camera tube
technique for this spectrometer employs display is within a factor of three of that
|
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_' obtained by counting 103 pulses per point tnlm interest is centered-ultraviolet, visible,
",:%. with the photomultiplier, o_ infrared• Typically, to ensure good focus in
% The newer generation of isocon tubes the optics, the astronomer restricts the visible
; should permit a further reduction of noise wavelengths to 1000-angstrom intervals.
: and improved sensitivity from that shownhere. Storage Targets
."_ Summary The finite capacity of all elemental area
i_: of the storage target to amass a charge image
;-;. The characteristics of the image-isocon determines the maximum-permissible photo-
.(. camera tube in performing various astrometric excited input from one exposure. Increasing
.': tasks have been given. Further optimization the capacitance of the target will permit a
_. of isocon tubes for one particular slow-scan larger signal to be stored with higher signal-to-
"_: camera system is continuing• From the pres- noise ratio. Gain introduced between the
_i ent experimental results and projected perfor- photosurface and the storage target does not
_ mance, it is possible to define the enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the storedcharacteristics of a more ideal camera tube. charge image.
Its main features can be summarized in
relation to photosurface, storage targets, and Readout;.
_. readout.
; The best capability for readout of the
_- Photosurface target image is obtained with isocon scan. The
_ low noise from dark portions of the scene and
_. The maximum s_gnal-to-noise ratio from the wide dynamic range of the isocon output
.- a small stellar image is fundamentally deter- signal provides the capability for readout of
,_ _r mined by the integrated electric charge the lowest-level stored image while retaining
? resulting from the exposure of the photo- the capability to handle the largest ampli-
_ surface. Increased efficiency in the conversion tudes.
of photons to electric charges will result in an Increasing the target capacity would
increase of signal-to-noise ratio. The attain- make available a range of more than 100 in
able quantum efficiency will depend upon the photometric brightness variations within
which portion of the electromagnetic spec- one scene.
sleo ,_ •
{
J
Flfure 6. Spectmraeter signal display without line Figure Z Spectrometer signal display with line
integrator, integrator.
!
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Re_:ent Developments in Image Devices
Kurt Schlesinger
General Electric Company
In recent years, the Imaging Devices figure 1 at M. It may be seen again in more
Operation of General Electric Company has detail in figure 2.
been engaged in several advanced develop- Figure 3 shows an image obtained with a
ment projects in the field of image converters, 3-inch laboratory sample of the Hanotron
image intensifiers, and camera tubes. Some of
these developments were performed under R_sponsorship of government agencies for ,c _ s
Signal Corps, the U.S. Air Force, and the _ i ..'
,' / I ."/' !!". -_,J
U. S, Navy Night Vision Laboratory. Others _ i i i t : _ _i _ iwere supported by company funding. ; / I "" / " ''Tl_s short review is limited to de- ! ', I _ i i _ /
r,li ,,, ,,, ,,,, : i, ,/velopments representing unconventional ,.. ,....\ !/!_...___qapproaches to or advances beyond the state- \ '''".
of-the-art as it was known until 1968. t
Image Inverters
FOCUS 0.25E
The classic problem of the electrostatic l o, i
image inverter is curvature of field. Although I ' I
a planar window suffices for the viewing
i screen in most cases, the cathode substrate of _gure 1. Plane-to-piane lectrostaticimagetube.
modern, electrostatic, image tubes is invari- /
ably spherical. Field flattening by optical
means becomes increasingly difficult in /
modern image tubes. This is so because
cathode curvature increases with the third
i power of the anode-subtended angle of view. ::
The latter has much increased following ._
• , .current trends to reduce the aspect ratio of ._
image tubes.
1 An attempt has been made at General
' Electric to achieve field flattening internally
by electron-optical means. The result is the
electrostatic image inverter shown in figure 1
It features planar windows at both end_,
hence the, ame Planotron. The planar photo-
cathode Is practical bec,-.use of a curved
internal mesh. This field mesh is shown in BgureZFieldflattenl_by_ekcttt_.
599
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Figure3. Imageobtained with Pianotroninverter.
having unity magnification. In practice, a
curved mesh of this type actually performs a
dual function: it flattens the cathode curva-
ture, and it also takes care of pincushion
distortion. Resolution in the Planotron is
limited only by microlens action in the mesh.
With the materials presently available, _he
ultimate Liesbetween 20 a,d 25 line-pairs per
milLimeter. In a 3-inch tube, this implies a
capability of 1200 lines.
t
Further lmprov_r,,_ts in tma_e Converters
Figure 4. Image positioning (_) and (b); geometry
With increasing sophistication, modem cont, vi/c).
appLications of image tubes often demand I.R.E. Convention in Washington in 1962.
controlled inmge geometry as well as image This device demonstrated -., zoom range of
positioning by electronic means. Figure4 about4:l.
: shows an electro,._taticimage tube havi_g both In the meantime, zoom lenses with
of these capabi_tJes. The tube features a "extended range" have been developed. One
separate ring electrode, between anode cone of these was pioneered at General Electric;
and viewing screen, which is used for format the laboratory model is shown in figure 7. It
control. The effect of this corrector lens on has a zoom range of |0:I, as e_,idenceO in
image geometry, is shown in figure 5. figure 8. The same tube also includes an image
_ Furthermore, this tube features a intensifier with a maximum current pin in
"deflectronized" anode cone, shown in the order of l03 :l.
; figure 6. This permits image displacement by
a balanced, uniform, electric field acting Magnetic lrrmgeTubes
_ transverse to the beam. Tubes of this type are
useful for in_ge motion compensation. An The magnetic image converter is in-
herently capable of image formation from
= action photo kxpresented as part of figure 4.
: plane to plane. Its chief disadvantages are size,
_ Zoom Lenses weight, and power of the focus coil as well as
the absence of inherent voltage regulation,
Electronic "zooming" in an image i,_'ert- which is a most welcome feature in electro-
er was f'_t announced by Dr. Sclmgen at an static inverter_.
e
I
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l_,ure3.ControlflinageK ome,ry. Figure6.Ima_-pos#ioningbydeflectron#edanode. [_
=" General Electric has taken a fres.h Figure 9 shows the basic circuit arrange-
approach to the field-coil problem for image ment of General Electric's Permafocus
; tubes. It can readily be shown that image size system. The image tube (1) is exposed to the
_ and focus become independent of anode volt- combined fields from an electromagnet s,.
: age if the magnetic field is contributed by two (2) and from a set of magnetized baz_ (3)
' components. One of these should vary in Both the solenoid (2)and the anode volV,ge
" direct proportion to fine vo!tage; the other is for the tube (l) are derived from a _om,non
t
_' held constant. If the latter field component is source (7) through rectl_ers (43 an0 (5),
_. generated by a set of permanent magnets, respectively. The lat_er do not have to be
rather than by a separate solenoid, we achieve stabilized.
not only the desired conservation of image In operation, the image becc,mes in-
focus and position but also a power saving of herently immune to fluctuations of'.he power
• 4:1 becausethe remainingsolenoid contrib- supply. This can be seen in figure lO, "_vhich
utes only one-half of the total field require- shows t,vo sets of image._,each taken with
ment. anode voltages of 2000, 4000, a:td6000 volts
L
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FigureZ Imageintensifierwith extended zoom range
(3:1:I/3).
while the Permafocus circuit is ON (fig. 10a) Figure 8. Action photo of z_,om intensifier shown in
or OFF (Eg. 10b). figure 7.
Camera Tubes /®
Unconventional pickup tubes were illus- ]]11® _ f[ _ ]
/,,
trated i,a the lecture by slides showing an _ - - I
all-electrostatic Ir,..age Orthicon, and also two
santples of a mixed-field vidicon, the latter _ ,
using magnetic focus a,ad electrostatic deflec- I' -z--_3_
tion. This system has since become known by " [ t b,.-_/q!- - _
acronym FPS (Focus-Projection and ,t]t®/,N_-/fi (tl'.e
Scan). FPS combines the high resolution [vt,,'_ -',tj _
performance of magnetic focus with the small
size, power, and weil#t associated with Figure 9. Permafocuscircaito, for magnetic image
electrostatic deflection. Both features are best converters.
illustrated by th_ smallest member of the FPS
family, shown in figure 1I. This tube was shown at the left in figure 11. The test pat-
developed by P,. A. Wagner and J. Blackham tern on th_ right in figure 11 shows a 600-line
of the Imaging Devices Operation. RETMA test chart, which is fully resolved.
'lqae tube itself -neasures only 3-V2inches This, considering the small size of the target
by 5/8 i_tches outer di_.meter. It is enclosed image (3/8-inch diagonal), implies an effectiv.*
by a coi? with ;" 314.-in_h outer diameter, resolution of 44 line-pairs per millimeter.
!
I
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" A successful readout of the 1600-line beam-forming system, whit:h includes a de-
-,'. RETMA chart, optically demagnified down to magnifying magnetic lens as well as a high
_- a height of 11 millimeters on target, is shown intensity source. The latter threads a very
-" in figure 12. This feat requires a spot size of 7 narrow beam of 20 microamperes through a
,, microns; i.e., a resolution capabilityof3600 ½-mil aperture. This beam has an
_ lines per inch. electron-optical brightness oI 10,000
_', Such tasks are routinely accomplished amp/cm 2 steradia% or 53 percent of the
by the largest and the most recent arrival in Langmuir ultim, re. Tubes of this kind may
.. the FPS family: the 3-inch vidicon shown in find many fature _.pplications in such fields as
figure 13. The ultra-high resolution of this satellite communication and aerospace tech-
tube is due to an unconventional nology.
till '"
_.
.. Figure 10. Magnetk image converter at 2000, 4000,
_ aru16000 volts Permafocus Figure 12. The 3-inch FPS vMicon, reading 7-micronwith ON and OFF.
__ detail.
Figure 11. Miniature vidicon in FPS family. Figure 13. The 3-inch FPS vidicon, reading at 3600
lines per inch.
r
• i i
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Infrared image Recording Systems
George 1. Zissis
University of Mi,:higan
The availability of many sensitive de- sources are presented in the works by Hunt,
teeters responding to radiation in the 1.0- to Salisbury, and Vincent (ref. 7), by Shorthill
_ 25-micron spectral region has led to the and Saari (ref. 8), and by Murray (ref. 9).
• recent increase in infrared astronomical re- Some work has been done with infrared image
_; _earch. Infrared sky surveys, planetary tubes (e.g., by Kuprevich at the Pulkovo ,
_ studies, and thermal maps of the earth's moon Observatory, ref. 10), but the studies on
71 are among the works reportedin recent years, thermal features (refs. 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15)
Such observations can be classified broadly as have required the use of systems operating at ..
studies either to measure distributions of the wavelengths longer than 3 microns (ref. 16_.
radiance of extended sources or to obtain the Although infrared image tubes have beenz
.. values of radiant intensity for point sources under development for several years, imaging
_ (sources whom angular subtense is less than in the spectral regions beyond 3 to 4 microns
the angular spatial resolution of the observing has been most successfully done by systems
2 system). Astronomers are interested in quanti- using detectors or detector arrays in optical-
°_i tative and, where possible, absolute radio- mechanical scanners. One of the earlier treat-
•_ metric measurements of these quantities _s ments of the applicable technology was
!. well as their variation with wavelength, their prepared in 1959, but it is still a very useful
spatial and angular distribution, their reference (rcf. 17). Infrared imaging systems
!_ temporal variations, and the nature of polari- were covered in the September 1968 issue of
zation and coherence. Applied Optics (ref. 18), which includes
._, This surge in activity has been most papers by R.W. Astheimer and F. Schwarz
_. recently described by Frank .1.Low (ref. 1), ("Barnes Engineering Co. Thermograph T-6"),
• by G. Neugebauer and R. B. Leighton (ref. 2), Sven-Bertil Borg ("AGA Thermovision"),
and, for "rocket astronomy," by E._d. Kutzscher and K.H. Zimmermann ("A
i_ D.P. McNutt (ref. 3). A review of the ex- Scanning IR Inspection System"),
tremely exciting high-resolution spectroscopic L.W. Nichols and J. Lamar ("Three-Color
:;, research by the Connes is included in a brief Line-Scanning Image Converter"),
_, review of pianetary spectroscopy in the near- E. Sundstrom ("Bofors IR Camera"), !
_' infrared by D. M. Hunten (ref. 4); the overall R. Blythe and E. Kurath ("Bendix Thermal
, field is covered in the recent publication of Mapper"), and J. Yoder ("Scanning IR Micro- __i papers presented at the 1966 NASA-Goddard scope").
•_ conference on infrared astronomy (ref. 5). Most of these systems are ground-to-
The use of infrared image-recording ground, object-plane scanning, using a single
systems has furnished considerable valuable element detector. An interesting laboratory
_' information in the form of lunar and plane- system of this type has been designed by G.
i" tary thermal maps in tile eight yea,'_ that have Suits (ref. 19). His goal w_s to create an
_ elapsed since my last cursory re,iew of inexpensive (less than $2,000)scanner, and,
! infrared astrophysics (lef. 6). Web known with photovoltaic detectors, the cost of repro-
examples of infrared imaging of extended 6acing the system is wtll withi:t his goal.
605
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• _ F:iglll__' _[ow_ttle Suits scanner that is every 4 seconds or slower. At the speed of
** "_ j • . Ill , 9
_, -_ _'_l[[l_ra_n-n_dm figure 2, ,As used by LaRocca about 1.8 degrees per minute, the scanner
° _ "_nd Lindquist at the University of Michigan picture of the completely dark laboratory
Infrared and Optical Laboratory, it has a room shown in figure 3 took about 1-1/2hours.
2-milliradian field-of-view, can be scanned
vertically over an angle as large as 60 degrees,
and can cover any desired azimuthal angle. It
uses a 9-inch-focal-length sphe -al mirror in a
Newtonian configuration. Sca_, rates can vary
from 5 vertical scan lines oer second to 1 scan
" Figure 3. Infrared image o[ a totally dark laboratory
room.
Becausethe electronics are De-coupled, true
radiance values may be obtained from
A-scope or chart recorder traces of the
_ detector output. In figure 4, an outside scene
:. is imaged in a 0.l-micron region at 4.7
microns during daytime. The image obtained
_: with the unfiltered, cooled, photovoltaic:
indium-antimony (InSb) detector is obviously
: overloaded. This particular detector was
selected to bold down costs. LaRocca and
• Lindquist (ref. 20) have stated that:
1. Photovoltaic detectors are available
: Figurel. Suits scanner, for from $750 to $1000 as compared to
$2000 to $3000 for photoconductive InSb.
' .,,a_ _ 2. As used, with operational amplifier's
•' _ and output feedback, no detector bias is
; needed.
i 3. Theoretically, the D* is _" times
that of a photoconductive detector while,
i experimentally, the factor is still larger. (l'his
f gain in D* is not often realized because of
•i impedance matching problems).
4. The response time is about one-tenth
i i_ _ that of the photoconductive detector.! 5. The response was found to be more
,,o,o.,.,_,, _ uniform across the face of the photovoltaic
detector.
6. The detector was linear over a wide
_" _ 2. Diagramo1'Suits scanner, range.
! . I
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t : Figure 4. Two infrared images obtained by the Suits scanner; top image: at 4. 7 urn with a AX = 0.1 wn;
bottom image: unfiltered InSb.
On the other hand, they point out that ,,..o..,..°_,,,,c_v,.,_,
: photoconductive InSb has a lower impedance
and a higher responsivity, which may be
. important if high-gain, low-noise preamplifiers
:" are a problem. For these reasons, they used a
_ photovoltaic InSb detector, cooled directly to _,.,,,
,', liquid nitrogen temperatures, with a sapphire ,.,L.o,v.,,
_. window.
Returning to the capabilities of existing ,,' ,,' /
unclassified infrared scanners, several are now ,'
available for use in aircraft in the mode illus-
trated in figure 5. Note the boresighted radi-
shown in this figure. The need for lometer
quantitative radiometric data can be met m o
|
this way or by internal calibration sources Figure5. Airborne infraredscanneroperations.
_'"
_ i
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: . | SIGNATURESELECTED | _4P
;, OBJECTS | I CATALOGI
VIDEO VIDEO
ENTRANCE RECORDER SIGNAL VIDEO FLYING" SPOT
SLIT REPRODUCER PROCEqSOR SCANNER
" I _ PHOTO
RECORDER
REFERENCE SCENERADIATION
RADIATION
Figure 6. Schematic of University of Michigan multispectral scanner and data processor.
(fig. 8) for a scanner with DC-coupled elec-
tronics. Unclassified air-to-ground scanners
are now available from the Bendix Aerospace
. Systems Division, HRB-Singer, Texas Instru-
ments, Daedalus Enterprises, and probably
others.
FOCAL PLANE
: Recently, multispectral scanners have .,CUEnM4_)AJST SCREW
_' also become available. The system built by ,,.o_=_
REIMAGING LENS SURFACEthe University of Michigan is shown in block ..0,,_
diagram form in figure 6. The spectrometer is
: shown in figure 7, The scanner carries internalJ
calibration sources (fig. 8).
i Obviously, the heart of any of these ,_.u.sNT
i infrared imaging systems is the detector. _P_
Figure 9 is a summary of the characteristic_,of
available infrared detectors, published in the _m.UNTP_.=
i January 1969 issue of Electronics (tel 21). cow..T,.o.s.=
These data have not changed greatly from ""
., older summaries such as those appearing in
, . -_ figures I0 and I I.
• ' Particular interest has been generated in =o_Lwr,_=o_)=,
the low-temperature germanium bolometerdeveloped and used in the early 1960's by .oLo,_.,.o.
F. J. Low (refs. 22 and 23), and in mercury- m_r.o.=n.Em_=..cadmium-tellurium (HgCdTe) detectorsmade ,,,.o_=,_v_,_
by Minneapolis-Honeywell and Socidtd
i Anonyme de T61dcorrununications, among RgureT. 5pectrometerformuRispectralscanner.
i
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!_ ._,ANNE R#1 I
,
.i': -I ""°" '°" '
TEMPERATURE . __
/ // i / CONTROLLED i
/w A / _ PLATES PHOTOCONOUCTIVE
T0_I d J
I I /---AIRCRAFT
i
/ I - - o.
9' Figure 8. Internal calibration sources for multispec- E
rralscanner. _.
i others. At wavelengths less than 9 microns,
_ these detectors are said to be within one-half
of the ideal (BLIP) value of D*. The lessened ,0,
[ cooling requh'ements for response in the 8- to
, 13-micron region makes these detectors j
;! ' 'l iparticularly attractive for sp ice use. _._ ? i i
_. For image plane scanning at fairly fast : :_i ;
_- rates but with good signal-to-noise ratios, II !
arrays seem ,0, . . :reasonable integration times, etc.,
::
particularly attractive, These have been made ::!i i _.
with elements from a few to many tens and ---_- i"_
with materials such as lead sulfide, mercury- l,il ii
doped germanium, and indium antimonide. A ' i_! II
me:cury-germanium (I-[gGe) array (fig. 12) "_:.ii i!1
made by the Santa Barbara Research Center is _' i ;Ji ] II ' } '
_: at the Mt. Haieaka]a Observatory, M:aui, a o, _ _ ,,.
Hawaii, a facility constructed by the _.
University of Michig:m under sponsorship of WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)
the Advanced Research Projects Agency. This sperm detectlvitlmofmlnufactumddetectorstmtld under
facility, having one 60-inch and two 48-inch e_}° fllld.of.vlewInd 296°K bw_k_'ot, nd temperature. ThlO- "_
.:. telescopes, has a particular capability for r.tlc_vllum of PeekD* lie on the dashed curvN, Numbws _-,
infraredresearch, on _lph refw to column numl_1 infigure9, peru 2 end3, '_
Finally, there remains the question of onfollowingtwoPeou. _ ,
cryogenics. Space systems using radiation
_, cooling, as prepared, by tl" Goddard Space Figure 9. Characterbticsof amttableinfrared-reg,lon _Center, b_ve acldeved temperatures detecto_ (PartI of 3). [Copyright by McGraw.
lower than 90 ° absolute. Studies have Hill, Inc., 1969. Reprint from Electronics 't
indicated that about 60 pounds of a solia Magazine,20 Janlry1969.] !
l
I _ t
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Ills
Si Si hH_m h Fk_ _S _ IR/Is InAJ
Oeleelerldaterlld Silicen Silicon Arsenlde SurmnJlm LeedSulfide Lerl Sulfide Leadblflde Indium Arsenlde IndiumArseelde I lndll
Opmtlq Aledo _ev) (pc9 (pv) (pv) _) (I_) 1_) _) Ipv)
Typ,calPeakD" _m hz',': watt ')
t atl,OOOhzmoduletJonfreauency 2xlOJ_ 5xl,_Pl 8x]O nj 5xlOIO 8x]OIO 4xlO II. 2xlO fr 6xlO t 2xlOII 4
(waveleneth.m microns) 0.9 0.9 0 B5 1.5 2.5 2.7' _ 3.) 3 5 3 2
,, ffleld of veer., delFees) 60 BO 60
_beckdro,nd temperature, "K) 295 295 _J5
Best MeasuredPeakD" (ca hz_/2 watt- ') ;
(c0nditJ0_sas ale,re) ]'x lO_) ix]0 i2 ].5x ]0rl 7x]0il 4x ]0_t lx]01o 3,5x ]0 _ 7
_%ctrel Rende_hlbi,,n[[ GreeterThan q_
Relatlve[_esponse(microns) 06to 1.0 0.8 to 1,06 0G to 0.95 09 to 1.7 1.2 to 2.$ 1,3 to 3.2 14 20 to3.8 2 5 to3.4 l.
Normal Operatin$Temperature('K) 295 295 295 295 295 195 7?' 295 195
j,,, , ,,
0peratmd TemperatureDm,te ('K);
: 50% peek D* deiredahon pomts -,320 -,350 -,310 160,250 -,160 -,320 -,210
Typl_l T_meConsbmt(seco_s) 5x ;O-r 5x1_6 )xlO-6 ) x lO-_ 3xl_ 4 5x 10_ 3x lO-_ _1 x 10-_ _1 xlO-', 5_
NominalResistance(ohms) lxlOe |clOd lxlO e 2elOS lxlO_ lxlO _ 2xlO* 3xlO I 5xlOq S)
SindleDefectors
SizeRe,lle-Mon. PJ/dix.(lnches) .004to.5 .004to.7 ,.004to,060 .004t0.5 .00ltol.0 !.00ltol.0 ._0ltol.O .004to0.l ,004to0.l .00_
?
[r sl_ve_o._, s_e orr_le_ _ O_ Or-I any 0_ 0_ (31--I O O
' T,_picalPickalle TO-5/lll I FICtMouM TOI8 TOS/IS, BNC Flat_nt _._er GiassDewer T05/16 GlassOewer Glass
Min.imum ¢_ per Detector (JncMs) .004 _ .00l .001 .001 .003 .003 ._] : Mieim.m Size per _ 0aches) .002 i 00l .0Ol .001 .002 .002 .0
o.m,_m-u,_ -":*.002 ":'-*.0_o" _--_-_.o_1" _* _x --_ _ -"+,®_- +, .oo:,.+, ._" +, .0_- __--T
--T I'
Typical Detector Unit Price $40 $40 $50 $100 $40 $609 $600 $175 $600 $I
_. Menuf_cturer(sl- seereference f,h,m,r,s k m h,m,r e,|,j,o,q &l,o,q &j,o,q e,h,m,r c,m,r c,,
I , •
T Detector Menufact!lrers
& Aorojet-General Corp. Azure, California Array Dimension Code: -
b. Avco Corporation, Electronics DIv. Cincinnati, Ohio;_ Llmmr
._ c. BarnN EngineeringCo. Stamford, Corm,d, Block Engineering, Inc. Carnbrldl)% Mare. Two.dimensional
e. Catron Electronic Corp. G_leve, IlL
_[ f.E.G, end G. Boron, MmL Linear m_gered ----'----
._ g. Electro.d_ Corp. of Arnm'icr Clmbrldge, Mime. Space between roM _ -L
h. Electro-Nuclear Llboretorle_, Inc. Menlo Park, Calif. -- "_
t I. Honeyv,dl Radiation Center Boston, M_m.
|
J. Infrared Industrlu, Inc. Waltham, Mall
k. Mlthm, Inc. C_mbrk_, Mm.
I. Networks Electronic Corp. Ch_m_rth, Calif.
m. Phil_o-Ford Corp. Swing City, Penn. Legend:
n. RWtheon Co. Waltham, M,,L iV
o. SenlmBarl_ ReNerch Center ¢3olet_,C4111f. pv - photovoltaic mode Lp. SAT - Paris, France; (U_. R_pre_ntetlve; Elteck
Co¢_,l Larchmont. N,Y. pc - photoconductive mode
q. Senior Pr_ion Ind. I_ldfleld, Mira.
r. Texm Irmrument, Inc. D_lu, Texm, p4m. photoalectromqim);h: m_le
& United Detector Technology ,_mt_ Monk:a, CMIf.
Figure9. Owactm_tic,_o/evadable_nfrere_t,re_ondetecton(Part2 of 3).ICopyrtgktbyMcGnnv-Hill,
Inc., 2969. Reprint from Electronic_ Mapzine, 20 d_m_ry 1969.]
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i.11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
:xlO9 2s10_o 3xlOto lxlOe 2xlOS 8x10 to lalO tj lxlOJO 2a10je 5xlO_ 2x lOiS 1x10ta 3a lOiS 2.5slOtS
3.4 4.1 4.0 6.0 6.8 5.3 5.1 5.0 105 10.6 16 20 23 M
60 60 60 60 60 60 O0 60 O0 W 60
295 295 295 Z95 295 295 295 215 295 ZI8 295
xlO*o 5xlq*e 5x10,o 3xl0e lxl0 it 2xl0J_ 2x10,o Ssl0,O 2s10 _o 4xl0tO 2s 10to Sxl0tC bxl0_O
5to42 20ta53 2.7to63 2,0to70 3.61o7,3 3,0tor.4 2.0t054 30to75 6tal4 91013 11to20 12ta23 15ta27 20ta40
295 195 77 295 295 77 77 60 27 77 42 4.2 4.2 4.2
"-,310 -230 -360 -,95 -,105 -,_ -,40 -,100 -,26 -,10 -.20 -J
X10-6 3XIO-S 4 SIO-S 2X10-7 1XlO'-t Solo -6 <1X 10-6, 1X10"-7 2X10-7 <IxlO-i 1a10-7 1s 10-_ 5x IO-Y 2s lO-s
'x 106a 5x106 SolO6 lxlO' 2xlO' lx104 lslOS lxlO s IxlOs 2.5a100 lxlOS 7,106 IzlOS LqxlOS
J03ta3 .000to.5 003ta.5 .015to.040 .040to.l .003to.l 003to.l .003to.1 .003to.l .020to(NO! ,003to.1 .004to.I ,003to.I .003to,l
"r_r--'l OC3 OCD O OC_ DCD OO DE3 O1--I OI--1 O_ OCD OC_ OC_
Gb, or MetalDewar _ Oewsr Ide_Dewsr Idet4dOewr
_tt Mou,t GlassDewar GlossOewarMetal_ riotMountGloss04n_rGlassbar GlassDew_ MOtJlDewar MeblDewar
.003
.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 Oeveopmenta .002 .004 .003 .003
.002 .002 .002 .O02 .OO2 .002 002 .002" 004 .002 002
-" '-'.00Ol- --,.OOl.--,._.-,._. -':',._- --_;._- "-".00,-_-':'_;.o_--':;_-
_'* .001" "_v ._1" -1- T -T --T -T -T --T
$100 $900 $900 ,*400 $90 $750 $600 _800 $2,500 $4,900 $ 3,000 52.500 32.500 $3300
, I,O j,o J,O h,l,j d,I k,i.l,m,n,ob,c,l,m,o,rI ¢,m,n,o s,m,n,o,r p n.a,r | I.mn.a.r a fI i
_- Detector Menufectumrs
_ 8. Aerojet-Gemxal Corp. Azure, California Array OImensJonCode:
b. Avco Corporation, Electronics DIv. Cincinnati, Ohio Linear ,4-
,. c. Bunm EnglmmrlngCo. Stlmford, Conn.
d, Block EnglnNring, Inc. Cambridge, Mul, Two.dim4mltonal -<-T-_
L Citron Electronic Corp. Geneva, III. Y '_
f. E.G. end G. B0eton, MmL Linmr _ --,.,-_.--
9. Electronic Corp. of America Cambridge, MMI. Spice between ro_nl _ .._ _:
h. Electro-Nuclear Llboretorialk Inc. Menlo Perk, Calif. --_"
L Honeywell R_diation Center Boeton, M_I. T
J. Infrlited Induttrkm, Inc. Walth_t. Mira.
k. Mithru, Inc, Cm'nbrld_, M_I.
I. Networks Electronic Corp. Chatsworth, Calif.
m. Phiico-Ford Carp, Spring City, Penn. LIgB_:
•. _ ,_, Raytheon Co. Waltham, Mere.
• ," o. 8ent_ Bmtl_n RmmwchCenter GoIIRI, Calif. pv - photovolmlc m¢¢ic "_
l _ p, SAT - Paris, French; (U,q, Reprmmntetlw; E|t_k,. Corp.) Lmchmont, N.Y. pc. photoconductlv_ mode
.e_ _" q. Soncor Precbton Ind. Medflald, Mira.
¢, r. Texm InC_rumentsInc. Dallas.Texm peru. photodentrorr_gnetic mode _L
_, 8. Unitld Detsctor Technology Santa Monlal, Calif. j
i l_re 9. Characteristicso/availableIn_n dete_ton (P_rt3 of3).[¢opyr_,tbyMcGraw.Hill,
Inc,1969.Reprln__om ElectronicsMapzJne,20Janumy_P69./
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_i' cryogenic could supply useful cooling for Most of the advances in infrared tech-
_, approximately a year in orbit. Obviously, one nology have come as a result of Department
"_._.
:",_. could iraaginesystems using Peltiercoolersor of Defense interest and funding. As the
_:_ other cryogenic engines if satisfactorypower, National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
,:_ weight, and reliabilityspecifications could be tration faces its special needs for spaceborpe
_' achieved, infraredsystems, the requirernentfor research
r_ and development directed toward these
t:_. ,c,, ,- particularneeds must be raet by NASA pro-
_ E" gramsandfunds.
:7- t-
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Surveyor Spacecraft Real-Time Pay!oad Operations
Jack N. Lind_ley
:.. California l_titute of Technology
_. Introduction descent and soft-landing sequences. In theSurveyor, complexity was reduced tc a mini-
_ The Surveyor Project of the Natioiza_ mum by placing the responsibility for mission E
.. Aeronautics and Space Adrninistratio_ _v_s control and decision-making on earth-based
3- designed to explore the moon with an auto- people and equipment wheiever possible. In
mated soft-landing spacecraft equipped to, addi_ivn, the Surveyor had the capability of
respond to ea,-th commands and to transmit transmittir, g data from the spacecraft over a
scientific and engineering data from the lunar large number of different data channels. All
surface. The objectives of the project were: of the subsystems in the spacecraft were made
1. Accomplish successful soft landings as autonomous as practicable.
on the moon. The Smveyor command system rcpre-
2. Obtain data on the lunar surface in sented a major change in the concept of
support of the Apollo Program. unmanned spacecraft control. Virtually all in-
i 3..Add to scir.nt;.tic knowk :b_ of the flight and lunar operations were initiated
moon, from the earth, as opposed to prior practices
The program pro_,ided for a total of of using automatic, prepmgrammed instruc-
seven flights. Five of the seven spacecraft tions initiated by a timer or a single, direct
launched succe;,sfully landed on the moon, command from the earth. Only 11 commands
" and each fult311edall objectives. The Jet Pro- were sent to the earlier Ranger hmar-impact
pulsion Laboratory eJPL) of the California spacecraft throughout its entire 67-hour mis-
Institute r,f Tecbnolot3' was responsible for sion; Suweyor VII received some 335 cora-
projec" management and spaceflight opera- mands du_ng transit and some 150,000
tions; the Hughes Aircraft Company (HAC) _,ommands following touchdown.
was responsible for design and fabrication of The basic elements of the spacecraft pro.
th_ Surveyor. The alph=_-seatteringinstrument vided transportation, power, and eommunica-
was designed and developed by the Labors- tion services to the designated variety of
tory of Astrophysics and Space Research of payload& The various elements of _he space-
the Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies craft (figs, Iand 2) were mounted on a tub_dar
at the University of Ckicag_
• A complete di_uuion of each mission structure whose configuration was dictated by
." a tripod P _,ding lear w_th three foldable legs
may be found in references I through 5. for use in soft-landing, The remaining sigmfi-
cant features were the center-mast-mounted
Detefiption of the Surveyor solar panel and planar array high-gain an-
tenna, two thermally, controlled equipment
The Surveyor spacecraft was a fully compartments, two boom-mounted omni-
attitude-ttabilized vehicle designtd to receive direeti _oal antennas, and the scientific
and to execute a _de variety of earth com- paylo_& _'_ payload consisted of a tele-
x' mandsas well asto perform certainautomatic vision _,rnera (on all ati_ons), a ,c_rf_ce
functions, including the ctiticel terminal- _amlqt_ ton missions Ill and VII), and an
615 i
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_. , ._ _I_GA ANTENNA
_'_." _ " OMNIANTENNA'A" THERMALCOMPARTMENT'B'
• CENTRALCOMMANDECODER
_, ' • BOOSTREGULATOR
• CENTRALSIGNALPROCESSOR
& DECODINGUNIT
" S,JRVEYTV
CAMERA
THERM/_LCOMPARTMENT'A' THERMALCOMPARTMENT'C"
., • RECEIVERS ALPHA-SCATTERING
• TRANSMITTERS INSTRUMENTELECTRONICS
• MAINBATTERY
• TVAUXILIARY TV TARGET
• MAINPOWERSWITCH TANK(N=)
LEG1 OMNIANTENNA'B'
_ LEG3
_:: (He)
_. ALPHA-SCATTERINGINSTRUMENT
¢
ALTITUDERADARALTIMETER
; DOPPLERVELOCITYSENSOR(RADVS
"_ TANKS(3) SURFACESAMPLER
VERNIERENGINES FUELTANKS(3)
3ET
LEG2 MAGNET& CONTROLBAR
SURVEYORSPACECRAFTLANDEDMODE
l_gure 1. Principal units of Surveyor spacecraft.
alpha-scattering instrument (on missions V,VI, and VII). #
". A continuous watch wasmaintainedover
; each spacecraft, which remained within the
., field-of-view of at least one of the tracking
i stations at all times during the mission. Thecommand link between the earth and the
spacecraftwas in continuoususe, transmitting
either real or fHHn commandsevery one-half
second to maintain word synchrotdzation.
Approximately 200 commands were available
•: , to set the configuratin,l or to control the
: function of the several subsystems in the
Surveyor. From the payload operating view-
point, the available commandsprovided the
capability of controifingpower, temperatures,
_. Figure 2. Surveyorspacecr¢ft. telemetry configt:rationfor datatransmission,
and payload operations in support of data
i acquisition.
----
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&..*
At each Deep-Space Instrumentation 1. Continuous assessment and evalu-
_. Facility (DSIF) the spacecraft telemetry and ation of mission status and performance
_. video data transmitted from the spacecraft 2. Determination and implelaentation
_? was recorded, displayed for internal require- of appropriate command sequences required
_ ments, and processed for transmission to the to maintain spacecraft control and to carry
_ JPL Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF). out desired spacecraft operations during
g: Approximately 260 items were available on h'ansit and while on the lunar surface.
_ the spacecraft as commutated data to provide In addition to support for the areas of
_ information on the condition of the sl_ace- data acquisition, data processing, and com-
_!_ craft subsystems. This data was available from munications, three groups of space flight
,. any of seven commutator word-frame config- specialists provided technical support under
!i urations (15 to 117 words per frame) at the space-flight operations director (SFOD) in
selectable bit rates of from 17.2 to 4400 bits the areas of flight-path analysis, spacecraft
_= per second. In the event telemetry data or performance, and spacecraft science.
video was not present at the SFOF because ofearth transmission or processing difficulties, Flight-Path Analysis and Command Group
an analysis was available at the DSIF from the
crew of the command and data-handling con- The flight-path analysis and command
:_ sole (CDC)upon request. (FPAC) group handled those space flight
_- Video data was displayed on monitors at functions that related to the location of the
each command and data-handling console, but spacecraft. The FPAC group made specific
only the video data received at Goldstone was recommendations for maneuvers and gener-
• transmitted by microwave to the SFOF in ated the specific command requirements to
real-time. In addition to magnetic tape re- effect their accomplishment. Five subgroups
cordings of telemetry and video at each of the of specialists covered trajectory, tracking
_ receiving sites and at the SFOF, high-quality data, orbit determination, maneuver analysis,
!. 70-millimeter fdm recordings of each frame of and computer-support functions.
_ video were made at Goldstone and at the
_- SFOF as video was received. Spacecraft-Performance Analysis and Corn-
_/ Spacecraft command was accomplished mand Group
i by voice instructions to the Surveyor opera-
tions chief of the command and data-handling The spacecraft-performance analysisand
console, where either prepared punched tape command (SPAC) group was responsible for
or manual inputs could be made for the trans- the operation of the spacecraft itself. The
mitter. Pu ched command tapes were used in SPAC group implemented commands for all
a tape reader at the command and data- functions other than science payload. They
handling console whenever long command determined response to commands, spacecraft
sequences were required that were repeated status, and performance of the basic space-
many times. Commands could be transmitted craft. Four subgroups of specialists covered
as desired at one-half-second intervals. Out- performance analysis, command preparation
going commands were relayed back to the and control, computer support, and f_:ure
SFOF for confirmation of the requested analysis.
,. , . transmission.
Space-Science Analysis and Command Group ._
Mission Operations System The space-science analysis and command
(SSAC) group performed those functions that
The mission operations system was or- related to the operation of the scientific pay-
ganized to carry out the project operational load, television camera, surface sampler, _ld
functions of: alpha-scattering instrument. Each instrument
|
.... i i Ii
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was supported by a team composed of two tion, the mosaicing teams for panorama
subgroups: a performance-analysis group, who mosaic construction, and a large wallboard
were concerned with the performance and displaying television-camera parameters. The
analysis of the instrument from an engi- surface sampler team were located to the
neering aspect, and a science-analysis group, SSAC director's right; to his left were the
who were concerned with data requirements command controller and video-recording
and results from a scientific viewpoint. In coordinator/log-keeper. The alpha-scattering
addition to these instrument teams, there team took over the television team's stations
were specialists covering computer support, when the alpha-scattering instrument was
DSIF command communications, video- operated because the two instruments could
recording coordination, and log-keeping, not send back data simultaneously.
The SSAC director operated from a con- The head of each instrument group re-
trol station a: the center rear of the science ported analysis results and recommendations
operations area and had his support specialists directly to the SSAC director (on a personal,
and instrument teams to either side and in verbal bus: ' Command requirements for uti-
: front of him. The television team was immedi- lization oz ear instrument were submitted on
, ately in front of the SSAC director with a command form (figs. 3, 4, and 5), which,
special video and computer data displays for after implementation, became a record of ac-
performance-data analysis. Directly at the tion taken.
front of the science operations area were 1o- Authority to send commands to the
cated slow-scan television monitors with snacecraft rested with the space-flight
camera_ for rapid, hard-copy photo acquisi- operations director and was delegated to the
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J S/C INO OFI CMD ISEQ O1'
_ S/C RECONFIGURATION CMD J TIMES JlNT._K:| cMrJs
A MODE CHANGE TV 4/7 TO SS4:o
.Q,_
xFERSW,TCHALOWPO_ER 0126I
i? N,VCXOON 0112I . •
_," PM SUM AMP A ON 0210
_ POWERON
4ON
;_" m MODE CHANGE SS 4 TO TV 4/7 J
ESPCOMM 4 OFF OF REQ) _0232)
, S/V_SSOFF (IF TVID REQ'D) (0134)
c SUM AMPS OFF .....
NBVCXO OFF 0113
,_. XFERSWITCH A HI POWER 0125 •
• SURVEYCAMERA STARTFRAME 1100
SM/SS KEYBOARD COMMANDS SCCMD
_- POWERON/EXECUTE 0131
_ SM/SS DIGITAL "1" 0132
, s_ssO,G,TAL"O" O,33 I !
- POWEROFF 0134 I ,.
r AUX. HEATERCONTROL OFF 0614
" ! iAUX. HEATERCONTROL ON 0616
901 STANDARD SEQ.
903 STOP MOTION W/O TLM '
_" 904 STOP MOTION W/TLM
907 SPECIAL_E._RIN(_ TE_T
_ ,
U ALL MOTORS
u._
K "
RETRACT0. I SEC.
RIGHT AZIMUTH 0. I SEC.
SEC.
FlSw_4. Sur[ace-svnplevcomnwnd_lecnonform.
i i !l mlllll ill lllllliiHIIIIIII
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S/C RECO_ RATION
ASE 4 lr0 IENGIIG 4 COM'D IINO|G 4 11'OAS| 4 COM'D J
su_waNG_S OFF o214 PM_-su_NGAMPON o2o7
,Msum_,NG_r AON o21o
A. 4TOASE'SC6'S" ASiSCO'SVOAS.• --
33Kc,7.3K¢,3.9K¢SCO',OFk "' O22O 7o35,/D SODON(W1O0_S)" 0216
ASJSCO'StO INeRO • IENOJe• f6 ASl SCO'S
SUMMING AMPS OFF '0214 ;33Kc r 7.35Kc, 3o9K_SCO's OFF 0220
7.35,VoscooN0100m.Ps)' oL,w6' 'PMPU-SU_JNG,wP.ON ' O207
PM SUMMING AMP A ON 0210
CHANGEMODE
A.Sl• tO ASi S coh'o 'ASeStO ASi • coM'D
ESPCOMMUTATORS OFF 0232 ' AESPCOMM OFF " 0510 ,
COAST PHASECOMM ON " 0506 _ENGR COMM 4 ON 0231
ASl 4 tO ASJ2 Asf2 t6 ASi •
; ENGR COMM 2 ON 0227 'ENGR COMM 4 ON " 0231
A_eS tO ASl _ " " _Sl = TOASf S
AESPCOMM OFF 0510 E[SPCOMMUTATORS OFF 0232
ENGR COMM 2 ON 0227 COAST PEASECOMM ON 0506
i i i i i •
COMMAND SEQ
FUNCTION _ TO |l COM'D OF :
lxlcu,o co_,oji ! i ! iASPOWERON " 350'1
POWER P__I AS POWEROFF 350"2
CALIBRATIOU[ J I 1 ICALIMATIONON 3510
.... CALfl_RATIONOFF _20
35O7 I
I
ALPHA I! ! I I IAI ON
2 A2 ON 3523 '1
: DETECTORS._oFF 3515
' " II J J J ]P! ON 3517 "--"-"
2 i J P20 N 3513
PROTON 3 _ P3ON 3522 ._ _,
i DETECTORS 4 P4 ON ' 3511I P2 OFF 6
|i nl I
I I l | IAS HEATERON 3503
: -_m_'.mAS HEATEROFF _-'_-
HEATERS I ! I I ICO_ON om36•
co_ co,, _.......___.....--
C°MMANDS _-IT---.--,--,,___
._ * VERIFY DECOMM LOCK AFTEREACH COMMAND.
i -
! Figure 5. Alpha.sca_tering_imtrument comn_,_l selection [omi.
____! -----
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_' SSAC director as long as the scope of en- era1 objectives were decided upon since, in
-:,_. deavor w_. within the planned sequence of most cases, operations had to be determined
_- events. Deviation from standard procedures or in real-time based upon preceding results. A1-
j_ sequences required approval by the space- though this was also true to a large extent in
_ flight operahons director. The task of briefing the case of television, many of the commands
and directing the Surveyor operations chief required for a series of specific pictures could
_ was performed by the command director via be worked out ahead of time.
" voice communications under the direction of Television operations requiring real-time
_ the SSAC director. Within the SSAC area, analysis support could only be conducted
:: intergroup activities were primarily on a face- during Goldstone reception because video was
to-face relationship, but local intercom not available to JPL from overseas stations,
! facilities were also used. Contact _th g_=)ups although it was available at any receiving
: outside the SSAC area was by interc_ voice station for its own viewing. Some TV was
i _ network, managed during overseas visibility when the
, efforts were routine, the requirements could
._ be defined in detail, and the data could be
_: Spacecraft Operations acquired with limited analysis by station per-
sonnel or with support from SSAC based
': The daily operations cycle started with upon a verbal deseriptiov, of the overseas
the Goldstone view period and continued video reception. Since TV support was nee-
through the two DSIF view periods that fol- essary to monitor the surface sampler, it
_ lowed (Australia and Spain) until Goldstone could only be operated during Goldstone
again resumed control. During the lunar op- reception. On the other hand, since alpha-
_ erations phase, an operational plan was devel- scattering data was available in the SFOF
oped daily on the requirements for that day's from any of the three DSIF stations, that
efforts as an update of the prelaunch lunar instrument could be operated at any time
operations plan. Two hours before each instrument temperaturespermitted.
Goldstone rise, an operations planning Prior to each DSIF moonrise, all applica-
meeting w_ held at which the operating re- ble support areas of the mission opera_onsquirements for the following period were de- system confirmed their readiness to support
veloped. The project scientist submitted the operations by completing a standard count-
i day's requirements at this time, based upon down that exercised or calibrated all data-
detailed analysis (by investigator teams) of acquisition, processing, recording, and display
data acquired from preceding operating peri- equipment. In addition to normal prepara-
ods. Instrument requirements were considered tions to receive and to process telemetry data,
in their proper perspective along with basic special precautions were taken to support TV
spacecraft housekeeping needs and data re- data acquisition. Video test patterns, con- _ _
quirements from the various spacecraft forming to the last-measured spacecraft pa-
subsystems. Following this meeting, the rameters, were fed through the complete
space-flight operations director and the SPAC video system from receiver to recording-
and SSAC directors developedspecifictechni- and-display equipments. In the case of
cal area plans for the three DSIF view periods Goldstone reception, this involved the video
"' ,- that followed, microwave transmission system and the Sur- ;
The SSAC group's detailed planning re- veyor television ground data-handling system
quired fitting the various instrument require- (TVGDHS) with support from the SSAC
ments into the most efficient sequences with video analyst to measure system performance
as much as possible of the command strings and to assure that the system would be ade- i
worked out ahead of time. The alpha- quate for reception of spacecraft video.
scattering instrument and surface sampler Real-time data amvea at the SFOF via
were, relatively easy to plan for once the gen- microwave (Goldstone video only), high-speed j
tt
i • i
i
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data line, and teleprinter circuits. Video was Since instrument capabilities and re.
recorded on magnetic tape and f'flm and pro- quirements varied daily, as a function of sun
cessed for TV monitor display by the TV position, spacecraft shadows, and thermal
ground data-handfing system. Telemetry data constraints, ability to predict changing condi-
was processed by the computer complex for tions was important in developing require-
display as calibrated engineering data or for ments. Once the attitude and orientation of
performance analysis. The computer complex the spacecraft was established after landing,
consisted of three strings of IBM-7040 and computer plots of spacecraft shadows became
7094 computers. The 7040 computer, acting available and were valuable aids in predicting
as an input-output processor for telemetry instrument temperatures and viewable areas
data, collected data and performed prelim- under or near the spacecraft. The project
inary processing such as data calibration, scientist and the principal investigators were
alarm monitoring, parity checking, and aver- supported by investigator teams whose func-
aging data channels when more than one word tion, during the mission, was to analyze data
of a channel occurred in a frame. The 7094 in near-real-time and to submit requirements
computer provided analysis capability. For for the subsequent operating period. Working
TV-frame identification data (TVID), certain groups of these investigator teams had a fuU-
•_: position signals were calibrated by a teleme- scale spacecraft mockup with an or_erableTV
'_ tered TV calibration reference voltage. All camera from which situation estimates could
temperatures and TV-frame identification be made on shadows and view factors as a
data were calibrated by polynominal approxi- function of sun position. This visual aid
mations and were scaled to engineering units, became a valuable supplement to the shadow
Although operation of the instrument plots and lunar TV pictures in supporting the
payload was of primary importance, there analysis of results and the generation of re-
were always conflicting requirements that pre- quirements for subsequent operating periods.
vented the payload from being operated much
over a maximum of 80 percent of the avail- Television-Camera Operations
able time under the best of conditions. Due to
telemetry limitations, payload operation had Television-camera operations included
. to ce&qe during times of spacecraft house- command and data acquisition and both data
keeping functions, such as solar _mel/pianar display and analysis.
array antenna repositioning (for maintaining
antenna pattern alignment or battery charge Command and Data Acquisition
rate or for providing shade), and engineering1.
interrogation of spacecraft subsystems. This The television camera was mounted at a
normally required 20 minutes every hour or height of approximately 65 inches so that it
two during which time the spacecraft teleme- gave the best view of the surrounding lunar
try system was reconfigured to sample various surface. It was also mounted at a tilt of 16
engineering data points at appropriate bit degrees in order to improve the viewability of
rates from any one of seven different com- the nearest footpads and the area to be
mutator_ Because of the high subsystem tem- worked on by the surface sampler and alpha-
peratures that were encountered around lunar scattering instruments. It used a vidicon
noon, there were periods during which either imaging system with a rotating, tilting mirror
. no instrument operations were possible or that permitted viewing _he surrounding sur_
• they where, et best, severely restricted. There face through a full 360 degrees of azimuth
were times under these conditions when a few and up to 50 degrees in elevation above the
high-sun TV pictures were important enough plane normal to the vertical axis of the
to spend up to 5 minutes for two or three camera (figures 6 and 7).pictures and then to shut the camera down The camera was equipped with a
_- for 60 minutes while it dissipated the internal variable-focal-length lens (imaging either a
heat build-up. 6-degree or 25-degee field-of-view), a variable
1970027360-599
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lens aperture that could be used in an auto-
•_". magic mode or could be set from f/4 to f/22
:_.._" in ten steps, a four-position filter wheel that
3! had three colored filters and one polarizing¢-.
filter, focus control from 4 feet to infinity in
:.: _ Az,=uva east 56 steps, and a focal-plane shutter that couldomvl[ MOTOa MOTO_
'_ be set for a normal 0.15-second exposure or
:_ could be left open for any desired period of
v_ae_¢- _v time for timed exposures. The camera was
_L-u_av, able to accommodate luminance levels from
.%'
_: approximately 0.008 to 2600 foot-lamberts.
:- The resolution capability was approximately
_i_. 1-millimeter at 4 meters. The light-sensing
• s_nnm _ system used to provide automatic aperture
control was also used to inhibit shutter opera-
tml,/ tion when excess light intensity was present._" _*u_Av°* Each picture, or frame, v_ imaged through
_' m_,ao_,¢ the optical system onto the vidicon s_n._or,
_,v____i which could be read out in either a 200-line
_" _ ll_ t v.Ecra,¢_ or 600-line mode. The 200-line mode was a
_ M_ c°_c¢_ low-power backup option; the 600-line modewas a 220-kilohertz-bandwidth normal mode
_ requiring high power and the planar array
high-gain antenna.
t _ Figure6. Televisioncamera,cutawayview. There were 25 camera commands avail-
able to control the various camera functions
_:_ / of power, mirror stepping, focal length, focus,
_,..o..E_o / iris, rflter, shutter mode, and shutter ac-
%
E_,_ tuation. In the 600-line mode, the vidicon was
V LE_S' _ _ .ELEVAT*O_
[. F,EtOOFV'EWr I t"-_/" \\v;/_C;_i_ scanned every 1.2 seconds. When a frame of
OVERLAP ' L,,/
covE,S 1 F/ / _ video was commanded, video readout of theeOE_ES I _ r
.z,.UT.__ _.._..... _ vidicon occurred during the scanning cycle
_'_ _ n LET following shuttered vidicon exposure. Each
_, ___ : _ _" frame required one second for readout with .'(, the following 0.2_cond being used to
.,_...z,._.._ _ V,EWL,.,T_0
_/, '_ _,LVE.W..Et_ / .LAWA..AV transmit pulse code modulated (PCM) data oi
f
_..L_ ,__-_--'1--_,- _A_,_A the TV-frame identification data. The TVID
_*" __.._ i i _A_. contained 15 camera parameters defining the
,._ __./ J I-" status of the camera and the optical system.
_OCUS _.*. I
VARIA|LEFOCALLENGYH _'_ ._ ,o The two rid/con scans that followed were
•ZOO",LE"SA.O,R,SmE.eL__9,oo, ' ,[r_.,_.EA,TH used to complete the erasure of the vidicon
• _"_g- !$ -o_., A.*IRHA image so that the minimum picture cycle was
" S_UV_ASSEU_LV_ F"-_ C'A"O_I")
,_:a_ ,____ 3.6 seconds.The maximum picture rate usea
_,o,cc_,u,_ in practice was a frame about every 5 seconds,
• AS_iLY ,TV AUXILiArY UNIT,
,,_,,,A,P,OCEm,.which was a more comf rtabl and practical
/ .... j TMA$iTI|M
..EM.*LCO_'A,_T"_.TS rate for data consumption and provided
_ LIGHT PATH
"ELEC*"O_*CS'O'_"L enough free time so that synchronization of
-_ shutter actuation commands with the
Figure 7. Televis_on camera, functional exploded free-running vidicon-erasure c)cles was no
v/ew. problem.
1
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_L In addition to the constraint on frame a function of elevation, changed with c_.mera
•.... rate, there were also constraints on other azimuth (as did picture rotation withi, a
_- functional commands to various camera re- frame). Althougl,. commaiid tapes prepared _.
i_,. spons_ requirements. For instance, no corn- before launch were designed to provide for a
.,': rounds could be sent for a period of 5 seconds vertical spacecraft and a flat lunar surface, the
:' after a focal-length change was commanded; small deviations encountered were accom.
_ iris of I modated by biasing focus settings frontan change required a period second; a
_ f'dter change required 1.5 seconds; etc. Corn- nomina',
mand requirements were implemented at the EacI" of the five narrow-angle_ 200(_
DSIF stations in accordance with voice in- command, survey tapes contained appro_-
;_: structions from the SFOF, either by manual imately 200 shutter commands, 450
'; keyboard entry or by means of prepared mirror-stepping commands, and 120 focu:_ l_
:' punched tape. commands, with the remaining commands,?
,: A full panoramic survey of narrow-angle being fall-ins to provide proper camera-
_ pictures required approximately 1000 pi¢- response timing. The five tapes, run in succes-
s, tures; a complete wide-angle survey required sion, provided the 1000 panoramic survey
i 120 pictures; and a particular collection of pictures in about 1½ hours of camera runningten special-interest groups of pictures of the time. The survey to provide the same coverage
spacecraft and its areas of contact with the in wide-angle consisted of 120 Fictures and
_ surface required about 130 pictures. Tapes of took about 10 minutes. Reference charts that
this t:,,pe wc_ developed before a mission; were used in controlling tape operation for
others that were dependent upon the sur- two of the sequences are shown in figures 8
rounding surface features were assembled e,nd 9.
. after landing. Running such a tape required
that operation of the camera be initiated Data Display and Analysis
• ahead of tape start by manual commands so
that camera configuration agreed with the The TV camera data that was available
• starting requirements of the tape for azimuth, to the television team in the SSAC area was
elevation, foc_ls, focal length, and an iris set- displayed in the following manner.
ring suitable for the brightness. If the sun was 1. One slow-scan video TV monitor for
near the horizon, suitable avoidance action viewing of the image as it was received
had to be taken to skip both the tape and the
camera past that area in order to eliminate 2. Three oscilloscope displays of video
any possibility of burning the vid/con in the waveform for analysis of video circuit-
event of failure of the shutter inhibit, performance and camera focus and exposure
The assembly of strings of commands 3. Computer printout of all camera
and generation of the tapes was done by parameters received after each frame of video
computer. Tape length was limited to approx- 4. Analog strip-chart recordings of vari-
ima¢ely 2000 commands, which was the ouscamera parameters
number required to obtain 200 frames at 5- 5. A volatile wallboard display of all
second intervals with a _second command camera parameters for the last picture re,
rate. The 1000-picture, 360-degree, nanx>w- ceived(fig. I0)
. • angle survey required five tapes, each su/table 6. TV monitor display of camera pa-
:. only for its segment of azimuth. Since the
camera ws.s tilted by mounting design as well rameters using computer graphic techniques
as by the nature of the surface upon which 7. A _laroid camera providing pictures
the spacecraft rested, every different azimuth from a slow-scan monitor on an "as required"
presented a different profile of slope relative basis
to the vertical _ of the camera. Distance to 8. Two automatic "paper camera,"
the surface and the location of the horizon, as which exposed semitized paper directly from
i i
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_. negativeimageson slow-scanmonitorsand whichwas printedorplottedafgereachframe
•_, provided quick pictures (within 15seconds) of video. His knowing the sequence of
_, for real-time mosaic generat/ov (fig. I I) commands permitted the analyst to spot-
9. Scan-converted, closed-circuit, check critical parameters and to confirm that
RETMA TV display for general viewing of last the camera was responding as commanded.
received image (continuously refreshed image Aaalysis of the picture content in order ,
from storage tube) to ascertain that quality was satisfactory and
' 10. Closed-circuit TV display of tele- that objectives were being met was the
type listings of transmitted commands, responsibility of the television-science analy_
The television-performance analysis group. The photo analyst monitored each
group was resporutible for camera control and picture and an oscilloscope display of the
performance analysis of the video and electro- waveform from wnich he could determine
mechanical sy_tenm of the camera. The that exposure and focus were satisfactory. In
camera video sy_c and sweep circuitry perfor- the event a change was indicated, the survey
• ante as wall as the video communications would he stopped; changes would be made in
system performance from Golc_tone were focus or iris settings; and the survey would
monitored by the video analyst with his dis- then continue. In order to obtain an early
_' play of oscilloscope video waveforms and evalustion of the overall results of multi-
imagery from a slow-scan monitor. The elec- picture surveys, panoramic mosaics weretromechanical analyst wu able to monitor the constructed in _,e.ar-real-time;i.e., as soon as
I camera response to commands from the (HI- pictures were available from the paper
play of the TV-frame identification data, camera. Without trying to ntatcb baale
t
i i
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mOMEN'r 4 t_,l II _I#414DO4PDNI toO01 INITIAL
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!1.,416
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content, mush trimmed pictures were stapled pictures were obtained from lunar surface
to prepare grids by mosaict_ms in the order panoramas at various solar angles to satisfy
received. The mosaic team, knowing the topography requ/rement_, viewint_ of the
planned sequence of picture taking and with spacecraft and its effect on the lunar surface,
the help of an az/muth/elevat/on tab on each and color (fig. 14) or polarimetric surveys. In
picture, made a complete moutic available in a add/t/on, special pictures were also obtained
very few minutes after the last picture of = of the following:
+' sequence had been taken (fi&12).Improved
mosaics were made later in non-real-t/me, as • Earth through colored and polar-
shown in fisure 13, which illustrates the ized filters
effect of camera tilt. • Sun eclipsed by earth
During the five missions, the TV camera
sent back approximately 88,000 frames of • Solar corona after sunset
video in response to approximately 600,000 • Surface pictures after sunset, by
camera commands. The nu_Jor/ty of the earthshine
1970027360-603
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• Viewing of planets, stars, and laser Command and Data Acquisition
_" beams from earth.
_" The surface-sampler instrument was a
Surface-SamplerOperations soil-manipulative device that consisted of a
.: scoop on tee end of a pivoted, lazy-tongs arm.
: The surface-sampler operations included It had four motors to control extension,
command and data acquisition and both data azimuth, and elevation of the scoop as wellas
display and analysis, position of a scoop door. This provided the
7,
_:: Figure 10. TV-frame identification data (TVID)
wallboard display.
• ?
t
iiii |
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_"' provided for the mechanism. There were only
E_ telemetry _eadings of motor current, temper-
_' atures, and voltages; hence, all opzrations had
_, to be carried out by visually monitoring the
.;_: results with the television camera and by
_ interpreting the telemetry measurements.
_.?_ Because installation of the instrument on
;¢: the spacecraft was a late adaptation to an
interface previously provided for an approach
_.. television camera, only four usable commands
_, existed to provide for 19 deployment and
_4: control functions. A unique approach was
employed to enable the generation of the
necessary commands although ;.t did compli-
.... cate commanding procedures; i.e., several
: Figure13. Wide.angle(360-clegree)improvedmosaic, spacecraft commands were required for each
_:, function. An _nstrument auxiliary was used
7: that provided a four-element shift register and
:_ a 16-command decoding matrix. Each func-
tion thus required four commands, repro-
" senting either a digital "1" or a digital"0," to
generate a unique combination for the com-
,_ mand decoder, a fifth command to initiate
__ execntion,, and a sixth commana to clear the
shift register for subsequent use. The four
. spacecraft commands provided power
,_ ,._ on/execute, digital one, digital zero/reset, and
,i power off. To facilitate transmission of all the
_. spacecraft commands required to accomplish
_. the operating functions, punched command
. tapes were used; they consisted of a series of
prepared sequences selected in accordance
: with real-time requirements. The motors were
operated by timed pulses of either 0.1 or 2.0
seconds duration; thus, the scoop was posi-
tioned in a series of short stel_s, with a fine or
coarse step for each execute of whichever
command logic was present in the register.
Pictures of the surface sampler could not be
taken while the sampler was operating; there-
l_guee14. $taveyo¢lll, pad2. fore, the mechanism was moved and then
photographed to determine the results. With
• ' • the television camera on during all sampler -
. • ' capability of reaching the surface through an operations, the TV-frame identification data
arc of I 12 degrees at a radius of from 23 to had to be inhibited whenever the surface
58 inches. A mosaic of the working area is sampler was on in order to prevent the tele-
shown in figure 15. The instrument was able vision commutated telemetry from interfering
to dig, scratch, push, pull, grasp at, and trench with the surface-sampler telemetry. Whenever
the lunar surface. There was no position, the camera parameters had to be identified,
force, or acceleration instrumentation the surface sampler was turned off. i
n i i,iii - -- _
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_. Figure15. Workingareamosaicof surfacesampleron Surveyor VII.
,, Data Display and Analysis Subsequent command requirements were then
_- determined, and operations were carried out
'-_ Telemetry data on motor current, tern- on a step-by-step basis.
_,-. peratures, supply ' ovoltages, and the command During the two missions carrying the
_; register status (seven channels) were displayed surface-sampler, the instrument was operated
_ on a strip-chart recorder and a printer. This for 55 hours. There were some 19,000 space-
_: data was monitored by the surface-sampler craft commands sent to perform 6000
.... performance analyst and provided sufficient sampler fun_.tions.
.,_ information to indi,zate the ability of the The more obvious results of these efforts7-
_, instrument to support its operation. Although led to the observation that the lunar soil
;. the various motor torques had been calibrated appears to be fine-grained, irregular in depth,
'_, as a function of current, temperature, and and relatively shallow, ranging in the areas
_. voltage for purpose._; of determining applied tested from depths of less than 2.5 centi-
_, forces for post-mission data reduction, this meters to a depth of at least more than
information had little value in support of 15 centimeters, where substantial rock frag-
operations although motor current telemetry ments were encountered. Evaluation of the
• ' did provide information about a stalled motor data also provided estimates of the soil
condition, beyond which no further motion cohesion, angle of friction, bearing capacity,
could be expected, strength, and density.
Evaluation of performance and results
" was based upon an analysis of TV pictures. Alpha-Scattering Operations
_i Since pictures were taken at _-,,,*lativelylong
intervals of time, pdaroid photographs were The alpha-scattering operations included
provided to the surface-sampler science command and data acquisition and both data
i' analyst after each series of commands, display andanalysis.
i i ,
i | i
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Command andDataAcquisition or off, in accordance with a preliminary
analysis of data, to confirm that the detectors
The sensor head for the alpha-scattering were working satisfactorily.
• instrument was a cube, 6 inches on each side, The instrument had 19 commands to
that was deployed to the lunar surface on a control power, heaters, deployment, and
nylon cord, under its own weight, when it was calibration and to turn the detectors on or
released (fig. 16). It contained six source off. Because the number of commands
capsules of alpha-emitting curium-242, two required at any one time were very few, all
detectors measuring scattered alpha particles commands were transmitted by manual key-
from the surface and four detectors measuring board from the DSIF as directed from the
protons from alpha-proton nuclear reactions SSAC area.
in some of the lighter surface elements. The The science and engineering data were
outputs from each set of detectors were fed multiplexed for simultaneous transmission to
to separate 128-channel pulse-height analyzers earth. The science data consisted of the
_ to generate two data streams of the total combined output of the two alpha detectors
5 alpha and proton events. Digital outputs plus the combined output of the four proton
= representing the energy level of detected detectors. The engineering data consisted of
- events were multiplexed in a combined seven measurements to monitor instrument
telemetry channel with the engineering voltages, temperatures, and detector config-
measurements of the instrument. This was a uration.
relatively simple device to operate, requiring For purposes of monitoring the exper-
only that its various capabilities be turned on iment in real-time, the signal was separated at
: the DSIF station into the two science data
, streams of alpha and proton data plus the
., _ , ._ engineering parameters. The science data
streams were input to a computer at the DSIF
station. The computer established synchro-
, nization of the data words and assembled
within its memory four spectra of 128
_, channels each. Two of these four were alpha
' spectra, one parity-correct and one parity-
i' incorrect, and two were proton spectra, one
parity-correct and one parity-incorrect. ,
Spectra of the data were accumulated at the
i, tracking site in any length duration (nomi-
nally 40 minutes) within the computer
storage capability during spacecraft data
transmission, Following a period of accumu-
_ lation, during which the only analysis possible
_. was the verification that data was being
received, the data was dumped in the format
of a teletype message for transmission to the
.' . SFOF, and a new accumulation was started.
• _ Control of the DSIF computer accumulations
tlI ;) '1 and spectr8 transmission was by voice
L. _,c5. IO * 0_, _¢r. 255-00-_-53. direction from SSAC to the DSIF station.
' DIGITIEED #i.
FILTEI_ED 15×15, /'YI*3, 7_:>E $ _,021, Prior to deployment, with the instru-
_. z_ _,EPT1%7. ment still in its stowed position, the alpha-
i scattering instrument was turned on to obtain
. Figure16.Alpha.scattertn&instrument. a s_ctrum of a standard sample of known
i
i -------
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• composition, which was part of the support- from the first surface sample, the surface-
_:_. ing platform. The data satisfactorily con- sampler scoop was able to pick up the sensor
• _b, firmed that the instrument was capable of head and to redeploy it co a second and then
,_ providing analyses in the lunar environment, to a third position.
'" The instrument was then deployed to the
surface in two stages. The f'Lrst command Data Display and Analysis
_., released the support platform and permitted
_/ the instrument to swing free on its nylon cord In addition to the compressed-spectra
, about 22 inches above the surface from teletype display of the data as itwasreceived
: whence reference spectra were obtained of from the DSIF s_ations, there were seventhe background radiation. The second deploy- channels of engineering telemetry related to
: ment command freed the alpha-scattering the instrument performance that we,'e
, instrument to descend to the surface under its continuously being updated and displayed
: own weight. There was no telemetry data to during reception of data from th,; spacecraft.
k indicate satisfactory deployment; therefore, These monitored supply voltag,_, temper-
i this was determined by TV pictures. A attires, and detector ONstatus.
minimum of 25 operating hours of data Since there was no need to determine
'collection with all detectors operating the chemical analysis of the surface .,mnples in
properly on the surface was the objective for real-time, the only requirement in addition to
each sample spectrum. Periodically during recording sufficient data was to ascertain that
_ data accumulation, the instrument perfor- the recorded data represented reliable
mance was calibrated by turning on an detector output. If adetectorweretobecome
j electronic pulser and accumulating its data for faulty, any accumulation from that group of
2 minutes, detectors would be useless because the out-
i. Operation was rather straightforward puts from two _pha detectors and the four
and was complicated only by the competition proton detectors were summed into their
for time from the other operational require- respective data streams. Gross anom,Wes
_ ments and by the difficulty of maintaining could be observed in the teleprinter list2ng,
• temperatures below the critical operating and but subtle discrepancies could be detec_'ed
survival limits. Surveyors V and VI landed in only by a m re thorough analysis of acc -
equatorial regions, and the solar panel and mulations and calibration data. This v,_s
planar array were very effective in providing accomplished at the SFOF by a computer
shade. Surveyor VII landed in a southerly program that made a preliminary spectrum
latitude, and this shading was not possible; analysis for the purpose of conf'Lrminginstru-
hence, the data collection was severely limited ment performance. As the raw spectra were
around lunar noon. received at the SFOF, they were fed to a
Surveyor VII was the only spacecraft computer for analysis. If unreliable data were
that had all three of the payload instruments noted, it was necessary to isolate the faulty
aboard at the same time. Both the surface detector. This was done by cycling through
sampler and the TV camera were used very the detectors, determining which isolated data
effectively in assisting the alpha-scattering were faulty, _nd turning off the appropriate
.. instrument to attain its objectives. Because of detector.
, '' a jamming in the nylon-cord release system, The alpha-scattering instrument operated
the alpha-scattering instrument had to be on three missions for a total of 248 hours of
forced to the surface by a downward force data collection in analyzing the material of six
from the surface-sampler scoop. During different samples. Results from these mea-
periods of high temperature, the shadow of surements permitted an estimate of the
the surface-eampler scoop was positioned over atomic percent of these elements: carbon,
the sensor head to provide some shade. After oxygen, sodium, magnesium, aluminum,
sufficient data collection had been obtained silicon, a calcium group, and an ir_ group.
1970027360-608
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, The analysis indicates that the material The final simulation capability consisted
_ resembles basaltic rocks of the earth. The of an operable camera mc,unted on a space-
,_ results of Surveyors V and VI show that the frame mockup at the JPL with a system capa-
chemical composition of the two Mare land- hie of commanding the camera through the
_' ing sites was essentially the same although, in Goldstone command anc_ data-handling
_ the Surveyor VII highland region, a lesser co_sole. The video and computer-simulated,
:. amount of the iron group of elements (on the commutated, TV-frame identification" data
, order of a factor of two) was indicated, were transmitted to Goldstone, and the data
was processed through the mission supportTraining system all the way from the antenna to the
final display.
!_ in television payload operations took place sampler was added tn the mockup. The
Training in preparation for participation For Surveyor III, ar operating surface
_/ over a period of approximately 15 months addition of the alpha-scattering capability for
prior to the f'wstmission. Training on surface- Surveyor V required bringing the remote
sampler and alpha-scattering instruments was laboratory data from its vacuum-chamberconducted between subsequent missions after environment to the system via a dataphone
plans to include these instruments were made link and simulating its engineering data by
firm. Development of the capability within computer. Training of overseas CDC crews for
SSAC to operate the payload consisted of participation in payload data acquisition was
three broadcategoriesofeffort: done through the use of simulated data
1. Development of techniques and recording.
procedures using a laboratory type of simu- Although the final system provided a
lation of the instrument and data-processing reasonable simulation of real-time data
2. Application of operating procedures response, it was a complex and difficult sys-
to command and data acquisition system for tern and produced, on its own, most of the
mission operations by using a fully simulated problems one might expect to encounter in a
data source but excluding the operational mission. Operating the Surveyor on the moon
group interface not directly involved in data turned out to be quite easy in comparison to
acquisition or data analysis operating the simulated system.
3. Participation in complete dress
rehearsals involving all op_,ational interfaces Conclusions
of the mission control system.
: During this period, detailed operating The data returned by Surveyor has
procedures and sequences of events were provided significant information about the
developed and documented. Training was surface of the moon, not only from the
conducted by commanding the simulated instruments described but also from an
instruments and by analyzing the displayed analysis of the behavior of various operational
data in an environment simulating that subsystems of the spacecraft. The operational
expected during the mission. Development of control procedur-s described have proved
the simulation system and training progressed very effective in .c_,airing a large amount of
simultaneously although earlier development data from the surface of the moon over
,. • of simulation would have permitted a greatly relatively short periods of available time.
' reduced training effort. Training of the Optimum results with rapid response were
various supporting-element personnel and the obtained from a complex set of data senson_
development of their systems (such as the TV on a vehicle some 230,000 miles away. The
ground data-handling system, the command availabiliW of a highly flexible spacecraft
and data-handling console, data-_rocessing, system teamed with man in the real-time data-
and communications) evolved, in part, as a analysis and decision loop provided an
result of their support for SSAC trainin& exploratory ability that was capable of
L
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achieving mission objectives. The success of 2. Technical Report 32-1177. Surveyor III Mission
_. this program demonstrates the achievements Report-Parts l, II, and ill, as above, Jet
_:_ possible in scientific exploration of space by Propulsion Laboratory, 1967.
_i, using unmanned, instrumented spacecraft. 3. Technical Report 32-1246. Surveyor V Mission
"" Report-Parts I, II, and III, as above, Jet
_: References Propulsion Laboratory, 1967.
_ 4. Technical Report 32-1262. Surveyor VI Mission
_: 1. T_chnical Report 32-1023. Surveyor l Mission Report-Parts I, II, and III, as above, Jet
f._ Report - Part 1: Mission Description and Perfor- Propulsion Laboratory, in publication.
_" mance; Part II: Scientific Data and Results; 5. Technical Report 32-1264. Surveyor VII Mission
_: Part Ill: Television Data, Jet Propulsion Labor- Report - Parts I, II, and III, as above, Jet
_" atory, Pasadena, California, 1966. Propulsion Laboratory, in publication.
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Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Mission Operations
H. Robert Lynn
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Introduction in addition, exercises and simulations must be
conducted in order to train personnel and to
Mission operations involves all aspects of verify operations procedures in a realistic
in-orbit operation and is particularly directed environment.
to meeting mission objectives efficiently.
Much preparation is required to accomplish Spacecraft Description
these objectives. A ground system must be
developed, mission plans completed, and The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
' testing and training conducted to integrate all (OAO), figure 1 , weighs 4400 pounds; it is
) aspects of mission operations into a unified 10 feet high and 21 feet wide with the solar
system, paddles deployed. The solar array can
Mission planning and ground system produce 1200 watts of peak power and can
design are iterative processes. Mission plans sustain an average orbital load of 550 watts.
generate ground system requirements for The normal operating load is approximately
which a design is engineered; likewise, the 420 watts. The spacecraft is three-axis stabi-
ground system design discloses capabilities lized and is in a 480-statute-mile, circular
and difficulties that require new mission orbit, having an inclination of 35 degrees.
_ plans. The mission planner would continue The stabilization and control system
this iterative process indefinitely if the various includes:
_" system designs were not finally frozen. 1. Six gimbaled star trackers that pro-
Throughout development of the system, vide a coarse pointing accuracy of +30 arc
i requirements change as system capabilities, secon&' t
operational timing, and priorities become 2. One hor_ght star tracker with aclear. There are always worthwhil improv - pointing accuracy of ±5 arc seconds
i' ments to be made, and there arc always risks 3. Rate and pocdtion gyros for backup
in flying the "present system." Management control with a drift rate of 0.1 to 0.2 degree
of the mission operations system involves per hour
many difficult decisiom based upon caicu- 4. Inertia wheels for slewing and atti-
lation of the risk, assessment of the capability rude control
• of the system to cope with the risk, and the 5. A magnetic unloading system for the
' resources available to eliminate the risk. inertia wheels
Within the Goddard Space Flight Center, 6. Gas jets for attitude coJ_trol and for
the _lents of people from varied disciplines tmloading the wheels.
have been pooled together under the mission The spacecraft communication system is
operations manager to accelerate the iterative fully redundant (fig. 2) and consists of two
procedures of mission planning and ground- wideband telemetry transmitters, two narrow-
system dedgu. To complete the mission band transmitters, two radio tracking
preparation, the ground system must be beacon_, and quad-redundmt command i
extensively tested with actual spacecraft data; recolvers. The wideband link is used primarily
635
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_ . _....... ,. S/CCOMMUNICATION
;" " _t2 .......
_, ,oo- • WIDEBANDLINK- TWOREDUNDANTTX.
_ (_ • .,G_I 4(Rote • MODULATIONFM • FReOUENCY(i00MNZBAND
' • NOMINALPWR 8 WATTS* TePEDt 4 VIDEO- _M)
_'_;' • POW[R |200W ARRAY i}IGITAJ. (PCM/FSKI
_ . _5owOee.AL * 10(2_
_: . S,A.,LIZA,.ON ,AX,S o.SO=
c 61I_ps
• POINTINGA_CURACY ! ARCMIN • NARROWBANDLINK TWOREDUNDANTTX
_ • ORBIT 4805 MILES • MODULATION PCMI$ olPM
_#_\ • INCLINATION 35 • NOMINAL PWR l wATT
• FREOU_NCY156MHZBAND
• TYPEDATA DIGITAL(_ l_ V_s
Figure I OAO A-2 configuration and performance • B_ACONSTWOr_DUNDANT_x
_ C_ll_CteJ_tiC$, • MODULATION- NONE• NOMINALPWR " 100MW
• FREQUENCY136MlaZSAND
to transmit scientific data from data storage • COMMANDLINK
at a rate of 50,OOObits per second, spacecraft • MODULATIOP,- PCMffSKIAM
_ • FREOUI[NCY- 148MHZBANDdata from the tape recorder at 6?,000 t'ts per ci'¢r, sitratezo4z®s
t second, and command-memorydumps at
_:-; 50,000 bits persecond. The narrcwbandlink Figure3. Fully redundant, spacecraft contrm_nlca-
is used to transmit spacecraft status data at Lionsystent
1042 bits per second.
The PCMcommand system operates at
1042 bits per second and uses two 32-bit
words and their complements for each corn- 30 analog and 200 bilevel bits in the experi-
mand. The complement commandwords are ment data-handling equipment. Spacecraft
used by the spacecraft for error detection, data and experimentdata are simultaneously
,_ _: Command verification is provided to the generated on board the observatory at 1042
ground viathe narrowbandtelemetry link. bits per second. Both types of data can be
A total of 256 commands with their selectively loaded in a core storagedevice that
_ designated execution time can be stored in can store 8192 25-bit wordswith nondestruc-
randomly addressablelocations in the com. tive readout rates of either 1042 bits per
mand memory. These commands are auto- second or 50,000 bits per second. The space-
matically executed in sequence from the craftclaraarecontinuously recordedon a tape
memory at the designated time. There are recorder having a 12-hour capacity. This
actually 229 different commands that can be recorderplays back at a 64:1 speedup ratio,
sent to the spacecraft.These are categorized or 67,000 bitsper second.
as: control commands either to turn equip- The WisconsinExperiment Packagecon-
ment on and off or to select modes of oper- sists of seventelescopesoperating in the =dtra-
ation; data-handling commands to establish violet region. Four stellar photometers, each
the way status data is sampled, stored, and spanning 1000 angstroms in 250-angstrom
transmitted;glmbal angle commands to point steps with selectable 2-minute and lO-minute
the star trackers;attitude commands to slew apertures, cover the region from 1000 to
•" , the spacecraft by using the inertia wheels; 4000 angstroms with considerable overlap
address transfer commands to change the One scanning spectrometer covers the spec- "
sequence of command memory execution; trum from 1000 to 2000 angstroms in
and experiment commands to select the mode 10-angstrom steps. Another scanning spec-
andsequenceof experimentoperatiom, trometercoversfrom 2000 to 4000 angstroms
The onboard data-handlingsystem pro- in 20-angstrom steps. A nebularphotometer
rides 264 &bit analogwords and 288 bilevel covers fzom 1500 to 3800 angstroms in
bits of spacecraftstatus data. It al_ provides 600-angstromstein. Gain,filter, andexposure
1970027360-612
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_: of each instrument may be individually corP noted that the sun shade protects the experi-
_ trolled alo_.lg with data sampling rates and ment from direct solar-light impingement for
• " selection of digital or analogreadouts. 13 greater than 90 degrees on the B side.
"_ The Smithsonian Experiment l_ckage Figure 4 shows that ally given fl angle repre-
__ (Celescope) consists of four ultraviolet sents a locus of possible poinfings in the sky
cameras (Uvicons), each with a 2-de_ee field- and that /J-angle restrictions exist in accor-
: of-view and operating at 1200 to 1600 ang- dance with corresponding power consider-
_" stroms, 1300 to 1600 angstroms, 1600 to ations and solar impingement on the
_ 2900 anfstroms, and 2300 to 2900 ang- experiment.
_; stroms, respectively. Control is provided for Gimballed star-tracker control is the
exposure time and selection of digital or primary method for slewing the spacecraft
analog readouts.
ObservatoryOperations DANGLE
SUN .e,N_O_//_ $_¢,_
The OAO is operated by pointing the ,,__.:-_m.i_s._ _ --.,n
optical axis at a de,ignated point in the sky, ,.,s._-_ _. :_/L_/---_-_.. conducting a planned series of observations. _.and recovering the data. Throughout this 0.
process, the power system of the spacecraft 0.
must maintain an acceptable state of charge,
_ and the thermal system must maintain proper _J_"s"°"_''_@-'-_'_n :/'/_A/i balance. Both of these considerations are "_ :-- -/N,' "_ ---_
greatly aided by maintaining optimum roll, s s_ =._ ss_ T ,--
which means that the spacecraft is rolled I/9o. 0.- "
• _: about the optical axis into a position where 0.
maximum power is received by the fixed solar
_ arrays. At this attitude, the sun's rays strike Figure 3. Actual angle of tnc_lenceof sunl_ht on• the solar paddles at the most _rect angl solaraneyz; r,_ mred in erne of_anSle betwee
possible for the designated pointing. There is mtnm opticalaxisand sun,he.
an optimum roll that provides maximum
power for every pointing.
The actual angle of incidence of sunlight
on the solar arrays is measured in terms of the
angte _ between the minus optical axis and
the sunline. As _own in figure 3, the optical _axis makes a 33-degree angle with the solar
As _ increases from zero to 57 _ D.m'paddles.
degrees, the power increases to a maximum. D.,3e'_"_" _ _,
% _.mmm
From 57 to 90 degrees, the power decreases /t/ _, _.w
and would continue to decrease above 90 / / I_
,.' . degreeson the side of the paddles called the _u.% [ [ ] "_ -_u.' "A side." Since solar cells are located equally -
on both the A and B sidea of the paddles, the _ __em_, _ m
spacecraft can be rotated 180 degrees about I
the optical axis and operated with the B side
exposed. As _ is increased from 90 degrees to
123 degrees, power again increases to a _sm_m_/_ !
maximum. Above 123 degrees, the power
once again begins to decrease. It should be _. _ _/_msdm_
i
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and maintaining pointing. The six star There are certain con'_traints under
trackers each have two gimbals (an inner one which the spacecraft must be operated. For
and an outer one) allowing two degrees-of- example, the trackers cannot be reliably used
freedom with ±43 degrees of movement in to track stars within certain specified angles
both axes. The trackers can be operated in of the sun, moon, and earth. Some trackers
either the command mode or track mode. have special restricted angles because of pos-
When in the command mode, a tracker points sible reflections or obstructions from the
at its commanded angles; when in the track spacecraft itself. In addition, there aze restric-
mode, it tracks a star and produces an error tions with respect to tile availabili':y of stars
signal for both gimbals by comparing the during slews. The spacecraft may be required
_ actual angles to the commanded angles, which to point to parts of the sky where it is impos-
are always present in the tracker logic. The six sible to maintain stellar reference through the
trackers produce 12 gimbal-angle errors, two entire orbit; when this happens, the spacecraft
from each tracker, which are resolved into six can be held by gyro control. There are a!so
error signals for each of the three spacecraft constraints with respect to whether or not the
axes: roll, pitch, and yaw. These errors are experimenter's target is occulted.
', averaged and applied to the inertia wheels. Operational constraints must be moni-
The spacecraft can maintain its attitude as tored to ensure: that the command memory
long as it has unobstructed stars assigned; does not overflow, that the time allotted for
however, as the spacecraft revolves about :he specific operation is consistent with space-
ea,th, the guide stars are occulted by the cr_ft location in orbit, that the flip circle
earth (fig. 5). When this happens, other (either the A side or the B side of the solar
trackers must be assigned. These assignments array) is observed, and that real-time passes
ace made from the command memory of the are of adequate duration to support the
spacecraft, operation.
The command memory is the heart of
,_ the spacecraft. While all operations can be Basic Ground-System Requirements
done in real-time from the ground, almost all
! pointing and slewing are done from memory. The OAO operational philosophy is to
, (The Wisconsin Experiment is normally oper- maintain centzalized control of the mission.
ated from memory.) The 256-command su,
1 capacity of the memory is divided into two
i for loading and oper,Ring the memory; that is,
while one-half of the memory is operating, • V_GA
the opportunity is taken to load the other ................
half. Each half of the memory that is loaded : c0,Rst po,_,_
has a "coast-hold" series at the end that will CANOPUS•
maintain the spacecraft in a safe attitude as
long as possible in case the other half of the
memory is not loaded in time to take over
operating from the first.
,' _Iso located in the memory are two
series of emergency commands that the space-
craft automatically switches to if the stellar
reference is lost or if the batteries go into an .... ...
undervoltage condition. The command ""
memory is loaded at a rate of 1042 bits per SaAUtA COAaUmlm',_
second and can be dumped at 50,000 bits per
second for verification on the ground. _ $. Obn_tat _tmeka, _ntt
Jt
i i i -- i
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_ Remote stations are used to relay telemetry Center. Three of the stations-Rosman, North
_, data to Central Control and to relay corn- Carolina (USA), Quito, Equador, and
_: mands to the spacecraft• The Central Control Santiago, Chile-were selected to form a fence
_. Station is the focal point of mission planni.g through which the O,AOmust pass each orbit
_:. and the master facility for monitoring and (fig. 6). The stations at Tananarive, Mada-
m:_ control of the spacecraft, gascar and Ca_'uarvon,Australia were added to
_* The remote station can command the provide additional real-time coverage for
space_:raft on the basis of previously received spac,.xraft control and monitoring, especially
_ command messages from Central Control, or for the Smirhsonian Experiment, which
it can command under the direction of requires real-time operation. The five sta.ons
Central Control during real-time operations provide approximately 24 12-minute real-time
when deviation from plans is required. The contacts per day.
: remote station records all wideband data. Figure 7 shows a simplified block din-
: gram of the ground system. The remote
_: Ground-System Description stations provide three communications links
The OAO ground system consist_ of five to the spacecraft: (1)a narrowband telem-
_ remote STADAN* stations and a central con- etry link, (2) a wideband telemetry link, andtrol facility at the Goddard Space Flight (3) a command link. They also perform the
necessary data-handling and recording func-
_' *_SpaceT_rackingAndData_Acquisition_Network. tions. Each station is equipped with a
J
I '' _
i '
! ,
J
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computer to perform the functions of corn- monitoring and control is performed at the
_ manding the spacecraft, controlling the OperationsControl Center.
station data-handlingequipment,andrelaying At the Rosman station, full advantageis
data to the Central Control Station. The taken of the 100-kilohertz and the
100-kilohertz, and 10-kilohertz communi- 10-1dlohertzmicrowavecommunicationslinks
cations links shown in f_gure10 are available available.All forms of widebandand narrow-
only to the station at Rosman, North band dataare transmitted to CentralControl.
Carolina.The 2.4-kilohertz communicatiot_s Spacecraftcommandsaregeneratedat Central
link is usedto transmitnarrowbandtelemetry Control and are transmitted directly to the
data and remote-computer "milestone" spacecraft via the microwavelink.
messages(describingthe results of each oper- There are three OAO computer centers
ation performed) to the Operations Control at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The
Center. This link is also used to transmit Operations Control Center (figs. 8, 9, and
. instructions and commaads from the Oper- 10), which performsthe real-timecontrol and
• , ations Control Center for execution by the monitoring function and houses the mission
remote computer. Special communication operations staff and experimenters,contains
modems are provided to interlace* the three computers, pulse-code-modulated
1042-bit-per-second narrowband telemetry (PCM) decommutation equipment, 14 strip-
. data with the computer milestones between chart recorders,a large spacecraft-statusboard :
the r_mote station and Central Control. By displaying375 bilevel and 90 analog param.
using this computer-to-computer interface eters, 15 display consoles for control and
and real-time telemetry transfer, the OAO monitoring of the spacecraft, and Wisconsin
• m
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.-_Y"_'. and Smithsonian Experiments control and, It
" "' display equipment. The Support Computer
_' Center (fig. 11) is a large digital computer
_'" "---- with cathode-ray-tube (CRT) terminals for
., access by the mission opet'ations staff and
_ support computer personnel. The Data
' Processing Center (fig. 12) consists of two
large digital computers, one to provide in-
,. depth quick-look and the other to reduce
, scientific data.
Operating the Ground System
t
_. The OAO requires constant attention
_, from the ground-based mission operations
,_ Figure 8. Central control mission-operationsroom. staff. Figure 13 shows the major components
_J
3_ ._" _' ,
_f
Ii Figure 9. Experimenter operations room
_( l_gure 11. Support computer center.1[" /r
F_re 10. Central.control equtpn_nt roont Figure 12. Data-procesangc6ater. {
| l
• i
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memory to carry the spacecraft through its
o_..T. _ _oPPom ___q Sttt¢,. Or,,.,CVS next series of operations.
eLANe COMPUTER EXPI[RIId[NTSCOblTI_OLS
In the process of computing the contact
_ _ . messages, the support computer formats every
MISSIONS OPEL_IATIONS...... I command necessary to assign the trackers for
EXPER_tmtr41_mOPERATIONS COf_TROL ..... [
[ STAFF CE_ITER b/Art I slewing to the designated pointings, to re-
s/c I oss_ ,s0,,, t ........ _.ssign the tracker for occultations, to main-
coN,,o_; o,r,l-_------ _ i _....... o,,, tain optimum roll, and to check for all the
[ OATA spacecraft restrictions previously mentioned.REMOVE
I STATION PROCESSING Printouts describing the contact messages are
provided by the support computer in varyings/c _ __ oBs
co.,,,os_. V. oA_, levels of detail for review and use by different
-- mission-operations elements. One of these
S/C
print uts, used by the mission operation
staff to monitor time performance of the
Figure13. Majormission-operationcomponents, spacecraft, is an integrated printout that lists
chronologically every event to occur in the
of the ground system with their normal inter- spacecraft, including ephemeris events, real-
faces. In this figure, as in the real operations, time operations, and command memory
the mission operations staff and experimenter operations. After the contact message has
staff are integral parts of the Operations Con- been approved by the support-computer oper-
trol Center. The ground-system operation ations personnel, the experimenter, and the
starts with the experimenter's plan of obser- mission operations staff, it is cleared for trans-
vation. The plan is then traced through the mission to the remote staiions.
support computer, the Operations Control Contact messages are transmitted to the
Center, the remote station, the OAO, and remote stations via the Operations Control
: back through data-processing to the Center; normally, this is done a day in
experimenter, advance of use. These messages are validated
In order to develop an experiment target by both the Operations Control Center and
, list, the experimenter uses spacecraft the remote station.
ephemeris data, a list of available remote Activity for each spacecraft contact
stations, and the support computer in an starts 40 minutes prior to the estimated time
[ iterative process. This process catalogs avail- of arrival (ETA) of tile spacecraft at each
, able stars, selects experiment operating remote station. Diagnostic programs are _a_n
i parameters, and alerts the experimenter to at the station; the proper contact message is
possible conflicts with OAO operation restric- called in by the remote station computer; and
| tions. When the experiment target list has the operational configuration of the station is
been completed, inputs are provided to the established for the satellite. At ETA minus
support computer by the mission operations 20 minutes, communication is established
staff, which defines spacecraft operations and between Central Control and the remote
directs remote station activities. This corn- _tation. Central Control is configured for
pletes the mission plan for one segment of remote operations, and the prepass confi-
orbital operation, usually seven orbits. The dence checks are run. These are single-thread
support computer is then run to compute a data-flow tests, which originate at the remote
contact-message tape that contain, a detailed station as radiofrequency signals modulated
schedule of activities for every real-time by OAO tape-recorded data and which are
contact in the segment, including all corn- passed through the complete data path from
mands to be sent. It also contains the types of the remote station antenna to display devices
data to be taken from the OAO and the at Central Control. When the test is aceom-
commands to be loaded into command plished, the radiofrequency source at the
1970027360-618
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',_ remote station is turned off, and no patches or contact message has been sent to the remote
<, configuration changes are made anywhere in station.
L the system until the contact is completed. After the contact is over, wideband data
._: At the ETA, the remote station corn- taken during the contact are played back to
'/ puter automatically begins the contact by the Operations Control Center at a slowed-
establishing communications with the space- down rate for processing. The data tapes are
craft. By commanding the spacecraft and mailed to the Data-Processing Center, where
controlling the station data-handling equip- they are reduced and supplied to the
ment, the computer estab!ishes a narrowband experimenter.
telemetry link with the spacecraft and uses
this link to verify all commands sent to the Testing and Training
spacecraft. The remote station computer then
proceeds with the schedule of activities as The system was extensively tested before
directed by the contact message. For being committed to operational status.
example, the schedule may be to load the Central Control proof tests were run to verify
:,, command memory with the commands the system perfo;_ance in handling contact
_ specified in the contact message, to dump messages, contact operations, and post-
data storage, or to change the mode of various contact operations. Remote-station inte-
spacecraft systems. Throughout the contact, gration tests were conducted with spacecraft
narrowband data from the spacecraft are equipment aboard aircraft flown over the
_. passed directly to the Central Control Station stations. Tests were also made on the high-
at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), speed communications links to the remote
_ thus allowing the Operations Control Center stations.
to display the complete spacecraft configu- Using the actual flight spacecraft before
._ ration and status for the missioh operations launch, tests were carried out to ensure cem-
._,, staff. The Data-processing Center may also patibility with the ground system. Fxtensive
r, receive and process these narrowband data to records were kept during all systems tests to
provide near real-t/me, quick-look, spacecraft- provide statistical performance evaluation as a
_: performance information. The Data- function of time as well as to record everyg_
.._ Processing Center has a remote printer located anomaly so that possible problems could be
in the Operations Control Center, thus investigated, eliminated, and monitored for
r, allowing access to this information by the recurrence.
mission operations staff. Mission trainhag was conducted in the
Throughout the contact, the remote form of network exercises, mission simu-
_ station computer and the Operations Control lations, command-message generation
.V Center computer communicate via the exercises, and prelaunch spacecraft opera-
2400-bit-per-second, high-speed datalink. Via tions. The network exercises included the
this link, the remote station sends milestone remote station and the Operations Control
messages describing the results of each oper- Center. These exercises were run with tape-
ation it performs. From a control panel in the recorded data and used operational configu-
Operations Control Center at GSFC, the rations and procedures; their purpose was to
, mission operations staff can control the train ground system personnel in the setup, _
remote station computer; i.e., they can checkout, and use of the ground system.
change the sequence of events, stop and start Mission simulations were conducted to give
the operation, add new events, and send the mission operations staff realistic experi-
command groups to the spacecraft. This ence in operating the Orbiting Astronomical
capability is used in emergencies or whenever Observatory, in diagnosing system faults, and
changes are made to the mission plan after the in instituting proper corrective actions.
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:;_ Apollo Telescope Mount Operation_.; and Data-Handling
_:
;._ James M. Rives
; NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
if.,:: Introduction with solar observations on an open-ended,
",' 56-day mission. Of the total 56 mission days,
_ The objectives of the Apollo Telescope 37 days have been set aside fu_ ATM experi-
i Mount (ATM) mission are to obtain precise ment operations and 19 days for other mis-
scientific data and information on the char- sion activities.
acteristics of the sun through observations of Because of the complexity of the
&. various portions of its electromagnetic spec- LM/ATM, it will require not only many of the
trum (fig. l). The ATM is a module of an resources currently being used in marmed
_ orbital assembly (OA), which also includes a spaceflight but also additional resources and
i lunar module (LM), a commar, d service advanced techniques that are being developed.
module (CSM), a multiple docking adapter The crew will assume the role of the principal
_- (MDA), an airlock module (AM), aad the investigator in the operation of all experi-,ll
_ orbital workshop (OWS). Figure 2 shows the ments and will control the operations of all :_:
ATM in its cluster configuration. ATM experiments, but they will be cora-
l The ATM is physically integrated with a plemented by some automation. The ground* lunar module that provides the habitation network will monitor experiment operations
area for the crew and the necessary controls and will serve only in advisory capacity to the
and displays to enable the crew to control and crew when required. In general, the crew will:
,'_ to operate the ATM systems and experiments. • Precisely point the solar instru-
_. The LM/ATM has been designated the AAP-4 ments at selected targets of interest, such as
,_ of the AAP-3/4 missions.* This manned mis- sunspots, filaments, and flares, and will
sion fi 3), planned for days duration, the( ,g, 56 increase resolution as necessary
• begins with a manned command service • Make on`the-spot decisions that will
_ module (AAP-3) liftoff and rendezvous with enhance the quality and integrity of data
the orbital assembly, which is in an approxi- • Retrieve the film cameras, which
mately 200-nautical-mile orbit altitude with a contain high-resolution photographs, by extra
3S-degree orbital inclination. Following CSM vehicular activities (EVA).
rendezvous and docking with the OA and These activities will also be used to
checkout, AAP-4 with the LM/ATM will be evaluate man's ability to operate complex
launched 3 to 5 days after AAP-3. After scientific instruments in the space environ,
insertion into orbit and separation from the ment. The results of this evaluation will heln
, • , launch vehicle, the LM/ATM will perform an to determine man's role in future space
unmanned automatic rendezvous with the flights.
orbital assembly and will dock with the The crew also has the prime responsi-
multiple docking adapter under remote con- bility for the operation of all ATM systems;
trol by a crew member in the MDA. The crew however, unlike its role in the experiments,
will then activate the LM/ATM and proceed ground operati :ns has a large role by assure-
.... ing control to relieve the crew of repetitious
*AAP- ApolloApplicationProgram. tasks and the bookkeeping type of functions
645 t|
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._: as well as assuming control when ground- AI.t these experiments and systems are
_* based computing facilities can be more effi- housed in the ATM rack assembly (fig. 5).
*_. ciently utilized, when the crew has Physical access to the experiment film can-
:_i, insufficient or hard-to-access data, and when isters by the crew will be accomplished by
,. the crew is absent. The ATM consists of five EVA at appropriate times during the mission.
_ major experiments(fig. 4): Crew control and monitor will be accom-
__ 1. S052: White light coronagraph plished in the lunar module by means of a
-_ 2. S0 54: X-ray spectrographic control and display (C&D) panel.
--_. telescope
,;:- 3. S055: Ultraviolet spectrometer ATM Experiments
7 4. S056: Dual x-ray telescopes
;. 5. S082A: Coronal extreme ultra- The ATM experiments are designed to
_. violet spectroheliograph observe and to record solar features or regions
_. S082B: Chromospheric extreme of interest by using a variety of _cientific
_,:. ultraviolet spectrograph, instruments and recording devices. Obser-
These experiments are supported by four vations are to be made and data obtained over
_: major systems on the ATM: a wide range of energy wavelengths in the
1. Thermal control system form of both solar images and solar spectra.
;z 2. Pointing control system The experiment operations will be conducted
_ 3. Electrical power system so that one experiment (e.g., S055), relative
_ 4. Instrumentation and communi- to the others, is primary for crew activity
. cation system, while another experiment (e.g., S082A)may
!
ram- ]
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_:: made through both polaroid filters and
_. unpolarized lens. When camera film mlzst be
,:-. replaced, the astronaut will replace the entire
_: camera during an EVA, thus eliminating any
•\ requirement for direct film handling. Each
_-:,, camera contains 750 feet of 35-millimeter
?" film, or enough for 7600 frames of data; four
cameras are required to provid_ su,_,_cient film
:: for the duration: of the ATM mission.
¥_"
"" S054 X-Ray Speclrograph 7descope
The primary purpose of experiment
S054 is to study solar-flare emissio _ in the
; soft x-ray wavelengths between 2 to 8
_ angstroms with a high spectral resolution of a
, #Igure 5. ATM cannister cut, showing electrical, fraction of an angstrom and a spatial reso-
polnting.eontrol, instrumentation, and com- lution of 2 arc seconds. The secondary objec-
municationsystems, tire is to obtain soft x-ray images of the sun
during non-flare conditions. These measure-
ments will be correlated with ground-based
be active in a secondary mode, etc. The observations and associated records for the
experiment observations and data will be purpose of constructing a comprehensive
recorded primarily on photographic film and picture of the solar-flare phenomena. This
on magnetic tape, which will be transmitted experiment combines a grating with a grazing-
to a ground station via telemetry, incidence x-ray telescope in order to record
both an image and a spectrum of the sun on
052 White Light Coronagraph film.t'
"Die primary mode of operation of this
The primarypurposeoftheS052experi- experiment is the flare mode, which is _
ment is to make observations on the solar designed to maximize the probability of
corona to determine its form, polarization, obtaining data on the initial rise of a flare.
I and brightness from 1.5 to 6 solar radii as well The astronaut will set the experiment controls
as correlations with sunspot and solar flare so that an increase in x-ray intensity above a
• activity. The instrument used is a standard predetermined level will initiate the picture-
.;, Lyot coronag_-aph with the three external taking sequence. At the same time, the proper
occulting disks modified to allow precise exposure sequence will be automatically
pointing of the experiment. It includes a selected. To obtain maximum resolution in
polarization wheel inserted behind the the experiment, the astronaut must point the
internal occulting disk and a system of mir- x-ray telescope within ±2 arc minutes of the
rors to bend or "fold" the light path to allow flare region. A cathode-ray-tube (CRT)
a more compact arrangement of the camera display is used to locate the flare; pointing of
and electronics, the instrument is achieved by means of the
The normal mode of operation requires pointing control system, which positions the
that the instrument be pointed at sun center, flare image in the center of the CRT display.
If pointing becomes offset eror ;uncenter by When a flare image is observed on the
more than 20 arc seconds, the instrument will CRT display, the astronaut will switch to the
stop taking pictures. The aperture door will threshold setting corresponding to the
automatically close if the pointing error exposure-count reading. With optimum
exceeds 5 arc minutes, Exposures will be intensity of the image on the CRT display,
1970027360-623
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_ the astronaut will then maneuver the space- ments, S055 experiment data will be recor_ied
:_ craft to center the image on the scope and and provided to the ground only by
i_.' will lock the spacecraft in this position until telemetry.
"_ the solar activity ceases. All functions started
: by this solar flare will continue to operate S056 Dual X-Ray Telescope
/ until the intensity count produced by solar-
flare activity diminishes below the preset The purpose of experiment S056 is to
_ discrimination level. The camera records both measure the intensity of solar flares with
the dispersed and undispersed x-ray images of spatial and temporal resolution and to obtain
the sun. The film magazine in each of the four data on the solar chromosphere i,i the soft
_, cameras to be used during the ATM mission x-ray region from 2 to 60 angstroms. Data
contains 1000 feet of 70-millimeter film. The obtained as spectrograms and spectre-
telescope assembly also has a proportional heliograms can be used to verify models of
._; counter, which will provide a solar-flare energy and mass transport mechanisms
-, warning and a TV imago to the astronaut, as through the solar chromosphere and models
_: well as telemetry for the x-ray data. of solar-flare initiation and development. This
experiment utilizes two separate and indeper_
S055 Ultraviolet Spectrometer dent instruments to obtain complementary
data. One instrument is the x-ray event
_ The purpose of experiment S055 is to analyzer (X-REA), which provides spectral
_ observe the solar atmosphere spatially and data (intensity versus wavelength) in two
- spectraily and to obtain data in the 300-to adjacent channels, divided further into
1334-angstrom ultraviolet region. Atomic 10 wavelength bands from 2 to 20 angstroms,
' lines having ionization energies in the range of using proportional counters and pulse-height
13.6 to 367 electron volts will be observed, analyzers. The other instrument is an x-ray
_ Spectroheliograms constructed in these lines telescope (X-RT)employing grazing-incidence
will be used to examine the temperature optics to provide spatial data in the form of
_ change across the boundaries between regions x-ray f'fltergrar,s (solar images of narrow
of solar supergranulation. The experiment wavelength intervals) in six bandwidths from
obtains spectral data in seven distinct bands in 4 to 60 angstroms. The solar images formed
the 300-. to 1334-angstrom region and by the camera system are recorded on ultra-
soectroheliograms of the solar disc with a violet sensitive film while the data from the
_ resolution of better than 2 arc seconds, proportional counters are displayed in the
I A grating mount in the spectrometer lunar module or to the ground via telemet_.
, provides the capability of scanning the entire The fdm canister for the camera contains
wavelength range over the entrance silt of a 1000 feet of film; there are four canisters for
single detector and also t capability of the ATM mission.
_ selecting any other wavelengths for the raster
operation. In addition, the telescope is pro- 5082.4 Coronal XUVSpectrohellofraph
vided with a small raster pattern (5 arc
minutes by 5 arc minutes) to permit the The purpose of this experiment is to ..
. reconstruction of solar images. In support of obtain high-r_olution, extreme ultraviolet
• the experiment, a narrow bandpam hydrogen- (XUV)images of short time variations in the
alpha filter telescope is used to provide spec- solar atmosphere and to collect spectra data _
troheHogranu of the solar disc. Filteqlrams in on solar centers of activity with emphasis on )
hydrogen-alpha will be obtained at regular solar flares. The instrument has a diffraction !
_ intervals in each orbit or more frequently gratingof 3600 lines per millimeter that
when ultraviolet experiments are in progreu, receives light directly from the sun and fonns
) This hydrogen-alpha data will be recorded on a spectrum of solar images on film in wave- |
I. 3$-millimeter film. Unlike the other experi- lengths between 150 and 650 angstroms, t!
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The astronaut will detect the initiation meters_by. 2,5.j_,,..r_il_i_ters)for 1600 expo-
of a flare by monitoring images of the sun in sures. Tae_ will be approximately 1600 feet
different wavelengths on a scope. The "active of 35-millimeter filmstrips from the S082A
prominences" are observed by hyarogen-alpha and S082E\ experiments.
telescopes on the ground and observation
information relayed to the astronaut by voice ATM Systems
communications from the ground. The
normal operation for the instrument is in the The ATM solar experiments mounted in
sun-centered mode. It may also he operated an experiment canister are supported by five
when pointing if offset to record data on a primary ATM systems: thermal control, elec-
specific feature. The resolution is approxi- trical power, poi1,,ting control, instrumen-
mately 5 arc seconds, depending on wave- tation and communications, and the LM/ATM
length, and the field-of-view is 45 arc minutes, control and display panel.
Each of the four cameras for the ATM
mission contains 200filmstrips with one Thermal Control
' exposure per strip (each 25 millimeters by
i 258 millimeters). The thermal control system (TCS) pro-
vides a controlled thermal environment for
, S082B Chromospheric Extreme Ultraviolet the ATM experiment canister. The fluid,
Spectrograph 80-percent methanol and 20-percent water by
weight, circulates through cold plates on the
The S082B extreme ultraviolet spectre- canister wall. A heater and radiator provide
grapi, instrument will be used to record thermal conditioning of the fluid and
photographically ultraviolet spectra of the sun maintain a constant fluid temperature at the
in the spectral range of 970 to 3940 ang- cold-plate inlets. The thermal control systems
stroms and to provide video pictures of the are designed to maintain an acceptable
solar image in a band of approximately 170 to thermal environment for the experiment
" 550 angstroms. The solar radiation will be
obtained from various small areas on the solar optics and electronics as well as for support-
systems equipment. Systems components are
disk and at different levels across the limb. mounted on racks that surround and struc-
The instn_mem employs a normal incidence turally support the canister. The experiments
spectrograph using a 2-meter-radius, 600-line-
are mounted on a cruciform spar that is
per-millh-neter grating. This grating will focus attached to and enclosed by the canister.
! the dispersed light on the filmstrip in the The canister walls are maintained at '
camera. An extreme ultraviolet monitor will essentially constant temperature to prevent
assist the astronaut in deciding which extreme misalignment of the optics by deflections of
! ultraviolet emitting regions of the sun should the spar resulting from thermal stresses and to
be photographed. The observations of both ensure that the electronics components do
the spectrograph and the extreme ultraviolet not overheat. A semipa_ve thermal system is
monitor will cover periods of greater or les_.er useci to control radiation heat transfer
_- activity during two rotations of the sun and between the rack-mounted components andi
! will record temporal changes of centers of th,.'ir surroundings. Thermostatically con-
activity and flares, tr,_lled heaters are provided to prevent critical
" i The instrument is normally offset- components from becoming excessively cold
| pointed to a precise feature of interest and during inoperative periods on night portions
can be manually operated in either of its two of the mission.
, operating modes. The field-of-view with this
instrument Ls3 arc seconds by 60 arc seconds Electrical Power
, with a reu_lution of approximately 2 arc
seconds.Each of the four cameras for the The ATM electricalpower system(EPS)
ArM mission has 200 filmstrips (35 mill':- conditions, stores, controls, and distributes
i
! ,
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26.0-to 30.0"voltDC power to the ATM ment responsibilitywhileground personnel
._ systemand experimentloadsaswellaspower conductstatusand performancevaluatio,as
. to thelunarmodule.Innormalorbitaloper- basedupon telemetereddata.Theseground
ation,power isprovidedby a solararrayand operationsrequirecapabilitiesfordetecting
"_ rechargeable mckel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) bat- failure effects or degradation in system per-
teries. The power system for the airlock formance that could compromise mission
:'. module provides a source of power during objectives and for advising the crew on their
contingency operation. The solar array is utilization of given equipment redundancies
configured to supply an average power output and/or backup modes.
at the beginning of operational life of 10,480 In the context of these requirements, the
_' watts. The solar cells will convert solar energy PCS telemetry becomes highly important
_. to electrical power, which is used to satisfy whenever off-nominal status chaliges occur.
il the load requirement and to recharge the Very few ground-commanded PCS functions
batteries. There are 18 solar panels mounted are planned at the present time. Maximum
in a four-wing array and 18 charger-battery- relianc is on highly automatic, crew-
regulator modules (CBRM). The output of supervised, programmed, digital-computer
_" each solar panel is connected directly to a control. Computer and timer updatings are
7
:_ single CBRM to form one of 18separate mission-critical transmissions from ground to
_ power-generation units. Between launch and orbit• There are two major PCS subsystems:
solar panel deployment, the nickel-cadmium control moment gyros (CMG) and experiment
_ battery will supply power to the loads, pointing control (EPC).
Initially, the salar array is stowed in afolded position and is mechanically cinched lastrumentation and Communications
to a backup structure on the ATM. Afterdeployment, the cluster will be oriented by
the pointing-control system so that the array The instrumentation and communi-
is held normal to the sun during the orbital cations (I&C) system provides four functions
_. day. Deployment will be performed, after (fig. 6):
lunar module docking is completed, by
utilizing a system of redundant electro- I. Collection and processing of ATM
explosive devices controlled from the ATM systems and experiment data
control and display panel. Actuation of the 2. Transmission of these data to
solar-array unlock switches will fire pyro- ground station
i technic initiators to release the four wingsfrom their restrainers. Actuation of the solar- 3. Execution of ATM ground
array deploy switches will cause electro- commands
. mechanical actuators to extend hinged scissor
_ arms to deploy the folded panels. Telemetry 4. Experiment support for the astro.
_ signals are provided to indicate that each wing nauts via closed-circuit television.
has been deployed and locked. The I&Csystem in the ATM includes the
_ Pointing Control telemetry subsystem, the radiofrequency
command subsystem, and the television sub-
The ATM pointing control system (PCS) system. The purpose of the ATM telemetry
provides three-axis stabilization and attitude system is to transmit to the ground the data
control of the cluster and permits fine- generated aboard the ATM and some pans of
pointing and stabilization of the experiment the lunar module and orbital assembly. These
i canister. The PCS operations assure stable data include results and measurements made
orbital-amembly orientations for experimental to monitor the status and performance of
tasks. The flight crew has systems manage- ATM systems and experiments."
!
!
i i t
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I Figure6._k_tute/MgFNcononunlcarlo.._interface.
The purpose of the radiofrequency nauts.Usingthetelevisionsysteminconjunc-
command systemisto providethe ground tion with t!_ two hydrogen,,alpha
withcontrolovervariouspacecraftsystems, experimentsand the S082 experiment,the
Duringany manned mission,thecrewprovide crewcanselectheareasofthesunatwhich
theprimarysourceofcontrol;however,some theywant to aim theATM e_perimentcan-
of theircontrolfunctionsaremade available bier,and theycan monitorthe pointingof
to thegroundwhen thegroundcanusefully the canister.
assist the flight, crew in one of four general The ATM telemetry system condsts of
areas: crew safety, data downlink mann-,,e, two PCM/FM-FM* links, each having caps-
ment, routine or repetitive and t,,,_e- bility of 72,00(; bits per second of data. The
consundng tasks, and commands requited real-time output (from the PCS/DDAS') is -
,. when the crew _re dispensedthroughout the 72,000 bits per s,'.cond.This is d non-return-
orbital auembly and are not available to to-zero output tLat can modulate either of
execute such conmmnds. The majority of the two very hil_, frequency (VHF) trans-
ground commands are used for switch/rig-on mitten and that can be transmitted to the
or switching-off functions and for updating .
the ATM computer.. *PCM/FM.FM=PulseCode Modulation/Frequency
The principal function of the television Modulation-Frequency Modulatio., I¢.S,_ODAS=
system is to act as a viewfinder for the astro- PulseCode Sldft/D/gitalDataAcquts/tionSystem.
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!_i ground station. The delayed time output is
; generated by the auxiliary storage and play-
_ back (ASAP) assembly and is a 72,000-bit-
_, per-second biphase signal that can also =,. OperationalCharacteristicsof Recording System
_' modulateeither of the VI-IF transmitters.(See
'_': 1. It will record onboard 4000 bits per second
-_'_ fig.7.) The ASAP assembly records 100 of scientific and housekeeping data for 90
_ wordsout of eachPCM/DDAS* masterframe, minutes.
,,; It is preprogrammedwith the addressesfor
400 words, which it selects out of four 2. It will play data back to ground site at 18:1
' consecutivePCM/DDAS master frames. An ratio for 5mira tes.
:_ ASAP master frame consists of 6000 worJs%
_' during which every measurement (including 3. Onboard recording is interrupted during
,_?_ those from experimental submultiplexers) is playback.
_, sampled at least once. The data is recorded at
If' 4000 bits per second.In the playbackmode, 4. Twotelemetrydownlinksprovidereal-time
the tape recorder plays the data back at 18 datatransmissionsimultaneouswith tape
times the record speed (72,000 bits per playback.
_i second).Sincethe maximumrecordivgtime is 8. Groundisprime in operation of taperecorder,90 minutesand the tape moves in the same including time-lining andcontrol.Crewprovides
:, direction for both the recordand playback backupin contingencies.
modes,the playbacktime is 5 minutesandis
-_: independentof the amount of datarecorded, c. Groundretrievalof allpertinent scientificdata
will be insured by:
_ LM/A TM Control and Display Panel
1. Selected deletion of recording during some
_ In conjunction with the above experi- nighttime passeswith all daylight passes
_ ments and systems,the control and display recorded
(C&D) panel located in the lunar module
!_- (fig. 5) providesthecrewwith controllingand 2. Use of backup recorder to complement
_ monitoringdevices(control, switches,meters, prime when possible loss of valuable mission
and/or scientific data is evidenced.
_i TV monitors,etc.) asa meansof commanding
:" and monitoring the ATM expe_ments ,,nd o. Groundsiteselectionfor datadump will be
_ systems.The layout of some of the main k,fluencedby:
_ controls on this panel includes: p
_, I. Experiment grouping is on the left 1. Reel-timeactivities
_ side. 2. Pointing-control-system grouping is 2. Radiofrequencypredictions
i on theright side.
3. Caution and warning are at upper 3. Ground stationoperations (i.e., station
center, manning)
,; 4. Power control is at lower right. ,
5. ATM systems are in the center. 4. Datacontinuity
6. The bottom panel provides the 5. Dataflow,processing,and handling.
=_ x-ray activity-history plotter, digital data
•; addresssystem,TV monitors,anddisplaysfor
_ the x-rayspectroheliographexperiment.
Tr'
- *PCM/DDAS=Pulse Code Modulation/Digital Data F_ 7. Cong_dcratibnJ for tape recorda' opt- i
AcquisitionSystem. at/on.
m
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trol center in the MCC and will be actively
participating in the real-time operations. At
all other times, an experiment room will be
provided for the principal investigator so that
he can make detailed analysis of his scientific
data and can provide recommendations perti-
nent to the experiment operations. In addi-
tion to the primary manned space-flight
network (MSFN) and the mission control
center, the Environmental Science Services
:' Administration (ESSA) solar observatories
will be linked to the mission control center
and will provide the principal investigator
with solar-flare prediction data.
, To perform these functions, crew-voice,
: Figure8. Control and display panel located in lu- telemetry, and ground-based solar-observatory
nar module, data will be utilized. Telemetry data can be
: either real-time (transmitted as occurring) or
continuously recorded and played back over
an MSFN station. The total bit stream of data
Ground Operations and Data-Handling is recorded at the remote site, and the hard
copy is later shipped back to the processing
In support of the ATM experiments, it is center (fig. 9). That portion of the total bit
planned to have ground operations accom- stream needed to perform operations function
plish the following functions: is called "flight control data." Flight control
• Verify the status of experiment data are those data which undergo some form
,_ operation by analyzir.g telemetry parameters, of processing, other than direct recording at a
remote-site ground station, and which are sent
• Perform real-time flight planning as to the mission control center during the con-
' a function of mission solar activity being duct of the mission to influence the progress
observed, of the mission. There are three folms of flight
i control data:
: • Predict solar-activity periods, and
advise astronaut on observations. 1. Real-Time Data: selected data
' received, processed, relayed, and displayed
I • Assist astronaut in film manage- during ground station contact
•_ ment by monitoring film utilization and by
correlating this with predicted solar activity 2. Delayed Real-Time Data: selected
, and experiment planning, data received during ground-station contact,
? and processed, relayed, and displayed
• Perform experiment trend analysis between station contacts
based upon available telemetry data. 3. Hard Copy Data: data recorded at
These functions will be performed the sites on tape, and the tape expedited back
• ' primarily by operations personnel located at to the mission control center.
the mission control center (MCC) in Houston, Real-time data are always transmitted to
Texas. The principal investigator, or his the control center during the appropriate
representative, will also be located at the mis- mission phase for a gro_ assessment of the
sion control center, and, during the times experiments. Delayed real-time data are trar_s-
when his experiment is being exercised, he mitted only as required for trend or contin-
will be located in the mission-operations con- gency analysis. The various types of mission
inletr
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REALTIME I I
i i t _ t
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i HI-SPEED£400bpsDATALINE CONTROL OPERATIONS
_ SUPPORT
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DATAPROCESSOR _ I I- 2 $ I
j- t COMMANDI
I
L. CONTROL
.. Figure 9. Simplified telemetry data flow.
data for scientific evaluation consist princi- his use in detailed scientific analyses. Nor- ¢
pally of recoverable experiment data (f'dm really, f'flm processing will remain the respon-
and voice recordings) returned with the space- sibility of each principal investigator. , , .
craft and the telemetry data recorded at each The real-time data received at each
ground site. ground site in support of operations, along
ATM data returned with the spacecraft with the auxiliary-storage-and-playback tape
consist primarily of special f'dm canisters recorder data, are recorded simultaneously on
containing exposed experiment film taken magnetic tape and used for post-pass playback :_
.. • during the mission. It is anticipated that in support of operations. They are also
• , approximately 16,600 feet of experiment f'dm shipped (in a timely manner) to the proces-
will be exposed during the 56-day mission, sing center to be used in post-event and post-
The f'flm to be returned with the spacecraft mission system and experiment scientific
requires special storage compartments within evaluations. If estimated on the basis of a
the spacecraft and also, upon recovery at sea, fixed inclination and orbit, a substantial
special handling and storage on the recovery amount of recorded data would result from I
vessel. The film will be expedited to each ground-site acquisition utilizing the entire
principal investigator (as soon as practical) for MSFN. The volume of magnetic tape will be I
f
I
I
I
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greatly reduced, however, through the appli- converters, computers, etc.) for converting
cation of such current state-of-the-art analog telemetry information into basically
recording techniques as reduced recording digital or computer-compatible data (fig. 11).
speeds, recording of multipasses on a tape, The processing center will digitize and strip all
and the like. the; data measurements and will output the
The amount of data reduction and data in various forms; e.g., binary computer-
processing anticipated for this volume of compatible tapes, oscillogmms, and strip
ground-recorded data will be directly influ- charts. These data may be furnished to data
enced by the information and data actually users in this "raw" form; however, the bulk of
obtained by MSFN station coverage and the the data will require further data reduction
problems actually experienced during the real- and processing. Through computer utilization,
time and near real-time operations activities, calibration information will be applied to the
Such activities as astronaut time-lines, day "raw" telemetry information, and the data
and night cycles, "on" and "off" modes for may be output in engineering values. Various
experiments, and ground-site acquisition and processing tech_fiques may be applied to the
loss times will greatly enhance the post- data at this point, such as limit-sensing, data
mission data-handling and management of analysis, data correlation, and the like. The
data received from all ground sites (fig. 10). basic data outputs as a result of data reduc-
Minimum utilization of mobile support is tion and processing will be primarily in the
planned, form of binary tapes, microfilm, and print-
The extent of data-processing back at outs. Various data reduction techniques will
the "home plant" consists primarily of be applied to reduce the total quantity of
utilizing ground stations (analog-to-digital these data.
,_ ¢mKr, mi W_TAG41 CTM E_a UNto
_, to q F_ t_ fA _, q _ t_ _n Io '1 I_ fj ¢_
_+ OlIOU 41m_l
RA mg_ t/m t_wl
ClR¢_II Ol_ ITMY_ vm_itltv _¢ t
, -- O010 msv_Nt_t_
Figure 10. Mannedspace.flightnetwork (MSFN). Figureil. Standardtelemetry.processeddataoutputs.[
, , '[
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_ Ground-Based Astronomical Optical Data-Handling
_; Edwin W. Dennison
_i California Institute of Technology
i,
i Perhaps the most helpful contribution fully handled, the total number of discernablethat those working with ground-based ast-c photometric levels is also very high. It is
nomical instrumentation can make is to unlikely that astronomers would continue to
., indicate what has been done, what is now use photographic materials if other techniques
_!' planned, and what "_'sthe nature of the basic were equally effective.
concepts that are behind the instrumentation The remaining half of the astronomical
designs. Hopefully, this will lead to two observations are made by using photoelectricfurther steps. First, with the help of those detectors of one kind or another. By far the
involved in space instrumentation, the vast majority of these are photomultipliers.
ground-based techniques can be modified to At the Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories,
make space astronomy and ground-based ah of the photomultiplier photometers used
astronomy so similar that most astronomers for nighttime astronomy are used in a pulse-
will be able to use either with equal dexterity, counting mode. For the solar magnetograph
Second, some of the astronomical observing observations, pnotomultipliers are used in an
_ concepts that have been found practical for analog mode because they are not strictly
ground-based stations may give some clue as involved in photometry but are used as com-
te the general character of hastruments for a parison devices. Pulse-counting photometers
. space station, have proved to be simpler to operate, able to
handle a much larger dynamic range than DC
Existing Instruments measurements, and appear to be far more
stable than DC photometric methods. These
At the present time, approximately one- pulse-counting systems have a time resolution
half of all astronomical observations made at of approximately 27 nanoseconds. Digital
the Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories are data systems are used in conjunction with
made photographically. Of these, approxi- these photometers. In these data systems, a
mately 90 percent are spectra, and 10 percent certain amount of "housekeeping" informa-
are direct photographs of the astronomical tion is recorded; i.e., telescope coordinates,
objects. Some of the photographic observa- tinz of day, the name of the object, etc. Also
tions are made with th*_ help of image recorded are the observational data, which
intensifier tubes, which reduce the exposure consist of the total number of pulse counts
" .. time substantially. The principal reasons for accumulated in electronic counters, the time
' using the photographic materiaisare: (1)they of counting, and, in the case of scanning
are readily available and easy to handle, and photometers, the position of the grating.
(2) most of the optical instrumentation has These data are both recorded and presented
been designed to accommodate photographic to the observer in the form of Nixie tube
materials easily. Perhaps the most important displays.
advantage is that a photographic plate is able The recording is generally done in two
to integrate over an enormous number of modes: the first is a printed paper tape, and
independent picture elements, and, if care- the second is either summary punch cards or
657
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,q L Om   etictape.Theprintedpapertapeservesextensionsof thegeneraltechniquespro-
" two purposes: first, to operate as a redundant viously described.
recording medium, and second, to enable the
observer to refer back to data that he has Future Instruments
gathered earlier the same night. These
numbers are also useful in checking the Many new instruments are either being
stability of the equipment because the constructed or are being planned for future
observer can estimate thc square root of the construction. For photographic observations,
total number of counts he has accumulated it would appear that the use of the new
and therefore can calculate the standard image-analysis techniques, which have been so
deviation. In general, if the observational successfully employed by the Jet Propulsion
values fall within one or two standard devia- Laboratory (JPL) and others, could result in a
tions, the system is working well; if the great improvement in the amount of data
successive values fall outside of this range, recoverable from photographic materials. In
there is an indicatio-" of instability, variable order to accomplish this goal, however,
sky conditions, etc. improved microphotometers must be con-
In some parts . the data systems, strutted; and the resources for the software
mechanical action is coil,rolled from the data programming must be available. This type of
system itself. An example of this is the Coude project is certain to be successful because
spectrophotometric scanner. In this case, there are few, if any, state-of-the-art tech-
there are two photomultipliers, one moni. nological advances that must be made.
toring the continuum and the other behind a In the area of digital data systems, the
movable slit that scans through a particular plans for current and future projects include
spectral line in the object being observed. In the use of small computers as central
the normal mode of operation, the scanning processing units for the entire data system
slit is set at one edge of the spectral line, and and telescope control. The most compelling
•" a preset number of counts from the contin- reason for going to these computers is that,
uum monitor is accumulated in the counting by introducing new software techniques and
: channel. At this time, the scanning slit programs, it is possible to reconfigure a data
advances one step, and the continuum system for any new observational problem. It
I monitor again collects data until the preset is also addpossible to new pieces of
number has been reached. In this way, the peripheral equipment that can be used for
numbers in the scanning channel are normal- new observing functions. These new
i ized by the continuum, and variations in sky peripheral devices may have a very complextransparency see g and the like re removed, relation to the other peripheral devices, but
It is also possible to operate the system in the this relationship can be handled by software
reciprocal mode, in which the counts in the programming without requir'ng a complete,
scanning channel always reach a preset new, hardware configuration. It is also
number, and the monitor records a number possible to keep the operator controls
that is proportional to the reciprocal of the extremely simple by using computers.
intensity in the scanning channel. In i_is case, Cathode-ray-tube displays will be used for
all observational points have equal accuracy, both alpha-numeric data gathered by the data
• ' " This is a mode of operation that uses the system and graphical displays of either the
observing time most efficiently, raw or the inte_reted data. These new sys-
Other more sophisticated instru_nents term will use a computer character generator,
have also been constructed, such as a compact which has a composite video output and,
spectrum scanner that rides on the telescope therefore, can be used to feed many simple
and a 32-channel photomultiplier spectre- television monitors at a number of locations
photometer. These, however, are simply around the telescope. Magnetic tape recording
1970027360-633
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_' will be used almost exclusively except for omy may depend upon the development of
those cases where the data rate is so slow that such a device.
:: punched cards are more desirable. The need for a two-dimensional, pulse-
:: In the immediate future, some on-line counting photometer is obvious, but it is also
• calculations will be done. For example, calcu- true that tbr measurement of spectra it would
, lations will be made of the standard deviation be desirable to develop a one.dimensional,
tot photometric measurements as the pulse-counting :ht_,ometer having anarray of
• measurements are being made, thereby detectors in a single line. In order to be
" enabling the observer to immediately deter- practical, such an array should have at least
' mine the accuracy of his dala. In the future, 1,000 to 10,C00 independent elements.
more sophisticated on-line calculations will be Over the last several years, experiments
: possible. Perhaps someday the point will be have been performed at the Mt. Wilson and
reached at which the final reduced data ca' Palomar Observatories to determine the effec-
•__ be presented to the observer essentially at th fiver. ":s of good human engineering. The
!. time of observation. Finally, the centrat re_alts have fully demonstrated that, when an
- processing units will be used for telescope mst_ur_ ,_ ::d its controls are observer-
> control in the following ways: (1) they will orienteu, the effectiveness of the instrument
calculate the coordinates and control the tele- is greatly increased. The loss of effectiveness
.: scope for accurate settings; (2)they will comes from equipment malfunction resulting
generate control signals for raster scans, which from operator errors or the introduction of
will enable the entire telescope to scan across systematic errors. This does not mean that it
. an extended object; and (3) they will be used is always necessary to have a skilled opera(or
; to control scanning spectrophotometers, in addition to the observer but rather that, if
An additional device that is on the some care is given to the control design, it is
future horizon for astronomy is, essentially, possible to have a fully effective, observer-
the equivalent of a two-dimensional array of operated instrument.
photomultipliers, all acting in a pulse- When designing instruments, it is often
counting mode, with the output data stored productive to consider the factors that will
in a computer memory. From the point of make the best use of the observer's talents.
_. view of practical n;emory sizes and computer For example, it the observer needs to know
t access time, the entire project appears feasi- the ratio of two numbers, he can more
:_ ble; however, photometric two-dimensional quickly interpret his data if he is given the
_; detectors are not yet able to record single ratio rather than the two observed numbers.photon events nor even to have an accumu- When the observer is able to interpret his
_ lated sif_!-to-noise ratio that would be data, he is able to intelligently change his
charac_eri._ticof a system in which no noise observing equipment to test a new idea or _,
was introduced after the photocathode. Such "hunch." There are, of course, times when a
a device would be very important to astron- series of observations must be made under
omy because of its potential speed gain, identi:al conditions, but even then the
because of improved linearity in both the observvr can be assisted by having his data
linear coordinates and the photometric presented to him in a meaningful way so that !
'._,. coordinate, and also because the output he can perforrn'_elf-eonsistency checks on the
would be directly in a computer-compatible data. l'hese concepts are not new, but they ,,,
medium This would facilitate computer have ,-,ot yet been fully utilized in ground-
image analysis and processing. The entire based astronomy. _'
future of both ground-based and space astron-
!'
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_, System Aspects of the Kitt Peak Automatic Telescope
'_.
Peter R. Vokac and Frank E. Stuart
: Kitt Peak National Observatory
s
Preliminary Description mately related components: (1) optical-
mechanical hardware, (2) electronic hardware,
, The remotely controlledautomated tele- and (3) logical software. It is a complex sys-
_ sc3pe at Kitt Peak National Observatorywas tern that contains in the computermemory all
_ conceived in 1961 as a general-purpose, the information needed to accomplisha wide
computer-controlled system capable of auto- variety of tasks with the simplest possible
matically executing a predeterminedprogram operatorinput.
• of astronomical observations, carrying out In addition to internal inform_ "on
some on-line data reduction, and tabulating stored in the computer memory and genera-
the results in suitable format. The 50-inch ted in commandsandmonitors, thereis exter-
aluminum telescope is located on Kitt Peak, hal information that flow.,.:.nto the system
and the Raytheon 250 computer with all its from both ends. From the sky comesdata and
input and output equipment is in Tucson, weather information; from the operator
Arizona, 50 miles away. These two p',a'tsof comes control i_formation.
the system are joined by commercial tele-
phone lines (four wires in a Bell System System DesignPhilosophy
"Telpak A") attached to digital-signal-
conditioning hardware at both ends (built by The system was designed to enable the
Astrodata, Inc., of Anaheim,California). automated telescope to perform most of the
In automatic mode, the operation of the tasks of an ordinaryastronomicaltelescope. It
l telescope and all associated equipment is acquirespoint sources of light to a given
under the control of the computer, which re- precision; it operates data-acquisitioninstru-ceives its instructionseither from a previously mentation; and it takes protective action in
prepared paper tape or from an operatorwho the event: of potentially harmful contin-
may enter control information at the control gencies. Automatic control of this system is
center in Tucson. In addition to automatic faster than manualcontrol by an approximate
control from Tucson, the telescope and in- overall factor of 10 because the manual
strumentation can be operatedmanuallyfrom observerdoes not have access to much of the
the telescope dome in the conventional man- precise, real-time, monitored information
ner wheneverdesired, availableto the computer. ,
' The automated telescope system pro- i
sents different aspect_ to the user, the de- CommunicationsSystem Description
signer, and the builder. This paper will
concentrate primarilyon the point of view o; The digital communication system is
the designer, who might describethe system _ed upon a one.second "frame" time. It
in the following way. The automated te'_e- enables the telescope to fill six 32-bit shift
scope is an active interface between an ob- registers,to transmittheir contents twice each
server and the night sky. It is an automatic frame, and to strobe and to _ransmitthe con-
information generatormade up of three inti- tents of 30 Il-bit analog-to-dlgitalchannelsto
661
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_ _.. {_h_' computer once each frame. There are the 22-bit input and output registers in the
• 15 32-bit storage registers at the telescope communication system at the computer
that are filled sequentially once each frame by terminal. They require servicing by the
a 32-bit shift register accepting serial corn- computer so that their serial stream of out-
mand bits from tile computer, going and incoming data remains unbroken.
The input to the computer arrives seri- The 22-bit storage register plus the 22-bit
ally from the data link and is fed into a 22-bit shift register at 1024 bits per second allow
shift register, which, when full, is dumped time blocks, between servicing, of approx-
into a 22-bit storage register that can be imately 44 milliseconds.
parallel-accessed by the high-speed (24-micro- This time must ,_e reduced by four
"o -',,,Itsecond) input/ ute. buffer of the computer, computer machine cy,._..c two cycles to allow
Output from the computer is parallel through for lack of sync between the data cycle and
the high-speed input/output buffer to a 22-bit the computer cycle and two cycles to allow
output storage register, parallel to a 22-bit the computer the time necessary to carry out
output shift register, and serial into the data all the housekeeping functions servicing the
; link. Because the computer has no "inter- on-line input/output devices. Uhder these
rupt" capability, protection against loss of timing restrictions, the frame was broken up
data-servicing sync is accomplished through into 23 blocks of computer time, each block
"overflow" flip-flops, on both input and being 32 milliseconds long. Since the opti-
output, available as flags to the computer, mized "word time" of the computer is 24
The serial oatput-data rate from the microseconds, there were up to 1,500 opera-
computer to the mountain is 512 bits per tions possible during each block; a,_,l there
second. The serial input-data rate to the com- were up to 34,500 operations possible for the
purer from the mountain is 1024 bits per on-line software during a one-second frame.
second. Each input and output frame requires (Only 6,000 on-lineoperations wereneeded to
one parity bit, 20 "phase select" bits, and an operate the system Another 2,000 might
* I l-bit "Barker Word" for frame sync. The have been added for on-line data reduction.)
i input frame contains 714 data bits and 278 The two computer machine cycles involved in
unused bits; the outpm frame contains 480 data sync were salvaged for on-line output to
data bits (fig. 1). an asynchronous high-speed punch (fig. 2).
System Timing Computer Interruptsi 'The Raytheon 250 computer is a serial
The system software must be compatible machine without interrupts; however, even if
i with hardware timing restrictions. The corn- a computer with interrupt capability were
,_ munications system is serial; therefore, the used, there would be little advantage in ser-data can be distinguished only by its position vicing a serial data link. Experience in the
in a frame. Because any given information bit system indicates that interrupts would be
can be received only once each frame, all real- advantageous only with parallel data links and
time control must allow for one-second incre- only when a well-defined hierarchy of priori-
ments in both commands and monitors, ties can be assigned.
-" " During the frame, there are two _oiter
" ' ' cycles that restrict the software. One of these Computer Limitations
short cycles is in the computer itself. The
Raytheon 250 computer is a serial machine Computer speed was not a limitation in
with magnetostrictive delay-line memory and this system. The primary computer limitation
registers. Its memory-lh-.e cycle time is 3 was memory capacity. The total of 9,000 :
I milliseconds; hence, interrupts are not fead- 22-bit words imposed a restrictior,,agalmt any _
ble. The other short cycle is determined by major on-line data reduction. There are about i
|
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1,500 words occupied by essentially off-line problem. A major problem, however, is posed
debugging and hardware testing programs that by the fact that a full second must elapse
could be put on tape outside the computer between any given "data-response-command"
during on-line operation. If this were done, sequence. The motor drives and the data
however, any on-line program filling those acquisition are continuous mode devices, but
positions could not be software debugged; they must be controlled through an incre-
and any marginal system-hardware failure mental data link. In most cases, it is possible
could not be checked without writing over
part of the control program. This experience to stop a device short of the target or short of
indicates that any modern computer used to saturation. The solution for these cases is to
control a system of this complexity should read "on the fly," to extrapolate differences,
have a fast, multiheaded, peripheral disk and to make the "stop" decision that comes
memory to relieve its core of all programs and closest to the goal. The cases requiring pre-
data not on immediate on-line call. cision target acquisition are solved by either
One other important limitation of the deliberate sacrifice of time (as in the photo-
Raytheon 250 computer was the requirement electric f'mder) or by buffering through digital
that all the software be written in machine counter-registers that store a bialary number
language. This was necessary (1)because the of "stcps" and cause a drive motor to turn
system is primarily logical instead of arith- until the number is counted down to zero by
metic, (2) because the programs must be pulses from an incremental shaft encoder.
optimized for speed (a time factor of 128 is
i involved), and (3) because the memory capac-
ity is sr',all. This language limitation meant Targ. t Acquisition
that the final, complete, software system
• required two years for an experienced pro- ]he computer can point the telescope to
grammer to design and write. A system of a desired star by commanding it to a position
' equivalent complexity might be written for a where the telesc-pe coordinates, as measured
modern core machine with a good assembly by the 16-bit right ascension 8nd declination
i language in only about 8 man-months of time. shaft encoders, are equal to the tabulated
coordinates of the star. However, the residual
•; Data Lirdt Limitations uncertainty in the position of the stellar
image, due to telescope flexure, encoder-
r telescope misalignment, least-significant-bit
' Although the oae-second serial data quantization error of the encod_rs, and side-; frame reql_es some delay, received data or
real clock error, is too large for most pur-
, transmitted commands need not be delayed a poses. It is therefore necessary to provide a
: full second. All information in this system can photoelectric star finder to enable the system
t be raore current if the data and the corn- to position the image more accurately. This
• mands are scheduled properly in the frame so instrument is calle_ a "finder," rather than a
that receipt, computer respond, and trans- "guider," because it does not control the
mission follow sequentially. The layout of position of the image during observation. -
useful bits in this frame imposes the following Instead, the entire telescope beam is diverted
I minimum delays: 64-millisccond data first to the finder, width suppli.s the corn- ,
generation/receipt, 44-millis,',cond computer put_r with image-position information for --
resp,,nse, 32-millisecond command trans- ainJng the telescope. When this has been
mission/actuation-resulting in minimum accomplished, the full telescope beam is
delay time of 140 _filliseconds. allowed to enter the observing instrument.
Be,-ause the mechanical subsystems of During the observation, the sidereal drive of
*.he autom_,ted telescope are relatively slow, the telescope maintains the imag_ in itsthe. corn ,m:.cation delay is not a sigrdfieant proper position.. ,,._e observations made with
! '
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_' the automatic telescope are of relatively short Philosophy of System Software
._ duration, there is no present need to provide a
t.. beam.splitting device to permit closed-loop The design philosophy for the software
3 guiding of the telescope during an obser- developed into the simple pnnciple that no
_ ration, operational lint ltion in the system should be
_ due to software. This requires that the system
Finder Outputs must be strictly hardware-limited, both within
_ any given mode and among any new modes.
_ The finder has two analog outputs, Two ideas, primarily, make this possible:
which vary linearly with the rectilinear com- modular software and macroccmmands.
_._. ponents of the displacement of the target star Vertically, the software is a multilayered
_: from the center of the finder field. These structure of subroutines. Horizontally, each
_ error voltages vary between zero and 5 volts, major-subsystem control program is separate,
with on-target (or null) values of 2.5 volts; removable, or modifiable, independent of the
;_ this range is dictated by the 0-to-5-volt input others. Each of these major programs is
_" range of the analog-to-digital converter in the designed to be small in size by making
s,ystent For a moving image, the outi_ut volt- maximum use of common subroutines. The
: ages do not vary smoothly; instead, they are macrocommand is a simple, practical input
updated every two seconds and held until technique with a very high information
updated again, resulting in stepwise changes in content. _
these errorvoltages.
In addition to position information, the General Description of System Software
finder can indicate the approximate target
brightness (magnitude), the image size (focus There are five basic types of operator
or seeing quality), and whether or not there is commands:
a strong enough star in the field to make the 1. Transfer program control.
_ position signals valid. 2. Set up parameters.The f'mder has two field sizes, 5 arc
_ 3. Set up labels.
._ minutes and 30 arc seconds. The field size to 4. Set up control sequence (macro-
be used in any given ,situation is determined command).
_ by the requirements that the target star be in 5. Initial on-line operation.
the field and that all background stars in the
field be somewhat fainter than 0.3 magnitude
beneath the target star. All of these operator commands have an
identical three-part format: first, an alpha-
Open-Loop Off._,t betical character to define the class of the .
command; second, a set of numerical char-
A further option is target acquisition in acters to define elements within the class (this
the "open-loop offset" mode. Since the incre- set is empty in some classes); third, a carriage
mental shaft encoders are located on the return code (c/r), which is the "GO" signal
main-drive worn,, gear, it is possible to find a enabling the command. This format is simple,
, , ' bright star by using the absolute. 16-bi, v-- versatile, and tolerant of operator error.
, _ coders and the finder and then to oft. _t to a
targetwhose brightness is l_l_eath the thresh- Examples of System Software _
old of the finder (12th magnitude). 'fhe reach
of this open-loop mode is limited to about a The most versatile operator command is 3
3-degree range from the bright star; the data the Primary Control Sequence. it is a macro-
acquisition time is limited by the accuracy of command that provides the operator with cus-
the sidereal' drive to about one minute. To tomized input for his specific control
dab.e, there has been very little operational problem. The macrocommand is a sequence
experience with this mode. of from zero to ten eleraents. Each element ,
J
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calls a command routine controlling a single, cording to one of these two criteria: (1) to
major, hardware subsystem. The elements are guarantee that the integrators will be Idled
sequential in time; that is, they do not usually within the specified maximum time or (2) to
operate concurreptly in the system. Since guarantee that the integrations will continue
there may be as many as ten different ele- throughout the specified maximum time. The
ments each in as many as ten different posi- fh'st criterion is usually chosen for bright
tions in the macrocommand sequence, the stars; the second is chosen for faint stars. The
operator has the option of 101o different computer, watching the integration, stops any
control modes, intebrator just before satucation is reached.
From the operators point of view, the The absolute sum of the second differen-
Primary Control Sequence macrocommand ces read during a truly linear integration
requires three to twelve characters chosen should be zero except for least-significant bit
from a brief table of element descriptions, errors. Any deviation from this low level can
One subsystem complex enough to re- indicate spotty thin clouds, marginal integra-
quire control by its own macrocommand is tots, or a number of other phenomena that
the photoelectricf'mder, result in poor quality observations.
Any data acquisition instrumentation (See figs. 3 and 4.)
_'avolvinga complex time sequence would also
requir,,' a macrocommand. The UBV photom- System Reliability
eter, however, is adequately controlled by a
nine-digit parameter setup wherein each At first, the Raytheon 250 computer
element, distinguished by its position in the was the least reliable part of the syster,. Later
command, sets a specific parameter level. The experience, however, demonstrated that an
photometer has two dichroic filters dividing adequate solution to this reliability problem is
the light into three phototubes, each feeding to have an imaginative, competent, on-site
an operational amplifier connected as an technician and a set of good test routines.
integrator. The gain setting of each integrator After the first year, preventive maintenance
depends upon which one of its four capacitors techniques reduced computer downtime to a
is enabled. Output voltage from each hate- level equivalent to that of the other hardware.
, grater is accessible to the computer through From the very beginning, the Astrodata
an analog-to-digital converter channel. An communications _ystem has proved to be the
_ integrator is s_,id *o be filled when its output most reliable part of the system. It was con-
voltage is just under the saturation level of its servatively designed, and it has contributed an ,I l-bit analog-to-digital channel, insignificant percentage to the downtime over
Or-line computer control of this instru- a span of nearly 7 years. On the other hand,
ment creates two particularly useful features, the telephone lines have proved to be sensitive
_ The computer is able to determine the proper to bad weather, which causes mostly spike
gain setting for each of the three colo_-s, noise.
indeperdently, in only four seconds time. The Most "bugs" appeared in the electro-
. computer is also able to monitor each of the mechanical subsystems, especially those
three integratior, rates and to keep a running exposed to environmental extremes in the
absolute sum of the second differences, which dome. These bugs are generally caused by
• indicates a measure of the quality of the initial design, corrosion, or wear and fatigue.
observation. The large number of monitors accessible '
Each _,_"the three colors has a selection by the computer has contributed much to
of four gain settings that span an intensity reduction of system downtime. These moni-
range of I04 . The operator commands a maxi- tors are checked on-line by the computer for
mum integration time; then, if he does not marginal or incipient failure; nearly a bundred
want to select each gain setting himself, he detailed typewriter messages m'e available to
I can command the computer to determine the the computez for alertin_ the operator. (See
proper gain /or each of the three colors ac- figs. 5, 6, and 7.)
1 _
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_. RCTS23
;g' MAIN CONTROL SEQUENCE INPUT COMMAND
'f2
_" Prefix character: "s"
_'. Elements: from zero to ten decimal digits, each representinga control mode in a sequence.
_. Final character: "c/r"
;_"
._. CONTROL MODE CODES
0: System goesto STANDBY and remains there until manually returned.
_ 1: TELESCOPE and DOME are directed toward target coordinatesusing shaft encodersonly.
2: Mark II FINDER sequenceis begun.
_' 3: UBV PHOTOMETER is operated as previously setup.
k, 4: An OPEN LOOP OFFSET is effected, in magnitude equal to an amount previnusly commanded.
<.
5: A DELAY COUNTER counts down to zero from somepreviously set value, holding the system in stasis
k. until the countdown is completed.
6: TELESCOPE isdirected toward target coordinates;DOME is held in stasis.
7: DOME/SHUTTER_INDSCREEN is directed toward target coordinates; TELESCOPE is held in stesis.
8: PASSIVE WATCH monitors and D/SAN inhibited NO STBY & NO TEL DRIVE.
9: Unusedcode
f
F_gure 3. Main-control-sequence input command and control mode codes for remotely controlled telescope
system (RCIS). " "
RCT 25C
t
PHOTOMETER INPUT COMMAND
" PRELIMINARY CHARACTER i: FIXED GAINS or I: AUTO GAINS '_
(requires 2 or 4 _r
extra seconds)
FIRST DIGIT: OUTPUT FORMAT i
0 = LONG FORMAT ALL
1 = SHORT FORMAT ALL
2 = LONG FORMAT PUNCH & SHORT FORMAT TYPEWRITER
1970027360-643
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' SECOND DIGIT: OUTPUT DEVICE
; 0 = NO OUTPUT (TEST) 5 = FLEX TYPEWRITER & HSP
: 1 = FLEX TYPEWRITER 3 = FLEX TYPEWRITER &
2 = FLEX PUNCH W/CH 8 PARITY FLEX PUrJCH
:' 4 = HSP OFFLINE W/CH 8 PARITY 6 = FLEX PUNCH & HSP
7 = FLEX TYPEWRITER &
PUNCH & HSP
THIRD DIGIT: APERTURE SIZE
0 = SMALL
1 = LARGE
i
L
: FOURTH DIGIT: MOST SIGNIFICANT DECIMAL DIGIT MAX TIME IN SECONDS
FIFTH DIGIT: DECIMAL DIGIT OF INTEGRATION
SIXTH DIGIT: LEAST SIGNIFICANT DECIMAL DIGIT (LIMIT 511 secsor
' 8½ mins)
SEVENTH DIGIT: (FIXED GAIN) U GAIN
1 = SET TO #1 LARGEST CAPACITOR (brightest stars)
2 = SET TO #2
t 3 = SET TO
4 = SET TO #4 SMALLEST CAPACITOR (faintest stars)
t'
!, (AUTO GAIN)
1 = Tmax priority (T = Tmax) (1/10 Vmax<V<Vmax)
0 = Vmax priority (V = Vmax) (1/10 Tmax<T<'rmax)
EIGHT DIGIT: B GAIN (do not use after I)
NINTH DIGIT: V GAIN (do not use after I)
FINAL CHARACTER: c/r signifiesthat the previousconsecutive 7 or 9
digit= ere correct.
.... NOTE: Vmax isset off-line through the OUP by In_rtir_g BVU @ Q2 t into
[160/17] (SV ,, 3777 BVLI).
i = ii _ • ii | =l |
4.Photometerinputcoeuvu_tforremoteO,comrolledtelezcope(RCT).
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Dome Command Field Telescope Commend Field
_": + Dome Az SLEW + RA: FAST SLEW 3°/sec
-, INCH SLOW SLEW 30'/sec
v COARSE DDR 100"/sec
"_ FINE DDR 5"/sec
SHUTTER UP + DEC: FAST
DOWN SLOW
:_' COARSE
_; FINE
WINDSCREEN UP FOCUS: IN
DOVe. OUT
i' STOW TRACK
_.,-' STOW
_, SECONDARY MIRROR COVER: OPEN
CLOSE
Dome Monitor Field Telescope Monitor Field -
_'" Dom_ Azimuth Encoder, 10 bit Gray R.A. Shaft Angle Encoder,
_ (16-bit Gray Code i20 arcsec)
Shutter Altitude, 0-5 volt pot, DEC Shaft Angle Encoder,
11 bit A/D (16-bit Gray Code +20 arc sec)
WindscreenAltitude, 0-5 volt Photoelectric Finder Large Field,
pot, 11 b;t A/D +4 arc sec
ObservingPlatform, Parked or Not Photoelectric Finder Small Field,
• _. Parked ±1 arc sec
System Manual or Auto Focus error, minimum-*good focus
EmergencyStop RA Drive Status & Limit Switches p
Weather: Rain DEC Drive Status & Limit Switches
Dew• Snow DEC E,ri Status & L;mit SwitchesWind _-_
• _ Daylight Photoelectric Finder Status
f M', -or Temperature, 0-5 volt, 11 Secondary Mirror Cover, open or,' bit AID not openAll Power Suppt!es, ok or not ok Digital Drive Registers,empty
: or not empty
System, stowed or not stowed
i, J|
_- l_sure 5. RCT dome commond and monitor fields; telescope com_nd and monitor fields.
J
i
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_" FOURTEENAURIGAEAUTOMATED/MANUL
_:_ PHOTOMETRYCOMPARISON
_._ UBV Photometer Command Field r , _ '. w
I • V _6"-0.015
_( Start Integration: START UBV .2c. v_"
-_" _ " ..
•_, Stop Integration: STOP U , ..
_.- STOP B .z_
._-" STOP V _ "_
v
E" H.'") ."-;' U Gain Setting: #1.10 ! _ 2, ,...- :
" °,l i '• 102 '- i .; #3 104 Gain Fcctors - '.: . • , ,,_
_,' l - ;'( '
_. B Gain Setting: #1 - 10z | , '" .; '
#3- 103 1 Gain Fectors ",!6 ' _._ g!e ,.,I _.o
#4- 104 Jo- _.,4o.2,_o "/
' Figure 7. Automated photometry comparison
!. V Gain Setting: #1 - 10 t
_. #2- 10= of 14 aurigae. (Courtesy of Kitt Peak National
i #3- 104 Gain Factors Observatory.)
#4. 104
_ Photometer LARGE
_. Diaphragm: SMALL
tr
Enable Start READY-must precede START
_, Integration: command by 30 ms
,_ NOT READY
,. LIBV Photometer Monitor I-Teld is one-to-one
' _: with the UBV Command Field, delayed by one
data frame time (1 second).
, i
ROwe6.UBVpkoton=tercomn=ndandmonitor
pe_ for RCrS.
mm_
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: Considerations for Digital Image-Processing
-.
:' F.C. Billingsley
California Institute of Technology
i
Introduction either scanning film or digitizing analog
_' magnetic-tape signals is fairly expensive and
_i In recent years the ability to process requires appreciable time to operate. AI-
images to emphasize details, to sharpen the though the possible high cost of a Oigital
'- picture, to modify the tonal range, to aid computer system is a potential disadvantage,
_ picture interpretation, to remove anomalies, this cost can be traded for processing speed
Y; and to detect differences between pictures has by using a smaller computer that will require
evoked interest. This paper is a discussion of longer to do the processing.
_ the kinds of processing that can be accom- The remainder of this paper wiil assume
plished, a discussion of some of the parameter that the data will be reduced to digital form
boundaries and limitations, and a discussion for computer processing. The discussion
_ of some of the systew techniques that have applies to image-processing in general, regard-
proven helpful at the Jet Propulsion Labora- less of the specific field of application. For
_ tory (JPL). example, the concept and understanding of
The two prime contenders for image- the requirements of image-processing have• processing are digital processi,lg and coherent been developed for the processing of pictures
i light processing (ref. 1). In general, it can be as returned from the NASA space vehicles to
stated that the main advantages of a coherent the Jet Propulsion Laboratory In general,
optical system are its efficient storage of the these same concepts and, to a very large
large amount of data in a picture and the high extent, even these same specific programs
processing speed due to the implicit parallel have been utilized to process pictures from
processing of all elements gimultaneously, the electron icroscope, light microscope,
Coherent processing is rather touchy to medical and industrial x-ray photographs, p
operate properly. It is subject to anomalies various telescope pictures, and others.
_ and cannot handle nonlinea,' problems. In
addition, the large aperture systems required Examples of l_,'gitalProcessing
have relatively high cost.
Digital processing has the advantages of Table 1 breaks down the broad area of
being extremely fiexi_le and of being rather image-processing into six applications areas
I trouble-free and easy to use once the pro- with some examples of the kinds of proces-
,. gramming system has been worked out. It has shagthat may be applied in each.
the ability to handle problems that are non-
linear in both intensiW and geometry and can Generation
do these with an accuracy limited only by the
user's -knowledge of the incoming data. To Figure 1 is a computer-generated testgain the advantages of digital processing target used in the testing of the MM'69 TV
l requires high-quality signals with low noise camera systems. It contains a number of
an_ accurate, associated analog-to-digital sinusoids of transmittance (in the positive
conversion equipment. This equipment for transparency actually used in test) of various
673
t
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Table 1. Some Uses for lm_age-Processing
Area Technique U_es
Generation Computer-Originated Test Targets
GraphicalDisplays
ComputerSubstitutions To InsertWindowsin Pictures
To InsertGoodDatafor Bad
IntensityManipulation IntensityCalibrationcf Systems Photometry
NonlinearLookups FilmCurveCorrections
GreyScaleAlterations
ChromaticityCalculations ColorShift, Balance,Alteration
GeometricManipulation GeometricCalibrationof Systems GoodGeometryNeededforStereo
Reprojection To ConvertSlantPixto GndProjection
(._erlayMatchof TwoPix RubberSheetStretching,
:_ IndependentXandY Adjustments AspectRatioCorrections
SpatialFrequencyOperations Spatiall-figh.FrequencyBoost To Correctfor DetailLossesin System
SpatialLow-FrequencyReduction To M/n/ndzeBroad-BrushShading
! To RemoveEffectsof Glare
SingleFrequencyFiltering To RemoveCoherentNoise
Analysis FourierTransform Anal_,sisinSpatialFrequencyPlane
ImageLi[,htDistribution Sta_'(_lhsterAnalysis .
q. PatternExtraction CountingBloodCells,Autos,Stars,
Etc.
AnalyzingShapesof Obiects
Convolution Filtering,Co,elation
i Multipicture Subtraction ChangeDetection
._ StereoInformationExtraction
Addition . Averaging,NoiseRemoval
Multiplication . SpatialDomain Filterin_
Division Normalizing
modulation amplitudes superimposed on rntensityManipulation
various steady-state light intensities, plus
several step-changes of intensity for transient Typical "IVcamera tubes have a spatially
response calibration of the camera, nonuniform response to light. _c_,.,'ate
:. Figure 2 shows a segment of computer- photometry requires that the response-versus-
calculated data inserted as a window in a light-level calibration curve be known for each
picture. The picture is an electron micrograph picture element, called a ptxel. Applicaticn of
of a catalase crystal showing a number of the corresponding curve at each pixel point
artifacts due to the heavy metal staL-Jng. The will recover the true light value at that point.
repeatir,_j structure was located by computer Figure 3 illu:;_rates thin technique as applied
analy,_is of the original and was substituted to a SuJrveyor picture. The shadirq_of the i
for one repeating image cell. ground brightness from left to right at the top
1970027360-648
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Figure 1. Computer-generated test target.
Figure 2. Computer-calculated data inserted in a
picture.
I .
'W
_, '1111 L ",'m IrjIt;,]#q.GIIT.-c_-,''_=:.e-.
_i: : _,:5 ID • ,D34_ Cq'fT.L'_35-,:_.,-_-53. DIGITIZED _i.
O_GITI_ED It,l., FILTEPED .1.5.15,._Vl.3.T,-,.mE• c,,--_.
_-- D.I_S' T_-a'E# 5",19 2'3 .',EPT 15-57. 24 !.EPT 1"36-. ....
(a) Uncorrected. fb; Corrected.
Figure 3. Correction of nonuniform camera response (Surveyor).
|
J
I
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of the uncorrected picture has been removed
in the corrected picture to produce a uniform
ground light level.
The test target of figure 1 has been cal-
culated to produce accurate sinusoids of
transmittance in the projected positive trans-
parency. This calculation compensates for the
nonlinear density-log exposure curve of both
the original recording film and the fdm on
which the transparency is produced. This was
done by first producing, by calibration, a
nonlinear output/input lookup table, which
characterized the entire system, and then
applying this table as a prefacto distortion.
, Color balance in a picture, or the visual
color appearance of a picture, may be shifted
by computer manipulation. The Mare
Imbrium area of thz moon was photographed
to show several different ways of illustrating
the red-blue c31or differences (ref. 2). The
original pictures were photographed through
#29 and #47B filters to produce a ted-blue Figure 4. Mare imbrium area on the moon; showing
color separation pair. These photographs were blue areas in white.
digitized, and the d_gital values were trans-
ferred to the log-exposure domain by non-
linear table lookup, using the complete
, system calibration data. Subtraction of one
from the other produced a picture whose
values were a measure of hue. This difference
.,. picture can be stretched and clipped in vari-
ous ways to produce varied results. The
, photographs in figures 4, 5, and 6 illustrate
; the possibility of separating the color domain
into blue, gray, and red areas. In figure 4, the
i blue areas are rendered white; in figure 5, the
r gray areas are rendered white; and in figure 6,
; the red areas are rendered white,
; Geometric Manipulation
Typical camera systems will have some
i degree geometric nonlinearity, mayof This be
_. determined by measurement of the distortion
in a photograph of a kn,,wn rectangular grid
_ or a known array of stars. A known grid
_' photographed by the Surveyor camera system
before and after correction is shown in
_. figure 7. in the JPL GEOM*program, up to
Figure5. Mare lmbrtum area on the moon; showing
*GeometricManipulation grayareasin white.
m _ m
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U
/ 100 individual pass-points may be simulta-
::. neously shifted, with automatic computer
:., inte: "olation of all in-between points.
"" The GEOM type of program may be
;_:: used to reprojec" a photograph for rectifi-
__, cation or other purposes. Figure 8 illustrate_
-' the rectification of a Ranger IX photograph
_ to produce true ground coverage. Figure 9
_. illustrates the application to an earth-based
photograph of a building.
:.. Comnarison of two pictures requir_
accurate overlay matching. Figure 10 is the
._' difference picture ot' th_ Mare Imbrium area
_:, as produced with incorrect and correct regis-
_ tration. In this specific case, registration was
_:. obtained by horizontal and vertical tmns-
_ lation plus rotation. In the general case, ai
_ change in magnification might also be present. ,..
Due to various factors, it may well occur
that the horizontal and vertical spacing of the
picture elements should be independer_tly
varied for aspect ratio corrections. The Sur-
veyor pictures of figures 3 and 7 contain
Figure6. Mare lmbrium areaon the moon; showing 684 samples per line and 600 li,es. The ver-
•"edareasin white, tical and horizontal spscin_ _ave been
; adjusted to produce the correct a_pect ratio
of the reticle marks and are quite unequal.
t
v
[
1 _
F
I •
(a) Beforecorrection. (b) After conecrion.
i F_ure 7. Correctim _fleom_.trlccameradistortion/Surveyor).
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(a) Uncorrected.
i.
" (b } Corrected.
: Figure8. Useof geometriccorrectionfor rectification(RangerIX).
.
t,,,
4 "
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)
(a) Uncorrected. (b) Corrected.
_: Figure9. Useo[ geometticcorrection[or correctiono[perspective,
_! Spatial Frequency Operations measured in the X and Y directions by photo-
_ High spatial-frequency response of a graphing sinusoidal test charts, such as shown
' system is commonly limited within the pass- in figure 1. The two-dimensional reverse of
_: band defined by the Nyquist sample spacing, this roll-off curve is produced and then
_ thus resulting in a loss of hich-frequency Fourier-transformed. Next, it is applied by
_.' detail. The ameunt of this loss may be convolution to the picture, resulting in a
-e
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_ (a) Registered. {b) Nonregistered.
Figure10.Illustrationof effects of nonregistration.
'¢
(a) Before enhancinghighfrequencies. {b) After enhancinghigh frequencies.
FigureII. Pic,:uresharpeningby enhancementof highfrequencies.
!
. restoration of thc high-frequency details. The a Surveyor III picture by a partial elimination
effect of such a process is shown in figure 11. of the low-frequency components. The low-
Other manipulation in the spatial fre- frequency components may be completely
quency domain may be accomplished, eliminated, as shown in figure 13, resulting in
Figure 12 illustrates the removal of glare from the loss of all shading and the reproduction of
iiii
!
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[a) Before partial removal of low frequencies. (b) After partial removal of low frequencies.
Figure 12. Removal of glare by partial removal of low frequencies.
llrlt_,,,_t l|_ I, Ill- I' I', I_.__
(a) BeIbre removal of all low frequencies. ( b } After removal of all low frequencies.
Figure 13. Edge enhancement by remm,al of all low frequencies.
!
_k_
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only fine details and edges. Figure 13 shows Analysis
the enhancement of this fine det.il in the
;..:' x-ray photograph of a tumor of the arm. The MM'69 camera system produces a
:!'_ The spatial frequencies to be removed picture with considerable noise, as illustrated
_,_ may be isolated sinusoids. Figure 14(a) is a in figure 15(a). A one-dimensional Fourier
': portion of a Ranger VII picture in which a transform is taken of each line, and the results
, sinusoidal interference is present in the trans- are averaged and plotted in figure 16. The
" mitted picture. A convolution filter was used strong noise frequencies are apparent; they
to isolate this noise, which is shown alone in are isolated in figure 15(b). In this particular
•.'-:: figure 14(b). After isolation, it may be sub- exercise, a Fourier-domain filter was designed
",'" tracted from the original to produce the to eliminate the noise spikes with the results
-; picture shown in figure 14(c). shown in figure 15(c).
)_
.i_t.
i la) Origiral picture. (b) Interference only. (c) After removal of interference.• Figure 14. Location and removal of discrete two-dimensional sinusoids.
........ --- 1
i
i
"1 l i T " "
: (a) Originalpicture. (b) Noise on?y. (c) After noise removal.
Figure 13. Muitk'omponent noise removal, t
ti1
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t:
Figure16.Noisespectrum (horizontal}of thepicture in figure 15.
i Although the spatial frequency manipu- with the Cooley-Tukey algorithm, this is a: lations shown in figures 11 through 14 were lengthy procedure, and most practical appli-
-' _ produced by convolution, the same effects cations still seem best performed by the
' ' ! could have been produced by taking a two- convolution method.
dimensional Fourier transform of the picture, The distribution of stars in a number of
followed by multiplication in the Fourier different star clusters have been analyzed by
domain of the desired frequency-response computer. The digitized pictures are scanned
_' map. "[his would then, in turn, be followed by by using a number of different criteria to
_ a retransform back to the real image domain, determine the presence or absence of stars,
I This is the procedure used for figure 15. Even after which the center of the cluster is located
1970027360-656
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(a) Origina/picture. (b) Result of thresholdat50 percent.
Figure17. Globularstar cluster.
_r
i'
4",
;'_ and the spherical distribution of the stars is constant detail cancelling. Translation of one.i
:, determined, Figure 17 shows one of the picture causes the subtraction to eliminate
_., clusters and the application of one of the vehicles going at the appropriate velocity.
_. separation criteria (slicing at 50-percent The use of picture addition for averaging
amplitude). Figure 18 is the data output re- was shown in figure 2, the catalase crystal, in
,_' suiting from the process, which the repeating detail was produced by
averaging all of the unit cells of the original
'_ Multipicture Operation picture.
i
_ The use of picture subtraction for color- Some Parameter Boundaries
difference determination was illustrated with
the Mare Imbrium pictures. Subtraction is In designing an imaging system, a
;' also useful for detecting changes, as illustrated number of thin_ must be considered more or
in figure 19. Here, motion of cars on a free- less simultaneously. Some of these will be
way is clearly shown in the difference picture found to have rather practical hardware limi-
as half-black, half-white objects with all tations due to the current state-of-the-art,
L
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(a) Original #1. (b] Original #2. (c) Subtraction for (d] Subtraction for
velocity -- O. velocity*, V.
,' Figure 19. Picture subtraction for motion detection in traffic-motion study.
,. while others may be open-ended in this re- desirable, but this limits either resolution or
•_' spect but limited by cost of implementation, area coverage; hence, another tradeoff must
_. Briefly, the considerations to be covered be made. Design of a data-handling system
_, in detail are: geared to picture-processing will greatly facili-
,, tate this procedure.
Resolution: The sharpness of the image Conversion to output film: Specifi-
- as recorded on film or as presented spatially cations for film-recording equipment must be
to the imaging device will determine the quite stringent because very small deviations
required spatial density of sampling points, will cause noticeable artifacts.
_ Quantizing accuracy: The finer the
_" digital steps used to characterize the points Resolution
the better. This will ultimately be limited by
noise. The quoted or desired resolution in the
_ Recording conside,ations: Any film used object domain must be converted to the
_. for recording will contribute noise and there- image domain because this is the quantity of
fore is to be avoided, if possible. Some forms importance to the image-recording system. In
of image tube sensors, howevt.r, cause even general, the resolution will be limited by the
,: more problems;therefore, a tradeoffbetween imaging optics and by the scanning and •
methods is needed, reproduction devices. The modulation
: Data-processing: Minimizations of transfer function (MTF) of the complete J
computer time suggest tha t-a small picture is system may be found by combining the
i •
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MTF's for each of the components (ref. 6). 1000 by 1000 pixels although the newer
The spacing of the samples in a scanned sys- return-beam vidicons promise to raise this
tern (including the line-spacing in a line- limit to 6000by 6000.
scanned system) mu_t satisfy the Nyquist
criteria of having at least two samples per Quantification
cycle of the highest frequency at which there A given pixel will be converted to digital
is picture information, form by quantifying it into some number of
_ The finite size of the image-scanning steps for ui*imate digital processing. Tile
spot will fu_her limit the high-frequency quantification ::; normally in terms of equal
response of the overall system. In particular, increments of light or, in the case of film-
practical flying-spot scanner systems and scanning, of equal increments of film trans-
camera tubes may have apertures (i.e., spot mittance. On a high-quality print or a film
size) of 10 to 25 micrometers. While, in prin- transparency, the eye can readily discern a
ciple, these apertures may be imaged into the difference in quality as produced by four-bit
scanning plane at reduced size, in practice, a (164evel) and five-bit (32-level) quantifying,
i projection lens of f/4 or larger must be used but it cannot readily see any extra quality at
to minimize resolution loss due to lens dif- 6 bits. In order to maintain five-bit quantifi-
fraction limit. This is discussed in detail in cation of the output of the digital processing,
reference 7. the input quantifying must be at least 6 bits
or 64 levels.
; Data Quantity It is found that the limiting factor in
image-processing is noise. This is particularly
Although, from the viewpom_ of mini- true for the high-frequency enhancement that
mizing picture information loss and mini- is used to sharpen fine details. For this reason,
mizing the po_ibility of moire, it is desirable considerable attention must be devoted to
to use as many pixels as possible, minimi- noise considerations.
,. ;: zation of computer operating time dictates The quantifier transforms the magnitv.de
that the number of pixels be reduced to a of a signal into a discrete number of steps. In
minimum. The practical number of pixels per a noiseless system, there is no ambiguity in
, line is bounded by several parameters.: the designation of a particular signal level as a
1. One standard, 2400-feet, digital certain digital number. In the presence of
i magnetic tape recorded at 800 samples per noise (assumed to be random), however, it is
i inch will hold a picture of about 4000 ele- the signal-plus-noise that is quantified, and w
ments square; this therefore becomes a con- the level of the signal alone is somewhat
venient breai:point. If the picture is formatted uncertai from inspection of the digital
to contain one picture line per digital record, number. As a rule of thumb, the rms noise
this results in about 4000 records containing should be kept between one-half and one- ;
approximately 4000 pixels each. third of the size of one digital step to ensure
2. Since the processing time increases that the number produced by the quantifying
as the square of the number of pixels per line, is not perturbed by the noise. This choice of
it behooves the user to minimize this quantity noise limitation is quite arbitrary and pro-
to minimize computer time. duces a probability of correct classification of
,.. 3. High-resolution cathode-ray tubes 0.73.
•., ' ' for film scanning are generally, but not neces- The signal-to-noise ratio ia decibels
sadly, limited tea 7-inchdiameter. With a tube (SNdb) required in the system may be shown
of this type, a raster containing as many as to be (ref. 7):
8000 by 8000 pixels can be obtained el- S/Ndb = 20 (log m + log 3)
though a more practical value may be 4000 where m = number of steps
by 4000. Scanning of the image with a normal S = total signal range, black to white
camera tube limits the data to approximately N = rim noise
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In a scanned film system, the film grain also camera tubes and is limited by the signal-to-
_ contributes to the noise. The maximum allow- noise ratio (S/o) obtainable. The reproduced
_ able rms film noise may be derived (ref. 7) to image from such tubes will poqsess much
,;" be: noise, especially in the low-light-level areas of
'_ OD=0.O005 x SA the image. Image quality is further degraded
, where oD=maximum allowable rrm density by spatial shading and blemishes that are
_ fluctuations at D = 1 and added to the reproduced image by vidicoa
_'_ apertuce = 24 micrometers camera tubes. Slow-scan vidicons have, how-
: ever, been successfully used by JPL in its
SA = scanning aperture diameter lunar and planetary missions (ref. 8).in micrometers
"_ Typical performance parametcrs for
; Perusal of film specifications will show that some candidate cameras are shown in ta,Ae 2
_ normal film has a fluctuation considerably The high-level illumination listed in the table
"_;i higher than this value for small apertures; corresponds to the saturation point of thehence, the system will be film-limited. For tube. The threshold level of illumination is set
;' this reason, it is desirable, where possible, to by a S/o of unity. These two levels define the
_ to direct camera pickup of the light image dynamic range capability of the tube. Reso-
go
_ rather than to use film as an intermediary lution values listed in the table are those
step. The sign',d-to-noise of the system may be corresponding to an MTF response of 10
i increased by reducing the system bandwidth, percent.
This reduction in bandwidth requires an Because of the inherently poor S/o of
increase in the optimum sampling pulse electronic systems at the high bandwidth
width. A good value of the sampling pulse required for high rate scanning (for example,
width is given by: commercial rate video), the temptation to use
1 a video camera system must be avoided where
T ffi2-'B ultimate digitization and processing is the
_' where T = sampling pulse width in micro- goal.
seconds and B = bandwidth in megahertz.
_, Data-Recordln_
i'" Electronic Cameras
_; Scanning of either the original image or a
_ It has been indicated that the intro- film with a scanning system is ultimately
!_ duction of a film into the system will result in required, and the electronic image must be
appreciable extra noise and is t:herefore to be disposed of. Once the image has been con-
_" avoided, ,f possible. In those instances for verted to electrical form by some type of
_f which the direct image digitizing,,time is not camera, the signal should be FM-recorded on
satisfactory and where sufficient light for fdm magnetic tape (if it cannot be quantified in
exposure is available, initial phott_raphing of real-time) to minimize degradations in the S/o
the image onto fdm with subsequent film- ratio. Irretrievable data loss in both noise and
scanning may be the only alternative, resolution occurs in the recording of a signal
Scanning the photographic film foi digitizing onto film; hence, film-recording of an elec-
purposes to achieve high qualit:, results tronic camera signal with the intent of future
should be done at slow-scan rates. Scanning at film-scanning should be avoided.
video rate with a TV camera tube ,an derive In the best of all possible worlds, the
only low quality data. data will be digitized directly dtaing the
Commercial "IV cameras such as closed image-scanning process, thus avoiding all
circuit TV systems generally use a vidicon intermediate forms of recording. At moderate
camera tube. The operating illumination ran_ digitizing rates (for example,between I0 and
(known as dynamic range) is low for such 100 kiimamples per second, with the exact
L|/ n r i i ] inill
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_'_ number depending upon the computer system This is a feedback input that closes a servo-
",:)
_i_ usecP, the input data can b_, handled directly loop around the cathode-ray tube and in-
_._i_. by the computer bv recording it, on either cludes the light path, thus ensuring the light is
,_ magnetic tape or disk, simultaneously with its a reasonably linear function of the input
_. receipt, voltafe.
,_" In the present state-of-the-art, tLere is no The develapment of processing tech-
_ device for recording large quantities of niques and the determination of the param-
"_ samples at high sample rates. It is therefore eters to be applied during the processing are
: desirable to replay the analog rriagnetic tapes very subjective and require the continued
,,. at a fraction of the original speed to get the attention of the analyst to the result of his
_" digitizing rate d_wn to the rate that can be processing. This is a time-consuming, iterative
'_ handled by the system, procedure in which the analyst examines his
• An immediate problem is encountered if, latest results and submits new processing
" for some reason, the input data has been accordingly. The time required to obtain a
_: analog-recorded on a helical-scan or rotary- picture from the computer system will be
head magnetic tape recorder because these minimized if a data display is available. Tbd._machines cannot be slowed down for replay, display must be of high enough quality to
If this type of machine has been used and if present the details required by the analyst _. "
the required data rate is above that which the may take the form of either hard-copy prir._-
computer system can handle, the input signal out or cathode-ray-tube display.
may be dubbed onto a longitudinal tape re- The cathode-ray-tube display requires
_ corder for subsequent replay at slow speeds, repeated presentation to avoid flickering. The
I This dubbing process will add more noise to picture-refreshing provided by :torage tubes
the signal and will result in further or image converter tubes is not of adequate
degradation, quality for display of small processing effects; .
;' The output fdm-recording device gener- therefore, a refreshing system such as rotating
_ ally will take the form of a cathode-ray-tube disc or computer memory must be used with
flying-spot device. Precisely the same set of a high quality cathode-ray tube.
limitations apply as were previously outlined
for a cathode-ray-tube flying-spot film System Techniques
_]_i scanner. In addition to the requirements
previously outlined for the scanning of film, The development of the processing
the geometrical accuracy in the placement of algorithms and the accomplishment of some
the recording spot is of added importance moderate amount of actue.l processing can be
I because slight displacement of the spot during done on almost any general-purpose com-
fdm-recording will cause visible line streaks puter. It will be found, however, that the
and other degradations. Therefore, addition;,l smaller computers will be quite inefficient for
effort must be made to ensure that both the picture-processing because the stunner
actual displacements and the rate of change of machines do not have adequate capability for
di3placement wath position are minimized, the large amount of pixel manipulation that
, Cathode-ray ubes ar normally quite ust be d ne to handle the la:g_ _rrays
nonlinear in output light with respect to ipput present in pictures, therefore, if the analyst is
j drive and, therefore, will produce a distorted concerned with either fast turn-around from
_. grey scale unless corrective efforts are made. the computer or, _th processing either large
In addition, specular variations and phosphor pictures or a large number of small pictures,
aging must be compensated for. One method he must eventually consider going to a
f' that has been used at JPL is to monitor part medium or large size computer.
of the light being produced by the cathode- Since even the normal large-size-
ray tube by using a beam-splitter that diverts computer installations do not have adequate
" part of the light into a photomultiplier tube. core memory for storing an entire picture,
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some form of picture re!. " " .. gh is required, ambitious algorithms to be performed than
In this mode, a few lines o: picture at a time would be attempted on a small maclfine.
are read "nto core, processed, and then read
out to allow room for more lines for further
processing. In addition to the core space Software
required for the program storage, _'apacity
' must be provided for pixel storage. Some of As with the hardware, a large amount of
Algorithmsthe processing operate on one picture-processing can be done with normal
- pixel at a time and could conceivably work general-purpose computers and the standard
;. with a picture memory as small as a few Fortran batch-processing software. This is not
, plxels. Other programs, such as the two- particularly efficient, however, as the Fortran
dimensional cgnvolution program for ill- compilers _th their associated input/output
tering, requir.e simultaneously a number of routines are often much slower than the
picture lines at least as .high as the convo- response that could be obtained by specific
., iution matrix size and, for efficknt operation, programming. For this reason, with large
should have room for several times this numbers of pictures to be processed, special
amount. For a picture of 1024 pixels per line, attention must be given to reducing or by-
the total memory size for picture storage passing the inefficient parts of the Fortran
rapidly gets out of hand. The state-of-the-art language and/or doing programming in
in computer memories is now such that machine language. In addition, an image-
memories of 65,000 to 130,000 bytes are processing laboratory should make available
now quite practical, to the analyst an efficient data-handling sys-
Whether or not magnetic disks are useful tem for the development of algorithms and
will depend upon the type and mix of the for the recording, processing, and display of
processing to be done. We have found it con- pictures.
venient to group the pixels in one record per To facilitate the use of the system by the
_, line, with a complete picture occupying one analyst and to enable him to call for new
file or data set. The lines are normally processes rapidly, an image-processing soft-
recorded sequentially along the recording ware system must be designed that is based
medium. For those processes in which upon English language commands. This sys-
sequential line access is adequate, obtaining a tem should require a mininmm of program-
. . picture from tape is entirely satisfactory. For ming knowledge and data inputs from the
those processes in which a number of lines analyst and should perform automatically as
simultaneously must be accessed or for which much of the input/output processing and *
nonsequential pixels from several lines must routine bookkeeping as possible. Such a
be used, magnetic tare is very inconvenient; supervisory language has been developed for
and it will be better to read serially a corn- the Image-Processing Laboratory of JPL. This
plete picture from tape onto disk and then to language has been designed to allow the '
access randomly the requiled pixels or lines analyst to process easily and quickly one
t from the disk. If the disks are organized in a picture or a string of pictures through one or
. cylindrical mode, access time will be further more processes automatically. This is done
.] reduced• At least one disk drive is recom- with a fairly simple set of commands, which,
•: ," i mended, together with the required numerical param-
:. ,", It can thus be seen that image-processing eters, are submitted as a card deck. ',
can be done on almost any size computer Only a supervisory program is per-
from the table-top model up to the largest manently resident in core. The various proces-
installations. Processing time on a large sir_g programs, as required, are read from the
machine will be much less than that on a disk libraries by these commands to the core,
small one, and a larger memory and more thus minimizing the amount of core that must
rapid processing speeds will allow much more be re,,_ervedfor programs. The system contains
ii ii .....
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Figure 20. Block diagram of an image-processing system, :{
1 "' "+_,., special-purpose input/output routines opti- block diagram of thisimage-processingsystem i_
mized for picture-handling; these are used is shown in figure 20. t
instead of the normal Fortran input/output The system has been designed to allow i
/ routines. This saves considerable space in the rapid computer-processing of the images,program libra_es and obviates t_e necessity of direct entry of the image data from films,
writing these routines for each processing pro- hard copy, or optical devices such as a micro-gram. As a result, the writing of processing ,scope. It will provide the analyst with a
programs (which may be in either assembly computer-driven video display and the capa-
language or Fortran) is considerably bility of rapid selection of processing by
,. simplified, keyboard entry. The computer also serves as a
" control for the peripheral devices when they
A Complete System are operated in a system mode.
A complete, digital, image-proceming
laboratory embodying the above consider-
ations (either at the present time or in plans Picture Acknowledgments
to be included in the future) is being estab- The picture proceming algorithms and their
lished at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. A applicatiomhive been developedby the JPLstaff,
__, i
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including Dr. Robert Nathan (ref. 3), Tom Rind- 4. Rindfleisch, T. C.: Photograp_c Method for
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5. Seizer, R.: Digital Computel Processing of
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_. Onboard Computer for Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Mission
_; Ronald M. Muller
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
'-_" Introduction processing unit (CPU), input/output (I/O),
_' and 16,384 words of memory. The processor
About three years ago, a developmental weighs less than 40 pounds and consumes a
effort was started to produce a spacecreft peak power of 36 watts. Average power con-
computer that was general purpose and yet sumption is proportional to memory usage;
had "reasonable" weight, size, and power re- i.e., if the OBP is busy only half the time,
quirements. At the time, we had no specific average power is 22 watts. Standby power
mission in mind except that a relatively large consumption is 8 watts. Other characteristics _;
il payload was needed to keep the machine are an 18-bit word, two's complement num-
busy. An astronomy type of mission, such as ber representation, a 2.5-microsecond
the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory memory-cycle time, 50 instructions, and up
(OAO), is ideally suited to carry this com- to 16 priority interrupts. Typical execution
puter. It can be used by all subsystems and times for instructions are:
experiments and can actually save weight and
power while improving performance. We are
now fabricating the flight computer for the Add 6.25 microsecondsle
OAO-C (fourth flight) mission where the Multiply (av.) 45 microseconds
machine will have "experiment" status. Later Divide 90 microseconds
missions will use the machine as prime space- Shift 6.25 + 1.25 (number of
craft hardware, and much of the experiment bits shifted)
processing, the spat:ecraft control functions, microseconds
and the operations will be built into it. Conditional
transfer 5 microseconds
Design Philosophy AND/OR 6.25 microseconds t
Major design requirements, in decreasing
order of importance, were: Background and Philosophy
1. High reliability
2. Ease of programming and repro- The questions we always have to answer
gramming are: "Why use a computer? Why not build
3. Low power consumption spacecraft in a conventional way?" My answer
4. Low weight is that spacecraft can be built without a com-
"_, ,"'_ 5. Small size. puter, but this relatively new tool has so
• These requirements were satisfied even many advantages that I have to ask: "How _
though certain compromises were necessary can you afford not to build a computer into
because of conflictingrequirements, your spacecraft?" The total hardware ap-
proach ino.orporates all the logic and memory i
Onboard Processor Characteristics of a computer, but it is organized _n a
way that makes it a "non-computer." For in-
Th,, onboard processor (OBP) occupies stance, OAO-A-2 contained approximately
less than 1000 cubic inches for one central 300 flip-flops, approximately 3000 gates, 2.1
693
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" ' ,_,xC,l_D_;b_s b_'memory in core, and 192 bits in machine. If the multiple machines are not
_', _de_l_y _nes OAO-B will contain about the allowed to talk to each other and to share
same amount of logic but will have an addi- memories and other parts, in the event of fail-
tional core tbr a total of 3 x l0 s bits. These ures we end up with something not much
are the parts that could be replaced by the better than the present all-hardware space-
: computer. In contrast, the replacement CPU craft. The central machine easily allows all
and I/O unit of the computer contain a total subsystems to talk to each other and to the
of 375 flip-flops a.nd 2600 gates, and the spacecraft. It can be built to contain enough
memory may contain up to 11.5 x lOs bits of "spare parts" to accommodate multiple fail-
core storage. In this comparison, I have not ures. Its time-sharing naturally fits the space-
considered potential savings in hardware in craft operations. For instance, when the ]t_
the experimental package itself, but this will control function that is used to slew the
also be quite substantial, spacecraft from one star to the next is oc-
cupying the computer, the experiment is rela-
., Spacecraft Itardware Versus Computer tively dormant. Once the spacecraft is on the
Software new star, the experiment becomes active; and
use of the computer by the control system
The comparison above does not imply declines. The present design includes a power-
that everything should be done in the corn- ful priority-interrupt capability, which insures
. puter. In fact, there are some functions that that each job gets its share of the computer
must not be put into software. Examples of and each job is done fast enough so that the
these functions are the command subsystem individual subsystem is serviced as if it had its
and the emergency modes of operation that own computer.
, would be used if trouble should develop in
the computer. Time must be allowed for Software for a Central Time-Shared Com_ uter
ground personnel to diagnose the trouble and
•- _ then to command in redundant hardware or Because of the expensive nature of soft-
new programs to "work around" the trouble, ware, we have designed the computer with
Other functions are not put into the features that permit programmers to program
computer because they are simple fmlctions with relative ease. Each user writes his pro-
" that require wide bandwidth _apabilities. An gram as if the computer were his alone; the
i example of these would be the "fine- priority and other time-sharir, d problems are
i pointing" analog error signals generated by handled for him by a program called the Ex- .
_. the experiment, which are used directly to ecutive Program. The machine assembly
, control the reaction wheels. There is a con- language uses standard English words for the
tinuum of this class of functions, and there is program code, resulting in programs that read
no sharp line between "all hardware" and "'all much like normal English. The following is an
computer." In fact, we have to make many example of this type of program:
choices as to how much hardware to fly and
whether to put it into the spacecraft or into NORM = ,/X 2 + y2
the computer. There are also some functions
. . that are used so infrequently that it is obvious Let X times X yield X squared. Let Y
.' :. not to put them into the computer times Y plus X squared, transformed by
' | square root, yield norm.
_lultiple Small Computers Versus Central The fact that the OBP language re-
Computers sembles English provides the assembly-
language program with the desirable feature
Our evaluation of the tradeoff between of self-documentation; in other words, the
computers and a central corn- program is an English-language explanation of !multiple small
puter is definitely in favor of the central itself. This makes program maintenance and
!
!.
..... T
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_'_odlficatlon efficient. Because a given pro- and power col_sumption. Obviously, we are
,,ram may require modification at any time, using high quality parts. In addition, we have
._rom the time it is written until long after chosen to implement this computer in a man-
_[auv.ch, complete and up-to-date documenta- ner similar to the way ground computers are
_tion is essential. The English-like language also implemented; i.e., when it fails, we go off the
_iffacilitates understanding of the program by air for a short time, replace the offending
_ persons other than professional programmers; item or reprogram if the program is at fault,
_{thus, the scientist engaged in a spacecraft ex- and then go back on the air At first glance,
5-periment can determine if the programmer not having the computer for 100 percent of
"_hasfaithfully carried out his duties, the time appears to be a risky thing to plan
_ Another design feature that simplifies into the system, but there are sufficient hard-
,_ programming is a movable binary point. This ware safeguards so that the spaceclaft will not
'>allows easy scaling and is a compromise sustain damage between computer failure and
_: between floating point and fixed point. Float- computer restoration. All that will be lost is
_ing point was not implemented primarily the experiment observing time during this
_because of the additional memory required to period. "Failure" is broadly def'med to in-
,hold the accuracy. Memory i_by far the most elude software failures (bugs) as well as hard-
expensive, heaviest, and highest power- ware malfunctio,s. This computer repair isconsuming part of the computer, accomplished by ground command.
Figure 1, a simplified block diagram of
Reliability the OBP, shows the basic dual-bus intercon-
nection used to achieve both flexibility and
The successful application of a central high reliability. The two sets of buses are elee-
general-purpose computer to a spacecraft, trically independent so that no single failuresuch as OAO, requires the highest reliability can cause the loss of more than half the
possible within the constraints of size, weight, memory. Only a few kinds of failures can
I :_
- -i--.I ,J
. INTERRUPT ADDRESS _ ii
., TO ALL UNITS
I
OUTPUT DATA lOAD
CHANNELS LOGIC
I.Onboardprocessor,functionalblockdk_unt
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cause the permanent loss of even this much puter can be programmed to back up many el
memory; for example, a bus wire shorted to the hardware black boxes should certain oJ
the structure. If the failure is internal to any their functions fail. This would generally be
of the boxes, the ground can command that implemented after a failure is diagnosed and a
box OFF and turn a spare ON. The OFF com- suitable work-around program devised. FoI
• mand disconnects both power and ground so example, the loss of the gimballed star tracke_
that all nonoperating boxes are electrically system would place reliance on the fixed head
! "floating." This approach permits operation tracker, the digital sun sensor, and the experi-
in spite of failures and allows a "graceful" ment for an inertial fix. The primary function
rather than a catastrophic loss of capability, of the OBP would be to provide the command
The dual bus, the standby redundancy, and and logic capability to operate the spacecraft
'1 the ability to reprogram by command - all efficiently under such circumstances.
three features enhance the reliability of the
.: system. Operations
It should be noted that high reliability
" schemes, such as triple redundancy with There is no question that the change to a
" voters, do not allow tradeoff of weight for programmable onboard system for OAO will
reliability; three of everytl'dng must be flown, impact the grounci operations in several ways.
i The standby redundancy schemes take only For instance, the ground computers and their
_ the power of one computer; the triple redun- soRware must be able to determine the health
dancy implementations take triple the power, of the computer and must be versatile enough
Another advan*,age to standby redundancy to implement the various work-around
lies in the fact that the "off" units are not features previously discussed. They must also
under electrical stress and will have a higher be able to process the OBP outputs into
reliability than the units that are continuously meaningful information. !n exchange for this
operating. The improvement factor is earl- added l_-arden, the OBP adds a new dimens3 n
ously estimated at between 2 and 10. Another to the flexibility with which the OAO may be
advantage of the bus scheme is that it allows operated. Evidence of this is the ability to
the memory, CPU's, and l/O's to be treated as operate from only two ground stations rather
• ! separate items for reliability purposes. The than the present five ....
memory has much redundancy built into each Any _;mction that is monitored by the
unit, and most missions will normally fly ground stations may be monitored all the
many units. The memory will not limit com- time by the OBP. Furthermore, if the ground
_. purer system reliability. The CPU and I/O are would normally take command action if a
each of the same complexity; hence, I will given function went out of limits, :his, too,
discuss only the CPU. The calculated time to could be put'into the OBP. UnfortunaL,-ly, it
i reach a reliability of 90 percent for one CPU is very hard to predict all the comb/nations
is 3000 hours. Using two CPU's gives 11,000 and to ¢ietermine the a_propriate _sponses;
hours; using three gives 16,000 hours. This however, the reprogramn';abJHtyallows us "to
assumes no improvement in fallm'e rate for grow into" this kind _f operation. In effect,
the standby units. If a factor of 5 is assumed we can treat the computer as if it were a full-
in improvement in the standby units, one time control station and can allow it to m'Jni-
spare unit improves from 11,000 to 13,000 tot and tt.._rrec* thin_s if necessary. _At the
hours; and two spare units improve from present time, that _me prcblem might co',- -
16,000 to 25,000 hours. It should be noted tinue fo, a few orbit,, before it could be cor-
• '_ . that a breadboard unit has operated without recto&) ia addition, hig_y complex decision
failure for 4,500 hours, algorithms can be implemente¢,_, much more
Another aspect of reliability is the over- complex than would be attempted in ltard- _
all mission reliability. For instance, the com- ware.
l
l
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._,iIConclusion adequateforsucha machineanditscostsinterms of dollars, size, weight, d power con-
_.'_.' The spaceworthy general-purposecom- .qumption are competitive with an all-
puter is a natural tool for use in a_ astro- hardwarespacecraft
nomical observatory. The technology is
F
_._
ij,
.i
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Po_,_s_s_l_q_ significant with a trapped may be increased; second, the gas load may be
di-frJaoiql_ _rl_ Or an ion pump. The typical reduced. Usually both are e.nployed. A third
q pro,ros to torr factortobeo.sidoroOis,he.. mate• sure capability of the pumping system used.Cold WallSystems Increasing the pumping speed has
practical limitations closely approached oy
Space simulators frequently incorporate the systems with 4°K or 20°K cold liners.
a liquid-nitrogen-cooled liner or shroud in the Sometimes they are provided with fi_s or
vacuum chamber for thermal simulation, wedges like an anechoic chamber. While these
These cold panels provide a remarkably pumping methods ca,! reduce the molecular
effective pump for "condensible" vapors flux incident on the test item to a very low
(principally water vapor), which are the major level, little can be do,_e about the d,.nsity of
components of outgassing. Hidden panels the outgassing stream emitted by the test _
operated at about 20°K are often incorI,o- item.
rated in large facilities to pump gases )Jke The more conventional approach to
nitrogen, oxygen, and argon. (There are so_e ultra-high vacuam relies upon reducing the gas
facilities where the cold panels are maintained load by a careful choice of materials and by
at 4°K wi_h liquid helium. These fa:ili'des ba!ceout of the high vaccum zone while
pump all gases except hydrogen and helium.) pumping. With small gas loads, R is possible to
The cold surfaces are supplemented with con- reach 10"s to 10"9 ton. without bakeout and
ventional ion or diffusion pumps to handle to reach _O"_a to 10"t4 ton" with bakeout
the noncondensible gases, and spec_'d pumping systems. Baked systems
In these vacuum facilities, the high- offer a relatively high degree of cleanliness
speed, widely distributed pumpingrroducesa but are often not applicable to space
residual gas environment with strongly direc- s_ulation.
tional properties for the gases and vapors
pumped. The pressure and temperature of the Types of Pumping Systems
gases are difficult to define. Instead, it is use-
ful to think of the rate of arrival ef gas Pumping systems can be di,.nled into
molecules on the surface of the item tested two general types: those use_i for initial
(molecular flux density) and the average exhaust starting from atmor:beric pressure,
i energy of these molecules. Typically, the gas the "roughing process," a.ild those used for
, molecules impingeing on the test item will high vacuum pumping. File crossover from
consist mostly of test-item outgassing prod- one pumping type to another occurs at a pres-
ucts imperfectly pumped by the cold panels sure between a few tenths of a ton" and a few
lining the test chamber. There may also be thousandths of a ton" in a typical system. This
some vacuum-chamber outgassing products pressure level also marks the transition from
and pump-oil backstreaming. Because the continuum behavior of gases (viscous flow) to
space environment has a low density of molec-lar !_ehavior.
naturally occurring gas, the incidence rate of
environmental gas on the spacecraft is low; Roughing Pumps
and the :return of spacecraft outgassing
_ _ products to spacecraft surfaces is also low. Mechanical, positive-displacement,
The cold-wall vacuum chamber tends to roughing pumps are usually oil-sealed, rotary
simulate this kind of environment, vane or rotary piston pumps, but they are
often supplemented in large facilities with
O?tra-Hlgh Vacuum Systems positive dL_lacement blowen_. The latter
offer relatively high pumping speeds and i
Two approaches are used when seeking somewhat greater vacuum capabiilty but must I
ultra-high vacuum. First, the pumping speed be limited to pressure ratios of not wore thm't
1970027360-673
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7 2 or 3. Consequently, they are frequently when hot. The oil vapor and possibly oil
used as booster_ ahead of oil-sealed pumps, droplets are backstreamed into the high
The principal advantages of mechanical vacuur_ zone unless carefully trapped. This oil
"_ roughing pumps are that they remove all the often represents an unacceptable degree of
_ constituents of air equally well, that they can contamination. The most important features
'/ pump continuously for long periods of time, of traps are (l)as a harrier to prevent oil
: and that they can be used to "back" diffusion vapor bypassing the baffles, (2) as an efficient
pumps. The principal disadvantage is that baffle "_tntcturethat prevents oil molecules
they backstream relatively large quantities of from ,_'_qsingthro_,gn the trap without con-
a relatively high vapor-pressure oil whenever tacting the baf£ : surface at least once or
• inlet pressures become less than 0.01 tort. preferably twice, and (3) as an operating tect,-
Cryosorption on liquid-nitroge:_-cooled nique that minimizes the operating time in
zeolite or molecular sieve materi_ is often the viscous-to-molecular-flow transition
used as a roughing method. The prin_pal regime where the scattering of oil molecules
_/ advantage of this method is the avoidan:e of by air molecules makes the trap ineffective.
_ possible oil backstreaming. The princi_l dis- Notwithstandi_g the oil problems, the effi-
adwntage of this method is the difflcd!ty of cient pumping and easy starting of the
_!_ pumping air constituents such as helium, diffusion pump make it a very useful and
hydrogen, neon, and argon.These residues are widely used device.
difficult to pump with an ion pump if this is Ion pumping is done principally with the
the mode of high vacuum pumping chosen, several varieties of cold-cathode, sputter-ion
Therefore, for best performance, the air pumps and to a lesser extent with hot-cathode
_ should be purged from the high vacuum "orbitron" pumps. These pumps have the
._ chamber with nitrogen before cryosorption advantages of being quiet, oil-free, not
_ pumping is started. Cryosorption pumps _re requiring traps, and providing a pressure
"- seldom used except on small, ion-pumped readout. An ion-pump system forms a sealed-
_ systems but are quite cormnon on this type of off vacuum system that does not have to be
i. equipment, vented in c_e of power failure. On the otherSeveral other types of rot_gifing pumps hand, the pumps are sometimes difficult to
exist, such as air or water aspirators and steam start, have limited life because the gases
_ ejectors, but they are in limited use. pumped remain inside the pump, have r*Aa-
" tively poor pun_p_g speeds for noble gases
High Vacuum Pun:ps and hydrocarbons, tend to re-emit gases
previously pumped and have strong magnetic
% High vacuurr, pumping is commonly fields. Chemical reactions occur in the high t
o accomplished with one or more of four types voltage discharge and on the clean metal sur-
_ of pumps: diffusion pumps, ion pumps, sub- faces inside the pump. Water vapor reacts !
limation pumps, and cryogenic pumps, with carbon in the pump metals to produce a
Variations on these and additional types of v_ety of light hydrocarbons in appreciable
pumps are too numerous to mention, quantifies.
Off-vapor diffusion pumps have been a Between these two major pump types,
workhorse oi_the vacuum industry fox several ion pumps are most useful w_me gas loads an:
• ' decades. These pumps can pump nw_stgases relatively small, and liquid nitrogen for traps
and vapors with high efficiency; about 40 to is inconvenient to provide. Diffusion pumps
50 percent of the molecules entering the are most useful where gas loads may be l_rge
mouth of the pump will he pumped. The or of a type not pumped well by ion pumps.
• principal difficulties of the diff_don pump Dlfft_on pumps usually require vapor traps.i.
result from the presenceof the pump oil and Surprisingly, upon comparing well-trap,
its vapor. The oil has lindted life and, in _ne diffution-pumped systems with good ion- _
cases, is seve_:_lydegraded if exposed to air pumped systems, there is very little difference !
!
!
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in the ultimate vacuum attainable, the cleanli- realized. Second, if the outgassing load in the
ness, the residual gas atmosphere, or the cost. vacuum chamber is low, the cryosublimation
In our experience, the diffusion pump comes trap reduces the gas load contributed by the
out slightly _head on all counts, pumping components appreciably, thus giving
The other two pumping techniques are a substantial improvement in vacuum level. In
generally used to supplement the two just fact, in baked systems, this technique permits
described. Cryopumping was described in con- reaching pressures of 10"13 and 10"14 torr
nection with cold-wall vacuum systems. It is quite easily.
commonly used in large faciliti,_s where it is
the only practical means of obtaining the Summary
desired pumping speeds. The principal dis-
advantage is the release of condensed Three major types of vacuum systems
materials whe_ the cold panels ale warmed have been described; the basic system, the
prior to shutting down the vacuum system, cold-wall system, and the ultra-high vacuum
Sublin_tion pumps capture gases by system. The vacuum level achieved is
absorbing them on clean, metallic surfaces dependent on the gas load, pumping speed,
_ formed by subliming metals under vacuum, and ultimate pressure of the pump subsystem.
The effect is greatly enhanced if the surfaces Pumping subsystems consist of roughing
f are cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures, systems and high vacuum systems. The lattert
Chemically active gases are pumped quite well are principaily ion pumps, diffusion pumps,
by sublimators, but noble gases are pumped cryopumps, and sublimation pumps. The
_ to a very limited extent. Sublimators are a major advantages and disadvantages of these m
_ relatively cheap way to provide a very ]'dgh have been discussed. The proper operating
pumping speed. Two interesting results occur techniques are important in obtaining good
: when a cryosublimator is used as a trap. First, performance from these systems.
" extremely high levels of cleanliness can be
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Space Thermal-Simulation System
V
_ Henry Maurer
; NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
_:. Introduction may be demonstrated at temperatures (in
_ vacuum) more severe than those expected for4"
•_' This paper gives (I) an overview of space the mission; however, care is required in
¢"_i thermal-simulation used in testing full space- thermal-vacuum functional testing so that the
craft systems and suggestions of research areas less obvious interactions are not omitted.
!i_ thought to be significant in advancing tech- Programs such as the Interplanetary Moni-
,_ nology in order to provide a capability to test toting Platform (IMP), Tiros Operational
_ large ultraviolet telescopes of the future and Satellite (TOS), Nimbus, and the Orbiting(2) an abbreviated state-of-the-art review of Solar Observato_3r (OSO) are examples where
. the system test, space thermal-simvlator field, similarity between spacecraft models coupled
_ and some of the factors influencing the results with orbital experience has permitted aobtained in thermal-ba ance testing of number of spacecraft to be flow_ after
" spacecraft, thermal-vacuum tests but without thermal-balance tests. A further s ep n this dir ction
Overview of Space Thermal-Simulation is the experience of the Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company, where a one-of-a-kind design
Simulation of the space thermal environ- was flown without thermal-balance testing
merit in spacet;,'aft system testing is done to (ref. 1).
help to determine whether the craft is capable For the complex one- or two-of-a-kind
of performing, the functions specified for spacecraft designs, the technical uncertainty
orbit. This determination often requires and economic risk of overlooking a critical
phasing of the thermal tests so that functional thermal/functional interaction has created
limits of various design features can be demands for obtaining spacecraft-system-test
properly investigated. Space thermal-simuia- thennal simulators in which the uncertainties _
tion approaches used in system testing are can be resolved. Today's space thermal simu-
numerous. They are related to the confidence lation and test practices actually result in a
in the thermal design of a given spacecraft and convergence and minimizing of the unknowns
the data needed to determine the adeqt_acy of in the risk situation. The thermal-control
the design, treatment of the spacecraft system is usually
Nearly all spacecraft design criteria evaluated under a closely controlled heat- i
specify the temperature range in which the balance experiment. Depending upon the
equipment and structure are to be maintained spacecraft design and simulator fidelity,
throughout the mission. When there is ade- critical spacecraft functional interactions may
quate confidence in the thermal design, the be demonstrated during the thermal-balance
primary concern in thermal simulation is to test. Where simulator limitations or stimulus
create temperature-vacuum boundary levels so requirements do not permit this, separate
that operational aspects of the craft can be functional tests under forced temperature
properly demonstrated. It is clear that the conditions are called for.
i conditioning can be conservative and that the Thermal-control or thermal-balance
operational performance of the spacecraft testing of most complex spacecraft systems
703
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, -' _'*toda._'l _est solar simulator) requires an For solar simulation, an energy uncer-
4" _'. ''_ _ihthfiate coupling with thermal analytical tainty band on the order of 5 to 7 percent
: models that are used to predict the tempera- due to radiometry and spectroradiometry
ture performance of the craft in orbiL This is capability and a -+2"C thermocouple accuracy
particularly necessary since the best simulator are estimated for the well-run spacecraft
does not duplicate the space thermal system test. For a spacecraft with a mean
, environment-thus, the need for the expert- temperature of 25°C, the uncertainty in
mental approach. The simulator inputJ and boundary flux and temperature leadsto an un-
sinks are defined, and a thermal result is pre- certainty in average temperature on the order
dicted for the craft by using the orbital of 6°C. Experience with the enclosed-shell,
analytic model. Refinements are usually re- passive-thermal-control type of spacecraft
quired to perfect the algorithm to describe structures indicates that thermal analytic
the physical model more adequately. Where models of the spacecraft can be adjusted to
analytic modeling is not possible due to in- agree with test results within 5°C. Correla-
tractability or lack of capability, the demands tions better than this should not be expected
for realism in the environmental simulation because uncertainties in the boundary do not
are severe, warrant it. The degree of temperature correla-
In the past, such problems have been tion between predictions from the perfected
primarily where there is lack of art in pre- analytic model (by test) and orbit seem
dicting multiple reflections between surfaces biased; the predictions are generally colder.
of the spacecraft; e.g., the thermally sensitive Orbital experience on passive thermal designs
open-frame type of structures. It does appear seems to indicate that correlation on some
, that mathematical corrections can be made occasions has been within 5°C, often is within
, for solar simulator imperfections in spectral 10°C, and occasionally is as poor as 30°C.
; distribution, total intensity, and heat sink These results are attributed to (1) inaccuracies
properties. The effect of deviations in field in measuring the test boundary and/or in the
,_ _ angle (subtense angle) of the simulated source analytic processing, (2) unexpected degrada-
_, as compared to the space source, however, is tion or change in thermophysical properties,
difficult to analyze and could prove intracta- (3) test/analytic omissions, and (4) un_.er-
ble for some designs, such a_, an expanded tainties in the natural environment. While
_- mesh structure. This point is also indicative of accuracy in predicting temperature level is on
:i the problems and uncertainty in simulating the order of 10°C for passive systems, active
space thermal flux using heater elements, systems indicate control on the order of 40C _-
heater blankets, etc. In such approaches, the and less. Prediction of gradient across a
reflection (and flux trapping) characteristics thermally isolated, solid member such as a
of the spacecraft configuration are not tested, mirror is estimated to be better. Almgren ,rod
Two simulation approaches are used in Coyle estimate that prediction of gradients on
thermal-balance testing of spacecraft sy'.:.ems, the order of IoC is possible for members one
Either technique also may be used to validate meter or so in length (ref. 2).
the functional performance of the spacecraft: R.E. Danielson pointed out the nature
1. Simulation of the incident solar of the thermal control problem with telescope
• , irradiation by using light sovrces and optical primary mirrors of 40 inches in size (ref. 3).
..," . systems to produce total flux and spectral Active focus adjustment of the secondary
; ' ' hradiance at subtense angles approaching the mirror could compensate for uniform distor-
sun for wavelengths 0.25 micron to 2.6 tion of th_ primary mirror; i.e., where the
microns, primary curls in or out uniformly. Small non-
2. Simulation of the effects of space uniform temperature gradients through the
thermal sources by inducing an equivalent primary, side-to-side or front-to-back, would
absorbed flux by the craft-heater blankets, be detrimental to the optical performance. In
plates, or infrared lamps used. reference 3, it was indicated for the assumed
1970027360-677
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_" materials that calculated temperature gradi- tele_ope apertures. (This may not be re-
_:._ ents across the 40-inch diameter of 4°C and quired, but it seems wise tc oreoare for it.)
t¢_., through the thickness (one side of the mirror 5. Advance temperature sensing accu-
•_ to the other) of 0. I°C would cause the mirror racy for both attached and detached (e. g.,
_';_, to distor* beyond acceptable tolerances, radiometric) sensing of temperature across the
: Extrapolation of these tolerances places the surface of a mirror.
_, ,,cceptable gradient tolerance for a 120-inch 6. Advance infrared spectroradiometry
i'_: mirror in the range of I°C and less. It seems for accurate chamber calibration.
_. that the accuracy in thermal-simulation 7. Perfect infrared simulation tech-
niC.. testing and analytical treatment would have niques, particularly the heater skin concept.
;( to be improved considerably in order to Improve flux uniformity, density, and control
_. design and to verify the temperature control accuracy.
of large diffraction-limited telescopes of the 8. Continue advancement of solar simu-
i_!i future. The question, however, is what to im- lation (sources, instrumentation, etc.) to per-
prove? feet small area simulators for maximum
In considering this aspect, it is assumed utility in scale model testing. Develop design
that the telescope/spacecraft thermal design approaches adaptable to large area syste in
_, could generally proceed along the lines al- case the need arises.
_ ready being used in the OAO program. Thus,
,,'_ the problem is scale and improved accuracy. State-of-the-Art Survey
_. The following list includes those areas of re-
_- search thought tby the author) to be fruitful Consideration of the state-of-the-art in
¢ toward thermally testing and evaluating the simulation of the space thermal environ-
"_ future soacecraft with large ultraviolet tele- ment has as a starting point the natural en-
scopes: vironment and the assumptions that pertain
_ 1. Advance analytical programs to pre- to it. If only near-earth orbits are considered
_ diet the design performance by integrating the and lunar effects are neglected, the natural
¢/. thermal, structural, and optical disciplines, thermal environment affecting the heat
_,. (Reasonable computing time and mechaniza- balance of a spacecraft includes the space heat
tion of the input and output is essential.) sink, vacuum, and thermal flux from the sun
Advance subelement analysis and testing of and earth.
joints, insulation, coatings, etc. to provide a Except for the sun and earth, space
boundary on the uncertainties in those viewed by the spacecraft has the property of
w,u,,u influence the accuracy of an infinite heat sink with a temperature near tproperties _';-'-
the analytical prediction, absolute zero. If reflection and radiation
2. Advance thermal/structural/optical between spacecraft members are omitted,
scale modeling in concert with item #1 above, heat emitted by the spacecraft is not returned
Develop fidelity in the modeling to magnify to it.
an effect or parameter so as to better resolve The molecular flux density varies with
the accuracy in the design; e.g., model to in- distance from the earth, and, at altitudes on
crease thermal _adients by a factor of two or the order of 300 nautical miles, vacuum of
.. , more. lif e and lff _° ton prevails. Heat transfer in
•, , 3. Advance simulation of earth albedo nonsealed systems is by radiation and by con-
and infrared irradianee for inclusion in duction through contacting members of the
medium-sized solar test chambeis for scale spacecraft.
model testing. Develop analysis that would The following sun and earth thermal flux
permit better prediction of the effect of these influence the heat balance of the spacecraft
flux on a given spacecraft configuration, and are of major importance to thermal
4. Advance methods to simulate earth design and to simulation: (1)solar insolation, i
albedo and infrared irradiance across full-sized (2) earth reflection (albedo), and (3) _arth ]
i
_ |
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_ emitted (infrared). Two factors to be con- Tablel. Revisionsof the Solar Constant
sidered about these flux on the surface of a
_.• spacecraft are the total irradiance and the
_;" spectral distribution. Author Year SolarConstant(
_, (mWcrn-2)
_! Solar Irradiance P. Moon 1940 132.3
_- The total irradiance due to the sun at the L.B. Aldrich &G. C.Abbot 1948 132.6
average sun-earth distance (1 angstrom unit)
iv: in the absence of the earth's atmesphere is W.Schupp 1949 136.7to
defined as the solar constant, Most authorities 141.6
_ consider the irradiance to be highly constant, C.W.Allen 1950 137.4
at least within the limits of experimental
i.
erro,. Variability due to sunspot cycles, solar L.B. Aldrich& W.H.Hoover 1952 134.9
flares, and other visible surface phenomena of
_: the sun is not over ± 1 percent (ref. 4). F.S. Johnson 1954 139.6
Seasonal varmtions are approximately
:. -+3.4 percent with minimu-n irradiance at R. Stair&R.G. Johnston 1956 143.0
aphelion in July and the maximum at peri-
helion in January. For most purposes, the sun C.W. Allen 1958 138.0
can be considered a point source at planetary
distances, and the solar itTadiance follows the E.G. Laue &A. J. Drummond 1968 136.1
inverse square law. At 1 angstrom unit, the _.
, sun subtends an angle of 3 2 minutes. D.G. Murcrayet aL 1968 133.4
The value of the .,;olar constant has
undergone numerous revisions. Table 1 shows M.P. Thekaekaraet aL 1969 135.1
* _ the proposed revisions of the solar constant
since 1940.t
Prior to 1968, the value of the solar con- different days from a 3 l-kilometer altitudestant m st commonly accepted in the United (ref. 8). Additional data has r c ntly been
States was 139.6 mW crn-2. This value was obtained from a cone radiometer on board
derived by F. S. Johnson from ground data the Mars-Mariner 69 flight; however, the data
obtained by the Smithsonian _nstitution and have not yet been published.
supplemented by the measurements of the On the basis of the new flight data, it has
Naval Research Laboratory in the ultraviolet been proposed by the Goddard group that
by rocket-borne instruments, Johnson also 135.1 mWcm "2 be accepted as the revised
proposed a spectral irradiance curve for the value of the solar constant (ref. 6). An
wavelength range 0.22 to 7.0 microrts which important fact is that a difference of 3.3 per-
has been widely accepted (ref. 5). Recently, cent exists between the Johnson value and the
direct measurements obtained from above proposed revision. Further, the accuracy of
most of the atmosphere seem to show that the new value is placed at ±2.8 mW crn-2,
the Johm.on value of the solar constant is too approximately :!:2percent.
" high. The Goddard measurements are most
.... extensive and were obtained by using four
different total energy detectors over a $olarSpectralIrradiance
15-hour sampling period (ref. 6). The value by
I.aue and Drummond was obtained during a The Goddard experimenters have also ,
23-second interval at 82 kilometers from an proposed a table of values of spectral irradi-
X-15 aircraft (ref. 7). The Murcray group ance of the sun for zero air mass and for the
obtained data from nine observations on three average sun-earth distance, shown in table 2 <
¢,
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:..... TaSle 2. Solar Spectral lrradiance (Based on Measurements on Board NASA-711 "Galileo" at 38,000 feet. )
i .... !
_ P_ D_ _ P_ ] D, _ P_ D_ _, 9, _
i, 0.140 :).0000048 0.00050 0.395 0.1191 _,189 0.63(] 0.1842 39.28 3.8 0.00111 98.902
0.150 D.0000176 0.00059 0.400 0.1433 _'.875 0.64,(]0.1817 40.39 3.9 0.00103 98.982
0.160 ).000059 0.00087 0.408 0.1651 9.245 0.65(] 0.1487 41.80 '1_0 0.00095 99.055
0.1'70 _).00015 0.00164 0.41010.1759 _.8'76 0.66(] 0.1468 42.00 4.1 0.0008'7 99.122
0.180 D.00035 0.00349 0.415 0.1"/83 10.53 0.87¢ 0.1_ 43.6'7 4.2 0.000'78 99.182
_: 0.190 D.00076 0.00760 0.420 0.1758 11.19 0.68¢ 0.1418 44.`73 4.3 0.00071 99.238
: 0.200 0.00130 0.0152 0.425 0.1`705 ll.tJ3 0.69_ 0.1398 45.'78 4.4 0.00065 99.289
: 0.205 D.O0167 0.0207 0.430 0.1651 12.45 0.70¢ 0.1369 46.80 4.5 0.00059 99.335
,;_. 0.210 0.00269 0.0288 0.435 0.1678 13.06 0.?1(] 0.1344 4`7.80 4.6 0.00053 99.3"/6
_,/ 0.215 D.00445 0.0420 0.440 0.1823 13.71 0.`72(] 0.1314 48.79 4.`7 0.00048 99.414
¢, 0.220 9.005`75 0.0609 0.448 0.1936 14.41 0.72(] 0.1290 49.'75 4.8 0.00045 99.448
0.225 0.00649 0.0836 0.450 0.2020 15.14 0.74( 0.1260 50.69 4.9 0.00041 99.480 ,
_.; 0.230 0.00667 0.10'/9 0.455 0.20'/0 15.90 0//5(] 0.1235 51.62 8.0 0.000383 99.509
- 0.235 0.00593 0.1312 0.460 0.2080 16.66 0.80( 0.110`7 55.95 6.0 0.0001'/5 99.'716 +
_ 0.240 0.00630 0.1534 0.465 0.2060 17.43 0.86(] 0.0988 59.83 ?.0 0.000099 99.81`7
0.245 0.00'/23 0.1`788 0.4`70 0.2045 18.19 0.90( 0.0889 65.30 8.0 0.000060 99.8'78
0.280 0,00704 0.2053 0.4'75 0.2055 18.95 0.950 0.0835 65.49 9.0 0.000038 99.912
0.255 0.0104 0.23"/5 0.480 0.2085 19.72 1.000 0.0`746 69.42 10.0 0.000025 99.935
0.260 0.0130 0.2808 04l_5 0.1986 20.4`7 1.1 0.0592 '74.3'7 11.0 0.00001'70 99.951
i 0.265 0,0185 0.3391 0.490 0.1959 21.20 1.2 0.0484 78.35 12.0 0.0000120 99.962
0.270!0.0232 0.4163 0.495 0.1968 21.92 1.3 0.0396 81.61 18.0 0.000008? 99,969
0.2'76 0.0204 0.4965 0.800 0.1948 22.65 1.4 0.0336 84.32 14.0 0.0000055 99.9'75
_ 0.280 0.0222 0.5'758 0.808 0.1922 23.36 1.5 0.028'7 86.62 15.0 0.0000049 99.9`788
_+ 0.285 0.0315 0.6`752 0.810 0.1882 24.07 1.6 0.0_.4 88.59 16.0 0.0000038 99.9817
0.29010.0482 0,8225 0.515 0.1833 24.76 1.7 0.0202 90.24 1`7.0 0.0000051 99.9843. 95 0.0584 1.020 .820 . 33 8.43 .8 . 159 1.58 8.0 , 80024 . 863
28.12 1.9 0.0126 92.63 19.0 0.0000020 99.9879
_" 0.300 0.0514 1.223 0.825 0.1852
I 0.305 0.0602 1.430 0.830 0.1842 26.80 2.0 0.0103 93.43 20.0 0.000001_ 99.9893
0.310 0.0686 %668 0.555 0.1818 2`7.48 2.1 0.0090 94.19 _.. 100.0
,2 879 4.82. 18 . `78? .986 .640 . 783 8.14
':" 0.320 0.0819 2.227 0.548 0.1764 28.80 2.8 0.0068 95.36
i 0.328 0,0958 2.555 0.850 0.1728 29.44 2,4 0.0064 98,88 _,
0.330 0.1087 2.925 0.588 0.1720 80.08 2.8 0.0084 96.287
. 0.335 0.1057 3.812 0.850 0.1868 80.'71 2.6 0.0048 96.664
0.340 0.1680 3.702 0.668 i0.1700 31.34 2.7 0.0043 97.001 Fi
0.345 0.1047 4.090 0.8?0 0.1"/05 31.97 2.8 0.0038 91.305
0.880 0.1074 4.483 0.87|10.1710 8_.80 2.9 0.0056 97.8?9 !0.3.850.1067,.8, 0.,_01?08=28 s.o 0_1 ,823
0.3600.1088 8.2`71 0.8.0.1_0_38.86 8.1 0._6 .03,
_.355o.11_58`7, 08N0.168884.,2 8.2 0.0022888.2140.3?0o.1178 8.088 o.88eo,, ... 8.s 0.001,,.3,
_3`780n626.828 0_0.1646s_?2 8.4 0.,1. ,5010.3600.111'78.648 o_o.m6 96.82 8.8 0.001,,.616
0.385 O.109't '7.889 0.61(] 0.1611 26.93 3.6 0.00186 96.?20
" 7.765 0.82(: 0.1878 38.11 8,'7 0.00123 98.8160.39O 0.1093
),-wave|ength in microns;
P,_-SOlar Spectral Irradiance averaged over small bandwidth centered at _,, in watts _m"= micron "_ ,
D,A-percentq;e of the Solar Constant associated with wavelensth# shorter than wavelength _,.
Solar Constant 0,13510 watt cm "_
|
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(ref. 6). The solar spectral irradiance curve, Goddard measurements is 0.3 to 15.0
; shown in figures 1 and 2, was derived from microns; however, for completeness and for
table 2. These graphs display the difference obtaining an integrated value, the table of
between the Johnson curve and the new values has been extended to 0.14 micron in
: curve. The wavelength range covered by the the ultraviolet and to 20 microns in thet
25
: v _ /NASA711,_AULEO
=,,.20 _,_; E \v ''t F" S. JOHNSON
°;: _: .15
' _ _'z .1 ., i,
! o .._
__ .O5
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6
_. WAVELENGTH- MICRONS
[ _gure 1. Solar spectrum [or zero air mass Item NASA 711 Galileo; 0.2 to 2. 6 microns, compared with F. S.
,_ _, Johnson curve.
_" 7 .008 ..... ,0008 ....
_ Eu .006 I " -- ,0006
3=
I _ /NASA-711, GALILEO ,F. S. JOHNSON
_.=" s.,o.,,so,='
• -..002 .0002- --
0
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0
WAVELENGTH- MICRONS
Figure 2. Solar spectrum for zero air man from NAS'A 717 Galileo; 2.5 to 14 microns, oompnvvd with F. $.
Johnton cun_ !
l
i --
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_ ir,frared. The final curve was obtained by of data that show graphically the variability in
_' scaling down the total irradiance, 135.1 spectral distribution versus sky condition and
_, mW cm-2 , by 0.1 percent and by using the the albedo and infrared irradiance as a lunc-
h:. weighted average of five spectroradiometric tion of latitude for a mean sky condition. It is
, instruments (Perkin-Elmer O.3-to-4.O-micron generally thought that approximately 75
instrument, Leiss monochromator, filter percent of the total albedo arises from cloud
_:_ radiometer, and polarization interferometer reflection with terrestrial/atmospheric reflec-
, for 0.3 to 2.6 microns, and Michelson inter- tion accounting for the remainder.
ferometer for 2.6 to 15 microns). A precise model of the earth albedo for
Table 2 and figures 1 and 2 appear to precise therrnal design and simulattvn is not
: represent the first direct and detailed mea- available. The albedo models being used at the
;. surements of the solar spectrum from above present time vary, depending upon the orbit,
practically all the atmosphere water vapor, spacecraft design, _.nd designers' preference.
;; The Goddard experimenters _stimate that the For greater orbital distances, the albedo is
overall accuracy of the spectral irradiance often assumed to have an average value of
_, values is +5 percent. Table 3 compares the 35 percent of the incident solar and a spectral
_. absorption percentage of solar cells and distribution similar to the sun. For near-earth18 coatings for proposed solar curves versus orbits, the generalized models are less ade-
•_ ¢he Johnson solar curve (ref. 9). It is inter- quate, and, in some instances, a range of
esting that variation between the most recent albe,% is used rather than the average.Table 5
Goddard data and the Johnson curve for the presents a suggested energy distribution as
i coatings on the percent given by Benning for thermal simu-_lected is order of 2 Mann and
maximum, lation (ref. 10). It is important to note that,
_ Solar lrradiance at different distances since 1962, large amounts of data have been
using the proposed revision to the solar con- gathered by spacecraft-borne radiometers.
stant value are given in table ,,. These new data are currently being reviewed,
_m and a NASA design-criteria monograph is
_" Earth Reflection r. dbedo) being prepared.
t
s Earth Emitted (Infrared) ,:
Solar radiation reflected by the earth
I presents a second source of thermal flux to A significant third source of irradiation _'the nor-earth orbiting spacecraft. A number is due to the earth and is made up of two
of meteorological studies of the albedo since components: (1) direct radiation, from the
_ 1948 estimate the averagevalue between 0.33 earth's surface, which is transmitted through
_ and 0.38 of the incident solar ladiation. The the atmosphere and (2)radiation that is
_ widely accepted average value for spacecraft emitted by the atmosphere. Of the 65 percent 3
t design is 35 percent or approximately 49 of the solar irradiation which is absorbed,
mW crn"2. The amount of albedo flux inci- approximately 2.5 percent is re-radiated
dent on a spacecraft is dependent upon the througi-, the atmosphere; and 62.5 percent is
subtense angle of the sunlit side of the earth re-radiated by the atmosphere (ref. 11). Based
as viewed by the spacecraft, on earth heat-balance relationships, the
The albedo results from reflection by average radiant emission from the earth is 23
cloud layers and various surface features. The mW cm-2. This is equivalent to the emission
instantaneous total irradiance and spectral of a blackbody at a temperature of 2510K.
irradiance is variable due to nonuniform ,_ur- Except for a variation on the order of several 4
face reflections and is further complicated by tnW cm -2 associated with the 8.34o- |
(1) variable molecular and particle scattering 12.5-micron window and the emissivity of the
and (2)absorption by atmospheric constit- atmosphere, the 2510K equivalent blackbody •
t uents. Figures 3 and 4 are selected examples model has favorable acceptance, i1m m m | •
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TableS. E_h-AlbMoSpectralDbtrlbution test policy at Goddard to have temperature
..... conditions 10°C hotter and 10°C colder than
Wavelength%of Total EnergyinBand Tolerance the predicted temperatures applied for func-
Band _) Energy (W/cm2) (%) tional tests of prototype hardware; whereas,
the lO°C margin is not used for testing of the
0.3 to 0.4 6.1 0.003 ±30 flight hardware.)
0.4 to 0.7 42.8 0.0"21 ±20 Solar Simulation
0.7 to 1.3 36.8 0.018 ±20
Simulation of the space thermal environ-
1.3 to 2.7 14.3 0.007 ±20 ment for testing full spacecraft systems has
grown rapidly over the past l 0 years and has
Table6. Fnth.Em#tM SpectralITatriburlon given rise to at least three generations of .solar
simulator equipment. Despite the progress, it
Wavelength%of Total Energyin Band Tolerance is certain that no solar simulator capable of
Band04) Energy (W/cm'=) (%) illuminating a full spacecraft system dupli-
cates space solar insolation. Table 7 compares
5.0to 8.3 8 0.0018 ±30 pertinent solar parameters to the author's
estimate of today's precise, operational, solar
8.3 to 12.5 27.5 0.0063 ±30 simulator.
Figure 5 shows the results of a recent
12.5to 20.0 31 0.C_)71 ±30 survey of solar simulators in use for sp:,cecraft
system testing (refs. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and
20.0 to 40.0 28 0.0064 ±30 18). An arbitrary limit of 27 square feet of
irradiance area was used as the lower ,;utoff
, point to define a spacecraft system-test capa-
bility. The mtrvey shows 14 simulators of
tolerance pertains to thermal design and simu- varying capability. Four simulators provide a
lation. Thus, designers and environmentalists horizontal beam; the remaining ten are
devise boundary values that hopefully are vertical. Only one simulator provides both. a
conservative to use in design arm testing. The 416-foot-Uluared horizontal beanJ and a
; root sum square of the tolerance values for 125-foot-squared w_rtical beanl. Three simu- ,
the irradiance terms in the heat-balance equa- lators, one tn each size range, are presently
, tion, in the method described by Kline aod capable of vertical irradiation much greater
McClintock, is felt to yield a mathematically than one solar constant; their maxhnum is in
conservative 2-sigma value for incident flux the range of 1.9 to 2.2 solar constants.
(ref. _'2). The engineering judgment in selec- The grouping shown by the three
ting the val'te of the _ tolerance is, of course, columnar fields in figure 5 conveys the
a very important consideration. Absorbed author's opinion of the relative capability of
flux is derived by including, in a similar thele simulators. The criteria are twofold"
manner, the tolerance for uncertainty in the (1) provision for energy boundary conditions
absorption coefficient and emislivity of the such that the abeorbed enerlly by a fixed
• spacecraft surfaces (plus any flux absorbed spaoecrafl having equal areas of multiple
due to re-refiechon and .,1-radiat/on by other coatings (ultraviolet absorber, fiat absorbent,
parts of the spacecraft). Expected spacecraft m,d visible and infrared absorbers) would
nodal (or equipment) temperatures are pre- atta/n temperature levels and a distribution
dKted, or found by testlag, mdng these similar to direct sober insolation _d (2)
parameters and the internal he_t 4isalpated by complexity in meamrement and mathenu, tical
the electmrdcs of the spacecraft. (lt is nomufl adjustments to obtain a known enerlly
4|
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Table 7. (_omparfJonof Solar Parameters VersusTo_y's PreciseSolar$tnmlator¢
., (5.Foot.Diameter._eam]
_-, Parameter [ Sunat 1A.U. PreciseSolarSimulator
_._
_> Totalirradiance 139mWcm-2 139 mWcm-2, ave.,_e
"' Stability:2%of irradiancesetting
Spectralh'radiance F.S.Johnson (a) Energymatcbbasis::eIO%/,
or GSFCCurve exceptultraviolet(.45) and
infrared(+30)
[_'. (b) EffectiveabsorptanceOasis
_, foronesolarconstant_otal
_' energy:+I(F£of solarvatue
Uniformityof lrradiance Uniform ±4% .,
L
Unifornatyof Spectral Unilbrm Energybasis:±9%(estimated)
_ Irtadlance0.25 to 2.6_
Bandwidth Effectiveabsorptancebasis:
±5%(estimated)
€ SubtenseAn_e 32Minutes 3°i '
i; tot's in this group are of an off-axis design, use
xenon, high-pressure, short-arc lamps, and are
closely faltered.
The "column two" simulators are excel-
lent large-area solar systems and are the oft;
sprinll of the third-ge eration s/mulato_-
t: design. These systems are also the off-axis ; ,
_. type and use 5- and 20-kilowatt, xenon, high-pressure, compact-arc lamps. They have
nearly all _J1eproperties of the most precise
_mulator e.xcept that they are not clmely _.
faltered. The spectral distribution is that of
the xenon aourceas modified by the optics
(fig. 6). _ group contabm those simulaton
b_pee.T.Opemrt_nelso_'_mu_WrJw#bbeemewescapableofit.radiancelevel_u hijbas2.2solar i
• 27 to 400 p.s; one_ ,-ommm md greater constants. The most collimated system [
Intensity.1969. (2-degreetotedsubtemeat_gleand l-degreein- _ -
ciden_ angle) is also in this group. 'Plant. uni-
boundary condition for the fixed multiple- form/ty on the order of 3 percent ha_ [x_en
coated spacecraft such that the thermal measured on one of these _,stenm (ref. 19).
balance of the spacecraft can be predicted. In the "column three" category are the
The "column one" s_nulator has perfor- tint-iteneration simulaton, which are the oa-
mance properties s/milar to that described as axis system and the earliest venion of the off-
"today's precise solar simulator." All simula- axis system. This group is characterized t_y
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Figure 6. Spectral distribution of X-25, xenon simu_ztor; center of beam at 95 amperes, no filter.
: having carbon arc, mercury-xenon or xenon tral distribution surveys across the larger
! sources and also the hrgest 416-foot-squared Filtered systems are not generally reported in
horizontal beam and 220-foot-squared vertical the literature; however, it is estimated on the
beant One simulator has both a 416-foot- basis of smaller systems (table 8) that nonuni-
squared horizontal beam and a 125-foot- fortuity world raise the 10 percent figure to
, squared vertical beam. Uniformity varies from approximately 15 percent (ref. 21).
a maximum of 10 percent in depth of field to
; -+25 percent across a plane. Spectral filtering The nonf'fltered xenon simulator system,
is not done, and spectral nonuniformity of-+8 for example, would yield effective absorp-
4 percent, reckoned on the basis of effective tances within as much as 25 percent* of the
absorptance, has been reported (ref. 20). solar value (ref. 19). Including a tolerance for
' The spectral match to the solar irradi- spectral nonurdformity in the test zone could
i ance curve over the bandwidth 0.25 to 2.6 ipaease the variance to 30 to 35 percent. #
microns is worthy of more discussion. The SJ:l._iarly, for carbon arc and mercury-xenon,
the variance range is 35 to 160 percent*, re-degreeof spectral match can be reckoned on
an energy basis or on an effective absorptance spectively (ref. 19). It is noteworthy that this
• comparison is of particular value when test
i basis. The modem, closely filtered, high- considerations are for a spacecraft with
pressure, compact-arc xenon =mulator has an
.: energy distribution matching that of the solar multiple coatings of near equal area and the
i spectrum on the order of +10 percent for objective of the test is to obtain temperature ,
most bands 0.05 to 0.20 micron wide acro, s level and distribution throughout the craft
• the total band of 0.26 to 2.6 microns similar to orbit.
(refs. i7, 21, 22, and 23). The 0.26-to 0.33- It is an important point to note that¢
"[, micron (ultraviolet) and the 1.4- to 1.6- certain spacecraft designs could be tested in
micron (infrared) bands are exceptions, and any of the three groups of simulators with
the match is on the order of-45 percent and equally adequate results. It is also true that a
+30 percent, respectively. This distribution spacecraft consisting of an open structure
appears to be rather poor, but, on an effective covered with a fine mesh, such as might be
absorptance basis, most coatings typical of used on a deployable antenna, could only be
tb,_ listed in table 3 would fall within I0
percent of the _olarabsorptancevalue. Spec- *Fors particulargroupofmaterials.
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,-,, Table 8. Calculated Total Absorptance of Surfaces at Center, Edge, and Intermediate Positions of X-25
". Filtered Xe Simulator
CB CB CB 95
_: Surfaces 70 a 70 a EB EB IB CB (No Solar
(1) (2) 70 a 95 a 95 a 95 a Filter)
" Solar Cell 0.418 0.409 0.394 0.405 0.422 0.408 0.494 0.416
" Evap.Gold 0.192 0.187 0.206 0.213 0.195 0.193 0.151 0.199
Cat-a-LacWhite 0.187 0.193 0.216 0.200 0.185 0.188 0.165 0.18(3
,, Evap.Silver 0.041 0.040 0.043 0.045 0.041 0.043 0.042 0.05(3
l
_- RaeSilver 0.119 0.116 0.125 0.130 0.120 0.121 0.101 0.126
SeidenbergWhite 0.187 0.189 0.197 0.195 0.187 0.190 0.167 0.188
' 3dzak 0.148 0.146 0.147 0.149 0.148 0.147 0.148 0.148
L
Evap. Aluminum 0.081 0.080 0.080 0.081 0.082 0.081 0.086 0.082
Ti O White 0.171 0.177 0.190 0.180 0.170 0.174 0.162 0.17(3
. Menthyl White 0.274 0.276 0.303 0.296 0.276 0.275 0.236 0.274
't"-
3500-WATT f
tested with accuracy in the most uniform and Hs.Xe LAMP
co!Entated simulator.
The system-test solar simulators shown ':
in figure 5 may be typed by their optical "_ _
systems and are either collimated or direct Et,LIPSOIDALREFLECTOR
i typed as modular on-axis or massive off-axis. I CONDENSER LENSES
Modular On-Axis Collimator TRANSMITTEDENERGY J
• Beam sizes of 17Vz-foot-diameter vertical _/_' _¢ /,TMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
to 32-by-13-foot horizontal have been in _==_1_/_/_1 _ !operation for 3 to 5years. (A fourth- CHAMBERDOME _
generation _dvanced simulator of 25-foot- LLLL_RELAY LENS
• diameter beam is currently under _LN2 PANEL HEATSINK "_
,', ' development.) \ \ I[I I,/I / Ib_F----.PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTOR
Both reflective and refractive optical I _.__I'_VACUUMelements are used in each module to collect
and to shape the energy from the source. A _-_----_HYPERBOLOIDAL REFLECTOR
Cassegrainian optical system internal to the _ENERGY OUTPUT
vacuum vessel is utilized to collimate the
input energy and to direct it to the test zone. Rgure Z On-ax/s module. Goddard Space Right
Figure 7 shows the module concept and the Center.
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f.
_ con figurahon typical of the GSFC solar simu- xEN0 N_ SOURCE
_ later design. An array of modules are used to LAMP_ MODULEL
obtain the desired beam size; figure 8 shows a COLLECTOR'-_
_: typical arrangement. Although module size _ SOURCE
' and optics differ amongst the simulators, the PPORT
_- TUBE
_, concept is basic. Sources such as 3.5-kilowatt
mercury-xenon, 30-kilowatt carbon arc, and
20-kiJowatt xenon are currently being used. VACUUM SPECTRAL
;" WINOOW FILTER
;,. Ray parallelism of 3 degrees to 4.4 degrees INTERFA
prevails. The better parallelism of the rays re- FIELD LENSES_
_, suits in fewer modules contributing energy to PROJECTI, NOZZLF ON
an elemental area in the test zone. In the LENSES VACUUM
C,'-I AM d L _: '_'_
_ closely collimated system, the loss of a
•', module due to source failure and the like re-
;FER
_, suits in a dark area in the beam. In the CONVERGING OPTICS
_- 2.2-degree, half-angle, collimated system, loss LENS
_. of a module would reduce the intensity by
about 15 percent for test planes 25 feet from MIRROR
... the Cassegrain optics. FILLIN SECONOAR_
OPTICS MIRROR
Figure 9. On-axis xenon module, vertical configu-
• ration, Spectrolab.
+4 percent is theoretically possible for this
type of design; however, because of the real
world of optic surface and figure imperfec-
._ tions, plus difficulty in stacking and aligning
.t large arrays of modules, uniformity on the
order of +10 percent per square foot and -+25
percent per 2 cm 2 * is routine. Spectral distri-
bution for the carbon arc and mercury-xenon
•_ modular system is that of the bare source
I modified by the optics. Data on spectral dis-tribution for the sources are available in the
literature (ref. 17).For many spacecraft thermal coatings,
the effective absorptance at one-solar-con-
stant total intensity is within -+20 percent of
the solar value for the carbon arc (ref. 17).
The mercury-xenon spectral distribution is
not as good a match (figure 10). For one-solar-
,.. lffgure 8. On-axis array, Cassegrainian configuration constant total intensity and coatings typical
' from inside the GSFCsolar simulator, of table 9, the effective absorptance varies "
from 3 percent to 125 percent of the solar
Fill-in optics typical of figure 9 for the value. Spectral nonuniformity across the test
lower Cass_,grain element does provide im- volume is another parameter. In the closely
proved intensity uniformity at closer ap-
proach distances to the Cassegrain. *2 cm2 is a typical size for solarc¢lls that are uscd to
Uniformity of total intensity on the order of measure uniformity of intensity.
!
I
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Figure10. Spectraldistribution of 3.5-kilowattmercury-xenonlamp versusJohnsoncurve.
collimated system, the variability is on the
Table 9. Computed Total Absorptance of 10 order of + 10 percent across the area of illumi-
Materialsfor New (T367) and Old 3.5 KW Hg-Xe nation of each module (with the differences
Lamps After 800 Hours Operation, Compared to between the center and the edge of each
_ SolarRadiation module beam, ref. 24). In the less-collimated
'_ " mercury-xenon system, spectrum varies on
the order of 5 to 10 percent across the test
; Surfaces T367 T97 T58 646356 Solar plane and less in depth of field. The improve-_t
ment is from more mixing of the irradiance
_olarCell 0.270 0.312 0.301 0.312 0.415 from the modules. Reckoned on an effective
absorptance basis, the spectral nonuniformity
_vap.Gold 0.257 0.244 0.249 0.247 0.20C of the ismercury-xenon system approxi-
mately ±8 percent for a white coating t
_at-a-LacWhite 0.339 0.286 0.297 0.300 0.181 (ref. 20).
Figure 9 illustrates the most advanced
Evap.Silver 0.149 0.115 0.119 0.133 0.05 module design under development for a
25-foot-diameter simulator. Each module
! RaeSilver 0.222 0.194 0.198 0.207 0.12_ utilizes a20-kilowatt xenon source and illumi-
' nates an area 48 inches across the tips of the
i _e_denbergWhite0.306 0.261 0.269 0.278 0.18_ hexa.;onal output beam. The inclusion of• lenticular mixing optics, fill-in optics, and
• , _ _lzak 0.144 0.144 0.144 0.145 0.14_ spectral filtering provides performance im-
_ provements over past modular systems. Uni-
" I _vap.Aluminum 0.074 0.076 0.075 0.076 0.08_ fortuity of total intensity on the on, or of ± 15 , :
percent per 4 cm2 area has been demon- _,
: liOWhite 0.318 0.266 0.276 0.284 0.171
,_ strated across a 7-foot-diameter beam, and
' ±10 percent appears probable after adjust-
_lethylWhite 0.396 0.361 0.370 0.372 0.27._ mevts are made. Spectraldistribttfion typical
of the smaller filtered xenon systems is
!
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expected (fig. l l),and, on an energy basis, a test volume. Although this is not a large
match to the solar spectrum on the order of factor, 2 to 3 percent of returned energy adds
±10 percent (except ultraviolet and infrared to the uncertainty in boundary values unless
, -40 and +30, respectively) is probable careful calibration is done prior to testing.
(ref. 23).
The basic advantages of the modular Off-Axis Collimator
, solar systems is the capability to tailor the
illuminated area to the size needed by the Beam sizes up to a 17-foot diameter are
craft. No limit is placed on beam growth currently operational. In all simulators of this
potentials. The problem of nonunifom_ty in type of optical design, the collimating ele-
• total intensity and, to a lesser degree, nonani- ment is a reflector located inside the vacuum
formity of spectrum places g_,eat demands on vessel. Illumination is by a source projection
' automated data-handling and computer reduc- system (or systems) located external to the
.: tion capability to resolve a, mrately the vessel. The projection of the illumination
energy incident on a spacecraft under test. from the source to the collimator is at an
: Aside from obvious differences in spectrum ac;_te angle with respect to the longitudinal
_. between the carbon-arc and compact-arc axis of the test zone. Energy reflected by the
sources, the stability and reliability of the spacecraft back to the collimator does not
irradiance for the compact arc is much better, return to the usable test zone. Figures 12 and
" With the use of automatic intensity serve- 13 show the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
controlled systems, stability of the compact- configuration and optical schematic. Simula-
arc system is on the order of 2 percent of an tors of this type utilize 5-kilowatt xenon and
average setting for 1O0 hours or more; the 20-kilowatt xenon sources, and most of them
stability of the carbon arc is on the order of employ an integrating lens to gain maximum
+7 per_nt for a 24-hour period (ref. 24). A mixing of the individual sources contributing
decided disadvantage of the on-axis system _s to the total beam.
the inability to obtain wide ranges of irradi- Spectral filtering is used on the smaller
'_ ance for a given module design. Another dis- systems; however, for beam sizes greater than
advantage is that re-reflection of energy from an 8-foot diameter, the spectrum of the un-
._ the illuminated spacecraft can return to the f'fltered xenon source of figure 6 prevails. The
2._ -.
. ._ . ,, .
2. .5 1.5 2.0 2.5
WAVELENGTHINMICRONS '_
FtSu_ 11. Spectral distribution of X-2J, xenon simulator; center of beam at 9J amperes, with/liter
inserted.
i
!
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:_, ,co,..,,OH-- 2 degrees and an incident angle of 1 degree.
_=_ T Stability is within 2 percent over a 24-hour
.; _.,..o. ! period. All off-axis systems except two use a
,.. -coo. oH,.,, single-element collimator. The largest collJ.-.., (13 tt 00,45 ft)
. s._ooosI mater in operation has a 23-foot diameter
.: ,,coo. J (ref. 14).INT_GAATING _
L_HSu,,.--" _*'_0_ The two multiple-sector, off-axis simu-
:. L.,..,.,,O,_ lators utilize mirror segments arranged to
:" s,_oo_,,o,, ,o, yield a collimated beam. An operational
17-foot-diameter system utilizes over 1900
segments for the collimating function. The
_, most recent multiple-element collimator
._< S,.o_,TO,S°_''". system placed in operation is a combinationLIGHTS (gel
.:" of the off-axis and on-axis designs. Figure 14_.
_. illustrates the optical schematic. Two sources
"_ (20-kilowatt xenon) entering a single optical
integrator illuminates one-fourth of one
'1":. sector of the four-piece collimator. One lamp
' is capable of producing energy sufficient for a
Figure12. Off_txis solar simulator, cross-sectionof one-solar-constant output (reE 18). In gen-
_ JPL lO-[ootspacesimulator, eral, the multiple-element collimator systems
_" are not as uniform as the sin#e-element sys-
! 7_/' tems. Uniformity of intensity is approxi-
_,. :'i, ./,_/i.,"/i-_",. mately -+10 percent, and nonuniformity of
t / _ /'
window , ;i/,, ,,_, y- I
,O.L_ON,,//,..I,l, ,_,I
" OFCOLLIMATOR ¢."K /,/i/,,, / COLLIMATOR
' .O_EC',NOLENS.-,,//;._1/!/k CONOENSE._ENSES._k--<L_,' ',_! /
,"7/1 ,_/-_>.S//_.r /f IMAGE PtANE
_ _:' :_.// ,sF,O,,ME,E,,,
_ l _ 10 FT ABOVE FLOOR)/" ' I FACET!_i .-,oEo.OM,.LL,NES;,SS,NG",,.s_" /_
THROUGhoFLENSESCENTERS' VOLUME PORT LENS-_ ,1/
Figure13. Off_xis optical schematic,JPL lO-[oot ICHAMBER
spacesimulator, jMOSAIC
I_MODULE-_ LENSESI
.' ,- intensity uniformity for most of these sys- SECTOR
tems is excellent. The most.uniform is on the
order of ±3 percent. Spectral uniformity on &COLLECTOR
the nonffltered system has not been thor- MODULES
oughly reported; however, availableinforma-
tion does indicate the nonuniformity for the
single-element collimator system to be less
than a few percent. Ray parallelism is also
excellent; the best has a subtense angle of Figure 14. Off-axb/modularopttcalschematk, TRIV.
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spectral distribution is also estimated to be Albedo Simulators For Spacecraft System
greater than that of _he single-element colli- Irradiation
mated system.
The advantage of the off-axis system is Simulation of earth albedo by using lio_ht
excellent performance regarding intemity sources and appropriate optical systems is
: uniformity, spectral uniformity, and colli- extremely limited. To the best of the author's
mation. Great flexibility is available in irradi- ki_<:_.,iedg¢, the only operational system
ation level without compromise in optical capable of producing irradiation with a field
angle on the order of 160 degrees (necessary
,. performance, fi'r near-earth orbits) is in use at the Manned
: A disadvantage of the off-axis _yqtem is
lack of efficiency; electrical power " ," versus Space Center (MSC). The simulator utilizes
illumination "out" is approximr _,,,l'_ 5 per- quartz iodine and tungsten sources, properly
cent. (The on-axis system e ,ency is masked to produ-e an irradiance field 4 feet
, approximately 14 percent.) by 7 feet. The uniformity is on the order of
A limiting factor toward la_3er beam -+10 percent. The spectrum is that of tl,ngsten
_. diameters is the ability to construct coiii ;._:._e, a poor energy match to albedo spec-
:; mators greater than a 23-foot diameter with t_al irradiance, tThe _ystem has been used for
, equivalent optical performance, space-suit testing.) Lamp power is adjusted to
• obtain an energy level to force a precalculated
absorbed flux condition by the test surface.
Many infrared heating systems are used
Direct Projection System to produce an equivalent tempezature or an
absorbed flux level that could result from
The direct projection system produces a earth albedo and/or earth-emitted radiation
beam of irddiation with fair uniformity (ref. 16). These methods, however, do not pro-
across a plane. The solar subtense angle vide a spatial distribution of the input energy
, , changes with depth of field, and the solar typical of the field angle for near earth orbits.
normal incident angle changes across the
plane of uniformity. Intensity in depth of Earth-Emitted Simulators for Spacecraft
_- field varies according to the square of the System Irradiation
i difference in distance between the plane
closest to the source and the plane of interest. As is the case with albedo simulators,
° One of two simulators shown in the 6-foot- to simulators for earth-emitted irradiance in coy- ,
I 8-foot-diarneter size interval in figure 5 is a junction with simulation of solar i-radiance
unique direct projection system. A number of are not generally available. The MSC chamber
_ small sources (2.5-kilowatt xenon) with "A" facility does include a lunar plane in
unique, segmented collectors are used in an addition to simulated solar irradiance, but the
overlapping mode to produce a beam 8 feet in author does not know whether or not it is
diameter by 9 feet deep. Each lamp illumi- suitable for simulating earth infrared. (In
nat,s the entire test plane from a distance of many cases of spacecraft testing where this
50 feet. The resulting solar test volume, 8 feet flux is thermally significant to the thermal
in diameter by 5 feet deep, has a uniformity balance, plate radiators, infrared lamps, or
of +10 percent throughout. Spectral distribu- heater blankets are used. The resulting simula-
tion is that of unfiltered xenon, tion lacks fidelity, particularly with regard to
The disadvantage of this system design is field angle; i.e., incident angle and reflections
the lack of collimation. Irradiance along sur- are most often not typical of orbit.)
faces parallel to the longitudinal axis of the Other Simulation of Solar Mbedo and Earth-
test volume are unrealistically high. Eclipse Emitted Flux
shie, ds or mathematical correction factors
would be required for most spacecraft tests in A complete departure from simulating
this simulator, the irratt._anceof the sun and earth is to _m-
mt'n m
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' ulate its effects by inducing an equivalent Solar Simulation Measurement Uncertainties
absorbed flux or simply a known flux into the
-'. spacecraft by using infrared radiators. As mentioned earlier, the concept under-
._. lying thermal-balance tests on spacecraft
Two forms of this type of simulation for systems is the creation of a known set of
thermal-balance testing are (1)to use heated boundary conditions in which the perfo,.
_.' plates and to attach them directly to the space- mance of a given thermal-control treatment
craft as replacement shell elements or (2)to can be predicted. Thi,; concept accepts that
,, use heated plates and to place them near the the simulation is not a duplication of the
: spacecraft. For the latter case,a predetermined natural environment but does force reflec-
"_ radiative coupling is utilized, and the radiator tions and modes of heat transfer similar to
, temperature is adjusted to a calculated value, orbit. Mathematical extrapolation is required
_ Dr. G. Gordon described this method several to predict the orbital thermal performance of
_., years ago when it was used in testing the the craft.
(. Relay spacecraft. In solar irradiance simulation, measure-
ment of total intensity, spectral irradi_nce,
_. The more popular case is to use resistive apd ray parallelism is necessary to define the
heating and to attach the radiators directly to incident boundary flux. It is also important to
the spacecraft. The typical radiator would the thermal-balance test to define the eff_
consist of a substrate and a bonded heater rive heat-sink temperature and its low tempel-
element. Nichrome-ribbon wire mesh embed- ature emissivity and to resolve the direction
4- ded in a high-temperature, high-conductivity
•' and level of energy that is contributed by re-
_ plastic or a conductive carbon-sprayed coating reflections plus any direct infrared due to
. are typical of the heater configurations in use. fLxturing, etc. The measurement requirements
._ are ccmplex because a number of these
Regardless of the type of heater, there is parameters are variable with time. The ther-
t_ a temperature gradient, across the composite, lnal interaction of the chamber/solar sim-
i_ that is not identical to the actual flight shell or ulator and spacecraft configuration ca_ also
element. The AT across the composite must vary. Thus, careful calibration of the cham-
P. be accounted for in the thermal-balance ber/solai- simulator is necessary and should be
analysis when precision is required. For the s_.aled to the precision required of the test.
I simple spacecraft eon_gurations (one type of Simulator mea,mrements and calibration
_ surface coating-no reentrant corners, cavit_es_ t_chniques vary thi:oughout the industry and
" projections, holes, or skin-mounted subsys- are reported widely in the literature (ref. 11). ,.
tems), this method should be carefully con- A detailed discussion on the sub.iect is not
sidered. Heater power control can be accurate attempted in this paper, but so,ne estimate of
within I percent or better, and absorbed f_ux the uncertainties in total and spectral irradi-
can be obtained accurately. The uniformity offlux density is dependent on heater element ance measurements is discussed because thesetwo parameters are very important.
placement and the circuitry used. Total irradiance measurements across
Care is needed in applying the heater large solar beam areas is often done by using
elements to avoid undesired cold spots near fast response radiometers, thermopiles, or
the edges of the radiator and the hot spots solar cells. Calibration of these detectors is
caused by overlapping of the conductor. The done by comparison to secondary standard
emissivity of both the internal and external sources. With available standards and careful
surfaces of the composite is usually matched techniques, a calibration accuracy of +2 per-
i to the flight-skinproperties. This simulation cent absolute is possible. Recent advances inwas u_ed for testing the OAO-AI and caviW detectors based on the absolute stan-
OAO-A2 and is presently being implemented dards of the ampere and volt offer an ira-
for use on OAO-B. provement in calibration to within 1 percent
t
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7____ orl_:_d_ _1Lt_.13_I rl_'
of absolule (ref. 2L In ".c applicataon ot ]]_rma] Arud)_ocal Modek
detc._ to _rnaL_Im me_urem_t_, lhe
frankerof the slandKd Io a su/_ ch:tmber Pred_icLtonf the _aacexzafl tcn_c_-ato._c
detcc_t_ results in _ome degr_latic.n in _t_.anbution rcx/uues Lhe _lution o1 the tran-
J_c-urac3'.S_ d_fferenec_between,the ,aent t_al-tram_f_ e_mti_ bE usaR__p_x.fifi_d
_.andard _ourc,e and the _mnmla_Jr_)u_ce boundmT' :andiniti_Jcxmdirionx.C,a_.£knc_
to add/tiorml uncert_mty, in addition, methods, ele_cal _. or the html_l
data trm_ and l*r_-_ing_ ca_v. , p,.,-_--,-;.___,_w,zrhod, uLii_,_ da_ma_ arm.b,z,ra-
'_ degradation_ in alL the expexa_ programs, are at! in u_e (ref. 26L The thmmal
acc_acy m _g le_ _n,,"..r uncleste_ maa_trx_-program and di#/t.nlcompu_:_ pro_
rxn_ons is e_mated to be. on the ord_ _f rides an ab_ity to perform so_ _m
-_3 to ±5 percenl absolute |_ t_ n_ precise thations on _ _'k_
te_,. The tlzea,_adnalyzerl_ogram _ a tram_ _.
Spectral _rra_ianc, e measar,_aents are form of the spacecrafl l'_yfacad modeL The
mole diffu_l_l and le_ T_._se lh:_ lo_al al_th_ oo_siSts of neI_orks of rhe-rm,_
_rracgmce ,_ast_em_nt_ m the solar _nu- condt,ctor__'szdca_,,amlor_ The d_agouled
lat_. gtam_ds of _,_ral i._rad_maeeJar__.he lae-,a_--__z_itance of ti_ craft is _L_ated
0.2.5-u_ L6-_icn_n w_ vde_g1:k]:_I have an al _ nodes,and _ disaTibUl_
tmcert_mly of 3 to ,_ perc, ermL de/xmcling duc_nce is rL'_rc-_ntt_d 1_ cotu_a_to_ j_ning
uT_c_ O_ _ of i:_t_-e_t. IB_,_ 0.25 I_ node_ The si_ _f _ __e
mu_oa, no a_c_l_ble ,,tandard or irradimme network vmaes with the 1_< e.g_, ?O
n_t_ nodes for the sm_ .14_ix,e_d _pa_ft
T_ spe_lral _rad_e m a solar sirnu- _00 nodes for a _md _ft, etc_
lm_or has beem measm:,_ u_mg monochr_ The network capacity of today's large
mulmr_ f'_:tm-radao_" and, mogt r6cen_ly_ _w,m_yz_.rprogram _:_g.. OND,_ GTA-], v_,)
inL_rie_orm_lx_r_ Oc£am3o,nal_., spectral dislri- i_ on the orderof _ _ 3000 node_ a_d
bu_zon _ bee_ hffe_red from the stabiliza- ower 500 cond_.-torr_ Stea_y_sta_e and tra:_-
'hon tewr_r_t_rc of _m_ _ _aT_Llar'to glen1 I_T_pea'alttTe o_ heaI fhaxes can he coma-
1_ e spacecraft. ]"he t_roblea_ in _ectral puled for ,tl__maal t_emfigm'_tioms.
m_Tq_ing .ofa l_f_ _a simulator _ _ a A. tlm_tw_i. E. Le=, and M N. Tawil
very smadl area of _ _beam is measared by degcribe dae n0_Jlal eqtmtiom and ]_c diagram
_h,:se in_tn_enls, an0 _ _o _ke a single shmving the r_q__a8 suhrou,_,_es inputting to
rm;asuaea_eol {_25 tG 2.6 micr0ms_ i_ cm the tile therma! amalyz_r program (re]: 26L
crrd_r of 10 _o 20 _,;imrtes. Pa_u_, occamonal Figure ] 5 and the following is _ from
E_:m,J _a_ is clone ra_h_r ,Otm__on_rmou_ ref_c 2_..
Io 2.6-_aic_olqwll_(_eng_hT_qntge,Theact_ttrac'y [- DWIDEDESIGNIIWT0IL_0THERMAL ]
,'in _ffffal mem;orea_lmnl_ inside a _'qtrh_or _s | _ODESC_ ZONES
" easmale_t ,to ,be +-5 _wc_a o_madl _or _rc_w _]- ....... T - _- , -- ]"
a_F_a_m the 1.5-,_o2.,6-_mi_range,the [ _o_A_ J [ _ _W_UTSj pt,TL,S_UTS]
measm, ed va_tte_ nol_ :he _nac_uralg to _-]0 ..... _I_ _ --_I -- DIREC_t _
_ma_t. F S_P,mF _ ;_tl;L_30} REFt£CTEDJ "'-' l I1_qLATIOW
S,U_rl_tg iII_OZ]l_ m/_l:lffod ]_y0111d L'0 _ eiTHS/CNETIIgORKS.... _J
.mi_,o,r_i_ ,thmmm_alance _ing of a ............. q[- .....
ot'all__ _ _kl_K 6 'R,.I_'_llf 2 m _la£ "_b- S/C'TEMERATLIR[PREDICTIONS
t._m::_llm:lc0_,oo-m _lm'g_' gbso_o_l 'by fahe tc_l _:g,we 15 /_._a/ _z,s.mat_ccm_ms" Jto_, dulg_m
item cm thr _" of 2_.:, p_rc_n: +ref. 25 ). Jbr ,_¢_u-'_v_0r_& gn.
! !
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The Grumman Corporation autbors correlation is not as good a me_sure of
point out that the detailed networks of the f_delity in simul._tio_ and analysis because the
analyzer program are large and the computiag ability of the design to compensate for error
ti:ne is approximately 1 percent of the is greater. Thi: is, of course, the exact purpose
mission ouration. Therefore, simplified net- of this treatment. Despite this problem, corre-
works of smaller size are used for short-time lation between predicts and actuals for the
ana!yses, active thermal-control systems seems to be in
Verificahon of the analytic model (thus th_ 5°C range and bettc; (refs. 28 and 29).
evolved) is done through controlled thermal- For large spacecraft using both active and
b_dance tests. In one f3rm, the input terms for passive thermal treatments, experience data
solar and planetary radiation are adjusted for rejects clo_e correlation in some areas and
the _imulator boundary, and test tempera- wider correlation in others, depending on the
tures arc predicted. In another form, the pre- local treatment. For example, according to
,, dicted orbital absorbed flux is simulated and reference 30, the Surveyor spacecraft ex,neri-
test temperatures are predicted. Despite this ence could be summarized as shown in
. difference, the succeeding process is to com- table 10.
pare test temperatuze data to predicted A second exar_ple is the Mariner V
temperatures and to adj_st the conductor spacecraft, which also included botb passive
values until the analytic model more accu- and active thermal-control treatments. This
rately predicts the physical model perfor- spacecraft included provisions for "simple
mance. This can be a long and tedious process boundary conditions" antq was purposely
if done by inspection. Matrix methods show tailored to be Llsensitive to solar spectrum
promise in mechanizing the process. As stated and intensity. According to reference 29, the
earlier, for passively controlled thermal correlation between predict and actual for
designs, the uncertainties in total energy for nodal temperatures inside the structure duhng
the solar simulator test are estimated to be on cruise was 4_'F, with typical components
the order of 7 percent. For the.,e designs and run:ring 1 to 2°F warmer than predicted.
simulator capability, correlation of analytic ExteLaal node predictions were ba_ed upon
models much be.tter than 5°C does not appear analysis and "heavily corrected space simu-
to be warranted; however, for active thermal lator data", the deviations ranged up to 30°F.
control systems using louvers, heaters, and the A fiz:_l extreme comparison is to
: like, model correlation for the internal nodes examine recent remits on the correlation of
I can be much better, if needed, analytical prediction where thermal-balancetesting was not performed on a first-of-a-kind
design. There is scant ._atain this area because
Correla_ion: Validated Analytic Model Versus the idea of flight without thermal-control vail-
Orbit Performance dation is unusual; however, some data doexist. M. C. Morris and R. K. Widel of Lock-
One result of thermal-control testing is a heed Company (ref. I) discuss the correlation
validated thermal analytic model. A com- for a passive, temperature-controlled, secon-
Farison of predicted temperatures versus dary battery of a satellite power-generation
orbital actuals is one measure of the fidefiW system. The comparison of analytical predic-
in _,nulation and analysis. A cursory revie_v tions versus flight shows that, for internal and
of this area shows that expeqence varies external battery temperatures, the deviations
depending on the filermal threatment and ranged from 5 to 15°F and from 0 to 7"F,
configuration of the craft. For passive designs respectively. Degradation of the tht,rmal-
having a variety of surface coatings, the corre- control coatings was experienced and caused
lation appears to be on the order of :tl0eC, additional deviation of 3 to 13°F during the
excluding coating degradation (ref. 27). For i]ight. The analyKs suggests the delpaded
active thermal-control designs, the idea of value for a white Thermatrol coating.
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_. Xable 10. Tempera,_rePredictionAccuracy (Transit Flight)
4v
,._ Number of Preflight Temperature Predictions at
_. Surveyor Steady-State, Falling Within Given Range of Actual Temperatures
,, °F(-°0
_ :1:5(+3) +10(+7) ±20(±11) +36(±17) > :l:30(>±17)
_ I 27 21 18 5 3
,.. II 41 28 6 - - U_
" III 43 16 15 I -
IV 57 14 3 1 -
)
f V 39 25 8 2 -
Vl 48 20 6 - -
Vll 53 16 3 - 3
%
From ,he preceding discussion, it is insolalion, (2)earth-emitted itTadiar.ce, and
_. obvious that a capability for thermal-control (,3) earth-reflecte_ irradiance. Table 11 illus-
_: testing of a full spacecre ft under simultaneous trates the OAO-A2 flux situation for the cold
simulation of solar and earth irradiance does and hot cases. Although it is beyond the
not exist. The thermal balance of a spacecraft scope of this paper to discuss detailed aspects
., rach as the O,_..O(fig. 16), however, is signif- of the thermal design and test results, the
_ icantly affect-_d by the threp inuuts: (1) solar following illustrates the "pp_oac:_ used and
the remits of the thermal system tests of ,'he
OAO-A2.
The simulation concept proposed for the ' _,
OAO by the Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation, and accepted by the Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC), for the system
thermal test was orbital flux using heater
skins attached to the spacecraft structure.
Flux acro,_s the experiment apertur_ was
simulated by a cooled panel.
.. The e_erior configuration of the space-
. craft was ideal for application of L'_eheater-
skin technique. By desilpa, the flight skins
were of a singlecoating(Alzak) and were
mounted on isolators.The predominantheat
transfer was by radiation between the skin
and internal sinks on which most of the
equipment was mounted. The heater skins
were replic_ of the flight skins except for a
16. d,_t's concept ofOAO :pacec_t. Nichrome-ribbon element ,hat was bonde_ to
,
I
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_" Table 11. Example of Computed Flux on Surfaceof OAO-A2 ShowingRelative Contribution of Three
_ Sourcesand the SpacecraftSolarArrayPaddles
',_" ColdCase:/l=0, 65%Sun HotCase:_= 90, 83%Sun
._: %of Total %of Total %of Total %of Total
.:.. Source Incident Absorbed Incident Absorbed
. Solar 56 24 76 49
_'" Albedo 12 5 4 3
Earth-It 23 51 13 32
j.
Paddle 9 20 7 16
_• ColdCase:a=0.14;e=0.75 HotCase:a=O.24;e=0.75
'_ Orbit: 435 N. Miles,34° Inclin.,Circular
the inner surface. The coatings on the heater the order of 47 and 65 watts, respectively, for
skin were similar to the flight skin; i.e., Alzak the most zevere conditions.
on the exterior surface and black on the The system test program was compre-
internal surface. Precision power supplies hensive; the more important phases of testing
were used to obtain a predetermined, equiva-
lent, absorbed flux input. Figure 17 is a
_. picture of the black internal s_rface of the
: heater skin. Figure 18 shows the spacecraft
_" configuration in the GSFC test chamber.
_:
Figttce 19 shows the star-tracke, housmg and
_. minaret.
_, the star track_,rs and other sensors re-
_;. quiring stimulation during test were sourcesof error to the thermal-balance pha_ of th_
_: test. The uncertainty in the analytical corre¢-
i ticn factors for these devices was not resolved
by test; however, the effect of the uncertainty
was believed to be insignificant to acc ptable
thermal performance of the craft. The
c:'yopanel configuration used to simu!ate
orbital flux as well as flux frem the experi-
ment cover into the exporiment aperture is
sh,:wn ir fig,area 20 and 21_ The double panel _
arrangement offered _,n added capability to
measarc the heat leak of the experiment to
L
space. TI_, was particularly important to the
thermal b'dance of both the experiment and
I the spa_c,_aft. Predicted and measured heat Figure I Z OA_' heater,skin conf_ratton used in.l*_ak_t_,r both experiments to space were on _,stns OAO spact_ruft. '"
I
I
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Figure 18. OAO-A2 thermal-model test configuration Figure 20. OAO-A2 experiment aperture cryopanel
in the GSFC simulator, configuration used in system tests.
4 LAV-'R V,MIL /STRCNGBACK INSULATED
ALMYLARINSULATION\ WITH LAYERSOF V,A,-MYLAR
- WDIAI 1 _:_ .._,_CRYO SHIELD_,J
,,. _ ' DIA_ l_/tt _ INSULATION__L---CRYO_._l!
'_, SPACECRAFT ]
c _
RADIATION - EXPERIMENT T "M
f SEAL RAt"_ATIOhSEAL
I ttOl_T._ FITTING
:L WEP
g, BAY BAY
AREAS AREAS
¢
'f!' Ir SAO_' EXPERpMENT ,SPACECRAFT
IX RADIATION RADIATION
_' STATION 157_-_] SEAL _SEAL •I 47"DIA ! I" -- "m I--
•: _ 48 OIA I 1"ill -- _ --4 lAYERS
/ _, / '_" _ OF '4 MIL
_',, Figure 19. OAO-A2 spacecraft wflh star.traci'.. I ALMYLAR ,'"_. con.figurationintact. GIMBALSUPPORT
a
that affected the verification of the thermal-
control treatment at the system level of l_gure 21. OAO.A2, WEP-SAOexper_ment,aperture
testing are listed in table 12. (This list omits cryopanel, schematic diagram;conjqguration_ed
many important thermal tests at a lower level for heat leak measurementandconditioning during
of assembly; e.g., optical properUes of flight system tests.
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• Table 12. Important Phases of Testing that Affected Verification of System Thermal-Control Treatment
_."
_ Configuration 9bjective Test Environment
_- Heater Skin Determine a and e, and compare Solar and Infrared
,_. Q solarversusO infrared.
_.; InertialModel Determine paddle reflected Solar and Infrared
:_: and infrared inputs to skins
'_ and determine experiment cover
inputs to aperture of experiment.
_ Thermal Model Determine adequacy of Infrared-except brief?
_. thermaldesign and solar test to check
_'_ validate analytic model, thermal balance of
j" star-trackerhousing
A-2 EarlyTV A secondary objective Infrared
.: of this test was obtaining
steady.state conditions
to further the adequacy
of the analytic model.
A-2 Final TV A secondary objective Infrared
of this test was obtainingt-
!_ steady-state conditions
_. to further the adequacy
of the analytic model.
,.
! skins, tests of louvers, thermostat/heaters, star tures from the analytic model and tempera-
: tracker, solar arrays, experiments, etc.) tures res_ting from the tests were compared,
The thermal analytic model of thespace- and some 12 revisions w¢re made to the
craft was originated by the Grumman Aircraft coupling parameters in the model beibre the
Engineering Corporation (GAEC), contained results shown in taL% 13 were obtained.
i 305 nodes, and was a lumped parameter type. It was obvious that although the analyticThe average temperature of a group of equip- model was not perfected in many respects,
ment m a bay was represented at a single the design (with few adjustments)was sound
node. Separate analytic programs were avail- with regard to maintaining equipment temper-
a_le for the most critical of the 48 bays atures within acceptance limits. The early TV
• making up the spacecraft, and separate tests on the A-2 flight were to obtain proof of
• _ detailed analytic programs were available via functional capability; data for further perfec-
Arthur D. Little (ADL) Company for each tion of the analytic model was second:_ry to
experiment. Considerable effort was the test. During the functional test phase, the
expended by GAEC, ADL, and GSFC in boundary flux was raised to the maximum
validating the analytic models. D_tring the expected for orbit and was doubled for a
therm_'.-model test phase, an arbitrary limit of short time by inputting an equivalent
I 0°C was establish 3d as a goal for correlation maximum absorbed solar flux into both sides
of the 305-node model. Predicted tempera- of the observatory., simultaneously. This was a '
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:_. Table 13. OAO-A2 Telemetry Steady-State Temperature: Predict Versus Test Summary
_" Orientation Node Area No. of Nodes Nodes Moidtored Predict to Test AT) °C
-f 0-5* 5-10 ° > 10"
:' Structure 48 8 8
Skins 56 50 12 24 14
'_:- _=123 ° WEP 45 6 ' 5 1
( SAO 51 6 3 1 2
,J
Components 51 43 31 10 2
_: Structure 48 8 8
Skins 56 50 20 13 17
/}=45° WEP 45 6 5 I
i SAO 51 6 4 1 1Components 51 43 28 13 2
_ Structure 48 8 8
_: Skins 56 50 10 20 20
/_--'90 "A" WEP 45 6 5 1
• SAO 51 6 1 1 4
_: Components 51 43 29 [ 9 5
_ WEP = Wisconsin Experiment Package SAO - Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
maximum temperature stress and did provide Despite the uncertainty, the testing was
_ confidence in the deign and function of the believed to be thermally conservative. It is
i craft. Several steady-state thermal conditions essential to point out that optical functionaltypical of the thermal model test were ob- testing of the experiments was not done
taLaed. Analytic model refinements were con- duri..g the system thermal-control or func-
I tinued by GAEC and ADL. tional testing; means were not available to do ,#
The final 'iV test on the observatory was so. The optical testing of the experiments was
• run at expected orbital boundary conditions, d e at a subsystem level under ro m-
i and additional data were used by GAEC for temperature vacuum conditions. Alignment
further refinement of the analytic model• checks were performed in air at uniform low
The AT between predict and test was broaght temperature at the experiment subsystem
within 10*F. level and in air at the spacecraft system level
Throughout the thermal testing, the of assembly.
, " ' . nodes with poorest correlation between The OAO-A2 was launched on
• , , alytical prediction and te t were the skins. December 7, 1968. Flight data on the thermal
The problem was caused in part by the posi- performance of the A-2 are being evaluated;
tion of the thermocouple used to monitor the however, preliminary information indicates:
average skin temperature. The 54 stimuli used 1. Approximately 94 _,',rcent of the
to exercise the sensors and the test cabling predicted spacecraft equipment temperatures
that blocked the structure from emitting are within 10*F of the flight data. All bays
between skins contributed to the uncertainty except one are within 15°F of the predic-
in the configuration effects, tions.
m
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2. The average structure temperature is 6. Thekaekara,M. P., et al.: The SolarConstant
higber but within IO°F of prediction except and the Solar Spectrum MeasuredFrom a
on the sunlit side of the cIaft where the truss Research Aircraft at 38,000 Feet. Report
temperatures near the ends of the craft are 12 X-322-66.304, GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland,
to 19°F warmer than predicted. Circum- August1968.
," ferential gradients are, in general, larger than 7. Laue, E. G.; Drummond, A. J.: Science,
predicted or observed in testing. Vol. 161, 1968.
3. Both the WEP* and SAO* are in- 8. Murcray,D. G., et al.: The Measurementsof the
fluenced by the higher average structure Solar Constant From High Altitude Balloons.
_. temperature. WEP, being more closely University of Denver, Denver, Colorado,
coupled to the structure, has Nebular, August1968.
; Stellar 1, Stellar 2, Stellar 4, and structure 9. Thekaekara,M.P.: Privatecommunication.
running approximately 10°F warmer than 10. Man, A. E.; Benning, F. N.: Reaching for the
: predicted at/_=123 ° and 101° and 1 to 7°F Sun. EnvironmentalQuarterly,March1964.
warmer at _=78 °. SAO Uvicons, telescopes, 11. Nelson, L. A.: Tutorial Lecture Series, Sec-
_,
and calibration lamps are running 6 to 28°F tion 3. Institute of Environmental Sciences,
_. warmer than predicted at #=78 °. April1968, pp. 3-9.
The candidate causes for the lack of 12. Kline, S. J.; McKlintock, F. A.: Describing
correlation between predicted and orbital Uncertainties in Single Sample Experiments.
temperatures appear to be related to un- MechanicalEngineering,January 1953.
expected flux trapping between skins along 13. Lund, D. E.: The lO-Foot Space Simulator.Jet
the truss line and at the hinge line of the Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
experiment cover. The skin-temperature- 1967.
predict problem appears to be due to mstru- 14. Argoud, M. J.: PreliminaryDescription of the
mentation and configuration effects in the ModifieaJPL 25-Foot SpaceSimulator. Tech.
ground tests only. nical Report33-319, Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, Pasadena,California,1967.
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Vibration Isolation of Large Masses and Vacuum Chambers
Robert W. Crawford
Barry Wright Corporation
Introduction the system and the tolerances on these
dimensions vary inversely with the signal
The theory of vibration isolation is well frequency. Dynamic relative displacements
developed and has been successfully applied witl_n the equipment must be limited to very
for many years. When the isolation require- small values.
ments are modest and the equipment to be 2. Nuclear Warfare: Protection of
isolated is very simple, simple equations can Structures. Ground shocks from nuclear
be used to describe the motion of the system; weapons can disable strategic military instal-
and simple, inexpensive isolators can be used lations it" precautions are aot taken. In some
to solve the problem. On the other hand, cases, entire buildings have been spring-
when the equipment is complex or very mounted, and in many other cases isolation
precise isolation requirements must be met, has been required for relatively large portions
an analytical solution often becomes imprac- of the building (e.g., rooms or floors).
tical. It is then that engineering judgment and
experience become useful tools to augment 3. Airborne Electronics. High-speed air-
and refine the solutions indicated by analysis craft and missiles are subject to severe buffet-
of an idealized system, ing and a,:oustically induced vibration.
i The purpose of an isolation system can Consequently, the relatively fragile electronics
: be either to protect the isolated equipment and navigation systems iequire increasingly
: from its dynamic environment or, as is effective isolation.
commonly the case for machinery, to protect 4. Optwal Technology. Optical systems
, ',he surrounding structures from the equip- are becoming _multaneously larger and more "_
merit, precise. In order both to inspect (during _._
Until relatively recent times, "large manufacture) and to use these systems,
: loads" were limited to such things as freight vibration must be reduced to the lowest
cars, diesel generators, passenger vehicles, and possible level.
the like, where equipment breakage or human To meet the dc;mands of th.- advancing
comfort were the principal design criteria, technology in these areas, the technology c,f
: Conve, rsely, delicate equipment that vibration isolation has been forced to keep
_ required a high degree of vibration isolation pace. In many cases, conventional rubber or
' : ! were limited in size to table-top experiments steel springs are hopelessly inadequate.
or relatively small assemblies of electronic or Pneumatic isolators have overcome many of
electromechanic',d equipment, the p_oblems and are now fairly common int
Techno._ogical advances beginning in the the scientific laboratory.
• second quarter of this century hav¢ made new There are many variations of pneumatic
, demands on vibration isolation systems, isolation systems. Some of these together
Several notable areas are: with their control systems win be discussed in
: 1. Microwave Comm'_,,watio_ @stems. this paper. In addition, some applications will !
, Physical distances between critical dements in be discussed using the cue-study method.
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Figure 3. Single_egree-o_ffeedorn systems witi_ relaxationdamping.
: However, any attempt to excite the system are often faced with the dilemmaof showing
into a purely horizontal naturalmode of re- acceptance test resultsthat "prove" they have
, sponse will be futile; the system will rock met a horizontal stiffness requirement by
instead. The coordinatesx anda arecoupled, measuringthe horizontalnaturalfrequencyof
This is a significantpoint from the s:tand- the system.
; point of writing(or tryingto satisfy) a system Figure 7 is a useful homographfor re-
specification. Suppliers of isolation systems lating the rotational propertiesof a system to
the translationalstiffnesses of the springsand
, _ the inertial properties of the mass. In this
figure, p is the radiusof gyration; kx and ky
--4-__ - [- -- - are the horizontal and vertical stiffnesses;coy
.......-_tt ;
- istheverticalnaturalfrequency,whichhas
._ _ ii tv'o values.Dimensionsandcoordinatesareas__ [I[ 1
_, : Z ,
_ ---r- v _
l'
!
lqllll_gllCvICPl) X
l:l_u_e 4, Duntmiuibillo' curve for system with
relcxattond_r_ing. Figure5. Definitionof _ontimte_
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(a) Base.mountedsystent (b/ Center-of-gravitysystent
i' Figure 6. Multidegree-of-freedom systems. _.
_- defined in fi_,'e 6. The following numerical is above the vertical natural frequency and the
example has been worked out to illustrate its other is below it; this is normally the case.
_ use. Suitable symmetry conditions have been Dynamic Environments
assumed.
Example: Assume the !oad is a homo- For most optical applications, it is
geneous 3-inch cube with a density of 50 desired that the mounting surface be fixed in
!b/ft s . The system is to have a vertical natural space and "vibration-free." Neither of these
i frequency of 3 hertz, and the springs have a two criteria can be absolutely achieved. Tilt •
horizontal to vertical stiffness ratio of 2: !. and vibration to some degree are unavoidable.
Springs are located as shown in figure 6(a). The problem in the design of each experiment
What the natural is to determine the tradeoffs be-
are coupled, rotational, or facility
frequencies? tween cost and perfor a ce and to negotiateReference to figure 7 reveals that, aside a compromise between the t__o.
i! from the dimensions a and b (each being 18 The tilt of a foundation can be caused
- inches), the radius of gyration p is the only by earthquake waves, earth tides, thermal dis-
other parameter required be;orethe values for tortion of buildings or surrounding ground,
I Wc can be determined. This can be evaluated and instability of construction materials.. by usi g the relatio ships Daffy variations n rmally fall within the ange
of ±3 arc seconds, and yearly variations up tom i
_: J = "_" (a2 + b: _ (1 I) 90 arc seconds have been recorded, Transienttilts are most commonly the esult of chang- _-
p = _ (12) ing thermal conditions, and permanent tilts _ *_
• are usually the result of earthquake waves or :
where J is the polar moment of inertia about the settling of a structure on a soil founda-
an axis parallel to the z-axis m_d passing tion. i
through the center of gravity and where m is If tilt is a critical factor and the building |
the total mass of the body. tilt exceeds the allowable amount, a compen- iAfter performing the arithmetic, it m sation system must be provided under the
found that the two values of toc are 2.2 and experiment. Such systenm normally are refer- |
7.1 hertz. Note that one of these frequencies enced to the local gravity vector and may or ,l
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may not be incorporated into an isolation calibration of inertial guidance equipment.
system. Usually, they are. Tilts of the foundation measured over a
Figure 8 illustrates schematically one 62-hour period reached a value of 2.1 arc
type of sensor used in gravity reference sy-. seconds while the tilt of the p!atform never
terns. A pendulum is suspended froni the plat- exceeded 0.2 arc second.
form to be stabilized. The nozzles on each In ,.,ost cases, however, til* is n3t a preb-
side of the pendulum are also attached to the lem but vibr.,tion de.qnitely is. The vibration
platform. When the ph:tform tilts, the gaps environment w,qy be duc to many factors and
between the pendulum and the two nozzles will usually contain components with signifi-
change; this causes the back pressure to go up cant amplitudes in the frequency range from
in one nozzle and down in the other. The less than 1 hertz to several thousand hertz.
difference between the two pressures is con- The frequency lunge of interest is usually
vetted to an errorsignal, which is used to con- limited from approximately 1.0 to 500 hertz.
trol a leveling mechanism. In response to disturbing frequencies lower
Long-ter_,_,.tilts can be compensated for than 1.0 heitz, the structure of concern --'ll
; very ac_:urate|e with this tyre of system, normally respond as a rigid body, and, in
;' Figure 9 l: a pier of actval data from a gra,4ty most cases, this will allow the experiment to
reference syste.-'. (!nstalled by the Barry Con- be conducted successfully. For disturbing fre-
trois Division of the Barry Wright Corpora- quencies higher than 500 hertz, a number of "
tion) at a military facility for the testing and factors usually exist *.hat contribute to the
succe_ of the experiment:
la i ! [ ! /_IL//// 1. Support structure tends to isolate
M high freqtiencies.
2. Amplitudes of high-frequency dis-
i.i , i i, i i/_// / turbanc_;aresmall.M .__ 3. Hysteresis dam_'ing in the materials
if! /t [ ,/ of the structure or equipment tend to reduce,.. ........... the effect of high-frequency disturbances.
4. Important stn,ctm_l resonances in
the equipment are usually we|i below 500
ill/ I,o _ _t,/ _., ' hertz.
.,. I I i itli, /ti One common method ef classifying vi-i. I.ll --
1 f l //X/Y'_'/O_'_ bration is shownin figure 10. In this scheme,
i " l' //#Y///J/'_ e.rth ,notion due to the forcesof nature are,.4 i i i divided int two ranges:(!) strongmotion (inI
4t ,., _ and (2)microseismic vibration that exists to
! _,_-_ i _'__-'-_ _ome de_ee all the time and everywhere. The
'." =-
- M - -_ __ tion, which is generally higher in bet'1 inten-
... l l _,:,,__..._"_.,.,,"'--,_ sity and frequency.
>, - ,_[___ In the field of laboFatn,. ,ibiati ;ill isois-
e., i _al_-_ ._- tion, we are not usuahy concerned with
" _ _ t strong motion earthquakes, and, tbr the sake
ill A [ i i i- of dmpficity, we abbreviate "microseismic"
. ' to "seismic" al;d limit our attention to the
q u ,.4 _ _ ta _a _._ _ ,a _ two regions defined approximately by
t_ _ imY_o_ _ figure ; I.
__" Figures ! 2, 13,and 14 show some typi-
e'lgue¢7. Nomogr_for_,_s/requende_ cal vibration-survey data. Figures 12 and 13
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The notations ore definedas follows:
% PIVOT_ A- orifice oreo,i,,
:_.
_. d- diometer,in
- k- Cp/Cv
:5 P-obsolutepressure,psia
ii'_ I R-got constont,Z.5 x IOsir_tect'R
*': i T- temperoturs, • R
... V-volume,ins
.i Wp-weightof pendulum
c n_: Xa-steodystotopositionof pendulum
- relotive to nozzle.in
I Xn-relotivs displocementof pendulum
_, Xo..Xn Xo+Xn
Subscripts denotethe following:
-" "-_ -- i - oir Supply
_ _J_ dn_ l_ m-sensingcircUitn_nozzle
i I ".'m,I ".'°.
}_ Figure8. Schematicdiagramof flapper-nozzleamplifiers.
show the nature of thevibrationenvironment other hand, he can also incur additional
_ at a relatively quiet research facility, indoors expense by overlooking a critical point that
and outdoors, during normal working hours, will eventually require a "field fix."
Figure 14 shows similar data for a manufac-
turing facility. In this figure, the method of z.,r_
I analysis yielded the rms magnitude of vibra- ..0 "_h_
_pllrR
tion over a time interval; therefore, these data ----FOU._r_N
do not show the maximum magnitude of ,._ _
transient vibrations such as might be caused !J [
by punch presses and other short-duration _ :I t
IO J I
events. ' , _ e,
It I _"'¢
t', , \
•: Specifications _ s[- /-oo.z_ / "',J ""
Perhaps the best way to obtain a good ,_
specification for an isolation system is by _ o r---" .
,_-collaboration between the user and the ,_. i i i i i i i i i i
i supplier. All too often when the user writes
I
the specification by himself, he inadvertently o s ,o ,s zo . m _ ,o ,s so s_ ,o ,s
incurs unnecessary expense by specifying tL_or,.t-.o_
I properties he does not really need. On the Rgureg. Platform tilt versusfoundotion tUt.
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la_ _l ,_, ,o° lo' ,o2 ,o3 ,o4 '-os ,_ ,_ ,o° ,o' _i ,d ,d
FR£QU¢-NCY, Hi FREQUENCY, Hi
Figure10. Arbitraryclassi]Tcationof vibrations. FigureII. Modified classO_cationo/vibrations.
,. It is sometimes desirable, however, b. Natural frequen:y or fre-
especially in the early stages of a program, to quencies. Usually, the best way is to specify
• write a preliminary specification without the the most important direction and then to
'_ help or influence of a potential supplier. The lump the remaining five. For example: The
'_ following is a brief discussion of the critical vertical natural frequency shall be 2 hertz or
l points of a specification to indicate 3o the less. All others shall be 4 hertz or less. ¢.. experimenter what ca and should be ex- c. Tr nsmissibility. Transmissi-
_, pected of a typical isolation system bility may have different characteristics in the
Although the outline of a specification different modes of response. It is best to bewill vary somewhat with the application, a specific only in regard to the most important
typical outline would cover the following direction(s). A maximum transmissibility
topics: envelope is the clearest and simplest way to
1. General attain the objective.
a. Description of the equipment to 3. Materials and Workmanship (Self-
be isolated, including dimensions and inertial explanatory.)
• . properties 4. Work Schedule (Self-explanatory.)
b. Description of the site, includ- 5. Accessorie._ Required
l ing allowable floor-loading, space available for a. Air supply. Pneumatic systems
the isolation system, and the preferred instal- normally use available "shop air" supply, but
lation configuration, if there is one the user may desire the supplier to provide a
2. Performance compressor with the system.a. General ob/ectives. (for refer- b. Interface. Interfacing require-ence and understanding only) ments should be stated regarding attachment
i '
t ii ii it
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, VIBRATION SURVEY AT AN AEROSPACE RESEARCH LABORATORY
._,. (WE3TERN U.S.A. DESERT LOCATION )
; ,oo I I ' I ill ' ' II ....i III
_. _ ,,,, II I! i
• ii
I I1!!1 , I , ,
' ' ' ' : li !I-L
• -- I. DATATAKEN IN SURROUNDINGEARTH I
I,i -- OUTSIDEBU,LDINGDURINGWORKING i ' I I I l
HOURS- VARIOUSI"IMES AND ' I
& LOCATIONS. \ I
! ,,,I0 .... i , , , l: ...., I Ill _. :
___ , _!.!! , , I11
o --
*- | -, ,(") ....
. : ., I , .,, --'-,.,, ..-. - .=-..,i J i0 0
/ _ _
" .,_,, i ,, 1_ '$
/: i,6'
' ' 4
I ,_= ,_' ,_' ,o° ,o' ,o" ._
J FRIrOUEN{.Y, HI ,,'_O, I ..... a I I , _ ,,i ,_
I0 IOO IOOO
, , FRIEOUENCY- Hz
F_p_mlZ Vibratlon mmey data for norrnal outa.de e_.;Ironment. ._ r,
hardware, reaction mass (if one is necessary), d. Indicators. Remote indicators
flexible couplinss, etc. of the sy<en., status are sometimes desired.
c. Controls. Dual controls may be e. Store parts.de_rable, especially if the system occupies f. Ope ating and maintenance
two levels in a building, manuals. ]
1 1
ii ,i
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VIBRATION SURVEY AT AN AEROSPACERESEARCH LABORATORY
( WESTERNU.S.A. DESERT LOCATION)
6. Warranty 7. Acceptance Criteria
Typically, 30 to 90 days it offered. The extent of acceptance testing
The user must state what he expects; other- required can greatly influence the cost of a
wise, he will get what the manufacturer system. Therefore, the user should keep it to
normally offers, the absolute minimum, but he should not buy
1970027360-714
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a "pig in a poke." Often, a combination of' Fneumatic springs, on the other hand,
test and calculation is the most practical and have a number of properties that make them
least expensive way to evaluate performance, especially well suited to low-frequency, high-
Perhaps the most important aspect of a quality isolation:
specification is the acceptance-test procedure 1. The low mass density (essentially
prescribed. The supplier of the isolation sys- that of air) reduces surge energy to practically
tem cannot be held responsible for the zero.
internal dynamic properties (resonances)of 2. High-frequency isolation is ex-
the isolated equipment, but these character- tremely good (transmission only through the
istics will often confuse the test data to the shell or bag material).
point of making them useless, (An example of 3. Very low natural frequencies are
this is given in the case studies discussed attainable with low volume requirement.
further on in this paper.) Ewn if the isolated 4. Constant operating height and level-
equipment is a rigid body (this is never really hess can be maintained because pneumatic
true, but sometimes approximately so), cou- springs are controliable.
i piing between the modes of response often 5. Freq height of spring is approx-
makes it difficult to identify the component imately equal to the operating height (zero
of response being tested. The experimenter static deflection).
usually wants experimental proof that the iso- 6. "Sprung-damping" can be achieved,
lation system does everything it is supposed which further improves high-frequency
to do, but, in practice, this proof is usually attenuation.
very difficult and very expensive to obtain. Within the general class of pneumatic
The experimenter would be well advised to springs a number of types exist. The many
discuss this thoroughly with his supplier and control systems possible further multiply the
independent consultants before specifying the variation.,) in design and performance that can
: acceptance procedure, be encountered. There are two basic types of
* pneumatic springs in common usage: (l)air
; Advantages ofPneumaticlsolators "bags." which are usually r_.,bber-coated
- fabrics with appropriate stiffeners and fit-
Steel springs have four disadvantages as tings, and (2)air cylinders, which are rigid
isolaton: containers with a piston and some _rt of
i 1, They are undamped, flexible seal bet_veen the two.2. ring(transversevibration of the The air cylinders offer two distinct
wire in the sprh,.g), advantages:
3. They surge. I. The diaphragms used in the better
4. They transmit high frequencies types are relatively narrow. As a result, the
through the wire. stresses induced are low, and the diaphragm
t All of these cause vibration to be intro- can be made very thin and flexible. The lack
duced to the isolated equipment. In non- of mass and cross-sectional area enable very
i | critical applications, these disadvantages may effe,:_ve isolation at very high frequencies.
! be outweighed by the relatively low cost of 2. Column stiffness is provided by the
l steel springs, but, in most critical applications, rigid cylinder, enabling relatively tall (and
-' "_, they are not satisfactory, therefore low-frequency) isolators to be used
.... i Rubber pads (shear or compression) without sacrificing static stability. :
overcome the first three disadvantages of steel The control systems used vary in details,
springs fairly well, but they have their own but all perform the same function; namely,
i disadvantages: (1)high-frequency isolation they sense the height of the isol:_ted equip-
better than steel springs but still not good ment and adjust the air pressure as required to
enough and (2)impractical for achieving low maintain the system at some pr_..determined
natural frequencies, height. The accuracy with which this is done
1970027360-716
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_ varies greatly, but very precise height controls The principal direction of concern for
_. (+0.0001 inch) are available, the chamber was vertical. It was decided that
•¢ the natural frequency in this direction should
_ Case Studies be 0.73 hertz or less. The horizontal natural
_,: frequency selected was 2.5 hertz or less.
_'. Case Study I: Isolation of a Large Vacuum The pump pallet was isolated with
_; Ct_amber isolators providing a vertical natural fre-
_, quency of 2.2 hertz, and a pallet with a large,
, This story is based upon an actual case; rather violent compressor was provided with a
however, some detltils have been simplified 1.5..hertz isolation system.
it; for the sake of eI:,city. The flexible couplings connecting the '
The vacuum chamberwasapproximatdy mechanical pumps to the chamber were
., 6 feet in diameter and 10 feet long. Rigidly important to the performance of the system.
attached to each end was an antechamber Because there was concern about the high-
i about 3 feet in diameter and 5 feet long. The frequency transmissibility of the conventionaltotal weight of this assembly was about bellows type of couplings, couplings of a
, 50,000 pounds. The assembly was supported superior type were recommended and pro-
_. by a pneumatic isolation system on the vided. Other interconnections to the vacuum
_ second floor of a modern research facility, chamber that had to be considered were:
Suspended from the main chamber were two 1. Electrical cables for instrumentation
:, large diffusion pumps, which penetrated the and control
, floor and came to within approximately 2. Flexible couplings in the liquid nitro-
_:. 2 feet of the base slab of the building. The gen lines
_ mechanical pumps associated with the 3. Coolant waterlines
chamber were on two concrete blocks that 4. Pneumatic control lines for the
were also pneumatically isolated on the lower valves in the vacuam system
• ,._ level. Figures 15 ,and 16 show schematically 5. Bracketry for supporting all of the
_" the installation configuration with most first four items listed.
i interconnecting details omitted. The designers of the vacuum system kept
Other than the mechanical equipment in rigidity in mind and attemgted to support all
the vacuum system, there was no machinery piping in the manner that would yield the
iv the vicinity to generate disturbing vibra- highest structural-resonant frequencies and to
tions; "background" vibration caused by provide adequate flexibb., connection, s in .all
equipme t elsewhere in the building was at a interconnections to the chamber.
low enough level to be easily isolated.
.... _ t_l ""r",_,"...... _ _,t_*_,t "_'
i 0,_. I I OeF. k -'MT'[--I--I--I--I--I--I--I--I--I--_Jedl_LO_m_ I [ _¢U.N UNtil 1 I i
Figure, IJ. Isolated _cuum chamber sy,temb side Figure 16. Isolated vaG'mm chamber sylte_ end
i
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The system design and installation isolation and flexible couplings, internal reso-
proceeded at the usual "gotta-meet-the- nantes can be excited to very high levels by
schedule" pace, was finished only slightly small amounts of energy.
behind schedule, was turned on, and "didn't
work"; that is, vibiation of the vacuum Case Study IL" The Design and Isolation of a
chamber was too great for the intended use of 50-tbot Optical Bench
the system.
A lengthy test-and-analysis phase ensued The purpose of this example is to fllus-
in which every possible vibration source and trate typical de_dgn approaches to optical
transmission path was evaluated. At the con- bench problems and some further advantages
clusion of this study, it was determined that of low-frequency pneumatic systems.
the main problem was the existence of high The basic requirements for an optical
"Q" structural resonances in the plumbing bench are that it provide a work surface that
; attached to the chamber, which were being is rigid and well isolated. The specific require-
, excited by relatively low-level vibrations being ment in this case was for a reinforced con-
, transmitted through all of the various flexible crete bench 50 fe:_: long and 4 feet wide. Thew
; connections. (There was an estima*ed total of depth of the beam in this case was 4.5 feet.
about 30 such connections.) (A length-to-height ratio of about 10 is
Everyone ir:zoived did not agree with typical.)
this diagnosis. In fact, there was strong If the effect of the reinforcing steel is
support for the conclusion that the isolation neglected (which can be done with small
system was inadequate, and particular blame error), the natural frequency of a solid beam
for this was directed toward the special of these dimensions, s_mply supported, would
flexible couplings in the vaL.uum lines, be about 7.8 '.:ertz.
, Fortunate!y, this viewpoint did not prevail, Supporting the beam on a soft isolation
: and a "fix" was instituted that consisted of: system (fr << fb, where fr and fb are the
1. Detaching the 8-inch and 3-inch natural trequencles of the isolator and of the
' vacuum 1Liesfrom the chamber as close to the beam, respectively) has the effect of causing
: chamber as possible and inserting additional the beam to vibrate in a free-free mode. When
couplings this condition exists, the frequency of the
• 2. Rigidly mounting the piping between f'w_t bending mode of vibration is increased
the two sets of coupling to the building floor by a factor of about 2.3. In tlds specific case,
3. Rechecking all other interconnec- the frequency of this mode increases from 7.8
_- tions and improving the flexible couplings in
.i
them wherever possible.
These modifications are illustrated / /_"_ _r-schematically in figure 17. It should be noted _'_%"
that the isolation system itself (the isolators )x _ "?J,_'"--"
supporting all of the equipment) was not ___ _ __.,,,,
altered in any way. "_ _.
At the conclusion of this rework, the _'":-_]i_ _'_\ _.*c '[_:',_,,,,,,,- system was tested once again x,ld found to _,_ _._.,
surpass the specification requirements. _ _ q f__ _-__
There are two points to be made by this r,,._o _, , ,, ._. ,, , ,
II 1 _ / ! _lw_c°u'_''_-Lr .... _ ]
case study. First, flexible couplings from H{-- L____I J] - _[[ /ffi,.,,o,s
isolated equipment to the foundation or other II' L"-'---'-'J IX]
equipment can and often do transmit more '_'_'_'
vibration to the equipment than do the Figure 17. Improved isolated vcg'uum chamber
vibration isolators. Second, even with good system, end rlew.
H HII ||
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hertz to 17.8 hertz. This is equivalent to If the isolation system is assumed to
_" increasing the stiffness of the beam by a have a 1.6-bertz natural frequency (which is.q
:, factor of about 5. typical), the transmissibility of the 10-hertz
-: A further improvement can be obtained disturbmg frequency will be about 0.i
: by increasing the stiffness-to-weight ratio of (attenuation of about 90 percent before it
the beam. In the case being reviewed, this was gets to the block). The combined effects will,/
;" done by casting a 30-inch-diameter cylindrical result in approximately a 40:1 improvement
void through the length of the beam (fig. 18). with regard to the relative transmissibility of
This increased the fundamental frequency of the 10-hertz disturbance.
the beam another 14 percent to about 20.3 Secondary benefits of the h,,',low block
cycles per second while decreasing the weight are that the floor Ioadings will be lower and
to be isolated by 36,800 pounds, a 27-percent that an isolation system with lower load
: decrease in weight, capacity can be used. Both of these will result
": To illustrate the improvement in in a lower installation cost.
performance of the isolated hollow bloc.kover
the solid, simply supported block, let us Development and Trends in the Vibration
[ assume that the floor has a predominant Isolation of Optical Systems
_- disturbing frequency of 10 hertz (which is not
: uncommon). A block of this construction The isolation systems that have been
( would be moderately well damped, having a discussed in the two case studies represent
transmissibility at resonance of about 5. Using state-of-the-art techniques now available to
trans.missibUity curves for viscously damped solve the more critical vibration isolation
' systems (fig. 2), it is found that the 1O-hertz problems. The solutions are not always p.'r-
disturbance would be amplified by the simply feet, however, and one wonders what is being
:' supported, 7.8=hertz beam by about 50 done or can be do._e to make b-.tter solutions
,_ percent, available to science and industry.
i The isolated hollow beam has to be Actually, there is _ continuous effort
considered in two steps: ,_1)the response of being exerted m this field. The now famous
the beam _o inputs at its support points and Rolamite, developed at Sandia, has been cited
(2) the att-.nuation of the disturbing fre- as the only signi_cant mechanical invention
quency by the isolators. With regard to of the twentieth century. It is a spring that
Step 1, the beam now has a fundamental has infinitely variable force-deflection char-
!_ frequency of about 20 hertz, and, instead of acteristics. Research and development by
amplifying l_hertz inputs, it will attenuate other companies is being carried on with
I them by about 60 percent. This dilference other objectives; for example, to obtain sys-alone accounts for an improvement of terns with very low natural frequencies
approximately 4 to I over the simply sup-ported solid beam.
, 3o"r_,A.vo,o--_ :
a[AId A-fatA) m ?,a i* ) "
{a) Simply supportedsolidbem:K {b) Eh'tlcally mpported hollo_,_,ncK
Flare IR Opt_b_ch bmdl_r fr_ue_leL
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without paying the price of large static deflec- In this range, isolation efficiencies of 95
tions. The pneumatic systems now available percent or better are now attainable by using
were the first step in this direction; the ad- well designed and well applied systems.
verse effects of static deflection have been It has been the experience of the author
eliminated by using servo-valves to vary pres- that the isolation goals are often thwarted 1,y
sure with load. These systems have literally so-called "peripheral effects." Probably he
zero static deflection. The properties of _.hese most common and most disturbing of tl,ese
systems, however, are still space-limited in a peripheral effects is acoustic coupling
sense. Tile _atural frequency depends on the between the isolated equipment and the
volume of air in the isolators, surroundings. This is especially true with
A large portion of the research and vacuum chambers. Most vacuum chambers are
development _rJthis field is being directed at excellent gongs; they have a m)_ltitude of
active servocontroiled isolation systems. With resonant frequencies (most of them in the
the use of electronic control systems in con- audible range) and extremely little damping,
t junction with hydraulics, pneumatics, a_ld Another problem often encountered
mechanisms, the relationship between the results from the tendency of experimenters to
•. static deflection of a spring and its isolation build their equipment "_ la Erector set." Lens
' properties has been eliminated. Ele,,tro- and mirror makers have long recognized the
hydraulic systems that have been made and necessity of designing good supports for their
have been successfully demonstrated occupy a optics, but they often overlook the same
space of about one cubic foot and have a requirement when designing auxiliary struc-
: natural frequency of 0.1 hertz (refs. 7, 8, 9, tures, brackets, and instrumentation. Con-
' and 10). If a passive, conventional spring were sequently, structural resonances in this
used, such a system would have a static dis- equipment often cause trouble.
' placement of over 80 feet, which would If the adage "an ounce of prevention is
require a spring at least as long as that and worth a pound of cure" is applied, then new
L., probably 200 feet or more in length. Further- research facilities should be planned with the
more, these systems can be made with uai- vibration problem in mind. This includes
, lateral properties so that forces applied to one selection of the site as well as the architecture
Y end "see" a very soft spring, but, when of" the building. Vibration and noise trans-
. viewed from the other end, the system missibility should be included in the criteria
; appears to be very, very stiff. In certain for selection of building materials and tech-
applications, this is a tremendous advantage niques. The mechanical equipment in a build-
over passive systems, ing (air compressors, pumps, etc.) should be
Another development, recently revealed, remotely located, if possible, as should be any
is an electromechanical feedback control auxiliary support f_nctions, such as machine
3ystem, which, when used with a pneumatic shops, print/ng facilities, and any others that
isolation system, will lower its natural generate acoustical noise or mechanical vibra-
frequency by an order of magnitude. These, tion. Effort in these areas will greatly reduce
too, can be designed with unilateral prop- the isolation requirements and also the
erties; however, most of the advantages problems to be solved for the sensitive exper-
obtained by the active feedback systems iments to be conducted in the building.
"" occur in the freqvaency range from very low Another area tlu_t definitely requires
" frequencies (a fraction of I hertz) to about 30 more study and development is the design of
hertz. Although this is frequently a very vacuum chambers. Material_ and designs to
important frequency ra.-_Se,the optical re- date have been selected priw_rily on the basla
searcher _ affecte_ as much or more by of strength and outptsing properties. Stain-
! structural reson_,ces within or around Im lem steel cylinders and spYleres satisfy"these
t equipment; and these resonances are usually requirements but are frustrating to deal within the approxima e range f 20 to 200 hertz, from the standpoint t,fvibratio coneol.
l
t
,
nn nm - _
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_ Solid (homogeneous) and laminated many cases, vibration transmi:_ion paths,
_. materials have been developed that have which include the building struc_.ureant the
,. excellent damping properties, but these air within it, can be improved at moderate
materials have been developed foc quite dif- cost. Finally, the laboratory equipmeg.,t,
_ ferent applications (primarily for chassis and including the instrumemation and its sup-
_. mounting bases for airborne electronics); ports, can usually be designed with high
? hence, the materials and techniques are not resonant frequencies and good damping
suitable for vacuum chamber applications. On properties. Such design will greatly reduce the
the other hand, the principles used would vibration problem.
apply to vacuum chambers. This is a field that Vibration exists and, in all likelihood,
forward-looking manufacturers of vacuum will continue to cause problems as long as
_" systems might be well advised to investigate, man continues to make things that go. The
Externally applie:l materials to absorb most effective am_ economical approach to _:
_ vibration energy woul6 seem to be a practical solving these problems is to search them out _
alternate approach, but, to the best of the at the earliest possible stage, preferably in the
author's knowledge, little or no effort has conceptual phase of a program, and to con-
been spent on developing this idea. Studies of sider the isolation as part of the system and
the effect of externally applied materials need not merely an accenory to it.
_ not involve drastic redesign of the chambers;
, _ thus, the studies would be easier and less References
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_ Degradation Due to Contaminants
i; Throughout the Test Cycle
_ Fred W. Paul
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center!
Contamination rather than degradation receipt at GSFC. These inspections help us to
_ is the principal concern of the discussion determine whether the item is in a flight-
_ within this pal_er. If we devote our attention readiness state as supplied and whether cor_-t_
i to the optical system, the type of degradation tamination has occurred in shipment. They
_ to be expected is a weakening or loss of the also provide a baseline for determining
: optical signal. In many cases, this will be whether contamination has occurred durir-
wavelength-dependent; hence, some distortion the test cycle. The detailed procedvre that ha
of the spectrum will occur. Other types of been developed for the Goddard Experiment
degradation also occur. For example, a stray Package of the Orbiting Astronomical Ob-
bit of lint or a dust particle, when illuminated servatory (OAO) is attached to tlds paper as
by sunlight, may look enough like a star to Appendix A. Briefly, the procedure is to sub-
confuse a tracking sy_.tem. Solid contaminants ject the equipment to careful visual scrutiny
may degrade the performance of a mechanical with enhanced light and with ultraviolet to
system Bits of electrically conductive mate- bring out any fiavr,'scence. In addition, a
,_ rial may sho_ out air electrical circuit vacuum-sampling procedur_ i_ used; all par-
element, thereby causing loss of power, or ticulate matter thus collected i: examined
:_ failure of a logic circuit, or some other failure, with a microscope and identified. This
In the long p_ocess from the start of fab- vacuum sampling is done by passing the end
rication to the launch into space, there are, of a tube through which air is being drawn
I however, a great many opportunities for con- over critical or representative parts of the
tamination. Let us assume for this discussion apparatus. The most frequently found
that the fabricator takes all the precautions particles are epithelial cells, hair, eyelashes,
_ necessary to avoid contamination in fabrica- c Jsmetics, food, smoke particles, dust, plas- t
tion and assembly. ,(Sometimes he does not tics, carborundum, glass, paint, and metal.
take these precautions, and his failure often Wipe tests are a/so made when appropriate.
becomes apparent during test and evaluation.) The material collected in the wipe test is
In addition to the measures used to avoid ordinarily an_yzed by spectroscopy or
contamination in fabrication, telescope chromatography. The things we find most fre-
systems are customarily protected in trans- quently are fingerprints, grease, oil, hydro-
portation and storage by shock mountings to carbons, monomers or plastic_zers, and paint 'i
prevent mechanical damage and by hagging in residues, i
an above-atmosphere pressure of dry nitrogen We have bee, concerned about the pos-
and at a controlled temperature. These pre- sibility of contahanation in the test-and- _ .,
cautions are generally effective, but an oc- evaluation bailding by particulate matter and _
casional failure does occur, by gaseous components of the air such as
When an item is ready to be shipped to water, hydrocarbons, and corrosive vapors.
the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) for We attack the particulate problem by main-
testing, we perform the first inspection at the taining a class-10,000 clean ,'uom and metic-
supplier's plant and a similar inspection after ulous clean-room procedure and by
751
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.. eontplling[_hi_ t6faperature and hunJdity of loss of performance is likely to be sudden and
. _, t_ _ix.-When tile "equipment is not under- substantial if a layer of material is condensed
"_ : . _-going a test or inspection, it is bagged in dry on one or more surfaces. Since many of our
nitrogen. In addition to these steps, we have test chambers are evacuated by oil diffusion
made extensive examinations of the air that is pumps, the designer or user of the equipment
in our mboratories or is drawn in trom the to be tested is concerned about the possibility
outside in order to learn what undesirable of contamination with a layer of pump fluid.
constituents there may be which would not He justifiably demands that no loss of per-
be removed by mechanical filtering and formance shall occur in his equipment.
humidity control. Samples of air were col- Because we do not know very :.:uch about the
lected in various ways and were submitted to effects of such layers, his demand is usually
a local analytical laboratory for analysis, stated: "No contamination shall be per-
Table 1 summarizes the resultant findings. In mitted." Furthermore, because we do not
addition to the items listed in the table, we know how to define "no contamination," the
made a apecial effort to find sulfur corn- test conductor is in a quandary to know how
pounds. A 72-hour pumping of outside air to meet this demand.
through a liquid-nitrogen-cooled trap, after Although pump fluids have been men-
which the collection in the trap was analyzed, tioned specifically, the problem is much
uncovered no trace of hydrogen disulfide or broader. There is a great variety of possible
sulfur dioxide. The estimated sensitivity of sources of condensable contaminants; for
detection is 0.7 parts per million (ppm) of the. example, materials associated with welds and
ambient air. soldered joints, electrical insulating materials,
One of the most difficult aspects of con- potting compounds, solutions used to clean
tamination and, at the same time, one of the the test chamber or the experiment, paints
most interesting is centamination by conden- and paint thinners, plastics, and many others.
sation while the equipment being tested is in The problem is not confined to vacuum ultra-
_" the test chamber. If we consider an instru- violet wavelengths; it exists through the whole
ment designed for use in the vacuum ultra- optical spectrum. A system for a 10.6-micron
violet, 200 to 2000 angstroms, where nearly laser is less sensitive to contarr_nation l_.a is
every substance we can think of is a poor by no means immune. A very great amount of
reflector and a good absorber, we can see effort has gone into studies of this problem. 1
: immediately what the problem is. If this shall review some of the work that has been
! instrument uses one or more reflecting sur- done at GSFC, some related studies else-
: faces and perhaps a diffraction grating, the where, the methods that have been developed,
' and the results that are being obtained.
Table1. Summary of Contaminants Let us examine our ability to predict theeffects of a cor, taminant layer. Most of this
i Cone.ppmforSamples inform, tion is draw_,,from the publications of
SempleNo. 4 5 e Dr. Georg Hass and his colleagues at Fort
i Acetone -o.os z2 zs.i Belvoir, GSFC, and the Naval Research Lab-Benzene ,'-0.02 2 0.z0 o,atory (NRL). Fignze 1 shows a contami-
I Butane --- 10 1.0 nation effect. This was an aluminum mirror
.. ,. ; Et,,,,l --- s o.2 overcoated with aluminum oxide to give a
• . Ethylacetate .... 3 0.04 reflectance curve, shown by the solid line. "FraonTF ~O.l 13 0.2
] a-xexene --0.4 t6.0 0.03 After irradiation with 200 KeV protons to a
i 2-,,xen, -0._ 1.0 0.02 dose of 4 x 10_s protons cm-2 h_ an oil-
Methanol -z. --- o.o2 pumped system at 10"s ton-, it showed the i
2-Pentanone --- 1.0 --- dashed line of reflectance. There are two
l-Propznol --- 3.0 0.1 interesting points to make about this illustra-
: 2-Propenol -.0._ _._ O2 tion. First, this was not an effect on the
i ,i .
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.t
;,100,.,¢ _ _ curve marked "X/2 effective" _nd for mag-
_ nesium fluoride layers one-half as thick and
"e 80
!_ _NTRaTE_a, : lZ2_ l'l/2 times as thick, respectively marked X/4and 3X/4. This figure illustrates again theI! t!
difference in performance at maxima and
' TREATEDa s=It.,3%
minima. It also shows that a reflector at.peak7 40
'_! reflectance does not make a very sensitive
_:_20 monitor mirror for contamination. Hass has
; recommended using one of the lower curves.
t, O' 1 I I I 1 I 1 I I
.3 .4 .5 .e 7 .0 .9 1 0 1.1 1.2 1.3 IooF , 1 1 ,
WAVELENGTH_INtAICRONS L. M.F,I.., _Z.._,.
_.. Figure1. Effect of absoq_tionon reflectance. _ k Ai*MSr2*A_L,_..........
_ I". A= 1216_ ""
' _ _l_- ..-- N,, = 0.0rJ86-1041
; reflectance due to protons but was due to a -= / x _..,: _7_-oo_,
.. layer of contaminant, most likely carbon, ; _o_,, ',.,, N_.:]-,
_eparated from the pump oil by proton _ I _ '"-,_/_ |
bombardment of the residual vapor in the test _ 2ol- .."_ "'-..."-.......
chamber. Second, the effect depenOs very
strongly on ::he location of the maxima and 0 2o 4o 6o 80 _00 ._
minima of the reflectance curve, lmpercep- THICKNESSINANGSTROMSOFAbs.LAYER
tible losses at the maxima are followed by Figure 3. Dependence of absorption on effective
very substantial losses at the minima, coatingthickness.
Figure 2 shows the computed influence
on a pure aluminum surface of a layer that Figure 4 also graphs some computed results
, has little absorptance at Lyman alpha but and illustrates another point Hass likes to
absorbs quite strongly at Lyman beta. If the make; i.e., that an absorbing layer does not
optical constants of a contaminant layer ate always reduce reflectance. Notice the way the
, known, the effect on reflectance of a par- reflectance of gold rises with the increasing
titular mirror can be computed. Figure 3 thickness of the absorbing layer. "1hese iUus-
shows the computed effect of an absorbing trations suffice to show that, knowing the
i layer of refractive index n = 1 and extinction optical constants of the pertinent materials,
i coefficient ta = 1. This is for an alumin_lm we can predi,:t the effects on a reqectingminor overcoated with magnesium fluoride surface of the addition of layers of contami-
for peak performance at Lyman alpha for the nants. They also show that the effects are
sometimes different from our naive expec-
i 100( l r" _ ,i _j__ , _ i i tations.
---- -- ...
....... 1216 "
100
,3 -
• • _ Nil • 0.0_ - 1041 ,
Au* AI_ La_
___ AI* kilos* AIIs,LJly_
0 100 ?00 300 400 o" _ _ _0 _0 40 I0 I10 _00
THICKNESSS IN ANGSTROM UNITS TNICKNIrSb IN ANQJ_TflOM$OF _ LAYtR
Figure2. Effectofanabsorbb_layer. Figure4. Computedreflectance.
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There are several ways of determining In another chamber, 3 feet by 4 feet,
whether or not condensable contaminants are when a valve was installed between the dif-
present and, if so, what they are. The arsenal fusion pump and the chamber, bakeout and
of instruments used in this work at GSFC has valve cycling tests were run. Instrumentation
grown steadily s_nce 1964. As new methods included RGA, infrared, and QCMB. On the
become known, they are pressed into service QCMB, a frequency change of 31 hertz
and seldom, if ever, are any old methods occurred in the first 8 hours. This corresponds
eliminated. At the present time, we are using to I/2 monolayer of DC 704 off. In the next
the following: (1)a quartz crystal micro- 32 hours, further frequency change torte-
balance, (2) a residual gas analyzer, (3) mass sponding to 1/8 monolayer of DC 704 oil was
spectrometer, (4)monitor mirrors, (5)col- observed; however, spectroscopy and RGA
lection on a cold finger, (6)wipes of the showed no trace of DC 704 oil. The con-
interior surfaces of chambers and the interior taminants that were identified were freon TF,
and exterior surfaces of both spacecraft and aliphatic esters, cyclic amines, and methyl
experiments. The material collected by wiping siloxane. During the bakeout, tile chamber
is analyzed by intrared spectroscopy and by pressure decreased from 1.8 x 10-6 to 1.3 x
gas chromatography. With these instruments, 10-7 tom
we keep a constant vigil for contamination In the tests performed on the OAO-A2
problems, in the lalge environmental chamber, we used
all of the instrumentation already mentioned
Recently, when we baked out a large including wipes of the Wisconsin andenvironmental chamber at 60° to 85°C for 36
Smithsonian Experiment Packages. In pre-
hours at 10-6 torr, we found a contaminant liminary thermal vacuum tests, several parts
that was identified as butyl cellosolve. The of the spacecraft and the expeiiments showed
material was identified by infrared spectros- visible evidence of contamination like a stain
copy and gas chromatography. It was also or a coating of oil. From a study of the
,_ detected by the residual'gas analyzer (RGA). circumstances, we concluded that the obser-(Both models GE 300 and CEC 614 have been
used.) The quartz crystal microbalance vatory was contaminating itself; i.e., that
. (QCMB) did not show anything. DC 704 oil residues of condensable vapors were left in
' showed up in wipes from the pump elbow but the spacecraft and experiments and were
i in no other place. The pumps in this chamber beiag relocated during television tests to
are 30 inches in diameter, hang on the sides of places where they were apparent. Infrared
analysis of cold-finger deposits showed phtha-
i the chamber, and pump out through a stain-
less steel elbow that contains a liquid- late, esters, hydrocarbons, and dimethyl
_ nitrogen-cooled opaque baffle. The source of silicones. Monitor mirrors did not show any
_, the butyl cellosolve has not yet been deter- loss of reflectance at Lyman alpha.
_ mined. After these tests, the observatory was
carefully cleaned and inspected. Approxi-
; In a series of tests in a 7-foot by 8-foot mately 5 months later, it was returned to the
_ chamber over a period of 2½ months, before large chamber for flight acceptance tests. The
I and after several Orbiting Geophysical Obser- QCMB and the RGA showed no signs of corv
vatory (OGO) and Radio Astronomy Explorer tamination. Visual inspection showed no con-
" (RAE) tests, a chlorinated biphenyl called tamination. Infrared analysis of the chamber ,
"Arachlor" was consistently found in the cold-finger deposits showed the customary
washing_ from a condenser plate (sometimes traces of hydrocarbons, esters, and silicones.
used instead of a cold finger). Several other (The silicones that were seen could not have
condensable vapors were found in trace been derived in any reasonable way from the
amounts, but the Arachlor was the prindpal DC 704 oil.) Monitor mirrors showed no loss
contaminant. Efforts to locate its source in of reflectance, The conclusions drawn from
the pump oil or hardware were unsuccessful, the contamination studies were:
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1. There was no contamination of the contamination of reflecting surfaces by
_/ experiment packages either from the spac_- pumping fluids, we have had good success
._ c_ft or from the test chamber, with the technique suggested by Hass;
: 2. Contamination of the chamber by the namely, to wash the surface with free-flowing,
.. spacecraft or by self-contamination was neg- virgin-pure, fr¢on TF and te follow this at
_. 1;gible. once with dry nitrogen. We have found that
,Mthough we looked for contamination the reflectance at Lyman alpha is completely
. by diffusion pump oil throughout all of these restored by this technique even though the
tests, in none of the experiments described surfaces thus cleaned still look dirty some-
has any such contamination been identified, times.
_' It has been our experience that contamination In conclusion, this is what I see as the
due to pump oil does not represent a great urgent supporting research-and-technology
:' hazard. We run about 300 tes'_s a year in a needs in this particl,lar area. What we need
variety of chambers, nearly all of which are more than anything else arc contamination
_ evacuated with oil diffusion pumps using sill- tests that can be directly related to expected
,_ cone oils. We look constantly for pump oil performance in space. We go to great lengths
_": contamination. During the 5 years that we to provide clean rooms free of particulate
:, have been doing this, we have identified only matter, but we do not have any test that tells ._
six cases of pump oil contamination; every us of the nrcsence of dust particles in a stra-
one of these cases was identifiable with some tegic 1o_:._.on that can float away in space and
_ malfunction of the pumping system, such as become a synthetic star to confuse the
_. an explosion or a cooling water failure or _ guidance system or the experiment. We have
power failure. In Godd_xd's Test and Evalua- splendid instrumentation for sensing and iden-
tion Division, it is our belief that the proba- tifying contaminants in various parts of the
_ bility of contamination by pump oil during a test chamber and in or on the observatory,
thermal vacuum test in a well-designed, but we have no direct way to learn if the
_' properly operating chamber is very small, reflectance of a mirror or the transmittance of
,_ The subject of contamination in a test a window has deteriorated or will deteriorate
chamber is an extensive one with a great in the space environment due to a layer of
[- many interesting ramifications. Some fascinat- contaminant. Another need I see in this area
ing studies are being done by Shapiro at of contamination is the establishment of real-GSFC, by Gill tte at Boei g, and by Hass isti tolera ce levels. With the very sensitive
_' Fort Belvoir. There is also an excellent report instrumentation that is now at hand, and
on Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM)contami- which is constantly being improved, test
_ nation by McPherson at Ball Brothers fa,:ilities are not able to meet a "no contami-
_ Research Corporation and the very fine work r,ation" specification. We need a specification
_ being carried on at Huntsville. that will insure proper functioning of the
Another item that must be mentioned is spaceborne equipment and yet is different
the technique for cleaning. In the case of from zero.
7
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Appendix A
Incoming Inspection Procedure For OAO Experiment
1. In order to determine the condition of et:'. present and properly installed; painted
the prototype and flight Goddard Experiment surfaces clean, of good finish, free from flak-
Package (GEP) and to continue the chrono- ing, etc.; all finish surfaces clean, flee from
logical historical records of same, inspections scratches or discolorations, etc.
of these packages are to take place. These 7. The end cover will then be removed; a
inspections will be conducted by a Quality cap will be installed on the light shield; and an
Engineering Branch staff member assigned to examination will be made of the telescope
the OAO Project with a GEP representative in tube interior, primary mirror, light shield,
attendance. Two inspections for each pack- secondary mirror, and spectrometer mirror.
age, prototype and flight, will be conducted: These areas will be inspected for cleanliness,
one at the vendor's plant immediately prior to good workmanship, freedom from damage
shipping and another at the Goddard Space and contamination, etc. Ultraviolet and
Flight Center (GSFC) immediately after greater-than-ambient light will be used at the
receiving, discretion of the inspector (safety glasses to
2. Prior to shipment from the vendor's be used for ultraviolet inspection). Vacuum
plant, the experiment package, installed in a sampling of contamination will be performed
turnover fixture and located in a clean room, on the inner telescope-tube wall, portiwas of
will be checked for proper identification, such the light shield, the shield support ring, and
as model or type, part number, serial number, other surfaces (except optical surfaces) asle
nomenclature, etc., and for proper documen- necessary.
tation, such as shipping papers, test reports, 8. A similar inspection will be made of th,_;
, data package, etc. Analog and Digital Electronic Assemblies fcr
3. The dust covers will be examined for general workmanship, cleanliness, and c,',n-
i apparent damage, su::h as den.. holes, tears, tamination.
discolorations, etc., and to assure that the end 9. A review of the packing and sll_.ppmg
cover is properly secured in place. This arrangements, per Grumman Aircraft Engi-
examination will be conducted by using neering Corporation (GAEC)shipping proce-
greater-than-ambient light unless the ambient dure, will be conducted. This will be done in
"_ light level is considered by the inspector to be order to verify that adequate protection and
satisfactory. An additional examination of the cleanliness for the experiment package will be
exterior of the package will be made with an provided during its travsportation te GSFC
ultraviolet lamp, and wipe tests or vacuum from the vendor's plant and that the data
sampling of contaminants will be employed at package accompahyin_ the shipment is
the discretion of the inspector, complete.
4.The experiment package/spacecraft 10.Subsequent to the experiment package
• _ ; support points will be inspected /'or dean- inspection and prior to the final enclosure of :
liness and damage (scratches, discolorations, the package for shipment to GSFC, the
dents, grease or oil, dirt, corrosion, etc.), quality documentation of the package will be
5. The optical-reference tool mount willbe examined with Kvollman Instrument
examined for contarr_ination and/or damage. Company (KIC) quality assurance or quality
6. The exterior of the experiment package control representatives. Particular attention
will be examined for general good workman- will be given to open malfunction reports and
ship: all nuts, bolts, clips, clamps, washers, other quality problem documents, such as
.L
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"crab" sheets, DMT's, etc. Each open item amined, and copies of the records will be
will be discussed with a view toward deter- made, if possible.
•_ mining what action is necessary to effect 12. Prior to removal of the outer shipping
_'"' closing out the item, on the part of either container, this enclosure will be examined for
GSFC or KIC. If possible, copies will be made visible damage: dents, holes, cracks, loose
, of each documented open item for exam- mountings, moisture leaks, etc.
._ ination by the OAO Project Quality Manager 13. Upon removal of the outer shipping
: at GSFC. container, the experiment package will be
11. Upon its arrival at GSFC, the experiment examined to assure that the bag is properly
:- package will be inspected again to insure that inflated, that there is no damage to either the
'. no damage has resulted from its being trans- bag or the shipping dolly, and, as far as is
ported. This inspection will be conducted in practicable, that the experiment is properly
accordance with the pre-shipment procedures secured in the doily.
_ except that, in addition, the environmental Upon experiment14. removal of the from
i' systems (air cooling/heating and gaseous the dolly and the installation of the exper-nitrogen purge) are checked to determine if iment in a suitable clean enclosure, steps 2they were functioning properly throughout thru 9 of this procedure will be repeated.
( the shipment. Trip records will be examined 15. The Quality Assurance Division will
: and copied. If accelerometers or other types submit a report of these inspections 30 days
_. of instrumentation have been installed, their after completion of the incoming inspection
systems will be checked, the records ex- at GSFC.
¢, ,
! !
i
i
i
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<
, Fred W. Paul
;g
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
4
•_ Introduction structure, propulsion, attitude control,
:: guidance, communications, data acquisition,
' In this paper, I shall discuss the local and data-processing. On the other hand, we
earth-circling orbits out to a few thousand might consider only the telescope mirrors.
i kilometers because this is the region in which For most of this discussion, I shall talk abou_
most of the optical telescope studies will be the telescope and any wavelength-separating
:: performed. We must, however, also keep in apparatus, such as filters or dispersing sys-
• mind the possibility of a moon-based obser- terns; I shall stop short of the radiation detec-
: vatory. The components of the "hard radia- lors, whether they be photographic or
: tion envzronment" that I will consider are: photoelectric.
galactic and solar cosmic radiation, solar
x-rays and ultraviolet, solar wind, trapped
charged particles, and ionized layers of the Galactic and Solar Cosmic Radiation
upper atmosphere. Although some of these
components are far from being hard or pene-
trating radiation in the usual sense, it seems
: desirable to consider them together because Let u_ examine the amount of energy of
_ of certain common characteristics; for various constituents of the hard radiation
environment by starting with the most pene-example, to treat all the charged particles in
one discussion, trating. Figure 1, from the second edition of
I _ [MINIMUMOFSU_ISPOTCYCLtEffects of Hard Radiation _o-_
The effects that we might expect to be : -ff-d,,U,Ofr,N_ OT j
caused by the hard radiation include: _ c*atl----I _
1. Fluorescence _ lo-' -_ \
2. False counts in counter circuits _' \
3. Triggering and perhaps enchance- "_
ment of electrical breakdown discharges _ _j_
4. Degradation of reflecting surface_, _ .,
both by loss of reflectance and by change of to-'* .... ' _-
I l l -figure 1 t
. " ' 5. Loss of transmittance of materials /0-, ' _o' _c ,
•. , , used in windows and f'flters _OTO_(Nt_¢Va_v)
6. Changes in thermal control coatings Figure 1. Intt_nnteosmlc-ray encrsy spectrum at i
7. Deterioration of solid-state compo- extremes of the sunspot cyci_ Space.probe _ _"
nents, mmsurements give a .flux mlue of approximately i0.2 parttcle/cmZ-sec-sterodaboveabout 40 MeF
This list suggests limitation of the dis- near sunspot rmz_mun_,this valueshould increase i
cussion by restricting the range of hardvmre by a factor of about Z$ near sunspot n_nimunt
items to which we refer. For example, we (From Second Edition of Satellite Environment
n/ght include the entire spacecraft with its Handbook.edited byE & Johnson.) |
.... 759 j
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. tH _t_lOt_ Ettvitonment Handbook edited of a vigorous flare, wavelengths as small as
• by F. S. Johnson, shows combined solar and O.l angstrom (125KeV) have been recorded.
galactic energetic proton flux. The low energy 1_e flux at wavelengths less than 0.6 ang-
side shows the influence of sunspot activity strom was about 4x I0"_3 watts cm-2 .
on the flux of protons. Changes of the order Figure 2 shows the solar spectral radi-
of 2 or 3 are observed to occur. In addition to ance outside the earth*s atmosphere. This
the protons, the cosmic radiation contains l0 graph does not attempt to show the fine
to 15 percent by number of alpha particles structure at short wavelengths but only the
and much smaller amounts of heavier ions. overall features. From approximately
200 angstroms to Lyman alpha, the irradiance
Solar X-Raysand Ultraviolet ranges between lO"_° and 2xlU 9 watts per
square centimeter per angstrom. At Lyman
Table l shows tl-.,_x-rays received out- alpha, the value rises to nearly l0 "_, then falls
side the atmosphere at different stages of again, and begins to rise (similar to a black-
solar activity, The wavelength bands given body distribution)f:om approximately 1400
would usually be called soft x-rays, and they angstroms up to the edge of the visible
are absorbed by very thin layers of most spectrum. The radiation at wavelengths less
solids. Nevertheless, they can produce deterio- 10 -4 r,-
ration of optical materials and are conse- |
quentiy of importance to us. The units used rin the table are 10"s watts crn-2 . The amount
of radiation varies by 5 orders of magnitude _ 10 -5
in the shortest wavelength band and by about _"
2 orders in the longest as we progress from m
sunspot minimum to the brightest flare _
recorded in Johnson's data. Usually very little _ _ 10-6
,_ radiation of wavelengths less than 2 ._ngstroms _
is observed; however, in the first few minutes _
Table1. Intensitiesof Solar X.Rays, 10"s w/cm2(from _ _ 10-7
SecondEditionof_atelliteEnviroal_ntHandboOk,editedby F 3, Johnson) _-_
20.200 --_ _ 10-82-8A A "
i H
(QuietSun)
SunspotMax 0.02 0.23 10.
(QuietSun) _ 10 -10Class3 Bright 0.13 0.89 8.
SurgeProminence
,. 7.24-59 10.11
0 1000 2000 3000 400O
Class2+Flare 0.26 1.6 21.
8.24-59 WAVELENGTHINANGSTROMS
' ' _ 2. &Tkr tl_lrol trrad_e outride atmo. _
Class2_'Flare >2.20 >4.5 92. _ (From ._ond_lltlon of._tdlite Environ.
8.31.59 ment Handbook,_to4 by F. &Johnson./ d
l
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t
than 1400 angstroms has a substantial frac- FLux(electronscm-2t_g-t)
:' linesti°nof atomic linewithradiatiOn;solarsome of these _,, , .... .;.ENERGY>0"51_3xX
vary greatly activity. _!_, _ r---- loL----.._. 10s
' Solar Wind ' "_ , _N_.
:. _ 114It-m .
The solar wind .;sa flow of protons and '___ _ _.ET_-
electrons in equal numbers outward from the ' /:
sun. Reported values for the concentration of : _,,,:, ,:,,
protons range from O.1 to 1000 per cubic FIELD$¥M
centimeter with energies in the range from _,s lOa
300 to 5000 electron vo ts. The simulators 2"_°'-- /
with which I am familiar are designed to give
fluxes and energies adjustable to values within t_,,.. _, .., _ ,. _,.,m. _.. _ _ _., .,.CNtNrItnt'_ tth_ I |IW f.o_rltltO_ O021|01 _0¢q_ ¢Z,t-2 IlK -I 0Mleq_) 04 kV)
this range. ,_,,,_ _ ~3..h ,,,,
Trapped Charged Particles Figure3. Trappedradiar/ovL
The spatial distribution of electrons and n _ '_,m_' I I I
protons trapped in the earth's magnetic field n ,.uc,_t,L_l -,/I tmot_as / *_l -_) [
is very complex. Consequently, in order to u_,4m,,,_, - --.
a_se,,_the exposure that a telescope will expe- / _' _--____--- __\
rieace, it is necessary to do a detailed compu- _._ _ __-"-_.
tation for the specific mission involved. The 'S-_7"_"'-."',."x"
input to the program must contain the alti- _@_/1 ( _---.__._tud and orientation of the trajectory r lative
" I "i/',i/ , r '.'" ,.'' '.y \'-to the earth as well as the relative positions of
the sun, earth, and satellite for the actual date t_ (_"_]_l I 1K._._,,//////;_ ___ I_._
of flight. The latest information about the
trapped particle environment i_ available from I_'//_]l ___
the National Space Sciences Data Center at
the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).
Computation programs for specific missions / "_-'--_--..___-___I_ _ __2____
; are available at many places; for example, the ,.., ,:. ,,., ,., ,.. _., ,., _., ,., ,.. ,.,
LabOratory for Theoretical Studies and the m,,u_
: Spacecraft Technology Division at GSFC; the Figure4. ProtonmapAP4. ,-
, Flight Instrumentation Division at Langicy;
• the Radiation Effects Information Center, from NASA SP 3024, Vol. I-IV, which con-
Battelle Memorial Institute; the Boeing Air- tain much additional information.) Figure 6
i craft Corporation, Seattle, Washington. Some shows the annual accumulation of proton
I of these places have shielding code calcraa- dose per square centimeter for circular orbit
; tions as a part of their program, at a 35-degree inclination. The curves show _,
" _ i A few examples will illustrate the results the number per square centimeter of energy _
for typical missions. Figure 3 shows schemat- greater than Eo. E. isgiven values from 5 to i
ically the distribution of the trapped particle 50 MeV. Figure 7 s_ows a similar set of curves
: belts. Figure 4 shows an enlarged view of the for the same orbits for electrons. The range of
inner belt of protons as of September 1963 Eo used is from 0 to 3 MeV. Figure 8 shows t
! with contours of constant flux values, the time-integrated flux of protein for three
Figure 5 is a similar chart for electrons at typical orbits, two circular and one elliptical.
about the same date. (These illustrations are Figure 9 shows the time-integrated electron
............. .......
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flux for one of the same orbits as shown in 10 _
figure 8 and for two new orbits. These illus- _ F
trations of orbital calculation were madc for _ [
Spring 1968. The environment has changed _ " _E°=O
substantially since then; hence, these res,,lts _ i014k /E / ......_o--O5.._
-,,o. ,,o'"...,,'"--"',.,I _ I" / .--;._.. . ......._o--,_ v
"'o,L_ L_----------._"'- "' I _ 1o_3[- / ,,"..."'"
_"_. "_ [ / //" ...." ._-Eo=2MeV
-
_°°' 12 It "'_'°" "---'" [.0-3
/.." ,//"
0.a ,/...- /
##
lOll
,_IoL / L , , , i I ....
"" 300 500 700 900 ll00 1300
Figure5. Flux m_pAEI fE > 0.5 bleV). ALTffUDEINNAUTICALMCES
1013_ Figure Z Number of electrons with energygreater
_ th_n £o venus altitude in ncuticalmilesf_" cb_-
. /,,_ Eo:3M_ klrorbltsat 35-de_e inclinaflo_
_ _ ../_I"""E°: 5MeV _ 10'3
1012 s'"" n,
_, , _ 1012
o_ 10 II _ 2 N.M. @ 58 ° _'
_ Z" .: / ..1"'- z_1°_°/,'.../ ..t" _.7 /i ./ "'ca 10_
_5 lO_c "" "://
"//" l0 a
.. _ _o, _ N...o_s.
lO_ %" z 107
300 500 700 900 l_OOIl_ ' N'M'028" _ _'
ALTffUDEIN NAUTICALMILEf_ ._--• ' ' ' ' ' I,, J
!0_0 lO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 gOlO0
6. Nm_be, of p_oto_ of eneorygrater Oam
Eo Mctc_t Per _qwr¢ce_tb_t,w p_ year asa PROTONENERGYlh M,W
_,c_n oi'_,ltucle In .¢_ea_!,,w_for _ FCw¢ & DCJ'_,n_ _ of pm_ lo_
ocbln at 3.,_.d_ inc_m_ _ orbin.
,t_
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_: I0_'- tmoV
-, :[ @31°
" _ NM @ 28 ° _.o0o;- ==
>- too \
" m \
, i \,
_" i \\
I0 I2 _ --_X\\
_- _ 10II F=3.04x1012 zoo
"-. ..ffJ
OL L l t t
_" _ 66700x149Nk ._505ONM@28°i @31'_ F=7.81xlOlZ _ IO _ IO
F:I.42xlC C,_GeOPARTITE|O_Iq_TVtn/cm3l
_ = , l 1 _ RgureIR lonosp!zerLcdensityvaNo;1on.uaI0lc 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
ELECTRONE ERGYIN MeV effects.They provideions forthe initiationof* F_guve9. Calculateddi/[erenrialaquenceof electrons electrical breakdown of high voltage systems.
O, per year for one circularand two ellipticalorbit.t They can produce false signals in open-
window .hoton detectors.
are now obsolete.Calculationsspecific to
planned missions "_houldbe used for practical Simulation
i How shaH"we simulate such an environ-
testing procedures.
The lonosphe_.e ment? Obviously, true reproduction of the
radiationenvironment is an enormous task.
The last environmental factor to be Because of its complexity, we are forced to
discussed is the charged particles in the consider not how to produce a copy of the
ionized layers of the atmosphere, namely, the environment but rather how to devise tests
ionosphere. The variation of the number of that will determine the behavior of car test
charged particles per cubic centimeter with object when it finds itself in the real :nviron- ._
altitude is shown in figure 10. In essence, this ment. When we think about this ta_!. we real-
cha.,t shows the number of electro:'a per unit ize there will not be only one attswer. We shall
volume. In most of the ionosphere, there are expect to _t different _swers for different
an equal number of positivel) charged par- classes of things. For example, thereflecting
ticles. At lower _titudes: th=eyare molecular surface of a large mirror will requiredifferent _
ions such. as NOT ?nd O2T._At higher Mti- testing than a solar cell; a solar cell will be
"r -r -rtudes, O and H and He predominate, different from an open-end channel multi-
These chargedparticles,, of both signs, have plier; and a passive-thermal-control coating
themml energies _nd are not at all pene- will need still another test to determine it_
tratin& They can, howe_er_ cause surface in-lpaceperfommnce.
" ii i ii i i_1 i
i
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What is usually done is to study the Case II: Ultraviolet Transparent Optical
characteristics of a particular class of devices Materials
and decide what part of the hard radiation
environment is most likely to modify their Heath (ref. 2) and Sachet (ref. 3) have
performance. Then typical devices are sub- measured the transmittance in the wavelength
jeered to irradiation with the p_rticles or range 1050 to 3000 angstroms of several
waves, selected at rates that correspond to the materials before and after charged-particle
natural environment, or some enhancement of irradiation. The materials studied included
it, for accelerated testing, and to levels where lithium fluoride, magnesium fluoride, calcium
damage occurs or lifetimes in excess of mis- fluoride, barium fluoride, aluminum oxide,
sion life are indicated. Often the decision and fused silica. They measured transmittance
about the effect a single environmental corn- before and after irradiation with I-MeV and
ponent has is not clear-cut; therefore, we have 2-MeV electrons at 10_4 electrons per square
to try exposure to more than one component, centimeters at each energy. A similar study
Sometimes, it seems likely that synergistic was done with 10_1 protons per square centi-
effects or spontaneous healing of damage may meter at energies ranging from 3.0 to 4.6
occur; then we would like to be able to MeV. Some of these materials lost consider-
expose the device to more than one environ- able transparency; others were not much
raental component atatime, affected. They concluded that magnesium
fluoride, barium fluoride, and sapphire have
Case Histories the greatest potential for use in the hard
radiation environment.
We note that in these two cases the
• Because I am unable to offer any overall investigators have used components of the
guiding principle for making decisions on how environment singly. Those who are studying
; to test and under what radiation conditions, I spacecraft coatings for passive thermal control
., would like to present three brief case histories also started with single environmental factors.
to show what some investigators have done. Much of the early work involved exposure to
radiation from a strong mercury lamp. At the
:. present time, the thermal control coatings areCaseI."Studies of High Reflection Surfaces
' being studied in facilities that combine twn r,rSuch as Aluminum With Overcoats
more environmental c,_n_ponents for simulta-
: ileous exposure.
Canfield, Hass, and Waylonis (ref. 1)
' studied aluminized mirrors overcoated with Case IlL" Round Robin Program for Com-
magnesium fluoride to peak performance in binedEnvironment Testing
the vacuum ultraviolet. They irradiated their
i samples with Lyman Alpha at a certain level Under the auspices of Committee E21,
for 20 hours. This -v.asadequate to reduce the ASTM, several industrial and governmental
re_'leetance of unprotected aluminum to one- laboratories have joined together in a program
half its initial value but had no effect on the to learn what is the state-of-the-art of corn-
pro _ected surface. They irradiated many bined environment testing. Materials are to be :
' samples with I-MeV electrons at total doses exposed simultaneously to simulated solar ,
ranging from 10m'* to 10_s electrons per electromagnetic radiation and proton flux
square centimeter. They also irradiated with simulating the solar wind. Results from differ-
5-MeV protons to a dose of 10_2 protons per ent laboratories will be compared both with
square centimeter. No loss of reflectance re- each other and with flight experiments. To
suited from any of these exposures. A loss as the best of my knowledge, this case represents i_
small as _i percent would have been detect- the first concerted effort to combine eompo-
able. nents of the hard radiation environment.
i
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. Although the ultraviolet and solar wind are the first column is the name of the organi-
; the main items of interest in the Round zation and th_ name of an individual who is
Robin study, many of the participating orga- fanfiliar with the details of the facility and to
_. nizations are capable of including higher whom inquiries may be directed. In sub-
energy protons, electrons of a wide range of sequent columns, the amount and energy of
energy, x-rays, gamma rays, and neutrons in the radiations are listed for protons, electrons,
their irradiation program, gamma rays, x-rays, and ultraviolet.
Irradiation Facilities References
Table 2 lists a number of organizations 1. Appfied Optics, Vol. 5, Jan. 1966, p. 45.
and the characteristics of their irradiation 2. Applied Optics, Vol. 5, June 1966, p. 937.
.:_ facilities. Some of these organizations are 3. Sachet, P. A.: GSFC Document X-622-67-416,
:_, participating in the Round Robin study. In Greenbelt, Maryland, August 1967.
_" Table 2. Combined Radiation Environment Facilities
_. Organization Protons Electrons 3'-rays X-rays Ultraviolet Additional
. (Individual) Information
MartinDenver 100 to 40C0e.v. 100 to 4000 e.v. Xenonlamp;
(J. Cooley) lOS.10t 4cm-2sec-] 10a.1018cm-2s_ -I 0.5 to 5 suns
_" Lockheed.Pa'o 0 - 120KeV 0- 120 KeV Yes Flash Xenonor Alsoneutrons
Alto, Calif. l0 to.lOt 3crn-2sec-_ lOt °.lO t_cm"2sec"_ Co6° X-ray Mercury Temperatures
(R. Breuch) lamps of specimen
LN2 to 500*F
_. (See footnote 1.) I
_-"_' G.E. to 130 KeV i00 to 20000 e.v. 90 Xenon,Mer- 12"diamholding
_,, ValleyForge, 5xlOs-lOt 2cm-2sec't 5xl OS-lOt 2cnq'sec-t Kilovolt cury,or Hy- 30 specimens
, Pa. drogen simultaneous(J. Sca._apteco) lamps;1to e, p, andUV
4 suns -50_ to 150_C
(ref 1)30_ Bell #
"* Jar(See footnote2.)
= Boeing, 0 to 20MeV 500 e.v. to 25MeV Yes Yes Xenonor Alsoneutrons
Seattle,Wash. ilOS-lOt2cm'2sec-t lOS-lOt2cm'2sec-I Mercury simultaneous
(R. Brown) lamps;1 sun e, p, andUV
.100°C-_+100*C
_' chamber6"x12"
Aerospace 2 MeV 2 MeV Xenonor
• Corp. Mercury
(E. Borson) lamps
[e ii
'. Footnotes: t
i: 1. Thereare two entries for Lockheed in this table.
2. The GE facility hasa turntable permitting sequentialexposure of specimens.
Long _ UV or Lymanalpha may be applied at the same time asparticles of either sign.
¢
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Table 2. Combined Radiation Environment Facilities (Concluded}
Organization Protons Electrons '},-rays X-rays Ultraviolet Additional
(Individu,d) Information
IITRI 20 KeV and _ MeV 2 MeV Xenon or
(J. Gilligan) and Mercury
500 to 5000 e.v. at lamps
10Scm-2sec-t
TRW Systems 600 to 3000 e.v. Xenon
(E. Luedke) 10%101 °cm-2sec-t lamp
Jl w
Comsat 1O0 to 500 e.v. iMay be added Lyman a 10 cm square
may beadded; i,radiated area
(C. Naag) 106"1011cm'asec'l Xenon lamps
Not Operational 0.5 to 5.0 suns
EMR 104o 35,000 e.v. 10 to 35,000 e.v. Xenon lamp;
M. J. Brown) 109to 101Scm-2 sec-t 109 . i01 s cm-a sec-i Oto 10
$UI12
McDonald Solar simu- Argon Plasma
Douglas, later 2 foot (ref. 2) are to
St. Louis, Me. ciro.leat supplement solar
IE. R. Rusert) J 4 _uns down to I800A on
P.O. Vac to lff I
with LN2 LHe
_ Ames R.C. C.W 2- 240 geV Xenon, Mer- (Se_ footnote 2.
(Donald VdG 200 KeV-3 MeV cury, and
Anderson) VdG 3 MeV Modified hydrogen
for m/croperticles lamps
GeneralDynam- Up to 145 KeV Up to 145 KeV BH-6' Drum carries 60
: ics, Ft. Worth, lOt 2-10t 3cm'2sec't l0 t _-:013cm-asec -t up to 10 l-inch :amples
Tex. suns :
: (J. Romanko)
J J ...
.i
; Lor,kheed, Pale 200- 5000 e.v. Xenon or Solar wind and
Alto, Calif. lOt o. 1012 Mercury UV
(R. Br6uch) Can also be mated to (See footnote 1.
130 K_V io 1.3 _:zV
_. Van de Gruff
i" Footnotes:
t
1. TM, o at: two entries for Lockheed in this table.
2. Aanes has a 2-foot-square test area. Micropar_icle. up to 20 km/sec in addition to charged particles
and UV. They have tested flight hardware for JPL (solar cells for Mariner), for GSFC (a
particle counter), and a Pioneer type of vehicle in the research stage for a Jupiter flight.
m m
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-,, Light Sources for Stellar Telescope Calibration
From 700 to 7000 Angstroms
William R. Hunter
Naval Research Laboratory
This paper describes light sources that Most sources for the visible and near
may be useful in calibrating stellar telescopes ultraviolet are continuous in time. This is not
between 700 and 7000 angstroms that are always the case for vacuum ultraviolet
_: intended to operate in space. Such telescopes sources, some of which are excited by eon-
il, will be useful only for wavelengths longer densed discharges; i.e., a capacitor discharged
; than approximately 912 angstroms, the periodically andproducingveryshort, intense
_ ionization limit of hydrogen, because the flashes of radiation. If the det_c_or of the
interstellar hydrogen absorbs all the shorter instrument to be calibrated counts photons,
wavelengths clown to about 100 angstroms. A such a pulsed source may be,useless if, during
calibration to 200 angstroms shorter than the the radiation flash, the number of photor.s to
it,terstellar cutoff is perhaps unnecessary; be counted drives the counting system be.
however, it will permit some extrapolation of yond its capacity. Difficulties also arise in
observations p',st the cutoff that could be of using photographic detection with pulsed
value, light sources; the intermittency effect may
': Ideally, a calibration source should have make it difficult to obtain H and D curves and
C
good stability during periods of operation, to calibrate the f'flm. Thus, the mode of ex-
have essentially the same spectral distribution citation of the vacuum ultraviolet source is
from one period of operation to the next, and important to consider when deciding which
have an intensity high enough to allow mean- source to use for calibration.
ingful calibrations at those wavelengths where
the telescope is least efficient. In practice Vacuum Ultraviolet Souzces
.. such sources are rare, if they exist at all, and
it is usually necessary to use a number ofV,j
different types of sources to cover the wave- The only single source capable, in prin-
; length range from 700 to 7000 angstroms, ciple, of covering this entire spectral range is
Many' different types of sources have been the synchrotron, which provides a highly
,. reported in the literature that, in combina- polarized continuum that peaks in the
_. tion, can cover this region. The greatest diver- vacuum ultraviolet at a wavelength dependent
sity of design occurs for sources of extreme on the instrument parameters. This con- ;-, . ultraviolet radiation; ior wavelengths longer tinuum extends into the visible with ever- _.
"' t, than approximately 2600 angstroms, fewer decreasing intensity. The most attractive
' _ types of sources are available. Standardization feature of this type of _ource is that the
-) of sources is an extremely difficult task, as spectral e_ergy distribution can be calculated;
evidenced by the results obtahed by the vari- hence, no measurement of intensity ne_,d be
<>usinvestigators who have tried to do so. In made. The peak intensity of the Natioiml
the visible and near ultraviolet, somewhat Bureau of Standards (NBS) machine (ref. I) is
better agreement is obtained than in the approximately 5 x 10s photons/sec/A for a
vacuum ultraviolet; however, the truth is that wavelength of 340 angstroms and an electron
there is no such thing as a standard source, energy of 180 MeV when measured 2 meters
767
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f_n_tl_,c_'_t t_.Itl_ougll a slit 1 milli- ,-,
n_r.wide'16y 1"0 millimeters high. The inten- "_L.7
sity fluctuates 20 to 30 percent each time _2 -" _f',,X d,[_."
electrons are injected into the magnetic field, ; t' -.--11-- -,-o,
which is 60 times a second, because of fiuctu- | _L /
ations in the number of electrons capturedinstableorbits, ili_/_
Special instrumentation problems arise
because of the unique radiation pattern of the
: synchrotron. Because of relativistic effects,
the instantaneous radiation from an electron
with several MeV of energy is confined to a _._T.C_
narrow cone in the direction of motion;
hence, the eme_jng radiation lies in a very
' tldn disc that is in the plane of the electron Figure1. Helium continuum using thyratron modu-
' orbit. Horizontal and vertical perturbations of later. Conditons:sodium salicylatephotomultiplier
: the electrons in their orbits determine the disc detector {EAff9514S) _t 1630 V;0.5 A bandwidth
thickness. Observations must be made tan- using 100-_ slits; power supply at ll6mA and
: gentially to the orbit. Madden, Ederer, and lOkV;5-kcsecpulserepetitionfrequency;44-mm
Codling (ref. 2) have published a discussion of Hg helium pressure;1.0.sec time constant. (Cour-
the instrumental problems associated with the tesy R. E. Huffman et al).
use of synchrctrc,._ radiation.
There are certain disadvantages to this lines were present; the most conspicuous were
, type of source. First, it is immobile; any in- those of neon at 736 angstroms and 744
strument to be calibrated must be transported angstroms and hydrogen. The excitation
to the synchrotron and must be housed in a conditions for this trace were: 44-millimeter
? vacuum system connected to the synchrotron mercury pressure of helium, condensed dis-
for extreme ultraviolet calibration. Second, charge with a 5-kilocycle repetition rate
_ because of the high energy electrons periodi- controlled by a thyratron switch, and an
_ cally colliding with the walls, there is a radia- average discharge current of 116 milliamperes
:' tion hazard to experimenters so that the at 10 kilovolts. A slit Mdth of 100 microns
_ experiment must be done by remote control was used, thus giving a bandpass of 0.5 ang-
and the calibration instrumentation must strora Because of the high gas pressure, a
'0 operate in a radiation background that is not differential pumping system was used to keep
_ negligible, the gas out of the monochromator.
More conventional and convenient The observations have not been cor-
sources for the vacuum ultraviolet use are rected for the spectral response of the grating
electrical discharges in gases, which can pro- and detector; hence, the shape of the
duce both line and continuum spectra. Of the continuum will probably be different when
many types of sources available, only those different instruments are used. According to
that, in the autlror's opinion, are most useful Huffman et al, the shape did change when
for telescope calibration will be discussed, different gratings were used; however, when
Figure 1 shows the Hopfield helium con- thyratron control of the condensed discharge
tinuum, as observed by Hu_fman et al (ref. 3), was used, there were always two maxima: one
which extends from 584 angstroms to approx- at 810 angstroms and a second smaller
imately l l00 angstroms, with the most in- maximum at approximately 670 an_troms.
tense re#on lying between 700 and 900 At 819 angstroms, the average number of
angstroms. Although the helium was purified photons emerging from the slit was about 2.5
by passing it through charcoal traps cooled to x 107/sec or a flux of 5 x 109 photons/ i
i liquid nitrogen teraperature, some impurity cm2/sec, i
t
4
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The radiation pulse begins about 0.14 30oi......... CI
_, microsecond after the current pulse termi- i x.,/--_
..; nates, reaches a peak at about 1.4 micro- 2s0_ 1,99 / \
_. seconds, and then slowly decays with a total | ,250 I cy \
:" duration of 16 microseconds. Thus, during ,co_1,__ I I/_'_'/_f-'\I_ \
the 200 microseconds between flashes, the
radiation exists only for 8 percent of that 1o_0
time so that at peak intensity the photon flux _ r_ A, I _' ' ,
-lOt¢- J \ • I/J \ \ '_
is calculated to be about 6 x l0' °. The noise i / _,'_ ,, o_,C \c, _was about 3 to 4 percent of the mean i ten- so , __\ 5' \
sity at all usable intensity levels; the long-term _ d r \.. J \ J\ o
drift over 90 minutes was even less. L_!__ __ ! J r__1100 _2C,0 1300 1400 1500 1900 17.0 '800 1900
;_ Figure 2 shows the discharge tube i.'a w,vttj_r.,;,
_ which the continuum was excited. Excep't for Figure3. Raregasconanua of argon,krypton and
the graded seals, the construction is of quartz, xenon obtainedwith radio-frequencyexcitation.
_., After about 125 hours of use, it is nece.ssary
/ to clean deposits from the electrodes _th a
_. sodium hydroxide solution, and detector. About 100 watts of radio-
A condensed discharge in argon is _dso frequency (RF) excitation from a Raytheon
!: useful in this region and produce'_ many in- microtherm unit was used; gas pressures were
_ tense lines from below 700 angstroms to about 40 to 50 millimeters mercury; the
approximately 1100 angstroms (ref. 4). lamps were sealed and had lithium fluoride
_" windows. It is possible to obtain these con-
tinua with a free-flow lamp if the gas is
_. GAS_NT,,,_5 purified; however, economic considerations
' PRESSURE GUAGE TUBE,OS,T,ON make it undesirable to do so except with
WAER argon.
:..P.! iENTRANCE " '
• : ",... Figure 4 shows a picture of some lamps
$,.; SUT _.._
.g OUA.,, and the microwave cavity used for coupling.
_ w,,oo_ "lhe large bell-shaped end is a ground glass ,
joint by means of which the lamp is mounted
PRE-SLIT AND ;A THOOE
_OCAT,ONo_ at the entrance slit. The lamps are prepared
_. LIF WINDOWS
by evacuating, baking, and backfilling with
_. ANOOE
_. IGROUNDEO_
Figure 2. Light source used to obtain the helium _,
continuunt
Other rare gas continua, reported by
Tanaka (mrs. 5, 6, 1), are available and cover
_,' the wavelength region up to ! 800 angstroms, t
_ The best results have been obtained using
argon, krypton, and xenon; the continua are
shown in figure 3 (ref. 8). These curves arei' the measured values and have not been cor- _lgure 4. Light sourcel us_a_to obtain the rare gas
•' meted for the spectral response of the grating continua ln f_me 3. t
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purified gas and are supplied with a barium purposes although there are small regions, just
getter in the side arm to aid in cleanup, above 130G angstroms and at 900 angstroms,
Perhaps the best known source for the where it is low. Even less energy is available in
vacuum ultraviolet region is a DC glow dis- the continuum although commercial spectro-
charge in hydrogen. Figure 5 (ref. 9) shows photometers make use of it to wavelengths as
, the spectrum obtained from such a sot:rce, long as 4000 angstroms. The intensity is
; From approximately 850 to 1600 angstroms, pressure-sensitive and increases as the pressure
the spectrum is a series of bands due to increases but not equally in all parts of the
molecular hydrogen. Because of the sharpness spectrum. Therefore, the repeatability frem
of these bands, the name "many.lined spec- day to day in free-flow sources depends on
trum" is often used. The most conspicuous the ability to reset the pressure +I0 percent in
feature is the Lyman-alpha line, at 1216 the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)instru-
angstroms, of atomic hydrogen. Occasionally ments while the stability depends c,n the
• the Lyman-beta line at 1026 angstroms can constancy of the pressure and discharge c,:r-
; be seen, but often its intensity is about the rent. Generally, with a well-regulated power7
same as that of the neighboring bands; and supply, the fluctuations over the period of a
_ identification is difficult. A molecular few hours to a day are usually lc.,,s than 5
continuum extends from 1500 angstroms well percent.
up into the violet end of the visibl_ spectrum Figure 6 (ref. 4) shows a drawing of the
region, discharge tube used to produce the spectrum
From 900 to 1600 angstroms, the in- of figure 5. The capillary consists of a tube,
tensity is usually enough for most practical 10 centimeters long with a 4-millimeter bore,
6 X |0 9 • f w _ • w I ! ) !i
[_Max 2x 10:°
k
5 Hydr°ten
(250.) ..... Ly a
"'-1215 645g
-I
' I LyB .
!
Cortt)
;_ Wavelen_n (;)
Figure5. Spectrumof h._lmgenobtained with DCglow discharge. :
i
i
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OUARTZTUBEFUSED equipment; this simplifies matters somewhat.
MONOCHROMATOR INTO OUARTZ DISC
_,' SLIT DEFLECTING MAGNET Sources more intense and stable than gas
," (-J AND SHUTTER _._.T--_/
-- _/-_-_:" . ; _ ,*REX discharges are available. Two such sources will
,? _ __ be discussed: the tungsten-ribbon lamp and
; b-- _i the cea'bon arc.
WATER-COOLED ,'" "_-_.<_'_"--L.'_'-_._ I_ ,_ Tungsten-ribbon lamps have been used
E'.'CTRODE,O'DE_..;.<.-__ for years as secondary radiance standards
," - when calibrated against a blackbody. DeVos
(_ ___ (ref.10, has reviewed the measurements ob-
". PURE ALt)MI'NUMCLAMPINGDISCS tained up to 1954. More recently Larrabee
ELECTRODES GASINLET (ref.ll) has measured the emissivity of tung-
sten at different temperatures with the results
"z Figure6. Light source used to obtain the hydrogen shown in figure 7. The slightly wavy lines aref
_ spectruminfigure 5. the measurements; the other lines are analyti-
_ cal approximations. Larrabee estimates the
and a disc made from the same piece of rms error of the experiment at 0.002 "dimen-
_- material. Quartz, alumina, lava, and boron sionless emissivity units."
_ nitride have been used. In the case of quartz, Generally, tungsten-ribbon lamps are ""
the tube was fuzed into a quartz disc. The stable with respect to long-period drift and -,
purpose in this particular design was to avoid have very small short-period fluctuations.
water-cooling of the capillary because it was There is, however, a gradual deterioration. As
, intended to be used with a condensed dis- the tungsten evaporates, the temperature rises
_ charge as well as with a glow discharge. Under for a constant heatLag current; the evaporated
condensed discharge conditions, the capil- tungsten coats the lamp window, thereby
laries gradually wear away;thus, water-cooled causing its transmittance to decrease. As a
_ capillaries are subject to breakage umt would result, the lamps must be recalibrated periodi.-
flood the monochromator with water, tally..Recently, tungsten lamps have been
._. Consequently, the cz illary is uncooled made with quartz envelopes and containing a
except by the gas. Quartz and boron nitride, small anaount of iodine, which inhibits the
:_: however, withstand either the condensed or tungsten evaporation.
glow discharge conditions, and the other two The ability to standardize this type of .
,., materials are quite suitable for glow dis- lamp is best judged from figure 8, taken from
_ charges.
In summary thus far, electrical dis-
charges in gases ca',, be used to cover the I a.,_--_//_f__ ,,
wavelength range (_m 700 to 4000 ang-
_, stroms; i.e., frem 700 to 900 angstroms, the
Hopfield helium continuum or a condensed 0,,
discharge in argon are used; from 900 to 1600
angstroms, the band spectrum of hydrogen or
' the rare gas continua of argon, krypton, and ,,, "___
xenon;and from 1500 to 4000 angstroms, the _ _o
hydrogen continuum, ji
, Near Ultraviolet and Visible Sources *"
For wavelengths longer than approxi- _ --,,'_'" ,','
mately 1850 angstroms, which i3 the air
b cutoff, vacuum systems are no longer needed F_re 7. Spectral emissiv_.tyof tungsten (exper-
to house the test instrument and measuring lmentairesuitsandanalvtlcapproxtmaaon).
,=
!
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P
f line is the calculated spectral radiance of a
_:: _ oso ,,. 38000K blackbody and shows excellent agl"ee-
'g,. _ o,s "_ \ \ ment with the measured values from approxi-
' :s o,s / "" _x mately 2700 angstroms to the longest
_. _ . ".-. wavelength measured, 7500 angstroms, whicho44 is not shown in figure 5. Grouped around
:L . 4000 angstroms are cyanogen bands. As
_ I" t _howJh they are rather gross features, but
_' J, _ • , , i , i , _ '_ ,_J 'ruder higher resolution the spacing is suffi-
:" ]g _oo s0o ,oo see see roe ' see ,oo cient to see the blackbody background. Below
• AvtLt_T.,,_,,, 2700 angstroms, the arc-stream contribution
•_ becomes important as the blackbody radi-
. F;.gure& Emissivity of tungsten at 20000K, values ation becomes weaker. Packer and Lock
obtained by severalobservers; W.B. Nottingham estimate that at wavelengths longer than 2700
and i¢ E. Mutter [Phy_ Rev. 74, 1261 (1948)]; angstroms, the arc-stream contribution is
i J. C De Fos [Physica20, 690 f1954}]; H. C approximately 1 percent. Some of their
, ltama!_er [Physica 3, 561 (1936)]; I¢. E. Forsythe measured values are listed m table 1.
i and E.Q. Adams [Z Opt. Scar. Am. 35, 108 Since these me_,surements were made,
(19451]. Null and Lozier (ref. 14) and Hattenburg
. (ref. 15) have made similar measurements
Larrabee's paper, which shows the measured with results fairly close to those of Packer and
emissivity values obtained by a number of Lock.
workers. From just under 4000 to 7500 Johnson (ref. 16) has measured the
angstroms, the agreement is fair, but outside spectral radiance from 2500 to 1900 ang-
el this region the results diverge, stroms with the results sho_n in figure 10. By
Better agreement occurs on measure- measuring the arc stream from the side rather
• _ ments of the spectral radiance of the anode than looking through it at the anode crater,
crater of the carbon ale. Figure 9 shows some he found that below 2100 angstroms the
unpublished measurements of Packer and radiation was only that of the arc stream. This
_ Lock made at NRL. The values are shown by is reasonable because, at this wavelength, the
! a 0. o.o.,oe,o. I I
son, the measurements of McPherson (ref. 12) _ I ,
and of
are indicated by circles, those s
lrd'ygsman (ref' 13) bY plus signs"The dashed _ 1 [- _;_i_"_°_ !
, r, I1/
-.--- ,
• , _-- }
tll_o o( _ ;ul@
Figure9. Spectralnatmc, o1'the carbonarc In air w_v,,._. ,_s ]
1'eom2200 to 5700,,_troms, as me_m¢l by D. Fl_tre 10. $1_¢tralnattmc¢ o1'the ¢ubon _¢ in _ir
M. l_ker and (7. l,ock. _om 1830 to 2JJO lpt_l_m_ i
!
1
!
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_: Table 1. Measured Spectral Radiance of the Carbon blackbody radiation must have a very low
_. Arc* intensity.
_:. Radiance Conclusions
o
_ Wavelength (milliwatts/cm2-100 A U-steradian)
_, A number of sources are available that
2200 15 can furnish radiation for calibrating instru-
250 23 ments in the wavelength region 700 to 7000
300 31 angstroms. The synchrotron is useful over this
350 29 entire spectral range and requires no standard-
! 400 27 ization. Electrical discharges in gases can be
:, used for the vacuum ultraviolet and both
450 33 tungsten-ribbon lamps and the carbon arc for50 9 the n ar ultraviolet, ,risible, and near infrared.
_ 550 45 Because of the indifficulty standardizing
: 600 50 these sources (especially vacuum ultraviolet
_: 650 55 sources), frequent calibration against a known
:; source will be required.700 64
' 800 90
_-" 900 121 T
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:: Absolute Radiometry in Space Astronomy
WilliamG. F_tie
_, The Johns Hopkins University
:_ Introduction and its corollaries,the StefanBoltzmannLaw
k
_ Although it is perhaps one ofthele_ _B _o" B_. glamorous facets of space utronomy, there = C3 T4 (°K) = f_ B dX (2)
_- are m_ny important astrophysical problems
_ t_t requireabsoluteradiometricandspectro-
metric intensity measurementsin the spectral andthe WienDisplacementLaw
_ rangeO.I micron to 30 microns.Evenin the
visible and near-visible range available to 0.2898
ground-hased observations, uncertainties in Xmax(/_)= T(OK) (3)
' atmosphericlosses an_;w_iations in telescope
transmission limit the magnitude of secular
i vaxiations that cau be observed. Precise EquaUon1 describesthe spectraldistribution• absolute-intensity measurements of astro- Dora a perfect blackbody.An imperfect radla-
nomical objects over wide spectral rangesare tot, a nonblackbody, entits less at each wave-
necessary for studying stellar atmospheres, length by a factor eX, which is called the_.
Precision radiometfic measurementsoverlong spectralemissi_ty
time intervalswill provideinformationabout
the distributionof plant;tap/systems among EXNB dX = C_ X"s • X(e _I. -I)" d_. (4)the near stars; this inform,_tionwill expedite XT
the planning of experimentation for inter-
stellarspacecraft, and which must be experimentallyewAuated *It thereforeappearsimperativethat the at eachwavelength.post-OAOspace_strophysicsexperimentson Equation 2 describes the total energy
both manned and unmanned spacecraft be emitted by a perfect blackbody. For a non-
more precisely calibrated, including in-flight blackbody,the total energyemitted is
calibration. The purpose of this paper is to
review the present state.of-the-art and to o.
point out the areaswh,-zeimprovedstandards F_B _o BB. andtechniquesareneeded. = eXE dX (5) +
AbsoluteRadiometricStandards
Equation 3 showshow the wavelengthat
Most of this disctaalonis tattedupon the which naximum emi_on occurs vtn_ with j
basic radiation equation, the Planck Black- tempemtuure,it demonstratesthatall pra_,4k_i |
body Law radiometricstandardshave the major portion
of their emi_on in the infraredregion.
P
_._ From theaboverelatior,shipa,itisclezrEAB dX = Cz X.s (e -1)"l dX (1) that, in cedarto establish spactr lradia_on
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_' " standald_ it /is onll_ _n_e_ry to _easure the body sources that have been calibratea against
_ _¢tnpdra_-e{_and me spectral emissivity at a blackbody standard, are almost universally
_.. -that temperature of a stable radiation source used. More specifically, ],a this tour;try we
_:, or to compare the spectral radiance of the depend upon the National Bureau of Stan-
'_ sourceto a blackbcdy throughoutthe spectral dards to maintain a primary, high-
:, range of interest, temperature, radiation standard and to
':" Tb_ spectral emissivity, e_, of an opaque measure the spectral radiance of the various
_:_ radiator is related to the spectral reflectivity, secondary standards; an example is the
_, r_, of the radiator by the equation tungsten-strip-f'flament lamp, which we use to
calibrate absolutely our optical instruments.
This first step away from the primary stan-
_ ek + rk = 1 (6) dard introduces a minimum uncertainty of
approximately 2 percent in the calibration
•_ procedure in the ultraviolet and approxi-
,2
_-. mately I/2 percent in the infrared.
_'. This important relationship makes it possible
_, to construct a physical blackbody or a black-
body catty in which the observed target area Calibrati,ms in the Visible and Near Visible
: is surrounded over a large fraction of the total Range
solid angle by surfaces which are at the same
temperature as the target area and which add The next step involves the use of auxil-
by reflection the radiation deficiency from iary lenses or mirrors to form an image of the
the target itself, ac:ording to equation 6. f'dament at a focal plane of the flight instru-
For calibrating far infrared optical ment or to form a collimated beam st the
systems that can use a target at a low temper- entrance aperture of a flight telescope. Aber-
ature (i000°K or less), the simple radiation rations and transmission variations can intro-
; source shown in figure ! ,viii provide a perfect duce very large errors unless extreme
blackbody cavity, precautions are taken.
,_. When higher temperatures are required_ A calibration system that appears to be
refractory materials must be used in place of free of syatematic and aberration errors is
_ highly conductive copper; and the design of a shown in figure 2. We have used this system
t blackbody cavity becomes much more diff']- for ,alibrating our rocket packages and also
cult. In fact, the design is so difficult that for t,_e two Mariner ultraviolet telescope spec-
secondary standards; i.e., stable nonblack- trometer experiments that are in flight to
Mars. The technique involves projecting a
F,t-mm ImN_ _n 11110Screen
Slnstrmetet**
1_) r[uPt_ar_[ stNsoml Neam_aul _
Figure 2. Standard lamp, pmlector, and dgfuston
_'.ure 1. Low temperatureblackbodycavity, scree_
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_:_ large image of a strip-filament lamp onto a check the spectral quality of the screen with
/_ diffusing screen of freshly made magnesium the test setup shown in figure 3. By measuring
'_.. oxide (MgO), which is a true Lambert surface, the relative spectral brightness of the strip
':> with a cliffuse reflectivity (RD) in excess of filament directly and then reversing the lamp
_- 0.98 throughout the near infrared, the visible, and lamp mirror and putting an MgO screen at
, and the near ultraviolet. The radiance of the the lamp filament image (as shown in figure 3
.. screen is given by the relationship by the dotted lines), we can prove that the
;- MgO screen has invariant spectr',d reflectivity.
B_ AL Figure 4 shows the result of tests made in this
B_cr = ,'rDLS TL RD (7) way on the screens used for calibrating theMariner instruments. The ratio of the two
readings was constant from .2700 to 3600
.;_ where B_cr is the radiance of the screen in angstroms, in which range MgO screens may
:'_ photon per cm 2/sec/ster fall off in reflectivity because of impurities,
,_ laboratory dirt, or radiation damage to the
_" B_ is the radiance of the filament material.
(same units) By employing the above precautions
e-
with the diffusion screen technique, we
AL is the area of the lens believe ae are obtaining absolute calibrations .
_ that are accurate in absolute terms over the
DLS is the screen to len._distance calibrated range of the strip-filament lamp to
within 3 or 4 percent.
TL is th_ lens transmission
Pill s
.'/_¢." .... LAMP ....... -._ PII
RD is the diffuse reflectivity of the / "'. ""-_,._'-'- / "_
,_. screen /.,--........ -. , /_----_ I
Note that the physical dimensions are .... '' ---
[:, easily measurable to high precision and that t-_::"--"- ----- ..__-----pi0o/,
_' the optical factors (T L= 0.93 for a quartz _ -'_'-_¢'_
lens and RD = 0.98) are close to unity and are _ _ _--->1 SPECTaOPIETE,]highly reliable optical quantities.
'_ Even this system is subject to subtle er-
rors. When the lens diapiaragm has a diameter Figure3. Experimentalcheckof MgOscreen.
of the order of a millimeter, dust and dirt can
_; matexially decrease the value of AL. Long- "*,.,,
term operation of the standard lamp can
_" produce an evaporated tungsten film on the /\ '."
I
lamp window. It is necessary to maintain a
' s,o!
'_ reference standard lamp that is used. only peri-
odically to cross-check the working standard. ____ J
,' . It is also necessary to employ a well-calibrated '"
optical pyrometer to check periodically that ...o
the prescribed lamp curr nt is providi g the !
proper filament temperature. ,Z ...o _
We determine that the diffuse reflectiv- t , _ , )
ity of the screen is maximized by recoat!ng " '' " _,t) "" "" "" |
with fresh MgO smoke after a calibration run iand then repeating the calibration. We also F_re 4. Relativediffuse reflectivltyof MsOscree_
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' Far Ultraviolet Calibrations 2500 angstroms (an assumption that many
;_ investigators have shown to be valid to within
,; Below 2000 angstroms, the shortest 20 percent). This standard is calibrated
:' wavelength at which tungsten-strip-filament against the working photomultiplier tube at
lamps are cerrently calibrated, no radiation all wavelengths of interest. By now, we are
- standard exists. It becomes necessary to cali- about five stages removed from a radiation
brate detectors against a standard detector for standard; hence, some of the experimental
+ which the quantum efficiency is close to steps are fraught with experimental diffi-
unity. The percentage of calibration errors cu_tics. For example, the minimum detectable
•_.i that can be expected with this procedure in- signal with a radiation thermopiE is about the
crease by at least an order of magnitude, maxhnum signal for which the final detector
The standard procedure upon which is to be calibrated; likewise, the current from
: most calibrations are based is to calibrate a a photomultiplier tube is 10a to 10 7 times
photocell, a photomultiplier tube, or a photo- the current from a nitric-oxide cell for the
ionization cell against a blackened radiation same;input flux.
_: thermopile that has been absolutely calibrated Thus far we have only a calibrated d¢-
,_ by measuring its response to the total radia- tector. Next we must measure the optical
tion signal (eq. 2) from a low-temperature transmission of a flight instrument in two
blackbody, such as that shown in figure 1. In polarizations and over the spectral range
addition to the infrared calibration, it is required for the experiment, or we must use
necessary to measure the specular and diffuse the calibratea detector t'_ measure the flux
reflectivity of the receiving area in the ultra- incident on tile fast optical element of the
violet region, to measure the variation of flight instrument. In our experiments we have
ultraviolet sensitivity across the surface of the used both techniques.
receiver, and to measure the loss of energy
from the receiving area by emission of photo- Measuring Optical Transmission
: electrons.
Fortunately, as a result of proper design For the transmission measurement, we
r. and choi,_e of blackening materials for the employ two identical sets of flight optics in a
" receiving area, none of the above sources of double-monochromator vacuum optical
error exceed a few percent, The necessary system, which has identical geometry to the
_ measurements require, however, an expertise mechanical optical system of the flight pc,ok-
that is not broadly available; hence, in age. The first plane grating is slightly under-
practice, experimenters usually assume the f'dled. The intensity of several brigP,t lines of a
value of 82-percent quantum efficiency at stable-flowing-gas discharge tube is measured
1216 angstroms for a flowing-gas, nitric-oxide at the intermediate slit with a reference de-
photoionization chamber. This value was teeter. The detector is placed at the exit plane
determined with radiation thermopile tech- of the second monochr_,mator, for which no
niques by a number of investigators. A sealed exit slit is used. The ratio of the line bright-
nitric-oxide chamber is usually compared nesses provides transmission measurements
periodically with a flowing gas cell, and a that typically have values of 10 to 20 percent
. photomultiplier tube is calibrated at 1216 in the range of 1150 to 1800 angstroms. The
,' angstroms against the sealed nitric-oxide cell. polarization is determined by rotating the
• ' Calibration of the photomultiplier tube at second monochromator through 90 degrees. _'
other wavelengths is accomplished by call- Typically, the 3600 g/mm gratings we use in
brating a sodium-salicylate-coated photo tube this spectral region show less than 3-percent
against the nitric-oxide cell. This is based polarization. The optical elements are then '
the assumption that the fluorescent mounted in the flight package; the calibrated iupon
quantum efficiency of sodium salicylate is detector is installed; and the instrument is _,
constant in the wavelength range from 300 to declared flightready.
I,
l
'I
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!: Measuring the Flux Incident experimentally that the synchrotron-source
spectral radiance follows the basic theory.
/.. The technique of using an absolutely
calibrated detector to measure the flux in- Conclusion
cident on the first element of an assembled
flight instrument is employed in the Vacuum The future requires much better absolute
Optical Bench (VOB) facility at Goddard accuracy in far ultraviolet measurements. One
Space Flight Center. This facility was con- necessary step will be improvements in the
structed specifically for the OAO program, present techniques so that the cumulative
We have used this facility to calibrate the error in the many-stepped process can be
Mars Mariner Vl and Mariner VII ultraviolet minimized.
• telescope-spectrometer systems and for our The use of barium sulfate (BaSO4) as a
' rocketborne astronomical telescope. In the diffusion -_creen for the 2000-to-4000-
_i VOB facility, the exit hole of a far ultraviolet angstrom region would provide a diffuse re-
:_ monochromator acts as a star source. A colli- flectivity much closer to unity (above 0.99)
_ mating system provides a parallel beam in- BaSO4 is less sensitive to radiation damage
_' cident on the primary telescope mirror of th,: than MgO.
flight instrument. The image on the entrance One important area which would im-
slit of the flight spectrometer is smaller than prove absolute accuracy would be to extend
_6 the entrance slit and can be scanned over the the calibrated range of a strip-filament lamp
entire slit area at a scan period that is long to lower wavelengths. In our laboratory, we
when compared to the spectrometer scan have been able to measure the sig_tal from a
period. Before and after this scanning opera- sapphire-windowed, tungsten-strip-filament
i _ion, the calibrated detector is moved over the lamp to about 1700 angstroms. Below this
entire area of the beam, which is intercepted wavelength, the filling gas appears to absorb.by the primary mirror to determine the av r- We are pres ntly experimenting with a
._ age incident flux. Errorsthai can degrade this carbon-sgrip-filament lamp, which we believe
measurement are scattered light in the pre- can be made stable at high temperatures
spectrometer and polarization in the optical (perhaps 3000°K) and which should have an
elements. These possible errors must be eval- emissivity near unity. With such a lamp anduated by separate tests, with photomultiplier tubes employing high
In view of all of the experimental work-function photocathodes_ which are
_' hazards associated with far ultraviolet calibra- insensitive to the near ultraviolet and visible
_ tions of the type already described, it is amaz- region and which have dark currents of less ring that a valid calibration of an instrument than one false event per second_ there appears
can be accomplished at all. It would appear, to be a reasonable chance that the calibrated
however, that an absolute accuracy of +50 lamp range can be extended as far as 1200
percent can be realized. In our Mariner call- angstroms.
i brations, we extended the VOB calibrations Another desirable improvement would
based on nitric-oxide-cell standards to 3900 be the development of sealed-gas discharge
angstroms, a 1200-angstrom-range crossover tubes with long term stability in the spectral
_ of the MgO screen calibration that was much radiance of their continuum and line emission _ -
• . more reliable. We found less than 30-pe_ent features. More stable window materials for
djsa_ee,,ncnt between the two methods, such tubes, for xample agnesium fluoride
The use of synchrotron radiation as a (MgF2) in place of lithium fluoride (LiF), are
standard of spectral radiance in the far ultra- also desirable. Such sources would be invalu-
violet rather than the Planck radiation laws able for in-flight calibration.
I appears to offer the possibility of improved We believe that two steps should be
i accuracy. The work of R. P. Madden at the initiated: (1)the National Bureau of Stan-
National Bureau of Standards has shown dards should increase their effort in this area,
t
b
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particularly with respect to extending the photoionization _:ells as secondary detector
lower wavelength limit of the strip filament standards.
lamp and developing the technique of using
synchrotron radiation as a standard and pro-
viding absolutely calibrated photodiodes; Acknowledgement
(2) one of the NASA centers should establish
a standards laboratory for the purpose of l wish to thankDr. HenryKostkowskiandDr.
improving the techniques and providing a RobertMaddenof the NationalBureauof Standards
facility for detector calibration, for helpful discussions in the preparationof this
Solar-blind photodiodes with stable presentation.
quantum efficiency might prove superior to
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: Optical Research Facilities5
: William R. Pershing
_ US/.F Avionics Laboratory
4
: The Optical Sci,:nce Facility of the U.S. filled, rubber, isolation mounting system,
Air Force Avionics Laboratory (Wright- designed to reduce the effects of mechanical
/_, Patterson Air Force Base)isanopticallabora- vibration and seismic shock, which can
., tory of !5,000 square feet, equipped for effectively degrade the collimator capability.b,.
_, precision optical measurements This
_: laboratory orovides a capability for research
and for the development of techniques " :
._ applicable to the design, fabrication, and eval- '- '_
._ uation of optical components and op_t_al_.
: systems ranging in _ize up to I00 inches in
diameter.
_',• The facility is centered around a large,
_ 100-inch-diameter, optical collimator,
. including the necessary instrumentation andequipment for conducting extensive research ._.._
_' investigation and analyses of large diameter ,,_:-_-
_,'_ optics and optical systems. The collimator
diameter must be equal to or greater than the
_. optics being evaluated in order to provide full
illumination of the aperture and formation of
the corresponding target image. The 100-inchcollimator is the largest of its kind in the ,,_Y5li'_''_'_-
'i:i United States and provides a capability LI,_/_ _'hithertofore nonexistent.
Qualified personnel (including advanced
degree students), from all branches of the _"
Defense Department, NASA, industry, and
educational institutions, may utilize the m,m.,.,m,
facility when needed in connection with _,we,,_
programs deemed to be in the best interest of ;.
•. the government.
The 100-inch.diameter collimator is ,Figure1. The lO_tnch collimatorvacuum cl_mber. ' _
housed in a steel vacuum chamber as shown in •_
figure I. The chamber has an exterior Temperature around the collimator is con-
diameter of 14feet, is 150feet measured trolled to ±I/2"F. To avoid the degrading
_i vertically from top to bottom, and is bisected optical effects caused by air currents, it m
by a horizontal section 20 feet in diameter by possible to evacuate the 33,000-cubic-foot
50 feet long. The entire chamber, weighing chamber to an equivalent atmospheric alti-
360 tons, is supported by a three-axis, air- tude of 270,000feet (5 x 10"s tort) in
781
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';:_' ' at_la_rs. A mechanical vacuum pu,_P system The ring elevators can be positioned at
:: 9: _ _ i_ used. A circular door 20 fej in diameter selected levels within the vacuum chamber to
_, . " provides access to the hofizo,¢tal chamber. A serve as work/ng l;latforms to hold instru-
>,: personnel door and additional ports are mentation and the personnel making various
located at various ,,perating positions on the measarements.i:
vacuum chamb,r. An Invar tube, 10 feet in rhe design of the facility will allow
diameter ._nd 55 feet long, is mounted in the expansion c.f the collimator to a maximum
: lowe_ section of the vacuum chamber. The di_._,t,',er of 120inches by replacing thc
primary mirror, in its mounting cell, is sun present mirror and accessory optics.
ported at the bottom of the Invar tube. A large test cart, mounted on rails, pro-
The primary mirror is 103 inche_ :.a rides ,'upport for the optical device to be
diameter by 12 inches thick and has a ',cal evaluated. Precision rails _..qow accurate sue-
I_ngth of 601 inches. Its weight is ar . "cxi- cessive rclocation of tiae optics over the
mately 7500pounds. Fabrication _he collimator, lnsh_mentation for a remote
mirror blank required 10months. .elve ,cad-out capability will be utilized when
_i pieces of fused silica were fused togetht.r to opera,ion in the vacuum condition is
_. form the mirror b_ank, which was, at the time r,_ot,
:-: of fabrication, the largest piece of fused silica A_tliUonal facilities supporting the large
" ever made. The grinding, polishing, and final optics area include:
finishing of the primary mirror required 1. A 60-inch-diameter precision rotary
: 22 months. The mirror is supported in its table for centering optical elements and
mounting cell by an arrangement of assembling elements into an opticalsys*em.
_0 thermal isolation pads, each connected to 2. A vacuum coating chamber that can
, a co-nterbalance system having a 10 to 1
d,posit various types of coatings on optical
ratio. Near the top of the lnvar tube, an
surfaces up to 100 inches in diameter.
: auxiliary structure bolted to the tube sup-
,_ ports the accessory optics, targets, and light 3. A future planned capability will be a
, source. Fwo locations for the auxiliary struc- precision aspheric generating and polishing
ture provide in an optional alternate arrange- machine that will handle up to 100-inch
ment either a notainal 600-inch, 1200-inch, or diameter optics. Provisions are included for
2000-inch focal length collimator, evaluation of the surface being generated or
:, Ring elevators are located in both the polished by supporting a mirror and suitabk'
:. upper and lower vertical sections of the instrumentation over the machine on a super-
, vacuum chamber, thus providing the capa- structure integral with the vibration-isolated
i bility to transfer the collimator assembly seismic block supporting the machine.from the lower to the upper section of the For prepares concerning medium size
, vacuum chamber. In the upper position, the optics, a large David Mann optical bench and
), ,mirror in its mount would be inverted at the a collimator with a 30.inch aperture ant+
ton of the lnvar tube and supported by the focP! length of 20 feet are mounted or_ _,.
( counterl:_alance system. Relocation of the vibration-isolated seismic block. A vertical
i accessory optics-target-light-source auxiliary test camera is also mounted in a position to
package would provide a capabjity to evalu- utilize the 30-inch-diameter collimator on a
,' te an upward-looking optical sy,,',tem, share basis w th the optical bench.
It is not anticipated that the collimator Programs for smaller optics having a
will be utilized in the upper chamber unless ma,Jmum 16-inch diameter and focal length
" an urgent requirement exists to determine the up to 6 feet (dependent on lens quality) can
effects of gravity upon an optical system, utilize two 14-foot-focal-length collimators
-,, Some ,_aeaz_-eof such effects could be evalu- v4th 16-inch apertures. One is a diffraction-
ated from successive upward and downward limited collimator with a test camera; the
positioning of the optical system, second collimator is mounted with both an i
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• optical bench and a test camera for smal) Optical glass blanks to 24 inches in
optics (up to 8 inches .indiameter), diameter may be measured for index variation
Measurement of distortion on m_pping to 1 x 10"6. A white-light interferometer is
lenses may be accomplished with a lens used for measuring physical thickness, which
bench-mounted on a seismic block with 19 is then compared to optical thickness mea-
small collimators presenting a 120-degree field sured by a laser interferometer.
of targets, which can be recorded through the A well-equipped darkroom is available
mapping lens on a glass plate. The imaged for processh_g films and plates. Other major
position of the targets may then be measured instruments available include: Gaertner
on a comparator to determine the distortion spectrometer, Bausch and Lomb recording
in the lens. spectrophotometer, Mann comparator, and
: A precision nodal slide bench coupled Zeiss gauge block interferometer.Instrumentation for optical surface eval-
with a 168-inch-focal-length ccUimator is
instrumented for performing image analysis of uation, laser light sources, and assorted equip-
meat common to optics laboratories is also
lenses by employing th transfer function located in the facility. A small shop is
concept, available for minor repairs, n_'_ldng parts tbr
The illumination characteristics of lenses lens mounts, and quick-fix items needed in
can be measured with an iU.mination the facility. Larger mechanical jobs are don,
analyzer, which utilizes an 8-inch, collimated, ;,n shops nearby. Personnel using the optics
light source with integrating sphere photo- facility have access to the computer facility
multiplier, located on the base.
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